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PREFACE This book has been prepared primarily 
for use in intrtductory courses in remote 
sensing. Engineers, soil scientists, forest- 
ers, geologists, geographers, oceanogra- 
phers, ltmd planners, meteorologists, 
water resource managers, biologists- 
anyone involved in measuring, studying, 
and managing earth resources-should 
find it valuable both as a textbook and as 
a reference. It focuses on remote sensing 
systems and illustrates the i~  utility in a 
diverse range of data gathering applica- 
tions. 
The book provides a broad, yet not su- 
perficial, introduction to the subject of 
remote sensing. No book can cover all 
aspects of the theory and pr~ctice of re- 
mote sensing and most textbooks on the 
subject are either narrowly focused, deal- 
ing with particular sensors or applica- 
tions, or are multi-authored compendia. 
This book is a two-person effort aimed at 
synthesizing the subject of remote sens- 
ing so that the student might become 
equipped to understand and apply the 
appropriate aspects of remote sensing 
technology to his or her discipline. 
We have made every attempt to he 
clear, concise, thorough, and objective. 
We have gone beyond the "black box" 
approach, yet we have written a book for 
upper division students studying earth 
resource management, not for electronics 
experts or theoretical mathematicians. 
All the "classical" elements of aerial pho- 
tographic interpretation and photogram- 
metry are described, but we also intro- 
duce the concepts of interpreting images 
from nonphotographic sensors-both vis- 
ually and through the application of dig- 
ital image processing techniques. 
After presenting the basic physical 
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principles on which remote sensing is based, the first half of this book con- 
centrates on photographic remote sensing techniques. We treat the tools of 
the photographic trade (cameras, films, and so on), then provide a general 
intiduction to the airphoto interpretation process. This intmduction includes 
sample applications of airphoto interpretation in specific mapping tasks, such 
as land uselland cover mapping (including land information system design 
concepts), wetlands mapping, and geologic and soils mapping. We also dis- 
- cuss, in very general terns, the application of airphoto interpretation to the 
fields of agriculture, btestry, water resources, urban and regiond planning, 
wildlife ecology, archeology, and environmental impact assessment. An en- 
tire chapter is devoted to terrain evaluation via airphoto interpretation. 
The metric aspects of dealing with airphotos are covered in our discussion 
of photogrammetry, which includes a description of how to make reliable 
measurements from aerial photographs and consideration of how topographic 
mapping is accomplished through the use of stereoplotter instruments. We 
aLo discuss the preparation and characteristics of orthophotography, along 
with tht? process of planning a photographic mission. 
Our treatment of photographic remote sensing procedures concludes with 
discussion of the radiometric characteristics of aerial photographs. This in- 
volves the details of how to radiometrically calibrate aerial photography and 
make image density measurements. 
The second half of the book deals with the principles of acquiring and 
interpreting data collected by nonphotojpphic sensors. We describe :?~ennal 
scanners, multispectral scanners, and radar systems. As with our discussion 
of photographic techniques, we illustrate how images produced from these 
systems are interpreted in various application areas. The general realm of 
digital irnage processing is described, with particular emphasis on the prin- 
ciples of spectral pattern recognition and image enhancement. 
There is enough material in this book for it to be used in many different 
Y 
ways in many different course settings. These include courses in remote 
sensing, photo interpretation, and photogrammetry. Some courses may omit 
certain chapters and use the book in a one-semester or onequarter course; 
the book may also be used in a two-course sequence. We have attempted to 
design the book with these two different potential uses in mind. 
Where pictures wcre important in formulating the text. we used pictures. 
Where principle was more important than detail, we sacrificed detail. The 
International System of Units (SI) is used throughout the book. Numerical 
examples are given where appropriate. At the end of each chapter a selected 
bibliogmphy appears that include works specifically cited plus other books 
and articles recommended for additional reading on various topics. 
Although we have discussed remote sensing systems ranging from hand- 
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held 35 mm cameras to the Landsat series of satellites, we have limited the 
scope of this book to electromagnetic remote sensing ofearth resources. Con- 
sequently, there is a multitude of remote sensing systems and application 
areas we do not treat. At the same time, remote sensing is such a dynamic 
field that some of what we present here may soon be outdated. Nonetheless, 
this book should enable the student to understand the business of stepping 
. back-figuratively speaking-with image in hand and studying the broader 
perspective of our earth, its resources, and their environment. 
The authors wish to exprevs their sincere thanks to the many individuals 
who have contributed to this book. Specifically, we are grateful to Professor 
Roger M. Hoffer, of the Purdue University Laboratory for Applications of 
Remote Sensing, whose thorough review of the original draft of this entire 
manuscript and numerous suggestions were extremeb valuable. Portions of 
the original manuscript were also reviewed by; Professor Robert H. Brock 
and Professor William M. Stiteler of the State University of New York College 
of Environmenld Science and Forestry, Syracuse, New York; Professor James 
L, Clapp of the University of Maine, Orow. Maine; Professor David M. Mick- 
elson, Professor Robert P. Madding, Professor Francis D. Hole, and Professor 
Frank L. Scarpace of the University of Wisconsin, Madison; Dr. Robert G. 
Reeves and Dr. James V. Taranik of the EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, 
South Dakota; Dr. Alan S. Barrett, uf Optronics lntemational Inc., Che!ms- 
ford, Massachusetts; Mr. Norman L. Fritz of the Eastman Kodalr Company, 
Rochester, New York; Professor Steven D. Johnson of the Virginia Polytech- 
nic Institute and State University, Bluksburg, Virginia; Dr. Kenneth R. Piech 
of Calspan Corporation, Buffalo, New Yo&; Professor Floyd M. Henderson 
of the State Univenity of New York, Albany, New Yo*; Professor Anthony 
J. k w i s  of Louisiana State University; Professor Dieter Steiner of the G o -  
graphisches Institut, Zurich, Switzerland; Mr. Alan W. Voss of the Tennessee 
Valley Authority, Chattanooga, Tennessee; Dr. Ronald W. Stingelin of HRB- 
Singel, Inc., State College, Pennsylvania; and Dr. Richard S. Williams, Jr., 
U.S. Geologicd Survey, Reston, Virginia. 
The authors also wish to thank their many graduate and undergraduate 
students who made valuable cwntributions to this book. We are also grateful 
to the various individuafs, instrument manufacturers, government agencies, 
and cummercid 8rms who provided background materials and many of the 
ilkatrations used in this book. Almost every original line drawir~g and many 
of the photographic illustrations in this book were produced by Douglas E. 
Meisner and William L. Johnson-their contributions to all aspects of pre- 
paring this book have been invaluable. Their participation in the preparation 
of this book vrm supported by the State University of New Yo&, College of 
Environmental Science and Forestry, Sytacuse, New Yo&. 
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And finally, special recsgnition is due the authors' families, who provided 
three years of patient understanding and encouragement while this book was 
in preparation. 
thomaa M. U 8 ~ n d  
Ralph W. K W r  
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CONCEPTS AND 
FOUNDATIONS OF 
Remote sensing is the science and art of 
obtaining information about an object, 
area, or phenomenon through the a d y -  
sia of dub acquired by a devil= that is not 
in contact with the object, m a ,  or phe- 
nomenon under investigation. As you 
mad these words you are employin3 re- 
mote sensing. Your eyes are ading 
s e n m  that respond to the light reflec-d 
from this page. The "data" your eyes ac- 
quire are impulses corresponding to the 
amount of light reflected from the dark 
md light areas on the page. Thew data 
are analyzed, or fnhpreted, in your men- 
tal computer to enable you to explain the 
dark areas on the page as a collection of 
letters forming words. Beyond this, you 
recognize that the words form rentenccs, 
tind interpret the information that the 
s@ntencc?s convey. 
In many respects, remote sensing can 
be thought of as a reading process. Using 
various senrots we rt?motcly mllect &to 
that may be analyzed to obtain infomu- 
t b n  about the &pets, areor, or phcnsm- 
ena k i n g  investigated. The remotely 
c ~ l l d e d  ata CM be of many forms, in- 
cluding variations in i i o  &sMbutisnr, 
aceustic wave distributions. or electro- 
magnetic energy distributions. For ex- 
ample, a gravity meter acquires data an 
variations in the distribution of the f o m  
of gravity. Sonar, like a bat's navigation 
system, obtains data on variations in 
acoustic wave distributions. Our eyes act- 
quire bta on variations in efectrmag- 
n e t i ~  ewgy disbihtions. 
This book i s  about ektrellc4gnetlc ca- 
ergy r e n m  thot me currently k i n g  u p  
grated from airborne and spaceborne 
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glatfirmr to assist In inventorying, mapping, and monitoring earth resources. 
These sensors acquire data on the way various earth surface features emit 
atrd reflect elect1y)rnagnatlc energy and these data are analyzed to provide 
tnfomrrrtl~n a b u t  the resormwes under investigation. 
Figure 1.1 scherrutlcally illustrates the generalized processes and elements 
involved in e~ectromagnctic remote sensing ofc:tr!6 z!k:dkcS. 1 he two Iwic 
processes involved are data clcquisttba and &to analysis, The elements of 
the data acquisition process are: energy rourt-t (a), propagation of energy 
through the etmwpherc: (b), energy intera+iotrs with earth surfucw features 
{G), airborne anciler spaceborne sensore (d),  resulting in the generation of 
sensor $ah in pictorial and/or numerical fonrr (e) .  In short, we usc sensors to 
m r d  variations in the way earth rurfacw features reflect and emit ektrcr 
magnetic energy. The data analysis pm~wss (f) involves c~xnmining the data 
using various viewing and interpretation devices to analyze pir-torial data, 
and/or P computer to analyze nutnericd sensor data. Rc.ft*rcnce data u\)out the 
resources being studied (such as soils maps, cntp statistics, or field-check 
dab) are used when and where available to assist in the data analysis. 119th 
the aid of the referenc~ data, the analyst extracts information abtr t the type, 
extent, faation, and condition of the v d o u s  rerourcys over which the sensor 
data were cullc~cted. This information is then presented (y), generally in the 
form of map ,  tables, and a written dircusriorr or report. Typical it~forntlriion 
product& are such thtnga as land use maps m d  cn)p area statistics. Final!y, 
the infumtion is presented to users (h) who apply it tc their decision-making 
prucess. 
In the remainder sf this chapter, *xc! discuss the basic principles underlying 
the remote ensing process. We k d h t  with the fundamentals of eler.tmn~ag- 
-*+c P Y Y ~ ~ ,  cunstder how the energy interacts with earth surfacw fea- 
tures. We d a o  treat the role that reference data play in the data analysis 
pmcedum. T h e e  barsics will permit us to cr~nceptwliw an "ideal" remote 
wnsing system. With that r*, a fnunework, we consider the limitatianb en- 
countered in "red" remate oenrinu systems. At thc end uf this discussion, 
the reader shatild hove r grasp of the general concepts and fo~tndatioss of 
remute renring, 
Visible llght ir only one of many foms of elec9mmagnetic energy. Radio 
waves, haat, itlboviolet wyu, nnd X rays ore other farnilivr forms. All this 
energy is inherently similar ond &tes i r  c u ~ m b \ e  with basic wave the- 
ory. As shown in Figure I.!& this theory describes elec+runl;agnetic r n r m  as 
traveling in r harmonic, rinuaoidrJ Guhion at the "velmity of light," c. The 
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(DktMa bwmn A hgnaic f i i  
\ 
C 
I w va(&ity of light 
1 f = fiqucmcy (Number of cycles par Ecrcond 
W w  a f i x d  point) 
Figun 1.2 An electromagnetic wave. Components iraclude a sinusoidal electric wave 
( E )  and a similar magnetic wave (M) at right angles, both being perpendicular to the 
direction of propagation. 
distance fiom one wave peak to the next is wauetength A, and the number of 
peaks passing a fixed point in space per unit time is the wave frequency f. 
From basic pl~ysics, waves obey the general equation 
Since c is essentially a constant (3 x I W s e c ) ,  frequency f and wavelength 
A for any given wave are related inversely, and either term can be used to 
characterize a wave into a particular form. In remote sensing, it is most com- 
mon to categorize electromagnetic waves by their wavelength location within 
the electromagnetic spectrum (Figure 1.3). The most prevalent unit used to 
measure wavelength along the spectrum is the micrometer ( ~ m ) .  A micmm- 
eter equals 1 x 10-'m. 
Although names are generally assigned to regions of the electromagnetic 
spectrum for convenience (such as ultraviolet and microwave), there is no 
clear-cut dividing line between one nominal spectral reg i~n  and the next. 
Divisions of the spectnlm have grown out of the various methods for sensing 
each type of radiation more so than from inherent differences in the energy 
characteristics of various wavelengths. Also, it should be noted that the por- 
tions of the electromagnetic spectrum used in remote sensing lie along a 
continuum chardcterized by magnitude changes of many powers of 10. Henc~,  
the use of logarithmic plots to depict the electromagnetic spectrum is quite 
common. The "visible" portion of such a plot is an extremely small one, since 
the spectral sensitivity of the human eye extends only from about 0.4 rm to 
approximately 0.7 pm. The color "blue" is ascribed to the approximate range 
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of 0.4 to 0.5 pm, "green" to 0.5 to 0.6 pm, and "red" to 0.6 to 0.7 pm. Ultra- 
oiolet energy extends just to the short wavelength side of the visible spectral 
region. To the long wavelength side of the visible region are refitted in- 
frared (ZR) waves. To the long wavelength side of these waves is thermal IR 
energy. At much longer wavelengths (I mm to 1 m) is the micfou~oe portion 
of the spectrum. 
Most common sensing systems operate in one or several of the visible, 
reflected IR, thennal I& or microwave portions of the spectrum. Note that 
we make an important distinction between "reflected IR and "thermal" IR 
energy. T h e d  IR is d i d y  related to the sensation of heat; reflected IR 
is not. 
Although many characteristics of electromagnetic radiation are most easily 
described by wave theory, another theory offers useful insights into how 
electromagnetic energy interacts with matter. This theory-the particle the- 
ory-suggests that electromagnetic radiation is compased of many discrete 
units called photons, or quanta. The energy of a quantum is given as 
where 
E = energy of a quantum, Joules (J) 
h = Planck's constant, 6.626 x lVa J sec 
i We can relate the wave and quantum models of electromagnetic radiation 
i behavior by solving Eq. 1.1 for f and substituting into Eq. 1.2 to obtain 
Thus, we see that the energy of a quantum is inversely proportional to its 
wavelength. The lorrger the wavelength inooloed, the lower its energy con- 
tent. This has important implications in remote sensing from the standpoint 
that naturally emitted long wavelength radiation, such s microwave emission 
from terrain features, is more difficult to sense than rddiation of shorter wave- 
lengths, such as emitted thermal IR energy. The low energy content of long 
wavelength radiation means that, in general, systems operating at loeg wave- 
lengths must "view" large areas of the earth at any given time in o r d ~ r  to 
obtain a detectable energy signal. 
The sun is the most obvious source of electromagnetic radiation for remote 
sensing. However, srll matter at temperatures above absolute zero (0°K or 
-273%) continuously emits e!ectromagnetic radiation. Thus, terrestrial o b  
jects are also sources of radiation, though it is of considerably different mag- 
1.2 ENERGY SOURCES AND RADIATION PRINCIPLES 7 
nitude and spectral composition than that of the sun. How much energy any 
object radiates is, among other things, a function of the surface temperature 
of the object. This property is expressed by the Stefan-Boltzmonn Law, which 
states that 
where 
W =total radiant emittance from the surface of a material, W m-2 
a = Stejan-Boltxmann constant, 5.6697 x W m-20K4 
T =absolute temperature ("K) of the emitting material 
The particular units and the value of the constant are not critical for the 
student to remember, yet it is important to note that the total energy emitted 
from an object varies as T4, and therefore increases very rapidly with increases 
in temperature. Also, it should be noted that this law is expressed for an 
energy source that behaves as a blackbody. A blackbody is a hypothetical, 
ideal radiator that totally absorbs and re-emits all energy incident upon it. 
Actual objects only approach this ideal. We further explore the implications 
of this fact in Chapter 7; suffice it to say for now that the energy emitted from 
an object is primarily a function of its temperature, as given by Eq. 1.4. 
Just as the total energy emitted by an object varies wi& temperature, the 
spectral distribution of the emitted energy also varies. F i p  .* 1.4 shows en- 
ergy distribution curves for blackbodies at temperatures r~.lJing from 200°K 
to 6OOO"K. The units on the ordinate scale (W m-2 pm-') express the radiant 
power corning from a blackbody per 1 w spectral interval. Hence, the area 
under these curves equals the total radiant emittanee; W, and the curves 
illustrate graphically what the Stefan-Bolkmann Law expresses mathemati- 
ally. The higher the temperature of the radiator, the greater the total amount 
of radiation it emits. The curves also show that there is a shift toward shorter 
wavelengths in the peak of a blackbody radiation distribution as temperature 
increases. The domitaunt wauelength, or wavelength at which a blackbody 
radiation curve reaches a maximum, is related to its temperature by Wfen's 
Displacement Low, 
where 
A,= wavelength of maximum spectral radiant emittance 
A = 2898 pmeK 
T = temperature, OK. 
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W a m k w + ~  bmt 
Agun 1.4 Spectral distribution of energy radiated fiom blackbodies of various tem- 
peratures. (Note that spectrtil radiant emittance W, is the energy emitted per unit 
wavelenb2h intervd. Total radiant emitianr.e W is giver! by the area under the spec.tral 
radiant emittance curves.) 
Thus, for a blackbody, the wavelr.1gth at which the maximum s p e d  radiant 
emittance occurs varies inversely with the blackbody's absolute temperature. 
We observe this phenomenon when a metal body such as a piece of iron is 
heated. As the object becomes progressively hotter, it begins to glow and its 
color changes successively to shorter wavelengths-fhm dull red, to orange. 
to yellow, and eventually to white. 
The sun emits in the same manner as a blackbody radiator whose temper- 
ature is about 60000K (Figure 1.4). Many incandescent lamps emit radiation 
typified by a 30000K blackbody radiation curve. Cansequently, i~candescent 
Imps  have a relatively low output of blue energy and they do not have the 
same spectral constituency as sunlight. We observe this when usittg flash- 
bulbs for indoor photography when daylight, or outdoor, film is used. With 
clear flashbulbs, the resulting photography would appear "yellowish" be- 
cause flashbulbs are incandescent light sources and hence have low blue 
energy output. By using blue tinted flashbulbs, we can compensate for this 
inherent spectral imbalance. 
1.3 ENERGY INTERACTIONS 1 N THE ATMOSPHERE 9 
The earth's ambient temperature (that is, the temperature of surfaoe ma- 
terials such as soil, water, and vegetation) is about 300°K (27'C). From Wien's 
Displacement Law, this means the maximum spectral radiant emittance from 
earth features occurs at a wavelength of about 9.7 gm. Because this radiation 
correlates with terrestrial heat, it is tenned "thennal infraredav energy. This 
energy can neither be seen nor photographed, but can be sensed with such 
thermal devices as radiometers and scanners (described in Chapter 7). By 
comparison, the sun has a much higher energy peak that occum at about 0.5 
pm as indicated in Figure 1.4. Our eyes-and photographic 01- sensi- 
tive to energy of this magnitude and wavelength. Thus, when the sun is 
present, we can obsente earth features by virtue of reficted solar energy. 
Once agaln, the longer wavelength energy emitted by ambient earth featutes 
can only Le observed with a nonphotographic sewing system. The general 
dividing line between reflected and emitted IR wavelengths is approximately 
3 pm. Below this wavelength, reflected energy predominates; above it, etnit- 
ted energy prevails. 
Certain sensors, such as radar systems, supply their own source of energy 
to illuminate features of interest. These systems are tenned "active" sys- 
tems-in contrast to "passive" systems that sense naturally available energy. 
A very common example of an active system is a camera used with bhbulbs. 
The same system used in sunlight becomes a passive sensor. 
1.3 ENERGY INlZRACTIONS IN THE ATMOSPHERE 
Irrespective of its source, all radiation detected by remote sensors passes 
through some distance, or path bngth, of atmosphere. The path length in- 
volved can vary widely. For emrtple, space photography results fkom sunlight 
that passes through the full thickness of the earth's atmosphere Woe on its 
journey fiom source to sensor. On the other hand, an airborne thennal sensor 
detects energy emitted directly fmm objects on the earth, so a single, rela- 
tively short atmospheric path length is involved. The net effect of the atmos- 
phere varies with these differences in path length and also varies with the 
magnitude of the energy signal being sensed, the atmospheric conditions 
present, and the wavelengths involved. 
Because of the \ ried nature of atmospheric effects, we treat this subject 
on a sensor-by-sensor basis in other chapters. Here we merely wish to intro- 
duce the notion that the atmosphere can have a profound effect on, among 
other things, the intensity and spectral cornposltion of radiation available to 
any sensing system. Thee  effects are caused grincifwlly througb the mech- 
anisms of atmospheric scottedng and obsorptfon. 
Ahnospheric scattering is unpredictable d i f i s h  of radiation by particles in 
the atmosphere. Rayleigh acatter is common when radiation interacts with 
atmospheric molecules and other tiny particles that are much smaller in di- 
ameter than the wavelength of the interacting radiation. The effect of Ray- 
leigh scatter is inversely proportional to the fourth power of wavelength. 
Hence, there is a much stronger tendency for short wavelengths to be scat- 
tered by this scattering mechanism than long wavelengths. 
A "blue" sky is a manifestation of Rayleigh scatter. In the absence of scat- 
ter, the sky would appear black. But, as sunlight interacts with the earth's 
atmosphere, it scatters the shorter (blue) wavelengths more dominantly than 
=- 
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the other visible wavelengths. Consequently, we see a blue sky. At sunrise 
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and sunset, however, the sun's rays travel through a longer atmospheric path 
length than during mid-day. With the longer path, the scatter (and absorptir-n) 
of short wavelengths is so c~mplete that we see only the less-scattered, longer 
wavelengths of orange and red. 
Rayleigh scatter is one of the primary causes of "haze" in imagery. Visually, 
haze diminishes the "crispness," or "contrast," of an image. In color photog- 
raphy, it results in a bluish-gray cast to an image, particularly when taken 
from high altitude. As we see in Chapter 2, haze can often be eliminated, or 
at least minimized, in photography by introducing, in front of the camera 
lens, afilter that does not transmit short wavelengths. 
Another type of scatter is Mfe scatter, which exists when atmospheric pal- 
ticle diameters essentially equal the energy wavelengths being sensed. Water 
vapor and dust are major causes of Mie scatter. This type of scatter tends to 
influence longer wavelengths compared to Rayleigh scatter. Although Ray- 
leigh scatter tends to dominate under most atmospheric conditions, Mie stat- 
ter is significant in slightly overcast ones. 
-- A more bothersome phenomenon is nonselective matter, which comes 
about when the diameters of the particles causing scatter are much larger 
than the energy wavelengths being sensed, Water droplets, for example, 
cause such scatter. They commonly have a diameter in the 5 to 100 pm range 
and scatter all visible and reflected IR wavelengths about equally. Conse- 
quently, this scattering is "nonselective" with respect to wavelength. In the 
visible wavelengths, equal quantities of blue, green, and red light are scat- 
tered, making fog and clouds appear white. 
Abrorptfon 
In contrast ta scatter, atmospheric absorption results in the effective loss of 
energy to ahnospheric constituents. This normally involves absorption d e n -  
ergy at a given wavelength. The most efficient absorbers of solar radiation in 
-- 
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this reg& are water vapor, carbon dioxide, and ozone. Because these gases 
tend to absorb electromagnetic energy in specific wavelength bands, they 
strongly influence "where we look" spectraily witb any given remote sensing 
system. The wavelength ranges in which the atmosphere is particularly trans- ,. 
missive of energy are referred to as atmo~phertc rofrcdows. 
Figure 1.5 shows the interrelationship between energy sources and at- 
mospheric absorption characteristics. Figure 1.5~ shows the spectral disM- 
bution of the energy emitted by the sun and by earth features. These two 
t 
curves represent the most common sources of energy used in remote sensing. 
In Figure I.$, spectral regions in which the atmosphere blocks energy are 
shaded. Remote sensing data acquisition is limited to the nocblocked spectral 
I regions, called "atmospheric windows." Note in Figure 1.Sc that the s p e d  i sensitivity range of the eye (the "visible" range) coincides both witb an at- 
$ mospheric window and the peak level of energy from the sun. Emitted "heat" 
i 
energy from the earth, s h r m  by the small curve in a, is sensed through the 
Sun's enugy U (WDO.K1 
Erthos*rrsy(rt3(#W 
twpn llm, 14n 
R#um 1.8 Spectral chatocterfstics of energy r o m r ,  ahnospheric effkts, and sen- 
sing systems. (Note that wavelength sa l e  is logarithmic.) 
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windows at 3 to 5 pm and 8 to 14 Nrn using such devices as t k d  rwnntn. 
Mult&pectrel sccmncru sense simultaneously tlwough multiple, narrow waw 
length ranges that can be locpted at various points in the visible tkrougb tht 
thermal spectral region. Radar and pasniw mftvotoaw ryttemt operote 
&mu& a window in the 1 mm to 1 m region. 
The important point to note from Figure 1.5 is the interactton and the 
interdepdencs between the primary sources of electromagnetic energy, the 
atmospheric windows through which source energy may be transmitted to 
and from earth surface features, and the s p e 4  sensitivity of the sensors 
available to detect and record the energy. One cannot select the sensor to be 
used in any given remote sensing task arbitrarily; one must instcod consider: 
(1) the spectral sensitivity of the sensors available, (2) the presence or absence 
uf atmospheric windows in the spectral range(s) in which one wishes to sense. 
and (3) the source, magnitude, and specbid cotnposition of the energy avail- 
able in these ranges. Ultimately, however, the choice of s p d  range of the 
sensor must be based on the manner in which the energy interacts with the 
features under investigation. It is to this last, very important, element that we 
now turn our attention. 
When electromagnetic energy is incident on any given earth surface Eeature, 
dvee fundamental energy interactions with the feature are possible. This is 
illuotnrted in Figure 1.8 b ran  element of the volume ofn water body. Various 
&actions of the energy incident oa tbe element are npsctad, abmr&ed, 4 
p ~ m = # I P r b d m  sr(U m~mmimd8nuw 
Rpm 1.8 Buk interectiom between electromvgneHc energy and an euth s h  
bcrturs. 
ia 
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or tronttnitted. Applying the principle of conservation of energy, we ccm state 
the interrelationship between dreee three energy interactions as 
&(A) + + EAA) 
where EJ denotes the incident energy, En denotes the reflected energy, EA 
denotes the absorbed energy and Er denotes the bansmitted energy, with all 
energy components being a function of wavelength A. Equation 1.6 is an 
energy balance equation expressing the interrelationship between the mech- 
anisms of reflection, absorption, and transmission. 
Two points mncerning this relationship should be noted. First, the pro- 
portions of energy mfler.ted, absorbed, and transmitted will vary for different 
earth features, depending on their material type and condition. These differ- 
ences pennit us to distinguish different features on an image. S t a n d ,  the 
wavelength dependency means that, even within e given feature type, the 
proportion of reflected, absorbed, and transmitted energy d l 1  vary at different 
wavelengths. Thus, two features may be indistinguishable in one spectml 
range and be very different in another wavelength band. Within the visible 
portion of the spectntm, these spectd variations result in the visual effixt 
&led color. For example, we call objects "blue" when they reflect highly in 
the blue pjrtion of the specbum, "green*' when they mfled highly in the 
green spectral region, and so on. Thus, the eye utilizes spectral variations in 
the magnitude of reflected energy to discriminate between varigus objects. 
Because many remote sensing systems operate in the wavelength regions 
in which reflec.ted energy predominates, the reflectance properties of earth 
feahrres are very important. Hence, it is often useful to think of the energy 
balance relationship expressed by Eq. 1.6 in the following form 
&@(A) -Et (A)  - [EdA) + EdNI 
That is, the reflected enerffy is equal to the energy incident on n given feature 
reduced by the energy that is either absorbed or transmitted by that feature. 
The geometric manner in which an object reflerts energy is also an im- 
portant mnsiderotlon. This factor is primarily u function of the surface rough- 
ness of the object Specular aflec* are flat rurfsL.ee that manifest mirrorlike 
reflections, where the angle of re f idon  equals the mgle of incidence. Dff- 
j'e (or Lmmbertian) reflecZors are rough surfoc@s that rrflec* uniformly in all 
direrdonr, Most earth s u ~ o  are neither perfeidy s ~ l w  nor diffiae m- 
flectors. Their charpeteristics are somewhat in between the two extremes. 
Figure 1.7 illustrates the geometrrc character of specular reflectors, new- 
speeuh  reflectors, neiu-diffuw, and diffuse reflec.tonr. The ategory that chdr- 
orterizes any given surface is dictated by the srirfrzce'a roughness in cuncpi~r- 
- 
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Fb~n 1.7 Specular versus diffuse n-. (We am moat ofien inte .-sted in 
measuring the dlffuse nfkctpnce of objects.) 
kon to the wavelength of the energy incfdent upon it. For example, in the 
relatively long wavelength radio range, rocky terrain can appear nmoodr to 
incident energy. In comparison, in the visible portion of the spectrum, even 
a material such as 8ne sand appears rough. In short, when the wavelength of 
incident energy is much smaller than the surfsce height variations or the 
d e l e  sizes that make up a surface, tbe surfoee: i s  diffuse. 
Diffuse reflections contain spectrai infonnation on the "color" of the re- 
flec$ing sudace, whereas syecular reflections d o  not. Hence, in remote sen- 
oing, we ere moat often intet ?aced in meuuudng thc Dfjuae re&ctunce prvrp- 
ertkr oftemin featurer. 
The reflectance characteristics of earth sub features may be quantified 
by measuring the portion of incident energy that is reflected. This is measured 
I as a function of wavelength, and tr c a W  rpectral repc!ctance, R,. It is  math- 
$ ematically defined as 
E&Q) = Energy of wavelength A reflected hmn the obj- 
RA = 
El&) Energy of wavelength A incident upon the object x 1 0  
where R A i s  expressed as a percentage. 
A graph of the spectra) reflecbncu, of an object as a funetion of wavelength 
is termed a apectral repCctance cum. The configuration of rpecbal reflee 
tnnce curves gives us insight into the spectre) characteristics of an object md 
has a strong influence on the choicv of wavelength re@om(s) in which remctte 
sensing data are acquired for a parHeular application. This is illustrated in 
Figure 1.8, which shows highly generalized spectral reflectance curves for 
deciduous and coniferous bees.  (In this discussion, we use the decid- 
uous ond coniferous somewhat lmely ,  referring to broad-leaved t r e e s  such 
as oak and maple as deciduous, and need lebcdnq  trees such as pine and 
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smm u coniferous). Note that the curve 53, * r h  of these otject types  is 
p l d  u a "ribbm" (or "envelop") of vuvcq, not u a single line. This is 
beuure spectral r r h r t n n s  vary somewhat within a given nuterW c h s .  
n Y t  is, the speanl re- of one deciduous tree spceies and mother 
will never be Montld. Nor will the 1pectd re- of b n s  of the wn. 
specks be exactly equal. We ebborate upon the variability d spectral re- 
flectann curves b r  in this d o n .  - - - - - - - 
In Figure 1.8, assume that you are given the task of selecting an airborn 
sen= system to assist in prtprlng a map of a krested m a  differentiating 
deeiduaus versus conifemus bn. One chalrc of sensor might be the human 
eye. However, there is a potentid pmbiem with this choice. .The spectral 
re- curves 6r each mt type overlap in molt of the visible ponion of 
14 Cmnli.rd wectd 1piktime envelupn br deeidunus (bmd-kavrd) 
d r m i l r m s  (rrcdlc&..lng trees). Inr type has m n a u  of spmqll r r h  
ture v d w  at any wavelength.) lMvpted fr2-1 171.) 
the sptctnrm and are very close where they do not overlap. Hence, the eye 
might r e  hoh h. t y p s  as k i n g  e s m t i d l y  the same shade of *'green** a d  
t might ccbnfure the identity af the! deciduous and rnnif~ruue trees, Certainly snc could improve things somewhat by using spatial clues to each tree type's 
f Identfty, such ns size, shape, rite, and so fiwth. However, this is afkn difficult I to da from the air, particularly when trcw types are intermixed. How might 
F we discriminate the two types on the basis of their spectral characteristics 
E i alone? We a u l d  do this by using a sensor system that m r d s  w9ec.ted in- 
f fraad energy. A catncn leaded with black and white infrared Blrn is just such E system. On black and white infrared ghstttgraphs, deciduous trees (having 
i higher i n f d  crt- t h i  conifers) gzneraily uppear much lighter in 1 ame dron do conifers. This is illurtmhd in Figwe 1.9, which shows stands 
I of coniferous trees surrottnded by deciduous ttees. In Figure 1.h (visibte 
I spectrum) it is vlrhrPlly inrparsible to distirlguish between hot! types, even 
i though thtl m i L m  have a distinctive conical shape whereas the deciduous 
bees have rounded clowns. In Figure 1.a (reflec.ted infrrrad), the cxmifemus 
trees have a diztintdy darker tone. On such m image, the task of delineating 
deciduous versus tonifems bwr becomes almost trivial. In kt, if we cwuld 
somehow electronically scan thir type s f  image and feed the results to a 
computer in terms of image tone, we might "automate" our entire mapping 
task. Many remote sensing ilato MP)y~is chemes attempt ta do just that. For 
these schen~ts  to be suecesrful, the materials to be diflerentiated must be 
spectnliy separable. 
Experiencv has ahawn that many earth surface featurt*~ of irrtcmst can lw 
identifittd, mapped, and studied ott the h i s  csf their qwctral charwtcrirtics. 
Erperiencv has dm shown that n m e  features rrf intewrt cannut lw spmtrully 
wpsmted. Thus, to utilize remote sensing data effectivejy, O E ~  must know 
and understand the spectral characteristics of the particular tr-,tttiws under 
%. F investigation in any given appliwtion. Likewise, one must know what fiwtors i irrfiuentx? these char*ckristicr. 
i 
Figure 1.10 shows typical spectral reflectancr cwrver for & r e  i ~ s i c .  tyjws of 
earth features: healthy gmen vegetation, dry b e  sail (grey-brown I t ~ n i ) ,  and 
clear take water. 'lke lines in this figure repretwnt uwruga reflec-tancv c%~n.c.s 
cumpded by measuring a large sample of features. Note how disti~ct(ve the 
cur\ ~ t -  for each fc*nture. In general, the rvlnfigutotion sf these cunlcb is an 
indicator of the type and cvlnditiatl of the features tu which they apply. Al- 
though the relIe~*nt~ of individual features will vary ci~nsidcrably rtwtvc 
and below the average, these crtnrcs demonsttvtc wtne funJiut1ental p i n t s  
c.ortc+eming s p r c .  wftt?cbnr+e. 
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For example, spectral reflectance curves for healthy green vegetation i- 
most always manifest the "peak-and-valley" configuration illustrated in E:g- 
ure 1.10. The valleys in the visable portion of the spectrum are dictated by 
the pigments in plant leaves. Chlan>phyll, for example, strongly absorbs en- 
ergy in the wavelength bands centered at about 0.45 and 0.65 pm. Hence, 
our eyes perceive healthy vegetation as greet1 in colcr because of the very 
high absorption of blue and red energy by plant leaves and the very high 
reflection of green energy. If a plant is subject to some form of stress that 
interrupts its normal growth and productivity, it may decrease or cease chla- 
n3hyll production. The result is less chlorophyll absorption in the blue and 
red bands. Often the red reflectance increases to the point that we see the 
plant turn yellow (combination of green and red). 
As we go from the visible to the reflected infrared portion of the spectrum 
at about 0.7 pm, the reflectance of healthy vegetation increases dramatically. 
In the range from about 0.7 to 1.3 pm, a plant leaf reflects about 50 percent 
of the energy incident upon it. Most of the remaining energy is transmitted, 
since absorption in this spectral region is minimal. Plant reflectance in the 
0.7 to 1.5 pm range results primarily from the internal structure of plant 
leaves. Bccause this structure is highly variable between plant species, re- 
flectance rneasurernents in this range often permit us to discriminate between 
species, even if they look the same in visible wavelengths. Likewise, many 
plant stresses alter the reflectance in this region and sensors operating in this 
range are often used for vegetation stress detection. 
- --- Dry W e  d l  (Grav-hronm) 
80-  -- V w i o n  ( G m )  
------- water Khwt 
Wauimwh lpml 
WufO 1.10 Tjfpical spectral reflectance curves for vegetation, roil, and water. 
(Adapted from [151.) 
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Beyond 1.3 pm, energy incident upon vegetation is essentially absorbed 
or reflected, with little to no transmittance of energy. Dips in reflectance 
occur at 1.4, 1.9, and 2.7 pm because water in the leaf absorbs strongly at 
these wavelengths. Accordingly, wavelengths in these spectral regions are 
referred to as water absorption bands. Reflectance peaks 3ccur at about 1.6 
and 2.2 prn, between the absorption bands. Throughout the range beyond 1.3 
pm, leaf refiectance is approximately inversely related to the total water pres- 
ent in a leaf. This total is a function of bath the moisture content and the 
thickness of a led 
The soil curve in Figure 1.10 shows considerably less peak-and-valley var- 
iations in re*=. That is, the factors that influence soil reflectance act 
over less specific spectral bands. Some of the fktors affecting soil r e f l m c e  
are moisture content, soil texture (proportion of sand, silt, and clay), surf&-e 
roughness, the presence of iron oxide, and organic matter content. These 
factors are complex, variable, and interrelated. For example, the presence of 
moisture in soil will decrease its reflectance. As with vegetation, this effect 
is greatest in the water absorption bands at about 1.4, 1.9, and 2.7 lun (clay 
soils also have hydroxyl absorption bands at about 1.4 and 2.2 &m). Soil mois- 
ture content is strotrgly related to the soil texture: coarse, sandy soils are 
ugually well drained, resulting in low moisture content and relatively high 
rei'iectance; poorly drained fine textured soils will generally have lower re- 
flectance. In the absence of water, however, the soiI itself will exhibit the 
reverse tendency: coarse textured soils will appear darker than fine textured 
soils. Thus, the retlectance properties of a soil are consistent only within 
particular ranges of conditions. Two other &tors that reduce soil reflectance 
are surface roughness and the content of organic matter. The presence of iron 
oxide in a soil will also significantly decrease reflectance, at least in the 
visible wavelengths. In any case, it is essential that the analyst be familiar 
with the conditions at hand. 
Considering the spectral reflectance of water, probably the most distinctive 
characteristic is the energy absorption at reflected infrared wavelengths. In 
short, water absorbs energy in these wavelengths whether we are talking 
about water features per w (such as lakes and streams) or water contained in 
vegetation or soil. Locating and delineating water bodies with remote sensing 
data is done most easily in rebcted infrared wavelengths because of this 
absorption property. However, various conditions of water bodies manifest 
themselves primarily in visible wavelengths. The energylmatter interactions 
at these wavelengths are very complex and depend on a number of fnterrc- 
lated factors. For example, the reflectance from a water body can stem from 
an interaction with the water's s& (specular reflection), with material 
suspended in the water, or with the bottom of the water body. Even with 
15  
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deep water where b a r n  ef'fects are negligible, the reftectance properties of 
a water body are not only a function of the water per se but also the material 
in the water. 
Clear water absorbs relatively little energy having wavelengths less than 
a b u t  0.6 pm. High transmittance typifies these wavelengths with a maximum 
in the blue-green pcution of the specbum. However, as the turbidity of waber 
changes (because of the presence of organic or inorganic materials) transmit- 
tame-and therefore reflectance-changes dramatically. For example, waters 
containing large quantities of suspended sediments resulting from soil ero- 
sion normally have m d  higher visible reflectance than other 'dear" waters 
in the same geographical area. Likewise, the reflectance of water changes 
with the chlorophyll concentration involved. Increases in chlorophyll con- 
centration tend to decrease water reflectance in blue wavelengths and in- 
crease it in the green wavelengths. These changes have been used to monitor 
the presence and estimate the concentration of algae via remote sensing data. 
Reflectance data have also been used to determine the presence or absence 
of tannin dyes from bog vegetation in lowland areas, and to detect a number 
of pollutants, such as oil and certain industrial wastes. 
Many important water chamcteristics, such as dissolved oxygen concentra- 
tion, pH, and salt concentration cannot be observed directly through changes 
in water reflectance. However, such parameters sometimes correlate with 
observed reflectance. In short, there are many complex interrelationships 
between the spectral reflectance of water and particular characteristics. One 
must use appropriate reference data to correctly interpret reflectance meas- 
urements made over water. 
Our discussion of the spectral characteristics of vegetation, soil, and water 
has been very general. The student interested in pursuing details on this 
subject, as well as factors influencing these characteristics, is encouraged to 
consult the reference from which our discussion has been adapted[l5]. 
'9. i 
f. 
i Spectral Response P8-m~ 
Having looked at the spectral reflectance characteristics of vegetation, soil, 
and water, we should recognize that these broad feature types are normally 
spectrally separable. However, the degree of separation between types is a 
function of "where we look" spectrally. For example. water and vegetation 
might reflect nearly equally in visible wavelengths, yet these features are 
almost always separable in reflective infrared wavelengths. 
Because spectral responses memured by remote sensors over various fea- 
tures often pqrmit an assessment of the type and/or condition of the features, 
these responses have ofien been referred to as spectral signatures. Spectral 
reflectance and spectral emittance curves (for wavelengths greater than 3.0 
1 
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~ m )  are often referred to in this manner. The physical radiation measure- 
ments acquired over specific terrain features at various wavelengths are also 
often referred to as the spectral signatures for those features. 
Although it is true that many earth surface features manifest very distinctive 
spectral reflectance andlor emittance characteristics, these characteristics re- 
sult in spectral "response patterns" rather than in spectral "signatures." The 
reason for this is that the term signature tends to imply a pattern that is 
absolute and unique. This is not the case with the spectr.; patterns observed 
in the natural world. A F  we have seen, spectral reswnse patterns measured 
by remote sensors may be quantitative but they are .lot absolute. They may 
be distinctive but they are not necessarily unique. 
Although the term "spectral signature" is used frequently in remote sen- 
sing literature, the student should keep in mind the variability of spectral 
signatures. This variability might cause severe problems in remote sensing 
data analysis if the objective is to identify various earth feature types spec- 
trally. However, if the objective of an analysis is to identify the candition of 
various objects of the same type, we may have to rely on spectral response 
pattern variability to derive this infonnation. This pertains to such applica- 
tions as identifying stressed versus healthy vegetation within a given species. 
Therefore, it is extremely important to understand the nature of the ground 
area one is "looking at" with remote sensor data, not only to minimize un- 
wanted spectral variability, but also to maximize this variability when the 
particular application requires it. 
We have already looked at some characteristics of objects p+?r se that influ- 
ence their spectral response patterns. Temporal effects and spatial effects 
can also enter into any given analysis. Temporal effects are any factors that 
change the spectral characteristics of a feature over time. For example, the 
spectral characteristics of many species of vegetation are in a nearly continual 
state of change throughout a growing season. These changes often influence 
when we might collect sensor data fur a particular application. 
Spatial effects refer to factors that cause tile same types of features (for 
example, corn plants) at a given point in t i m  to have different characteristics 
at different geographic locations. In small area analysis the geographic lo- 
cations may be meters apart and spatial effects may be negligible. When 
analyzing satellite data. the locations may be hundreds of kilometers apart 
where entirely dinerent soils, climates, and cultivation practices might exist. 
Temporal and spatial effects influence virtually all remote senshg opera- 
tions. These effects normally complicate the issue of analyzing spectF~1 re- 
flectance properties of earth resources. Again however, temporal and spatial 
effects might be the keys to gleaning the information sought in an analysis. 
For example, the process of change detection is premised on the i~bility to 
measure temporal effects. An example of C~is process is detecting the change 
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in suburban development near a metropolitan area by using data obtained en 
two different dates. 
An example of a usefit1 spatid effect is the change in the leaf morphology 
of trees when they are subjected to some form of stress. For example, when 
a tree becwmes infected with Dutch elm disease, its leaves might begin to 
cup and curl, changing the reflectance of the tree relative to healthy trees 
that surround it. So, even though a spatial effect might cause differences in 
the spectral reflectances of the same type of feature, this effed may be just 
what is important in a particular application. 
In addition to being influenced by temporal and spatial effects, spectral 
response patterns are influenced by the atmosphere. Regrettably, the energy 
recorded by a sensor is always modified to some extent by the atmosphere 
between the sensor and the ground. We will indicate the significance of this 
effect on a sensor-by-sensor basis throt~ghout his book. For now, the student 
should simply realize that the atmosphere is another influence that tends to 
make spectral response patterns measured by sensors relative rather than 
absolute. 
1.5 DATA ACQUlSlTlON AND INTERPRETATION 
Up to this point, we have discussed the principal sources of electromhgnetic 
energy, the propagation of this energy through the atmosphere, and tht? in- 
teraction of this energy with earth surface features. Combined, thebe factors 
result in energy "signals" from which we wish to extract information. Wr 
now consider the procedures by which these signals are detected, recorded, 
and interpreted. 
The detection of electromagnetic energy can be performed either photo- 
graphically or electronically. The process of photography uses chemical re- 
actions on the surface of a light sensitive film to detect energy variittions 
within a scene. Photographic systems offer many advantages: they are rela- 
tively simple and inexpensive and provide a high degree of spatial detail and 
geometric integrity. 
Electronic sensors generate an electrical signal that corresponds to tbe 
energy variations in the original scene. A familiar example of an electronic 
sensor is a television camera. Although considerably more complex and ex- 
pensive than photographic systems, elecrnnic sensors offer the advantages 
of a broader spec.tra) range of sensitivity, improved calibration potential, and 
the ability to electronically transmit image data. 
By developing a photograph, we obtain a record of its detected signals. 
Thus, the film acts a p  both the detecting and recording medium. Electronic 
sensor signals are generally recorded onto magnetic tape. Subsequently, the 
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- 1 e screen signals may be converted to an image form by photographing a TV l'k 
display of the data, or by using a specialized film recorder. In these cases, 
photographic film is used only as a recording medium. 
In remote arensing, the term "photograph" is reserved exclusively for im- 
ages that were detected as well as recorded on film. The more generic term 
image is used for any pictorial representation of image data. Thus, a pictorial 
record from a thermal scanner (an electronic sensor) would be called a 
"thermal image," not a "thermal photograph," because film would not be the 
original detection mechanism for the image. Beatuse the term image relates 
to any pictorial product, all ~hotographs are images. Not all images, however, 
are photographs. 
We can see that the data interpretation aspects of remote sensing can in- 
volve analysis of pictorial (image) and/or numerical data. V W l  interpreta- 
tfon of pictorial image data has long been the workhorse of remote sensing. 
Visual techniques make use of the excellent ability of the human mind to 
qualitatively evaluate spatial patterns in a scene, The ability to make subjec- 
tive judgments based on selective scene elements is essential in many inter- 
pretation efforts. 
Visual interpretation techniques have certain disadvantages, however, in 
that they may require extensive training and are labor intensive. In addition, 
apectml charocterbtks 'are not alwayc fully evaluated in visual interpretation 
efforts. This is partly because of the limited ability of the eye to discern tonal 
values on an image a ,~d  the difficulty for an interpreter to simultaneously 
analyze numerous spec%al images. In applications where spectral patterns 
are highly informative, it is therefore preferable to analyze numedeal, rather 
than pic*orial, image data. Jn this case, the image is described by a matrix of 
numerical brightness values covering the scene. These values may be ana- 
lyzed by quantitative procedures employing a computer. 
The use of computer assisted analysis techniques permits the spectral pat= 
terns in remote sensing data to be more fully examined. It also permits the 
data analysis process to be largely automated, providing cost advantages over 
visual interpretation techniques. However, just ;s humans are limited in their 
ability to interpret spectral patterns, computers are limited in their ability to 
evaluate spatial patterns. Therefore, visual. and numerical techniques are 
complementary in nature, and consideration must be given to which approach 
(or combination of approaches) best fits a particular application. 
1.6 REFERENCE OATA 
As we have indicated in the previous discussion, rarely-if ever-is remote 
sensing employed without the use of some form of reference data. The ec- 
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quisition of reference data involves collcc%ng measurements or observations 
a b u t  the objects, areas, or phenomena that are being sensed remotely. There 
data can take on any of a number of different forms and may be derived from 
a number of sources. For example, the data needed for a particular analysis 
might be derived from a soil survey map, a water quality laboratory report, 
or an aerial photograph. They may also stem from a "field check" on the 
identity, extent, and condition of agricultural crops, land uses. tree species, 
or water pollution problems. Reference data may also involve field measure- 
ments of temperature and other physlcal and/or chemical properties of various 
feature F. 
Referenc~ data might be used to serve any or all of the following purposes: 
1. To aid in the analysis and interpretation of remotely sensed data 
2. To calibrate a sensor 
3. To verify information extracted from remote sensing data 
I Hence, reference data must often be collected in accordance with the prin- 
ciples of statistical sampling design. 
Reference data might be very expensive and time consuming to collect 
properly. They can consist of either time-critic-.l and/or time-stable meas- 
urements. Time-critical measurements aw those made in cases where ground 
c~nditions change rapidly with time, such as in the analysis of vegetation 
condition or water pollution events. Time-stable measurements are involved 
when the materials under observation do not change appreciably with time. 
For example, geologic applications ofken entail field observations that can be 
conducted at any time and that would not change appreciably from mission 
to mission. 
One form of reference data collection is the ground-bed measurement of 
the reflectance andtor emittance of surface materials to determine their spec- 
tral response patterns. This might be done in the laboratory or in ht iicld, 
using the principles of epectroscupg. Spectroscopic measurement procedures 
can involve the use of a variety of instruments. Often, a spectrometer is used 
in such measurement procedures. This device measures, as a func~ion of 
wavelength, the energy coming from an object within its view. It is used 
primarily to prepare spectral reflectance curves for various objects. 
In laboratory spectroscopy, artificial sources of energy might be used to 
illuminate objects under study. In the lab, other field parameters such as 
viewing geometry between object and sensor are also simulated. More often, 
theref~~re, field signature measurements are preferred because of the many 
variables of the natural environment t h ~ t  influence remote sensor data that 
f are difficult, if not itapossible, to duplicate in the laboratory. 
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h u l a  fbr what fbnn of data har to be collected when and where. The types 1 
of data needed and the procedures for colltcting them must be c l d y  defs#d 
on a project-by-project basis, in eccordance with the ol~jectives of the cumnt 
project. i '  i 
Having introduced some basic concepts, we now lave the elements neassnry 
to eonwptudize an ideal remote sensing system. In so doing, we can begin 
to appreciate some of the prablems encountered in the design and application 
of the various real sensing systems examined in subsequent chapters. 
The basic components of an ideal remote sensing system are shown in 
Figure 1.12. These include: 
1. A Uniform Energy Source. This source would provide energy over all 
wavelengths, at a anstant, known, high level of output, irrespective of 
time and plaw. f 
2. A Noninterfedng A t m o s p h .  This would be an atmosphere that would 
not modify the energy from the source in any manner, whether that en- 
ergy were on its way to the earth's surface or coming from it. Again ide- 
ally, this would hold irrespec.tive of wavelength, time, place, and sensing 
altitude involved. 
3. A Series of Unique EnergylMatter Interactions at the Earth'a Surjhce. 
These interit&ions would generate reflected and/or emitted signals that 
are not only selective with respect to wavelength, but also are known, 
invariant, and unique to each and every earth surface feature type and 
subtype of interest. 
4. A Super Sensor. This would be a sensor, highly sensitive to all wave- 
lengths, yielding spatially detailed data on the absolute brightness (or 
radiance) from a scene as a funlaon of wavelength, throughout the spec 
trum. This super sensor would be simple, reliable, require virhrally no 
power or space, be acrurate, and ecwnomical to operate. 
5. A Real-Tfme Data Handling Syatem. In this system, the instant the m- 
diance versus wavelength response over a terrain element were gencr- 
ated, it wauld be processed into a11 interpretable format and ~ecmgnized 
as being unique to the particular terrain element from where it came. 
This processing would be pefionnttd nearly instantaneously ("real time"), 
providing timely information. Because of the consistent nature of the 
energylmstter interac.tions, there would be nu a d  fur referent* data in 
the analysis pro~edure. The derived data would provide insight into the 
pbysical-chemicral-bioldcal state of each feature of interest. 
ISgw. 1.12 Components of an ideal remote sensing syrtern. 
6. Multiple Data Users. These people would have knowledge of great depth, 
both of their respective disciplines and of remote sensing data acquisition 
and analysis techniques, The same set of "data" would become various 
fonns of "information" for different users, because of their wealth of 
knowledge about the partjcular earth resources being sensed. This infor- 
mation would be available to them faster, nt less expense, and over huger. 
m a s  than information collected in any other manner. With this infor- 
mation, the various users would make profound, wise decisions about 
hwv best 6~ manage the eta& resources under mutiny md thee man- 
agement decisions would be implemenfecho everyone's delight! 
Unfortunately, an ideal remote sensing system as described above does not 
exist. Red remote sensing systems fall far short of the idea) at virtuPlly every 
point in the sequence outlined. 
Let UP ~wnsider some of the basic shortnnnings common to all ad remote 
senbing systems irr  order to better understand their general operation and 
utility. Begding  the efetnenb of the i&d system we have developed, the 
following general nOortcomingr of red systems shwld be mmgnird: 
1. The Energy Source. All passive remob rrensing system rely aa energy 
that is either reflcctpd and/or emitted from earth sur&.e feat~rres. As a!- 
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ready discussed, the s p e c b l  disHbutlon of reflected sunlight and self- 
emitted energy is far from utriform. Solar energy levels obvisusfy vary 
with respect to time and location, and different earth surf- materials 
emit energy to varying degrees of efTiriency. While we have some control 
over the nature of sources of energy for active systems, the soumc*s of 
energy used in a11 real systems are generally nonuniform with respect 
to wavelength and their properties vary with ttme and location. Con- 
sequently, we normally must d i b a t e  for sounv c)ramderistfc~ on a mis- 
sion-by-mission basis, or  deal with relotiw energy units sensed at any 
given time and location. 
2. The Atmorpkte. The atmosphere normally compounds the problems in- 
troduced by energy source variation. To some extent, the atmosphere 
always mtdifies the strength and spectral distribution af the energy re- 
ceived by a sensor. It restricts "where we a n  look" spectrally and its 
effects vary with wavelength, time, and plwo. The importance of these 
effects, like sourc* variatialt effec*, is a function of the wavelengths in- 
volved, the sensot used, and the sensing application at hand. Elimination 
of, or compensation for, atmospheric effecb via some form of calibration 
i s  parti~'u1arly impottant in those applications where repetitive obsewa* 
tiona of the same geographical area are involved. 
3. The EnemylMttttar Intewtfonr at the Earth's Sutface. Remote sensittg 
would be simple if each and every material reflerted and/or ecnittttd en- 
ergy irr a unique, known way. Althougl~ s - .  signaturns play n central 
role in detecting, identifying, and analyzing earth su&w materials, the 
sp@ettsl world is full of omhipity. Radically different materid types can 
have w e t  spectral similarity, making differentiation difficult. Further- 
more, the genetal understanding of the energyimatter interactions for 
earth surface features is at nn elementary level for same ~naterials and 
virtually nonexistent for &en. 
4. The Sennor. At this point, it should came as no surprine that an ideal 
"super sensor" d w s  not exist, No single sensor is sensitive to all wave- 
I lengths. All real sensors have fixed limits of npectml renrritiofty. They also have n limit cm how small an objtttq on the e d s  surfpc't? ean be and still be "seen" by a Ben- as being sepanrte from its surroundings. This j limit, called the spatkt1 resulutforr of i %ensor, is an indication s f  haw well a sensor a n  record spatial detail. The choice s f  a sensor far any given task always involves trade-affs. 
i 
I For example, photographic systems genetally have very good spatid rer- 
i olution characterirtks, but they lack dre h o d  sp@c~md sensitivity obtain- 
able with nonphotomphic systems havina poorer spatial resolution char- 
$ acteristicr. %irnlMy, many nsnphotogmphic systems land some phw 
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tographic systems) am quite cwmpfex optically, mcchanicnlly, andlor 
ela-nically, They may have restrictive power, spa-, and stability re 
cluirttrnents, These requirements often dictate the type of platform, or  
vehicle, from which a sensor a n  lw operated. Platforms can vary fmm 
stepladders to spa&* stations, Ikpend i~ rg  on the sensorlplatf'rm iumbi- 
riation needed in a particular npplieation, the acquisition of remote sen- 
sing data can Iw a very expensive endeavor, 
5. The Data ifandling Syttem. The apabil i ty of current remote sensors to 
genernte data fnr excuteds the current c a p d t y  to handle these data. This 
is generally true whether we mnvider "mimu,sI" i m u e  interpretation p n r  
cedurcs or computer assisted annlyws. Processing Lensor data into an 
interpretable fomrat can he-and often is-nn efibrt entailing rmnsidera- 
ble thought, instrumentation, time, experience, and reference data. 
While much data handling can 'x dont* by machines (rumguters and 
(&her electn~nic or  mech.mica1 deviiu?~), human intervention in data prre- 
rasing is and will mntinue to In. essential to the prdttc.tive appliirrtirtri 
ttf remote sensor data. 
6. The Multiple Data Uuer~. C ~ n t m l  to the sucrrssfttl application of any 
remote sensing system i t  the person (or persons) using the retrtote senwr 
data from that system. The  "data" generated by remote sensing pawY- 
duWs Iecs~nle "infomution" only if and when wnleone uncirrstands their 
ge~ieration, knows how to interpret them, und kt~uws how lwst to use 
them. A thorough understairding of the prublctn at hand is parnttstttrnt tcr 
the pnduc.tivr application of any remote sensing nitsthidolog).. Also, no 
single cu~mhintrtion s f  data acquisition aid analysis prc~xdurer  will satisfy 
the needs of all data users. 
Whereas the intetpretnticm of wri;l photography h i ~ i  k e n  us .d as v 
prtw.tical resource nwnagement tcwl for marly a w t a ~ r y ,  (&her f ir ,ms of 
remote sensing are t~tlatively new, techniul ,  and "uncwnvetitiorwl" 
means of wluirir,g ir~fctnnatit)n, These mort* mvn t ly  developed h r  of 
remote sensing have had relatively few satisfied uwrs  until mvn t ly .  
However, as  s e w  npplic&tiotos iwntinuc* to Iw dese luwd  and imple- 
ntrnted, in~wasing  numiwrs uf users are txrcr)n,iag awam tjf the putrrc- 
ti&, ue w ~ l l  rro tb llmttutiono, o f ~ t n o t e  sensing ttwhniclueu. As a result. 
remote sensing hw kwt rne  an essential t w l  in niany otw.ratiunul prck 
grants invulving r e s c n ~ n ~  urnagemnt, engineering, and exploration. 
fie student should now h g i n  to appreciate that auiuu?scrful applieiitir~n of 
remcde wnsing i s  premintrf on the integrutian of muftipje. interreiatctd $atst 
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raun=s and andysiti p d u e s .  No single combination of sensor and inter- 
pretation prot.r?durr? is appropriate to all temurcv inventorying and environ- 
mental monitoring applications. In fa*, many lnocntsrylng and monitoring 
pmhletm are not amenuble to sol?rtian by means of remote ueneing at all. 
Among the applications appropriate, a wide variety of dab acquisition and 
analysis approaches exist. Conceptually, however, all designs of suaxssful 
remote sensing efforts involve, at a minimum: (1) clear deanition of the prob- 
lem at hpnd, (2) evaluation of the potentid for addtrssing the pmblem with 
remate sensing techniques, (3) identification of the remote sensing data ac- 
quidtion prondurer appropriate to the task, (4) determination of the d a b  
intwprebtion &ures to Be employed and the rektrmce data needed. and 
(5) identikation of the criteria by which the quality of information i~llec+ed 
c-on be judged. 
All tee often, nne (or more) of the above iwmponentr of a remote sensing 
applir.ation is uverlcmkcd. The result may be dincletn,us. Many resource man- 
agement progrants exist with tittle or no means of evali t i n ~  the performance 
of remote sensing systems in terns of information quality. Many people have 
iurluired burgeoning quantities of remote sensing data with inadecluatr sa- 
pability to interpret them. hiany ocwsions have m v u d  when remote sen- 
sing has or has nut k n  urc*d bemuse the pmblem was not clearly defined. 
A clear articulatfon of thc infortnation recluirements of a particular problem 
and the extent to which remotc setrsing might meet these retjuirements in 
panunmint to any rurrt.ssful application. 
The srlcrwss of many applii*tiuns of remote sensing is improved consid- 
erably by taking a multiple oku: eppmch to duh mlledion. This may involve 
multirtage sensing wherein data a b u t  a site ure c*dlec.ted from multiple 
altitudes, It may involve multiopectral sensing whereby data me i u ~ p i r e d  
simultaneously in several spectral bands. Or, it may entail multitcmpural 
sensing, where dub about a rite are eslltteted on more than one uccaslan. 
In the multistage approach, satellite dub may be analyzed in c ~ n j u n ~ t i o n  
with high altitude data, low altitude dab, and ground oteervations (Figure 
1.13). EPCb su~~?essIve dub ssunv might provide more detailed infomution 
aver smnller geographical m a s .  Infurmotion e x t r i e d  at any lower Ievrl of 
k a t i s n  may then be rxtrript~luted to higher levels of ot,scrvntion. 
A mmmanplace example of the application of multistage sensing tech- 
niques is the detmtion, identifieation, and nnnlyqis of f m o t  disease and inred 
problems. From s p t u ~  images, the image analyst cwcrld c,t&uin an wervll view 
of the major vegetation categodeb involved in a study area. Using d t i p  infor- 
muticm, the areal extent and position u fa  puticulur species of interest cu~uld 
be determined and representutive subareas could IW* studied more slo~ttly at 
a more m i i d  stwgt? of imudng. ezhibiting s t m s  oil the sec~~nd-stage 
imagery rmuld be def ine~td.  Representative samples of these u e a r  cwuld 
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Figure 1.19 52uliistage remote sensing concept. 
then be fieldchecked to document the presence and particular cause of the 
stress. 
After analyziag the problem in detail by ground observation, the analyst 
would use the remote sensor data to extrapolate his or her assessments be- 
yond the small study areas. By analyzing the large uea remote sensor data, 
the analyst can determine the severity and geographical extent of the disease 
problem. Thus, while the question on specifically u;hat the problem is can 
generally be evaluated only by detailed ground observation, the equally im- 
portant questions af where, how much, and how sewre can often be k s t  
handled by remote sensing analysis. 
In short, more information is obtained by analyzing multiple views of the 
terrain than by analysis of any single view. In a similar vein, multispectral 
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imagery provides more information than data collected in any single spectral 
band. The multispectral scanner is a sensor that acquires data from multiple 
spectral bands simultaneously. When the signals recorded in the multiple 
hands are analyzed in conjunction with each other, more information becomes 
available than if only a single band were used or if the multiple bands were 
analyzed independently. The multispectral approach forms the heart of nu- 
merous remote sensing applications involving discrimination of earth re- 
% source types and conditions. 
Again, multitempod sensing involves sensing the same area at multiple 
times and using changes occumng with time as discriminants of ground can- 
ditions. This approach is frequently taken to monitor land use change, such 
as suburban development in urban fringe area.  In fact, regional land use 
surveys might call for the acquisition of multisensor, multispectral, m~llti-  
stage, multitemporal data to be used for multiple purposes! 
In any approach to applying remote sensing, not only must the right mix 
of data acquisition and data interpretation techniques be chosen, but the right 
mix of remote sensing and "conventional" techniques must also be identified. 
The student must recognize that remote sensing is a tool best applied in 
concert with others; it is not an end in itself. However, when remote sensing 
is used properly, we can often obtain a better view of our environment than 
we could through any other method of observabon. 
Remote sensing affords us the capability kt literally see the int~isible. From 
remote sensing's aerial or space vantage point we can obtain a synoptic (even 
global) view of earth resources. We can begin to see eornponents oc 'he en- 
vironment on an "ecosystem basis," in that remote sensing data can transcend 
the cultural boundaries within which much of our current resource data are 
collected. Remote sensing also transcends disciplinary boundaries. It is so 
Broad in its application that nobody "owns" the field. Important contributions 
are made t ~ n d  benefits derived &om-remote sensing by both the "hard 
16 
scientist interested in basic research and the "soft" scientist interested in its 
operational application. 
Although in many respects still yoling and maturing, remote sensing is by 
no means new, and there is no question that it is here to stay. Our objective 
I ifi writing this book is to prepare the student who will eventually play a role 
I in managing e I& resources to be able to apply this ever-changing technology 
I in its most br neficial manner. 
Because of the breadth of the discussion of remote sensing systems and anal- 
ysis techniques presented in this b k ,  it is important tbr the student to have 
aa 
a mental ruad map of the relationships among the various chapters. First, 
photographic remote sensing is discussed prior to nonphotographic tech- 
niques. Airborne data acquisition and analysis techniques .ue also described 
prior to their spaceborne counterparts. Chapters 2 to 9 deal specificaily with 
airhome sellsing, with spaceborne systems treated in Chapter 10. 
Although all the remote sensing systems and tedrniqires in common use 
today are described in this book, a detailed discussion has been included 
about certain aspects of photographic remote sensing. This additional detail 
is given because of the comparatively greater availability and use of aerial 
photographs. At the same time, it is recognized that, depending on their 
discipline and course setting, many students may not need to study these 
details. Hence, this book has been written anticipating that some students 
will "skip over" some or all of the detailed discussion of photographic sensing 
which is included in Chapters 4 to 6. 
Chapter 2 describes the basic tools used in acquiring aerial photographs: 
films, filters, and aerial cameras. Chapter 3 presents the basics of visually 
interpreting airphotos in a broad range of applications. Chapter 4 is an inten- 
sive treatment of one application area of airphoto interpretation: the d y s i s  
of various bedrock and soil types in support of land use suitability investi- 
gations. Chapter 5 describes the process of obtaining spatial measurements 
and mapping with aerial photographs. Chapter 6 covers techniques by which 
the darkness, or optical density, at points on a photograph may be measured 
and used to study the ground reflectance properties ofobjects. 
Discussion of nonphotographic systems begins in Chapter 7, which de- 
scribes both the acquisition and analysis of thermal scanner data. Chapter 8 
deals with extending the basic concepts and techniques of scanner operation 
in the thermal spedral region into scanning in multiple bands, from ulhvi- 
olet thmugh thermal u avelengths. Analyzing these multispectral data in- 
volves the process of spectral pattern recognition. This numerically oriented 
analysis technique is also described in Chapter 8. Chapter 9 primarily treats 
the acquisition and interpretation of airborne radar imagery. Radar is the only 
active sensor we discuss. 
In essence, the discussion in Chapters 2 through 9 progresses from the 
simplest sensing systems to the most complex. In a sense, there is aiso pro- 
gression from short to long wavelengths along the electromagnetic spectrum 
(see Figure 1.3). That is, discussion centers on photography in the UV, visible, 
and reflected IR region, then thermal scanning in the "heat" region, multi- 
specttal scanning that combines the two, and then rah-  sensing in the mi- 
crowave region. 
The discussion also flows from low to high altitude, in that Chapters 2 to 
9 introduce each sensing system in the context of its operation from an aimaft. 
Ir! Chapter 10 the general use of each sensor type from space is wnsidered. 
- -- - - ---- - 
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In this chapbr the generetion and analysis of Londsot satellite data are em- 
pbulnl and the general 6on. offuture spre - sensing systems is also 
presented. 
Throughout this book, the International System of Units (SI) is used. Tables 
are included in the back of the book to assist the student in converting be- 
tween Si units and units of ether measurements systems. 
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ELEMENTS OF 
PHOTOGRAPHIC 
SYSTEMS 
One of the most common, versatile, and 
economktal forms of remote sensing is 
aerial ph&ogmphy. The basic advantages 
aerial photography a& over on-the- 
ground olewation include: 
1 1. Znrpm~ed Vantage Point. Aerial pho- 
tography gives a bird's-eye view of I ares,  e h l i n g  us to see e& 
v 
surface features in their spatial con- 
text. In short, aerial photography per- 
mits us to look at the "big picture" in 
which objects of interest reside. It is 
often difficult, if not impossible, to 
obtain this view of the environment 
through on-the-ground observation. 
Witti aerial photography, we also see 
the "whole picture" in that all ob- 
servable earth surface features are re- 
corded simultaneously. Completely 
different information might be ex- 
tracted by different people looking at 
a photograph. The hydrologist might 
f 
cancentrate on surface water bodies, I t
the geologist on bedrock structure, I 
the agriculturalist on soil or crop 
type, and so on. I 
i 
2. Capability To Stop Action. Unlike 
the human eye, photographs can give 
us a "stop action" view of dynamic 
conditions. For example, aerial pho- 
tographs are very useful in studying 
dynamic phenomena such as floods, 
moving wildlife populations, trafEc, 
oil spills and forest fires. 
3. Pennnnent Recording, Aerial photo- 
graphs are virtually permanent rec- 
ords of existing conditions. As such, 
these records can be studied at lei- 
sure, under office rather than field 
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conditions. A single image can be studied by a large number of users. 
Airphotos can also be conveniently compared against similar data ac- 
quired at previous times, so that changes over time can be monitored 
easily. 
4. Broadened Spectral Senaitiutty. Film can "see" and record over a wave- 
length range about twice as braad as that of the human eye (0.3 to 0.9 Fm 
5 
versus 0.4 to 0.7 pm). With photography, invisible W and reflected IR 
energy can be detected and subsequently recorded in the form of a visible 
image; hence we can see certain phenomena the eye cannot. 
5. Increased Spatial Resolution and Geometric Fidelity. With the proper 
selection of camera, film, and flight parameters, we are able to record 
more spatial detail on a photograph than we can see with the unaided 
eye. This detail becomes available to us by viewing photographs under 
magnification. With proper ground reference data, we can also obtain 
accurate measurements of positions, distances, directions, areas, heights, 
volumes, and slopes from airphotos. In fact, most planimetric and topo- 
graphic maps are currently produced using measurements extracted from 
airphotos. 
This and the next four chapters detail and illustrate the above character- 
istics of aerial photography. In this chapter, we describe the various materials 
and methods used to acquire aerial photography. The topic of interpreting 
aerial photographs is treated in Chapters 3 and 4. In Chapter 5 we examine 
the aspects of measuring and mupping with airphotos. In Chapter 6 we deal 
with the process of obtaining radiomettic measurements from airphotos. 
2.2 EARLY HISTORY OF AERIAL PHOTOORAPHY 
- Photography was born in 1839 with the public disclosure of the pioneering 
photographic processes of Nicephare Niepce, William Henry Fox Tdbot, and 
Louis Jacques Mande Daguerre. As early as 1840, Argo, Director of the Paris 
Observatory, advocated the use of photography for topographic surveying. 
-fie first known aerial photograph was taken in 1858 by a Parisian photog- 
rapher named Gaspard Felix Tournachon. Known as "Nadar," he used a bal- 
loon to ascend to a height of 80 m to obtain the photograph over Bievre, 
France. Balloon photography flourished after that. The earliest existing aerial 
photograph was taken from a balloon over Boston in 1860, by J m e s  Wallace 
Black (Figure 2.1). This photograph was immortalized by Oliver Wendell 
Holm- who desctibed it in the Atfuntfc Monthly, July 1863: "Boston, as the 
f 
eagIe and the wild goose see it, is a very different object from the same place 
as the sotid citizen looks up at its eaves and chinmeys."[14] 
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the airplane than it had been with kites and balloons. Photography from 
aircraft received heightened attention in the interest of military reconnab- 
ance during World War I. As discussed in Chapter 3, the greatest stimulation 
to photointerpretation occurred during World War 11. Much of the technology 
used to acquire and interpret aerial photoqraphy (and the other types of im- 
ages we examine) is an outgrowth of early military development. 
2.3 THE SIMPLE CAMERA 
The cameras used in the early days of photography were often no more than 
a light-tight box with a pinhole at one end and the light sensitive material to 
be exposed positioned against the opposite end (Figure 2.44. The amount of 
exposure of the film was controlled by varying the time the pinhole was 
allowed to pass light. Often, exposure times were in hours because of the low 
sensitivity of the photographic materials available and the limited ligbt-gath- 
ering capability of the pinhole design. In time, the pinhole camera was re- 
placed by the simple lens camera, shown in Figure 2.4b. By replacing the 
pinhole with a lens, it became possible to enlarge the hole through which 
light rays from an object were collected to form an image. In addition to the 
lens, an adjustable diaphragm and an adjustable shutter were introduced. 
The diaphragm controls the diameter of the lens opening during film expo- 
sure, and the shutter controls the duration of exposure. 
The design and function of modern adjustable cameras is conceptually 
identical to that of the early simple lens camera. To obtain sharp, properly 
exposed photographs with such systems, they must be focused and the proper 
mrr 24 Comparison between pinhole and lens cameras. 
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exposure settings must be made. We shall describe each of these operations 
separately. 
Focus 
I Three parameters are involved in focusing o amera: the focal length of the [ +  camera lens, f, the distance between the lens and the object to be photo- 
I g graphed, o, and the distance between the lens and the image plane, 1. The 
E- 
[ focal length of a lens is the distance from the lens at which parallel light rays 
k are fucused to a point. Object distance o and image distance i are shown in Figure 2.443. When a camera is properly focused, the relationship between 
the focal length, object distance and image distance is 
Since f is a constant for any given lens, as object distance o for a scene 
changes, image distance i must change. This is done by moving the camera 
lens with resped to the film plane. When focused on an object at a discrete 
distance, a camera can image over a range just beyond and in front of this 
distance with acceptable focus. This range is commonly referred to as the 
depth offield. 
In aerial photography the object distances involved are normally infinite. 
i Hence the 110 term in Eq. 2.1 goes to zero and i must e r ~ t ~ d  f. Thus, most 
f aerial cameras are manufactured with their film plane p~eciscly located at a 
fixed distance f from their lens. 
Exposurr, 
The exposure at any point in the film plane of a camera is given by 
where 
E =film exposure, W mm-' 
8 =scene brightness, W mm-a ~ec- '  
d =diameter of lens opening, mm 
t =exposure time, sec 
f = lens focal length, mm i 
f 
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it ccur be seen Ersm Eq. 2.2 that fbr a given tamera m d  scene, the exposure 
reaching a film can be varied by changing the camera shutter speed t andlot 
the diameter of the! lens openingd. Veriour mmbinations ofd and t will yield 
equivalent exposures. 
Em@a t l  A Blm in a amern with a 40 mm h i  length lens is properly exposed 
with a lens opening diameter of 5 mm and an exposure tfw of llleS rec {Conditton 
, 1). If the lens opening is Incnored to 10 mm, what exposure time should be use4 to 
s maintain proper exposure (Condition P)? 
Sdut&m We wish to maintain the some exposure for Condition 1 and Condition 2. 
Hence. 
Canceling constants we obtain 
The diameter of the lens opening of a camera is detennined by adlusting 
the diaphragm to a particular aperture uettiag, or FISTOP. This is defined by 
F/STOP = k n s  f d  len f 
Lcns opening d i E e t ~  d 
As ean be seen in Eq. 2.3, as the FISTOP in~eases ,  the diameter of the lens 
.+ opening decreases and, accwrdingly, dre film exposure decreases. Because 
the an* of the lens opening varies as the square of the diameter, the change 
In exposure with FISTOP is pmportional to the square root of the FISTOP. 
Shutter speeds ate n o r d l y  established in sequential multiples of hvo (ill25 
see, 1/SO sex, 1/500 sec, 111000 see). Thus, FISTOM vary as the square mot 
uf two (F11.4, F&, W2.8, Fl4.. . ). 
, The interplsy between FISfOPs and shutter speeds is well known to om- 
ateur photographers. For eonstant exposure, an incremental change in shutter 
speed setting must be bempanied by M incremental change in FISTOP 
I m n g .  For example, the exposure obtained at 11500 sec and Fl1.4 cauld also 
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be W n e d  at l/SO isc a Fa. Sbort exposure times dlow one to "stop 
actkm" d prevent blwing when w i n g  d n g  objects. lens 
opening dtrmcten ( s d l  FISTOP numben) dlow more light to reach the 
Pm pgd are useti11 under low light conditions, S d l  lens opening dkmekn 
(large FlSTOP numben) yield greater depth of fkld. The F/STOP corm 
~ t 0 t h e k r l p c r t l c n r o p a g t n e ~ i s e r l k d t h e " l e n s s p c s d " T b e  
bger dw! lens opening diomtGr (smaller FaTOP number), the "forter*' the 
ltar tr. 
Using FISTOPs, Eq. 2.2 cpn be simplified to 
where F = F/STOP d n g  = fld. 
Equation 2.4 is a convenient means of n ~marizing dre interrelationship 
between film expasure, m e  brightness, exposure time, and F/STOP. This 
relationship m a y  be used in lieu of Eq, 2.2 to determine various FtSTOP and 
shutter speed settings that msult in identical film exposuns. 
A 6 1 m i r p m p e r l y e * p o r c d w h m t h c h s ~ p e r h r m ~ p i s F B d  
the exporum time is 11183 r;ec (Conditfm 1). If the amen aperlure setting is $rurued 
to Ft4, what exposure time s h l d  be used te yield a pmpcr Blm t%p~~ure (Condition 
S)? (Nate t .  thir i s  rimply a rrrtatmtnt elthe condition of Eumpk 81). 
S d d a n  We wish to maintain tbe wn# txporwrr /a Condition 1 m d  Codtian 2. 
With dre scene brightness the same in each crrre, 
hiany plrotoOraphic p d u r e r ,  partleuMy blndr d white techniques, em- 
ploy r We-phase neative-to-posl /e sequence. In this process, the 
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"negative" and "positive" makrials are typicafly film and paper prints. E h h  
of these materials consists of a light sensitive photographic emulrlon coated 
onto a bare, or tupport. The generalized cross sections of black and white 
film and print papet are shown in Figure %.!h and b, In both cases, the 
emulsion consists of a thin layet of light-sensitive silver halide cxystals, or 
grains, held in p l an  by a solidifled gelatin, P a p r  is the base matedd for 
paper prints, Various plastics arc used for film bares. When exposed to fight, 
the silver halide crystals within an emulsion undergo a photochemical reac- 
tion fonning an invisible &tent image. Upon treatment with suitilhle agents 
in the deoclopmcnt proccrr, these exposed silver salts ere d u d  to silver 
pains that appear black, fonning a visible image. 
The negative-bporitive sequence of black and white photography is de- 
picted in Figure g.6. In Figure %&I, the letter k' ts shown b represent a scene 
that is imaged through a lens system and recurded as a latent image on a film. 
flOvn 2.8 Cenrmlitrd t-ntrw wctitrn cd black ittrd vhitr phtrtogruphi~ tttwtrnrlr. 
(A&rpted fnm lie].) 
I L ~ l r n t  IIIIT~)F~ 
(Rr.vrr%rrl 
./ t r ~ n ~ s )  
lens , 
~ ~ ~ ~ I A ! I v I *  11Irn 
negative and light areas where the illuminating light was decreased by the 
negative. The final result is a realistic rendering of the originill scene whose 
size is fixed by the enlarger setup. In the two phase process of creating the 
final image, the negative provides an image of reversed geometry (left for 
right and top fsr hottom) and reversed brightness (light for dark and dark for 
light). The positive image glves a second reversal and thus true relative swne 
geometry and brightness. 
Most aerial photographic paper prints are produced using the negative-to- 
positive sequence and a contact printing procedure (Figure 2.6~). Hchre, the , 
film is exposed and processed as usual, resulting in a negative of rt~versed 
scene geometry and brightnew The negattve is then placed in emulsion-to- 
emulsion contact with print paper. Light is passed through the negative, 
thereby exposing the print paper. When processeti, the image on the print is 
a positive representatiorn of thc original ground scene at the size of the neg- 
ative 
Pesl .t: images need not be printed on print paper. For example, trans- 
parent r.ositives are often made on plastic-based or glass-based emulsions. 
These ~ p e s  of images are recerred to as dictpositives or transparencies. 
E 2.5 PROCESSING BLACK AND WHITE FILMS 
Photographic processing chemically conver:s the latent image in an emulsion 
layer to a visible, stable image. It is a truly intriguing process and at the 
detailed level it is chemically complex[l3]. Our attempt here is to treat only 
the salient n-ture of black and white film prtxxssing. (Paper print processing 
is identica: ..onceptually). The 9rocedure entails the following steps. 
i! 1. Deoeloping. The exposed film is first immersed in a deueloper solution. 
Developers are selec%ve, alkaline reducing agents. They are selective in 
the sense that they reduce the silver of the exposed halide grains in an 
.+ emulsion from a molecular ionic state to a pure atomic state. Because 
silver in the atomic state is black, there is proportionate correspondence 
of image darkness on the negative with object brightness in the scene 
I i photographed. This correspondence manifests itself in the fonn of the stlades ctf gray comprising the developed image. 
5 2. Stop Bath. After images have been developed to the desired degree, the 1 I developing action is stopped by immersing the film in an acidic solution 
k called a stop bath. The stop hath neutralizes the alkaline developer so- 
lution, thereby stopping the development process. 
g 3. Fixing. In the third step of the process, tl:e film is placed in afixer so- l lution. The function of the fixing bath is to rt:move the unexposed silver 
t 
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halide grains fiom the emulsion, to harden the emulsion culd render it 
chemicaily stable. (If the unused grains were not removed, they would 
be activated upon reexposure to light and eventually degrade the quality 
of the image). Depending on the film and process involved, steps 2 and 
3 are ofien combined into one operation. 
4. Washing. In this step, clean running water is used to wash the film to 
render it free of any chemical residues that would degrade the image. 
Chemical agents are often added to the wash water to s p e d  up the wash- 
ing process. 
5. Drying. The final step in the process is that of drying. Either through air 
drying in a dust-free environment or through drying in a heated dryer, 
water is removed from the processed material. 
2.6 SPECTRAL SENSITIVITY OF BUCK AND WHITE FILMS 
Black and white aerial photographs are aornlally made with either panchro- 
matic film or infrared-scnsitiue film. The generalized spectral sensitivities 
for each of these film types are shown in Figure 2.7. Panchromatic film has 
long been the "standard" film type for aerial photography. As can be seeh 
from Figure 2.7, the spectral sensitivity of panchromatic film extends over 
the W (0.3 to 0.4 pm) and the visible (0.4 to 0.7 .urn! portions of the spectrum. 
Infrared sensitive film is sensitive not only to UV and visible energy but also 
to reflected infrared energy (0.7 to 0.9 pm). 
- 
=. W w d m p h  !wt 1 
WW 2 7  Ceneraliwd spectral sensitivities for black and white panchrorrxitir m d  f 
infrared-sensitive films. (Adapted from [8].) 1 
4b 
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The use of black and white infrared phdqgraphy to distinguish between 
deciduous and coniferous trees was illustrated in Figure 1.9. Many other 
applications of both panchromatic and black and white infrared aerial pho- 
tography are described in Chapters 3 and 4. Here, WL simply want the student 
to become familiar with the spectral sensitivities of these materials. 
It is of interest to note what determines the "boundaries" of the spectral 
sensitivity of black and white film materials. As indicated in Section 2.1, we 
can photograph over the range of about 0.3 to 0.9 pm. The 0.9 pm limit stems 
from the photochemical instability of emulsior~ materials that are sensitive 
beyond this wavelength. (Certain films used for scientific experimentation 
are sensitive out to about 1.2 and form the only exception to this rule. 
These films are not commonly available). 
As might be suspected from Figure 2.7, the 0.3 pm limit to photography is 
determined by something other than film sensitivity. In fact, virtually all 
photographic emulsions are sensitive in this ultraviolet portion of the spec  
bum. The problem with photographing at wavelengths shorter dun ?bout Q.4 
rm is twofold: (1) the atmosphere absorbs or scatten this energy, and (2) 
glass camera lenses absorb such energy. But photography can be acquired in 
Figun 2.8 Panchramatie (a) and W (b) aerial photographs of harp seals in the Culf 
of St. Lawrence, March, 1974; 300 m flying height. Dark-coated adult seals are visible 
in both images but whiteioated seal pups are visible only iil the U\? photclmph {b). 
The W photograph was takea with a camera equipped with a qunrtz lens, using 
panchromatic film and a camera filter that transmits W energy (0.3 to 0.4 gm) but 
absorbs visibk energy. (Courtesy David M. tevigne, University of Guelph.) 
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the 0.3 to 0.4 p n  UV range if extremes of altitude and unfavorable atmos- 
pheric conditions are avoided. Furti~ermore, some improvement in image 
quality is realized if quartz camera lenses are used. 
Figure 2.8 illustrates an interesting application of W photography in zo- 
ological research and marzgement. Shown are panchromatic and W aerial 
photographs taken simultaneously af harp seals (Pagophilw groelondictcs) on 
the snow and ice surface of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Adult harp seals are 
f dark in color and appear in both the panchromatic image (a) and the W 
image (b). In coutrast to the adults, i n h t  harp seals have coats that appear 
white to the eye. Hence, they aren't visible on a snow and ice background 
in panchromatic imagery (a). In the UV portion of the spectrum, the snow 
s and ice Lackground is still highly refiedive but the "white7' seal coats, which 
are very strong absorbers of UV energy, photograph black. Thus, both the 
P- adults and their young offspring can be detected on the W image (b). This characteristic enables reliable monitoring of the change in population of this 
animal, which cannot be done practically over large areas using any other 
means. The same technique can be used to inventory other "white" objects, 
such as polar bears, arctic foxes and hares on snow covered surfaces.[l2]. 
To date, the applications of aerial C71 photography have been quite limited 
in number, due primkly to strong atmospheric scattering of UV energy. A 
notable exception is the use of UV photopraphy in monitoring oil films on 
water[l6]. Minute traces of floating oil, ofiu11 invisible on other types of 
photography, can be detected in UV photography. (The use of aerial photog- 
raphy to study oil spills is illustrated in Chapter 3.) 
E 2.7 COLOR flLM 
Although black and white panchromatic film has long been the standard film 
type for aerial photography, many retnclte sensing applications currently in- 
volve the use of color film. The major advantage to the use of color is the fact 
that the human eye can discriminate many more shades of color than it can 
tones of gray. A.s we illustrate in subsequent chapters, this capability is es- 
sential in many applications of airphoto interpretation. In the remainder of 
this section we present the basics of how color film works. To do this we 
must first consider the way in which human color vision works. 
The detailed psychophysical mechanisms by which we see color are still not 
fully urrderstd, yet it is generally held that the human brain receives color 
i impulses from the eye via three separate light receptors in the retina- These 
i 
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receptors respond to blue, green, and red light, respectively. What color we 
associate with a particular object depends on the particular amounts of blur 
green, and red it reflects. That is, we psychologically mix impulses from the 
retina's blue receptor with those from the green and red receptors. Added 
together, these three impulses result in the perception of a single color for 
any given object 
A change in the relative quantity of blue, green, or red light coming from 
the object changes the color we associate with it. In short, we perceive all 
colors by synthesizing relative amounts of just three. 
Blue, green, and red are termed additive primaries. Plate I(a) shows the 
effect of projecting blue, green, and red light in partial superimposition. 
Where all three beams overlap, the visual effect is white because all three of 
the eyes' receptor systems are stimulated equally. Hence, white light can be 
thought of as the mixture of blue, green, and red light. Various combinations 
of the three additive primaries can be used to produce other colors. As illus- 
trated, when red light and green light are mixed, yellow light is produced. 
Mixture of blue and red light results in the production of magenta light 
(bluish-red). Mixing blue and green results in cyan light (bluish-green). 
Yellow, magenta, and cyan are known as the complementary colors, or 
complements, of blue, green, and red light. Note that the complementary 
color for any given primary color results from mixing the remaining two pri- 
maries. 
Like the eye, color television operates on the principle of additive color 
mixing through use of blue, green, and red dots (or vertical lines) on the 
picture screen. When viewed at a distance, the light from the closely spaced 
screen elements forms a continuo**s color image. 
Whereas color television simulates different colors through additiw mix- 
ture of blue, green, and red lighte, color photography is based on the principle 
of subtractiw color mixture usii~g superimposed yellow, magenta, and cyan 
dyes. These three dye colors are termed the subtractive primaries and each 
results from subtracting one of the additive primaries from white light. That 
is, yellow dye absorbs the blue component of white light. Magenta dye ab- 
sorbs the green component of white light. Cyan dye absorbs the red com- 
ponent of white light. 
The subtractive color mixing process 5s illustrated in Plate I(b). This plate 
shows three circular filters being held in front of a source of white light. The 
filters contain yellow, magenta, and cyan dye. The yellow dye absorbs blue 
light front the white background and transmits green and red. The magenta 
dye absorbs green light and transmits blue and red. The cyan dye absorbs 
red light and transmits blue and green. Tite superimposition of magenta and 
cyan dyes results in the passage of only blue light from the background. This 
comes about since the magenta dye abuorl,s the green component of the white 
-% 
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background, and the cyan dye absorbs the red component. Superimposition 
of the yellow and cyan dyes results in the perception of green. Likewise, 
superimposition of yellow and magenta dyes results in the perception of red. 
Where all three dyes overlap, all light from the white background is absorbed 
and black results. 
In color photography, various proportions of yellow, magenta, and cyan 
dye are superimposed to control the proportionate m~ount of blue, green, and 
red light that reaches the eye. Hence, the subtractive mixture of yellow, 
m e n @  and cyan dyes on a pbotoegoph is wed to control the additive mix- 
ture of blue, green, and red light reaching the eye of dre observer, To rrccom- 
plish this, color film is manufactured with three emulsion layers that are 
sensitive to blue, green, and red light but which contain yellow, magenta, 
and cyan dye after processing. 
Structure and 8p.ctnl SondtMty of Color fllm 
The basic cross-sectional structure and spectral sensitivity of color film are 
shown in Figure 2.9. As shown in Figure 2.a  the top film layer is sensitive 
to blue light. The second layer is sensitive to green and blue light, and the 
third to red and blue light. Because these bottom two layers have blue sen- 
sitivity as well as the desired green and red sensitivities, a blue absorbing 
filter layer is introduced between the first and second photosensitive layers. 
This filter layer blocks the passage of blue light be?and the blue sensitive 
layer. This effectively results in selective sensitization of each of the film 
layers to the blue, green, and red primary colors. The yellow filter layer has 
no permanent effect on the appearance of the film because it is dissolved 
during processing. 
From the standpoint of spectral sensitivily, the three layers of color film 
can be thotight of as three black and white silver halide emulsions (Figure 
2.Qb). Again, the colors physically present in each of these layers after the 
film is processed are not blue, green, and red. Rather, &r processing, the 
blue sensitive layer contains yellow dye, the green sensitive layer contains 
rx-agenta dye, and the red sensitive layer contains cyan dye (see Figure 2.h). 
The amount of dye introduced in each layer is inversely related to the inten- 
sity of the corresponding primary light present in the scene photographed. 
When viewed in composite, the dye lnyers produce the visual sensation of 
the original scene. 
The manner in which the three dye layers of color film operate is shown 
in Figure 2.10. For p u m e s  of illustration, the original scene is represented 
schematically in a by a row of boxes that correspond to scene reflec~ece in 
four spectral bands: blue, green, red, and IR. After expostire, 6, the blue 
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sensitive layer is activated by the blue light, the green sensitive layer is 
activated by the green light and the red sensitive layer is activated by the 
red light. No layer is activated by the IR energy since the film is not sensitive 
to IR energy. During processing, dyer are intraduced into each sensitivity 
layer in inverue proportion to the intensity of light recorded in each layer. 
Hence the more intense the exposure of the blue layer to blue light, the less 
(6) Film after ~ p o n r r e  
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yellow dye introduced in the image and the more magenh and cyan dye 
inh.duced. This is shown in c where, for blue light, the yellow dye layer is 
cleiu and the other two layers contain magenta and cyan dye. Likewise, green 
exposure results in the introduction of yellow and cyan dye, and red exposure 
results in the introduction of yellow and magenta dyes. When the developed 
irnage is viewed with a white light source, d, we perceive the colors in the 
original scene through the subtractive process. %%ere a blue object was pres- 
ent in the scene, the magenta dye !-ubtracts the green component of the white 
light, the cyan dye subtracts the rt-d camponent, and the image appears blue. 
Green and red are produced in irn analogous fashim. Other colors are pro- 
duced in accordant with the proportions of blue, p e n ,  and red present in 
the original scene. 
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2.8 PROCESSING COLOR b'ILMS Sa 
2.8 PROCESSIM COLOR FILMS 
Most aerial films we rnanufac.tured to be processed to either a negative or a 
positive. (Some may be processed either way). Color negatioefilms produce 
negative images that are used in a negative-to-positive sequence in much the 
same manner as black and white negative films. That is, a film negative is 
t 
exposed and processed and uubsecluently used to producu? a positive (nor- 
mally on color print paper). Color negatives, like black and white negatives, 
manifest a reversal of scene geometry and brightness. Containing yellow, 
magenta, and cyan dye, they also manifest a tolor regime that is the comple- 
ment of the original scene. Positives prepared From such negatives correctly 
reproduce the geometry, brig$tness, and color of the original s r ~ n e .  
Color reuersuljilms are Alms that can be processed to produce a positive 
image direcdy on the arigind film exposed in the camera. Color slides are 
fam'liar revenal film products. Their counterparts in aerial photography are 
referred to as color diapositives or color positive transparencies. 
Figure 2.11 illustrates the sequence employed in processing a cwlor posi- 
tive transparency. To keep matters simple, we have assumed that the film 
shown in this figure has been exposed to blue light only. The exposure/proc- 
essing sequence for the film is as follows. 
1. The blue light reflected from the scvne photographed activates the blue- 
sensitive fiim iayer. This results in a deveiopabic latent image being 
formed in the blue-sensitive layer, but none in the other two layers. 
2. *fie fiim is immersed in a black and whitefirst deoefoper that praducvs 
I 
i 
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a developed image composed of pure silver in the blue-sensitive layer. 
At this point, the peen-  and red-sensitive layers of the film still contain 
unexposed sf lver halide grains. 
3. The film is recexposed by a s o u m  of white light, thus making the silver 
halide grains in the green- and red-sensitive layers developable. T h ~ s  
step is called "flashing." In many processes flashing is accomplished 
chemically. 
4. The film is immersed in a color developer, where the silver halide grains 
in the green- and red-sensitive layers are reduced to silver atqd at the 
same time magenta and cyan dyes ate fonned in preportion to the amounts 
of silver in each layer. This is called coupler deuebpment. Mter coupler 
development, the blue-sensitive layer still contains the developed image 
(silver) resulting from the first developer, and thus yellow dye is not 
fonned in the image. 
5. The film is immersed in a bleach which, without affecting the dyer, can- 
E verts the silver in all layers to soluble salts. These salts are then dissolved 
E 
I from all three layers !n afixer, leaving only the magenta and cyan dyes 
I 
f in the green- and red-sensitive layers. The film is washed to remove any 
remaining chemicals, then dried. 
6. When white light is p s e d  through the film durfr~g viewing, the inagenta 
dye absorbs the green component of the ligk; source and the cyan dye 
absorbs the red component. The blue component i s  transmitted by the 
clear, yellow-forming layer, resulting in perception of o blue image. Other 
CVIOR are produced in an analogous fmhion, thwugh various combina- 
tions d exposure and dye introduction in the three film layers. 
At th is  point, the student may wish to review the entire discussion of the 
color additive and subtractive p w ~ s s e s  m d  how calor film dyes ate used to 
replieate the colors in a scene. We believe that a thorough understanding of 
these processes is helpful in the interpretation of cwlor imagery-it is esoen- 
tkrl in the interpretation of color inftared irr~gery. 
Additional general discussion a b u t  processing mlor films is given in man- 
ufac.turersO literature on the subject(6j. Detailed discussion IS presented in 
photographic handbooks i 13,151. 
2.8 COLOR INFRARED FILM 
7'he sssignment of o given dye cdor to a given spectral sensitivity range is I a film m u f & u r ( n g  parameter that on br v v t d  arbitrarily. For example, I if yellow. rather than cyan, dye were i n t i d u d  into the red-sensitive layer 
of a film, red objects could be photolf~aphed .r blue. The color of the dye 
develaped in any given emulsion layer need not bear any nlationrhip to the 
color of light to which the layer is sensitive. Any desired portion6 of tho 
photogr~phic spectrum, including the r e a d  infrared, can be d e d  on 
color film with any mlor assignment. 
In contrast to "normal" color film, color inf ind ftlm is manufoctslred to 
record green, red, and infrared (to about 0.9 pm) scene energy in its three 
emulsion layers. The dyes developed in each of these layen are again yellow, 
magenta, and cyan. The result is a "false color" film in which blue images 
result from objects reflecting primarily green energy, greet1 images result 
from objectr reflecting primarily red energy, and red images result from ob- 
jects refletting primarily in the photowphic infnved portion of the spectrum 
(0.7 to 0.9 pm). 
The basic structure and spectral sensitivity of color infrared 81m are shown 
in Figure 2.12. (Note that there on some overlapr in the sensitivities of the 
layers). The process by which the three primary colon are teproduced with 
such films is shown in Figure 2.13. Various combinations of the primary 
colors, complementary colon, as well as black and white, can also be repro- 
duced on the film, depending on scene reflectance. For example, an object 
with a high reflectance in both green and infrared would produce a magenta 
image (blue + red). It should be noted that most color infrared films are 
designed to be used with a yellow (blue absorbing) filter over the camera 
lens. Some specialty films have a built-in yellow filter. As further described 
in Secaon 2.18, the filter blocks the p a r w e  of any light having a wavelength 
below about 0.5 pm. This means that the blue (and ultraviolet) scene energy 
is not permitted to reach the film, a fact that aids in the interpretation of color 
infrared imagery. If a minus blue filter were not used, it would be very dif- 
ficult to ascribe any riven image color to a particular ground ,.eflectance be- 
cause of the nearly ecual sensitivity of all layers of the fi1n: to blue energy. 
The use of a blue-absc. bhg filter has the fiirther advantage of improving h m  
penetratisn beuus the effkc- of iiayleigh ssatter i s  reduced when the blue 
light is filtered out. 
Calor infrared Blm war developed during World War I1 to detect pajnted 
that were camouflaged to look like vegetation. Because healthy veg- 
etation rrtlects infrared energy much more strongly than it doer green energy, 
it generally appears in various toner of d an color infiad Alrn. However, 
0bjec.t~ painted green generally have law infrared reflectance. Thus, they 
appear blue on the film (Figure &.I!&) and a n  be readily discriminated from 
healthy green vegetation. h u s e  of its genesis, color infrared film has o h n  
been referred to as "camouflage dcteetion (CD) film." With its vivid color 
p o m ~ y d  of reflected infrared energy, color infrared Alm has bemme nn ex- 
tremely useful film for resource analyses. 
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does not appear red. The large rectangular gravel parking area adjacent to the 
natural grss  p~actice fields appeas  a light brown in the normal w!or pho- 
tograph and nearly white in the mlor infrared phot~graph. This rtreans it has 
a high reflectance in green, red, and infrared. T1.e red-roofed buildings c p p a r  
a grtx-riish-yellow on the color infrared film, which %leans that they reflect 
hiphly in tlte red and a h a  have some infrared rcfiectancul. 
AImost every aerial applrcatior~ of w!rrr infrared photography deals with 
photoyraphing reflected sunlight. The amount of errergy etnitted tiom the 
earth at  hmbient temper~hare !around 300°K) is insignificant in the range of 
0 4 to 0.9 prn and hence cannot he pllotographed. This mean% that mlor 
il~fiared film cannot, for elample. be used to  deiec-t thp trinpttratere dif&r- 
enc- between two water hdies or betweetr wet and dry sails. A s  ~uplained 
in  Chapter 7, electronic senvors (such a* radiometrrs or  thennal scarrrerr) 
operatifig in the 3 to 5 or 8 to 14 pm wavelength range can lw rtsed to dirtin- 
guiah &tween tempratures of srtch otyccts. 
Thc energy emitted fron~ extremely hot objcc*s s t~ch as flamtfs Frr~rn burning 
$8 ELEMENTS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS 
wood (forest fires or burning buildings) or flowing lava can be photographed 
on wlor and color infrared film. Figure 2.14 shows blackbody radiatiw. cuwes 
for earth features at an ambient temperature of 27°C (300°K) and flowing lava 
at 1100°C (1373°K). As calculated from Wien's Displacement Law (Eq. 1.5), 
the peak wavelength of the emitted energy is 9.7 Frn for the earth features 
at 27°C and 2.1 pm for lava at 1100°C. When the spectral distnbution of 
emitted energy is calculated, it is found that the energy emitted from the 
features at 27OC is essentially zero over the range of photographic wave- 
lengths. In the case of flowing lava at 11000C, the emitted energy in the range 
of IR photography 10.5 to 0.9 pm) is sufficient to be recorded on photographic 
films. 
Plate I11 shows llormal color (a) and color infrared (b) aerial photographs 
of flowing lava on the flank of Kilauea Volcano on the Island of Hawaii. 
Although the emitted energy a n  be seen as a &nt orange glow on the normal 
color photograph. it is more clearly evident on the color infnred film. The 
orange tones on the color infrared photograph represent infrared energy 
emitted from the flowing lava. The pink tones represent sunlight reflected 
from the living vegetation (principally tree ferns). Keep in niind that it is only 
when h e  temperature of a feature is extremely high that inkaed film will 
record energy emitted by an object. At all other times, the film is responding 
to reflcr:i=d IR energy which is not directly related to the temperature of the 
featui* . 
We cslrther examine the interpretation of color infrared photography in 
Chapter 3. Information about the optimum methods for exposing, storing and 
processing color infrared films is given in 15; and [9]. 
2.10 FILTERS 
Film type is only one variable that determines what information is recorded 
by a photographic remote sensing system. Equally important is the spectral 
make-up of the energy exposing the film. Through dle use of filters, we can 
be selective: about which wavelelrgths of energy reflected from a scene we 
allow to reach the fi!m. Filters are transparent (glass or gelatin) materials that, 
by absorption or reflection, eliminate or redub- the energy reaching a film in 
$elected portions of the photographic speotruni. They are placed in the optical 
r 4th of a camera in front OF the lens. 
. ial  camera filters consist maiqlp of organic dyes suspended in glass or 
. dricd gelatin film. Filters are most commonly designated by Ko&k 
. tenm filter numbers. They come in a variety of forms having a variety 
1 .: .,lxctral tratrsmittance properties. The tnost cmmrnonly used spectral filters 
are absorptionfiltcrs. As their name irldicatcb. these filters absorb and k n s -  
2.10 FILTERS 
cigun 2.14 Blackbody radiation curves for earth surfac.~ features (at 27%) and flow- 
L q  lava (at 11000C). 
mit energy of selected wavelengths. A "yellow" filter for example, absorbs 
blue energy incident upon it and transmits green and red energy. The green 
and red energy combine to form yellow--the color we would see when look- 
ing through the filter if it is illuminated by white light (see Plate Ib). 
Absorption filters are often used in Glm-filter combinations that pennit 
differentiation of objects with nearly identical spectral response patterns in 
major portions of the photographic spectrum. For example, two objec-ts may 
appear to refiect the same color when viewed only in the visible portion of 
the spectrum, but may have different reflection characteristics in the UV or 
reflected infrared region. This W.Y illustrated in Figure 2 . S  with the dis- 
crimination of harp seal pups from snow using panchromatic film and a W 
(WrattenTM 18A) filter. This filter passes energy in the UV (0.3 to 0.4 ;em) 
range but absorbs all visihle wavelengths. Hence, differences in UV refkc- 
tance alone are used to differentiate between objects of interest. Let us now 
consider the same approach for limiting photography to reflected IR wave- 
lengths. 
Figure 2.15 illustrates generalized spectral reflectance curves for natural 
grass and artificial turf, stcf; as those shown in Plate 11. Because thc artificial 
turf is manufactured with a green cwlor to visl~ally resemble natural grass, the 
reflectance in blue, green, and red is similar for both surfaces. However, the 
natural grass reflects very highly in the infrared whereas the artificial turf 
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Range of f~ttnd 
Range of eye tnfrud film 
Waeimgth (grn) 
Figure 2.15 Generalized spectral reflectance curves for natural grass and artificial 
does not. If we wish to distinguish between natural grass and artificial turf 
using black and white photography, we can photograph the scene using black 
and white infrared-sensitive film with an absorption filter over the camera 
lens that blocks all wavelenbqhs shorter than 0.7 gm. Fig,~re 2.16 illustrates 
the result of such photography. Figure 2.160 shows tile scene as photographed 
on panchron~atic film in which the natural grass and artificial turf have a 
similar photographic tone. Figure 2.16h shows the scene photographed on 
black and white infrared film using a filter transmitting only wavelengths 
longer than 0.5 ptri. In this case, the natural graas has a t c S r y  light photographic 
tone (high infrared reflectance) and the artificial turfa ,cry dark photographic 
tone (low infrared reflectance). The filter used in such photvgraphy, which 
selectively absorbs e n e r g  below a certain wavvlength, is referred to as a 7 
short wavelength bl,-l.kiicg filter, or a high paas filter. 3 1 
When one is interested in sensing the energy it1 only an isolated narrow 
portion of the spectrum, a bandpuss filter may be used. ivavelengths a b v e  
and below a specific range are blocked by such a filter. The spectral ti,~ns- 
mitta~lce curves ford typical blocking filter and a handpass filter are illustrated 
in Figure 2.17. Several hlc~king and handpass filters rnay l x b  x.~serl simt~lta- 
rteously to selectively photograph various wavelength hands on separate film 
images. This results in multihand photography, which we describe in Sectio.1 
There is a large selection of filters from which to choose for arly given 
application. Xfanufacturers* literature describes the \pcctra! transmittance 
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(a) TypiQl hi PII film Wwdmpm ban) 
Figure 2.17 Typical transmission curves for filter types commonly used in aerial 
photography. (a) Typical high pass filter (KodaL WrattenT" No. 12). (b) Typical tmd- 
pass filter (Kodak WrattcnTM No. 58). iAdapted from [7]. j f 9 *
't 
properties of each available type[?]. It should be noted that low pass ah- 
sorption filters are not available. Interference filters must be used when short 
wavelength transmittance is desired. These filters reflect rather than absorb 
unwanted energy. They are used when extremely narrow bandpass charac- 
teristics are desired. 
Panchromatic aerial film is usually exposed through a yellow (blue absorb- 
ing) filter to reduce the effects of ahnospheric haze. Black and white infmred- 
sensitive aerial film can be exposed through any of several filters. Typicillly, 
a yellow filter (which also transmits infrared wavelcngjhs] is used for fore\tr) 
purposes and a red (which also transmits infrared energy) or infrared-only 
filter is used when delineation of water bodies is desired. Normal color film 
is usually exposed through an ultraviolet (haze! filter and color infrared film 
through a yellow filter, as shown in Figure 2.18. 
As described in Section 1.3. byleigh scdttering in the atmosp3ere intm- 
duces a decreased sharpness and cwntrast in aerial photographs. 'This effect 
is mort pronounced in the ultraviolet 'and blue wavelengths. Pl!,te IV illus- 
trates the effect of fittcring out blue wabeiengths 011 sharpness and contrast. 
The top stereopair was photographed trsing normal color film with an ultra- 
violet (haze) filter. The bottom stereopair was photographed t~sing c+olar in- 
frared film with a yellow (blue absorbing) filter. The increase in haze 
"penetration" using a yellow filter and calor infrared film is readily apparent 
as i s  the lncrease in image \harpness and ,.)ntrilst. Some of the additinnal 
contrast seen in the lower stereopair resillts from the fact that cnisr infrared 
film ch~ractetisticallp has tnore cantrast than nor ma1 color film. 
Antioigtiettitrg filters are often used to inrpro\c the r~~riforrnity of exposure 
throughout an image. There i \  a gcometrir.ally based decrektsc in illrrn~inatjotr 
PIP- - 
r (a) Color film wid- u W i  (haze) f ikr  
IbJ C d a  i n b d  film wiU, WmttenTY NO. 12 (ylflow) fiher 
2.18 Spec*l smsitivitirs for typical color md cnlnr infnurd film-filter rnm- 
- 
f 
binations. (a) Cdor film r ~ t h  ulhvio let  (haze) filter. (6) Color infrrred film v i m  k K& WrattenTM No. I2 (yellmv) filter. (Adaptrd from 171 and 181.) 
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with increasing distance from the center of a photograph (to be discussed in 
Section 6.7). To negate the effect of this illumination fall-off, antivignetting 
filters are designed to be strongly absorbing in their central area and pro- 
gressively transparent in their circumferential wea. To reduce the number of 
filters used, and thereby the number of between-filter reflections possible, 
antivignetting features are often built into haze and other absorption filters. 
(Various filters having this feature are shown in the foreground of Figure 
2.21). 
A final note on filtering techniques in aerial photography is that colur films 
(particularly infrared-sensitive films) are somewhat sensitive to aging. This 
causes their color layers to often "go out of balance." For examplc, the sen- 
sitivity of the infrared-sensitive layer of a film might decrease with age rel- 
ative to the other two layers. Such a film might still be exposed with sah::- 
factory results if a colot- compensating filter is used[lO]. 
When using filters, it is often necessary to increase exposure to compensate 
for radiation absorption by the filter. Hence, filter manufacturers publishfitter 
factors, or multiplying factors, to express the number of times by which an 
exposure must be increased for a given filter. Published filter factors are 
intended only as approximate guidelines, as actual factors vary for differerit 
exposure conditions [71. 
2.1 1 AERIAL CAMERAS 
Aerial photographs can be made with virtually any type of camera. Many 
successful applications have employed aerial photogn-jhs made from light 
aircraft with hand-held 35 mm cameras. For example, the photographs in 
Plates 11,111, IV, and VII were made in this manner. The simplicity and low 
cost of purchase and operation of' 35 mm cameras make them ideal sensors 
for small area analysis. (The true size of images taken with a 35 mm system 
is 24 x 36 mm; the width of the film is 35 mm). As discussed later in this 
section, 70 mm cameras are aiso used in certain iipplicatisns. (The true size 
of images made with these s\ rtrms is 55 x 55 mm). hlost aerial photographic 
remote sensing endeavors, however, entail the use of aerial photography 
made with precision-built aerial cameras. These cameras are specifically de- 
signed to expose a large number of photographs in rapid succu?ssion with the 
ultimate in geomrtr ic fidelity. 
There are OVr'T 100 different models of aerial cameras currently in use. 
They can be c.las%ified as one of fbur basic types: (1) single It.n.9 frame can- 
eras, (2)  tnultileno franrz ormerar, (3) strip cameras. an4 (4) panoramic cam- 
eras. 
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81ngIe Lena Frrme Camera8 
Single leus frame cameras are by far the most common cameras in use today. 
They are used almost exclusively in oLtaining aerial photographs for remote 
sensing in general, and photogrammetric mapping purposes in particular. 
Mapping cameras (often referred to as met& or cartographic cameras) are 
single lens frame camem designed to provide extremely high geometric im- 
age quality. They employ a low distortion lens system held in a fixed positirrn 
relative to the plane of the film. The film format size (the nominal size of 
each image) is commonly a square 230 mm on a side. The total width of the 
film used is 240 mm and the film magaziqe capacity ranges up to film lengths 
of 120 m. A frame of imagery is acquired with each opening of the camera 
shutter, which is generally tripped automatically at ;I set frequency by an 
e1ec.tronic device called an internolometer. Figure 2.19 illustrates a typical 
aerial mapping camera. 
Recall that for an aerial camera the distance between the center of the lens 
system and the film plane i s  equal to the focal length of the lens. It is at this 
fixed distance that light rays coming from an effectively infinite distance away 
fionr the camera come to focus on the film. (Most mapping cameras cannot 
be focused for use at close range.) For mapping purposes, 152 mm focal length 
lenses are n~ost widely used. Lenses with 90 mm and 210 mm focal lengths 
are also used for mapping. Longer focal lengths, such as 300 mm, are used 
for nonmapping applicatious. Frame camera lenses are somewhat loosely 
termed as being either: (1) normal angle (when the angular field of view of 
the leiis system is up to 75'1, (2) wi& angle (when the field of view is 75" to 
100"). and (3) super wide angle (when the held of view i s  greater than 100"). 
(Angle measured along image diagonal). 
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Figure 2.20 illustrates the principal components of a single lens frame 
mapping camera. The &ne cone amembly includes the lent, filter, rhutter, 
and dtaphmgm. The lens is genetally composed of multiple lens elements 
that gather the light rays from a scene and bnng them to focus in the .focal 
phne.  The filter serves any of the various functions enumerated in the pre- 
vious section. The shutter and diaphragm (typically located between lens 
elements) control film exposure. The shutter controls the duration of exposure 
(from11100 to 111000 see) while the diaphragm f m s  an aperture that can be 
varied in size. The camera body typically houses an electrical film drive 
mechanism for advancing the film, flattening the film during exposure, cock- 
ing the shutter, and Mpping ,he shutter. The camera nutgazfne holds the film 
supply and takeup reels, the film advancing mechanism, and the film flatten- 
ing mechanism. Film kttening during exposure is often accomplished by 
drawing the film against a vacuum plate lying behind the focal plane. The 
aOun 2.20 Principal components of a single-lens frame mappir~g camera. 
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focal p b e  is the plane in which the film is exposed. The opttcol axio of the i 
camera is perpendicular to the film plane and extends through the center of I ? 
the lens system. 
During the time a frame camera shutter is opened for exposure of a pho- 
i 
tograph, aircratt motion causes the image to blur. To negate this effec*, many i f 
frame cameras have built-in Image motton compenwtbn. This works by mw- 
ing the a m  ectoss the hcnl  plane at a rate just equal to the rate of image i 
movement. 
Figure 2.21 illustrates the modular nature of moden1 aerial mapping camera i 
systems. The same camera body may be used in multiple configurations of z 
various lens cones, filters, magazines, intervalometers, and viewing devices. j 
Shown in Figure 2.22 is a oertkal photograph made with a mapping camera ; 
whose optical axis was directed as nearly vertical as possible at the instant 4 
of exposure. Note the appearance of the fourfiduciol marks at the middle of I 
the image sides. These marks define the frame of referent* for spatial meas- 
urements made from such aerial photos (explained in Chapter 5). Lines con- f 
necting opposite fiducial marks intersect approximately at a photograph's 
principal point. As part of the manufacturer's calibration of a mapping camera, 
% t
the camera focal length, the distanms between fiducial marks, and the exact 
location of the principal point are precisely determined. I 
It should be noted that there are many single lens frame cameras that ate 
strictly reconnaissance cameras, as opposed to tnapping cameras. These cam- 
eras come in a wide variety of configurations and are not described in any * 
detail here. Most are designed to faithfully record image detail without n e e  
C 
2.21 Army of 
systet~l tnmponents of 
ial mapping camera. 
Heerbnigg, Inc..) 
interchimgeeble 
W11d RC-I0 aer- 
(Courtesy Wild 
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2.1 1 AERIAL CAMERAS 
graphs over a broad wavelength region, or band, sf the electromclgnetic specb 
trum. For example, color photography is produced over the range of about 
0.4 pm tc* 0.7 pm. Terrain features having substantially dfflerent spectral 
response patterns over this range can normally be discriminated on color film. 
However, many terrain features have only slight differences in spectral re- 
flectance and their differentiation on conventional broad-kind photography 
is often impossible. As described below, multihnd photography can ofien 
btt used to circumvent this problem. 
Muftiband photogmphs are photographs taken sfmultaneously ftom the same 
geometric vantage point, but with different film-filter combinations. Figure 
2.23 illusttates a multilena frame camera designed to acquire multiband pho- 
tography in four spectral bands, An example of the photographs acquired with 
a multilens camera system is shown in Figure 2.24. These photographs depict 
the identical scene imaged on black and white infrared film filtered for dis- 
mete wavelength bands in the blue, green, red, and reflected infrarcd portions 
of the spectrum. Note that the "best" image or combination of images for 
discrimiruiting a given scene object varies with the spectral response pattern 
for that object. The "taking apart" of object reflectances through multiband 
photography normally yields enhanced contrast between different terrain fea- 
frame ralnrrii. 
n Cct.p)ration.) 
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Three-bad cul rv 
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Viewing ram 
\ Projector detail ' 
Color filter wheel 
Figun 2.26 Color additive viewer schematic. The image analyst selects the two or 
three images to be optically combined. Each projector has separate brightness, filter 
color, and image registration controls. 
tions of the spectrum results in a "true" color display. Projection of positives 
taken in the green, red, and the photographic infrared results in a "false" 
color display similar to color infrared photography. Through arbitrary assign- 
ment of positives and color filters, "exotic" color displays can be created that 
often enhance discrimination of features of interest. For example, the viewer 
might be adjusted to display a particular crop type in a unique, readily dis- 
criminated color. 
Plate V shows color composites produced in a color additive viewer. Plate 
V(a)  shows multiband images combined to resemble a normal color photo- 
Figure 2.26 Color additiw:e viewer. (Coi~rtesg Spectral Data Corporation.) 
graph and Plate V ( b )  shows images combined to resemble a color infrared 
photograph. For each color composite, three of the black and white positive 
transparencies shown in Figure 2.24 were used, as follows: 
Plate V(n): Normal Color Plate \'(I>): False Color 
Camera Filter \'ieu.er Filter Camera Filter Viewer Filter 
Rlue (0.44.5 pm) Blue Green (0.,FA.6 pm) Blue 
Grrm (O.Fi-o.6 prn) Green Red ( 0 . 0 . 7  pm) Green 
Red (0.6-0.7 pm! Red Heflectecl IR (0.7-0.9 pni) Hed 
The camera filter colors used corrcsponcl to the spc.ctral sensitivity of the 
three layers of color and color infrared film. The  viewer filter colors are the 
three primary colors of the additive color pruccss. Other false color coml~i- 
nations could Ile procluced from the positive transparencies shown in Figure 
2.24 hy using clifrerent positive transparency-viewer filter combinations. 
As an alternative to using ~ n ~ ~ l t i l e n s  cameras, it should be  noted that mul- 
tihand ~hotography can I,e acquired using arrays of scvcral single lens frame 
cameras. Typical of such camera banks is the! four camera. 70 mrll format 
Hassell~lad system shown in Figure 2.27. Each camera has its own internal 
power supply and film advance mechanism. 'l'l~e ill i~:,c.s from these cameras 
arc3 55 mm scli~ilr~. Al l  the cnmeriu can IN* triggered s.mrlltaneotlsly. providing 
tlw m~~ltispectral c;lpal)ility whcn a different film-filtcsr coml)in;~tion is r~scd 
in each camera. 
f Fipm 226 Color additive viewer. (Courtesy S p e d  Data Corporation.) 
graph and Plate V(b) shows images combined to resemble a color infrared 
photograph. For each color composite, three of the black and white positive 
transparencies shown in Figure 2.24 were used, as follows: 
Plate V(af: Normal Color Plate V(b): False Color 
Camera Filter Viewer Filter Camera Filter Viewer Filter 
Blue (0.4-0.5 pm) Blue Green (0.50.6 ~ m )  Blue 
Green (0.5-0.6 m) Green Red (0.64.7 pm) Green 
I Red (0.64.7 ~ m )  Red Reflected IR (0.74.9 pm) Red 
!- The camera filter colors used correspond to the spectral sensitivity of the 
three layers of color and color infrared film. The viewer filter colors are the 
three primary colors of the additive color process. Other false color combi- 
nations could be produced from the positive transparencies shown in Figure 1 2.24 by using different pobltive transparency-viewer filter combinations. 
As an alternative to using mrlltilens cameras, it should be noted that mul- 
tiband vhotography can be acquired using arrays of several singie lens frame 
cameras. Typical of such camera banks is thd four camera, 70 mm format 
Hasselblad system shown in Figure 2.27. Each camera has its own internal 
power supply and film advance mechanism. The iir urkes from these cameras 
are JS mm square. All the cameras can be triggered s.mul~neously, providing 
the m t ~ l t i s ~  capability when a different film-filter combination is used 
in each camera. 
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Figure 2.27 Arra! of 70 mni Hii~t.1- 
I)l;~tl  c;rmc.nts r~setl to ol)t:tin mr~ltil~iintl 
Strip Cameras 
Strip cameras (Figure 2.28) record images by moving film past a fixed slit in 
the focal plane as the cilnleril is moved forward. The  shrrtter for a strip carnera 
remains open continually while the pichlre is made. Image blur is eliminittecl 
Ily passing the film over the open slit at a rate pqrlal to the speed of ;he 
m o v i n ~  image (proportionnl to aircraft grollnd speed). Thus, the strip cnnjcr;l 
has inherent image motion compensation. The witltll of the adjustal,le cnmerit 
slit determines exposure. 
Strip cameras were designed primarily for low altihrde, high speed militan 
reconniiissitnce. Uni1t.r these flight conditions, the inherclnt continuor~s imagc~ 
motion compensation of the strip camera permits ohtaininy! v e v  detailcbd 
photography, which could not I)<* achievcd with a frame c.;ln,crit. Also, For a 
given width of cmtlnd covernKta, i? smi~llrr fielrl of v i e r  is needed fi)r a .trip 
cilrnera. For rxamplc, the slime area could he coveretf with i174" (side to zide) 
strip camera lens its with a Wo (comer to corner) fiiimc carnern Ic-ns. Hencc. 
lvns dis:ortions are less. 
Strip camtviis were onct. poplrlitr for civilian applic.utions wherc. rl(*t;~il 
along linrilr shrcly areas is nerclrd. as. forc.xample, in highwily or tra~1smission 
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Ire 2.27 
cameras 
dnmphy. 
Array of 70 mm Hassel- 
used to obtain multiband 
Strip Cameras 
Smp urneras (Figure 2.28) recad images by moving film past a fired slit in 
the focal plane as the -ern is moved forward. The s h u k  for a smp -ern 
remains open continually while the picture is made. Image blur is elimimt& 
by passing the film over l e  open slit at a rate equal to ih s m d  of 8. 
moving image (proportbnol to aircrsft gmund sped). Thus, the sbip urnera 
bar inherent image motion compensation. The width d t h e  o us table -em 
slit determines exposure. 
Ship cameras were designed primarily for low altitude, hi& s m d  m i l i w  
reconnaissance. Under these flight conditions, the inherent mntinuous image 
motion compensation of the strip camem pennits obtaining very dehiled 
photography, whfch muld not be achievd with a frame c u r ~ m .  *Lo, for a 
given width of gmund mverac, a smaller geld of view is needed for a rtrip 
-em. For example, the stme area could be covered with a 74. (side to ride) 
smp amera lens as with a 80. (corner to corned &me camera lena. Henw, 
lens distortions are less. 
Sblp esmeras wen  once populnr for civilisn applic~tions where dew1 
along linear study are- is needed, as, for e n p l e ,  in highway or blnsmirsion 
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Flgun 2.28 Operating principle of a continuous strip camera. 
line route selection. However, when a strip camera is operated at high alti- 
tude and moderate speed, the resulting imagery is distorted by any change 
in aircraft orientation, speed, or altitude. This factor--coupled with improve- 
ments in the lens and image motion compensation characteristics of frame 
cameras-makes current application of strip photography very limited. 
The last major type of camera we consider is the panoramic camera. Like the 
strip camera, a panoramic camera views only a comparatively narrow angular 
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field at any given instant through a narmw slit. Ground areas are covered by 
either rotating the camera lens or rotating a prism in front of the lens. Figure 
2.29 illustrates the design using lens rotation. 
In Figure 2.29, the terrain is scanned from side to side, transverse to the 
direction of flight. The film is exposed along a curved surface located at the 
focal distance from the rotating lens assembly, and the angular coverage of 
the camera can extend from horizon to horizon. The exposure slit moves dong 
the film as the lens rotates, and the film is held fixed during a given exposure. 
Afier one scan is completed, the film is advanced for the next exposure. 
Panoramic cameras incorporating the rotating prism design mnhin a fixed 
lens and a Rat film plant. Scanning is accomplished by rotating the prism in 
/- 
I 
0 
0 
Flgura 228 Operating principle of a panoramic camera. 
ticult ol' tht. lens. !~iclc:inc i!iii~gc*r?, gc.o~nc~tric.;~l~v c.cl~liv;llcnt to t11;tt ol' tlir: 
rotating I rns  c.;ililclr;i. 
Figure, '7.30 il111stri1tc.s the. l)ictori;r! clct;til ant1 Iiirgc. ;lrc.ii 01 '  c.o\*c.r;iqc. cllilr- 
i~c.tt.ristic of' pi~nor;uiiic. photoczr;q,ht.. The. tlistortio~is it~hi.rc.t~t ill p i ~ ~ ~ o r i ~ ~ i l i c .  
inl: i~ing arc* ;IIW i~pp;~rr.nt in tht* fiet~re.  4rc.;is Ilcl;lr the. t\\.o c*llt!s ol' the. 1d1o- 
toqr;lpIi ilrc* coml,ressc~(l. This sc.;~lc~ v;~rii~tioli. i.i~IIc*(l ~)trt~orrrttjic. rlistortiotr. i* 
;I rc.s~llt of'thcb c-yli~itlric.;~I sh:tpt> of'tht* fi)c.nl I~l;mcs : I I I (~  tlica n;ltrlrta o l ' s c i ~ ~ ~ r ~ i r r q .  
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Also, scan positional distortion is introduced in panoramic imaging due to 
forward motion of the aircraft during the time a scan is made. 
Compared to frame cameras, panoramic cameras cover a much larger 
ground area. With their narrower lens fields of view, panoramic cameras pro- 
duce images with greater detail than frame images. Hence, pan~wamic images 
yield a broad, yet detailed, view of the ground. These factors make panoramic 
cameras ideal sensors in large-area photographic analyses; houjecer, pano- 
ramic photographs have the disadvantage t h ~ t  they lack the geometric fidelity 
of frame camera images. 
All photographs in the remainder of thir book were taken with frame cam- 
eras. 
2.12 TYPES OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS 
Aerial photographs are generally classified as either vertical or oblique. Ver- 
tical photogrtrphs iire those made with the camera axis directed as vertically 
as possible (Figure 2.22). Vertical photography made with a single-lens trame 
camera is I)y far the most common type of aerial photography used in remote 
sensing applications. However, a "truly" vertical aerial photograph is rarely 
obtainable because of unavoidable angular rotations, or tilts, caused by the 
angular attitude of the aircraft at the instant of exposure. These unavoidable 
tilts cause slight (lo to 3') unintentional inclination of the camera optical axis, 
resulting in the acquisition of tilted photographs. 
Virtually all photographs are tilted. When tilted unintentionally and 
slightly, tilted photographs are usually referred to as being "vertical." For 
most elementary measurement applications, these photographs are treated as 
1)eing vertical without introduction of serious error (see Chapter 5). 
When aerial photographs are taken with an intentional inclination of the 
camera axis, oblique photographs result. High ohlfyue photographs include 
an iniage of the horizon (Plate IV), a r ~ d  lou: oblique plrotographs do not 
(Plate 11). 
2.13 TAKING VERTICAL AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS 
hfost vertical aerial photographs are taken with frame cameras alongflight 
lines, or flight strips. The line traced 011 the ground directly beneath the 
aircraft during acquisition of photography is calltad the nadir line. This line 
connects the image centers of the vertical photographs. Figure 2.31 illustrates 
the typical character of the photographic coverage along a flight line. Suc- 
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Fbun 2.31 Photographic coverage dong a flight strip. 
cessive photographs are generally taken with some degree of endlap. This 
lapping not only ensures total coverage along a flight line, but an endlap of 
at least 50 percvnt is essential for total stereoscopic cooerugc of a project area. 
Stereoscopic coverage consists of adjacent pairs of overlapping vertical pha- 
tograytl,s called stereopairs. Stereopairs provide two different perspectives of 
the ground area in their region of endlap. When images forming a stereopair 
are viewed through a stereoscope, each eye psyc.ho1ogically occupies the 
vantage point from which the respective image of the stereijpair was taken 
in flight. The result is the perception of a three-dimensional stereomodel. As 
pointed atit in subsequent chapters, most applications of aerial photographic 
interpretation entail the use of stereoscopic coverage and stereoviewing. 
Successive photographs along a flight strip are taken at intenfals that arc* 
c~ntrolled by the camera intervalometer. The area included in the overlap of 
successive photographs is called the stereoscoptc overlap area. Typically, 
successive photographs contain 55 to 65 percent overlap to ensure at least 50 
percent endlap over varying terrain, in spite of unintentional tilt. Figure 2.32 
illustrates the ground iqverrge relationship of suc-cessive photographs form- 
ing a stereopair having approximately a 60 perc~nt  stereoscwpic overlap area. 
Most project sites are large enough for multiple flight line passes to he 
made over the area to obtain complete stereoscopic coverage. Figure 2.33 
i l l~~s t r i~ t c*~  I~o\v itdj:tec.nt strips itre photogr;~pl~c.tl. On sr~c.cc*csivc. flicl~t\ ovc-r 
t l ~ c *  i ~ ~ c ~ ; ~ .  itc!i;~cc*nt strips hit\*c* sid(*lrrp of i~l,l)rosirl~i~tc.Iy 3) pcbrcc.nt. 5lr1ltip!c* 
s t r i p ~  comprist~ \\hilt ic citllc~d ;I 1)loc.k of i~~~trte~gr;tphs. 
.4 gi\*c*r~ plio!ogrirpliic mission eian c . t l t , l i l  the i~ccllrisition of litc~ri~lly 
hrlndrc.tls of c.uposllrc*s. Qlritc* ofic.rl. ;I fligt~t indr~x mosnic. is ;teec~1111)Ic~(I I)!, 
pic~cirig to~c*tlle.r the individtli~l photograpllc into il singlt- c o n t i n ~ ~ o ~ ~ s  pictlrrc.. 
This c~nitltlc~s ~on\~c*r~ic*tit \isrt;tl rc.fi.rc.ncc to thc i1rc.a inc.l~lde-d in r.;~ch imi~gc*. 
b.igt~rr~ 2.r3.1 ill~~ctri~tcss SIICII  ;I I I I O ~ ~ I I C .  
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nQun 2.33 Adjwcnt Hight lines over u project area. 
answer is often that the photo cavering the larger "iuea" (the entire city) is 
the larger scale product. This is not the case. The larger scale product is the 
1:10,000 i-~agt because it shows ground features at a larger, more detailed, 
size. The 1:50.000 scale photo of the entire city would render ground features 
at a much srnaller, less detailed size. Hence, in spite of its larger ground 
coverage, the 1:5d.000 photo would be termed the smaller scale produet. A 
convenient way to make scale comparisons is to remember that the same 
objects are smaller on a "snlaller" scale photograph than on a "lamer" scale 
photo. Scale comparisorrs can also Iw made by comparing the magnitudes of 
the representative fractions involved. (That is, 1150,000 is smaller than 
11 l0,ooo). 
The most straightforward method fur determining photo scale is to measure 
the cvrrespunding photo and ground distancvs between any two points. This 
requires that the points be mk~tuillly identifiable on both the phcito and a map. 
The scale, S, is then computed as the ratio of the photo distance. d ,  to the 
ground dishncw, D, 
Photo distanc- d S = Photo scale =  IL - Ground distance D 
Lumpk  2.3 A~rume that two rcud intersections shown un a photogrmph can tw 
l w a t d  on a 1:25,m wdc topographic map. I f  thc- mrtuured dirta~cv between the 
O,(PI - l ' l  I l l  - s = I 11r I 1 2 . ~ ~ ~  
I I % I I I I I  I l . i l l  
--- 
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- For a vertical photograph taken over flat terrnin, scale is a function of the 
facal length, f, of the camera used to acquire the image and the flying height 
above the ground, H', from which the image was taken. In general, 
- 
Camera foclll fer gth 
- Scale = --- 31 f Flying height above terrain H' (2.6) 
- 
iF 
t 
Figure 2.35 illustrates how we arrive at Eq. 2.6. Shown in this figure is the 
L 
- side view of a vertical photograph taken over flat terrain. The center of the 
a m e n  lens is located at the expotun rtatfon. L, at the instnnt of exposure. 
F Exposure station L is; at a11 airctaftflyfng hefght, H, above some &turn, or 
% 
arbitnuy base elevation. The dstum most f q u e n t l v  used is mean bea level. 
- 
If flying height H and the elevation of' the terrain, h, are known, we can 
8 
F determine H' by aubtnwtion (H' - H - h). If we now consider terrain points 
A, 0, and B, they rrre imaged at points a',  o', and b' on the negative film and - 
at a, o,  and b on the positive print. Note that h)th the segative and the 
positive are schematically shown at a distance? j from the camera lens. This 
assumes that the sizes of the negative and positive are eclual. This is appro- 
priate in that most positives are pruduc~d through mntwt prirtting, resulting 
in the depicted geometry. Finally, we can derive an expression for photo 5 
scale by observing similar triangles h o  md LAO, whit', arc rwrreaponding 
photo and ground distances. That is, 
(lo f - s = - - =  
no H' (2.7) !i 
@ Equation 2.7 is identical to our scale erpresaion of Erh 2.6. Yet another way 
of expressing these equations is 
& 
- 
S - f H - h  (2.8) 
e 
- Equation 2.8 is the most c~mmonly used form of the wale equation. 
i 9% 
g 
- - - -  
rn 
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flOun k.dr of a v ~ l ' t i ~ ~ l  ghcdogmph taken over flitt ttamin. 
Eumpk 2.4 A camcri mluigpcd with m 152 mm lens i s  tired to take m vertical phct 
tcwaph from r flying height of 27HO m alwvc ntcan sea Irvcl. If  the tcrtair~ ir Hat atld 
located at an elevutioti of 500 ni, what ir the rcrlr uf thc4 photograph? 
The most important principle exprerrscd by  Eq. 2.8 i s  that photo scale is v 
function of tcmin elevation. h .  &u.nuse of the level terrain, the photograph 
depicted in Figure 2.35 has a cr~nstirnt scale. tiowever. photoyraplrr tukcn 
over terrain of uarying elevation wil l  exhibit a cuntinuuus range of rcalcu 
astociuted with the vadutiunr in terrain alevatiun. L ~ k e w i s ~ ,  tilted and 
ablique photographs have nonuniform scales. 
E m  2.8 Asrunw u vrttical phtecylruph war taken wt r flpir~y wight ul' SOUO rtt 
h r  sea lcvcl using it c.rrmcnr with w 153 mm f c ~ u l  et~gth Irnr. h-1 rnrittc thc pttotc, 
rdr at points A and B ,  which lie at eievwticmr of 1200 rrt and 1W nt. 
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Solution By eq. 2.8, 
Often it is convenient to compute an auerage scale for an entire photograph. 
This scale is calculated using the average terrain elevation for the area im- 
aged. Consequently, it is exact for tiistances occurring at the average elevation 
and is approximate at all other elevations. Average scale may be expressed 
as 
Save = 
f 
H - ha,, 
where ha,, is the average elevation of the terrain shown in the photograph. 
The result of photo scale variation is geometric distortion. All points on a 
map are depicted in their ilue relative horizontal (planimetric) positions, but 
points on a photo taken over varying terrai3 are displaced from their true 
6'  
map positions." This difference results because a map is a scaled ortho- 
graphic projection of the ground surface, whereas a photograph is a perspec- 
tive projection .>f the ground surface. The differing nature of these two forms 
of projection is illustrated in Figure 2.36. AT shown, a map results from prtr 
jecting vertical rays frorn ground points to the map sheet (at a particular scale). 
A photograph results from projecting convergi 1g rays through a common point 
within the camera lens. Because of the nature of'this projection, any variations 
in terrain elevation will result in sc-ale variation and displaced image posi- 
tions. 
On a map we see a top view of ol>jects in their true relative horizontal 
positions. On a photograph, areas of terrain at the higher elevations lie closer 
to the camera at the time of exposure and therefore appear larger than cor- 
responding areas lying at lower elevations. Furthermore, the tops of' objects 
are always displaced from their bases (Figure 2.36). This distortion is called 
relief displncentent and causes any object standing above the terrsin to "lean" 
away from the principal point of a photograph radially. Relief displacement 
is directly proportional to the height of the object imaged, inversely propor- 
tional to flying height abwe ground (H'), and directly proporti~nal to radial 
distance to the object from the principal point. Hence, extremes in relief 
displacement are encountered when tall objects appear at the edges of a 
photograph taken from a low flying height above the terrain (H'). 
2.15 GROUND COVERAGE OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS 
Top View 
-
Side 
I I 
view I I 
(a) Map (orthographic pojection) fbl Phcto (perspective projection) 
Constant scale Varied scale 
No relief displacement Relief displacement 
Figurn 2.36 Comparative projective geomew of a map (a) and a vertical aerial pho- 
tograph (b). Note differences in size, shape, and locatio~i of the two trees. 
By now the student should see that the inherent geometry of aerial pho- 
tographs precludes their use as maps directly. However, reliable ground 
measurements and maps can be obtained from vertical photographs if precise 
photo measurements are analyzed with due regard for scale variations and 
relief displacement. In Chapter 5 we discuss how aerial photographs are used 
individually, and in stereopairs, to obtain reliable ground meawrements and 
maps. 
2.15 GROUND COVERAGE OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS 
The ground coverage of a ph~jtograph is, among other things, a function of 
camera fonnat size. For example, an image taken with a camera having a 230 
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x 230 mm format (on 240 mm film) has about 17.5 times the ground area 
coverage of an image of equal scale taken with a camera having a 55 mm x 
55 mm format (on 70 mm film). As with photo scale, the ground coverage of 
photography obtained with any given fonnat is a function of focal length and 
flying height above ground H ' .  Figure 2.37 illustrates the principle that for 
a constant flying height, the width of the ground area covered by a photo 
various inversely with focal length. Consequently, photos taken with shorter 
focal length lenses have larger areas of coverage (and smaller scales) than do 
Lose taken with longer focal length lenses. In Figure 2.37, iff, = W f2, D, 
= 20, and A, = 4A2. 
2.37 Effect of focal length on ground coverage. 
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For any given fwal length lens, the width of the ground area covered by 
a photo varies directly with flying height above terrain. This is illustrated in 
Figure 2.38 where f = constant, but Hf2 = 2H1,. In this case, D2 = W l  and 
A. = 4Al. Again, image scale would vary inversely with flying height. 
The effect flying height has on ground coverage and image scale is illus- 
trated in Figure 2.39t1, b, and c .  These images were d l  taken over Chatta- 
nooga, Tennessee, with the same camera type, equipped with the same focal 
length lens, but from three different altitudes. Figure 2.38a is a high altitude, 
small-scale image showing virtually the entire Chattanooga metropolitan area. 
Figure 3.391, is a lower altitude, larger scale image showing the ground area 
outlined in Figure 2 .39~ .  Figure 2 .39~  is a yet lower altitude, larger scale 
image of the area outlined in Figure 2.3%. Note the tradeoffs between lie 
ground areh covered by an image and the object detail available in each of 
the photographs. In general, the larger the scale of the photograph, the greater 
Flgun 2.38 Effect of flying height on ground coverage. 
Figure 2.39 ( ( I  J i ,2-lO.(H)O \ ( * r t ~ < , ; ~ l  ,t(-r~.il : ) l ~ t ~ t t ~ ~ r ~ t ~ l l ~  .I,IIN ~ I I C  ( : l ~ ~ t t t ~ t ~ ~ t ~ ~ c . t .  ,I'I.IIIII.,- 
5t.c.. \In> 21. 1971. ']-his fimlrc* is ;I 2 x  rtaclt~ctiot~ of ;it1 c~rig~ll;il photc,gc1~,11 t ; i l ; r . ~ ~  tvith 
f = 152.4 nim fro111 lr(..7II(i In flying height. (S.4S.4 photogntpl~. C:o~lrtc.\, J!iil,pir~g 
Sen.icc.\ Rri1nc.11. Tt.tlnrsst.r \';llley Authorit!..) 
its al)ilit\. to rccorcl [It-tail. Rut, ;IS c1escril)i.d in the  npst silction, photopr;~phs 
GIII pnssiBss e r l l ~ i ~ l  sc.;llcs ;tntl still not 1~n.c. t he  sameB spatiill rcbsolrrtio~,. 
2.16 PHOTOGRAPHIC RES3LUTION 
Sp;iti;ll rc-solr~tion is an csprrssion o f t h e  optical c111;llity of;m irnaar. prorl!~cetl 
I,!. ;I p;trtir.t~lnr r.anle.cl system. Re-sol~ltion is inflllc*nc.~tI 1,y a host of  pnr;lm- 
c.tc.rs, stlch ;IS tht. r t l so l \ . i~~c po\vcbr of the. film ant1 can.lcBra Iclns ~~schd to o l ~ t i ~ i n  
itn i rnng~ ,  :~ny  uncompensated illlagt. rr~oliot~ d u r i t ~ g  rxposrlre, thc  atmoh- 
pheric c-nntlitiot~s present s t  thc  t i n ~ c  of irniigr cxposrlrr. tile contiitions of 
film processi~lg. ilnd so on. St)nlc of ~ I I C S C  (*lcmel~ts are ql~antifiablr.  For  
example. w e  can measure the  rf~solviny power of ;a film Ily pl~otf,graphing il 
standanl test chitrt. Silch it chart is show11 in Figure 2.40. It consists of yrot~ps 
oi three parallel lines scpar;tted hy spaces eclrial to the  widtlr of. the lines. 
Sr~ccewivr. groups systematir.ally decrt*ast- in sizrb within thc chart. T h e  rcX- 
solving yrowrr of a film is the rrciproml of the  ceritcr-to-cc11tt.r rlistance (in 
. . 
Figure 2.39 I, I I . l2.oocl \ ~ . r - r ~ t  $11 . I I . I . I . I ~  I ~ I I I I I ~ ~ ~ I . I ~ ~ I I  ~ ) I I ~ \  I ~ I I I I ~  ( I . ~ . ~ ~ l .  I r f  . I I ~ . . ~  , I II t-  
l i ~ ~ c ~ t l  i l l  Y I C I I ~ I .  2 3 )  11. Jl.1rc.11 3. I!)75. ' l . l ~ i \  fiu~it~s i \  .I 2 *  r ~ . ~ l ~ ~ ( . t i o ~ ~  of ~ I I I  1 1 r i ~ ~ t 1 . 1 1  
~ ) l ~ ~ ~ t o e r i ~ ~ ~ l ~  t;llic*r  \{.it11 ./' = 132.4 111111 lhllt~ !)13 I I I  fl! i r ~ g  I~tsigl~t. I ( : ~ I I I T ~ ( - \ !  ~ ~ . 1 1 7 1 ~ 1 1 1 2  
St.v\.it.t*< I%r;ltlc 11. ' I ' I . I I I I I . \ \ ~ - I .  \';IIII*! :\~~tht~rit! . I  
rnillilnc~ters) of thr. 1int.s th:~t arc. j t ~ s t  "disIir~p~lisl~itl)Ic~" in tllc* tcqst r.h;trt ilnupc. 
w!lr.11 \,ich\\lc.cl ~ ln t l rv  it r ~ ~ i r r o s c o p r .  Ilrrlcc.. filr~l rr*sol\,ing pou.tBr is (-xprc*ssc.cl 
in 1111its of' l i ~ ~ c s l r r ~ r r ~ .  It is spcncific-cl ; ~ t  ;I 1);1rtic11litr .ontr;t~t rittio lbcbt\\?c.c.t~ tile. 
l inrs  ;m(l th r i r  l ) i~ckgro~~nr l .  This  is cleric* lur -a t la*  rc*sol~~tion is \.rbp. strongly 
influc*ncc*tl 11y contr:tst. .4t ;I contr;tst r;ttio of. 1.6: I, it givcmn p;~~lr.hrorl~ittic, fill11 
mirrht 11;t\cb it rc*solvinp 1)owc-r of 50 l i n c . \ / ~ ~ ~ r n .  At ;I contr;t\t rittio of j ( H i 0 :  I 
tllcb s;tmcS film might hilvt. a rcsolvit~g I)owcr trf I(H) l i r ~ c ~ s / r ~ ~ r r ~ .  
Figure 2.40 Hc. \ III \  I I I K  l ) t l \ t tar  t 1 8 . t  c , l~.trt.  \ ( . o I ~ I I < ~ ~ ~  .I  ~ ~ ~ ~ I \ I ~ I ~ - ! : I I , ~ ~ ~ ~  ( I 
Thc r c s a l ~ ~ t i o ~ i  f any givrn f i l t r l  is prin~;trily a fr~nction of tlic. sisc. distri- 
I)t~tion of the. silvc*r halicl!. ~7;t ins ill the cmr~ls ion.  In gc.nc.ral. th(8 highc.r tllc* 
gr;tnr~larity of it filnl. t h e  Io\vt.r its resol\.ing 1)ou.c.r. Ilo\vc*\*t*r, f i l~ns  o!. 11ighc.r 
grnnr~l;trity ;trc. gcmrlrr;l~ly morc sc*rlsiti\.c. t o  light, or.fcl.$tr*r, tJlit11 tlloseh Iiii\.i~ig 
Io\vcbr gr;ulularity. Ilc*nr.c, tllcbrc- is oftten ;I triitlt.off I~c*t\vc.(.n fill11 "s~)trn~d.' 111(1 
rr-solution. 
The resolvinr! po\r.clr of ittl\. pitrtic111;lr c.tmc~r;/film .v!t.c;trnl c;lr) I)c. rl~c.;t\t~rc*d 
Ily Hying ovcSr itncl photorrr;cpl~ing ;I Iiirgc I ~ n r  ti1r~c.t array locittc-d 011 tliL. 
grotlrrcl. Thc. i1riugc.p thtls ol)t;tinc.d iricorljoc~tc.~ thc. i r l l i t ~ t ~  cl(*~rild;ltio~l ree- 
alizr*d in flight r~s t i l t ing  from stlcli fltctors its ittmosphc-ric c*IG~cts ; t r i c l  rc*sidtl;tl 
irnitgc. motion tlrlrir~fi clxposttrcs (incl~lcling thi~t dtlr. to c;irilc.rit \*il)rittic~ns). 'I.hc. 
;td\,;tnt;tgc. to this is t h i ~ t  \vcl c;rn I)c.r!in to jrlcl~c. tl~c* tl!lr~trit~ir. ul)itti;tl rc-solt~tion 
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I 
of the total photographic system instead of the stat& resolution of any one of 
its components. 
We might use the results of such a dynamic resolution test to compare 
various systems, but the numbers involved are difficult to interpret in a prw- 
tical sense. Our interest in measuring a system's resolution goes beyond de- I 
termining the ability of a system to record distinct images of small, nearly 
contiguous objects of a given shape on a test chart. We are interested not only 
in object detection, but also object recognition and identification. Hence, 
"spatial resolution" defies przcise definition. At the detection level, the ob- 
jective is to discern separate object: discrett :y. At the recognition level, we 
attempt to determine what objects are-for example, trees versus row crops. 
At the identification level, we mare specifically identify objects-for example, 
oak trees versus corn. 
The effects of scale and resolution can be cwmbined to express image qual- 
ity in terms of a ground resolution distance (CRD). This distance extrapolates 
the dynamic system resolution on a film to a ground distance. We can express 
this as 
GRD(m) = Reciprocal of image scale System resolution (linedmm) x 1000 mmlm (2.10) 
where the 1000 is a unit conversion factor to yield the GRD in meters. For 
example, a 1:50,000 photograph taken with a system having a dynamic res- 
olution of 40 lineslmm would have a ground resolution distance of 
This result assumes that we are dealing with an original film, at the scale at 
which it was exposed. Enlargements would show some loss of image defi- 
nition in the printing and enlarging process. 
In summary, the ground resolution distance provides a convenient rule of 
thumb to compare the expected capabilities of various inlages to record spatial 
detail. However, this and any other measure of spatial resolution must be 
used with caution Inany unpredictable vitriablrs enter into what can 
and cannot be detected, recogaized, or identified on an aerial photograph. 
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INTRODUCTION 
TO AIRPHOTO 
INTERPRETATION 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
When we look at aerial photographs, we 
see various ot~jects of different sizes and 
shapes. Some of these objects may tw 
readily identifiat~le while others may not. 
depending on otir own individual per- 
ceptions and experience. Whtn we can 
identify what we see on the photogrnphs 
arrd this information to oth- 
ers, we artk practicing ufrp/roto interpret- 
ution. Aerial photographs contain raw 
photographic* dutu. Thesc data, when 
prtwesscd I)y a !ruinan interpreter's brain, 
hecon~e useal3le infonnutinrr . 
As previously mentioned. ctrrial j~ho- 
tography dates to the year 1858 and the 
1)alloon photographs of Nadar. Acrial 
photography did not receive nruch em- 
phasis during the ensuing drcadc-s Iw- 
catlse the yroc.ess wiis cuttrl)crsome and 
risky and the results uncvrtaiti. t(owever, 
some scientists and invetrtclrs did recog- 
nize the potential value of aerial phcto- 
graphs in presenting a ncaw view of the 
earth's surface. Military strategists itlso 
tlndt-rstoc~i the poteatia! of this meditlrr~ 
for the remote accluisitic)~ of military in- 
fortnation. During World War I. nc*rial 
photography was esta1~lishc.d as ;in olwr- 
ational niilitiiry re*c.onnais:;aaru.v tcwl. 
I n  thc* two decades I)c*tueen \Vorlci 
War I and \Vorld \Var 11, 11liiny nonnlili- 
tary applic+ations appeareti. T h r  c.xp2ri- 
vntW gained by bf'orld War I pilot\ in tak- 
ing picttires tjonl tht* air convit~c.t*d clititt. 
a ntitnl)er of thr*~rr that they coulri put 
their newly acqt~irc*d skills to work 011 
such civilian applications as tinllwr w r -  
veys and millera! exploration. The  U.S. 
Dcpartrnc-nt of Agriculture's Agriculturnf 
Stabillration arid Conservation Servic*ta 
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(USDA-ASCS) began photographing selected r ~ u n t i e s  of the United States 
on a repetitive basis in 19.37. This cunrerage cwntinues today. More than half 
of the photographic illustrations in Chapter 4 em USDA-ASCS photographs. 
Military phdointerpsetation surged during the p e r i d  of World War II and 
more sophisticated techniques were developed. The first widespread use of 
mlor infrared film was as "camouflage detection film" during this war. 
As military applications waned afier World War 11, civilian interest in photo 
interpretation again increased and civilian uses of airphoto interpretation 
have now become widespread in dozens of fields from agriculture to zcmlogy. 
In this chapter, we explore the applications of airphoto interpwtation to 
the solution of a vatir.ty of problems in different fields. Because photo inter- 
pretation is best learned throcigh the experiencw of viewing hundreds of air- 
photo stereopairs ac~wrding t~ the requirements of specific fields of applica- 
tion, we cannot hope to trai : our readers in photo interpretation. Hew, we 
will simply ~ r t s e n t  Inany p>r;ntial applications of nirphoto interpretation and 
illustrate a few with photographic examples. Chapter 4 introdurvs detailed 
training in one specific field of application--terrain eooluatian. A cvmplete 
chapter similar to Chapter 4 could be written for each of the fields of appli- 
cation mentioned here, 
In Sections 3.2 and 3.3, we present the futldamentals of airphoto inter- 
pretation and describe basic photo interpretation ecjuipmcnt. This is fc)llowed 
by a descnption of geologic and soil mapping and land useflmd mver m a p  
ping using airphoto interpretation. Next, we treat applications In the fields of 
ogricultuw, forestry, water resourc-s, urban and regional planning, wetland 
mapping, wildlife ecology, and ercheology. This chapter concludes with a 
discussion of envilnnmental impact ssessmetrt and land inf~nnatior~ systems. 
3.2 FUNDAMENTALS OF AIRPHOTO INTERPRETATION 
Aerial photographs c~n ta in  a detailed record 06 features on the ground s t  the 
time of expt~sure. A photo interpreter systematiccrlly examines the photos and, 
frecluently, other supporting miderials such as maps and reports of field oh- 
senpations. Based on thls study. an interpretation is niade as to the physical 
nature of ol~jects opparing in the photos. Sucvess in photo interpretation 
varies with the ttaining and exlwrirnce of the interpreter, the rraturr* of the 
objec.ts iwing interpreted. and the quality ofthe phcdogriphs k i n g  utilized. 
Generally, thv most cxapable photo interpreters have kr-en powers o f  oheer- 
vution cotrpled with imagination and a great deal of patience. 
A systematic study of aerial phottwraphs usually involves several t~asic 
characteristics of features shown on a phdograph. The exact eharac-teristics 
useful for any specific task, and the manner ill which they are c-.onsiJert.d. 
depend on the field of application. However. tnost applicaticlns vonsidcr the 
following seven hasir. rhararteristics, or vtrriations of thein: shape, sizt!, pat- 
t c + r . t l  shadow, tone, tt*xtt~rc*, and site. 
%!rape refers to the general form, configuration, or  outline of individrial 
ohjects. Tlre shape of some objects is so distinctive that their intilgrs mny 1w 
identified solt*ly from this criterion. The  Pentagon Bttildir~g nctal Washington, 
D.C., is a classic example. All shapes are obviously not this diagnostic. l~trt 
every shape is of si)mcl signifirancc* to the photo intrrprt*tcr. 
Size of ohjects on photographs must he  considered in the cottttsxt of the 
photographic, scale. A small storagt* shrd,  for exatnplc*, might Ipc n1isirttc.r- 
pwted as a barn if s i te  were not cwnsidered. 
Pattern relates to the spatial arrangt3ment of objects. Thc rq=wtitictn of ivr- 
tain generul forms o r  relationships is characteristic of matiy ol)jects, hoth 
natural and constructed, and gives objects a pattern that aids the photo in- 
terprrtcr in recognizing thcrn. An olttc1cw)r drivr--in tkeater. for example, has 
a pnrticirlar layout and pattern of parking spaces that aid in its identification. 
Drive. in theaters have Iwt*n n~isiclentified as housing s~rhdivisions 1))' novicx* 
photo interpreters who did not carefttlly r.onsider shape, size. and pattern. 
Shudora are itnportant to intrrprt*tc*rs in two opp)sing rcslwcts: (1) the 
shape or outline of a shadow affords a profile view of ol)jt-cts (which aids 
interpretation), and (2) ol)jrc4s within shadows reflect little !ight and art* cfif- 
firnlt to d i s c ~ r n  on photographs (which ttinders intc*rprrtat ion). 
Tone refers to the color or relative* brightness of ol)jer.ts on tht* photographs. 
Figure 1.9 showed how rcblativt* photo tones could 1 ) ~  used to distinguish 
Iwttween deciiuc)us and l.orriferous trees oft I)lac.k arrd uhite  infri~red photo- 
graphs. Figure- 4.6 shows a striking pattern of liytrt-torrr*d a i d  dnrk-tonc*ti soils 
wherc* the tonal 1)otterns var)' acru~rtiir~g to thc. dn~inirgt* co~~tfi t io~is  of thc. soil 
(the lightcar-ton(-d iireirs are topjgraphivally hiyhcr and tirier; the tlitrkcar-totwad 
areas arc 1owc.r and wetttsr). Without tonal differences, the shnlx-s. pattcm~s. 
anci texture of o1)jer.t~ cu)uld not Iw d is rvn~rd .  
Texture i s  the frecluency of tot~al change on the photographic itnage. Tex- 
ture is prcducrd by an aggregation of unit features that niay 1w tcw srclall to 
tw discerned individually en the photograph, such as trtw Irit\.e~ and leaf 
shadows, It is a prcxiuct of their intfividual shulx*. r i ~ r . ,  pilttrn~. \hadow. arrcl 
tone. As the scalc of the- phc~tc*~l .  vh is rrt11ic.c.d. tire. ttaxturt; of any given 
object tw~u)nies prugressivc.ly h.!..t rnd ultin~ately disappears. 
Site or Icwation of objects in relatior, to cdttsr ft*atrirr*s can 1% vt-ry ht.lpfr11 
itr idrtltifir*ation. For cxi~:~~ple. a ferris wheel niiyht lw diiilficult to idctitify if 
standitla in a field near a ban). whertaas it would In* easy to identify if it were. 
in an area recognized as at1 omascnlcant park. Also, crrtairt trtae spc ic*wot i ld  
he expec4ed to cxrur cttl  well-driiired uplnnd sites. whereas other tree *ptbt'r.ies 
would tw expected to  cn'c'ur on ptw~rly drained lowlusd sites. 
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The airphoto intcrprestation procvss can oficn 1~ facilitated thrnrr::h thc rrsc- 
of rrirphttto it~terpmtrrtiota k u ~ s .  An uirl~hoto interprrttation key htelps ttic. in- 
terpreter evaluate the informatior? presctlted on narial photo~raphs in an or- 
ganized anrf consistent manner. It provides gtridanec a l~ t t r t  he corrcnct itit*~l- 
tification of features or iutnditions on the photographic inragcs. fdetrllg, a key 
cu,nsists of twtt hasir piirts: (1) a collt-ction of unnotatt*d or eaptiotlt-d stc3rr.o- 
grams illustrative of this featnres or r*onditiotrs to l)c* identified, and (2) a 
grtlphic or word drscription that scats forth in somc* systematic fashiot~ thc. 
irn:\gr.-rt*cogt~itioi~ characteristics of those fc-aturcs or conclitionk. Two gcnr*ral 
types of airphoto interpretation keys exist, diffc*rc*ntiatc*rf I)y thc* mc*thcd o f  
prc-sentation of diagnc!wtir feutt~res. A selerfir;e key contains ntilnt-rous phtr 
tographic c x a t t ~ p l ~ s  with supporting text. The intc*rprc-tcsr sclr*cts the cxi~mplc. 
t h d  niost tlei4rly rc*seinhlr.s the feattrrc* or condit i t?~~ loutwl o t ~  the phcttogr~ph 
under study. 
An tlirtrina!ic~n key is amnged  so that the* interprr.tation prc~vc*ds stc*plt).- 
step from the :zenera! to the swcific and leads to the elimination ofall fc.atrrrc** 
or condition! cxcegt the one  Iwirrg identified. Elimination krys ctfien take 
the form of dichotomous kc~yo where tht* intc*rprt*ter tnakes a series of choit:ts 
Iwtween two alternatives and progressivc*ly eliminates all ltirt one possiltlc. 
answer. Figurt* 3.1 shows a dict~oton~ous kry prr~pared for the idvntificatior~ 
of fruit and nut crops in the Sacrumento Valley, California. The ttse- of elim- 
ination keys con lead to inore positivt* mswrrs  thi~n salcctivc lit.ys. 11trt tnny 
resirlt in erroneous answers if the interpreter is fitrced to make an ~rncc*rtai~~ 
choiiv Iwtwcen two ~tnfamilinr image chartrc.tt*ristics. 
As ii grnrritliziition, keys itre tnorc* easily constrttctcbd and n~orc* rclialtly 
utilized for c~ilturul feature identification (housr-s, Iwidges, r c ~ d x ,  water tow- 
ers) than for vc+getation or landfortn idcntificution. Howltvcr, a rttlmlwr of 
keys have twen ~ucu.essft~lly t+niployed for agriculturnl crop ident iiimtion and 
tree species identificu~ictn. Such krys art. normally devt*lopc*cl and used oo a 
region-by-region Itasis in that the apptriamttcu. of vegc*tation can vvr). widr+Iy 
with lcwation. 
The  film-filtt :- -ombination selecttxI for aerial photographg affects the 
anlount 01' inforri'ntion that can lw iinterpreterl f r im the imrtgc*s. Nurt~crotrs 
exatnplet of this arc scattered throughot~t his b c ~ ~ k .  cspeciallg in the first 
three chapttsrs. 
The tctnpurnl aspec.ts of nrtunri phenomena are important for airphcdo in- 
terprektion bl.ituse such fiutors JS vegetative growth and roil n~uistuw vary 
during the year. For crop iderrtific;rtion. nbore positive results a n  be whirvect 
1)s obtaining aerial photographs at several titnes during the a n n u l  grcrwing 
cycle. Obrrrvationr of lcwll vcgehtbn  rnlermncu. and reivrsiun car1 aid in 
the tinling of nerial phcdogriphy for tutural vegetation mapping. In addition 
!o sertonnl variations. weather can cause significant short-term chiulgrs. h a -  
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Flgun 3.1 Dichotomous airphoto interpretation key to fruit and nut crops in the 
Sacramento Valley, California, designed for use with 1 : W  scale panchromatic aerial 
photographs. (Adapted from [4], Copyright 1975, American Society of Photogram- 
metry, reproduced with permission.) 
cause soil moisture conditions may change dramatically during the day or 
two immediately following a rainstorm, the timing of photography for soil 
studies is very critical. 
As illastrated in Chapter 2, scale affects the level of useful information that 
can he extracted from aerial photographs. Although temlinology with regard 
to airphoto scale has not been standardized, we can consider that small-.sculc> 
airphotos have a scale of 1:60,000 or smaller. medium-scale airphotos have a 
scale of 1:12,000 to 1:60,000, and lorge-scale airphotos have a scale larger 
than 1: 12,000. 
As generalizations, the follow~np statements can be made about the appro- 
priateness of various photographic image scales for resource studies. Small- 
scale airphotos arc used for reconnaissance mappin% large-area resarrrcy as- 
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sessment, and management planning. Medium-scale airphotos are used for 
the identification, classification, and mapping of such items as tree species, 
agricultural crop type, vc *t 'ation community, and soil type, Large-scale air- 
photos are used for the ir . :rt ive monitoring of specific items such as surveys 
of the damage caused by plant disease, insects, or tree blowdown. The ma- 
jority of aerial photographs used f ~ r  interpretive purposes are medium-scale 
photographs. 
In the figure captions of this book, we have stated the scale of nearly every 
image-whether photographic, hernial, radar, or Landsat-so that the reader 
may develop a feel for the detail of information that can be evtracted from 
images of varying scales. 
3.3 BASIC PHOTO INTERPRETATION EQUIPMENT 
i 
Photo interpretation equipment generally servtbs one of three fundamental 
purposes: viewing photographs, making measurements on photographs, and 
transfemng interpreted information to base maps. Basic equipment for per- 
forming each of these functions is described here. More sophisticated equ ip  
rnent involved in performing precise measuritlg and mapping tasks with aerial 
photographs is described in Chapter 5. 
The airphoto interpretation process typically involves the utilization of 
stereoscopic viewing to provide a three dimensional view of the terrain. "his 
effect is possible because we have binocular vision That is, since we have 
two eyes that are slightly separated, we continually view the world from two 
slightly different perspectives. Whenever objects lie at dinerent distances in 
a scene, tach eye sees a slightly different view of the objects. The differences 
behveen the two views are synthesized by the mind to provide depth per- 
ception. Thus, the two views provided by our separated eyes enable us to see 
in 3-D. 
When aerial photographs overlap, they also provide two giews taken frotn 
separated positions. By viewing the left photograph of a pair with the left eye 
and the right photo with the right eye, we obtain a three-dimensional view 
of the terrain surface. A stereoscope facilitates the stereoviewing process. 
This book contains nearly 50 stereopairs, or stereograms, which can be 
viewed in 3-D using a lens stereoscope such a.. shown in Figure 3.3. An 
average separation of abcut 58 mm between common points has been used 
in the stereograms in this book. The exact spacing varies somewhat because 
of the different elevations of the points. The origin.11 vertical aerial photo- 
graphs with about 60 percent eridlap have bee11 cropped and art. mounted 
here with 1(K) percent overlap. 
Figure 3.2 can be used to test stereoscopic vision. When this diagram is 
i 
I 
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Figure 3.2 Stereoscopic vision test. (Courtesy Carl Zeiss, Inc.) 
viewed through a stereoscope, the rings and other objects should appear to 
be at varying distances from the observer. Your stereo-vision ability can be 
evaluated by filling in Table 3.1 (answers are on page 102). People whose 
eyesight is very weak in one eye may n d  have the ability to see in stereo. 
This will preclude three-dirn .ional viewing of the stereograms in this book. 
However, many people with essentially monocular vision have become very 
proficient photointerpreters. 
Some people will be able to view the stereograms in this book without a 
stereoscope. This can be accomplished by holding the book about 20 cm from 
your eyes and allowing the view of each eye to drift into a straight-ahead 
viewing position (as when looking at objects at an infinite distance) while 
still maintaining focus on the stereogram. When the two images have fused 
into one, the stereogram will he seen in three dimensions. Most persons will 
find stereoviewing without proper stereoscopes to be a tiring procedure, prtr 
ducing "eyestrain." It is, however, a useful technique to employ when ster- 
eoscopes are not available. 
Several types of stereoscopes are available, utilizing lenses or a cornbina- 
tion of lenses, mirrors, and prisms. 
Lens stereoscopes, such as those shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, are portable 
i and comparatively inexpensive. Most are small instruments with folding legs. 
The lens spacing can usually be adapted from about 45 to 75 mm to accom- 
P 
5 modate individual eye spacings. Lens magnification is typically 2 power (Fiy-  
i ure 3.3) but may be adjustable. The stereoscope shown in Figure 3.4 may Iw 
used with either 2 or 4 power eyepieces. The principle disadvantage of sn~all 
f lens stereoscopes is that the photographs must be quite close together to be 
I 
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T.Me 3.1 Stereo-vision Test for Use with Figure 3.2 
-- 
PART I 
Within the rings marked 1 through 8 are designs that appear to be at different ele- 
vations. Using "1" to designate the highest elevation, write down the depth order of 
the designs. It is possible that two or more designs ]nay be at the same elevation. In 
this case, use the same number for all designs at the same elevation. 
( I ) lower right circle 
( 3 ) upper right circle 
( 4 ) upper left circle 
marginal ring 
black flag with ball ( ) Ring3 
marginal ring ( ) square 
black circle ( ) marginal ring 
arrow ( ) cross 
tower with cross ( ) lower left circle 
double cross ( ) upper center circle 
black triangle ( 1 
black rt?ctangle ( 1 
PART I1 
Indicate the relative elevations of the rings 1 through 8. 
Draw profiles to indicate the relative elevations of the letters in the words "prufungs- 
tnfel" and "stereoskopisches sehen." 
P R U F U N G S T A F E L  S T E R E O S K O P I S C H E S  S E H E N  
- 
-- 
---- 
Continued on next pap2 
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Answers to Stereo-vision Test 
~-. 
PART I 
Ring 1 
scllrare 
rnarginal ring 
triangle 
point 
Ring 7 
black flag with ball 
marginal ring 
black circle 
HITO W 
tower with cross 
doul>le cross 
\,lack triangle 
black rectangle 
Ring 6 
(2) lo\ver left circle 
(1) lower right circle 
(3) trpper right circle 
(4) rrpper left cirvlt. 
nlarginal ring 
Ring 3 
(5) scluarr 
(1) ~nargirial ring 
(4) cross 
(2) lower I t 4  circle 
(7) upper center circle 
(2) 
(3) 
(6) 
PART 11 
!7) (6) (5)  (1) (4) (2P (3la (8) 
highest lowest 
aHings 2 and 3 are at the same elevition 
PART I11 
P R U F U N G S T A F E L  S T E R E O S K O P  I S C H E S  S E H E N  
positioned propt*rly ~t~tlt .rncitth the li*tlscs. Recaust. of t l~is.  thc i~~tc.rprc.tt.r 
cannot view the entirtb sterroscopic artba of 240 nln) ;u.ri;tl photogr;tl,lis with- 
out riiisit~g thc c~dgc~ of o~ic. of the ~hotogriiplis. 
Mirror stereoscopes use a coml)ination of prisms and mirrors to scparittt~ 
the  lines of sight from each of' the  viewer's eyes. T h e  111irror stereoscope 
shown in Figure 3.5 has a distance between the wing mirrors much greater 
than the eyepiece spacing so  that a pair of 240 rnrn airphotos car1 he  placed 
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Figure 3.5 Mirror sti.rc.04-col)c.. Zcsiss Sfodel N-2, with st(-reoniicromctcr mrirs~triti~ 
t.rlt~ipn~c.trt. I(:otlrtc.sy Carl Ztsiss, Inc.) 
side-hy-side w i t h o ~ ~ t  0tyerl;1pping. Such stereoscopes hpicnlly huvc. little o r  
no rn;ljinific.;ttion in their normal vie\cting mode. Rinocnlars ci1n he  fitted to 
t l ~ c  eycbpieces to provide a mit~r;ificittior of 9 to -4 power. with n resr~lting 
tlccrt~itsc in fieltl of virw. \Vith a mirror stc.rcaoscopc us in^ little. or no ni;~g- 
nific;ttion. tht- interprc-tcr can vicsw all or most of the  stc~rc~oscopic portion of 
;I 940 In111 st~rc*opirir witliot~t ~novinq  t~ i t l i t~ r  the  p l i o t o g r i ~ ~ h s  o r t h t ~  stc*reso- 
scol)cs. Also. rnt-asr~ririg instr~~rnc~nt.; ci111 I ) c b  convc~~iic~ntly ~~se.t l  11ndc-r the- stcbr- 
cBo4-copc. F i g ~ ~ r c *  3.5 slio\rs it p;~r;tll;ts ni~*;rsr~ring tlc-\.icc* ~i io~~ntc . ( l  ovcnr thc. 
photo~r;tphs. This device is c-xplainecl in Cliitpti~r 5. This typeh of str.rcoscopca 
Iiir.; thc tlicittlv;uit;~gt. thitt it i.; too I;trgc- for t-i14-y portal~ility ;uid i.; ~ n ~ ~ c h  rncrrta 
costly th;lri si~nplc* lens stc*rcoscopc*s. 
Tlic nr.crt~nin~ mirror strrcnr,sc.opc. shown in F i g ~ ~ r c ~  3.6 can l)c! used wit11 1 .S 
or 4.5 power ~iiajinification arid has a 1111ilt-in provision for moving the ficlcl 
of \,~C-H' itcross the c~ntirc stert.ooverlal, arc;t of th r  photogritplis \vithor~t ~iiov- 
i r ~ g  c.itlicr the. photojir;tpIis or then stcrcBnwolxs. 
Figurt. 3.7 shows ;I zornni s t ~ r f ~ o s c . o f ~ c ~  thitt hits it cotitin11oi1~1y vari;d)1t~ mag- 
nification 01' 2.5 to 1 0  po\vcr (o r  S to 20 power with ;In iiltf~r~l;tti\.e c.yr.piect.). 
Tlie ini;~ge in eitcli c*>,c*picr.c ;si I ) t s  ol~tically rotated thror~gh 360" to itccom- 
n~ocl;ttc~ l ~ n c r ~ t  rolls of' film tirkcn under contlitions ofaircritfi cnrl). Zocmi stcsr- 
c~oscol)c*sst~cli ils thost1 'iliotvti lit-rc* iIrcn caspc1nsiv(* prc-cision insl r~~nic~nts ,  typ- 
ic;tlly with it \x1n high lens resolr~tion. 
Eit1it.r I)al)cnr print5 or film transp;\rencies citn h e  \ ~ i c ~ ~ ' t * d  using ;I stc*rc-o- 
scopeb. P;lpt,r prints iIrt1 morts convc-nitant to hirndlr, more c~;rsily ;tnnotatcd, 
ittit1 I)c-tttar sr~itc-tl to fical t l  r~sc ;  tran.;!~arc*nr.ic.s h;lvc 1,c.ttc-r spittial re-sol~~tion 
iuitl color fide-lit?,. An intc-rprc~tf-r \vor~ld gt*!ic>r;llly uses it sirilplc. 1c.n~ or mirror 
stc*rt-oscc>pr with pi1pc.r pririts, itn(l a morr. t.litl)or;~t~ vic.\r.c.:- .*!::.ti it5 the. zoom 
stc~rc*oscopc- with color ;lr~d color infritrc-d fi In1 tr;tnspitrc*ncic*s. Tritn4-pitr~nciw 
itrrB plar.c*cl on it 1i;rltt tcihlr (Figure 3.Hi filr vic-\ving I)e*r. ; t~~\c* thc* light sotlrcts 
 nus st comtm from I)c.lii~~d the. tr;in.;pit:e~ncy. The- .;pc*r.trirl chsri~ctc~ristics of tht* 
film ant1 light titl)lr Iilnips s h o ~ ~ l t l  I)c- I)itlitriec~d fhr optimr~rn \.ic.w,i.!;! co~irli- 
flgum 3.6 Scanning mirrnr *tc.rc.nsrope. Old Dt-Ifi Sriinninl: Stc.rc.oqropc.. 
tions. Liglit tiil~lcs t!-pici~lly hil\*c. I)~lll)s \!?it11 i t  "color tc~mpc*niturc~" iiro\tr~rl 
3SOO°K, wltirli Incn;ins th;it the. spc-ctrid distri l~ution of tllc.ir l ig l~t  otltl)l~t is 
sinlililr to th;it of' i i  1)luckl)ociy Ilc~;~tc.c! to 3.500"K. 
Tllr. task of ol>til inin~ rl i  stiltlc.~. nlcbi~s~~rc.~tlthnts fro111 ilc*ri;tl ~ ~ I i o t o g r : ~ l ~ l ~ s  c;ui 
1)c. pt~rfi,rmcd using ;ill> ontk 111' mitn>, mcbi~sllrc*nrc.nt dc.t.ir.c~k. Tlit*sc- rlc*\,ir.c*s 
m u m  3.7 Z I U ~ I  st~.rc'nwo1)c-. R I I I I W . ~  :ind Ltnih \ir,tlc.l SIS-95. I(:crltrtc..\ H ; I I I \ ~  11 
iu~tl I A I I ~ I ~ I ,  Sc-ic.ritific. Ol~tiri11 Yrotll~c.t< I>ivi\icln.) 
1 J:<J(.;]!;>J, p.i!'?;' 1: 
OF P3OR QUALll I 
Figurn 3.8 L i ~ h t  al)lv and zoona rtcn.nsrop. Richilrds MIM 4 tal)lr with mntorizc*cl 
fill11 itdv;tt~(~t. ;in(! Riu~sch itntl Lornl) 3lodc.l 240 stc.rc.osr.opc. ((:orlrtc*sy The. Hic*li;trcl\ 
[i~rporiitiot~.) 
viiy in thesir ;tccllr;tc.y. cost. ancl avitila1)ility. \\'hercn lo\v ortlcr.; of i~cr.~~r;tc.!. 
itrc- ;~ccc*pt;~l)lc, ;I triilngnlitr r*t~ginrcr's ralcn or tnctric. sc.cllr> is oficvi ;itlccl~l;ttc. 
for tlcstc-nnining photo tlistiinces. lit-its~~rcbn~cnt acc.llr;ic!. with tlirsc. (I(-\'ircss 
is gc.nthrally improvrd I)y taking tllcb ;nlebr;lgc of' sc~vc*r;ll re-pc.ittc.(l ntc.iksllrcb- 
~iir.nts. llc.iisarc.nicnts ;~rc* ialso g rnc~r i t l l~  moreb ;tcc~~ri~tc.  \v!ic.n rn;tdc* \\'it11 the* 
;lid of ;I ~ i i i ~ g n i f y i r ~ ~  Ic-11s. 
In itrlclition to mC;r%tlring dist;uic~e~s, iIrtB:ts itre* often rnc*itsllrc-rl on a p1iotc1- 
gr;tph. F;strt.mc.ly i1~011r;ttt~ arcn rnc.itsl~rc~~iic.~~ts c.;tri be  111;1clc. fro111 r t r i ~ l j . \  ~ c . 1 1 -  
crated from airphotos in stcarc*oplottc.rs or orthophotoscoinbs (dcscril)r.tl in Schc- 
tions 5.1.5 ancl 5.16). Ilc*rt* our  i~ttcntion is or1 ~ l i e a s ~ ~ r i n f i  iwr i dirc*ctly on 
photogriphs. The a c c ~ ~ r i ~ c y  of direset mcusrlre*rnc.nt is not only it Sunc.tion of 
the me~as~lr ing devicc rlscd, I ~ t t  also of'tlic* dc.grc.c. of imaycx scale \.ariation 
d ~ ~ c *  to rclic-f in thv tcv-ritin itriel tilt in tlic. photography. ~ l t h o r ~ g t l  largc- c8rrorc 
in dirtact arca:i dc~ti*rmini~tions can rc.sr~lt c.vcBn witti verticitl pliotograpll.; in 
nqions of modc*r;ttc> i ~ n d  high rc.lief, very i~cci~ratc~ dircct n~c-iis~~rc~nic.ntc nlit! 
Inb n ~ a d c  on \'c-rticid photoc of itrtAitS of IOH' rc~lic~l: In S I I ~ ~  ciIS('S, the' proccLss 
involvt*~ rnt*:rsoriug tl~c. i1rt.a on the. p1)otogr;tph. f'ollowc~tl I)y a csonvc-r\ion 1'1 
gn~uncl arc.u using thca ii\*c*r;tgcB plioto scale*. 
Sinlplc. ccirlc.'i 111;1\. I)(* 1 1 ' i c ~ I  to ItitLii.itlr(' tht* itrcBil of ;I siliil>l!, cl~i~pc*(l fi . ;~t~~rt. ,  
c11r11 its ;in ; t g r i c ~ ~ l t ~ r r ; ~ l  fivltl. \\'II~.II ~nc.itst~rinr the. ;trtSii of' a n  irrc-~tr~litrl\ 
s l i i t I~~~( I  r ( . ~ i o ~ t ,  Iio\\~c.\.c*r, otI~c*r t~~c.;ts~~rc.mc.l~t mc.tIto(ls r1111'it I)(. t ~ c c * t l .  ( ) I I ~ .  01' 
thc. silnplc~st c*r.hr~ic~~~c*s c~~iiy,lo\.s ;I triinrp.~rc~nt firid o\.c.rli~y r.or~sictit~g t~l ' l in t~c 
Sonnit~g rc~r.ti~nglt*s or sclt1itrc.s of kno\v!i ;trcsa. Tlic. grid i c  ~)l;~c-(-d 0vc.r tlrc. 
1)hotogr;tpl. -1nd thc. itrc.il ofir gro~lrltl rlr~it is c.ctiniittc*cl I)\. c o ~ ~ n t i n s  grid tlr~itc 
tllitt 11111 within thc* unit to l)c. nic;ts~lrcd. Pc.rll;cps the* n ~ o s t  wide-Iy 11cc.e1 pricl 
overlay is R dot grfd (Figrlrc 3.9). This mid. compclsrd clf ~lniformlv sp;lcccl 
dots, is srrperimposecl over the photo and the <lots fl~llinn within tlit* rc-gion 
to IF mcastlrc-cl iIrcb cor~ntc*cl. From knowlet1y;c. of the dot density of tllr- ~rici ,  
thc plloto i1rcBil of thc rcgion can IN' conlprlttd. Thv photo nrclit is thcbn cSotl- 
vtsrted to a grorlnd urea fiom thc* average scille HS fi)llows 
1 Grollnd ilrcail = Photo  arc.:^ x -- (Snrr)2 
An nltcn~i~tive nic*tllod of r~sinfi tllc* dot ~ r i t l  is po\sil)lt. if n gro~lrl(l ol!jc*c.t 
of known size i1ppeilrs in tht- ~jl~otojirapl~. 111 this cbi~sc.. ;I dirc.ct prop or ti or^ 
l)t*twc*cn dots sad t*clrlivalc*nt nrotlnti :arcair miry I)c* mid<.. For c.ni~mpl~. con- 
Figure 3.9 ' I I . I I I~I)~I I I  111 IIOI CIIII O I \ ~  II.I\ 
sic1c.r thtn 11s~- of' it dot grid to n~c*its~lrc~ ;~rc*ns of i tgrivi~lt~~ml fiv ds itpp(wcing otl 
s photograph. I f  n field or ktlown itrcSa of 3%) 11it .is covc*rc~d 11y 2fi (lots otr thc* 
1,llotojiritph. thc* ~ror lnd  itrcnil of it fic.lcl c.ovc*retl 74 clots is 
74 dots Crolln(1 ;lrcB;1 = -.-- --- x 350 11;1 = < F f i  11;1 2h (lots 
Thc* (lot grid is :in itlc*up.tlsi\.c* tclol nticl rt.cluircbs littlc triiitli~~g. \\hc.tl I l r l -  
nlcbroils rc-gions arc- to I)c* rnc*;lsr ~rc.cl, h.l\vc.\.c-r, tllc* collntit~g proc.c*cl~lrc. 1)c.- 
c-orncbs cltritc* tc*cli!)lrs. An ;rltc~~~i~!ivc. clc.\.icu* is o 11oh1r plmnirnc.tcr. slrc~trn ill  
Firlrrc* 3.10. This il~str~rrnc.nt tnrcl~i tnivi~l l~ r.r)nlplrtc.s irrcoias ;IS t11c- intc*rprc.trr 
trilr.c*s iirotltld tlica 1)olrnrl;lry of' ;III ;irclil i l l  i i  c.loc-k\vist. tlirc.c.tic,t~. \\'llc.11 tllc. 
I)orrntli~q~ hits 1)i.c.n filll\ tri~c.c*d. ;I ~r;~tl~li~tc*cl sr.:~I(b c.uI,rt.\cc.h ;I r111n11,c-r pro- 
portionrrl to t hc* nrcw rnc.irsr~rc*cl on the* photograph. The. I)ot~ndilry trircc- i \  
I gc-nc*ri~llv rc*pc.ntccl scvt-r:rl tirncbs to cSns~~rc* the- prc-cicion of tI1c- plloto itrc.;i 
mcBi~srtrc*mcnt. Thc- photo iirtga is theen convc.rtc.d to a grol~n(l irrcma rrriinp: 
Eq. 3.1. 
Arms mnp I w h  dc.terminc+tl most ri~pitlly and nc.ctrrntc~lp t ~ s i n ~  irn c/r.rtronir 
riiglrizcr (Figtlrc~ 3.1 1). As wit11 thv I ~ l ~ t ~ i n ~ c * t ( ~ r .  arvir elc tcq-minirtit)n invt,lvc.s 
trilc~ing i~ro~ltlcl thc* I ) o ~ ~ n d i ~ n  of'thr- rcmgiorl of'intc.rcbst. By c.ont i r~~l t r~~sly (imc.(lir~g 
the x!! c~u~rclinntc- vi\ltrt-s ofthe. tracing c*llrsc)r into a mic.ropror.c-ssnr. tJlc. pllo- 
I togrirphic irrcn;r is r.ornpr~tc.d :rntl rc.ad o t ~ t  :!ircac.tly. Altc.rnntivc.ly, thc~ mlcro- pror.csssc:r can pcbtiorn~ the. sc;~lt* convc=rsion for rlirc-r-t rr.iicl~,t~t of' yror~ncl ;rrc*il 
in imy clc*sirt*d tlnits. 
Once- infom~irtion ~ ; I P  \)cb(*n intc*rpre&tc*d fro111 ataria1 p I ~ c ~ t o p c ~ p l ~ s .  i t  i  frca- 
I 
cl~lcntlp trilnsfr.rrc.d to a hirst* map. 1Vhc11 the* hast* nlnp is not irt t lrc-  senlc* I 
I scalc HS thc p h n t ~ g r i ~ p h ,  spccinl i~pticnl dc*vicc*s may In. t ~ s e d  in thc- tri1nsfc.r 
1 I 
Ii~rgc- or rc.tlt~c.r. tllr* p l ~ o t o ~ r ~ p h i c  dirtir to tl~c* scalv of thca map. 0thc.r c1c.vic.e~ 
c-nll)loy viewing systc.ms that optic;illy s a p r r i n ~ p ~ s e -  a view of  thc. pho togr~ph  
nntl the map. R y  ncljlrsting the magnification of thc. two \pic-\r,s. the* plloto 
IF mittchc*tl to the sc.i~lc. of the* map. 
Ar: c*xn~nplr. of ' t l~t*  1irttc.r tlc-\.ic.c. is tllc. Ra11sc41 and Lorn11 Zoom Trtrnsfpr 
S r o p ~  (ZTS) shown in 1:igrire- 0.12. This  tlc*vic.c8 i~l lows the* opc.r;rtor to rii- 
rnr~ltirnc~or~slp vicaw both ir nlirp i~nt l  ir p i~ir  of stc*rc*o 1,hc.togr;rphs. I ' l ~ r o ~ ~ g l ~  ;I 
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techniques mentioned earlier in this ~ec~tion, but it is only usable when a 
feature I>:\\ a unique image tonal !eve]. 
Anot;lr: useful display is a single line prclfile, which is a graph showing 
the tor1.11 levels along an image line selected by the analyst. In addition, a 
special display can portray the profiles of all image lines in a pseudo 3-D 
perspective view. In svch a display, the two-dimeasional field of the image 
is shown as * *  .;lightly tilted plane. Instead of displaying the image tones 
dirtxetly, the .?I le8.t Is are represented by vertical deflections from the tilted 
plane. The (A' ~ c t  is :imilar to viewing a terrain tnodel of the imaged area 
with relief reyre*ctti.ng image brightness. Controls on the processing unit 
permit the an~iyst  o tilt and rotate the display. As the display is rotated, 
subtle linear features that are aligned with the angle of view will be visually 
enhanced. This makes this display very useful in applications such as linea- 
ment detection in geulogic studies. 
3.4 GEOLOGIC AND SOIL MAPPING 
The Earth has a highly complex and variable suiface whose topographic relief 
and material comp~)sitiou rtsflect the bedrock and unconsolidated materials 
that underlie each part of the surface as well as the agents of change that 
have acted on them. Fach type of rock, each fracture or other effect of internal 
movement, and each erosional and depositiorlal feature bears the imprint of 
the processes ;hat p~nduced it. Persons who seek to describe and explain 
earth materials and stl-ucturrs n~ust understand geomorphological prim iples 
and be able to recognize the surfar:e expressions of the various materials and 
sh-uctures. Thro~gh the prwesse9 of airphoto interpretation and geologic and 
soil mapping, these materials and structures can be identified and evaluated. 
Geologic and soil mapping will always require a considerablu amount of field 
exploration, but the mapping process can be greatly facilitated through the 
use of airphoto interpretation. 
Here, we briefly describe the application of airphoto interpretation to geo- 
logic and soil mapping. Chapte. .t provides a rnort. letailed coverage of this 
applic*ation and contains morc than 50 aerial and space imagcs illustrating 
airphoto interpretation for geologic and soil mapping. 
Geologic Mapping 
- 
i 
L The first aerial photographs taken frr)m an airplane for geologic mapping I purposes were used to construct a mosaic covering Bengasi, Libya, in 1913. In geireral, the earliest uses of airphotos were simply as base maps for 
i logic data compiiation, especially as applied to petroleum exploration. Sonie 
ic 
g 3.4 GEOLOGIC AND SOIL MAPPING 
- 
f 
interpretive use of aerial photclgraphs began in the 1920s. Since the lMOs, 
the interpretive use of airphotos for geologic mapping and evaluation has 
been widespread. 
Geologic mapping i~rvol\~es the identification of landforms, rock types, and 
rock structure (folds, faults, fractures) and the portrayal of geologic units and 
structure on a map or other display in their c~rroct  spatial relationship with 
one another. Mineral resource exploration is an important type of geologic 
mapping activity. Because most of the surface and near-surface mineral de- 
posits in accessible regions of the earth have been found, current emphasis 
is on the location of deposits far below the earth's surface or in inaccessible 
regions. Geophysical methods that provide deep penetration into the earth 
are generally needed to locate potential deposits and drill holes are required 
to confirm their existence. However, much information about wtential areas 
for mineral exploration can be provided by interpretation of surface features 
on aerial photographs and satellite images. 
Aerial photographs for geologic applications are normally exposed between 
mid-morning and mid-afternoon when the sun is at a high angle and the 
shadows have a minimal effect. Low sun-angle aerial photographs can be 
taken during early-morning or late-afternoon periods when the sun is 10 de- 
grees or less above the horizon. These photograph; contain shadow areas that 
often reveal subtle differences in relief and textural patterns not visible on 
high sun-angle aerial photographs. Such shadow patterns have been forrfid 
helpfr~l in the identification of geologic units. However, since lighting con- 
ditions change rapidly c'uring the early morning and late afteraoc n, the light- 
ing angle and photographic exposure conditions may not lie constiint over the 
duration of low sun-angle flights. 
For most applications, aerial photographs are exposc d under conditions of 
snow-free ground because snow cover obscures gromd details. However, 
aerial photozraphs of snow-covered ground, taken under wintertime c v ~ ~ d i -  
tions of low sun angle, can provide images in which the topographic aspects 
of the terrain are enhanced. This often yields useful information that is not 
readily extractable from snow-free images. The combined effects of snow- 
covered ground and law sun-angle are illust~ated by Figure 3.14, which 
shows a mid-winter Skylab photograph of northwestern Wyoming and eastern 
Idaho. 
Multistage image interpretation is often utilized in geologic studies. The 
interpreter may begin by making interpretations of hndsh t  images (Chapter 
10) at scales of 1:500,000 to 1:1.000,000, then examining high-altihlde ster- 
eosc-opic aerial photographs at scales from 1:60,000 to 1:129,000. For detailed 
mapping, stereoscopic aerial photographs at scales as large as 1:20,000 rriay 
be utilizrd. The small scale images provide a synoptic view of the regional 
geologic setting. Many significant geologic features that extend for great dis- 
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Figure 3.14 Lo\\. ~ I ) ! I I ~ I I ( ~  sk? liil) 4 !,hc,t~)~mtph, eastcbm Idaho and north\rrrstc*m IVY- 
o m i n ~  (includinr Yc.!lo\v.;torlr and C;r;tnt Trton Sational Parks), 4:0(1 P.M.. J;tnl~i~ry 1, 
1974, appro~irnatcl~ :S.O(H).OM) at photo cc.ntc.r, b!ark anti white reprocf~~c-tic111 of cr;lor 
original. (XASA inlaye.) 
tances-such as the geologic faults shown in Figure 1 0 . 1 k a n  best be  stud- 
ied by examining satellite images. For more detililed identification and map- 
ping, larger scale aerial photographs nre then utilimd. 
Soil Mapping 
Dt*ti~ilc<l soil sr1n.q.s fomm 14 prirnnn SCI I I~ ( . (>  o f ' r e s o ~ ~ r ~ ~ c ~  ir\ti)m~.ttio~t ;1l)o11t 311 
:ireit. Hence. they arcB rlscd ht-;lvily in s r~ch  :tc.tivitics ;is c~)rnprc.Iirnsi\,t. I.111tl 
use p1;lnning. L7nderst;lncli~~g soil srtiti~hilit?. for varioil~ larltl rlsc- activitic- i \  
essrntiid to prevc~nting t*nvironnlr.nt;~I tic%terioration i~ssociatcd with niis~r.;r 
of Innd. in short, if planning is to 1,r. an t.fft*c.tivc* tool for guicline land II\C., 
it must bc premised on a thorough inventory of the  natural resource I>ase. AS 
we  more fully descrilw in Chapter 4, soils data arc ;In c3ssenti;tl f;~cet of s11c.11 
invclntories. 
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Detailed soil surveys lue the product of an intensive study of soil resources 
by tiained scientists. The delineation of soil units utilizes airphoto inter- 
pretation coupled with extensive field work. Soil scientists traverse the land- 
scape on foot, identie soils, and delineate soil boundaries. This process in- 
volves the field examination of numerous soil profiles (cross sections) and the 
identification and classification of soil units. The soil scientist's experience 
and training are relied on to evaluate the relationship of soils to vegetation, 
geologic parent material, landform, and landscape position. Airphoto inter- 
pretation has been utilized since the early 1930s to facilitate the soil mapping 
process. Typically, panchromatic aerial photographs at scales ranging from 
1:15,&U) to 1:40,000 have been used as mapping bases. 
Agricultural soil survey maps have been prepared for portions of the United 
States by the U.S. Department of Agriculture si7.c t. ahout the year 1900. Most 
of the soil surveys published since 1957 contair. ..:,I: lnaps printed on a pho- 
tomosaic base at a scale of 1:24,000, 1:10,000, or 1:15,840. The original pur- 
pose of these surveys was to provide technical assistance to farmers and 
ranchers for cropland and grazing operations. Soil surveys published since 
1957 contain information about the suitability of each mapped suil unit for a 
variety of uses. They contain information for such purposes as estiniating 
yields of common agricultural crops; evaluating rangeland suitability; deter- 
mining woodland productivity; assessing wildlife habitat conditions; judging 
suitability fc,r various recreational uses; and determining suitability for var- 
ious developmental uses, such as highways, local streets and roads, building 
foundations, and septic tank absorption fields. 
A portion of a 1: 15,840 scale USDA soil map printed on a pl~otomosaic base 
is shown as Figure 3.15. Table 3.2 shows a sampling of the kind of soil 
information and interpretations contained in USDA soil survey reports (see 
Section 4.2 for a further description of soil characteristics and terminology). 
This map and table show that the nature of soil conditions and, therefore, the 
appropriateness of land areas for various uses, can vary greatly over short 
distances. Again, land use planning activities have a great need for modern 
soil surveys based on airphoto interpretation and extensive field observation. 
As described in Section 1.4, the recection of sunlight from bare (unvegr- 
hted) soil s~lrfaces depends on many interrelated factors, including soil rnois- 
ture content, soil texture, surface roughness, the presence of iron oxide, and 
the organic matter content. A unit of bare soil may manifest significantly 
different photo tones on diffrrent days, depending especially on its moisture 
content. Also, as the area of vegetated surfaces (leaves, etc.) increases during 
the growing season, the reflectance from the scene is more the result of veg- 
etative characteristics than the soil type. 
Plate VII illustrate.; the dran~atically different appearance of one agricul- 
tural field, approximately 15 ha in size, during one growing season. Except 
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Figure 3.15 I ' o r t i t ~ t ~   of..^ i.'SI):\-S(~S \ o i l  I I I . I ~ .  I ) . I IN* C : O I I I I ~ .  \ V ~ S C I ~ I I \ I I I .  1;lS.MO (4  
i t 1 ~ , 1 1 t * ~  = 1 11)iIt.j. (Fro111 1401.) 
for il small iirc*a at t he  upper  right, t h e  entire f i c a l d  is 111irppc.d ;is o n e  soil tylw 
by tlrch USDA (nl;ip 111rit HIIR a s  s;lo\vn in F ig r~rc  3.1.5 and tlr~.;crrl)c-cl ill Ti~l)lc 
3.2). T h c  soil parent m ~ t ~ r i a l s  in this field consist of gl;rci;tl n~c*lt\viitc.r (1c.- 
posits of str;itificcl s;wd ;ind pravc-l ovcbrl:iin 1)y 35 to 150 cni of 1oc.s.; ctvind- 
tl<.posited silt). Sl;ixinil~m rc*lic*f is ; r l )o~~ t  2 In irnd s1op.s nrrigcss I'roln 0 to  6 
pcrcc.nt. Th i s  fic.1~1 was pli1ntr.d in con1 (7xr1 niciys I,.) in 5l;iy iintl Ilirn~c.str.(l 
in NovemI,t-r. 
Plates I'llirr), (1) ) .  ;rnrl (c.) iI)r~stratc. t h e  cllangc* in surfi~cc. ~!rcristr~rc- Ixittc.ms 
visihlc~ on the* c~rltiv;~tccl soil ovc.r i l  span o f 4 8  hor~r.; in r.;lrly sl1nirnc.r. I31rring 
this pt.riod. thr. corn plants wvrc o n l \  ;i1>011t 1 0  CIII ti411 iillrl c o ~ i r e ~ ~ ~ : t t ~ ~ i t l ~  ~i ios t  
of t h e  field sr~rfkce \\.;is 1)arr soil. Tlrc. ;trc;i rc.ct.i\.t.d ;il)orrt 3.5 c.111 of r;rrn o n  
J I I ~ I P  29. OII J11ne1 30. UJI IC~I I  t he  photo in 1'l;ltc. \'ll(n) \v;~s cbxposc~d. tilt> lnoist 
soil had ;I nearly ~ ~ n i f o n n  s~~d:ic.c. tone. Ry July 2 (I'Ilr.), clistinct pirttc*rtls of 
f rbk  3.2 Soil Information and Interpretations for Five Soils Shown in Figure 3.15 
(From USDA Dane County, Wisconsin, Soil Survey Heport (401) 
Redwted Degree of Limitations for 
Use as 
i 
Map Depth to 
I 
Sites for i 
Unit Ground- Predicted Septic Tank Dwellmgs Coif 
i 
(Fiytum Water Porn Yield Absorption with Counr  
3.15) Soil Namr Soil kscr tpt ton T h l e  (k*) Ftrlds Prsemcnts Fairways 
BhB Batavia bilt lortrn, 100-200 cm silt > 1W cnl 8700 Wodrrdte Slight Slteht 
1 gwvelly over strattlkd 
substratu~n, sand and gnvr l  
2-6% s l o p  
Ho Iioughtun muck. Muck at lrast 150 030 rm 8100 Very sewre Ve;? sclrerr Severe 
04% slope cm deep (when 1 I drd~ncd) 
KrE2 Kjdder soils. ALw~ut 60 cm stlt > 150 rrn  rot stt~ted Srirre Severe Severe 
W 5 %  \ l o p  ovrr sandy 
Inam gldctal ttil 
MdB McHmry stlt 25-40 cnl d t  ovrr > 150 cm 7000 Sl~ght sllxht SI~pht 
lavm 2-6s sandy Iunm 
slope glw1d ttll 
W'd Wac'oustn stlty Sdty clay loam 0-30 c n ~  7000 Ver) *rserr Ven srvere Severe 
clay I c m .  and srlt l a m  
&2% rlope g l a t d  Idkt-bed 
materials 
dry soil surface (light photo tonel could he differentiated from areas of wet 
soil surface (darker photo tones). The dry areas have relatively high infiltra- 
tion capacity and are slight mounds of 1 to 2 ni relief. These topographic 
highs tlave very gentle slopes. Rainfall that does not infiltrate into the soil on 
these areas runs off onto lower portions of the landscape. These lower areas 
i remain wet longer because they have relatively low infiltration capacity crtd 
receive runoff from the higher areas in addition to their original increment 
of rainfi~ll. 
Plates ViI(d), ( c p ) ,  and (f) illrlstrate changes ill the appearance of  the corn 
crop during the growing season. By August 11 (VIIJ), the corn had grown 
a height of 2 n ~ .  Vegetation completely covered tlie soil surface and the field 
had a very unifor~n appearance. However, hy September 17 (VIle), distinct 
tonal patterns were again evident. Very little rain fell on this field during 
July, A~tgust, and Septeml,t>r, and growth of the corn tlrlring this period was 
dependent on moisture stored in the soil. In the dry areas, shown in light tan- 
yellow color, the 1eavr.s and stalks of the c.om were d n i n g  out and turning 

3.5 LAND USEILAND COVER MAPPING 
Tab(. 3.3 Selected Characteristics of the Four Soil Units Shown in Figure 3.16 
Charicteristic Unit 1 Unit 2 IJnit 3 Unit 4 
Thickness of silt At least 1.50 10S135 cm 90-120 crn 45-105 cn~  
over sand and cm 
gravel 
Soil drainage Somewhat Mdentely Mdentely Well Drained 
class (see Sec. poorly weii well to well 
4.2) drained drained drained 
Average corn Not sampled 9100 R2SO 
yield 
5850 
3.5 LAND USUUND COVER MAPPING 
A knowledge of land use and land cover is important for many planning and 
management activities concerned with the surface of the earth. The use of 
panchromatic, medium-scale aerial photographs to map land use has been an 
accepted practice since the 1940s. More recently, small scale aerial photo- 
graphs and satellite images have been utilized for land useiland cover map- 
ping of large areas. 
The term land cover relates to the type of feature present on the sudacr 
of the earth. Urban buildings, lakes, maple trees, and glacial ice are all ex- 
amples of land cover types. The term land use relates to the human activity 
associated w i l  a specific piece of land. As an example, a tract of land on the 
fringe of an urban area may he used for single-family housing. Depending on 
the level of mapping detail, its land use could be described as urban use, 
residential use, or single-family residential use. The same tract of land would 
have a land cover consisting of roofs, pavement, grass, and trees. For a study 
of the socioeconomic aspects of land use planning (school rerluirements, mu- 
nicipal services, tax income, rtc.), it would be important to know that the use 
of this land is for single-family dwellings. For a hydn~logic study of rainfall- 
runoff characteristics, it would he important to know the anlount and distri- 
bution of roofs, pavement, grass and trees in this tract. Thus, a knowledge of 
both land use and Ian6 cover can he important for land planning and land 
management activities. 
The United States Geological Survey has devised a land use and land cover 
ciasrification system for use with remote sensor data that is reported in LrSCS 
Professional Paper 964 IS]. The concepts discussed in the remainder of this 
section are based principally on this pnblication. 
i 
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Ideally, land use and land cover information shuuld be presented an sep- 
arate maps and not intermixed as in the USCS classification systcm. Fro111 a 
practical standpoint, however, it is most efficient to mix the two systems when 
remote sensing datu form the principal data source for such mappir~g activi- 
ties. While land cover information can I)e tfirectly interpreted fro111 appro- 
priate remote sensing images, infornmation about human activity on the land 
(land use) cannot always I)e inferred directly from 1a11d cover. As an example, 
extensive recreational activities covering large tracts of land are not particu- 
larly nmena1)le to interpreti~tion from aerial photo~ri~phs or si~tellite images. 
For instance, hunting is it common and pervasive rt*creational use occurring 
on land that would be classified as sonle type of fort*st, range, wetland, or 
agriculturi~l and during (sither ii ground srtrvtby or imagr interprt.tation. Thus, 
additional informiition sources are needed to supplement the land cover data. 
Sripple~l~ental information is also necessary for deter~nining the usr of such 
lands as parks, game reli~gt~s, or water-conservatio districts that may have 
land uses coincidcwt with atlministrative I~oundarics not osttally idc-ntifial~le 
on remote sensor images. Recognizing that some information cannot be dia- 
rived from remote sensing data, the USGS system is based on cittegories that 
cat1 be reasonably interpreted from imagcry. 
The USGS land use and land cover classification system was designed 
according to the following criteria: (1) the minit~~um IcveI of' interpretation 
accuracy using remote sensor data should :)e at least 85 percent; (2) the ac- 
curacy of interpretation for the sevrral categorics should be al~out eclual; (3) 
repeatilble or repetitive results should he c)btainal)le fro111 one interpreter to 
another and from one titile of sensing to another; (4) the classification system 
should be app1ical)le ovrbr extensive areas; ( 5 )  the catc.gorizatiori should per- 
mit land use to be inferred from the land cover types; (6) the classification 
system should bt: suihhle for use with rtamote sensor data ol,tairled at differ- 
ent times of the year; (7) categories should 1)e divisible into more detailed 
subcategories that can I,c ol)tained froni large scale imagery or ground stir- 
vcys; (8) aggregation of categories nli~st he possible; ('3) comparison witlr 
future land use and land cover data should bt* possible; and (10) rnt~ltiplr 
uses of lanct should he recognized when possil,le. 
The resulting USGS land use ant1 land cover classification system for usea 
with rer~~ote  sensor datii is shown in Tablc 3.4. The system is designetl to use 
four "leve!~" of information. two of which are detailed in Table 3.4. A mu!- 
tilcvel system has brcn devised becausc different degrees of detail can Iw 
ol)tained from different remote sensing products, depending on the sensor 
system and image resolution. 
The USGS classificutiorr systcm also provides for the incli~sion of more 
detailed land aselland cover categories in Levels 111 and IV. Levels 1 and 11, 
with classifications spccifivd l)y the LiSGS (Table 3.4). are principally of in- 
terest to users who desire inforn~ation on a nationwide, interstate, or state- 
Table 3.4 USCS h n d  Ust* and Lund Cover Classification System for Use with 
Remote Sensor Data 
--- 
Level 1 Level I1 
1 Urban or built-up land 11 Residential 
12 Commercial and sarvicvs 
13 Industrial 
14 Transpoitation, rcrrnmnnicatinr~s, and utilities 
15 Industrial and cnmmercial cu~mplrxes 
16 hiixed urt~an or built-up land 
17 Othrr tlrl~an or I~uilt-up land 
2 Agrir~~ltural latic1 21 (:ropland and past~rre 
22 Orchards, groves, vineyards, nurseries, and 
ornamental hortirultut-lil areus 
23 Confined fctding operations 
24 Other agricultural land 
4 Forest land 
5 Water 
31 Herl>arrous rangeland 
32 Shnlh and Ijn~sh rangeland 
33 Mixed rangeland 
41 D e c i d ~ ~ o ~ ~ s  forest land 
42 Evergreen forest land 
43 Mixed forest land 
51 Streams and canals 
52 Lakes 
53 Rrsenwirs 
M Bays and estuaries 
6 Wetland 61 Forested wetland 
62 Nonfitrested wetland 
7 Barren land 71 Dry salt flats 
72 Beaches 
73 Sandy areas other than lwaches 
74 Rare expjsed rcxk 
75 Strip miner, quarries und gravel pits 
76 Transitional arfaas 
77 Mixed l~ilrren land 
81 Shrub and brush tundra 
82 H e h c ~ ' o ~ r r ,  tundra 
83 Bare ground tundra 
84 Wet tundra 
85 Mixed tundra 
& 
d I) Perennial snow or ic-e 81 Perennial snowfields g 92 Glaciet5 
wide basis. Levels I11 and IV can be  utilized to provide information at a 
resoltltion appropr rtc fi)r regional (multicwunty), county, or local planning 
and management activities. As shown in Table 3.4, Level I and I1 categories 
are specified by USCS. It is intended that Levels 111 and I V  be designed by 
the local users of the USCS system, keepirrg in mind that the categories i 1 
each level must aggregate into the categories in the next higher level. Figure 
3.17 illustrates a sample aggregati~n of classifications for Levels 111, I1 anti 
I. 
Table 3.5 lists represerltative image interpretation formats for the four land 
use and land cover classification levels. Level I is designed for use with very 
small scale imagery such as the Landsat images illustrated in Chapter 10. 
Level I1 iu  designed for use with small-scale aerial photographs. The most 
widely used image type for Level I1 mapping is high-altitude c~olor infrared 
photography such as shown in Plate VIII. Small-scale panchromatic phottr 
~raphs,  shown in Figure 3.18, are also an appropriate data sourcv. The gt~tteral 
relationships shown in Table 3.5 are not intended to rcstrict users to particular 
scales, either in the original imagery or in the final map products. For ex- 
anrple, Level 1 land use/land cover information, wtrilr eflir.iently and ccSo- 
nomically gathered over large areas by the hndsa t  stitellitrs, could also lw 
interpreted from conventional medium scale photography or compiled from 
a ground survey. Conversely, some of the Level 11 cate)r;c?ries have been 
aceurdtely interpreted from Landsat data. 
For mapping at Level 111, su1)stantial amounts of supplen~c~ltal infomv-1- 
tion, in addition to that ohtained from medium-scale aerial photography, nlay 
have to Ile accluired. Similarly, mapping at Level 1V \votlld also rc~c~t~irr $ul)- 
stantial amounts of supplemental information, in addition to that ol)tai~~ed 
from large-scale aerial photography. 
The size of'the minimum area that can bt* mapped ac any particular land 
t~seIland cover class depends on the scale and resolution d the aerial phtr 
tographs or satellite imagrs. It also depends on the scale of data compilation 
and the final scale of the land uselland cover map. t h e n  land uselland cwlver 
data are to Iw preserrted in the fonn of maps, i t  is difficult to represent any 
unit area smaller than 2.5 mm on a side. In addition, smaller areas cause 
legibility problems for the map reader. Users of computchr-generated lint* 
printer output ure sinlilarly constrained by the size of the printei clrrrritcter, 
Table 0.6 lists the minimum size ground areits that ciitl I)e rtlrrpped at tilts 
variotrs classification levels. 
The USGS definitions for Level I classes arr  set forth in the following 
paragraphs. Since this systern should be able to account for 100 yercetlt of 
the earth's land surface (including inland water bodies), each scjuart. meter 
of the earth's land stirface should fit into one of thc. r~int* I categoriec. 
Each Level 11 sub-category is explail~ed in USCS Projessioaal Putjer W ,  but 
is not detailed here. 
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LEVEL 1 LEVEL If 
Urban or built-up land is composed of m a s  of intensive use with much 
of the land covered hy strudures. Included in this category an* ritirs. touJtts. 
villages. strip dcvclopmentr d o n g  highways, trunsyuttation. power. and cwm- 
municatiun fnrilities. and arms  such as  those occupied by mills. shopping 
~vnters, industrial md i ~ m m e m i u l  iwmplexes, and institutions that may, in 
some inshncrs, be isolated from urban mu. This catfBnlry hkcs  precdencv  
over others when the criteria far more than one  category are met. h r  rx- 
LEVEL I l l  
11 1 &Me-fmtlv 
111 Multi-fmily 
113 Gr0upgurt.n 
- 11 R.udmtIa1 - 
-d 
114 k b r t u l  
hews 
12 bmmrrctrl 
I rrvlaa 
115 Mobrkhutu 
P U k )  
13 lndurnirl 
1 Ufbmor I 
built-up lld Trr*nt 
' - ' I  
1 
17 Odwrurbmor 
bullt-up I d  
r I -nor 14 ~ ~ ~ w ~ .  
- QYnmunlc*m, 
rd ~tltlun 
i 
- 
i 
16 Indurtrral &I 
comm#ctal 
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T W O  3.8 Repmnentcrtive Image Interpretatinr~ F o m t a  for 
Various Land UseILand G ~ v r r  C1ussifitsti;)n h v e l r  
- 
Land Usrltirnd G ~ v e r  Representative Format for 
Classification Level lmayr Interpretation 
1 tottdsat 
I1  Small-scale *rial photography 
I f  l Medium-scale aerial phcrtogruphy 
IV Lilrge-sealc aerial photc~yraphy 
ample, residential areas that have sumdent tree cover to meet forest land 
criteria should be placed in the urban or built-up land category. 
Agdcufturul land may I* brcmdly defined as land used primarily for pro- 
dudion of foud and filwr. The catcgc~ry includes the following uses: cropland 
and pasture, orchards, writhes and vineyards. nurseries and ornamental hor- 
ticultural areas, and confined fceding o;leration-. N'hrre farming activities 
art. limited by soil wetness, the exact boundary may be difficult to I(watr and 
agricultural land may grade into wetland. Whtsn wetlands are drained for 
agricultural purposes, they are included in the agdcultural land category. 
When such drainage enterprises fall iitto disuse and if wetland vegetation is 
reestablished, the land rc;ects to the u;etlud category. 
Rangeland historically haw k e n  defined as land where thc potrntiul natural 
vegetation is predominantly grasses, grasslike plants, fi~rhs, or shrnl)s and 
where natural m i n g  was an important influence in its precivilization state. 
Under this traditional definition, m a t  of the rangelatids in the United States 
are in the western runge, the area to the west of an irregular north-south line 
that cuts through the Dakotas. Nebraska. Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas. 
Rangelands also ore found in additional regions, such as the Flint Hills (east- 
ern Kansas), the southea!;tern states, and Alaska. The historical connc*tion 
T O W  3.6 hlininlum Sizr of Lund Unciimnd (:r)vrr Units biapprd 
Intrrpret.u!iot~ Map Cot~rpilvtion hiitiittiut~~ Size 
Level Scnl t+ Arrv hfappd' 
I (utrllite) 1:SiK),OUO 150 hu 
I1  (~null-xc.a!~ aerial I:f32.fOU 2.5 ha 
pl~cttoyruphy) 
111 (mrdiunt-wale *rid 1:21,000 0.35 hu 
pbttccaraphy) 
- 
hrvd c a  minimum mrv unit e i u  uC 2.5 mm by 2.5 mm. 
140 
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of Rangeland is expanded in tire LTSGS classi6catiorr to include those areas 
in the eastern states called brushlands. 
Forest land represents areas that have a tree-crown areal density (crown 
closure percentage) of 10 percent or more, are stocked with trees capable of 
producing timber or other w o ~ d  products, and exert an influence on the cli- 
mate or water regime. Lands from which trees have been removed to less 
than 10 perc~nt  crown closure but which have not been developed for other 
uses are also inchuded. For example, lands on which there are rotation r.ycles 
of clearcutting and blockplanting are part of the forest land category. Forest 
land that is extensively grazed,  IS in the southeastern United States, worlld 
also be included in this category because the doininant cover is forest and 
the dominant activities are forest-related. Areas that meet the criteria for forest 
land and also urban a.nd bt~ilt-up land are placed in the latter category. For- 
ested areas that have wetland charac-teristics are placed in the wetlattd class. 
The water categcry includes streams, canals, lakes, reservoirs, bays, and 
estuaries. 
The wetland category designates those arcas where the water table is at, 
near, or above the land surface for a significant part of most years. The hy- 
drologic regime is such that aquatic or i~ydrophytic vegetation is usually es- 
tablished, although alluvial and tidal flats may be nonvegetated. Examples of' 
wetlands include marshes, mudflats, and swamps :;ituated 011 the shallow 
margins of bays, lakes, ponds, stre~ms, and artificial irr~poundnlents such as 
reservoirs. Included are wet meadows or perched bogs in high mountain 
valleys ant1 sea~on,tiiy wet or flooded basins, playas, or potholes with no 
surfex water outflow. Shallow water areas where aquatic vegztation is sub- 
~nerged ;ire classified as tl;uter and are not included in the wetlur~d category. 
Areas in which soil wetness or flooding is so short-lived that no typical wet- 
land vegetation is developed Iwlony in other categories. Cultivated wetlands 
sr1c11 as the flooded fields associated with rice production and developed 
c.ran1,en-y bogs are classified as ugricultural lutld. Uncr~ltivated wetlands fron~ 
which wild rice, cattails, and so foith are hanested are retained ill the wet- 
lund category, as art. wetlands grazed by livestcxk. \Vetland areas drained for 
any p~~rpose  b long to the other lanrl usr?/land cover categories s~jch as r~rbari 
or I>r~ilt-up land, agricultural land, rangeland, or forest land. If the drainage 
is discontinucc1 and wetland conditions resrlme, thc classific.;ttion will revert 
to u;ctIarrd. Wetlands managed for ;vildlife purposes arth propt~rly classified 
as rcctlund. 
Barren land is land of limited ability to support lif.  and in which less than 
one-third of the arm has vegetation or other covtAr. "he:; catcgory includes 
such areas as tin salt flats, hcachcs, !>are expost-d rc~.k, strip mitres, quarries, 
and gravel pits. Wet. nonvegetated barren lands are included in the wetland 
category. Agricrlltr~ral land tcmpotarily without vt~gt:tativc c.ovtAr lwcanst, of 
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orcpping season or tillage practices is considered agticultural land. Areas of 
intensively managed forest land that have clear-cut blocks evident are class- 
ified ali ;ot-e:t lana. 
Tundra is the term applied to the treeless regions beyond the geographical 
limit of the boreal forest and above the altitudinal limit of trees in high )noun- 
tain ranges. In North America, tundra occurs primarily in Alaska and northern 
Canada, and in isolated areas of the high mountain ranges. 
Perennial snow or ice areas occur because of a combination of environ- 
mental factors that cause these features to survive the summer melting seasan. 
In so doing, they persist as relatively permanent features on the landscape. 
As noted above, some porceis of land could be placed into more than one 
category and specific definitions are necessary to explain the classification 
priorities. This comes about because the USGS land useiland cwver classifi- 
cation system contains a mixture of land activity, land cover, and land cwn- 
dition attributes. 
This land uselland cover classification system is being utilized by the U.S. 
Geological Survey in its land useiland cover mapping program. As a part of 
this program, Level I and I1 land uselland cover maps are being compiled 
for the United States to be used with the USGS 1:250,000 and 1: 100,000 sca!e 
base maps. For most categories, a minimum mapping unit of 16 ha is being 
used. For greater detail, a minimum mapping unit of 4 ha is employed for 
the following Level I and Level I1 categories: urban or built-up land; water; 
confined feeding operations; other agricultural land; and strip mines, quar- 
ries,and gravel pits. In addition tu maps, digital files are being generated. 
These products provide the data user with the flexibility tn produce area 
measurements of various cover types and graphic plots of selected s ~ b s e t s  of 
the original data. In a digital form, the land cover data may also be combined 
with other types of digital data in a land information system (Section 3.14). 
3.6 AGRICULTURAL APPLICATIONS 
When one considers the components involved in studying the worldwide 
supply and demand for agriculbiral products, the applications of remote Fen- 
sing in general are indeed many and varied. The scope of the physical, birr 
logical, and technological problems facing modern agric.ulhre is an extremely 
broad one that is intimately related with worldwide problerns of population, 
energy, environmental quality. climate, and weather. These factors are in 
turn influenced by human values and traditions, and economic, political, and 
social systems. We make no attempt her,e to look at the "big picturc" of how 
retnote sensing is used in agriculture. Instead, we take a rather rtarrow view 
of the dilect application of airphoto interpretation in three selected areas: 
* 
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crop type classific-tion, crop condition assessment, and crop yield estimation. 
Crop type classification (and area inventory) through airphoto interpreta- 
tion is based on the premise that specific crop types car1 be identified by their 
spectral response patterns ar.d photo texture. Successful identification of 
crops requires a knowledge of the deveiopmental stages of each crop in tht 
area to be inventoried. Recause of changes in crop chamcteristiss during the 
growing season, photogridphy from several dates during the growing cycle 
can by very usefui in the interpretation process. In fact, multidate photog- 
raphy may be necessary for discrimination of similar crop types. The use of 
cwlor and color infrared films provides advantages over the use of panchro- 
matic film because of the increased spectral information of the cwlor materials. 
When only broad classes of crops are to be inventoried, single-date pan- 
chromatic photography may be suficient. Table 3.7 shows a dichotomt,us 
airphoto interpretation key developed for the identification of' major crop and 
land cover types in agricultural areas of California using medium-scale pan- 
chromatic aerial photographs. This tabular s b l e  of dichotomous key is an 
alternative format to the style shown in Figure 3.1. This generalized classi- 
fication scheme does not attempt to disting~lish among various types of vine 
and bush crops, row crops, or cwntinuous cover crops. When specific crop 
types are to be inventoried, a more detailed interpretation key employing 
tnulti-date aerial photography using color and/or color infrared film may be 
requirt ad. 
Aerial photographic interpretation is a useful aid in crop co~zdition assess- 
ment. Deleterious conditions that can be assessed include crop disease, insect 
damage, plant stress from other causes, and disaster damage. The most SUC- 
cessful applications have utilized large-scale color infrared aerial photo- 
paphs. 
Some of the plant diseases that have been detected using airphoto inter- 
pretation are southern com leaf blight, potato wilt, sugar beet leaf spot, stem 
rust of wheat and oats, late blight fungus of potatoes, pecan root rot, and 
coconut wilt. Some types of insect damage that have been detected are aphid 
infestation in cr;m fields, red mite damage to peacll tree foliage, and plant 
damage due to fire ants, harvester ants, leaf cutting ants, army worms, and 
grasshoppers. Other types of plant damage that have been detected i n c l ~ d e  
those from moisture stress, iron deficiency, nitrogen deficierlcy, excessive soil 
salinity, rodent activity, road salts, and air pollution. 
3 Airphoto interpretation for crop condition assessnier~t is a much more dif- 
ficult task than airplioto interpretation for crop type and area inventory. In 
most studies to date, c~~mparisons have been made between healthy and 
stres~ed vegetation growing in adjacent fields or plots(71. Under these con- 
ditions, interpreters might discriminate between finer difft~rences in spectral 
response than would be ~ s s i b l e  in a noncomparative analysis-that is. the 
level of sr~ccess woold be lower if they did not know a stress existed in an 
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fields, and is systematic in nature. Other optimum conditions are when the 
crop canopy is well enough developed that the vegetation response predom- 
inates over that of the soil background. Because many stress edects are most 
apparent during dry spells, photographs should not be taken soon after rainy 
weather. 
In add i t i~n  to crop damage due to disease, insects, and various other 
stresses, crop damage resulting from such disasters as flooding, fise, tornados, 
and hurricanes can be assessed by airphoto interpretation. 
Crop t~ield estimation based on airphoto interpreiation has met with vary- 
ing degrees of success. In principal, the process is simple and straightforward. 
In a given study area, the interpreter needs to determine the area of each 
crop type and estimate the yield per unit area of ewh cmp. The total yield 
is then a zirnple product of the area times the yield per unit area. In practice, 
the process is complex. Crop yield depends, among other things, on soil 
~ o i s t u r e ,  soil fertility, and air and ,oil temperature. In addition, yield can be 
s~.lectively r e d u r d  by disease, insect infestation, and other stress-producing 
agents. Crop yields can var) considerably within a single field, depending on 
soil patterns, as illustrated in Figure 3.16 and Table 3.3 
Beyond yield estimation, crop yield prediction can also be assisted through 
the interpretation process. Successful crop yield prediction must consider 
climatic and meteor~logic onditions. Valuable input to the determination of 
these conditions can be obtained from meteorological satellite data (Section 
10.12). 
The traditional approach to crop yield estimation has been to use airphoto 
interpretation to identify and nleasure the total area of each crop bpe .  Field 
inspection of small sample plots is then used to determine crop yield per w i t  
area. A more direct approach is to acquire historical information on crop yield 
tor individual fields and then use airphoto interpretation to determine how 
a specific year's yield appears to be deviating from the normal. This process 
requires the development of a correlation between leaf reflectance and crop 
yield and has met with only partial success. More than one date of photog- 
raphy during a growing season is normally required for successful i~nple- 
mentation of this technique. 
As mentioned earlier, many additional agricultural applications of airphoto 
interpretation exist. At the lwal level these include: (1) detailed studies to 
determine areas that need erosion control, weed control, fencing, or other 
remedial measures; (2 )  farmland appraisals for taxation studies ant1 other real 
estate purposes; (3) dr~trmmination of tilt. adequacy of existing irrigation sys- 
tems for uniformly wettinc! an entire field; and (4) farm livesttwk suneys. 
Works listed in the Bibliography at the end of this chapter contain addi- 
tional information on the agricultural applications of airphoto interpretation 
[4,6.7.15,25,30]. 
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3.7 FORESTRY APPLICATIONS 
Forestry is concerned with the management of forests for wood, forage, water, 
wildlife, and recreation. Because the principal raw product from forests is 
wood, forestry is especially concerned with timber management, mainte- 
nance and iml3rovement of existing forest stands, and fire contml. Forests of 
one type or another cover nearly a third of the world's land area. They are 
distributed unevenly and their resource value varies widely. 
Airphoto interpretation provides a feasible means of monitoring rrvlny of 
the world's forest conditions. We will he concerned princtpally with the a p  
plication of airphoto interpretation to tree species identification, forest men- 
suration, and the assessment of disease and insect infestations. 
The airphoto interpretation process for tree species idetrtification is gen- 
erally more complex than for agricultural crop identification. A given area of 
fcrest land is ofterb occupied by a complex mixture of nlariy tree species, as 
contrasted with agricultural land where large, relatively uniform fields are 
encountered. -41~0, foresters may be interested in the species composition of 
the "forest understory," which is often blocked from view on airphotos by 
the crowns of the large trees in the area. 
Tree species can be identified on aerial photographs through the process 
of elimination. The first step is to eliminate those species whose presence in 
an area is impossible or improbable because of location, physiography, or 
climate. The second step is to establish which groups of species do occur in 
the area, based on a knowledge of the common species associations and their 
requirements. The filial stage is the identification of individual tree species 
using basic photo interpretation principles. 
The photographic characteristics of shape, size, pattern, shadow, tone, and 
texture, as described in Section 3.2, are used by interpreters in tree species 
identification. Individual tree species have their own characteristic crown 
shape and size. As illustrated in Figures 3.19 and 3.20, some species have 
rounded crowns, some have cone-shaped crowns, and some have star-shaped 
crowns. Variations of these basic crown shapes also occur. In dense stands, 
the arrangement of tree crowns produces a pattern that is distinct for many 
species. When trees are isolated, shadows often provide a profile image of 
trees that is useful in species id<wtification. Toward the edges of the photo, 
relief displacement also affords somewhat of a profile view of trees. Tone in 
aerial photographs depends on many factors and it is not generally possible 
to corrt-late absolute tonal va111es with individual tree species. Relative tones 
on a single photogrilph, or a strip of photographs, may he of great value in 
delineating adjacent \tancis of different species. Variations In crown texturc 
are important in species identification. ..me species have a tufted appear- 
ance, othcrs appear smooth, and still othc s look t,illowy. 
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White pine Red pine White spruce h c k  pine Black spuce b t t r n  
brnlock 
Tamreck Balsam fir Eastern white White birch White birch Aspen 
cedar (oldl ivoung) 
Batswood Sugar maple R d  maple Silver maple Yellcrrrv birch 
Beech Oak Battom poplar Ash Elm 
Flgure 3.39 Silhouc tttSs nf frlrcast tretls. ( Froni 1391. cop! right I % l ,  ,4rt1c.ri~;att Sta.ic.t\ 
of !'l~c~toyr;tnimr.tn-, rc.protl~lr.t.d ui th p*nnis\incl. I 
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pine 
Red pine 
Balsam 
f ~ r  
Eastern 
white 
Cedar 
tern. Note the contri~st in F i~r r rc  3.22 I>ehvcsen the srrlooth. fine-tcbxtrrrcd pat- 
tern of' the I~lack sprrrr.cn comp;ired with the. coarser-tchtr~rt.d. nlorc* t*rratic. 
pattt~rri of the- I);~lsam fir. The  process of t r r r  sl,t-cic~s identificatiort r r v i r r ~  
itirphoto inte!-prc>tatiorl i s  riot its simple as might i)c. implic.tl 11y tht. stmight- 
fonv~rtl  examples shown in these figrrrc~s. In nlany rt*spccts it is ;In art morcn 
tlian scic~ncc.. Iclcntifir*ation of tree specie-'i Ii;~s. ho\vr\.t*r. t)c~c.n \ . c a n  sr~c- 
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cessful when practiced by skilled, experienced interpreters. Field visitation 
is virtually always used to aid the interpreter in the type map compilation 
process. 
The extent to which tree species can be recognized on aerial photographs 
is largely determined by the scale and quality of the photographs. The char- 
acteristics of tree form, such as crown shape and branching habit, are heavily 
used for identification on large-scale photographs. The interpretability of 
these characteristics becomes progressively less as the scale is decreased. 
Eventually, the ci~aracteristics of individual trees become so indistinct that 
they are replaced Lby overall stand characteristics in terms of photographic 
tone, texture, and shadow pattern. On photographs at extremely large scales 
(such as 1:600), most species can be recognized almost entirely by their mor- 
pho1op;ical characteristics. At this scale, twig structure, leaf arrangemetlt and 
ihape are ~mportant clues to species recognition. At scales of 1:2400 to 1:3000, 
small and medium branches are still visible and individual crowns can be 
clearly distinguished. At 1:8000, individual trees can still be separated, except 
when growing in dense stands, but it is not always possible to describe crown 
shape. At 1:15,840 (Figures 3.21 and 3.22), crown shape can still be deter- 
mined from tree shadow for large trees growing in the open. At scales sn~aller 
thdn 1:20,GO, individual trees generally cannot be recognized when growing 
in stands, and stand tone and texture become the important identifying cri- 
teria [32]. 
The format n~o* t widely used for tree species identification is panchromatic 
paper prints at a ~ c a l e  of 1: 15,840 to 1:20,000. Black and white infrared paper 
prints arc2 valuable in separating coniferous from deciduous types. Howevc-r, 
color aiid color infrared film are being used with iricreasing frequency, par- 
ticularly at small scales. 
It is d i fhc~~l t  ttr develop airphoto interpretation keys for tree species idetr- 
~ification becausc* individual stands vary considerably in appearance depend- 
ing on age, site conditions, geographic location, geomorphic setting, and other 
factors. However, a number of dichotoinous elimination keys have been de- 
veloped that hake proven to be valuable interpretive tools when utilized by 
experienced photo interpreters. Tables 3.8,3.9 and 3.19 are examples of such 
keys. 
Phenological orrelations are useful in tree species identification, Changes 
in the appeararlce of trees in the different seasons of the year sometimes 
enable discrimination ot' species that are indistinguishablt. on single dates. 
The most obvious example is the separation of deciduous and coniferous trves 
that is easily made on photographs taken when the decidrrous foliage has 
fallen. This distinction can  SO be cltsct~med on spring photos taken shortly 
after the flushing of leaves or on fall photos taken after the trees have turned 
eolor. In the summer, panchroniatic and color photographs chow little differ- 
T~bl. 3.8 Dichntomou~ Airphoto Interprptation Kcy for the Identification of 
Hurdwods in Summer (From 1321, Copyriglit 1961, American Scriety of 
Photogrammetry, Reprrducwd with Permission) 
- 
I. Cniwtis compact, dense, large 
2. Crowns very symm~trical ancl very srntwth, o11lo11g 
or oval, trees form stnal! ~x)rtiot~ of stand 
2. Crowns irregularly rounded (sometimes 
symni~trical), or billowy, or tufted 
3. Surface of crown not smcwth, but billowy Ouk 
3. Crowns rc)rinded, sonietilnes symmetrical, 
~ t i i t~ ) th -~u r f a~ t~d  S l t g ~ ~ r  Afcrplfl, Bc,rchn 
3. Crowns irregularly routided or tufted Yellow hitchQ 
(A Imal tone-key show~ng levels 4 and 5 is usually ncrvsrnry to distinguish thrar  species.) 
1. Crowns small, or if large, open or multiple 
6. (Zrowrrs small, or if I w e ,  opeti and irregular, 
i~vealing light-colored trunk 
7. Trunk chalk-white, often forked, trees tend to 
grow in clumps W%itr Birch 
7. Tn~nk light, but not white, undivided hunk 
reaching high into crown, generally riot in clumps Asprn 
6. Crowns nirdiurn sized or large, trunk dark 
8. Crown tuftc.tl. or narrow and pointed 
9. Trunk otien divided, crown tufted Rvd Y a p l r  
9. Undivided trunk, crown narrow Bulsam Pojrlur 
8. <:rowns Rat-topped or rounded 
10. Crowns medium sized, rounded. ut~divided 
trunk, branches ascvnding Ash 
10. Crowns large, wide, tn~nk divided into big 
spreading branches 
1 1. Top of crown appears pitted E l n ~  
11. Top of crown closed Silorr .Iful)lc 
- - 
cnce in tone between deciduous and coniferous trees (Figure 1.k).  Uiffer- 
ences in tones are generally quite striktng, however, on summer color infrared 
and black and white infrared photographs (Figure 1.W)). 
In spring photography, differences in the time at which species leaf out 
(.an provide valuable clues for species recognition. For exaniplc. trc.nil~liny 
ispen and white birch consistently are among the first trc-cs to leaf out, while 
the oaks, ashtss, and large-tooth aspea are arnong the last. Thest* two group\ 
could be distinguished on photographs titken shortly after treriil~ling aspen 
and white birch have leafed out. Tone differencvs Iw*twec.n hardwcwds. which 
are  small during the summer, become definite during the fall, when some 
species turn yellow, and others red or brown. The  lxst  species distinctions 
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f Tmbk 3.9 Dichotcrmot~s Airphoto Interpteiution Key fm the Identification of -
Conifers (From 1321. Copyright 1M31, American Society of Photogrammetry, .% 
Reproducvd with Permission) E 
s 
1. Crowns lomall, or if large then definitely cyme- 
shepvd 
Crowns bnmdly rnnicnl, usually rounded tip, 0 
branches not prominent Cedar 
Crowns narntw, often cylindrical, trees 
frequently grow in  swamps Swumt~ 7'ytw Block Spnrcr 
Crowns cu~ttical, decicr..ws, very light-toned in 
fall, usuully asstwieted with I)lnck sprucy Tumuruck 
Crowns narrowly wnical, very symmetrical, top 
p)intc.d, 1)ritnches Ivss prominent than in white 
spruce Rabem Fir 5 
Crowns nurrowly coniwl, top oAen appears 
ohtuse on phutogrnph (except northern white = 
spnrw), brnnches more prominent thrtn in Whfie Spruce, Black Sjtwu - 
1)alsum fir (except Swamp type) 
Crowns i r r e~ la r ,  sometimes with pointed top, 
has thinner foliugc and smcnlther texture than 
spruce and I~alsam fir 
I .  Crowns large and spreading, not narrowly cunical, 
top often not well defined 
2. Crowns very dense, irrrgul;;r, or hrcutdly 
conical 
3. lndividuul I)nnches very prominent, crown 
t~sually irregular 
3. fndividual branches rnrely very protnincnt, 
crown us~tally ~ U I I ~ L ' B I  
2. Crowns open, oval (cirrulnr in plan view) 
- 
in the fall are obtained on airphotos taken when fall cwloring i s  a t  its peak, 
rather than when some trees have lost their leaves[32]. 
Airphoto interprebtion is used extensively forforest mensuration ar  "timber 
cnlising." The  primary objective of such operations is to determine the vol- f 
urnc of timber that might 1w hillvested from an area. To tw suc~vssful, aerial 
photo mensuratiorfi requires a highly skilled interpreter working both with 
acrial and ground clata. Photo nlrasuremcnts on individual trees or stands are 
statistically related to ground tneasurcmerits of trcv \ olume in selec d plots. 
The  results arc. then extrapolated to largr areas. T h e  photo measurements 
rnost ohen used are: (1) tree height or shnd  height, (2) tree crown dimnettar. 
artd (3) density of stcwking. 
T W  3.10 Dlch(domour hitphoto Xntetpwbtlon Key for the 1dcntiP:ation of 
Several Forest Tree S p i e s  in Eastern Tennessee U~irtg Nommf Color Film 
Transparencies (From 141, G)pyriglrt 1975, Ameticcm Scw.ic*ty of Photogrammetry, 
R e g d u m d  with Pennisrion) 
1. Branching is layered, rad~ally Manntlur; crctwn 
margin i s  nemte, crown foliage is light g n ~ n  to 
mcdt-mte green White Pine 
1. Brunching not radially triangular; rwwn margin i s  
riot wrrate Ch to 2 
2. h a v e s  mostly inwnspic-t~o~~s,  tree branches 
virtually bare Go to 3 
2. hav i*s  prestSnt in <mown Ch to 5 
3. S o  foliage present; dark cutlotred bole und t~runches 
rvmpletely Enare White Bosscr:ood 
3. Very little foliage rwnaining ( 4  5 percent) C o  to 4 
4. Branching gives u fine textured appramnru. White A*h or Black Walnut 
4. Branching appears medium tcxta~rrd Y e l l ~ t ~ '  Buckeye 
5. Crown faliage thinning; trees l < # l i n ~  a significant 
portion (40 percent) of Ieuver in ewly full Co to 6 
5. Crown fitli~ge is dense or full; leaves abundunt on 
branches to n 
6. Brunching appears finely divided ctr dissctred; 
crnwn margin s h v p  is cint~lrir or oval and usually 
Iaqe. Branches urn a bilver gray rxlIor. Cntwn 
fnliage is finely textured, mlwn rx~lor is a 
mtrdenrte onurge yellow to dark orangv yellow 
6. Brattrhing appears mom massive und is 
modcrutely divided; clown shape  and sire w e  
v d b l e  
7. Crnwn upex domed or tufted. crown mrrgin 
nrc&m~ly rinuute; cntwn bdhgr  cu>lors mtderatr 
red and/or mcxlentte reddish orange 
7. Crown abwx rounded, crown rizc sntali, mmrn color 
dnrk pink to grayish red 
8.  Crown ~naryin shape circ.~rlnr or oval and 
grncrully entire 
8. Crown rniirgiti shape is grtterully irreyular with 
tncdiunl to large sinu~tiotts; crown upex is 
dcwjn~rd, tufted. or billowy 
9. C:rrtwn texture fittr rrd ferithrn, crown srndl with 
random lirteaticn~. Predominant cmtwn c~tlorb ilre 
rttcder~tr. olive green to yellow green 
9. Crctwn tcaxhtre very fine, cn~wrl apex roun&.d to 
ttrciirdiy oval, srrlitll r i n d  crowns with tufted tn 
parted app.ararttv, cr11u ti color is light yellow 141 
wren 
A m r k o n  Beech 
10. large massen of foliagc* dividctl and part cwtwn, 
Cwwn foliage is mcdrratc yr.llow grew to 
mtderatt yellowish green 
10. Plydominant cmwn ru)lors arc light grayish red. 
grayish red or dark yrllowish pink 
Whitr Oak 
Scarkt Oak 
The height of an individual trr.cB, or the rnenn heisht of a stancl of trees, is 
normelly determined by mc*astrring relief diaplacemcnt or image parallax 
(Chapter 5). The task of meastrritig trw crown dismcaters is tlct diffc*rcnnt from 
ttreasi~ring other distance* meitsuremc*nts otr photos. Ground distances arcB 01)- 
tained from photo tfistancrs via the scale relntionship. The prcn.cgsu is c*xpcs- 
di~ccl 11). the trse of special purpose overlays similar to dot gricis. Ovc*rlays arc. 
also used tr) mensttre thc density of stewking in an urtaa it1 terms .)f the crown 
c*ltrst~rc* or p*rtr*nt of thr  ground artsir covertd l,y trc*cn crow!ls. Altt*rtiativt.Iy, 
some nteaslrrc of th r  ntlmln-r cdindividual crttwns per unit area may Iw made. 
The ecctrrscy of'thc~se mcas~rr~mett ts  is inf l~rc~r,  t a d  Iry such factors as the fill111 
filter cornhination rrsed to obtain the photography, th season of the photllg- 
raphy, and the amotrnt of ~ t t i ~ d o w  in the imagc*c.r). 
0nc:c tfata on individual trees or stands are extracted front photc,graphy, 
they artg stntistically related with grr)und data on tintlwr volume to prepare 
 rhot to-rolume tuhles. The vol~rme of individuul trees is normally d(*tc.rminc*d 
as a funetion of species, crown diameter and height, as illr~strated in Tal~le  
3.1 1. This ntethcd of timlx-r voluwe estimJion is practical only on large scale* 
photopnrphs artd is nonnirlly 11sed to mcaasrtre thr* voltrntc of wattc-rcad trt*ts\ 
irr olnaa artbits. More frecluently, stand uolumes arc of intercast. Stand vol~lnir. 
tahlrs ere ttomtally I~ased on cu)ml)inations of species. hcight. cbrown clia~~tc.tr.i. 
a t ~ d  crown closttrc (Tnhk 3.12). 
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TrMe 3.12 Estimated Volume (m3/ha) of Kmtucky Hardwood Stands 
(Adapted from [&I) 
Average Stand Average Crow: 
fIzig1:ht (m) Diameter (nil 
- 
9 3 4  
12 3 4  
15 3-4 
18 3-4 
2 1 3 4  
Crown Closure (percent) 
15 25 35 45 , h5 75 85 95 
21 26 30 &3 36 40 44 49 54 
25 30 35 39 42 46 40 53 56 
28 33 39 44 49 54 5;i 3 68 
i3.9 47 55 61 67 72 78 84 90 
3 75 8.5 9.3 98 iCk3 107 112 117 
Airpfroto interpretation has been used in many instances to survey forest 
and urban shade tree. damages from disease and insect infestations, as well as 
other causes. A variety of filrn typers and scales has heen utilized for darnage 
surveys. Although panchrornatir photogriyhs have often been osrd,  tttc most 
successf~rl suneys have typically nsed mediunr- or lari!e-scale tu~lor and cutlor 
infrared photographs. Some typtas of tree disease darnagi, dr~e to I~actcbria, 
fut~grrs, virtss. and othtv agents that have been dctectc.d usitlg aiq,ltotr) inter- 
pretation arc. ash dieback, becch bark disease., Douglas-fir rcwt rot, Dutcit calm 
discaso. rnaplc dicbatk, oak wilt, ohia diehack, and white pir,cc 1)listc.r rust. 
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Some types of insect damage that have been detected are those cairsed by 
the balsam wooly aphid, black-headed budworm, Black Hills bark beetle, 
Douglas-fir beetle, gypsy moth larva, mountain pine beetle, southen~ pine 
beetle, spruce budworm, western hemlock looper, western pine beetle, and 
white pine weevil. Other types of forest damage that have been detected 
include those resulting from air pollution (e.g., ozone, sulphur dioxide, 
6. 
smog"j, animals (e.g., beaver, deer, porcupine), fire, frost, moisture stress, 
nutrient imbalance, and storms 
Additional forest management applications of airphoto interpretation in- 
clude timber harvest planning, monitoring logging and reforestation, timber- 
land appraisals for property tax assessment, forest recreation resource inven- 
tory and monitoring, wildlife census and management, planning forest roads, 
and monitoring power line right-of-way vegetation ingrowth. 
FVorks listed in the end of chapter Bibliography contain additional infor- 
mation on the forestry applications of airphoto interpretation[3,4,6,20,30,32,39, 
and 441. 
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Whether for irrigation, power generation, drinking. manufacturing, or recre- 
ation, water is one of our most critical resources. Airphoto interpretation can 
be used in a variety of ways to help monitor the qudlity, quantity, and geo- 
graphic distribution of this resource. In this section, we are concerned prin- 
cipally with the use of airphoto interpretation in water pollution detection, 
lake eutrophication assessment, and flood damage estimation. Before describ- 
ing each of these applications, let us review sonbe of the basic properties of 
the interaction of sunlight with clear water. 
1x1 general, most of the sunlight that enters a clear water body is absorbed 
within about two meters of the surface. The degree of absorption is highly 
dependent on wavelength. Reflected infrared wavelengths are absorbed in 
only a few tenths of a meter of water, resulting in very dark image tones of 
even shallow water bodies on infrared ~hotos.  Absorption in the visible por- 
tion of the spectrum varies quite dramatically with the characteristics of the 
water body under study. From the standpc.int of photography of bottom de- 
tails through clear water, the best light penetration is achieved between the 
wavelengths of 0.48 and 0.60 pm. Although blue wavelengths pelletrate well, 
they are extensively scattered and an "undenvater haze" results. Red wave- 
lengths penetrate only a few meters. 
The analysis of underwater features i5 often permitted by using films sen- 
sitive to at l e a ~ t  he wavelengths of 0.48 to 0.60 pm. Excellent photographs 
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of bottoni details in clear ocean water can be achieved using both normal 
color and color infrared photography. White sand bottoms under clear ocear 
water will appear blue-green using normal color film and blue using cola- 
infrared filni (with a yellow filter). Bottom details are somewhat sharper using 
color infrared film because the blue wavelengths are filtered cut and, thus, 
the effects of "underwater haze" are minimized. With such photography, the 
color infrared film becomes essentially a two-layer film because there is al- 
most no infrared reflection from the water and, therefore, virtually no image 
on the infrared-sensitive film layer. 
Figure 3.23 illustrates the penetration of different wavelengths of siinligbt 
into clear ocean water. The upper part of the photographs shows an exposed 
coral reef (varying amounts are exposed in the different frames due to wave 
action). The high infrared reflectance from the exposed coral results from the 
presence of algae that live in a symbiotic relationship with the coral. Most of 
the underwater reef consists of coral whose uppermost surfaces come to 
within about 0.3 m of the water surface. The keyhole-shaped area in the photo 
center has water depths ranging from very shallow near the dry white sand 
beach at lower right to a maximum of about 2 m near the center of the round 
p a ~ t  of the keyhole (upper left part of the photos). An additional example 
illustrating the eikcts of sensing water in different wavelength hands can be 
seen in Figure 10.10, a series of Landsat satellite images coverilig the wave- 
lengths 0.50 to 1.10 pm. 
Water Pollution Detection 
All naturally occurring water contains some impurities. Water is considered 
polluted when the presence ~7f impurities is sufficient to limit its use for a 
given domestic and/or industrial purpose. Not all pollutants are the result of 
human activity. Natural sources of pollution include such diings as minerals 
leached from soil and decaying vegetation. When dealing with water pollu- 
tion, it is appropriate to consider two types of sources: point and nonpoint. 
Point sources are highly localized, such as industrial outfalls. N o n p o i t ~ t  
sources such as fertilizer and sediment runoff from agriculh~ral fields have 
large and dispersed source areas. 
Each of the following categories of materials, when present in excessive 
amounts, can result in water pollution[42]: ( I )  organic wastes contributed by 
domestic sewage and industrial wastes of plant and animal origin that remove 
oxJ7gen from the water through decomposition; (2) infectious agents contrib- 
uted by domestic sewage and by certain kinds of industrial wastes that may 
transmit disease; (3) piant nutrients that promote nuisance growths of aqnatic 
plant life such as algae and water weeds; (4) synthetic-organic chcmicals such 
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as detergents and pesticides resulting from chemical technology that are toxic 
to aquatic life and potentially to humans; (5) inorganic chemical and mineral 
substances resulting from mining, manufacturing processes, oil plant opera- 
tions, and agricultural practices that interfere with natural stream purification, 
destroy fish and aquatic life, cause excessive hardness of water sup~l ies ,  
produce corrosive effects, and in general add to the cost :,f water treah ent; 
(6) sediments that fill streams, channels, harbors, and reservoirs, cause erosion 
of hydroelectric power and pumping equipment, affect the fish and shellfish 
population by blanketing fish nests, spawn, and food supplies, and illcrease 
the cost of water treatment; (7) radioactive pollution resulting from the mining 
and processing of radioactive ores, from the use of refined radioactive mate- 
rials, arrd from fallout following nuclear testing; (8) temperature increases 
that result from the use of water for cooling purposes by steam electric power 
plants and industries, and from impoundment of water in reservoirs, and 
which have harmful effects on fish and aquatic life, and reduce the capacity 
of the receiving water to assimilate wastes. 
It is rarely possible to make a positive identification of the type and con- 
centration of ,A pollutant by airphoto interpretation iilone. However, it is pos- 
sible to use airphoto interpretation to identify the point at which a discharge 
reaches a body of water and to determine the general dispersion character- 
istics of its plume. In some instances, such as the case of sediment suspended 
in water, it is possibl- to make valid observations about sedilnent concentra- 
tions using q l ~ l - . .  . d ~ i  ,e photographic radiometry (Chapter 6) coupled with 
the laboratory analysis of selective water samples. 
Sediment pollutior~ is often clearly depicted on aerial photographs. Figure 
3.24 shows the dispersal plume of w ~ t e r  containing suspended solids flowing 
into a lake. During the 48 hours prior to the date of the photograph, more 
than 75 mm of rain fell on the 6136 ha Pheasant Branch Watershed (Section 
3.14). The erosion of soil from agricu!tural fields and home construction sites 
in the watershed, coupled wit4 heavy stream flow, resulted in  the trans- 
portation of a large volunle of tarr-colored suspended volids (silt and clay) that 
entered the lake and circulated (driven by the wind) to the right along thr2 
lakefront properties. The lake water has a low reflectance of sunlight, simil.~r 
to that for "CVatt.r (Clear)" shown ill F~gure 1.10. The spectral response pat- 
tern of the suspended solids resembles that of "Dry Bare Soil (Gray-Brown)" 
shown in Figure 1.10. Because the spectral response pattern of the suspended 
materials 1s distinct from that of the natural lake water, these two n~aterials 
can t= readily distinguished on the photograph. 
At1 additional example of water containing suspended solids flowing into 
a water body is shown in Figure 4.60~. This is a Laridsat satellite image 
showing the Mississippi River flowing into the Gulf of Mexico. 
Figure 3.23 R l . l c , k  i11:tl \ \ . l ) l t c .  c . c l l ) i ~ . \  of. r . c , l c , r  . I I I ( I  ( . o l o r  i l ~ f r . ~ r ~ . d  l ) J l c ~ t c ~ l r r , ~ l ~ J ~ ~ .  1{ ,1 ,1-  
' I I I I I I . I  R ; I \ .  I \ I ; I I I ( I  0 1 ' 0 , 1 h l l .  I l . t \ v i t i i .  J l l n t .  Ic~72.im) \ o r n ~ . t l  c . , l l r ~ r  f i t i l l  10.40 t o  1 1  70 , , ~ I ~ I  
r b ~  (:olor i n f r . l r : d  f i l l 1 1  u i th  $1 \ i ' r ; ~ t t t . l l  r 1.5 fi1tc.r 1050 i 1 . c ~ )  I I I I I I .  1 (. , , lor I I I ~ ~ . I ~ , . , ~  
1 44 
I i r C  , I  
' 7  - . ,  . . 
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When point-source pollutatlts-such as domestic and industrial wastes- 
enter natural water bodies, there is typically a dispersal plume similar to that 
shown in Figure 3.24. If pollutants have reflectance characteristics different 
from the water bodies, their mixing and dispersal can be traced on aerial 
photographs. Aerial photographs have been successfully used in the enforce- 
ment of antipollution laws. In such cases, it is normally mandatory that ref- 
erence water samples be collected from within thc plume and outside the 
plume coincident with the time of aerial photography. The aerial photographs 
can be used as evidence in court cases to establish the source of the pollutant 
samples collected. However, extreme care m u ~ t  be taken to follow the legal 
rules of evidence pertaining to photographic exhillits. 
Materials that form films on the water surface, such as oil films, can also be 
detected through the use of aerial photography. Oil enters the world's water 
bodies from a variety of sources, including nah~ral seeps, municipal and in- 
dustrial waste discharges, urban runoff, and refinery and shipping losses and 
accidents. Thick oil slicks have a distinct brown or black color. Thinner oil 
sheens and oil rainbows have a characteristic silvery sheen \,r iridescent color 
banding but do not have a distinct brown or black color. The principal re- 
flectance differences between water bodies and oil films in the photographic 
part of the spectrum occur between 0.30 pm and 0.45 gm. Therefore, the best 
results are obtained when normal color or ultraviolet aerial photography is 
employed. An example of an oil film on a water surface is shown in Figure 
3.25. This photograph shows a small portlon of the St. Lawrence River down- 
stream from a point where a barge transporting No. 6 !-runker oil ran aground 
on a shoal in the river. Zurrents, combined with winds, quickly dispersed the 
spilled oil over a 12b km stretch of the river. Aerial photography was used to 
deploy oil clean-up resources at the time of the spill and to assess damage to 
the natural and artificial components of the river environment after the fact. 
Lake Eutrophication Assessment 
Water quality in inland lakes is often described in terms of trophic state 
(nutritional state). A lake choked with aquatic weeds or a lake with extreme- 
nuisance algal blooms is called a eutrophic (nutrient-rich) lake. A lake with 
very clear water is called an oligotruphic (low nutrient, high oxygen) lake. 
The general process by which lakes age is referred to as eutrophication. 
Eutrophication is a natural process espressed in terms of ~eologic time. How- 
enrer, when influenced by human activity the process is greatly accelerated 
and may result in "polluted" water c~onditions. Such procscsses termed 
cuitural eutrophication a l ~ d  are intimately related to land tiselland cover. 
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T ~ b k  3.13 Airphoto Interpretation Key for the Identifkation of Aquatic I7egt.tdtion 
Community Types, for Use with Mecfi~lm-scale Late-summer Color 1nfirart.d Ac.ri:d 
Photographs of Luke Wingra, Wisconsin (Adapted front [ 11) 
hlirp Unit Tone Texture Location Shape 
- - 
Milfoil conimunity deep orange n~ottlcd 0.7-2.7 ~n variiiltlc 
water depth (distinct 
1)ountiaric~s) 
Water lily bt.tls !)right pink fil~t. 0.3.54.W 111 ror:!~d to 
\r .lter depth elongate 
(~"'3t<,l.tt.d 
area\) 
Green algae inat v t y  light tan very o\~rrgrowth ~morphous 
snlooth on Vilfoil (it~clistinrt 
(near stornl l)outidaries) 
st'wt'r 
0utf:alls) 
(:oontail \)cd deep red ~~niform to edges of \*itrii~l>lc~ 
r o ~ ~ g h  hlilfoil 
I)eds 
Potcrmogc,tota-rnilhil dark grCtan c~triSorrn tit.;lr short. v;~ri;~l)l(+ 
c-oinplex 
Floating-1eavt.d nicdiu~~r pink coarse 0 - 2 0  I r.o1111d 
/lotun~o&rtoti watt-r iltq,th 
Shallow-u,;ttcv ~niirl light tl~rcllioise rlniforin 0.3.FI).XO I I I  ~.ltrrtg;ctc4 
\v;~tr.r tlvpth (sltitrp 
l)o\~ncii~rit,?,i 
Deep water deep 1d11r u~liforrn ~norc. than - 
3.0 111 wattar 
depth 
Flood Damage Eltlmation 
T h e  use of  aerial photograptry forgood &mane rst imution is illustrated in 
Figures 3.26 to 3.28. Such photographs he lp  documt.tit t h r  n e r d  for fi.dc.ral 
disaster  relief funds, w h e r ~  appropriate, a n d  chin bc! rrtilized I)?. i n s ~ ~ r a n c c  
agencies to assist i n  assessing the monetary v a l ~ ~ r  of property loss. 
Figure 3.26 shows t ~ v o  l)licjue acri i~l  photographs tiikc.n 1)). t hc~  Tt.~lnt.sser. 
\'alley Authority (TVA) for flood dalnage assesslnertt ptlrposc2s durilig thr. 
March 1970 flocwl of the T r n ~ i e s s c ~ e  I3ivc.r. Th i s  ~ v u s  the Iiirgc.st flootl o f  tIii3 
river sincc~ 1889. 
Figure 3.27 is a ~ n ~ ~ l t i d a t t *  scsc~urstic.cb ol 'pt~otogri~lths s t , ou i r~g  rivcar fjocoditlg 
und its itfter-t2t'fc.r.t~. F igure  3.27u is ;i la t r~-s t i r l l~~tr~r  IrSDrZ-AS<:S ;arl) l~oto 
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showing the normal appearance of the Pecatonica River as it nleandrrs 
thro\~gh crop land in southern Wisconsin. Figure 3.27b shows the same area 
near the peak of a f l 4  whose severity is expected only oncv each 100 years. 
The flntd water is about 3 m dcep in the urea at the center of this photograph. 
On thc day hefore this photograph was taken, more than 150 mm of rain fell 
in a 2.5 hour period on tht  Peratoninl River watershed, which contains 
rough1 y 1800 km2 above this area. Figure 3 . 2 7 ~  :.bows the :<amp area three 
weeks after flooding. The soils in the flooded artBa are modcr:itely well 
drained to poorly drained silt loam ullr~vial soils that are high in fertility and 
in moiqture supplying capacity, The darkest soil tones in Figure 3 .27~  cnr- 
respond to the pm)rly drained areas that are still (luite wet three weeks aAer 
flooding. The widespread c-rop darnagc can he clearly seen an this photo- 
graph. Figure 3.27d was taken six weeks after rhc flooding. Although the soil 
conditions have returned to normal, the widespread crop damage is still very 
evident on this photograph. 'The streaked pattern of light-toned lines in the 
right-hand part clearly shows the direction of river flow at the time of fl(xKling. 
Note that each light-toned streak is just downstream from a trct* or group of 
trees and is alignecl with the direction of flow. 
Figure 3.28 shows panchromatic and infrared photctgraphs taken 1)y the 
7VA for flood damage assessment purposes. Nt~tc that the limits ofthe stream 
watcr ;lad the presence of watcr and wet soils in the fic*lds can bc sr rn  more 
distinctly in the I>lack kncl white infrared photograph (I)). As fnrth:*r debcri1)ed 
in Chapter 4, such photogriiphs are used extrnsively in clelinrating flood 
prone arthas So; land use planning and Hoc~i nsura~tce programs. 
Flood darnage assessmer~t itcross large areas is facilitated by the use of 
satellite images. Figure 10.1211 shows a h n d s a t  satellite image showing 
flwding of the Wisconsin River. 
A knowledge of r~roundwuter locution is important for I)oth water supply a t ~ d  
pollution control analysis. The idcAntifiwtion of top~graphic and vegetation 
indicators of groundwater and the determination of the Icwation of ground- 
u;iltur disclturirr clrrus (springs and seeps) can assist in the Icwation of poten- 
tial well sites. Also, it is important to be able to ider~tify groutidwuter rechurgt* 
zlner in order to protect these areas (via toning restrictions) from iictivities 
that wc~uld pollute the gro~it~dwi~ter supply. Presently available airphoto in- 
tc~rpretiition tecl~niclues cannot I)e used directly to rnap the depth to water in 
;I groundwater systrrn. f(owc\.t*r, vegetation types have btwn suc.cessfully 
used as intlicators of approximatts depth to groundwater. 
Adtlitional wattbr resource applications of airphoto i~~tc~pretation ndude 
Ilyrfrologic watershr~d assrassment, reservoir site selection, shc~reline erosion 
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studies, snow cover mapping, and s~tnteying recreatlortnl Itw of lakes and 
rivers. Works listed in the Bibliography eoiitain additiorlal information on  the 
water resources applications of airphoto interpretation [3,4.31, and 341. 
3.9 URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING APPLICATIONS 
Urban and regiollal planners require nearly continuous accluisition of data to 
formulate governmental policies and programs. These policies and programs 
might range from the social, economic, and cultural domain to the cantext of 
environniental and natural resource planning. The role of planning agencies 
is becoming increasingly more complex and is extending to a wider range of 
activities. Consec/uently, there is an increased need for these agencies to 
have timely, accurate, and cost effective sources of data of various fonns. 
Several of these data nerds arr well served by airphc.to inferprehtior.. A key 
example is land r~se!land cover mapping, discussed in Section 3.5. Here we 
discuss the utility of airphoto interpretation in population estimation, housing 
quality studies, traffic and parking studies, and route arid site selection p r o c  
esses. 
Popul~rtion estitnutes can be  ~ndirectly obtained through airphoto inter- 
pretation. The procedure is to use nredi~lm-to-large-scale aerial photographs 
to estimate the nr~niber of dwelling units of each housing type in an area 
(single-family, two-family, multiple-family) and then multiply the number of 
dwelling units b,, the avectge family size per dwelling unit for each hoilsirig 
type. The identification of housing types is based on such criteria as size arid 
shape of hoildings, yards, courts, and drivtrways. 
Airphoto interpretation can also assist in horrsing quali ty studies. Many 
environmental factors affecting housing quality can be  readily interpreted 
from aerial photographs, while others (such as the interior condition of build- 
ings) canriot he directly interpreted. A reasorrdble estimate of'I:ousin~ qwality 
can usu;illy br. obtained throrlgli statistical analysis of ii lirnited, carefllly 
selected set 01" environmerital cjuality factors. Environmental factors that are 
intcrprrtahle from aerial photographs and that have Iwen f o u ~ ~ d  to bc ust*ful 
in housing quality studies irtclrtde house size. !ot size, 1)uilding tiensit?, 
building setback, ~ t r e e t  width and condition. curt, and sidewalk condition. 
clriveway presenceiabsence, garage i:re~enceiahst.nce, vegetation clnality, 
a:id open space maintenance, proximity to parkland, and proximity to 
industrial I;lnd use. large-scale panchrtlrnatic photography has typically heen 
used for housing cluirlity studies. However, large-to-medium scale color in- 
fiarerl film has l ~ e e n  shown to he superior in evaluating vegetation condition 
,!:lwns, shrubs, and trees). 
Airphoto interpretation can assist in irafic crrd parking .~ tud ics .  Tr:aditional 
on-tll~~-grourid vehicle corlrlts show the nunti~c.1. of vchiclt.~ passing a ffe\v 
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selected points over a p e r i ~ d  of time. An aerial photograph shows the distri- 
bution of vehicles over space at  an inltant of time. Vehicle spacings-and 
thus areas of congestion--can be  eva l~a ted  by viewing such photographs. 
Average vehicle speeds can be determint?d when the photographic scale and 
I me in t e r~a l  between exposures of ovcrla!3ping photr)graphs are known. The 
number and spatial distribution of vehicles parked in open-air lots and streets 
can be inventoried from aerial photographs. Not all vehicles in urban areas 
are visible on aerial photographs, however. \'chicles in tunnels and enclosed 
parking wil! obviously not be visible. In an an.a of tall buildings, streets near 
the edges of'the photographs may be hidden fiom view because of the radial 
relief displacement of the buildings. In addition it nlay be difficult to discern 
vehicles in shadow areas on films of high contrast. 
Airphoto interpretation can assist in various lot-ation and siting prol)lems, 
such as trunsportution route locution, sunitu y 1ut:dfill site selection, ilotcer 
plunt siting locution, and trun.smi.ssion line locutiort. The same generrl de- 
cision-making process is followed in each oi these .st.lection processes. First 
the factors to be assessed in the routelsite selection process are determined. 
Natural and cultural features plus various economic, sc,cial, and political Cat- 
tors are considered. Then data files containing infornia'ion o n  these factors 
are assenlbled and alternative routestsites sre then analyzed and the final 
routelsite is selected. Airphoto interpretation and photogrammetry are useful 
in collecting much of the ~ i a t ~ ~ r a l  and cultursl datii dealing with topograpliy, 
geology, soils, potential construction materials, vegetation, land use, wetland 
location, historicaliarcheological sites, and natural hazarrls (earthquakes, 
landslides, floods, volcanoes, and tsunar~li). Various nrethods for obtaining 
such natural and cultural data through photointeq>retatiori are described else- 
where in this chapter. The task of analyzing the datil is greatly fiicilitated by 
the use of a land information system. This topic is covered in Section 3.14. 
Several works listed in the Bibliography corrtain additio~ial infomlation i)rt 
the applications of airphoto interpretation to urban and rtgional plannin): 
activities [3,4,6,10, and 151. 
3.10 WETLAND MAPPING 
The value of the world's wetland systems is gairiing increust~d rtscognition. 
Wetlands contriltute to a htaalthy environment in marl!. wa>.s. The\. art t o  
retain witter dr~ring d n  periods, thus keepir~g tilt. ?vatt.r titl)lc. high and rcla- 
tively stal)lr. During periods of  flooding. they act to reduce. flood levc-!s and 
to trap r;uspc~~~tit~ti solir s a+td attac.1it.d nr~tric-nts. T ~ I I S ,  ctrts;inls flo\ving irtto 
lakes by  way o f  wt.tland ;Irtsas will trimsport fi.wc.r srisper~dt~d solids alitf 
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nutrients to the lakes than if they flow directly into the lakes. The removal 
of siich wetland systems because of urt)anization or other causes typically 
causes lake water quality to worsen. In addition, wetlands are importat~t feed- 
ing, breeding, and drinking areas for wildlife, and provide a stopping place 
and refuge for waterfowl. As with any natural h:rbitat, wetliirids are important 
in supporting species diversity, and have a complex and importar~t food web. 
Scientific values of wetlands include a remrd of biological and botanictal 
events of the past, a place to study biological relationships, and a place for 
teaching. It  is especially easy to obtain a feel fikr the biological world by 
shrdying a wetland. Other hrrnian uses '. 'ude low-intensity recreation and 
esthetic .-njoyment 18). 
Accompt~nying the increased inter-st in wetlands has been an increased 
emphasis on inventorying. The design of ally particular wetland inventory is 
dependent on the ol~jectives to he met by that inventory. 'Thus, a clearly- 
defined purpose ~liust be estatdished before the inv-.ntory is even contern- 
plated [22]. i+'etla~ld inventories rnay be  designed to meet the general n-etls 
of R broad range of users, or to fillfill a very specific. pirrpose fer 3 pnrticr~lar 
application. hlulti-purpose and single-purpcw inventories are hoth valid 
ways of ol~taining wetlar~d information, but the f'ornler minimizes duplication 
of effort. To perform a w,etlands inventory, ;% classification system mrrst he 
devised that will provide the inf~rmation necessary to tht. inventor?. users. 
The system should be based primarily on enduring wetland charrwteristics 
so that the inventory does not become outdated too cluickly, but the classi- 
fication should also accommodate user information requirements for epliem- 
era1 wetland characteristics. In addition, the inventory system must provide 
a detailed description of specifically what is considered to he a wetland. If 
the wetland definition ustd for various "wetland maps" is not clearly stated, 
then it is not possit)le to tell if' apparent wetland changes noted between 
inkips of  tlitfbrc.~jt uytas rcsrllt fro111 actual wetland change.? or arc ( ~ I I C .  to dif- 
fc.rc~nc.c.s ill COI. epts of \vh;it is cso~~sid(*rt~tl it \vetli~ntl. 
111 19.33. tlie U.S. Fish and Wi:dlife Service (LSFWS) conduetc*d an inven- 
tory of wctlands in t h c x  United States. It was a single-purpose invctltory to  
iusess thtr anlourit and types of \caterfowl hal)i;at. In  1973, the LTSF\trS ini- 
tiated a Nrrtio~lul Wetlatids 1t t l ;~ t t fo t -q  program to prcpart* multi-purpose w ~ t -  
land maps of the United Stattss that \vil l  provide tlata to a \vidr vaiicty of 
potentiid users inclr~ding wildlifca nianagers, hydrologists, lantl.~cape plan- 
ncSrs, ccc)rlornists, clrgineers, i111d other pt~ldic and private, Ilscrs. Thc ptlrpose 
of this inventory is to provide tlata that will facilitate thr~  n.*tnagernent of 
wetland areas on sound. :~~i~I t ip lc-~rsc  basis. Thc CTSF\I'S wctlartd olassifi- 
cat~on systc~ii has t)cae~i desig:ivd to meet three long-range oi>jr~ctives: ( I )  to 
group t~cologically sirnil;ir tial)iti~ts. s o  that c.o~i~l)i~r;lti~c. \.atire j~idgmr.nts can 
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be made; (2) to furnish units for inventory and mapping; and (3) to provide 
uniformity in concepts and terminology throughout the United States. 
A wetland is defined by the USFWS [ i l j  as land where the water table is 
at, near, or above the land surface long enough to promote the fornlatiotl of 
hydric (wet) soils or to support the growth of hydrophytes (plants that grow 
in water or very wet soil). Permanently flooded areas lying l ~ r l o w  the deep- 
water boundary of wetland are defined as &ep-tcater hubituts. In freshwater 
wetlands, this boundary is generally considered to be 2 111 helow the seasonal 
low water level. In saline-water wetlands, this l.~oundsry is genercllly consid- 
ered to coincide with the elevation of the extreme low water of spring tide. 
The National Wetland Inventory will produce a series of wetland inventory 
maps at a scale of 1:100,000 and also a national wetland inventory d a h  bank. 
Airphoto interpretation techniclues are being utilized to assist in this inven- 
tory. Wherever possible, available aerial photographs are being used, with 
preference given to color infrared photographs with scales ot 1:40,00(3 to 
1:130,OOO. In addition to being disp1ayt.d on inventory maps, the information 
gathered for each wetiand is cotriputer coded. i n  this format, the data are 
a~nenable to statistical analysis and can be interfaced with other computer 
coded data in a land information system (discussed in Section 3.14). Each 
wetland is located by latitude and longitude, physical sul)division, ecoregion, 
hydrologic unit, state, and county. Information in the data bank can be re- 
trieved and manipulated to produce either tahalatzd printout sheets or com- 
puter-generated maps. 
The basic purpose of the National Ct7etlalld Inventory is to provide a stand- 
ardized method for the inventor). of wetlands on a national 1);isis. Many in- 
dividual states and local units of government are also concerned with wet!and 
mapping. Mapping scilles used hy states atid local units of government gen- 
erally fall in the range of 1:24UO to 1:62,500, with 1:24,000 the most widely 
used scale. In many cases, vcry large scale wetland mapping is rclrli~~rcd whet! 
land use rt?strictions are to i)e based on the inventor). data. 
An example of wetland mapping is shown in Figures 3.29 and 3.30. Figure 
3.29 is a 5.7 x cr~largenlelit of a color infrared airphoti, that was used for 
wetliind vegetation mapping at an original scale of 1:60,000. The vegetation 
classification system and airphoto interprt-tation key are showrr in Talde 3.14. 
The wetland vegetation map (Figure 3.30) shows the vegetation in this scene 
grouped into nine classes. The smallest units rnappcd at the origi~lal scale of 
1:W,000 are a kw distinctive stands of reed canary grass and cattails about 
23 ha in size. Most of the units mapped are mncfi larger than this size. 
Sesleral works listed i r ~  the Hihliogriiphy contain additional illformation o n  
wetlands classification and airphoto interpretation for wetlands m:~pping 
[11,12,13, and 221. 
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Figure 3.30 Vegetation classe\ in Stlc.t)oyyan Slarsh. I : lO,%i(K). 
\V = Optar~ watc.r 
1) = l)(.tbl> uiltc-r cLrltr*rgc.lbt, 
E = Shallow \tatc:r tBrnt.rKc.nts 
C: =I Ciktt3il (s(11iCJ ~tatlcl) 
0 = Sr.clyrs ant1 grasses 
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Table 3.14 Airphoto Interpretation Key to Vegetation Classes ill Sheboygan Marsh 
(for Use with Latr-\pring, 1:W,000 Color Infrared Film) 
- -- - 
Map Symbol 
(FIG. 3.30) Class Definition and Airphoto Interpretation Key 
W Open Water: Areas of open water produce a dark blue image. The* 
dark color and uniform smooth texture of the open water is in distinct 
contrast with the lighter tone:: of the st~rror~rrding vegetation. 
13 Deep Water Eniergents: These exist in water depths of 0.154.45 m or 
[nore and consist predominantly of cattail (Tuphu lutifiliu aqd T. 
ur~gustijolia), I~urreed (Spurgunium e u r y r a ~ u m )  and sometimes 
reedgrass (Phrugmites cotnmunis). These spt~cies, when intersprrsed 
with water, form an image made np of a dull I)luish color with soft 
texture, a tone produced 1)). hackgrourrd reflectance of water hlendinn 
with the vegctcttion rcflecta~~ctr. This sub-community is so~ni*timrs 
interspersed with shallow water emergrnts. 
E Shullow Wutcr Emurgentr: These consist of a mixture of such wetland 
species as cattail (Typhu lotifilia and T.  ungustifolia), arrowttead 
(Suggituria lutifoliu), water plantain (Alisma pluntugo-uquaticu), 
ht~rreed (Spurguniurn t.unjcurpttm) and several sedge spcacies (Curex 
lucustris. C .  rostratu, C .  atrictu and C .  uquutilis) in water depths of 
0.15 nl or less. A medium 1)lrlish tone is produced which is lighter 
than the dcep water areas. 
C Cuttuil-solid stand: This consists of sctlid stands of cattail (T!jphn 
lutifi~liu and T. ungustilfoliu) which appear as mottled white 11atches 
in water ri~ngir~g in depth from 0 . 1 0 . 7 5  111. 
0 S~d j ies  und Crussc.s: The rrrain cornporrents of a sedge nleadow, 
sedges (Curer lucustris. C. rostruta, C, strictu and C .  uquutilis) and 
grasses (Spuriinu sp., Phruymitr?~ sp. and <:uluttrugrostis s t ) . )  ;ire 
~ rne ra l ly  interspersed with sinall depressions of shallow water whici~ 
togetl~er produce a co~ltirtuous pattern of I,luish-watrr color 
ir~ter~uiucd with sntnll whit(- I)lotchcs. 
H R ~ r d  Cunury Cruss-solid s tut~d: Herd canary grass iippt-ars as a 
unifornl vthgetation type that ~~roduces  a bright white tortr on the 
irnayc.. Heed canary grass cwcurs in small irregular ~ ~ i t c h c s  and as 
lint.ar ft.attrrc.s along strrarlr Ixitlks. I t  is oftc.rr difficult to difrercritiatc- 
from serlgt.s and gritssc2s :)t-ca~~st. of tlte almost ider~tical tones 
~~r~tcluced.  largts areas of' thr species that wiArc. planttd for nrarsh hay 
o f i r ~ ~  rebin their u~~ttirtlrr;il n-chngular Itotrr~darics. 
11 J f i x ~ d  It.f,tlund \>*aetution: This consists primarily of srdyes ( ( :NTCI  
rostrcltu, C .  stric.trl. C:. /ocustris), I'or1)s (r~~arvki tlcwk, Rutrrc~x 
- ,. . I* 
- 
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Table 3.14 Co~tt. 
Map Sytnl,ol 
(FIG. 3.30) Class Definition ,tnd Airphoto 1ntcq)retdtion Key 
PA----- 
hrittunicu; nlarvh l)ellflou,cr, C~rnpur~ulu upurinoides; ltnu marsh 
l,ed<tr;lw, Galiutir trifidirn~), grasses (Bluvjoint, Culanlagrosti.s 
cunudcn.si.~) and cmrcl gr.w (Spurgmniunr s p . ) .  This corn~nun~t) 
prtdlrccs an interlaci~~g pattcsrn of magenta tones, 11gi1t I)ltles, and 
shirt ~olors, indicatirtg the nlixtlire of the cornponrnt species. 
S Shnrbs: Thi\ consi\ts of buttonburh (Cephulattthus oc.cidentu1i.s L. j, 
a1dc.r (Altlcrs nrgosu), willow (Sulix itrtf,rior, S, pctiolura,, S. ht~bhiut~u) 
and red osier d,)gwood (Conru.5 rtolot~ifiru). Shn111l)y arear hdre an 
I intense rn,iget,:i~ tonc with conrsr tc~xturc. 
L hulut ld Cot1ifc.r For&. This consists, at this site, pri~iiaril! 01 
t~rnafi1c.k ( I ~ d x  luricit~u) .uid uhiti crclar (Thujcr oc c iJt,tttuli5 j t11at 
tl~q>l.~) .I deep mauve torlcb with cousidcral~lc tcxt~~re. 
-- - 
marragement. Two aspects of wildlife ecology for which airphoto interpre- 
tation can most readily provide useft11 infomiation are wildlife habitat map- 
ping and wildlift censusing. 
A wildlife habitat provides the necessary combination of climate, substrate, 
and vegetation that each anitnal species rtqr~ires.  Within a habitat, the func- 
tional area that an a~iirnai occupies is rererrcd to as its niche. Throughout 
evolution, various species of animals have adapted to various conil)inatior!s 
of physical factors and vegetation. The adaptations of each sptacies suit it to 
a particular habitat and rule out its tise of other places. The nunil)er and type 
of animals that can be  supported in a hahirat ;Ire;. determined by thc amount 
and distribution of frbod, shelter, and water in relation to the mol>ility of the 
animal. By determining the food, shelter, and watcsr ch::racteristics of a par- 
ticular area, general inferences can he drawn about the ability of that areit to 
meet the h h i t a t  recluirements of d i f t r en t  wildlife species. Becaosc. these 
requiren~ents involve many natural factors. the interpretation technic1lic.s dt1- 
scribed elsewhere in this chapter t i)r inapping land cover, soil, forests, wet- 
lands, and water resorlrces arc applicable t o  wildlift' hi~hitat analysis. 
Figure 3.31 illustrates wildlife* habitat mapping. This figure shows the She- 
boygan hlarsh, which was also shown in Figure 3-29 for tht. p~lrpost. of illus- 
trating wetland vegetation mapping. I n  Figure 3.31, the nint. vegetation 
classes shown in Figure 3.30 have \wen groopcd into f ive  wildlift. hah i ta~  
types, as follow:,: (1) open water: (2) uurrutic ~:cgetat iot~ !cattail, 1)urreed ;tnd 
reed grass); (3) sedge meadow (sedges tnd grasses); (4) shrub.s (a1dt.r. willow. 
and dopvood); and ( 5 )  1ou;land r.onifcr fr~rust  (tamarack and white cedar). 
Each of these five habitat types supports a significantly diflt~rent poprrlatior~ 
Figure 3.31 \ \  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~  I I . I ~ I I I . I I  1 \ 1 1 , . .  I I ~  \ I I , . I , ~ ~ \  c . ~ I ~  \ 1 , 1 r \ l t .  1 : I ( I , - , { I O  
\I : ( ) I I I . I I  \ t i l t t a r  5 = 5l1r1111\ 
:I\' = A t l u i ~ t i c  \ c . g c . t . ~ t i r r ~ t  1.1: = I . I I \ ~ . ~ ~ I I I I !  t . 1 1 1 i i 1 t . r  f ; ~ r t . , t  
S \ l  = St.clec. I I I ~ , . I ~ ~ I I U  
spots is a muskrat hut. Within the area of this photograph, muskrat huts can 
be found only in the area identified as aquatic vegetation hahitat. 
Wildlife censusing can be accomplished by ground surveys, aerial visual 
observations, or aerial photography. Ground surveys rely on statistical sarn- 
pling techniques and are often tedious, time-consuming, and inaccurate. 
Many of the wildlife areas to be sampled are often nearly inaccessible on the 
ground. Aerial visual observations involve attempting to count the numher 
of individuals of a species while flying over a survey area. Although this can 
be  a low cost and relatively rapid type of survey, there are many . ~it)lt.ms 
involvc*d. Aerial visual observations require quick decisions on the part of 
the observer regarding numbers, species composition, and percentages of 
various ape and sex classes. Aggregations of mammals or 1)irtls may I>c too 
large for accurate counting in the brief time period available. In addition. low 
fiying aircraft almost invariably disturb wildlife, with much of thc population 
taking cover l~efbre being counted. 
Vertical aeriirl photography is the hest method of acc~lratc~ly cc~t l sus in~  
many wildlife populations [16]. If the ~namrnals or birds are not disturbed 
by the aircratt, the airphotos will permit very accurate cl,)unts to be under- 
taken. In addition, normirl patterns of spatial distribution of individuals within 
groups will be apparent. Aerial photographs provide a prlmlanent record that 
can be examined any nunlber of times. Prolonged study of the photographs 
may reveal information that could not have been otherwise understood. 
A variety of mamm:tls and birds has been successft~lly cc*nsused using ver- 
tical aerial photography, including moose, elephanfis, whales, elk, sheep, 
deer, antelope, sea lions, caribou, beavers, seals, gcests, ducks, flamingoes. 
gulls, oyster catchers, and penguins. Vertical aerial photography obviously 
cannot I)e useti to census all wildlife populations. Only those that freclucnt 
relatively open areas during daylight hours can ljc counted. 
Wildlife censr~sing also requires that individual animals be large enough 
to I)e re!;olved on the pllotograpf~s. A sc;rlc not smirller than 1:80ot) is rev- 
onlnlended for large rnam~nals such ds elk, while scales as large as 1:3oMl 
sho111d t)e r~sed  for srnallcr ma111mi11~ such its sheep, deer, and antelope [4 ] .  
A criticiil hctor is the tonal co~~t ras t  I)etwet*tl the arlirnal and its surroundings. 
For c*xirnlple, flocks of snow geest., which arcA large white I)ircis, citn he itlen- 
tific*tl at a scale of' 1: 12,OOU agiti~tst it dark 1)uc.kgrouod. Individr~al I~irds ;ire 
idcnti:~al,lc~ at scales of 1:4000 to 1:6000 [ 161. Spc-ctial fi1m:filtrr com1)inations 
can 1 ~ .  sr.lc.ctt*d to ~lti~xintizc. the. contrait. For t.xun~plt., tlic. use of' r~ltritviolet 
aerial photography for ct~nsusing harp scals was dcssc ril1c.d it1 Chapter 2 (Fig- 
urc 2.91. 
Figure 3.:32 silows a large group of 1,eltrga wlralcv ( ~ ~ l i i ~ l l  white wllu1t.s) that 
have cotlgr-~gatrd ill an ari~tic* est~tar i~lc  iwvironn~cnt prirlcip;tlly 5)r the pur- 
pose of calving. At the i~riiige sc.itlc.s shown heart*, it is possil)lc* to dc* te r~~~ i~ r t .  
the ~ittrn!)c.r itntl c:~arircteristics of indi\.i:lrtiti whirlt~s iintI to nlcAasltrt. tlwir 
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lengths. On the ftill 240 mm hy 240 mm frame from which Figure 3.32 was 
rephotographed, a total of about 1600 individual whales was counted. At the 
original film scale of 1 : 2 0 ,  the average adult length was measured as four 
meters and the average calf length was measurchd as two meters. Numerotrs 
adults with calves can be seen, especially in the enlargement (Figure 3 . 3 s ) .  
"Bachelor groups" of right and six nuiles tin ht: s e m  at the lower lcft and 
lower right of Figure 3.32b. 
Several works lister! in the Bibliography contain additional information on 
the wildlifc ecology applications of airphoto interprtstation (3,4, and 161. 
3.12 ARCHEOLOQICAL APPLICATIONS 
Archeology is concerned with the scientific study of historic- or prehistoric 
peoples by analysis of the remains of their existence, especially those remains 
that have been discovered through earth excavation. 
The earliest archeologicitl investigations dealt with obvio~ls monurnctnts of 
earlier scwieties. Thc existence of these sites was often known from historical 
accounts. Airphoto interpretation has proven particularly useful in Icwnting 
sites whose existence hiis been lost to history. Both surfacra and sul)si~rfacc 
features of interest to ~ rch~o log i s t s  have been detected using airphoto inter- 
pretation. 
Surface features include visible ruins, mc~unds, rock piles, and various 
other stirfact- markings. Examples of visible ruins are rcwk stnrctures such as 
Stonehenge (England), castles (throughout Europe), and Indian dwe l l i~~gs  in 
thc southwelitern United States. Exati~ples of mounds are the bird-shaped 
r~nd  serpent-shaped Indian mounds of the midwestern United States. Ex- 
arnples d r c ~ k  structures are the various medicine wheels such as the Bighorn 
Medicine Wheel in Wy\,nring and the Mcxj- Mountain Medicine Wheel in 
Saskatchewan. Other surface markings include Indiarc pictographs and the 
ancient Nnzca Lines in Peru. 
Figure 3.33 shows the Nazcu Lines. They are estimated to have been made 
at least 1500 years ago and cover an area of about ,500 km'. Many geometric 
shapes have h e n  found, as well as narrow straight lines that extend for as 
long as 8 km. They were made by clearing away iiterally millions of rwks to 
expose the lighter-toned groxnd I~eneath. The  c:leart*d rwks  were piled 
around the outer boundaries of the "lines." These markings were first notiivd 
from the air during the 1020s. At that time, it was hypothesized that they 
formed a gigantic astronomical calendar. a Iwlief still held by some scientists. 
During the 19rOs, claims were made thnt they fortned airfield markers for 
ancient astronauts. Tlre definite reason fi)r thyir construction remains urr- 
known. 
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Figure 3.34 Ol)licl~~r at>ri;~l photograph sho\\.i~~r: sift' or  thv ilt~cic-t~t city of. Spil~i~. 
It;~ly. (Cor~rtesy Fotouerea Vi~lvassori. Ritvenna. 1t;ily.) 
Figure 3.35 shows the remains of a fortified village on the Missouri River. 
It has been estimated that this village was I>uilt Ily Indians allout 600 years 
ago. The many cirr.les (dark spots with surrounding light tone) occur at the 
locations of horlscs that were occl~pied at the time the Inoat and palisade 
were actively defended. The remnants of nine bastions can be seen aiong the 
most. The  large douhle circle at left marks the location of a more recent 
Indian earth lodge. Despite a comprehensive ground search by professional 
archeologists over a period of 15 years, this site remained unknown rlntil 
cliscovered I>y :~irphoto intcrpretation [351. 
In a study of various Indian village sites along the Missouri River in North 
Dakota, it was for~nd that ninny ofthca vill;lge sites could Ile locatetl on existing 
1:20,OOO scale panchro~r~atic photographs and most of them could be located 
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Figure 3.35 \'t.rtical aerial photogrilplr hhowing lonp;-abandoned Indian fortified vil- 
lage site ( I ) r t i l t  i11)out 600 years ago) along the Xlissor~ri River, Lyman Counh. Sorath 
Dilliota, Icjfi5. (Coueesy Carl Skindl)rrg [35] ancl Iteh Corporation: from 141, copy- 
right 1975. .4rneriran Society of Photogrammetry, reproduced with permission.) 
on 1:10,000 scale panchromatic photographs taken with a yellow filter [35]. 
Interpretation accuracy and speed were improved through the use of 1:10.000 
color and color infrared aerial photographs, with color infrared preferred. 
Several works listed in the Bibliography contain additional information on 
the archeological applications of airphoto interpretation i3,4,6,14,19.23,26, 
and 351. 
3.13 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
Many human activities produce potentially adverse environmental effects. 
Examples include the construction and operation of highways, railroads, 
pipelines, airports, industrial sites, power plants and transinission lines; snb- 
tlivision and conlmercial developments; sanitary landfill and radioactive 
waste disposal operations; timber harvesting and strip mining oper a t '  ions. 
With i8oncern for the environmen~d eft'ects of sl~cli activities ir. mintl. the 
United States Congress passed t l ~ e  il'utionc~l Environmcntrrl Pnlic!/ Act 
( N E P A )  of' 1969. This esti\l>lished as national policy the creation and main- 
tenance of conditions that encourilge harmony Iwtween people ant1 their en- 
vironment and minimize environmental degri~dation. This Act requires that 
Enuirnnineittcrl Impuct Statcment .~  I)e nrepuretl for any ft-deral iiction having 
si~nificant impact on the environment. Tht- key items to 1)e eva l~~a ted  in an 
environment:ll impact statement :\re: (1) tIrc environmental impact of thc pro- 
post'tl action: (2 )  any arlverse environmrmtal effects that cannot Ijc ovoitlerl 
shor~ltl the ilction Ite implemented; (3) altern;~tives to the proposed action: 
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(4) the relationship between local short-term uses of the environment and the 
maintenance atrd enhancement of long-term productivity; and (5) any irre- 
versihle and irretrievable cdmmitments of resources that would be involved 
in the proposed action should it be implemented. Since the passage of NEPA, 
many states have also passed environmental impact assessment legislation. 
These cover other-than-federal actions at the local level. 
The principal biophysical effects of human activity on the environment 
include: (1) interruptions and other changes in natural drainage conditions 
causing ponding, fluctuations of the ground water table, alterations to stream 
flow characteristics, soil erosion, and siltation; (2) changes in water turbidity, 
suspended load, and temperature; (3) increases in chemical pollutants such 
as salt, heavy metals, and insecticides; (4) changes in vegetation caused by 
site clearing and alterations to site conditions; and (5) changes in wildlife 
population and distribution caused by opening up new habitat, destroying 
existing habitat, altering migratory habits, and disrupting breeding and 
spawning [91. 
Environmental impact statements are usually required to contain specific 
information on the magnitude and characteristics of environmental impact. 
An assessment of physical site characteristics involves an inventory of physi- 
ographic, geologic, soil, vegetative, wild!ife, watershed, and airshed condi- 
tions 1431. The assessment.wil1 typically draw on expertise of persons from 
many areas such as civil engineering, forestry, landscape architecture, ge- 
ography, geology, seismology, soils engineering, pedology, botany, biology, 
zoology, hydrology, water quality chemistry, water quality biology, sanitary 
engineering, meteorology, air quality chemistry, and air pollution engineer- 
ing. 
Many of the remote sensing and image interpretation techniques set forth 
in this book can be utilized to assist in the preparation of environmental 
impact statements. For additional information, works listed in the Bibliog- 
raphy can be consulted [9 and 431. 
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f 
Information extracted through the process of airphoto interpretation is almost 
I always "mapped" in some sense. That is, the resource manager normally 
F 
wishes to display and analyze the interpreted information in a spatial context. 
E- This may involve nothing more than manually transferring interpreted infor- 
F 
C, mation to topographic maps with the aid of rulers or other simple devices. 
s 
% 
The map thus provides a geographic frame of reference for the interpreted 
i data. 
E 
f In addition to mapping one set of data, it is often desirable to interrelate 
: 
E 
s 
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4 
r 
3 several resource features on a common base. To illustrate this, consider the 
i information needs of a hydrologist who wishes to study erosion and sedi- 1 mentation in a watershed. In such an application, it is critical to be able to identify the likely sorlrces of sediment. At a minimum, this identification I 
ir process would involve the study of topographic slope, soil erodability, and 
E surface runoff characteristics on a watershedwide basis. If topographic maps, 
detailed soil survey maps, and land cover maps exist for the watershed, the 
analyst would have the raw data needed for the study. However, more often 
than not the maps will be at incompatible scales. Beside this scale pr~blem, 
the analyst in this case needs information derived from each of the existing 
9 map sources, instead of the original mapped data. That is, slops information 
must be derived from contour information, soil erodability from soil type, 
il and surface runoff potentid from land couer (including land managenlent 
practices). Hence, to develop an information base for the analysis, the hy- 
drologist might perform the following tasks. 
1. For each data source, the map sheets covering the watershed would be 
carefully joined together to form one large sheet for each type of data 
(contours, soils, land cover). The boundary of the watershed would then 
be delineated on each data map and the maps would be converted to a 
common scale, either by redrafting or through photographic reproduction. 
2. Next, the necessary information would be derived from the source maps. 
Slope would be determined from the contours shown on the topographic 
map. Soil erodability would be derived from the soils map and a table 
listing erodability for each soil type (similar to Table 3.2). Runoff potenti. ; 
would be derived from the land cover map using a table that lists runoff 
for each cover type. 
3. The analyst would then have to merge the three sets of derived infor- 
mation. This involves interrelating the information sets throughout the 
watershed to locate the areas where combinations of site characteristics ! 
indicate high soil erosion potential (i.e., steep slopes and highly erodable 
soil/cover combinations). i 
The information merging procedure is frequently performed by a map 
ooerlay method. First, each derived data set is prepared on a transparent map 
sheet. These maps are coded in gray tones according to the degree or severity 
of the condition being depicted. For example, the steeper the slope in an 
area, the darker it is depicted on the "slope" overlay. The three factors would 
then be merged by overlaying the transparent sheets. The darkest areas on 
the composite map would indicate a combination of factors representing high 
potential sediment source areas. 
t 
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The principal advantage of the map overlay method is that it requires little 
specialized equipment. However, certain difficulties are inherent in this a p  
proach. The tasks of bringing the data to a common scale and format and 
deriving the applicable characteristics are time consuming and expensive. 
Because they are tailored to a specific analysis, the overlay sheets may not 
be applicable to other studies. Also, the overlay technique provides little 
potential for differential weighting of individual factors. Finally, it is difficult 
to quantify the results of the overlay analysis, since manual computation of 
areas on the composite map can be extremely time consuming. 
By computer-coding land iriformation, the difficulties of the manual overlay 
technique are greatly reduced. Data that relate to the land and are recorded 
according to location are called geo-referenced or geo-coded data. The loca- 
tion specification of such data may be as simple as a street address or as 
complex as a geodetic survey reference. A spatially ordered collection of such f 
data i s  called a geo-based file. A system designed to store, manipulate, and 
display these data is called a land information system. Normally, these sys- 
tems are contputer based. Table 3.15 lists some of the many types of data that 
may be included in a land information system. 
Table 3.15 Examples of Data Types Applicable to Land Information Svstems 
(with Examples of Derivable Infomlation Shown in Parentheses) 
-- 
Area Features 
Terrain elevation (slope, aspect) 
Soil types (p~rmeability, texture, depth, agricultural potential) 
Land cover (runoff potential, wildlife habitat) 
Bedrock geology (mineral resources, stability) 
Land ownership parcels (land use, lalid value) 
Surface hydrology (open water, wetlands, flood plains) 
Subsurface hydrology (aquifer recharge area, water source potential) 
Micrwlimate (frost pockets, fog-prone areas) 
Zoning districts (land use restrictions, land use plans) 
Watcr and sewer districts (service capacities) 
Census tracts (socioeconomic data) 
Lfncur Features 
Transporbtic~n system (service capacity, travel proximity) 
Utility system (service capacity) 
Waterways (proximity) 
Shoreline (recreational resources) 
Point Feutures 
Histctric sites 
Unique natural areas 
Mine operatians 
-- 
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Figure 3.36 conceptually illustmtes one way in which geo-referenced data 
can be computer-analyzed in our example study of soil erosion pt\tential. In 
this iliustration, the data maps (a) are computer-coded with respec t to a grid 
(b). The data maps are encoded by recording the information category most 
dominant in each cell in the grid. That is, each cell is assigned a single soil 
type in the soils data file, a single cover type in the land cover file, and an 
average elevation in the topographic file. The task of geo-coding the data can 
be tedious and costly. Yet, once this task is accomplished, the analysis of geo- 
coded data can be performed quickly and accurately. With the previously 
mentioned steps, the activity of making the data types compatible is inher- 
ently accomplished by encoding the maps on a common grid. The job of 
interpreting applicable characteristics (slope, erodability, and runoff) from 
the original dab  is a simple one for the computer. The overlay analysis con- 
sists of evaluating the data values within each cell in the combined grid 
matrix. Complex weighting schemes may be applied to increase the impor- 
tance of the more critical variables. The resulting output grid is frequently 
displayed as a matrix of printed characters whose density (darkness) relates 
to the output values. In our case, dark character patterns could be chosen to 
represent high potential soil erosion areas. Output can also be generated on 
a line plotter, a cathode ray tube (CRT) display, or a precision film recorder 
(Plate XVI illustrates a film-recorded display of computerized land cover 
data). In addition to graphic output, the results of the analysis can easily be 
quantified, since the computer can calculate areas by simply counting grid 
cells and multiplying by the area of each cell. Locations of areas of particular 
interest are obtainable through their grid czll "addresses." 
SOURCE MAPS U N D  DATA FILES DERlVEn DATA ANALYSISOVTPUT 
- 
mum 3.36 Analysis procedure using geo-coded data. 
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Figures 3.37 to 3.40 are computer printouts illustrating the analysis pro- f 
cedure shown in Figure 3.36 applied to the Pheasant Branch Watershed in 1 
Wisconsin. This watershed is 6136 ha in size and contains about 75 percent i 
agricultural land, 20 percent nonagricultural open land (forest, wetland, and f 
other open land), and 5 percent developed land. During periods of heavy 1 
rainfall, a great deal of soil erosion takes place in this watershed a.ld vast i 
pantities of silt and clay are removed f r ~ m  the land, trar~sported by the : 
streams, and flow into Lake Mendota as suspended solids (see Figure 3.2.4). i 
Figures 3.37 to 3.39 are examples of derived &ta from which the analysis 
output (Figure 3.40) was obtained. f 
Figure 3.37 shows the topographic slope in each one-hectare cell, Figure 3 
3.38 gives the soil erodability in each cell, and Figure 3.39 shows the runoff I $ 
potential. Each data type is coded into the computer as one of ten classes 
(coded as 0 to 9). The wmputer printout displays the data using a series of 
symbols of differing densities. Figure 3.37, for example, shows the percent 
of slope in each cell using the symbol "." to represent a 0 percent slope, "," 
to represent a 1 to 2 percent slope, "+" to represent a 3 to 4 percent slope, 
F 
and so on, for a total of ten levels. For each of these three data types (Figures ?. 
3.37 to 3.39), the frequency of occurrence of each level of data is shown : 
opposite the heading "FREQUENCY" at the bottom of the printout. For i 
example, we can see that the watershed contains 195 ha of land with a 0 I 
percent slope, 1508 ha with a 1 to 2 percent slope, 1281 ha with a 3 to 4 
percent slope, and so on. Figure 3.40 was obtained by combining the values 1 
of the three data types (topographic slope, soil erodability, and runoff poten- I 
tial) on a cell-by-cell basis and displaying the total in ten-level computer line 
printer output. In Figure 3.40, the lighter symbols represent areas with low 1 
potential for soil erosion and the darker symbols represent areas with high 
potential for soil erosion. In this example, each of the three data items is 
5 given equal weight. However, different weights could be attached to each 
data type. I 
By studying Figure 3.40, persons concerned with soil erosion in the 
watershed and siltation in the lake can ascertain where the areas having the 
greatest soil erosion problems are located. Each cell in the data bank has a 
specific geographic location based on its coordinates in the Universal Trans- i 
verse hfercator geographic coordinate system (coordinates are specified by 
the five-digit numbers that frame the printout). If the data base also contained 
information on land ownership, the land owners in the greatest problem areas I 
could be identified. i 
A host of other forms of analysis may also be performed oil ges-coded data. i For example, a computer can derive simulated perspective views of the land- 
scape from the topographic data file. Figure 5.26b illustrates this type of 1 
product. In addition, land cover from another data Ple can be added to the I 
.a I... ,.U I." ..I .... *.I I." ..I ..I 
Figure 337 C o ~ ~ ~ p u t r r  p intout showing topographic slope in the Pheasant Branch 
Watershed. Darker symbols represent steeper slops. 
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FI@&w 3.38 Computer printout ~howing mil etodatility in the Phttmnt B m h  Ws- 
brshed. Dorker symbols represent more etudPble mils. 
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~@MO &M Computer printout showing runoff pdrntid in the Pheasant B m h  
Watershed. M e r  symbdr represent higher NMAT potentid. 
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19gun 3.40 Computer printout uhswing patentid 4 1  erosiun in the Pheount B m h  
Wrtmhed. This d y s i r  output was & i d  by amcombining the three pi~vfaux B g u r ~ c  
in the computer. DPtlrtr rymMs mpmmt higher potmtiml roil emion. 
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f pcnpedve view. P m p d  changes in vegetative mver or topography can g be analyzed in this manner to evaluate the visual impact of the changes, 
I Similarly, the vfewrkcd, or region visible fmm a given paint (or a lmg a given 
F mute), can be computed from taposrnphic data. Viewshed maps are useful for evaluating the visual impeet of propgad features such as power lines or I strip mines. 
E The number, form, and complexity of &tp analyses possible with gemref- i erenced data iue virtually limitless. Our toil erosion study example is one 
E simple fonn of analysis. Students can probably think of many others related 
t 
I t~ their p d s u l p r  field of study. In all cases, we con a l l  on the computer to perform comparisons and ccrlrulations with the multiple-input data set that 
1 might be quite iabarious using any other means of analysis. Fuidrermore, all 
results of the cvmputer analyses are easily quantified and spatially refer- 
i enced. They are also amenahle to revision as new data k m e  available. 
h u r ~  of their flexibility and accuracy, computer-based land infonnation 
systems are being implenlented in numerous resourc* management appli- 
cations. These systems are ideal for such applicatiorbs as land apability/suit- 
ability analysis, environmental impact assessment, industrial site selection, 
t tmsgsrtation mute locotion, transmission line muting, subdivision site anal- 
i ysis, open space planning, wildlife habitat analysis, m i n e d  resoutcu? plan- 
ning, and agricultural land plantring. Because cd the initial expense for the 
g d i n g  process, the information system approach is appropriate only 
f 
E where the analysis is complex and extensive. Yet with the ever-increasing 
number ~f constraints an the use and mamgement of rerwffes, a land infor- 
r mation system is quickly hemming a necessity in many a p p l i d o n s .  
5 Figure 3.41 schemticnlly illustratex somr of the equipment used in assem- 
bling a land infarmatian system. The equipment shown includes input de- 
v i c e ~  used to e n d e  tabulnr data and map, digital &tn storage devices, and 
graphic output devic~s.  
Several data cnsodb,g formatt may be used to geo-cde land date. The 
- bnsic cwnsldcrotion is  whether the data type is composed of point, linear. or 
weal features. Some examplea of point features are historical sites md uniclue 
@ natural mas. While such site# rmy not Pchrally be "points," these features 
we chaac.t@rized by highly diprwte Iacatiuns. Linear fecttures, nwh as trnnr- 
portpHon lines or waterwnyr. may be encoded as a wries of straight-line 
i segments called link. 
i Many fonns of resource data are RRYI in nature. Figure 3.42 illustrates two 
t formots rwmmonly used to c n c d e  areal data (3.4%). The grid cell femt ,  
which was described in our ctxun,ple, is illustrated in Figure 2 iz'b. To re- i itemte, the duminnnt information class is rc~~)rded for each cell 861 the data 
matrix. Nste that the finer the grid used, the more geagraphic specificity there t will Be in the data file. A cwse grid quircm less data r-e spare, but will 
-- 
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3.41 Typical cquiptnrnt uwcd in land information rywtrmw. 
pmvide a less accurate gc*ogmphic description of the original data. Also, when 
~isitlg a very coarse grid, several data t>?>rs nlay occur in cach crll. It niay 
therefore be nervsrary to list the percentages of severul important data typ-s 
oc~urring in each of the grid cvllr. This r r c l ~ i ~ n ~ e n t  cu)rnplicates the ancocf- 
ing and analysis prcuvdures. In ge~teml, the c ~ l l  siw used in a grid ionnat 
imposer a limit an the wale of the analysis t h t  can be perfonncd with the 
stored data. 
The polygon format of data enrxding is illustrated in Figure 3.4&. Usitrk 
this farmat, feature l ~ u n c t r i e s  art. c.i>nverted t r j  straight-hided p,lpgosb that 
appnbximatr the origirral regions. Thesc* p)lygons are enr.cded I)y dctentlin- 
ing the run)rdinates of their vertit-es, canlled nodur, which an- connec.tt4 1)y 
I.) Oryuut tm ~TW rh) &ad t.it I U . W ~ I  
~I#wo a42 Grid rcaraua p a l !  yclt~ t+~~cvulit~y Iitntlats. 
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line segments. This format provides a mole accurate description of feature 
boundaries, and requires less data storage space than does the grid format. 
However, polygon encoded data are less amenable to the overlay analysis 
procedure and so many systems use a polygon format for inputting the maps 
and convert the data to a grid format for the analysis procedure. 
Regardless of the format used, there are several ways in which land data 
can be geographically referenced. The identification can be nominal, or 
"named," in which case the reference is only indirectly related to a ground 
coordinate system. Examples of nominal references are street addresses, cen- 
sus tract numbers, and ZIP Codes. Resource data are generally referenced to 
ground coordinates, using either a relative or absolute coordinate system. A 
relative coordinate system is based on a grid that is arbitfirily defined for the 
study area. Because such data cannot be easily related to other data sets, this 
approach has many shortcomings. An absolute coordinate system references 
the data to a specific geographic coordinate system. This generally involves 
a planar map projection, such as the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 
system. The UTM coordinate system is based on a series of 60 zones world- 
wide, each covering 6" of longitude in a north-south strip. Also frequently 
used in the U.S. is the State Plane Coordinate System. This system consists 
of 120 zones designed to optimally represent sections of the individual states. 
Either Lambert Conformal Conic or Transverse Mercator projections (or both) 
are used, depending on the shape of each state. 
The comparative nature of these two milp projections is illustrated in Fig- 
ure 3.43. In the Lambert Conformal Conic projection, points on t!!e earth are 
projected onto a cone that intersects the earth's surface at two parallels of 
latitude. Along these two circles the scale will be exact. If the parallels are 
close in a north-sol.+ direction, the map scale will be reasonably acrurate no 
matter how far the map is extended in an east-west direction. Thus, the Lam- 
bert projection is useful for mapping states that are relatively wide in an east- 
west direction. This projection is said to be conformal because the scales in 
all directions are equivalent. 
The Transverse Mercator projection uses a cylindrical surface that inter- 
sects the earth along two lines parallel to a meridian of longitude, called the 
central meridian. In this case, the scale will be exact along the two north- 
south lines of intersection, This projection IS reasonably accurate within a 
narrow east-west zone, and may be extended indefinitely in a north-south 
direction. It is therefore useful for states that are narrow in the east-west 
direction. 
Planar projections are convenient in that map presentation arid area com- 
putation are simplified. However, difficulties are encountered when study 
regions cover more than one planar zone. An alternative that circumvents this 
problem is geodetic referencing, in which the coordinates are directly ref- 
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(e) Clmba cmfomul conic (b) Tnra~. rc  rwenw 
Figun 3.43 Commonly used map projections. 
erenced to latitude and longitude, In any case, data referenced to one coor- 
dinate system can usually be converted into other coordinate systems by 
using mathematical transformation formulas. 
There are several means by which geographic data may be computer coded, 
or digitized. The simplest method is manual digitization, in which a trans- 
parent coordinate grid is placed over each data map prior to encoding. If a 
point, linear feature, or polygonal feature is to be e n d e d ,  the coordinates 
that define the feature are measured on the overlay. Grid format data can be 
encoded by listing the dominant class in each cell on the overlay. The re- 
corded category infarmation and coordinate values are then input to the com- 
puter, frequently in the form of computer cards. The advantage of the manila1 
met!~od is that no specialized input equipment is required. The disadvantage 
is that it is relatively time consuming, particularly if detailed data are to be 
encoded. 
A more efficient method for encoding land data is provided by semfauto- 
mated digitfzution. This technique uses a precision coordinate digitizer (Fig- 
ure 3.44) that continuously records the (x, y) location of a movable cursor 
(center left on table in figure). A clata map is mounted on the digitizing table 
and the features are manually traced by an operator. A mini-computer trans- 
forms the input values into map coordinates and records them on magnetic 
tape (right side in Figure 3.44). The system shown in the figure also has a 
keyboard for entering annotation data. Semiautomated digitization is clearly 
Figure 3.44 Prec.i\ioll coordi~~i~tr clipitizvr. ((:o~~rt~sy A1tc.k Corp,) 
less time consuminy! than the manual technicllre. Further ~~utomation can Isc 
1,rovidecI I>y arrtorncrtd lint) following systems. Nerc, the digitizing instnl- 
nient automatically scans around the bonndaries of the map onits. Once again, 
coordinates are processed and recorded hy a con~putr-r. In each of these meth- 
ods, there is a tradeoff bvhveen the initial expense and maintenance cost of 
the specialized ccll~ipment versus operational efficiency in the pco-coding 
process. 
Fr~~c~rrently, lanrl inf(lrmation may I,e ol:tained directly in comp~rter-corn- 
1,atil)le form. For exarnplc, tlinitized elrvaticm data are avi~ilal>le for rnost of 
the United State.. from the Nationill Ci~rtographic Information Centcr of 
USGS. Thcbse Digital Turain 'I'aprs list the elevation in each cell of 63.5 rn 
s(ltlitrcb grids within hlocks c!ovcring I degree latit~ltlc I)? i degree lonnitrrdc.. 
\Ve see in Inter chapters that many rVmote sr.nsiny! analysis prodrlcts arc. also 
computer-campati;~l~ (for example, the land cover data shown in Plate ?(\'I) 
ancl c;~n hc re;~cIil:,* inpr~t  o land infom~ntion systems. 
Information on Iiantl oronership is oftcn the most important data tvpe in a 
land informiltion system. Ownership infonnation is usefill as a primary data 
sorlrcc. since seceritl types of data s l~ch  ;IS 1;tncl use i~ntl and villne can I)e 
keyetl to individ1:al owntwhip parcels of I;~ncl. Owncrsh~p infbnn;rtian is iilso 
v c n  rrscfr~l r?ftcr the data analysis, since it provides ;I mciins to takr, irction 
Ijased on the resr~lts of il study. For cx;in~ple, in .,ut potential soil erosion 
;~ni~lysis, nfornii~tion on land parccl ownership worllcl I)t. c~sseiitial whc11 tak- 
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ing action based on the analysis results. In short, ownership data permit us 
to link the information relating to physical and biological characteristics of 
the land (the natural resource data) to the proprietary interests that control 
the use of those resources. 
In many countries, land ownership is officially registered with the govern- 
ment, providing a continuously updated data base. These ownership infor- 
mation systems are called cadustres. They are generally computer-based, and 
form a logical base for comprehensive land information systems. 
The United States does not have a uniform multi-purpose cadastral system. 
Hence it lacks a detailed, land-parcel-level data base on which a comprehen- 
sive land irtfonnation system can be conveniently established. Increasingly, 
many users of land-related information (from resource managers to urban 
economists) are realizing the advantages that would be afforded by a cadastre- 
based comprehensive land information system. With such a system, it would 
be possible to merge information concerning not only land planning and 
management but environmental protection, real estate assessment, and land 
transfer. This would provide maximum accessibility and benefit to all users 
of land related information, public and private, collective and individual. 
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AIRPHOT4 
INTERPRETATIOI 
FOR TERRA11 
EVALUATlOli 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Various terrain characteristics are impor- 
tant to soil scientists, geologists, geogra- 
phers, civil engineers, urban and re- 
gional planners, landscape architects, 
real estate developers, and others who 
wish to evaluate the suitability of the ter- 
rain for various land uses. Because ter- 
rain conditions strongly influence the 
capability of the land to support various 
species of vegetation, an understanding 
of airphoto interpretation for terrain eval- 
uation is also important for botanists, for- 
esters, wildlife ecologists, and others 
concenled with vegetation mapping and 
evaluation. 
The principal terrain characteristics 
that can be estimated by means of air- 
photo interpretation are bedrock type, 
la~ldform, soil texture, site drainage con- 
ditions, su~ceptibility to flooding, and 
depth of unconsolidated materials over 
bedrock. In addition, the slope of the 
land surface can be estimated by airphoto 
interpretation and measured by photo- 
grammetric methods (Chapter 5). 
In this chapter, we consider the terrain 
:haracteristics and airphoto identifica- 
ion of most of the common bedrock types 
md associated residual soils, followed by 
I consideration of transported soils and 
~rganic soils. The airphoto interpretation 
wocess described herein emphasizes ter- 
ain characteristics that are visible on 
tereoscopic aerial photographs. The 
eological terminology employed follows 
tat set forth in the American Geological 
nstitute Dictionary ofCeologicu1 Tt~nns 
11. 
.2 SOIL CHARACTERISTICS 
'he term "soil" has specific scientific 
~nnotations to different groups involved 
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with soil surveying and mapping. For example, engineers and agricultural 
soil scientists each have a different concep? of soils and use a different ter- 
minology in describing soils. Most engineers consider all unconsolidated 
ewth material lying above bedrock to be "soil." Agricultural soil scientists 
regard "soil" as a material that devel~ps from a geologic parent material 
through the natural process of weathering and contains a certain amount of 
organic material and other constituents du t  support plant life. For example, 
i a ten meter thick deposit of glacial till over bedrock might be extnnsively 
weathered and altered to a depth of one meter. The remaining nine meters 
would be relatively unaltered. An engineer would consider this a soil deposit 
ten meters thick lying over bedrock. A soil scientist would consider this a soil 
layer one meter thick lying over glacial till parent material. We use the soil 
science (pedalogical) concept of soil in this chapter. 
Through the processes of weathering, including the effects of climate and 
plant and animal activity, unconsolidated earth materials develop distinct 
layers that soil scientists call soil horfzons. The top layer is designated the 
A horizon and called the surface soil, or topsoil. It can range from about 0 to 
60 ern in thickness and is typically 15 to 30 cm. The A horizon is the most 
extensively weathered horizon. It contains the most organic matter of any 
horizon and has had some of its fine-textured particles washed down into 
lower horizons. The second layer is designated the B horizon and called the 
subsoil. It can range from 0 to 250 cm in thickness and usually is 43 to 60 cm. 
The B horizon cwntains some organic matter and is the layer of accumulation 
for the fine-textured particles washed down from the A horizon. The portion 
of the soil profile occupied by the A and B horizons is called the soil (or 
solum) by soil scientists. The C horizon is the underlying geologic material 
from which the A and B horizons have developed and is called the parent 
muterial (or initial material). The concept of soil profile development into 
distinct horizons is vitally important for agricultural soils mapping and 
productivity estimation, as well as for many developntental uses of the 
landscape. 
There are three principal origins of soil materials. Residual soils are formed 
in place from bedrock by the natural procvss of weathering. Transported soils 
are formed from parent materials that have been transported to their present 
location by wind, water, andlor glacial ice. Organic soils (muck and peat) are 
formed from decomposed plant materials in a very wet environment, typically 
in shallow lakes or areas with a very high ground water table. 
Soils cwnsist of combinations of solid particles, water, and air. Particles are 
given size names, such as gravel, sand, silt, and clay, based on particle size. 
Particle size terminology is not standardized for all disciplines and several 
classification systrn~s exist. Typical particle size definitions for engineers and 
agricultural soil scientists are shown in Table 4.1. For our purposes, the dif- 
ferences in particle size definitions between engineers and soil scientists for 
gravel, sand, silt, and clay are relatively unimportant. We use the soil science 
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TrW. 4.1 Soil Particle Size Designations 
- 
Soil Particle Size 
Agrlcullural 
Soil Pdcle Engineering Soil Science 
Size Name Definition Definition 
-
Cmvel 2.0 to 76.2 mm 2.0 to 76.9 mm 
Sand 0.074 to 2.0 mm 0.05 to 2.0 mm 
Silt 0.005 to 0.074 mm 0.OQ2 to 0.05 mm 
C ~ Y  below 0.005 mm below 0.002 mm 
definition because it has a convenient system for naming combinations of 
particle sizes. 
Figure 4.1 shows the system used by soil scientists to give textural names 
to specific combinations of sand, silt and clay. When a soil contains a signif- 
icant amount of gravel, the term "gravelly" (20 to 50 pen'ent gravel) or "very 
gravelly" (more than SO percent gravel) is used in addition to the basic tex- 
tural name. For example, a soil containing 60 percent sand, 30 percwnt silt, 
and 10 percent clay would be called "sandy loam." A soil containing 60 
percent gravel, 24 percent sand, 12 perwnt silt, and 4 percent clay would be 
called "very gravelly sandy loam." Note that the proportions of sand, silt, and 
clay are the same for both examples. 
We consider materials containing more than 50 percent silt and clay to be 
fine-textured and materials containing more than 50 percent sand and gravel 
to be coarse-textured. 
The descriptions of many of the stereapair illustrations c~ntained in this I 
chapter include reference to the soil texture, soil drainage condition, and 
depth to bedrock of the terrain shown in the illustrations. In the case of i 
residual soils, where the depth to bedrock is commonly only 1 to 2 m, the I 
textures specified are generally representative of the R and C horizan tex- 1 
tures. In the case of transported soils, where the weathered soil profile is 
c-ommanly only a small fraction of the total thickness of the uncvnsolidated 
1 
transparted material (e.~.. a 30 meter high river terrace might have a weath- 
ered profile only one meter thick), emphasis is on describing the texture of 
the parent material. Not all the information given in figure descriptions was 
I 
i 
! obtained solely by airphoto interpretation. In cases where specific soil infor- i mation is given, USDA-SCS soil survey reports were cvnsulted for infonna- tion regarding soil texture, drainage class, and depth to bedrock. 1 k 
E Soils have characteristic drainage conditions that depend on surface runoff, 3 
P soil permeability. and internal soil drainage. We use the USDA (201 soil : drainage classification system for soils in their natural condition, with the 
following seven soil drainage classes: I 
- 

Somewhat excerrively drained. Natural removal of water from the soil is 
mpid, Many roils of this drainage c h s  ure mmdy and very porous. 
Excerrfrrsl~ dmined. Natural removal of water from the soil is very rapid. 
Excessively drained soils may be on stcop dopes, may tn! very porous, or 
M. 
The above descriptions nfcr  to natural soil drainage. We use the term arti- 
ficial dmtna(tc to refer to the enhancement of natural soil drainage by various 
h u m  activities including ditching md the installation of underground tile 
drolr'rs. 
Terrain information can bc used to evaluate the suitability af land areas for 
a variety of land uses. Our emphasis is on suitability for developmental gur- 
poses, principally urban and snburbon land uses. 
The topographic charadertrtics of an area are one of the most important 
determinants of the suitability of on u e u  for development. For subdivision 
development, slopes in the 2 to 6 percent m g e  are steep enough to provide 
for g o d  surface drainage and interesting siting, aM1 yet flat enough so that 
no significant site development problems will be encountered provided the 
soil is well drained. Some drainage problems may he encauntered in the O 
to 2 p e ~ ~ n t  range, but these can be readily sverwme unless there is n large 
expanse of abiolutely flat land with insufficient internal drainage. The site 
plan in the 6 to 12 percwt~t range may he more interesting than in the 2 to 6 
perwnt range, but will be more cwrtly to develop, Slopes over 12 percent 
, present problems in street development und lot design and dm pme serious 
problems when septic tanks we used for domestic sewage d i s p a l .  Severe 
limitations to suMivision developtnent occur on slopes over 20 percurit. For 
industrial park and commercial sites, slopes of not more tharr 5 penvnt ure 
preferred. 
The soil texture and drainage canditions also affect land use suitability. 
Welldrained, cme-textured sails present few limitations to development. 
Poorly drained st very p t l )  drained, fine-textured soils can present severe 
Iimitations. Shallow groundwater tables and poor soil drainage conditisns 
cause problems in septic tank installotion and operution, in cvllur and foun- 
dation excavation, and in keeping cwllrrrs water-free after cwnetruction. In 
general, depths to the water tuble of at least 2 metcm ure preferred. Depths 
of 1 ti, 2 meters nmy be ~ u t i s ~ t o r y  where public Irrwage disposal i s  pmvidcd 
and buildings are cunstructr?d without basements. 
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Shallow depths to bcdwk cause problems in ~apt ic  tank installation and 
maintenance, in utility line mnrtnrction, in cellar and foundation exatvatfen, 
and in street locst!nn and wnstruc.tictn, especially when present in combi- 
natisn with steep slot cs. Depths to Mwk over 2 meten, ate preferred. Sites 
with e depth to bedmck d 1 to 2 meterrs otrt generally unsatisfktory but t)\g 
development of these m a #  may be fcpefble in some awes. These sites are 
gencrully unsatisf~ory where septic tank sewage disp~sal is to be provided. 
I Also, additional excavation cmts are involved where basements and ptlklir: 
sewage dispsd hill t ies are to be mrrtnrcted. A depth to bedrock of lc .~~s  
than one meter presents setiotrs limitations to Zevelupmsnt and is an unrat- 
izfaetory condition in almost all cases of land development. 
Slope stability pwblems occur with c-rtain soil-slop conditions. Although 
we will not discuss techniques for s l o p  stability analysis using airphoto 
interptebtion, it should he mentioned that nunlenjus arms of incipient land- 
slide failure have k e n  detet.tgd by uirphc&o interpretation, 
Despite the emphasis here on land development, it must be recognize1 
that certain land areas may be worthy of preservation in their natural state 
bemuse of outstanding topgraphic or geologic chracteristicri or bemuse rare 
or endangered plant or animal species or~wpy those areas. In wfditional, the 
trurintenance of prime agticultural lund fbr qpiczrltural h e r  than develop 
mental use must be an importilnt cwndderation in all land use planning de- 
cisions. Similar concerns a l ~ o  apply to the preservation of wetland systems. 
Various airphoto interpretation techniques discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 are 
applicable to the assessment of land for thew purposes. 
Aiqhato interpretation for terrain evalucltion i s  hard on il systemtttic dxier- 
virtion and evaluution of key elements that arc studied stams~vpfcal:y. Thew 
rare: topography, drainage pattern and texture, emsian, photo tone, and veg- 
etation nnd laird use. 
k h  landfarm nnd bedrock type described has its own chont~*cristic t o p  
graphic form, including a typical size and shape. In fact, there i s  olten a 
distlnd tqwgmpltlc change at the houndwry between two different landft~rms. 
With vertical plratogmphs huving a n o d  60 percvnt overlap, most indi- 
viduals we the ternin exaggerated in height o h t  three or four times. Can- 
wqmntly, slopes appear steeper than they =tuwlly nre. The rpeific amount 
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of vcrttcl sxaggemtion observed in any given stereopair ir a function d the 
geometric a~ndit ions under which the photographs are viewed and taken. 
The gmund distance between the photo centers at the times of ,xpnsut@ is  
called the air h o c .  The ratit) between the air hare and the flying height atmvc 
ground det-rmhes the vertical exaggeration. 'I'he larger the he-height ratto, 
the greater the vertical exaggeration. Table 4.2 lists various ectttal and ap- 
parent sfopes based on the rule-of-thumb that 
tan (apparent slope angle) = tan (true sic* angle) x 3 
h & b 8 @ 0  P8- @#Id f@xkm 
The drainage gattern and texture wen on aerial photographs arc? indicators 
of landform and bedrock type and also suggest soil ~hora~tcrir t icr  and rite 
Six of the mcnt cornman drainage patterns are illustrated in Figure 4.2. The 
dendrftic drainage pnttcm La a well-integrated pattern formed by u main 
stream with its tributaries hranchjng and rebranchitag freely in all dirttt.tions 
and cn.Y'tln on relatively homogeneous materials such as flat-lying sedimen- 
tary rock end granite. The rectangular drainage pattern is hasically a den- 
dritis pattern modified by s t r u c ~ m l  bedrock r o n ~ o 1  such that the Mbutaries 
meet at right angles and is typtcd of Bat-lying mahsive sandstone formations 
with a well-developed joint system. The trellfs drainage pattern cwnsists of 
streams hvirrg one dominant direction, with auhstdiary dirsc-tionr of drainage 
at right angles, and c)cu.urs in areas of folded scdimrnbary nwks. The rudial 
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Figure 4.2 Six basic drainage patterns. 
drainage pattern is forined by streams that radiate outward from a central 
area as is typical of volcanoes and domes. The centripetal drainage pattern 
is the reverse of the radial drainage pattern where drainage is directed toward 
a central point and occurs in areas of limestone sinkholes, glacial kettle holes, 
volcanic craters, and other depressions. The deranged drainage pattern is a i disordered pattern of aimlessly directed short streams, ponds, and wetland 
6 
I 
areas tvpical of ablation glacial till areas. 
The previously described drainage patterns are all "destructional" drain- 
age patterns resulting from the erosion ofthe land surface; they should not e 
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be cxmfused with "constructional" drainage t.,turcs that are remnants of the 
mode of origin of landfomis such as alluvia ian, and glacial outwash plains. 
Coupled with drainage pattern is drainage texture. Figure 4.3 shows 
coarse-textured and fine-textured drainage patterns. Coarse-textured patterns 
develop where the soils and rocks have good internal drainage with little 
surface runoff. Fine-textured patterns develop where the soils and rocks have 
poor internal drainage and high surface runoff. Also, fine-textured drainage 
patterns develop on soft, easily eroded rocks, such as shale, whereas coarse- 
textured patterns develop on hard, massive rocks, such as granite. 
Erosion 
Gullies are the smallest drainage features that can be seen on aerial photo- 
graphs and may be as small as a meter wide and a hundred meters long. 
Gullies result from the erosion of unconso1idi:tcd material by runoff and de- 
velop where rainfall cannot adequately percolate into the ground, but instea< 
collects and flows across the surface in small rivulets. These initial rivulets 
enlarge and take on a particular shape characteristic of' the material in which 
they are formed. As illustrated in Figures 4.4 and 4.5, short gullies with V- 
shaped cross sections tend to develop in sand and gravel; gullies with U- 
shaped cross sections tend to develop in silty soils; and long gullies with 
gently rounded cross sections tend to develop in silty clay and clay soils. 
Photo Tone 
The term photo tone refers to the "brightness" at any point on a panchromatic 
photograph. The absolute value ofthe photo tone depends not only on cemin 
fa) fb) 
Rgun 4.3 Illustritive drainage patterns. (a)  Coarse-tvrhlred ~l~ndritic pattern. (h)  
Fine-textured dendritic pattem. 
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Figure 4.4 Illustrative gully cross sections. (a) Sar~d and gravel. (b) Silt. (c)  Silty clay 
I 
or clay. 
temin characteristics but also on photographic factors such as film-filter com- 
bination, exposure, and photographic processing. Photo tone also depends on 
meteorological and climatological factors such at atmospheric haze, sun an- 
gle, and cloud shadows. Because of the effect of these nonterrain-related 
factors, photo interpretation for terrain evaluation must rely on an analysis of 
relative tone values, rather than absolute tone values. Relative tone values 
are important because they often form distinct photographic patterns that may 
be of great significance in airphoto interpretation. 
The effect of terrain conditions on relative p h o t ~  tone is illustrated in Fig- 
ure 4.6. In the case of bare soils (nonvegetated soi. the lighter-toned areas 
tend to have a topographically higher position, a coarser soil texture, a lower 
soil moisture content, and a lower organic content. Figure 4.6 shows the 
striking mottled tonal pattern typical of fine-textured glacial till soils. The 
tonal differences are caused by differences in sunlight reflection due prin- 
cipall!? to the varying moisture content of the soil. The lighter-toned areas are 
somewhat poorly drained silt loam soils on rises 45 to 1 meter above the 
surrounding darker-toned areas of very poorly drained silty clay loam soils. 
The degree of contrast between lighter and darker-toned bare soils varies 
depending on the overall moisture conditions of the soil, as illustrated in 
Plate VII. 
The sharpness of the boundary between lighter and darker-toned areas is 
often related to the soil texture. Coarser-textured soils will generally have 
sharper gradations between light and dark tones while finer-textured soils 
will generally have more gradual gradations. These variations in tonal gra- 
dients result from differences in capillary action occumng in soils of different 
textures. 
Our discussion of airphoto interpretation for terrain evaluation relates pri- 
marily to panchromatic film because this film type has historically received 
the most use for this purpose. Subtle differences in soil and rock colors can 
be more readily detected using color film as compared with panchromatic 
film and subtle difierences in soil moisture and vegetation vigor can be more 
readily detected using color infrared film. Because there is a wide variety of 
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Figure 4.6 . \i~.llhoto i l l ~ ~ s t r i i t i ~ ~ ~  c~tt(.ct of t v r ~ ; i i ~ ~  c . c > n ~ l ~ t ~ o ~ ~ \  (111 r ~ - I , i t ~ \ ( .  i : t ~ o t o  ~ I I I I ~ . \ .  
bl0itlisrjri (:o1111ty, Iridi~~~ia. 1:16.0W. (CYSDA-ASCS plloto.) 
soil and vegetation colors possible on color and color infrared films, it is not 
possil)le to consider them all here. Therefore, our discussion of photo tone 
will describe tone as the shades of gray seen on panchromatic photographs. 
Persons working with color or color infrared phcbographs of specific gee- 
graphic regions at specific times of the year can work out their own criteria 
for tone and color evaluation following the principles in this chapter. 
Vegetation and Land Use 
Difft-rences in natural or c~~lt ivated vegetation often indicate differences in 
tcnrrain conditions. For example, orcharcls and vineyards are generally located 
on well drained soils, whereas trrick firming activities often take place on 
highly organic soils such as muck and peat deposits. In many cases, ho\vever, 
vegetation itrid land use ohscllre tlifferenccs in terrain conditinns anct thc. 
interpreter must Ile careft11 to draw inferences only from mraningfi~! diner- 
ences in vegetation and land use. 
Figure 4 . 7 ~  shows a very poorly (trained area of org;tnic soils (darker-ton<-ct 
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Figure 4.7 Airphotos illr~stri~tine vt-ec-tation ;ind li1111l I I S ~ .  ~ ~ i ~ t t ~ r ~ ~ s .  ( ( 1 )  \ \ ' I I I ~ C \ ~ I ~ I  
Ct ,~~nty .  \\'isco~~sirl. 11))  Slatlisolt C:trr~n~~, Indiani~. I:23.(K)O. (LISI)A-..\SCS ~>liotos.) 
area running across center  of photo) surrounded by a moderately well drained 
ilwa nf glacir>l till soils. T h e  distinct tliffc*rc-ncc~s in vrgctiltion and  lantl nsV 
on these soils reflect t he  vitriations in tcrri in conditions assnciatrd with thc.se 
soil materials. 
T h e  vegetation cot9t.r in i~grir.l~ltlrritl ;ireas chilngc~s drrrirlp thc. year and. 
chlring thc* sl1nimcr growing season, rlense c l ~ l t i ~ t t c t !  vegc-tatinn commonly 
ol~sc.urcs tonal pattc.rrls clue* to soil cliflkrences. Ficurc- 4 . i h  sIlo\vs ill1 ilrcJit of 
f i~~c*- t~x t i r r~~c l  glilcial till similitr to that sho\vn in F i ~ ~ u r c ~  4.6. The1 soil pitttt.rns 
itre. similitr ;lcross the  cntirc. urrit ol'tht* photogri~ph 1 ~ 1 t  the. \.iiri;itiorls in crop 
pattcq-ns ciuistS it vc2ry diff;.rc=nt irppr.aral\ccb in d i f f t~rcnt  ficlcls. T h e  mottlrrl 
toneb pattern typical of glitcial till is c.lritrI!. scbcn ill  the. Imrc- soil fic*ltls. ~ I I I ~  is 
ol)scurc~cl in the. fic*lds \\.it11 significant crop covcr. 
4.5 THE AIRPHOTO INTERPRETATION PROCES9 
Tli ro l~gh i1n i~nalysis of' the. c~lc*mc.nts of' 11hoto intcq>rc*tittio11 (tol)c,vc~pl~!.. 
rlri~irli~pc- 1,;lttc.m itrl(l  tt.stllrc., c.rosion. ~ ) h o t o  tot~c., \.c-yi*t;ttior~, ;tntl I;~ncl IISI -1 .  
the* photo intcq,rcbtcr citn iclerltify clilh*re~tt c-rriti 11 c-oncli tions ~ I I I ~ I  citrl c1c.tc.r- 
niinc. the. I)ot~ncl;tric*s l)c*t\vc.cv~ them. Initiitlly, p l ~ o t o  i~itc.rl,rc.tc.rs u.ill n(*c.cl to 
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consider carefully each of the above elements individually and in combina- 
tion in order to estimate terrain conditions. After some experience, these 
elements are ofken applied subconsciously as the interpreter develops the 
facility to recognize certain recurring airphoto patterns almost instanta- 
neously. In complex areas, the interpreter should not make snap decisions 
about terrain conditions, but should carefully consider the topography, drain- 
age pattern and texture, erosion, photo tone, vegetation, and land use char- 
t 
acteristics exhibited on the aerial photographs. 
In the remainder of this chapter, we examine each of the principal bedrock 
and transported soil types common on the earth's surface, as well as organic 
deposits. For each of these, we consider geologic origin and formation, soil 
and/or bedrock characteristics, implications for land use planning, and air- 
photo identification using the elements of airphoto interpretation for terrain 
evaluation. Our illttstrations are limited to occurrences in the United States. 
We emphasize the recognition of clear-cut examples of various bedrock and 
transported soil types. In nature, there are many variations to each type. 
Interpreters working in specific localities can use the principles set forth here 
to develop their own photo interpretation keys. 
In cases where distinctions in airphoto appearance must be made for dif- 
ferent climatic sih8ations, we will speak of "humid and "arid climates. We 
will consider humid clitnates to occur in areas that receive 50 cm or more 
rainfall per year and arid climates to occur in areas that receive less than 50 
cm per year rainfall. In the United States, farming without irrigation is fea- 
sible in areas with a rainfall of about 50 cm per year or more. Areas receiving 
less than 50 cm per year rainfall generally require irrigation for farming. 
Even the niost searching and capable airphoto analysis can benefit from 
field verification as the airphoto interpretation process is seldom expected to 
stand alone. The photo interpreter should consult existing topographic, geo- 
logic, and soil maps and should conduct a selective field check. The principal 
benefits of airphoto interpretation for terrain evaluation should be a savings 
in time, money, and effort. The use of airphotr interpretation techniques can 
allow for terrain mapping during periods of unsuitable weather for field map- 
ping and can provide for more efficient field operations. 
4.8 SEDIMENTARY ROCKS 
The principal sedimentary rock types to be considered are sandstone, shale, 
and limestone. Sedimentary rocks arc by far the most common rock type 
exposed at the earth's surface and exteqd over approximately 75 percent of 
the earth's land surface (igneous rocks extend over approximately 20 percent 
and metamorphic rocks over about 5 percent). 
Sedimentary rocks are formed by the consolidation of layers of sediments 
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that have settled out of water or air. Sediments are converted into coherent 
rock masses by lithification, a process that involves cementation and com- 
f 
paction by the weight of overlying sediments. 
Clastic sedimentary rocks are rocks containing discrete particles derived 
i i 
from the erosion, transportation, and deposition of pre-existing rocks and 3 
soils. The nature of the constituent particles and the way in which they are I 5
bound together determine the texture, permeability, and strength of the rocks. t 3 
Clastic sedimentary rocks containing primarily gravel-size particles are called Ii 
conglomer-ate, those containing primarily sand-sized particles are called 
s a d t o n e ,  those containing primarily silt-sized particles are called silt#torre, 
and those containing primarily clay-sized particles are called shrrk. 
Umestone has a high calcium carbonate content and i q  formed from chem- 
ical or biochemical action. Chemically formed limestone results from the 
I 
t 
4 
precipitation of calcium oarbonate from water. Biochemically formed lime- 
stone results fiom chemical processes acting on shells, shell fragments, and 
plant materials. 
The principal sedimeniary rock characteristics that && the airphoto a p  
I j 
pearancv of the terrain are beddfng, jointing, and resistance to erosion. 
Sedimentary rocks are typically stratified or layered as the result of varia- 
tions in the depositio.~al process. The individual strata or layers ate called 
beds. The top and bottom of each bed have more or less distinct surfaces, 
i 
5 
called bedding planes, that delineate the termination of one bed and the 9 
beginning of another with somewhat different ch.uacteristics. Individual beds 
may range in thickness from a few millimeters to many meters. Beds in their 
initial condition usually are nearly horizontal but may be tilted to any angle 
by subsequent movements of the earth's crust. 
Joints are cracks through solid bodies of rock with little or no movement 
parallel to joint surfaces. Joints in sedimentary rocks are primarily perpen- i  2 
dieular to bedding planes and form plane surfaces that may interseq other 3 
joint planes. Several systematic joints coi~sk.ute a joint set and when two or 
more sets are recognized in an area, the overall pattern is called a join* system. 8 i 
Because joints are planes of weakness in rocks, they often form surfaces : I 
clearly visible on aerial photographs, especially in the case of sandstone. 
Streams often follow joint lines and may zig-zag from one joint line to another. i 
The resistance to erosion of sedimentary rocks depends on rock strength, i 
permeability, and solubility. Rock strength depends principally or1 the 1 
strength of the bonding agent holding the individual sediment pcirticies to- t 
gether and on the thickness of the beds. Thick beds of sandstone cemented 
by quartz are very strong and may be used as building materials. Thin beds 
of shale are often so weak that they can be shattered b) hand into flakes and 
plates. Rock permeability refers to the ability of the rock mass to transmit 
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water and depends on the size of the pore spaces between sediment particles 
and on the continuity of their connections. Sandstone is genurally a very 
penneable rock. Shale is usually quite impermeable and water moves prin- 
cipally along joint planes rather than in sediment void spaces. Limestones 
high in calcium mbonate are soluble in water and may dissolve under the 
action of rainfall and ground water movement. 
We first consider the characteristics of sandstone, shale, and limestone, and 
then examine the characteristics of interbedded sedimentary rocks, both hor- 
izontally bedded and tilted. 
Sandstone deposits commonly occur in beds a few meters thick interbedded 
with shale and/or limestone, We discuss such occurrences later in &is section. 
Here we are concerned primarily with sandstone formations about ten meters 
or more in thickness, 
Sandstone beding is often prominent on airphotos, especially when the 
sandstone beds occur over softer, more easily eroded fomtions such as shale. 
Jointing is prominent, with a joint system consisting oftwo or three dominant 
directions. The reststance to emdon varies, depending on the strength of the 
cementing agent. Sandstone cemented with iron compounds and silica is 
typically very strong, whereas sandstone cemented with carbonates is gen- 
erslly quite weak. Since sandstone is very pemaeclble, moot rainfall pemlates 
downward through the rack tather than becoming erosion-producing surfact? 
runoff. Sandstone cemented with carbonates may weaken as percolating 
water dissolves the cementing agent. 
In arid areas, there is seldom a residual soil nwer over sandstone because 
any weathered sand particles are removed by wind erosion. In humid areas, 
the depth of residual soil cover depends on the strength of tbe cementing 
agent, but is commonly less than one meter and seldom more thon two meters. 
The residual soil texture in humid areas depends on the particle size of the 
sandstone and on the strength of the cementing agent. Weakly cemented 
sandstone weathers to sand while residual soils formed from strongly ce- 
mented sandstone may contain some silt and clay. Residual soils are typically 
well drained to excessively drained sand, loamy sand and sandy loam. 
Areas of massive sandstone beds with a reddual soil cover are commonly 
undeveloped because of a combination of their typically rugged topography 
and shallow depths to bedrock. Buried sandstone strata are often an excellent 
ource of groundwater for both individual homeowners and municipalities. 
Well-cemented sandstone rock is often used as building stone for residential 
construction. 
Airphoto identification of Horizontally Bedded Sanddone. Topogr(~plt~/:  
I3oltl, ~n;ts\ivc*. rc.l;~tivc.ly fl;lt-topl~c~l I~ i l l s  \$.it11 ~ ~ c . i ~ r l \ .  \:c.rticitl o r  \.cnr!. 
stc.c.1) Ilillsiclc~s. Drrritlrrg.,r;: (:o;trst.-tc-xt~~rcatl, joint-controllc.d, n~:)dific.cl 
dc-rlclritir. ~) i t t t rm;  o f t c .~~  it rc~~t;uijir~l;tr p;tttc.r11 c.i~~~sc.cl I)!. I ~ c ~ r p c ~ ~ ~ t ~ i c ~ ~ ~ l i ~ r  
tlirtwtions of joint scnts. Erosion: Fc\rv ~11l1ic.s; 1'-slli~pc.(I i f  prc'sc~nt in 
rt*sicl~~irl soil. I'lroto tortcl: C.c*nc*ri~ll!. ligl~t-ton(-(1 (111c. t o  light rock color 
;\nd c*sr.cllc-~lt intc.rnill tlritini~gc. of'l)oth rc*sitlt~i~l soil i ~ r i t l  s i~~~r l s tonc*  ro k. 
Ih-dtlish sil~idstorlc~ in itritl i rrc-;~~ III;I>. pllotogritl~h tvitll ;I sori~c.\vl~itt l;rrk 
torlc* on p i ~ ~ l c l ~ r o ~ i i ; ~ t  ic f I111..A tl(*r~sch trcbcn co\*cer o$-cBr s i r ~ ~ ( I s t o ~ l e ~  in I I I I I I ~ ~ ~ !  
itrc.i\s gc.~lc*r;rll! illrpcs;rrs tlitrk. 1,111 in this c.irscb thc. i ntc.rl>rc.tr.r is Iookir~g 
;tt tllc. trc.r* ciu~ol>y riltl1c.r tllirn the. soil or rocsk s~~rfitcc.. \'c*gc+tr~tiorl ( r t t t l  
Innrl rrscl: Sl)itrsc> vcbgc-tittioti in itrit! itrcbils. ( :otn~i~o~~l!.  forc*stc~tl it) h ~ ~ ~ n i ~ l  
;Irr6;rs its rc.sitlr~;tl soil is too \vcllI t l r ;~i~~r.r l  t c ~  s ~ ~ l ) p o r t  c.ro1)s. 111 i t  1111111icl 
clinli~tc-. Hat-toppc-cl S ~ I I ~ ~ ! S ~ O I I ~ .  ri(l cbs \vith ;I lr)c.ss cot.c.r (Sc.ctio11 4.91 ;trcb 
oltc.11 f;~rmc.tl. O th r r :  S i t~~( ls to~ic* is so~ilc-tin1c.s ~l~ist;tkt-lil\.  i(lz~~~tific-cl its 
gritnitc. (Stsct ion 4.7). 
Figure 4.8 I l l ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ l l \  I ~ t ~ c l ~ l ~ t I  \ 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  111 . I I I  ,11111 I I I ~ I , I I ~ . .  L l l ) ~ ~ ~ l l t . ~ ~ l  ( 1 111. 4(.1>- 
1t.1111tt.r 1072, I :2O.(MM). I 1'M;S l ~ l ~ t a t t ~ \ ,  ?+tg.rt.t~ct,~~~t. 1 

Figure 4.10 1 l l ~ l l ~ l l t l t l ~ l l ~  O t . , l , I t . ( l  ~ . I I I ~ I \ I ~ ~ I I ~  1 1 1  1 1 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 4 1  I I I I I . I I ~  \ I (  ht . I I I  ( :111111t\ .  
t ~ l . l l l l ~ ~ ~ ~ . i l ~ ~ , ~ .  ( ) c , t t ~ l ) ( - r  llI5U. 1 . . i ,$,.$(M). l\'S1l:\-~\S( IS l ~ ! ~ t ~ t ~ ~ \ .  S!~,~( .~IL! I , I I I I .~  
Shale 

Figure 4.12 I I I O I I ~ ~ I I I I . I I I \  I I I  ( I t 1 1  t l  * 1 1 . 1 1 1  1 1 ,  . I  ! I I I : I I I ~ ~  ! I I I I . ~ ~ ~  I ~ I I I ~ I I  1 1 1 1 t 1 1  ( l l t l l l t ~ .  \,.\I 
1 1 . 1  . I . \ .  I I I I I ( *  100 .1 .  I . : i f?. . l (Ml.  ( I ' S I  1.4- \4( '\ r > l ~ t ~ t # , \  S t t . r r . ~ ~ c r , ~ ~ ~ t .  1  
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seen in various portiocs of the ,ihotograph is caused by differences in the 
residual soil texture and moist.11rc. conditions resulting from variations in the 
composition of the individual shde beds. The residual soils here are mad- 
crately well drained shaly silt loam 50 to 100 cIn deep over shde bedrock. 
Limestone 
Limestone coiisists mainly of calci.1 arbuoatc, which is soluble in water. 
Limestone that contains a significant arri ~u:, of calcium carbonate and niag- 
nesium carbonate (or calcium lnagnesiurir carbonate) is d i e d  dolomitic lime- 
stone, or dolomite, and is less soluble in water. Limestone occilrs throughout 
the world. An urea of very soluble limestone occurs in the United States in 
a region spanning portions of Indiana, Kentucky, and Tennessee. 
Limestone bedding is generally not prominent on airphotos unless the 
limestone is interbedded with sandstone or shale. Jointing is strong and de- 
termines the location of many of the pathways for subsurface drainage. How- 
ever, jointing is genentlly not prominent on airpliotos of limestone in a huinid 
climate. The resistance to erosion varies, depending on the solubility i ~ n d  
jointing of the rock. Since calcium carbonate is soluble in water, many iirne- 
stone areas have been severely eroded by rainfall and groundwater action. 
The ground surface in areas of soluble limestone in humid climates is 
typically dotted with literally thousands of roughly-circular depressions 
called sinkholes. They form when surface runoff drains vertically through tLle 
rock along joint planes and the intersections of joint planes, gradually en- 
larging the undewound drainageways by solution and causirrg the ground 
surface to collapse and form sinkholes. 
There is generally only a shallow residual soil cover over lin~estone in arid 
areas where limestone often caps ridges and plateaus. In humid areas, the 
depth of residual soil cover is extremely variable and depends on the amount 
of solution weathering.  general!^, residual soil depth ranges from hvo to four 
meters for soluble limestone (which typically occurs as valleys or plains) and 
is somewhat lcss for dolomite (which may cap ridgr and plateaus). Tilt 
residual soil in humid areas contains a great deal of clay. Soil textures of clay, 
silty clay, clay loam, and silty clay loam are tcmmon. Soils are often well 
drained, except in sinkhole bottoms, due to soil structure and solution open- 
ings in the underlying rock. If these soils are extensively disturbed by human 
activity-such as subJivision development-soil drai~lage can becorne very 
paor. 
Although limestone areas may be generally satisfactory for urban devel- 
opment, there are limiting cl~aracteristics that must be carefully considcred. 
Because the residual soils contain a great deal of clay, they arc relatively poor 
fourrdation soils. Often, it will be necessary ta locate foundations directly on 
Figure 4-33 f!ori~o~tt . t l l !  l)(-!i[!(~l 401111111~ li~iic.\tt)~)i. i l l  ,I 1 1 1 1 r t l i t l  ~ .11 :11i t t t  . l I . ~ r r i ~ o . ~  
( : ~ I I I I I ~ \ . .  11l[lii111;~. \I.I>. IHfjO. I :?O.O(W). t C'SI).I\-..\SCS photos. Stcsrc.o~rc~n~. t 
lx*dn)ck for proper I)ttildinc srrplmrt. h l tho r l~ l l  the soils :arr \vr.ll rlr;~inf.r! in 
a nahlriil cotlditic>n. there inay hr :>mhlc*ms with septic tank opcr;ition I>c~c.a~~sr~ 
o f  a lo\v perrloli~tiorl riltts in tl,c. t l i s t ~ ~ r b r t l  soil. Grorlrltl\viitt.r Init! Iw difficrllt 
to lorate and  may I)e very "liarti." In aclliition, cffitrent from septic tilnks caa 
o f t m  cont;lmin;~te thc. gro~~nd\vatc.~. .  T11c.r~ is r~s t l i~ l  Is c.on~iclt~riil)lt- v;lriation 
in topogr~phy.  depth  to  ht-tlrock, and soil tlniini~gc. ~.iinclitions, rcvlrririne can3- 
fir1 soil:: t*x~)loriition anti r n a p l ~ i ~ r g  1)t.f re dcv t~ lop tn rn t  proct-rrl5. Sirrkhole 
collapse 11nt1r.r he;~v>. loads sr1c.h ns c.or~stnlr.ti:)n t.cl~r~l)mc>nt. l~igIl\;,;,~s arltl 
airport ntn\irays i . ~  a st.riorrs prol)ltvn in some litnc1stonth ;ITC~US. 
Airphoto Identification of Horizontally Bedded Limestone. T l ~ i s  tlis- 
~ t r \ \ i t ~ n  rt,!(~rs to \ ( I ~ I I ~ ~ c -  I i t i l t \ t o l ~ ( *  ill h i r ~ i l ~ ( l  c'I i1n;att'5. T o p o ~ r ( ~ p l l ~ ~ :  .A 
gently rolling ~111fiice I)mken by  ntrmemus ronghly-cirr.rllar sinkholtas 
that itre h p i ~ a l l ) ~  3 to  15 rn in depth  and 5 to .W m in diitmt-ter. Drt~inncr: 
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Flgun 4.14 Schematic diagram showing the physiographic expression of' horizontal I 
and tilted sedimentary rwk strata (Original drawn by A. N. Strdhler [17].) 2 
Centripetal drainage into individual sinkholes. Very few surface streams. 
Surface streams from adjacent landforms or rock types may disappear 
underground via sinkholes when streams reach the limestone. Erosion: 
Gullies with gently rounded cross sections develop in the fine-textured 
C residual soil. Tone: Mottled tone due to extensive sinkhole develop 
ment. Vegetation and land use: Typically farmed, except for sinkhole 
bottoms that are oftell wet or contain standing water a portion of the 
t 
year. Other: Limestone with extensive sinkhole development might be 
I mistakenly identified as ablation till (Section 4.10). DGlomitic limestone 
f is more difficult to identify than soluble limestone. It is generally well 
drained and has subtle sinkholes. 
* 
Figure 4.13 shows horizontally hedded wluble limestone in a humid cli- 
mate. Note the extensive sinkhole development (up to 40 sinkholes per 
square kilometer are present) and the compiete lack of surface streams. The 
residual soils here are well drained silty clzy loam and silty clay 1.5 to 3 m 
deep over limestone bedrock. 
lnterbedded Sedimentary Rocks 
Rock forn~ntions \vitli nltt-rr);tti~~g I;i!x.rs of clifhrcmt *;c.dirnt-rlt;in. roc.li h.llc.5 
itrrh rill lcxc! itltc.rl~c.i/(/c,d .ur.dir~~e,ti t n q  roc.ks. TIIV a p ~ ~ c ~ ; t r ; u ~ c - t ~  of tlic. rcas~~lting 
t (* r r ; t i~~  ( I c -pc~~ds  on t11c- t l~ ich~ir -ss  o l ~ t l i t *  ! ) t ~ ? \  , i~ id  t l i t~ir  ;tttitt~(lfb (horizo11t;tI or  
ti1tt.d). . is  illrtstr;~tt.tl in Fici~rc- 4.1-1, 1iorizont;tl .itr;it;i (11' (!iff;-rin~ rt.\ist;~ncc~ 
to c,rt)sion r t~*; t~l t  in ;I c i ; ~ i r - . ; t c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ d  tt*rr;tin, ofic*ti \\.it11 strc.pl! incisc~d ctrcb;i~n\. 
;tntl !;)ltlcd str;tt;~ r c s~ t l t  in a qcricbs o f  lincwr. often c . l ~ n . i n ~ ,  ritlqc..; ;lutl \,allc.!..;. 
l'hc. rt:<istnnt stratit that film1 plutt.;trls ; ~ r ~ t l  ridges ;trca t!-l,ic*;tll!. 5;111(lc;torlc. in 
I i ~ ~ t i i i ( l  r i~ i~ ; t t c~s  i n d  r;;i~iclstont~ or  l i r i i ~ ~ r ; t ( ~ r ~ ( ~  ill ;tritl c.lin1;ttt.s. 
Airphoto identification of Horizontally Bedded lnterbedded Sedimen- 
tary Rocks. Tol)o~rcip\r!l: \\'lit-r~ ro\i\t:t11! str;~t;r ;trta o r 1  t!~(. 11rc1t.r 01' !O 
~lic-t t~r\  or. morcB in tI i ickr~(~\s.  i1 (li\tinct \t;iir-stt-p~)(.d t('rr;tit~ is e-viclc~~t 
Figure 4.16 fiorizoi~t;~l!y I)IY!(IcYI W I I ( I \ ~ O I I Y  o\:-I- \ I I ~ I I C &  111 ,111 ..r111 I I I I I I . I I I > .  J loi~te- 
X I I I I I L ~  C : ~ ~ I I I I ~ ~ ,  C~~~or i~(!o .  S(yte111I)cr 15NG. 1 :32,(Mh). I l.'SC;S 1)ht)to~. S t~ r t . t~gr , t t~~ . )  
on the. photographs. \Vhcn the thickness of resistitnt striitii is only a few 
meters, the terriiin will hc* stair-stepped, 1 ~ 1 t  slope changes may I>e dif- 
ficult to o1wcn.r nn aiqjhr~tos iit co~nmonly  r~ti l izcd scales (I:2O,OOO iintl 
srnal1t.r). In  hnmid climates. top~gr i tphic  difTc.rc*nces I)et\veen thcb tcrrai11 
on difi'crent rock types are  typically more sr11>cit1ctl han in arid clirniites. 
I > r n i n ~ g i ~ :  Typic i~i ly  rlt.ndritic, wit!] clensity tlc.trrminctl 1)y rc-lativc. 
amounts of sanclstonc. silale, and  lin-:estonc. I:rosion: \'aries \vith resid- 
ual soi! type. Photo tottr. rcgc'tcltiot~. nrrci lrrnd rrsc7: I)ifirc.nc.c~s i r l  p l ~ > t c ~  
tone thiit iippeiar as c o ~ ~ t o r ~ r s  on hi1 lsitlcs oftcn hr.1:) iicccBn tr~iitr. t h e  prcns- 
cbnce of tlini*rc*nt sc*clii~~e~itiir?. I)eds. Thf..;e tnniii c1ifTc.renc.c-s rnr~\. I>(* 
~+;i:~stld I)\' diffc~rt-:1ct~s in vi.getation Wpc and  vigor ovcnr different rock 
h p e s ,  o r  by c!if'fi.rcrlccs in rock ;and rcsitlrliil soil cover in non\.egcbt;~teci 
;ircB;is. Fizllrc' 1.12 i l lr~str~itc~d hiintlinp t l r ~ e  to  difTere11c.e~ in crop grn\\.th 
ovcv shale l>c-cls of v a n i n p  rrsidu:il snil t r~xture iintl moistrlrc conclitions. 
In n s i~n i l a r  f ~ s h i o n ,  sandstnnr ant1 \hide interheiltlt-d in a l i r~mid c l i l ~ ~ n t e  
Figure 4.17 I ~ I I I I L ~ I I I I ~ I I I \  )t.11clt.11 \ , I I I ~ ~ ~ ~ I I I I ( ~  . I I I I I  kl1.111. i l l  .I ~ I ~ I I I I ~ { I  . ! I I I I . I ~ ~ * .  <;rt~c~ti 
C ; I I I I I I ~ ~ .  I ' . I ~ I I \ >  I\.:IIII;I. 41tgt:\t 1958. 1 :JO.S(Ml. (L'Sl>:\-.4S(:S pl~oto\. Sttart t)gr;1111.) 
116ight have it forest cover over thc  sands tor it^ a n d  irgricr~lt~~r;t l  I ~ntl Ilse 
o\,cr the* sliitlc. I n  ;itldition, in i l g r i c ~ ~ l t l ~ n ~ l  ;areas, strip fanning and con- 
tour plo\viriL! car1 hc.11, acctsnh~;~tc- the  appearancr ol'ho~izontall:. i)t.d(;tbtl 
sc.dimc~ntarl\ rocks. al thor~eli  t 1n11st I>e rt.r.ogrlizrtl t11;lt cli;~ngc.s in strip 
crop' (lo not rlc.c.rus;~ril!. occllr iit tlir c1i~ngt.s I~c.t\vc.c.n rock t\.pes. Otllpr: 
Horizontially 1)c.tltlcrl s ;~nt ls tont~ over  shale is sometimes nlistakcnly 
id(-r~tificmtl ;IS flood I)i~salt over sh;ilc. (Scctiori 3.7). 
Figrrrc 4.15 sho\vs 1io1izont;illy I ) ~ ~ c l t l c ~ c l  silridstonc~ o\.chr slialc~ in it11 arid 
climatr. (11ear iirvii slio\vn in Figure 4.15). Sotc. the, ~i~~riic.rorrs itltc.nlations of 
layc~rs of sandstotlc and  shale in the  citp rock t!i;~t is ~~nrlerl i t in I)y sc~ft s1i;rlt~. 
1);lttc-rn. Two tlistirict light-tor~ccl I)c.tls of resist;tr~t s;iri(lstonc. \\.it11 ;I thin \ I ~ i r l t .  
1)etl 1)t~tu.cc.n t11t.m forin thv ciip rock anti itre. ~~rlclcrl;tin I)! Itsss rc.sist;tnt 
tlurkchr-tonc~d 1)c.d~ of' slialc*. The. fi)rc.\t covcUr is grc1utc.r th;tn \v0111(1 1ior111;111\ 
4.6 SEDIMENTARY ROCKS ms 
Flgurm 4.18 Schematic diagram showing topographic forms associated with tilted 
sedimentar! rock strata. (a From Thornbury [IBI; b original drawn by E. Raisz [7]; 
c original drawn by A. N. Strahler [17].) 
be expected on sandstone in an arid climate (the area shown receives 45 cm 
per year rainfall) because the plateau is covered with loess, a fertile wind- 
deposited silt (Section 4.9). 
Figure 4.16 shows horizontally bedded sandstone over shale in an arid 
climate (near Figure 4.15). Note the numerous alternations of layers of sand- 
stone and shale in the cap rock that is underlain by soft shale. 
Figure 4.17 shows horizontally bedded sandstone arid shale in a humid 
clirnate. Here, the alternating beds of sandstone and shale Are relatively thin 
and slope changes on hillsides a n  be seen by careful inspection of the ster- 
eogram, The relief is more rugged than would be expected for shale and less 
rugged than for sandstone. The drainage texture is codrser than for shale and 
finer than for sandstone. There are more forested amc> than would be ex- 
pected for shale and more agricultural land than for sandstone. These obser- 
vations lead the interpreter to conclude that sandstone alrd shale are present 
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Figure 4.19 R;lcl;lr irn;lgt- illl~stri~tirlg f~~ldi -d  \ t ~ ~ l i ~ t l ( ~ ~ ~ t i t n  rock4 il l  ;I I I I I I I I ~ I ~  i.lil~li~ti*. 
011c. l1 i t ;c  \ l~ )~~ l l t ;~ i~ l ' i .  I>(. F"lor(* (:o1111t\,. O~I;LIII)III;I. : 70.000. (S.4S.4 it~i;lilc..) 
in ror~ghly cclr~nl amounts. Nr~merorls tonnl diffcrenccs ciln I)e sc-c8n i ~ s  h~llsitlc. 
cnntor~rs,  inrlicnting t h e  horizontal natrlrcS of the  l~ecltlina. 
\'e rc4c.r to srdinient;rp~ rncks that have Iwen foltled o r  witrpetl from thc-ir 
origin;il horizont;ll In-d(linc plitnrs iI$ tiltcrl sc~dimc*n!rrrrl rocks. F i a r ~ r e  4.18 
iilr~striitc~s how tiltcsrl sc-(linic.nti~n. rocks can form lincar r i d ~ e s  a n d  \*irlle>.s 
with oc.cr~rrc~ricc.s of fi)ltlctl IIC-dcling convtsx r~p\vi~rd  rt*krrc*tl to as r ~ n t i c l i t ~ c * ~  
;lntl those* of fijltlccl I)c*tltlirlg convcbs do\vn\vilrd ;IS s!/nclinc~s. \Irhc.n tllc Ion- 
gitr~tlin;il axes of ;rnticli~~t*s ; i r d  sync1i1lt.s a re  I~orizont;~l ,  rit1pc.s of ri.sist;trlt 
s t ~ t l i r l ~ e ~ ~ t a n  rock c;111 nln pilrallel for nlitny ki1olnc.tc.r~ (Figr~rc* 3.1Nrj ). \\'hen 
1.11~. ;ixc*s ;lrcu p l r~nging.  ri(1pc.s cr~n.c. in a zig-z;~g fashion. ;1r i l l~~st ra tc~cl  in 
Figrlrc. 4.181~. 
The trrnls strike and  dill iirc used to i~ldiciitc. thc- tlirc*ctic~rl a n d  i ~ t n o r ~ n t  of 
inclinatiiln of tilted sc.tlinic*nt;~ry hecls. As ill:~ctr;rted in F i g r ~ r r  3. I&*, a hori- 
zontal lint along thcl I>e~tls gives tht. d i rcr t ion  c!f strikc, (convcntionitll!~ ex- 
prc*qscd as  il ci)mpitss rlircbction!. The. cirrvrtiorr of clip is ~>e~ lx .n~ l i c r~ l ; t r  to tlrc. 
clirt*ction o f  strike and points downslopc. 'rhc.ui~:r~riiit c!f dill is t h c  incliniition 
of the  I)c*ds fioni tlic Ilorizontal, nic*ii~rlred i ~ l o n g  t h e  tlircnction of c!ip. If' wcB 
a s s r ~ m c ~  that t h c ~  ritlnc*r in F in r~re  4.1%. rrln S\\'-SE. wtB \vor~ld s;p. that the- 
clircsction of strikt* of'tllcb I,eclr is Mi'-SE i~ncl the  clirt~ction of clip of t l lc*  I)t.tl\ 
2.3 1 
is SE. Thc* anlor~rlt of (lip of thch  I>c*ds is i~l jor~t  10 dvKrc.c.s. Sir~cc. the1 dirc.ction 
of' strikc ;tntl clip ;Ires pc*q~entlicr~lar. \vcn r.o~rl(l li~ll!, cl~~l;cril)cb tllc* ;~ttitrlde of' 
thclsc I)c.rls ;is clipping to thc S E  ;rt 10 clc*grc*c*s. 
Airphoto Identification of Tilted lnterbedded Sedimentary 
Rocks. Topogrul~ir!~: A svric-s of' s t r i~~ght  o r  c l~n, i r lg  riclgc-s. Drcritlcrgr,: 
A trc.liis dr;t in;r~t~ p;rttc*m with rnitjor strcsa~ns I I I I ~ I ~ ~ I \ E  iilorlg v;iIIc~y I)ot- 
tonls i~ntI sc*contli~n strcli~~ns flo\vinp tlo\vn d i p  ;ant1 sc.;rq> slopcsl; ; ~ n d  
joininji thc* 1ni1jor ~ t r t ~ i l ~ l i s  at  richt ;inglr.s, ;IS sho\vn in Fiar~r t -  4.IHr.. 
I.:n)sion: \'irric.l; \vitli rc*sidlli~l soil t!ppe*. Photo to t~c :  \';rric*\ writ11 rock 
e p c .  \'rgrlrrlion nnc! I~tld rrsr: l ' i~rics \vith rock t\.pc.; ;I t\.l)ic;ll occllr- 
rclnr.cs for ti1tc.d seclinic.ntiary rocks in ;I hr~micl ar tq  \vor~lcl I)r f;jrc.l;tc*cl 
s;rntlstonc> riclgt-s i~ntl  ff~rlned shale \+alleys. 
! ii.:li;/?:;l;, J j . 9 . , J ; i ;  j, > 
UJ' Pi-)( (-)l .,I I , ,  .! .,. 
,. * 
a ' j  
' .- . )  
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Figure 4.19 is a radar image (Chapter 9) illustrating a plunging anticline 
and syncline in a humid climate. The linear forested bands are sandstone 
ridges that fonn an anticline at the top portion of the image and a syncline 
at the bottom portion. Note that in a plunging anticline, the beds dip away 
from the axis of the fold, whereas in a plunging syncline, the beds dip toward 
the axis of the fold. 
Figure 4.20 shows a tightly folded anticline in an arid climate. The anti- 
cline is composed of alternating beds of sandstone (ridges) and shale (valleys) 
that dip outward from the center of the anticline. 
Figure 4.21 is a stereo-triple1 showing an anticline in a humid climate. The 
anticline is a wooded ridge consisting of sandstone with some interbedded 
shale. In the right-hand stereopair, the beds are dipping to the right; in the 
left-hand pair to the left. The soils on the wooded anticline are well drained 
stony silt loam 1.0 to 1.5 m deep over sandstone and shale bedrock. Soils :n 
the farmed portion of the central valley and the farmed area to the right of 
the anticline are moderately well drained silt loam and silty clay loam 1.0 to 
2.5 m deep over shale bedrock. Soils on the wooded hills near the bottom 
center of the figure are well drained sandy loam 30 to 50 cm deep over 
sandstone. 
4.7 IQNEOUS ROCKS 
Igneous rocks are formed by the cooling and consequent solidification of 
magma, a molten mass of rur:k material. Igneous rocks are divided into two 
groups: intrusive and extrusive. Intrusiue igneous rocks are formed when 
magma does not reach the earth's surface but solidifies in cavities or cracks 
it has made by pushing the surrounding rock apart, or by melting or dissolving 
it. Extrusive igneous rocks are formed when magma reaches the ground sur- 
face. 
Intrusive igneous rocks cu~mmonly occur in large masses in which the mol- 
ten magma has cooltd very slowly and solidified into large crystals. The 
crystal grains interlock closely to produce a dense, strong rock that is free of 
cavities. Erosion of overlyirtg materials exposes intrusive igneous rocks. 
f 
, Extrusive igneous rocks occur as various volcanic forms, including lava 
j flows, lava cones, cinder and spatter cones, tuff cones. and volcanic ash de- 
i posits. These rocks have cooled more rapidly than intrusive rocks and can- 
1 sequently have smaller crystals. 
i 
! 
t Figun 4.21 Tilted interluddrrl sandstone and shale (anticline) in a humid climate. 
f L ~ m n  County, Arkansas, January 1961. 1:32,,00. (USDA-ASCS photos. Stereo-triplet.) 
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I 
flOun 4.22 !khemaHc dinmm illurtrPtinn granitic. care und upw-d wdimntruy 
mku, Black Hills, South Dukalu. (Original drnwn by A. N. Stnrhlet [ 171.) 
6 Intrusrve igneous rocks range from granite, a light-colored, cworsc-grained 
rock consisting prfncipully s f  qwtz and feldspar, to d b m ,  a dnrkalcrred, 
E cwrse-grained rock consisting principally of ferromagnesian minerals arrd 
f E
f feldspar. Thcre ue many intrusive igneous rocks intermediate between grnn- 
t Cz ite and gabbm in coinpition,  such as gnmadiarite and diorite. We cwnsider 
only the broad clus of intrusive igneous mdrs d l &  grundtk ruck.. a tenn 
uled to describe any emme-grained, iightfolaed, Intrusive igneous mck. 
Cmnitic rocks typically a c u t  u luge mrrses such as the Stern Nevaclu 
Mountains and the Blu* Hills of South Dakota. Figure 4.22 illustrntes the 
a r u m n c e  of granite in the Black Hfllr. The intrusive m u s  has warped the 
overlying d imenbuy m k r  upwud and rulueguent emion has lea a mntral 
area of crystalline m k r  rurmundcd by tilted sedimentary mcks The intense 
heat atid pressure of the magma altered HYM of the sedimentmy rocks into 
a n~eternorphic rock known as rhirt .  The central pan cnnhins granitic rocks. 
Granitic meks occur as masgive, unbe&d formations. They are ohen 
strongly fractured into a series of lmgulaily oricntt-d Joint. us s nsult of 
moling tram a molten state andfor pressure wlief u overburden i s  rhled. 
Granitic m k s  have a high nrfr tunn t:, rmrlon. As they weather, they tend 
to break or peel in concentric sheets through a pmnss called exfoliation. 
In arid .nu, the depth of residual roil cover over gnnitjc M n w k  is t y p  
ically very thin (less than H meter), except in fracture zones when. It may h, 
thicker. In humid areu, the depth to hcdtack i s  typically i to 2 meter.. The 
residual soil texture in humid ueu is typienlly loamy sand, sandy :(urn, or 
sandy clay loam. Granitic racks yield essrntlnlly no water, n n p t  in fracture 
zones. Limited water m y  be avdlrable from the sandy roil above the solid 
rwk. 
Areas of massive granitic rocks with miduh! soil a v e r  me typically not 
well suited to u h  development bust of: ,urnbinittion of rugged topa- 
nphy, shallow depth to bedrock, md p r r  groundwater supply. 
Alrphoto lden~llaatlon of O n n M  Ilocb. Topoprapby: Massive, 
rounded, unkddcd, domelike hills with variable summit elevations 
and steep side s l a p s .  Often strongly jointed with .n imgu lu  and some- 
times gently curving pattern. joints my form topographic depressions 
in wvhieh mil and vegetation sccumulnta m d  along which water tends 
to Row. D r u i ~ g e  and emrbn: Come-textured dendritic pattern with 
w tendency for streams to curve around the h e r  of dome-like hills. 
ScconQy drainage chrrnnelr form along joints. Few gullies. excrpt in 
u n s  of deeper residua! soil. Photo tune: Light-totted due tu light m k  
color. Darker-toned in depressions which form dong joints. Vegetation 
and l a d  u r :  Sparse vegetation in an mid climate. M e n  Cnrstd with 
some bare rock outrmpr in a humid climate. Vegetation m y  be con- 
centrated in depressions that form along some joints. Other: Granitic 
racks am sometimes rni~takenly ideirtificd as hori~.ontally bedded und- 
stone (%Zion 4.6). The prlndpa! diRerencvs in uirphoto identification 
of gmnltlc mpks Venus sandstone cun be summarized as follows. (1) 
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AIRPHOTO INTERPRETATION FOR TERRAIN EVALUATION 
Seveml basic volcanic forms are recognized. 
Strato uokanoes (also called composite volcanoes) are steepsideil, cone- 
shaped, volcanoes composed of alternating layers of lava and pymlastic ma- 
terials. The leva is typically andesitic or rhyolitic and side slopes can be 30 
degrees or more. Many strato volcanoes are gracefill wnes of striking beauty 
and grandeur. Each of the following mountains is a strato volcano: Lassen 
(California), Shasta (California), Hood (Oregon), Ranier (Washington), Fuji- 
yama (Japan), Vesuvius (Italy), and Kilinlanjaro (Tanzania). 
Shield uolcanoes (also called Hawaiian-type volcanoes) are broad, gently 
sloping volcanic cones of flat domical shape built chiefly of overlapping 
basaltic lava flows. Side slopes generally range from about 4 to 10 degrees. 
The Hawaiian volcanoes, such as Haleakala, Mauna Kea, Mauna Loa, and 
Kilauea, are shield volcanoes. 
Flood basalt (also called plateau basalt) consists of large-scale eruptions of 
very fluid basalt that build broad, nearly level plairrs, some of which are at 
high elevation. Extensive flood basalt flows form the Columbia River and 
Snake River plains of the northwest United States. 
Airphoto Identification ot Lava Flows (excluding Flood Basalt). 
Topography: A series of tongue-like flows that may overlap and in- 
terbed, ofien with associated cinder and spatter cones. Viscous lavas 
(andesite and rhyolite) form thick flows with prominent, steep edges. 
Fluid lavas (basalt) form thin flows, seldom exceeding 15 m in thickness. 
Drainage and erosion: Lava is well drained internally and there is sel- 
dom a well-developed drainage pattern. Photo tone and oegetation: The e 
color of unweathered, unvegetated, lava is dark-toned in the case of f 
basalt, medium-toned for andesite, and light-toned for rhyolite. In gen- 
eral, recent unvegetated flows are darker-toned than weathered, vege- 
tated flows. Land use: Recent flows are seldom farmed or developed. 
Figure 4.25 shows a viscous lava flow that emanated from Mt. Shasta, Cal- 
ifornia. This flow is 60 m thick and has a 25 degree slope on its front face. 
Figure 4.26 shows basaltic lava flows wit11 a six degree slope on the south- 
west flank of Mauna Loa, a 4200 m high (above sea level) active shield volcano 
on the island of Hawaii. The darker-toned, unvegetated areas are lava flows 
dating to 1907 (center of figure) and 1887 (lower portion of figure). The sur- 
rounding lighter-toned, sparsely vegetated areas are older flows. The recwnt 
flows have a rough surface, excessive internal drainage, and essentially no 
soil cover or vegetation. This area receives an annual rainfall of 125 cm, but 
the terrain is dry because of the excessive drainage and strong winds. Note 
the extensive subdivision being carved into these lava flows in a grid pattern 
with no apparent sensitivity to terrain conditions and no apparent consider- 
<--.--- - 
Figure 4.25 \ ' I - . .~~ I I ,  I.I\,I l l ~ ! \ \  1 1 1  .III . c ~ ~ c l  r 1 1 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 . .  I \ ~ I \ I I I I  ( .IIIIIII!. ( . . I I I I I I I I I I~ I .  :\IICII\~ 
I L J : ~ .  I : , ~ , ~ , , < O ( ~ .  (L sl):\-:\s(:s l~llc,t,l,. S t , ~ ~ , ~ l l i ~ ~ . l l l l . ~  
atloll of  tllr. ! i l t ~ ~ r ~ *  volr.anic ;lctiviQ. that \\ill some <lily c o \ w  the  arcb:\ (IS t h i ~  
s~~l j ( l i \ . i s io~i .  
P!,roclastic m;~tr*rials inclr~cle cindrrs.  s1,attc.r. ;ir~tl ash \vhich form c in rk r  
c o ~ ~ c ~ s ,  spatter r .o~it~s.  ; i ~ i c l  tufl'cones. 
C i t ~ d c ~ r s  are irrc.g~~l;tr. spnnjiy fragnicnts of la\,a. approximately 4 to 32 ninl 
in ?:ize. e j r ~ t c d  t)y \.c)lc;~riic. explosions. Cinders  a r c  IISII;IJ&. solic! ( c . o n I ~ d )  
v..hcbn rhc.!. strike the  pro1111d ancl fonli c i t ~ d c r  cnncs (stec.p-sitlr~d, cor~t*-sl;apetl 
llills of c-inders that Iiavc. piled ~ r p  aror~ncl volcanic \.c.nts ). Cindcr  c - o ~ ~ c s  itre 
~ i s ~ i a l l y  Icss than 300 m high ancl typic;tIIy Iiavc a t~o\vl  nr  f i ~ n n f ~ l  shapchd 
depression (crater) at t he  summit. Side slopc*s are  hpical ly  vc2n smooth, rln- 
less ernrlecl, ant1 stand at t he  n i ~ t l ~ r a l  ngle of rcpose of loost. cinclc.rs. Lava 
flo\vs oftc~n issue from ncar the  1j;lse of cintlchr concs. 
S,,ottrnr is volcanic c.ject;\ tliro\vn 011t in ;i v t y t  fluid condit ion wi th  fr;tfi- 
mcnts tll;it rvnlain p;~rtly fluicl \vll(.n they strikr* the. gror~nd.  so that they flatten 
orrt and ottc.n stick togvther. Spatter forms .\pclftc*r c.onc2.s (siec~p-?iitlr.cl cones 
I,r!ilt by thc  a c c ~ ~ m u l ; ~ t i o n  of sp:~ttc.r). S1)attc.r contss arc snlitllcr i ~ n d  sttbt.pcr- 
side-cl than c.indrr cones. t>.pic,tlly less t l im 15 rn high. itrid ;ire- often fo l~nd  
;tlo~?ji \.oIc.;~nic rift zc,ncTs (hijihly f rnc t~~re t l  linc.ilr I,c*lts on  thc  flanks of vol- 
canoes). La\,a fio\vs oft(-n issllt. froni nc3ar t h c  l)asr of spi~t ter  coric8c. 
\ 'nlwnic os l~  consists of fint.-gri~ine.cI volca~lic c.ject;~, 4 mnl o r  stnullrr in 
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Figure 4.26 R,c \ , t l t l t  1 , t t . t  t I t ~ . \ .  \ I1i111t . \  1.011 \ < ~ l t . t 1 1 1 , .  l'l.111t1 191  l l . t \ \ . t 11 .  \1.11(11 I!)fi5. 
1 ..Vi.4of). L7Sll:\-.,1S(;S photo\. S ~ ~ * ~ I ~ I ) ~ I . I ~ I I . )  
size. Consolidated volcanic ash is calletl ttrxf. which forms tuff conc*.~ arorlnd 
volcanic vents. Tuff cones a r e  relatively rlncommon. In Ila\v;tii, they fi~rni  a s  
the  result o f  rnotleratc-iy csplos ive  eruptions near thc. ocvnn \ v h c ~ l  molten 
magma encounters e i ther  s e a  \vater or  gror~nd\vatr.r, c a u s i n ~  thr* explosi\.c. 
eruption. Trlff cones  a r c  mlrrh I~ro;~dc.r in proportion to  thc i r  height than 
cinder o r  spatter cones ant1 thcair craters are I)roatl and  saucer-shaped. 
Figure 4.27 sho\vs cinder contAs irt t he  s~ir;ilnit cratrv of'llalcaknla \ 'olc;~no. 
Sot(. tlicir smooth sidt* slopes ; ~ n d  thc- Ii1\.;1 Hinv that c.rn;ll~iltc~d from the. I);lst> 
of the  cinrtcr cone near the top of tht. figrirc.. Thrarv i.i vibr?. littlib vc.pc.t:~tiorl 
on the  cintler cones. Thc. r;~inf;~ll is ;11)o11t FiO e m  prBr year Ijrrt t11t. c-int1g.r c-orlc*s 
;up rxccssivt~ly c::iiinc*tl ant1 have virtuall!. n o  rr.sid~~;ll soil. 
Figure 4.28 sho\vs sevt*riil vnlranic fijnl1.i in Cratcrs of t h e  \loorl S;rticin;il 
3lnnrrmc~nt. It is estimated that 1;1v;r cv-trl?tcd hcrc. for n1i111y tl~orrsi~tids of'yi*;trs 
ant1 ceased al)out I60() ycbars ago. .4 Iilrgc., smooth-siilc*tl c.intlc*r conts I ? O  111 
high is at  t h r  r1ppc.r Ic>fi. A si.ric.\ of <patter  conchs ;11ot1z it rift zorlt. n lns  
di:lgon:~Ily froin lowrbr Icfi t o  ~rppt- r  iplit throclgl~ thc* c~c.ntc.r of the. f i ~ r ~ r t . .  A 
sc1ric.s of' I~asaltic. 1;1vi1 flo\vc is ;tt tht* I O W C * ~  r i ~ l l t .  
Figllre 4.29 shows n tuff cone. thv \vorld-fiirnt)r~s Di;unc~nd Ifc.ad in i-ion- 
oltrl~i. -1 llis tuff cnnt. was fhrnic*tl an estirnated IIH!.(HW) ?.ears ngo. Tllis cri1tc.r 
is m11cI1 !,lrpcr anti flatter thirn ;I csindc-r r.ontl crittcnr. Tht. ii\.cBr;tEc hc*ictit of 
the Ilnc\.cn rim is 125 In, Inlt it r iws to 225 111 it! the. Ic~\q.c~r right I,c.c;~~~sc. tl~c. 
prchvailing \vintl at  tjic tinlea of formation wits fronl r1ppe.r Ie4t to 1owt.r rigllt. 
The  annr~iil ritinf;111 htbrt~ is j ~ ~ s t  tlndvr 30 em p!*r !.ch,ir. 
Flood I>nsoit dtsposits rtbslllt from horizo1it;il itnd ovc*rlupl,ins flows (~f ' \ .~~n 
t l t l i c l  I;IV;I thitt iss11~1 from fissurc.~. Commonly, t!lc, I;i\.a f io\v~ o\.cSr it11 oltler 
erodc-*.I 1;11)~1 srlrf;tr.c. anel ~ r ; ~ t l ~ ~ i ~ l l ! ~  1)rlric.s hills i t ~ l t l  \~ i~ l lc~?~s ,  triir,sfe)m~in~ the. 
tc*rrrtirl intr) i l  rt.l;itivc.l\ ft~iit~lrclr*ss plain. Intlividrri~l f h v s  ;lrtb t?~l,ic.;tll? 15 
30 r r i  tllick. \ontc.tinlc.s I ~ I I I - I 1  thickcr. .At tinlc~s, foot1 1);is;tIt floxvs itrc* iritc.rI,t.tl- 
tic-tl \vitlr fltlviitl nntl laciistriiic~ soil< or with rc.sirlr~i~l scrils. i~ldic*;ttirlg t!iat, ill  
pl;tcc.s. c,ollsiti*~r;il~lt. tinir c*lul~scbd l,c.t\vc*d.~i sr~c~.c.sr;i\~c~ no\-. Floorl I , a~ ;~ l t s  
itre also c ~ I I I ~ ( I  ~ I ( I : ~ * ( I ~ I  ~ I . Y ( I / ~ . V  ~ ) ( * ~ . ; I I I ~ C .  tllt,!, l ) i ~ i l c l  I)r(>.tcl, ~lt-itrl!. l(-vcnl I ~ l , ~ i ~ i \ ,  
sornc. of \vIlit-h ;trca at high c*lt*\;ttinn. 
Flood l~;ts;tl! (It-l)o.iits arcJ ~ ~ x t ( ~ n s i v t .  n thtl ~iorthw(.it l'nitc-rl Stntc.s. TIl(. 
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flood hasillts of tlic Colr~nil)ia Ri\.er Pl i~in  ilrc. aljout 60 million yca;lrs oltl iind 
cover ari iireii of i l l~o r~ t  4(H),OOO kt;i2 in \Vwshin~ton, Orr.~ori .  and itl;iho tvitli 
an  iivcbr;tgc thickness of  625 ni a n d  n r n i ~ ~ i n i t ~ n  thic~knc~ss grew!c.r t l i i ~ r ~  
O(H)O ni. Thr* Snitkc* Hit'c-r Plain in Iditlio is a siniiliir rnass of yottngt3r Hood 
l,i~si~lt. TIlct nittrrrc* of thcsr  pl;itc~nl~s i l)clst scbc.n along the  si~lc. \valls of thcb 
dc1c.p \~iillr~ys c ~ r t  irito the. flood I,nsalt I)y tliv (:olt~nil)i;t i4nd Sriitkfs Hi\.c.rc. 
Flootl 1)ilsillt dc*posits ep ica l ly  c~xliiOit colt~ninitr jointing, as i l l t~s t r i~ ted  in
Figtlrc* 4.*30. T11t.s~. joint5 fomi \vlic~n the I)i~siilt. \vhic.!i solitlific.:l :kt sc.\*c*r:tl 
11rrndrc.tl tlvgrc.c.s Cc.lsiirs, c.ools tr) iiriil)ic.nt i ~ i r  tc.rnpc-riitr~rc. itncl tt~rtlic-r con- 
tr;lcsts ilncl critcks. Thr c o l ~ l m n s  iirc* typic.i~ll>. \ i x - \ i c l c - c l  ;I ! 114 t o  1 III \i.idv. 
FIoo(1 1):1si11t dvposi ts ;ires \vc*ll c1r:liriocI iritcmiitlly I ~ c ~ i ~ ~ r s c *  I{' the* strt~t-~g vol- 
trIliriilr jointing. In filct, sc>vc-r:iI nii~jor strc.;t~ns f lo \ \ . i n~  from the. ~ilotlrlt;rins ,111' t 
Figure 4.29 '1'1111 c.!)tlc.. I ~ O I I O ~ ~ I ~ I I .  11'1\1 111. F - c ~ I ~ ~ I I ~ I ~  !Of>?. l:25.(~M1. ['5l)~\-:\SC:S 
pli~!to\. St1srtv)~r;1111.1 
north of t h c  Snakc River Plairl tlisappcirr ~~ndc.rgrorlntl \vhc.n the!. rt-i~ch the- 
floorl h i~\c~I t  anti enicrrrcs nc~arl! 200 krlt ;t\vay i1s s p r i ~ i g \  in the. kiclc of  t11c. 
1)irsalt-\vnllc.tl Snakr Ri\,er C;rnyon. 
Airphoto Identification of Flood Basalt. Tol~ngrrrplt!~: A nt.;~rl!. Ic.\cl 
sttrflicc'. ofte-11 c l ~ t  11) t ~ ? i ~ j o r  st c3;u~1\ th i~t  for111 (1vc.p vi~llr.ys. Scjnlc.tirnt*s 
fi)rrnd as hiall pl;~tc;~rls. Col1lmn;rr jointing (jr~st 1)arcbly visil)lc. iit a photo 
sc..dv of 1:20.0(io) citn Iw secrl on v;~llc.y ;rnd clsc;tqmlc.nt \viills. Urciitl~rrc: 
\'c*ry few sllrtl~ct. strrairrn< 1)c~cnrtsc~ of tllc. r~xcrllc~rrt intrrnul drilini~nc.. 
I.:rosiot~ : Gt11 lies grnc.rnlly not pron~inent .  cbucc.pt ir. ;Iresits of' ~lt.c.~>c.r ren- 
sidrlirl soil. Pltoto torirz: H;rsalt rock h;rs ;i tl;trk tc)nc.. Ttrir ciiirk torlc. is 
rlsll;tlly I w t  scvn i~ lonq  v s l l r ~ \ ~  v;llls inltl c~sc;~q>r~lc-nt fitcths ;IS the. ~ r , , l ~ l l c l  
s~~rf;rcc, ofichn 11ils sornc. \.c~~c*t;~tiotl. c~sl~c.c.iilll!~ \vhc.lt ;I soil r.o\.cbr is press- 
cwt. I ~ i n t ?  i1.vtP: 111 arid itrts;ts. floocl 1~;rs;rIt with a soil co\.clr is oftcn fitrrnc-d 
in ;rrcb;ls ncBilr strcB;rnls \vhc.rc. the. I;incl ran I )c*  irric;rtc.d. 111 rlorlirrigat:.tl 
irritl ;trcZas, floocl I);rsalt plirins itrtB ~ ~ s c - t l  for vcnr: Io\v dc.rlsit!. grilzitlg or 
Figure 4.30 ~ * : \ ~ . ~ . I I ~ I ~ B I I , I I I \  \ ~ I ~ I - I I ~ ~ \ I ~ I I B ~ ~ ~ , ( I  I I I : I I I I , I I  I ~ I I I ~ I I I U .   I t , \  I I ' \  I ' I I ~ I ~ ~ I ~ I ~  \.I- 
11t ,11 ,11  \ I ~ I I I I I T I ~ - I I ~  (:, liIl~r~bi;~. J I I I I ~ .  1!J71. 
Icbft idlc. Otltc*r fcatttrori: L;ttrtlslidc.s ;lrca oftcnn fi)t~ncl ; I I ~ I I K  Hoot1 I~asal t  
clifb. c*sl>c*ciiilly \vhc*rc* strcitrns rln~lc-rc-r~t tlic. I);ast. of t l~ t .  slol,c*r;. Ot11c.r: 
Flood 1);isillt pl i t tc~i~r~s artb son~r*!iti~c.s riiist;~kc.nl~ itl(.ntifir.tl ;IS su~~(lr;torrc.- 
capl>c.(l ~>li~tc*itrls (Section 4.6).  Th(. pr inci lx~l  difTc.rc*ncc~x in ;tirl)hoto 
i(l(*t~tificittio~i of flood I~itsidt ~ ) I ~ I ~ ~ , ~ I I I S  \xarslls s i ~ ~ i ( ~ s t ~ ~ ~ c ~ - c i t ~ > ~ > ~ ~ ( l  1>1;1tc,i111s 
C;III 1)c. s t~~nmi t r ixc~d  as  f;)llo\\*s. ( 1 i Tnrtr of l ~ n r r ~  o rk :  H;~si~lt  is diirk- 
ton(-(1; sitndstr~ne. is light-tontvl. (2) Roc4 joiiitinc: Flootl I)itsnlt c.shil)it\ 
co l~~mr l i i r  joi~ltirlg; s;t~~(lstonc. Iii~s c.~tr.nsivt. joint systc.rns with two 01. 
thrrr. l>rinr.ilxtl clirc1ctions. As :I rc.st~lt, flootl 1~itu;tlt citn\,on i~nt l  cliff c.tlgc.\ 
h;~\.c. iI  sc.rrittcbd ;:l>peilrilllcc3, \ ~ l l i l f .  siu~tlstonc. c:ittl!.c!ll it11(1 clifl.tadg(.s iiit\.c- 
iI I)locky itppcbiIritIlcc. (3) Drrrinfl~c:  Flood hi1s;ilt has l>rir~c.il)i~ll! intcrrl;~l 
d r i ~ i ~ ~ i ~ g ~ l ;  S ~ I I I C ~ ~ ~ O I I ( *  1!.1s iL Io \~ - ( l t~ns i t>~  nio(lifi(,d (It-n(lritic pittttsrn tr(-cU- 
titng111:rr or iing~tliar). 
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sidc*s of the  cunynn. \vllich c r ~ t s  tliror~gh scvc.r;il intlivitl~~itl flo\vs. Th(b 'it.rriltc.d 
c ~ I ~ c " i  of tl~c* ci\l\yoll \\;ills ;ireL cir~~sc.rl hy eolt~rnn;tr j o i ~ ~ t i t ~ g .  Tl1v rot4i OII t h e  
sr~lllit portlorrs of tI\r* c:inyon \viills is tlitrk-tonc.tl (I)c.  c;trc.fi~l 11ot to r.1 ~tlfit cc* 
s I : i r~ Io \~~  \\.it11 dark-totlc*cl n~i~tc.riitlr;!). 
Figt~rc- 3.32 shows col~~nirl i tr  io i r~t inr  in f l o o t l  1)iisitlt it f(.\v kilr)~nc.tc.r< \vc.st 
of the. ;tre;t sho\r.n in F i g l ~ r c ~  3.3 1 .  Figltrcb 4.32h is ;I e losc*-t~~, sho\ring irlcli- 
t.it111;tl coll~rntis apl)rouin1;1tc.l?. '3 rn ;lc.ro'is. (:l~~stc.rs c~fc~ol~~nir r . ;  1 to 2 111 itcrocs 
I~rc.ilk of'f' it\ ii unit ;tntl fi11I t o  the* I);tsc. of thc. r.lifT\, Ic-avi~ig sc.rr;itc-cl c.;Inyor, 
c.dgc.s s ~ t c h  its thost. in Fig~trc. 4.3 1. 
I:iy~~rc. 4 3 . 3  sl~o\\.'i ;I H o t  lcl 11;tr;;ilt 1diitc.ii11 in ii11 arid vl ir?l;rtc.. Tire. \ , i ~ \ i t l  t 11, )\\. 
orifiit~i~ll!. c.o\x.rc.rl ;I 1irrgc.r area t0;irl pr~.\t.ntIy s t io \ r r~ ,  1)11t c.ro\ion (11' t11t. 
i>Iitt<.itt~ is \tc.irdily rt.(!rlc.irl~ its 'iizt-. \ f 'c-i~tl~c*rit~r of th(. \of!c.r ~tr)rl(.rl\ ir~r ock 
11iis rt~srtItt*d ill liil~(l\lic!,* f i~ i l~~r t*r ;  i t l ~ t l g  tilt, I ) i~ ' i i t l t  (*itlj, T11t. c ~ 1 ~ t . r ;  of't111- l ) i~ \ i~ l t  
(lif'fi 1ri1vc~ it d i~rk  torlch ;itid c.ul~il~it  c ,olt~n~n;rr  ,joir~tirlg. 
4 ,  
. ' 4  
a 
4.8 MET4MORPHlC ROCKS 
C:ommon mc~taniorpl~ic rocks :~rc l~~itrtzitc.. \li lt( . .  t t);~rl) le ,  gllc*i*i. ; l ~ r c l  s~'hi\t.  
Tlic.! ;Irc8 forn~c-11 f'rt~tl)  ~lrc*-c.sisti~rg sc.din~c*nt;rry or igncwl~s rocks c l l l c .  pritl- 
, . .,. 
Figure 4.33 F l ~ ~ t l  1 1 . 1 ~ . 1 1 1  ~ ) I . I~c . . I I I  1 1 1  ,111 .~r~t l  .III..I. \ I . \#  \1t.\11 1 1 .  \I1,\ 105-1. I .fiN.fKH). 
( C ~ I I I I ~ I I ~ .  ~ ~ ( * I I ~ I ~ ~ , I I I I .  1 
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Apvm 4.34 Buir sand dune rhuprr. Dune cre5t.s rhcnvn in d.8ll.d l i n r h .  
4.9 AEOLIAN DEPOSIT8 
Aeolian deposits are created by the erosion, transportation. and deposition of 
unmnsolidated materials by the wind. The prindpai aeolian deposits are 
sand dunes and loess. 
Sand dunes ure mounds. hills. o r  ridges sf wirldhlown sand. They u e  found 
where there is r source of sand, a r i nd  strong enough to erode and transpn 
5 
P 
P 
Figure 4.35 '1  I . l1 l \ \ . t * r \c .  cilllcl (111114.' 111 ,111 i t r ~ q l  . 11111.t; .. \ ; I \ ~ I ~ ( I  (:( I I I I I~\ .  . \ r i l ( ) l l l ~ .  %('I)- 
t c . l ~ l l , c . ~  1O i1 .  I :?fi.;lMl. (1'S(;S l d ~ ~ ) l o \ .  S t t . r c - c ~ ~ r ; l l r ~ . )  
Figure 4.36 I\.IIC 11.111 \ . I I I~I I ~ I I I I ~ . ~  1 1 ,  . I I I  ,11111 t l ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~  1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1  1 1  ( l l ~ ~ i t \  ( . I~I~II I I I I . I .  
\ O \ ~ ~ l l l I ~ ~ ~ l  10:') I .20.(NK~ I t  's I ) . \ - . \M:s ~ l l l l~ t l , \ .  ~ l ~ ~ : l ~ ~ l ~ l , l l l 1 .  1 
Figurc 4.37 l ' ,~t . r l~~~It(  \;ultl t l l c t r c * \  i l l  ,111 ; i ~ t t l  c !~III , I I I . .  I { I ~ I C I I . I ~ I I  < : t 1 1 1 1 1 1 \ .  1t1.111~1. l t l l i ~ .  
1900, 1;20.(MMl. I l 'Sl>.\-: \S(3 l~?jot i ) \ ,  St1art.t\~r;t111.1 
il~:nt**;. Intlividu;il. oficbn c~strcmc.I?. \rc-ll-tl(.\,c-lcrpc.tl I~itrct~;iri  t l r~ r ic~s  tc-IIII t o  
dt.\.cblol, sc)nitb tlist.:nr.c* (lo\(  r l \ r .  irlcl f;-crrn thc \otlrcbc.. 
Pmrcl!)olic t i r r i~c~s  li;t\(. ;I cre.cct-nt shapt. ~ r i t l l  I ~ I I K  !iorrr\ ~ ~ o i r ~ t c - t l  irrtcr tJ~c. 
\vintl. 'The.\. typically f o n n  \vIivrc. v c h ~ c t i i t i t ~ r ~  i r rc~l ic~rs  p o r t i o r ~ i  o f '  the. h o n r \ ,  
;?llo\vinc thr. c,cmntc-r of t h c  c l l ~ r l t *  10 irii~rilttx rc.s~lltinc in  ;i Iii i irl , ir~-~!~;~pt.d dr~nc. .  
( ) I I ~ C *  the- I):I~;c :';~r;~l)ct!i~' shitpt. !la$ f;~rnit.tl, rnost p;tr;il>olic clrlnc.\ :rrcS fixc.cl 
i r r  pli~cc* ;tilt1 do I I ~ '  rrligratc.. Thr. tlrlrlc. cross  \c.ction i\ ; t r \ ~ r ~ i r ~ ~ r ~ t r i c ~ i ~ l  ;rt tllc. 
crc.sf itnd 11(.ilr1!. s ? . ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ , ' t r j ~ i i I  011 th(s Iiorn\.  P;ir;rI)olic~ d1111e-\ t!.l>ic.i~lI!. 11.1\.~~ ;I 
ht . igl~t  u p  to 1 5  111. 
I~:r~,qi tnr l i r~rr l  t irrrtr~.~ arcb Ioric. nc-iiri! str;t irht ritlec.\ t r f '  \;tncl tll;tt tirni~ Ijitr- 
;tIItb1 t o  tire. c:irc.c~tion 0I't111* \vir!cf. The.!. irrc- torlrlcl \ t - l ~ t ~ r c ~  \troll< prc.\ .ailinc 
triritls c.onvc.rccb i t r l t l  1)Ion. i r ~  i t  C ' O I I \ ~ ; I I I ~  (lirt-c.tio11. .Iehc. ~ I I I I ~ .  c.ro\L \t*utiorl i \  
c\ .~r~ii~t.tric.;~l. .  \!,itti .I \\.idth ctu\c-rirl tin~c., flrc- tlt.icIlt. I . o ~ ~ c i t ~ ~ ( l i ~ ~ ; t l  c l r l r l ( - r  ;tree 
t \~l>ici~l l !~ I t * \ \  tilit11 1.5 111 Irich ;IIIII \c-v:*ritl k ~ I o ~ t ~ t * t c , r \  I O I I C .  l { o i v c ~ t ~ ( ~ r .  ~ I I  l;trc(. 
clc.\c~t ;trcb;t\. tilt.!. III;I\ I j c .  .I\ t ~ i c l t  . IS  200 111 ; i r ~ t l  i t \  Iorlr ; I \  .?OO l i t~ i .  Srlc.11 
I I I ; I \ \ I \ . I*  Io:icitl~ilir~.rl (111111-5 ar tb  01tt.11 I . ; I I I ~ ~ ( I  sc~it'(I11111-\. 
Sc.;~rl! 100 l,t*rc.c-nf crf 1111. pi~rtic.It.s f ; ) l ~ r i d  i r l  \ . t r r ( l  I ~ I I I I I - \  f ; t I I  \\ i t l r i r ~  tlic- t 1.n 
!riirro\v r;lrlct- 01'().()3 !I) (1.3 I I I I ~ I .  i l t t ( * \ t I I I ~  t ~ n  !11c* t h \ c ~ ~ * l 1 i * r ~ t  \ o r t i 1 1 ~  ~ I I L X I ~ ~  I){ '  



4.9 AEOLIAN DEWSITS 
Figure 4.41 Outline of pianate gully system &p- 8 
icai of erosion of loess deposits (sketchetl frott~ ! 
Figure 4%). i 
3 3 
wind blowing from upper left to lower right. Note that when two longitudinal 
dunes merge into one, they join together downwind of the location of the two 
separate dunes (see also Figure 4.34). 
Figures 4.39 and 4.40 show exceptionally large transverse sand dunes in 
the "Sand Hills" area of west-central Nebraska. The Sand Hills cover an area 
of more than 30,000 kmg, the largest continuous dune field in the Western 
Hemisphere. These dunes were formed by winds blowing from the upper 
left (northwest). In  portions of west-tentral Nebraska, aeolian deposits change 
from transverse dunes to longitudinal dunes to loess as one proceeds down- 
wind from the source. Figure 4.39 is a Landsat iniage (Chapter 10) covering 
an area 127 by 152 km. Here, the dunes cben be seen as roughly parallel 
transverse ridges, often with :vet soils or lakes between the dunes. Figure 
4.40 is an airphoto stereopair mvering an area 2.0 by 3.1 km. The dunes in 
the area of this illustration are typically 50 to 1 0  m high and 1500 m wide. 
The vegetative cover on the du'ies is principally grass and the dunes are used 
for grazing of beef cattle. 
Loess consists of unconsolidated, genedly  unstr-tified, silt-size windbome 
deposits that may contain minor arnounts of fine sand and clay. Loess and 4 2 
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loess-like materials cover about one-tenth of the world's land area. Extensive 
loess deposits occur in the midwestem United States and in Washington and 
Idaho. Many of the best agricultural areas occur on loess soils. Corn is exten- 
sively cultivated on the loess plains of Illinois and Iowa with a rainfall of 75 
to 100 cmtyr. Wheat is grown where the rainfall is less, as on the loess plains 
of Kansas and Nebraska and in the Palouse region of eastern Washington. 
Loess generally consists of silt removed from desert arcas by wind erosion 
or silt removetl from sediments deposited by meltwater streams flowing from 
glaciers. In China, loess deposits greater than 150 m in thickness occur to the 
lee of deserts. In Illinois, loess deposits greater than 30 m in thickness are 
present to the lee of the Mississippi River Valley. Both loess thickness and 
loess particle size decrease with increasing distance from the source of the 
materials. 
k s s  typically has a yellow to buff color, contains at least 60 to 70 percent 
silt-sized particles and has a silt loam or silty clay lozm texture. Loess has a 
tendency to cleave along vertical planes whenever exposed by water erosion 
ur human activity. As a result, many stable vertical faces, up to 6 m in height, 
van be found in loess areas along gully sides and in highway cuts. The reason 
why loess remains stable in vertical cuts is not clearly understood but may 
be due to calcification of vertical root casts and other vertical cracks in the 
soi!. Loess soils are typically well drained in their natural state. with a vertical 
permeability as much as 20 times greater than permeability in a horizontal 
direction. When loess is disturbed by human activity such as urban devel- 
opment or rural highway construction, the vertical drainage is impeded and 
poorly drained soils result. L e s s  is easily eroded by moving water and spe- 
cial care must be taken in the construction of drainage facilities, especially 
ope11 ditcf.es. Loess soils have a relatively low density (high air void space) 
compaied with other soils. Loess has been tsalled a "collapsible" material 
that may undergo excessive loss of strength ot excessive settlement when 
subjected to an increase in moisture content, a heavy vertical load, vibrations, 
or a combintltiot) of these factors. 
Great care must be taken in the development of loess areas. Potential prob 
lerns can include: septic tank failure, excessive foundation settlement, severe 
water erosion, and frost damage. In additioo, special consideration must be 
given to the unusual slope stability characteristics of loess. 
Airphoto Identification of Loess. Topography: Thick undissected 
loess deposits typically have a gently undt~lating surface, with roughly 
parallel crests some FiOO to 1000 m apart aligned transversely to the wind 
directinra. Thin loess deposits form s mantle over the underlying rack 
and unconsolidated materials and the resulting ground surface tends to 
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follow the contours of tbe underlying materials. However, there is a 
tendency for loess to smooth out the terrain, with thinner deposits found 
on ridges and thicker deposits in valleys. Very often, loess deposits are 
minutely dissected by stream and gully erosion. Drainage and erosion: 
In dissected loess areas, there is an intricately carved landscape formed 
by many streams and gullies. The overall drainage pattern is typically 
a modified dendritic pattern known as a pinnate (featherlike) drainage 
pattern, as illustrated in Figure 4.41. Gullies are U-shaped, with broad, 
flat bottoms and steep sides, often marked with small soil slips called 
"catsteps." Photo tone: Characteristica!ly light because of good internal 
soil drainage. Often have tonal r~ntrasts between gully bottoms, gully 
sides, and upland areas due to different vegetation types (e.g., trees 
versus grass). Vegetation and land use: Typically fanned, except on 
stzepcr slopes or in low rainfall areas. 
Figure 4% illustrates a gully system in loess more than 5 m thick in central 
Nebraska, an area with about 60 cmlyr rainfall used for grazing. The soil is 
a well drained silt loam. Note the pinnate gully pattern and the broad-bot- 
tomed, steep-sided gullies with active erosion at their heads. 
Figure 4.42 illustrates loess approximately 20 m thick just east of the Mis- 
souri River irr Iowa. The loess is so strongly dissected that sharp-edged hills 
remain. This landscape is typical of thick dissected loess along the Missis- 
sippi and Missouri Rivers in the midwest United States. Distinct U-shaped 
gullies can be seen several places, especially in the central and lower portions 
of the stereogram. 
4.10 GLACIAL LANOFORMS 
Today, most of the water on the surface of the earth is in liquid form, in lakes 
and oceans. About t\vo percent is in solid form, as glacial ice, at high latitudes 
and high elevations. About 10 pertent of the earth's land surface is presently 
covered with glacial ice. During the past one million or more years, there 
have been repeated advances of glacial ice over about 30 percent of the earth's 
laird surface. The major advances occurred during periods when the earth's 
climate was colder than at present. Glaciation occurred in both the form of 
tjalley glaciation, in which tongues of ice occupied mountain valleys, and as 
continental glaciation, as huge lobes of ice covering portions of several can- 
tinents with an ice thickrtess up to 3 km. This size staggers the imagination 
and helps to explain the capability of a glacial advance to sculpt the terrain 
in its path. We discuss principally depositional landforms resulting from con- 
tinental glaciation. Four distinct advancvs (or stages) have been identified in 
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melting ice by meltwater streams; and (4) glacio-lucustrine deposits, sedi- + 
ments deposited in ephemeral glacial lakes. These materials are found in a i a 
variety of londforn.~, as categorized in Table 4.3. 
table 4.3 landforms Resulting from 
Continental Glaciation a 
-- 
Till Landforms 
End Moraine 
Terminal motairie 1 
Recessional moraine 
Interlobate moraine 
Ground moraine 
Ablation ground moraine 
B m i  ground moraine 
Drumlin 
Ice-contact Stratified Drift Landfarms 
Esker 
Kame 
Outwash Landforms 
Outwash plain 
Valley train 
Outwash t e r m  
Clacio-lacustrine Landforms 
Lakebed 
Beach ridge 
Delta 
Figure 4.43 depicts the formation and resulting physiographic relationships 
of the landforms listed in Table 4.3. The formation of these landforms is 
explained as each is discussed. 
Two forms of till have been recognized: basal till and ablation till. Basal till 
(also known as lodgement till) was deposited from the base of the glacier. 
Pressure melting of the flowing ice freed drift particles and allowed them to 
be plastered, under pressure, under the glacial i c ~ .  Very little particle size 
sorting was involved and crushing and abrasion of particles was often intense. 
Ablation till was deposited when materials that had been transported on or 
near the surface of the ice accumulated on the ground as the ice melted. 
Many of the finer particles (silt and clay) carried on the ice were washed 
away during the process of melting. 
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t glaciation. (Original drawn by A. N.  Stmhler [l?].) 
Till textures can vary greatly, depending on the nature of the rock andlor 
soil material eroded by the glacial ice. In southeastern Wisconsin, for ex- 
ample, till of the portion of the Green Bay Lobe that e d e d  sandstone and 
dolomite typically has a texture of sandy loam or gravelly loam, wheretis till 
of the portion of the Lake Michigan tobe that eroded shale and lake clays 
has a texture of silty clay loam and clay loam. With till derived fmm the same 
rock andlor soil material, ablation till would tend to have a coarser texture 
than basal till because of the mode of formation. 
End moraines are ridgelike deposits of till, with varying proportions of ice- 
contact stratified drift inclusions, that have accumulated along the margins of 
glacial ice. As illustrated in Figure 4.43, end moraines associated with the 
farthest extent of an advance of a lobe of glacial ice are called terminul mo- 
raines, those associated with temporary periods of a stationary ice front be- 
hind the terminal moraine are called recessional moraines, and those fonned 
between two lobes of glacial ice are called fnterlohate moraines. 
At the Hme of end moraine formation, there is m equilibriutn between the 
rate of advance of the glacial ice and the rate of melting of the ice, causing 
a period when the ice front is stationary. At this time, materials carried within 
or on the ice are deposited by ablation at the ice front. When the rate of 
melting exceeds the rate of ice flow toward the margins, the ice front retreats 
and a thinner deposit of till is spread across the terrain forming ground mo- 
raine areas. A few small end moraines may be fonned by the bulldozing 
action of the advancing ice. Glacial ice tends to override such moraines when 
their height exceeds 10 meters. Thus, most end moraines have been formed 
principally by ablation. Interlobate moraines typically contain more icecon- 
tact stratified drift than termi~ial or recessional moraines. 
Numerous irregularly shaped depressions called kettles are found in end 
moraines. They were formed by the melting of buried blocks of ice after 
sedimentation lrad ceased at the site of the kettles. Kettles are also found it1 
associ~tion with eskers, kames, and outwash. 
End moraines can be found throughout the glaciated portions of the world. 
A small moraine may have a length of only a few kilometers, a width of less 
than \n km, and a height of less than 15 m. A large moraine may have a length 
over 150 km, a width of 10 km or more, and a height up to about 1%) m. 
End moraines often have a wide variation in soil and drainage conditions. 
Sand and gravel are found in localized stratified drift deposits. often as lenses 
surrounded by till. Very poorly drained fine-textured and organic soils are 
c,fte;r found in kettle holes. 
2 End moraine areas are typically better suited to low density residential 
i development than to intensive urban development twcause of the variable 
terrain and soil conditions. The characteristics of end nmraine arpas are often 
= 
% well suited to the developnlent of golf cot~rses, campgrounds, and other rec- 
reational uses. 
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t s 
1 E. s- than 18 percent. End moraine crests and stkcr portions with slopes over 
=- 12 petcent usually wooded, Excessively well-dmined pockets of strati- B Bed drift typically wooded. E 
s 
C 
* 
;2- Figure 4.44 shows an end moraine in a humid climate. Note the hummocky I 5 L topgruphy, variable hilftcrp and pond elevation, lack of an intr grated nurfuco - 
- drainage pattern, and mottled photo tons. The soil parent material is well 
- 
+ z 
- = 
drained to somewhat excessively a-ained sandy loam till with packets of I - qtratifkd dAft. The weathered soil profile is thin on hilltops and steep slows. 
r 
i - - Very poorly drained mineral and organic soils are found in many ckptesaionr zz 
f 
- 
i. T (kettle holes). The dcpth of ti11 over M r o c k  is approximately 60 to 100 m. 
* 
I Ablation ground moraine areas cwnsist of ablation till that was deposited 
f ,  $ under randitions of a nkeHng ice front, as previously described. The ghys- r P ical charcrcteristics-rrs well as the apgearance on aerial photographs--af F J a ablation ground moraine are similar to end moraine, except that: (1) the abla- tion till of ablation ground moraine m a s  forms a general ground mver instead 
r 
of oc~urring as ridgelike lobes; (2) the topographic relief is generally less in t 
e ablation pound moraine areas; (3) the thickness s f  ablation till over basal till 
or bednwlk is generally less in ablation ground moraine areas; and (4) the 
E ablation till cover of ablation ground mamine areas may be dirc.ntinuous. 
Basal ground moraine areas c~nsis t  of hasal till that wan deposited at the 
t>ase of glacial icv, us previously described. Cmat thicknesses of bnsal till can 
be built up as the ice continues to ride over tibe already deposited basal till, 
plastering on more and more material. Large areas of northern Indiana have 
a bmal till cr!ver 15 to 100 m in thickness h i l t  tip from revemf ice advances. 
In the cast? of ablation till, only the materials existing in or an  the icy at the 
f 
% time of melting can be deposited. Thus, the thickness of ablation till in abla- 
tion p u n d  momine amus is likely to be less than that of baa1 till in basal 
ground moraine m a s .  However, deposits of ablation till as thick as; 4Q m 
k have been reported in ablation ground niarnine areas. 1 + 
5 Large basal ground moraine areea that cunsist of thick 1)asal till are 
z typically rather L t  plains with lwal relief ofctnly a few meters. Sometimes 
% the terrain may have a series of elonguted rises whore crests ure aligned with 
the direction of ic* movement, forming a w v e d  terrain of "minidrumlint.'" 
t Althoi1;~h the topogruphy is favorable, basal ground moraine areas may or may 
i. not be well suited to u r h n  development, depending on the soil and drainage 
c.onditir.ns. 
Airphoto M.Mkrtion of B r u l  Qmund Morrlnr Arera This discus- 
sion refers principully to basal ground moraine areas of Wirconsinan 
E 1 
age. Older basal graund moraine areas charuc.teristiculfy have greater P 
5 relief and a more completely f o n d  w&v druinage system than &- 1 
5 i 
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jacwnt rises and depressions is % to 1 m. The total elevation dirTrr~ncr in the 
area shown in this figure is a b u t  3 IS.. The  soils on the rises are somewhat 
poorly drained and have e silt loam surface soil texture. The  soils in the 
:" depressions are very poorly drained and have a silty clay loam surfacw soil 
texture. The weathered soil profile is about one meter in thickness. The  un- 
derlying till parent material is a loam to clay loam till under both the rises 
and deprc.ssions. The soils in the depressions are so poorly drained that tile 
drains or surface ditches are required tu remove excess water so that the area 
t 
can be fanned. The depth of till over bedrock in this area is at least 30 m. 
Drumlins are cwmposed of compact till molded into smooth, oval-shaped 
hills resembling an inverted spoon. They are shaped by the weight of the 
overriding glacial ice and have their long axes paldlel  to the direction of 
glacial i c ~  movement. Dn~rrrlins are excrllent examples of natural streamlin- 
ing. Most well-formed drumlins have a length a t  least several times their 
width. The dn~mi in  enci facing the direction from which the ice came is 
decidedl) steeper than the down-ice end. The  high point on a drumlin is 
typically 2/5 of the length back from the n,)se. From this high point. the E 
5 drumlin tapers gtmtl) toward the tail where it blends smoothly into the sur- 
i rounding terrain. Dnimlin sides are typically steeper than the nose, locally 
I attaining slopes up to about 35 percent. Drumlins typically have a height of 
i 10 to 50 nl, a width of 200 to 600 nt, and a Iength of I to 3 km. However, 
proportions ranging from nearly circular to a length/width ratio of SO: 1 cran 
L be found. Single i5olated drumlins are rare. Usually drumlins orcur in Iarge 
F groups in :ueas of thick till in a belt 15 to 3i) km wide located a t  least several 
i kilolne~, up-ice from the end  moraine of the stage of glaciation during i whi ' kra) were formed. They may be surrounded by and altered by reces- si~jn. noraines. 
L Large groups of cirurnlins occur in New York (about 10,000) and \Viscwnsin 
(about 5000). Both Bunker Hill and Breed's Hill, which played historic roles 
in the Revolutionary War, are dnlmlins. 
Drumlins can ! e found with ii varietv of till textures. Because of topo- 
~ r a p h i c  limitations, high density urban development is not desirable in drum- 
lirr areas. 
Airphoto Identification of Drumlins. Topogtuphy: Strean~linrd, rce- 
molded shape, with typical dimensions as previousiy described. In 
drumlin belts, adjacent dru~nlins may separated f r c~n  eacl~ ether only 
i:~Jistinctly and shapes may \.ar). widdly. Drainage: Essentialls no drain- 
age pattern develops on drumlins Iwcause of their small side. l'cry 
p,wrty drained, marshy areas may occur in the depressions bratween 
drumlins. Erosion: Recause of the steep side slopes, er.tsior-r a-ray 
sheet erosion rather than rill and gully erosion. Photo tone, cegetation, 
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and land use: The photo tone on drumlins often contrasts with the tone 
on the adjacent lowland because of differetlces in vegetation (e.6.. trees 
on drumlin verstls crops on lowland; diiiemnt crops on drumlin versus 
lowland; crops on drumlin versus marsh vegetation on lowland) or soil 
moisture (e.g., well drained soits :,n drumlin versus poorly drained soils 
on lowland). The iong dimensions of cultivated fields tend to be aligned 
with the drumiin axes. 
Figure 4.46 shows drumlins in a humid climate. Ti~ese drurrilins are 25 to 
, 
30 m high, 300 to 500 m wide, and about 1.5 knl iong. The direction of ice 
movement was from top to bottom in Figure 4 . 4 6 ~  and right to !pft in Figure 
4.46b. The broad depressions between drumlins that have a faintly mottled, 
i 
drab gray tone on the photos are occupied by very poorly drained silty clay 
loam soils. 
Ice-Contact Stratified Drift Landforms 
Ice-contact stratified drift consists of nlaterials partly water-sorted and 
crudely stratified, deposited adjacent to melting ice. Deposition can take 
place upon, against, or underneath the wasting terminal zone of the glacier 
and is likely to be sporadic and irregular. I c e  is likeiy to melt from beneath 
accumulating ice+ontact sediments. or from a supporting position beside 
them, causing sagging, ccllapse, or siump. The prirrcipal iandfonns resulting 
from chis process are eskers and kames, 
Eskers are Iong, sinuous ridges of ice-contact stratified drift deposited from 
streams flowiirg on, within or under the glacial ice. Eskers are typically 5 to 
20 m high {maximum over 50 m). 50 to 100 m wide (maximum ovel 250 m) 
and 100 m to several km long (maximum over 2-50 km with short gaps). Side 
slopes are typically 30 to 45 percent (60 perv-nt maximum). Eskers are often 
aligned with their length along the direction of ice movempnt. Some eskers 
are relatively itraight while others have wide curves resemblir~g stream 
meanders. At t~nles they may branch, fomling a series of esker ridges in a 
dendritic pattern. Eskers inay connect "downstlcam" with fans or deltas. 
They tnay form a braided pattern or grade into kames. Eskers can have a wide 
range in crest elevation and rnay cross drumlins or bedrock hills. 
Eskers are composed principally of stratified sand and gravel with parent 
material texturcs ot' gravelly sand and very gravelly sand. Soils developed on 
eskers are usually excessively well drained because of the elevated topo- 
graphic position itnd coarse-textureci parent material. 
Eskers are excel' rit sources of sand and gravel for constructisn projects. 
In fact, rnany eskcrs near urban areas hasr been ;tlnlost entirely ren~ovcd for 
constmction materials. On the other hand, t-~kers can provide exc~llent lo- 
(North to top) 
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catiotls for hiking trails due to their linear nature and often-forested vegeta- 
tion. 
Airphoto Identification of Esken. Topography: Size and shape pre- 
viously described. Drainage and erosion: Little surface drainage or gul- 
lying due to small size and coarse-textured materials. Photo tone, veg- 
etation, and lund use: The photo tone on eskers t . :tally contrasts \n ith 
the tone on the adjacent landform (usually ground moraine) because of 
differences in vegetation (e.g., t r ~ e s  on esker versus crops on ground 
moraine; grass on esker versus row crops on g r o ~ ~ n d  moraine). Sand and 
gravel pits common (portions of esker rnay have been removed), espe- 
cially near roads that cut eskers. 
Figure 4.47 shows a portion of an esker in a ground moraine area in a 
Irullrid cliniate. This esker is 10 m high, 100 m w~de ,  and 27 km long (with 
small gaps). The esker soils are excessively well drained stratified sand and 
gravel. The ground moraine soils are well to moderately we11 drained sandy 
loan) to loam till. About !h down from the top of the figure, there is an area 
of very poorly drained rnineral and organic soils on both sides of the esker. 
Kames are mound-like hills or ridges of ice-contact stratified drift that may 
occur individuaily or in groups. Some kames are fortned by deposition in 
crevasses and other openings within or on the surface of stagnant or nearly 
stagnant glacial ice that later melted away, leaving isolated or semi-isolated 
mounds of ice-contact stratified drift that we caH individuul kames. Another 
typr of kame results from deposition of fan-like deposits built outward from 
the ice, or inward against the icr, or between two lobes of ice, which later 
mclred and mllapsed, folming large irregular n~ounds of ice-contact stratified 
drift cdled kanre complexes. Kame complexes grade into karne terraces, abls- 
tion till, and eskers, and also form integral pa t s  of some end moraines. Most 
karire corrlplexes are found in asstwiaticm with kt'ttjcs and with them record 
stagnant, disintegrating ice. I 
Intli\.idual kantes are typically 15 to 25 m high and up to 150 m wide. Kame 
complexes cover a much larger area and often blend into eskers or end mo- 
raines. The characteristics of interlobate moraines are closer to our descrip- 
tion of kame compl2xes than end moraines because thev contain so much ice- 
contact stratified drift. 
Kalr~es are composed principally of stratified sand and gravel and tend to 
be sonrewhat finer-textured than eskers. 'l'ypical karne parent n~aterial tek- 
turcs are sand, grab rlly sand. ;tnd v t l n  gravelly ,iind. Sdil drainage is cBxce\- 
sive due to the elevated topograpllic position and coarw-te~ti~red parent ma- 
terial. 
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often contrasts with that on adjacent landform (e.g., grass or trees on 
kames versus row crops oh end moraine). Sand and gravel pits often 
seen in kame areas- Other: Since kame complexes intergrade with ecd 
moraines, especially interlobate moraines, airphoto identification of 
kame complexes versus end moraines calr become difficult. The follow- 
ing criteria can be used to differentiate between kame complexes and 
end moraines: (1) Kame complexes have steeper side slopes and sharper 
ridges than end moraines. (2) Kame complexes have dry depressions 
while end moraines often have ponds and nlarshes in depressions. (3) 
Kame complexes tend to have a urriform light tone while end moraines 
have a mottled tone pattern. (4) Kame complexes usually have a grass 
or tree cover while end moraines usually have a row crop cover (excvpt 
that end moraines are oAen tree-covered at their crests where thev may 
contain significant amounts of stratified drift). 
Figure 4.48 shows a large kame complex located on a portion of an inter- 
lobate moraine that extends for more than 200 km in eastern Wisconsin. This 
kame complex is 45 m high and has side slopes of 25 to 40 percent. Note the 
dry depressions and the even light tone on this excessively well dmined 
kame complex. The kame complex 1s composed of stratified sand and gravel 
with some cobblestones. It is too steep and dry for cultivation and is used for 
perennial pasture. An esker runs from left to right across the bottom of the 
figure, At the top of the figure is a very poorly drained area of mineral and i 
organic soils that appears as a mottled. darker-toned area with a stream mean- 
dering fmm right to left. This area is subject to ponding after heavy rains and 
f 
can be farmed only if tile drains or ditches are used to drain excessive water. 
+ Outwash Landforms 
0utu;osh sediments are stratified driii deposited by stream- flowing away 
from glacial ice. Clutwash co~lsists r.~ainly of fajers of sand and gravel th.lt 
have come to rest on the twds of m e h a t e r  strains as they flow axray from i i 
the glacier. The silt  and clay pirticles ate canied in suspension downstream 
from the outwash piain and are eventually deposited in glacial lakes, on 
f 
stream flood pfains, or it1 the ocean. Outwash sedirnents tvpicnlly form a 
J 
5 J 
: series of fans that spread [rut downstream front the ice and often coalesce. 
E * The individual ..pexes of t t~e fans can often be recwgnizcd. The streams that 
f 2 distribute and deposit the outwash sediments take on a hraided pattern ;I\ 
they flow dowrl the fans and the remrlants of braiding are elearly visible on i 
presentday aeri~ i  -d~otographs (the braided distribr~tary channels of a yriAs- 
ent-&y alluvial fan are shown in Figure 4.56). Xurnerous ctrrlnks of ice rnay 
be carried in the streams and fbrm kettle holes upon melting. 
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allows for intensive subdivision development. Lower density subdivisions 
can be placed on nearby end moraines, along with low df nsity recreational 
development. 
Airphoto Identification of OutwaBh Sediments. Topography: Nearly 
level surface sloping away from the source of the materials. Former 
distributary channels remain as a braided series of small depressions 
(less than !4 m deep). Numerous kettles in the case of pitted outwash. 
Outwash plains appear as a series of coalescing fans on a photo mosaic. 
Valley trains are confined by valley walls. Outwash terraces form steep 
escarpments above streams. Drainage and erosion: Internal drainage is 
rapid and there are few surface streams or drainage ditches. The former 
distributary channels are a relic, not a present-day drainage pattern. 
Photo tone: Overall light photo tone with former distributary channels 
appearing darker and giving a distinct "braided" or "wormlike" mottled 
tone. Vegetuiiorc utrd kind use: Typically farmcd in arcas with sumcient 
rainfall, unless excessively pitted. 
Figure 4.49 shows a portion of a large outwash plain just beyond the ter- 
minal moraine of Wisconsinan age glaciation in southern Wisconsin. The area 
generally to the left of the road that runs vertically in the figure is an outwash 
plain with a 0.25 percent slope from bottom to top in this figure. The area 
generally to the right of the road is the outermost extent of the ternlinal 
moraine. The glacial melt water that fo~med this outwash plain flowed from 
bottom to top in this figure (note the braided pattern of the former distributary 
channels). The outwash rr Aterial is 20 m thick over bedrock and contains 60 
to 70 percent gravel, 25 to 35 percent sand, and 1 to 5 percent silt and clay. 
There is a 1 to 1.5 m loess cover over the outwash so that the soil is classified 
well drained rather than excessively drained, as might be expected with strat- 
ified sand and gravel. As a result, this loess-covered outwash plain is one of 
the finest agricultural areas in the state. 
Figure 4.50 shows an outwash terrace about 30 m above the Chippewa 
Rivtar in Wisconsin. Nott* the well-developed braided pattern of former dis- 
tributary channels and the V-shaped (sand and gravel type) gullies along the 
terrac~ face above the river. The outwash material is stratified sand with some 
gravel and contains 5 to 15 percent fine gravel, 138 to 90 percent sand, and 1 
to 5 percent silt and clay. These sandy soils are somewhat excessively drained 
and subject to wind erosion. Note that the terrace facacn above the river appears 
to have a slope of at feast 60 degrees. The natural angle of repose of this 
material is around 30 deprees. Taking stereo exaggeration into account and 
applying Table 4.2. we find that the angle should appear to be about 60 
degrees on the stereogram to most observers. 
Glacio-Lacustrine Landforms 
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Alrphoto identlfkatlon of 81mciaI Lakebod. Topography: Very flat 
with undulations less than W m high. Drainage: A general lack of surface 
drainage despite the very poor internal drainage. This is because of the 
fiat topography, lack of a drainage oc~tlet, and high grotrndwater table. 
Streams originating beyond the margin of the lakebed may meander 
across the lakebed (as in the case of the Red River of the Nonh shown 
in Figure 4.51), but there is seldom much d a surface drainage network 
mnnected with these streams. Artificial drainage ir comman in agricul- 
tural areas; buried tile drains and a network of open ditches may be 
seen on airphotos. Erosion: Few gullies due to flat topography and lack 
of an integrated surface drainage network. Some fine-textured type g11- 
lies may be seen draiiing into large streams, especially if the streams 
are entrenched. Photo tone: Darker tone than surrounding better- 

crop is hay. Note the striking mottled tone of uneven linears. The origin of 
these linrars is not well understand. The following hypotheses have been 
given: (1) the lisrear ridges formed when the lake was shallow by the squeez- 
ing of soft lake sediment up into the cracks of thick take ice; (2) the lineations 
resulted when wind-driven ice blocks moved over the lake and dragged on 
the soft sediment. of the nearly flat lake floor; (3) the lineations are shoreline 
features; (4) the lineations are an unusual frmn of pern~afrost patterned ground 
or fracture fillings formed in lake ice; (5) the lineations result from the crack- 
ing of clay soils upon drying; and (6) lineations are reflections of bedrcxk 
jointing. The most recent (1972) USDA-SCS soil survey [21] recognizes the 
existence of an irregular pattern of ridges, only 19 to 30 cm high that are 
separated by slightly concave areas, but both the lower and higher areas are 
included in the same soil map unit. The lakebed soils In this figure are very 
pc~)rly drained with 75 cm of silty clay over varved lacustrine clay and have 
a s~asonal water table within W) to 1.W r.m of the gmund sttrface. 
Beuch rtdges are oAen, although not always, prese~lt at the margins of 
glacial lakebeds where they have been fonned by wave action. Large beach 
ridgcas are likely to be associated with rising water levels and the advance of 
shorelines upon the land, hecause of continuous reworking and cumcentration 
of beach sediment. A series of small ridges is more commonly associated with 
receding shorelines. 
Beach ridge soils arc typically excessively drained sand and gravel. Ekach 
ridge:$ are often important sources of cctnstruction materials in glacial lakebed 
areas. Also, b e ~ c h  ridges provide suitable foundation sttennth and can serve 
as the loeation for transportltion routes where cmnstruction on lakebed soils 
would cause severe problems. 
Airphoto Identiticrtlon of Beach Ridges. Top,tgruphy: Individual 
ridges C ~ I I  n' 9s large as 9 to 10 m high, 200 to 1OOO m wide, a r~d  many 
knr long. A series of small ridges left by receding waters is typically 1 
to 2 n1 high, less ttran 100 171 wide, and of variahle length. Beach ridges 
are asymmetricn! in cross section with a smooth, steep slope facing h e  
lake and an Irregular, gentle dope away from it. Druinuge and erosion: 
\%'tall drained internally due to ccwwc-textured soil. Few gullies. In the 
case of large iirdividual ridges, the upslope area adjacent to the beach 
ridge muy be wet as the bewh ridge acts as a smrll dam blocking drnin- 
age. Occ.asiontll streams may cross the ridge. Some water flows through 
the bast c?f the ridge and may leave a wet area inrmcdiately in front of 
the ridge. in the care of a series of ridges. the areas between ridges are 
oftea very wet with a ground water table at or near the surface. Photo 
tone, ccyetaiion, und land use: Often contrast with less well-drained 
soils to either side of the k w h  ridge. 

To the left of the be:tcli r i d ~ e  are poorly drained to very j,oorly draineel 
lakcl~ed scjils (very fine s:tntl. silt, and day?, deposited during il higher lake 
Itxvel, which are not suitccl to growing fn~ i t  (note the complete lack ot'orcharcls 
to the lefi of the heach ritlge). The dark-toned nnw just at the right-hand edge 
of the 1)each ridge is a poorly dciinecl to very poorly drained area of fine sand 
where grorrnd water seeping under the head1 ridge emerqes. The  kar right- 
hand portion of the figure is soi~~t*what poorly clrained, loamy-texturetl, slli~l- 
low-water lakehed deposits over till. Some h i t  is grown on these soils, I ) i~t  
they are not its well sr~itetl for this pinpose as the Ijeach ridge soils. 
Figtire 4.54 shows a series of' more than ;I dozen small I)r.ach ridges along 
Lake Michigan. These ridges are less than 2 n~ high, sandy, and mostly tree 
co\*eretl (pines, spruce, ant1 fir). The interriclce depressions have a ground- 
water tnblc at !)r near the sutiace most of thc  year and have principally marsh 
vegetation (sedges and grasses). Soils in the interridge areas are highly or- 
- -- 
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To the left of the beach ridge are poorly drained to very poorly drained 1 lakebed soils (very fine sand, silt, and clay), deposited during a higher lake level, which are not suited to growing fmit (note the complete lack of orchards 
5. 
g to the left of the beach ridge). The dark-toned area just at the right-hand edge 
of the beach ridge is a poorly drained to very poorly drained area of fine sand f where ground water seeping under the beach ridge emerges. The far right- 
F hand portion of the figure is somewhat poorly drained, loamy-textured, shal- I low-water lakebed deposits over till. Some fruit is grown on these soils, but 
they are not as well suited for this purpose as the beach ridge soils. 
f Figure 4.54 shows a series of more than a dozen small beach ridges along 
a Lake Michigan. These ridges are less than 2 m high, sandy, and mostly tree 
%? 
covered (pines, spruce, and fir). The interridge depressions have a ground- 
I water table at or near the surface most of the year and have principally marsh 
E vegetation (sedges and grasses). Soils in the interridge areas are highly or- 
Figure 4.54 Beach ridges in a humid climate. Door County, Wisconsin, September 
t 
1961. 1:25,000. (USDA-ASCS photos. Stereogram.) 
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ganic (mostly peat). Toward the right-hand portion of the figure, where the 
deposits are older, many shrubs and trees (tamarack, ash, and willow) are 
growing on the wet organic soils. The flat-topped hill in the upper right-hand 
portion of the figure, which rises 20 m above the surrounding terrain, is 
horizontally bedded dolomite with a thin veneer (less than one m thick) of 
well drained sandy loam till. 
% 4.11 FLUVIAL LANDFORMS 
F1uvic.l landforms are created by the erosion, transportation, and deposition 
of unconsolidated materials by the action of flowing water. The principal 
fluvial landforms to be described are alluvial fans, flood plains, and deltas. 
The ability of flowing water to erode and transport soil and rock particles 
depends on water velocity and particle size, as shown in Figure 4.55. It 
requires a greater velocity to erode particles than it does to keep them moving 
(transportation). As velocities fall below a certain value, deposition takes 
place. The larger pb-ticles are bounced and rolled along the stream bed (bed 
load). The smaller part;, les are picked up and carried forward in suspension 
(suspended load). Certain particles, especially sand-sized particles, may 
travel by suspension or as a bed load at different times, depending on the 
stream velocity. Small particles require a considerable velocity to erode them, 
but, once moving, can be transported in suspension over a wide range of 
stream velocities. The greatest erosion and transportation of sediments takes 
place during floods. The increase in velocity and volume of water results in 
an increase in botE '1- size and volume of materials that can be transported. 
The term stream c qpetence refers to the maximum size particles a stream 
can transport at a given velocity. Stream capacity refers to the maximum 
amount of materials the stream can transport and is related to stream volume. 
A small, rapid stream can move relatively large particles, and while its com- 
petence is great, the amount of material that can be moved (capacity) is small. 
A large, slow-moving stream may carry in suspension a great quantity of small 
particles and have a small competence but a large capacity. 
As shown in Figure 4.55, deposition takes place selectively by particle size 
as the stream velocity decreases. Rapidly flowing mountain streams often 
deposit sand and gravel as ulluoial fans at the base of the mountains as the 
stream velocities decrease and the streams are no longer competent to trans- 
port suqh large size particles. Streams flowing onflood plains will deposit 
much material both along their channels and by overbank flooding. As streams 
enter lakes or oceans, deltas are ofken formed as a result of the rapid decrease 
in stream velocity. The description of each of these landfoms follows. 
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Figurn 4.55 Relationships among erosion, transportation, and deposition as a firnc- 
tion of stream velocity and particle size. (Modified from Twidale 1191.) 
Alluvlal Fans 
Alluvial fans occilr at the base of steep slopes where streams discharge into 
an area having a more subdued relief. The fans are built of coarse-textured 
materials eroded from the highel elevations and transported downslope. As 
stream velocities decrease upon flowing from the upland area, the streams 
are no longer competent to transport the larger sized particles and deposition 
occurs. Stream channels are relatively fixed at their canyon mouth but are 
free to wander downslope, forming a braided pattern. As this process pro- 
ceeds over a long period of time, the fan builds upward and outward with 
the stream swinging over perhaps 90 degrees right and left until a surprisirlgly 
symmetrical and uniform alluvial fan has been formed. 
Alluvial fans are best developed in arid areas at the base of high mountain 
ranges. Approximately 30 percent of the land area of the southwest United 
States is covered by alluvial fans that can be up to 15 km long and several 
hundred meters thick. In humid areas alluvial fans are smaller, typically only 
a few hundred meters long. Slopes on alluvial fans are in the 2 to 15 percent 
range, with steeper slopes at the head of the fan and gentler slopes near the 
base. 
Alluvial fan materials are principally sand and gravel, with some silt. AI- 
luvial fans are often the only source of water in arid areas. The surface water 
percolates into the ground and the porous soil inass acts as an underground 
storage reservoir. Shallow wells are best located near the base of the fans 
where the depth to water is least and there may he some pressure head. 
Alluvial fan soils provide good foundation conditions for highways and 
buildings. The sloping terrain provides good view sites for subdivision de- 
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velopment and the location below mountain valleys may provide a cooling 
breeze at night. However, the shifting stream channels and frequent flooding 
that can occur on alluvial fans present serious limitations to development. 
Major sections of the Alaska Highway have been rerouted following destruc- 
tion of the original road crossing alltivial fans. Subdivisions in the Denver 
area and several southern California locations have been severely damaged 
by shifting alluvial fan distributary channels. 
Alrphoto Identification of Alluvial Fans. Topography: Fan-shaped, 
with a slope of 2 to 15 percent away from apex. Drainage and erosion: 
Excellent internal drainage. Limited surface drainage system with few 
gullies. Numerous distributary (constructional) channels. Photo tone: 
Generally light; distributary channels may be darker. Vegetation and 
land use: General lack of vegetation along distributary channels; may 
be heavier vegetation at base of fan due to ground water seepage. Humid 
areas often cultivated; natural vegetation on fan may contrast with ad- 
jacent landforms. 
Figure 4.56 shows coalescing alluvial fans along the western edge of Death 
Valley. The slope of the alluvial surface is 12 percent in the mountain valley, 
10 percent at the apex of the fan, and 8 percent at the base of the fan. Nu- 
merous distributary channels are dearly visible on the photcgraph. Note the 
darker tone and presence of vegetation near the base of the fan (resulting 
from higher soil n~oisture content) and the topographic and tonal contrast 
between the base of the fan and the adjacent light-toned valley floor. 
flood Plains 
Flood plains are depositional landforms created by the processes of stream 
meandering and overbank flooding. Stream meandering is the result of a 
stream's adjustment to its environment in order to carry its load most effi- 
ciently. Meandering streams tend to follow certain mathematical rules with 
regard to meander wavelength, meander amplitude, stream flow volume, 
stream flow velocity, channel width, channel depth, flood plain slope, and 
river gradient. 
Because water velocities are highest there, river banks normally erode on 
the outside and downstream side of each curve, though during high flow 
periods the river tends to follow a straighter course and erode on the inside 
of the curves. The irrside of each curve is normally a place of deposition of 
gravel and sand called a point bar deposit. As the radius of river meanders 
becomes larger, a point is reached where meanders are cut off and an aban- 
Figure 4.56 41111viit~ fitns in  it11 ;iri(I t,li~~?itte. Irtyn C O I I I I ~ ~ .  C:itlifor~iii~. Dc~i~tli  \ ' i t ~ l ~ y ~ ,  
0c.tol)c.r I!)ST l1:75.o(M). ( I ISCS  pltotoh. Stc.rc.om;tn~.) 
tloned meander r.allrd an nxhou: rtlmi~ins. \\'hc*n oxl)o\\~s itre filled with stand- 
ing water, they are  rallrd oxbotc Irrkes. Iclcantiers tcsnd to m;critte do\vnslope, 
\\4iich also results in shifting channel piltterns. 
Strenms on R flood plitin often ovt.rflo\\t their I~nnks and. ;is tI1c.y (lo, some. 
i~l l r~vial  material is dr*positctl just orttsidc- thc  norm;ll strc.<tn~ chi1n11c.l its it 
nofur r~ l  Ircee. Ni~tr~rill le\,e-es arc too small to bc noticed on milny streams. 
Ilowc\*cr, large rivers snch as the Iclississippi often l ~ a v t ~  prominent le\lec*s. 
Artifiviill lever-s are sometinies con<trr~r.tecl atop rl;~tr~r;tl Ic~t.c*s to protect flood 
plairls fiom s n l ) s e t l ~ ~ e n t  flootling. I f  a river rc.stritinc.tl by iln i~rtificiitl Ic-vc-c. 
citnnot ove.rflow its 1,;tnks ant1 clc*posit its srrlinient Ioittl on tht* flootlpli~in. it 
trntls to tlc.posit mi~tcriitls in its o\rrn chitnnel. This  nr.\v st~dimc.nt tc*nds to 
rnisr the Irvrl  of the rivcrl)c-d. T o  prcwent the nc-xt flood from ovc.rflowing, 
thr. itrtificial 1rvc.c r n ~ ~ s t  I,c* constn~ctc-d e\.cn higher. .Artificial It-vcbr cot~strrtc- 
tion on nnr. 5trrtc.h of a rivc+r nl;ry Icild to incrcnsccl flood in^ on o!hcr str-tchc-s 
of the. rivtbr. O\~c-rl);tnk floocling r t ~ s ~ ~ l t s  \\.hen strra;trns o\.c.rflon. thc-ir le\,c*c*s 
Flgure 4.56 Alluvial fans in an arid climate. Inyo County, California, (Death Valley). 3 f 
October 1952. 1:75,000. (USCS photos. Stereogram.) 
doned meander called an oxbow remains. When oxbows are filled with stand- 
* 
h ing water, they are called oxbow lakes. Meanders tend to migrate dawnslope, d 
. which also results in shifting channel patterns. 
Streams on a flood plain often overflow their banks and, as they do, some 
alluvial material is deposited just outside the normal stream channel as a 1 
natural levee. Natural levees are toe small to be noticed on many streams. =4 a 
However, large rivers such as the Mississippi often have prominent levees. 
Artificial levees are sometimes constructed atop natural levees to protect flood 
plains from subsequent flooding. If a river restrained by an artificial levee 
cannot overflow its banks and deposit its sediment load on the floodplain, it 
tends to deposit materials in its own channel. This new sediment tends to 
1 
raise the level of the riverbed. To prevent the next flood from overfiowing, 
the artificial levee must be constructed even higher. Artificial levee construc- 
tion on one stretch of a river may lead to incrcased flooding on other stretches 3 
of the river. Overbank flooding results when streams overflow their levees 1 
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and slow-moving waters cover much of the flood plain. Deposits from these 
slow-moving waters are called slack water deposits (also called backswamp 
deposits). 
Flood plain terrain has an overall level relief with minor irregularities and 
a gentle downstream gradient. The texture of flood plain materials varies 
greatly because they have slowly accumulated over years of shifting stream 
courses and overbank flooding. Point bar deposits consist principally of gravel 
ant1 sand. Natural levees contain principally sand and silt. Oxbows often 
contain standing water or very poorly drained organic soils. Slack water de- 
posits are usually poorly drained silts and clays. The depth to bedrock is 
variable, depending on the nature of the buried terrain. Wider flood plains 
generally have greater depths to bedrock. Using airphoto interpretation, the 
present surface soils can be effectively estimated, l>ut it must be realized that 
materials will vary with depth because a variety of flood plain features can 
lie buried beneath the present land surface. 
Develo2ment on flood plains must proc4ed with extreme caution. Annual 
losses of life and property on flood plains are staggering. In addition to the 
danger of flooding, seriot~s foundation limitations are imposed by the ex- 
tremely variable soils and high groundwater table. If development is to take 
place on flood plains, it must be preceded by a careful study of the soils 
present, the internal soil drainage and groundwater conditions, and the fre- 
quency and severity of flooding that can be expected. Flood plains are better 
suited to agricultural or parkland uses that can withstand periodic flooding 
with comparatively low losses. 
Mapping of flood plains for developmetltal planning and flood insurance 
purposes has received major emphasis in the United States. In this process, 
thefloodway (area covered by a flood) is delineated for floods occurring with 
a given probability. The determination of the limits of a given flood often 
incorporates flood plairt terrain evaluation, topographic mapping through 
photogran~metric techniques, and hydrologic modeling. 
Airphoto Identificrtlon of flood Qlaina. Topography: Gencrully level 
with small tiownstream gradient. Nahrral levees slightly higher position. 
Slack water deposits in lowest positiort. Drainage and erosion: A prin- 
cipal stream flows on its flood plain. On wide flood plains, secondary 
streams may be present near the outer edges of the flood plain (yazoo 
streams) and flow a considerable distance before connecting with the 
principal stream. Because groundwater tables are high and the terrain 
level, and because of periodic flooding on the flood plain, there is sel- 
dom an integrated drainage pattern ~nnnected with the principal stream. 
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Photo tone: A cotnplex pattern of tones is present, reflecti1.g the variety 
of soil and moisture conctitions. Point bar deposits have a light tonc- ha t  
may alternate with darkcr-toned depressions between paint bars. Nat- 
ural levees are lighter-toned than surrounding slack water deposits. 
Slack water deposits are dir~rker-toned, often with distinct artificial drain- 
age features. Oxbows have a uniforn gray tone if' filled with standing 
water, or a darker tone if occvlpied by organic soils. Vegetation and land 
use: Often agricultural use, especially drained slack water deposits. Nat- 
ural marsh or swamp vegetation in organic oxbow deposits. Point bar 
deposits that flood annually rrray be barren; those that flood only occa- 
sionally may be farmed. 
Figure 4.57 is a photo-mosaic (note photo numbers at upper right of each 
frame) showing a portion of the flood plain of the White River. The shifting 
channels of the river can be clearly seen (note numerous oxbows). Figure 
4.58 shows a portion of the area covered in Figure 4.57 (photo QQ-IV-74). 
The present course of the stream meanders across the top of Figure 4.58, The 
trees immediately below the river are growing on a small natural levee. Nu- 
merous arc-shaped point bar deposits can be seen in the upper right of the 
figure below the river. These are small, well-drained, sandy rises with a 
nearly white photo tone. In the lower center of the figure are two well-de- 
veloped oxbows. These contain standing water for part of the year, but are 
gradua!ly becoming filled with organic material. In the lower left of the figure 
are poorly drained slack water deposits with a clay loam texture. Note the 
striped pattern caused by numerous ditches constructed to drain these soils 
to allow cultivation. 
Deltas form where streams discharge into bodies of quiet water (lakes and 
oceans). The stream velocity rapidly decreases and deposition of sediment 
takes place. 
Most deltas have shifiing multiple distributary channels (analogous to al- 
luvial fans) and form fan shapes, as in the case of the Nile Delta. Such deltas 
are called arcuate deltas. Streams carrying a large load of silt and clay tend 
to flow within a few relatively stable distributary channels confined by natural 
levees (analogous to river flood plains) and to form branching deltas, as in the 
case of the Mississippi Delta. Such deltas are called birdfoot deltas. 
Arcuate delta soils typically contain a great deal of sand with some gravel. 
Arcuate deltas deposited in former glacial lakes are often used as sourcvs of 
send and gravel for construction activities. Arcuate deltas protruding into 
present-day lakes often make excellent sites for recreational development. 
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Topography is favorable for active sports, lake access is convenient, sloping 
sandy beaches may be present, and occasional flooding from distributary 
channels can be tolerated. Power plants often compete with recreational uses 
for space on arcuate deltas as site cotiditions are also favorable for power 
plant location, as long as potential flooding is taken into account in site design. 
Birdfoot delta site conditions present limitations to development because 
soil and drainage are extremely variable, :IS in the case of river flood plains, 
and the delta is subject to ovetbank fldirrg. The use of birdfoot deltas for 
agriculture is impoatunt on a worldwide scale. 
Alrphoto Identlficatlon of Delta$. Topography: Nearly level surface 
bounded by upland areas and water. Overall arcuate or birdfbot shape. 
Drainage and erosion: Distributary streams present. Arcuate deltas have 
one or more mairr channels amnged in a fan-shajxd radial pattern. Also, 
former distributary channels (typically braided) are present. Birdfoot 
deltas hive one major channel plus several large branches extending in 
random directiot~s. Birdfoot deltas may have numerous ponds and low 
wet areas. Gullies seldom present. Photo tone: Variable, depending on 
sail and moisture conditions. Arcuate deltas tend to be light-toned, with 
a braided pattern revealtng fonner distributary channels. Birdfmt deltas 
resemble river flood plains, with natural levees, slack wafer deposits, 
and so on. Vegetation and land use: Vuriable, depending on climate and 
depth to water table. Some deltas used extensively for agriculture; oth- 
ers undisturbed marshland. 
Figure 4.59 shows a small areutrte delta formed where a stream flows into 
a deep lake. Note the recreational development on this delta. 
Figure 4.60 contains two Landsat images (see Chapter 10) showing the 
extensive birdfoot delta of the Mississippi River. Figure 4 . a  shows the river 
flawing withira its banks and pouring vast quantities of silt into the Gulf of' 
Mexico. Figure 4.60h shows the marly distributary channels of the delta, each 
confined by a na tud  levee. 
Figure 4.61 shows a small birdfoot delta formed where a s h a m  flows into 
a shallow lake. Note that the naturul levee of the strewn carries well into the 
lake, fonnitdg the birdfoot delta. Numerous mttages are located on the natural 
levee to the left oT the stream. To both sides of the leve+*s are very poorly 
drained organic soils plus some standing water with aquatic vegetation. In 
these early July photographs. there i s  a great deal of sun glitter (rrpeculilr 
reflection) on the left photograph, making stereoviewing somewhat distract- 
ing. 
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sulting in organic deposits of variable age, size, thickness, number of layers 
of materials, and stage of decomposition. Airphoto interpretation can be cf- 
fectively utilized to delineate the extent and general nature of organic de- 
posits, but field soil borings are required for information about the total thick- 
ness of the deposits and their composition at depth. 
Peat soils can be described as sedimentary peat, jibrous peat, or woody 
peat, depending on the nature of the plant fragments. Organic soil formation 
+ypically begins in shallow lakes or ponds with aquatic vegetation (water 
lilies, duckweed, algae). The annual addition of decaying plants results in a 
so& oozy, structureless sedimentary peat. As organic material builds up on 
the pond bottom and water depths decrease, marsh vegetation (cattails, 
sedges, grasses) encroaches on the pond, decreasing the open water surface 
and the amount 3f aquatic vegetation. The peat resulting from the decom- 
position of marsh vegetation is afibrous peat with a firm but porous inter- 
woven network of stems, roots, and leaf fragments. The final stage of native 
vegetation that typically establishes itself upon a layer of fibrous peat is a 
swamp forest (tamarack, alder, willow). Decomposition of leaves, needles, 
bark, twigs, and cones produces woody peat. 
Mineral soils typically have 1.5 to 2.5 grams of solid material per cubic 
centimeter of soil volume (glee). Organic soils typically have only 0.5 g/cc 
solid material and have been found with densities as low as 0.1 glcc. The 
volume not occupied by solid particles is occupied by water plus a small 
amount of air if the soils are not saturated. Mineral soils usually have a ratio 
of water to solids of 5 to 20 percent cn a weight basis. Organic soils typically 
have a ratio of 100 to 500 percent, which means that there is more water than 
solid material in muck and peat deposits. 
Muck and peat present extremely poor foundations for construction activ- 
ities and should be avoided in urban and suburban development. Highways 
crossing muck and peat are susceptible to both soil failure and excessive 
settlement, unless elaborate (and expensive) design and construction proce- 
dures are utilized. 
Muck and peat in suitable climates are often drained and farmed for crops 
such as potatos, peppermint, celery, onions, and sod for lawns. In such cases, 
care must be taken not to overdrain the organic soils as they are susceptible 
to an irreversible hardening that restricts water movement and root penetra- 
tion. In addition, dry muck and peat present a fire hazard. Fires on these 
matelids are difficult to control and may bum for months, polluting the air 
and destroying the organic material. Many wetland areas with organic soils 
provide an important, productive wildlife habitat for both resident species 
and r.rigrating birds. When such areas are drained and farmed (or dredged for 
other uses), important wildlife habitats are often destroyed permanently. Or- 
ganic soil areas in their natural state adjacent to in lad  lakes often serve to 
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PHOTO- 
GRAMMETRY 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Photogrammetry is the science, art, and 
technology of obtaining reliable meas- 
urements and maps from photographs. 
The principles of photogrammetry are 
important to the photointerpreter be- 
cause they are essential to quantffying 
interpreted terrain features in terms of 
thcir location and extent. This quantifi- 
cation pravss is significant because the 
interpreter's concern for what is present 
in imagery is almost always accompanied 
with a concern for where interpreted 
items are on the ground and over whut 
areal extent. Photogrammetry deals pri- 
marily with these last two concerns. 
Photogrammetric analysis procedzres 
can range from obtaining approximate 
distances and elevations using relatively 
unsophisticated equipment and simple 
geometric concepts to obtaining ex- 
tremely precise maps and measurements 
using sophisticated instrumentation and 
complex computational techniques. Al- 
though most applications of photogram- 
metry involve aerial photographs, terres- 
trial photographs (taken from earth-based 
cameras) may dso be used. Applications 
of terrestrial photogrammetric tech- 
niques range from accurately recwrding 
the scene of an automobile accident to 
mapping the human body in medical 
studies. 
The most common use of photogram- 
metry is in the preparation of topographic 
maps. For example, virtually all U.S. 
Geological Survey quadrangle maps are 
prepared photogrammetrically. Like- 
wise, photogrammetry stands as the 
workhorse for mapping in engineering, 
foreshy, geology, planning, soil science, 
and a host of other fields. 
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In this chapter, we introduce only the most basic aspects of the brc ~d 
subject of photogrammetry. Our objective is to provide the student with a 
fundamental rinderstanding of how aerial photographs can be used to measure 
and map earth surface features. We discuss the following photogrammetric 
activities. 
1. Determfnfng horizontal ground distances and angles from measurements 
ma& on a vertical photograph. In Section 2.14, we introduced the con- 
cept of scale variation and relief displacement for photographs taken over 
areas of varied relief. In this chapter, we illustrate how to compensate for 
these relief effects when making distance and angle measurements on 
photographs. This involves measuring the xy coordinates of image points 
on the photograph and projecting them into a ground coordinate system. 
This projection requires knowledge of the terrain elevation at each point, 
from which the local photo scale is found. The conversion to ground 
coordinates is then performed by simply dividing the photocoordinates 
for any given point by the local s a l e  at the point. Once the endpoints of 
a line are located in the ground coordinate plane, relief distortions are 
eliminated and one can mathematically derive the length and bearing 
(compass direction) of the line. The angle between two lines may be 
similarly determined. 
2. Determination of object heights from relief displacement measur engent. 
Relief effects are often bothersome in the interpretation process, vet they 
can be useful in many cases. For example, they permit the interpreter to 
measure the heights of vertical objects appearing on a photograph. Recall 
that bemuse of the perspective view of an aerial photograph, only features 
lying directly beneath the photo principal point are imaged in a map-like 
top view. Away from the center of the pho-?graph, relief displacement 
causes features to appear to lean away radially from the center of the 
photograph (Figure 2.36). The magnitude of x Aief displacement depends 
on the flying height, the distance from the piloto principal point to the 
feature, and the height of the feature. Because these factors are geomet- 
rically related, we can measure an object's relief displacement and radial 
position on a photograph and thereby detennine the height of the object. 
This technique provides limited accuracy, but is useful in applications 
where only approximate object heights are needed. 
3. Determination of object heights and terrain elevations bu nleasutement 
of image parallax. The previous operations are performed using vertical 
photos individually. Many photogrammetric operations involve analyzing 
images in the area of overlap of a stereopair. Within this area, we have 
two views of the same terrain. taken from different vantage points. Be- 
tween these two views, the relative positions of features lying closer to 
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the camera (at higher elevation) will change more from photo to photo 
than the pojations of features farther from the camera (at lower elevation). 
This change in relative position is called paralkx. It can be measured on 
overlapping photographs and used to determine object heights and terrain 
elevations. 
4. Use of ground control points. The accuracy of photogrammetric meas- 
urements is premised on the use of ground control. These are points that 
can be aeeurately located on the photograph and for which we have in- 
formation on their ground coordinates and/or elevations. This information 
is used as "geometric ground truth" to calibrate photo measurements. For 
example, we commonly use ground control to determine the true (slightly 
tilted) angular orientation of a photograph, the flying height of a photo- 
graph, and the airbase of a pair of overlapping photographs (the distance 
between successive photo centers). This information is critical in a host 
of photogrammetric operations. 
5. Generation of maps in stereoplotters. A stereoplotter is an instrument 
designed for the production of topographic maps from stereopairs. With 
this type of instrument, the photographs are mounted in special projectors 
that can be mutually oriented to precisely correspond to the angular tilts 
present when the photographs were taken. Once oriented properly, the 
projectors recreate an accurate model of the terrain that, when viewed 
stereoscopically, can be used to plot a planimetric map having no relief 
distortions. In addition, topographic contours can be plotted on the map 
and the height of vertical features appearing in the model can be deter- 
mined, 
6. Generation of orthophotographa. A stereoplotter is designed to transfer 
nurp information, without distortions, from stereophotographs. A similar 
device can be used to transfer image information, with distortions re- 
moved. The resulting undistorted imege is called an orthophotograph. 
Orthophotos combine the geometric utility of a map with the extra infor- 
mation provided by a photograph. Frequently, a map showing cultural 
features or contours is overprinted onto the orthophoto, creating a "photo- 
map." 
7 .  Preparatfon of a flight plan to acquire aerial pttotography. Whenever 
new photographic coverage of an area is to be obtained, a photographic 
flight mission must be planned. This process begins with selecting an 
image scale, camera lens and format size, and degired image overlap. The 
flight planner can then determine such geometric factors as the appro- 
priate flying height, the distance between image centers, the direction 
and spacing of flight lines, and the nurnber of images required to nwer 
the study area. Based on these factors, a flight map and a list of specifi- 
cations are prepared for the finn providing the photographic services. 
Each of these photogrammetric operations is covered in separate sections 
in this chapter. We Rrst discuss some general geometric concepts that are 
basic to these techniques. 
5.2 aEOMETRlC ELEMENTS OF A VERTICAL PHOTOORAPH t 
E 
Many basic photogrammetrie procedures involve the use of oertkal photo- 
graphs. As discussed earlier (S.zetior. 2. t2), vertical photographs are those 
i taken with the camera axis directed as vertically as possible. For a truly 
a vertical photograph, the camera axis woulci be in perfect alignment with the 
direction of gmvity. Because of unavoidable angular tilts of the aircraft during 
f .3 
i h e  instant of exposure, virtually all aerial photographs are slightly tilted. 
! However, unintentional tilts are normally less than lo and rarely greater than 
3'. For many photogrammetric operations such tilts are negligible and the 
resulting photos are treated as being truly vertical without serious error. 
f 
r The basic geometric elements of a vertical aerial photograph are depicted 
i; in Figure 5.1. Light rays from temin objects are imaged in the plane of the 
film negative after intersecting at the camera lens exposure station, L. The 
negative is located behind the lens at a distance equal to the lens focal length, 
: f. Assuming the size of a paper print positive (or film positive) equal to that 
of the negative, positive image positions aur be depicted diagrammatically 
in front of the lens in a plane located at a distancef. This rendition is appro- 
priate in that most photo positives used for measurement purposes are contact 
€ 
I printed, resulting in the geometric relationships showt~. 
1 The x and y coordinate positions of image points are referenced with re- 
spect to axes fonned by straight lines joining the opposite fiducial marks 
I recorded on the positive (Figure 2.22). The x axis is arbitrarily assigned to the fiducial axis most nearly coincident with the line of flight. and is taken 
as positive in the forward direction of flight. The po~itive y axis is located W)" 
I 
counterclockwise from the positive x axis. Because of the precision with 
: which the fiducial marks and the letrs are placed in a metric camera, the 
: photocoordinate origin, o, can be assumed to coincide exactly with the prin- 
cipal point, the intersection of the lens optical axis and the film plane. The 
f point where the prolongation of the optical axis of the camera intersects the terrain is referred to as the ground principal point, 0. Images for terrain t 
i points A, 8, C, D, and E appear geometrically reversed on the negative at a', 
b', c', d', and e' and in proper geometric relationship on the positive at a, b. 
c, d, and e. (Throughout this chapter we refer to points on the image with 
lowerase letters and corresponding points on the terrain with uppercase 
letters.) 
The xy photocoordinates of o point are the perpendicular distances from 
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Clgun 5.1 Boric geometric elements of a vertical photograph. ! 
3 
the xu coordinate axes. Points to the right of the y axis have positive x coor- 
dinates ar.d points to the left have negative x cwrdinates. Similarly, points 
above the x axis have positive y coordinates and those below have negative 
y coordinates. 
Measurements of photwoordi1~1tes may be obtained using any one of many 
measurement devices. These devices vary in their accuracy, cast, and avail- 
ability. Far rudimentary phatogrammetric problems-where low orders of 
measurement amtiracy are acceptabl- triangular enghaeer's scale or metric 
scale may be used. When using these scales, measurement accuracy is gen- 
erally improved by taking the average of several repeated measurements. 
Measurements nre also generally more accurate when made with the aid of 
a magnifying lens. Movable magnifying eyepieces are built-in features of 
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- In Figttre 5.1, we illustrated the geometry of a vertlcal photograph taken over 
P 
f &t terrain. In such a cue, the photograph will accurately represent the ge- 
ometry of the imaged terrain. Like a map, the photogrpph will be chuac*er- 
L i d  by r constant scale. Distances measured on h e  photograph may themfore 
be converted to gmund lengths by simply dividing by the p h h  d e .  Sfm- 
iluty, angles may be d i d y  mearud on the phobgmph, 
Figure 5.4 illustrates the geometry of 3 photograph taken aver terrnin of 
varied relief. Iti this Bgure, the datum plarie has been set at the averqge 
terrain elevation (not at mean sea level). If $1 terrain points were to lie at 
this common elevation, t emin  points A and El would be located at A' and A', 
and would be imaged at points a' and b' on the photograph. &c to the varied 
wlief, however, the position of point A is shifted radially outward on the 
photograph (to a), ~ l r d  the parition of point B is shifted radially inward (to b). 
5.3 HORfZOWAL GIIOWND LENGTHS, DlREGTIONS AND ANGLES 2al 
There changes in image position are the relief displacements of points A and 
E l .  Figure 5 .a  iilustrates the efiect they have on the geometry of the photo. 
Because A' and B' lie at the same terrain elevation, the image line a'b' oc 
cutately tegreaents the scaled horizontal lev* and orientation of the ground 
line AB. Wh-n the relief displrlc+ments art? introducd, the resulting line alt 
has a csnsjdernltly altered length and orientation. 
Angles are R!%O distorted by relief Jieplacemt.ntn. In Figure 5.4b, the hor- 
izontal ground angle ACB is accurately expressed by a'cb' on the phato. Due 
to the displocemcttts, the distorted angle ach will appear on the photograph. 
Note that, b@cmirc of the radial nature of relief displacements, angles a b u t  
the origin of the photo (such as aob) will not be distorted. 
When points lie at different elevations, lenrJths and angler con be computed 
indirectly by the following method. First, the phatc~w)rdinates of points 
the photograph are converted to n datum-level ground rutordinate system. 
This involves multiplying the photr~.mtdinates f eac h point by the inverse 
of the image scale at that puint. (Note that this requires knowledge qeof the 
terrain elevation at each point.) Once the p i n i s  are located in the g r ~ u n d  
cwordinate system, the relief effects are eliminated. Lengths, directions, and 
angles may therefore be bethemutically mmputed from the ground crootdi- 
nates. 
Figure 5.5 Lllt~strates the geometry associated with determining ground 
coordinates fhtm measured phst8~'oordinates. The exposure station is at Bying 
heidit H abwe datum, and tennin points A and B lie ut elevations hA and h, 
above &turn. As shown in the figure, wrbitrory X end Y grot~nd cmrdinates 
ore defined directly beneath tbe photographic x and y axes at the datum 
elevation. The ground cmrdinater (XA. Y A )  and (X1, Y,) can bc! calculated 
bOlK?d on memurernent of phdoc~mrdinutem (x., y,) and (rb, a) as described 
below. 
From olmilol. triangles KIA' and &', 
f 
X4 H - h4 
from whieh we obtain 
From similar trinngleu LA 'A and La 'a, 
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Figure 5.5 Determination of grot~nd coordinates from measured photocwordinates. 
.F 
from which we obtain 
Note that (H -- hA)lf is the reciprcxal of the scale at point A. Thus, as men- 
tioned previously *he conversion to ground coordinates simply involves mul- 
tiplying by the invcsrse of the photo scale at  the point under consideration. 
Consequently, the ground coordinate for point B can be expressed as: 
Direction B to A = ~r = tan-' - (? -3 
5.3 HORIZONTAL GROUND LENGTHS, DIRECTIONS AND ANGLES 
and 
Given the ground coordinates of points A and B, the horizontal length of 
the line AB may be mathematically determined using the Pythagorean theo- 
rem. As shown in Figure 5.6, the line AB represents the hypotenuse of a right 
triangle whose legs are equal to (XA - XB) and (YA - YB). By the Pythagorean 
theorem 
Examph 5.2 With reference to Figure 5.5, assume that the vertical photograph de- 
picted was taken from an altitude of 964 m above datum with a 152.4 mm focal length 
camera. The coordinates for ground points A and B measure as x, = 
+46.82 mm, y, = +53.64 mm, xb = -35.51 mm, and yb = -43.17 mm. The elevations 
of points A and B are known to be 213 m and 152 m above datum. Find the horizontal 
length of ground line AB. 
Solution Using Eqs. 5.1 through 5.4, 
From Eq. 5.5: 
AB = [(230.72 + 189.20)z + (264.33 + 23!01)2]'=M9m 
The direction of ground line AB with respect to the ground coordinate axis 
system can also be found from the ground coordinates. Considering the di- 
rection to be a clockwise angular departure of a line frorn the directior? of the 
+Y axis, the direction of AB is labeled as the angle a in Figure 5.6. This 
angle may be found trigonometrically from the ground coordinates as follows 
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AX= I(XA -xg12 + (YA - YB)'1 rn 
u = tan ' [ ( X A  - 5 - YB ) I  
R I 
figure 5.6 Detemiinai. of line length and direction from ground cocrdinates. 
Example 5.3 For the previous example, determine the direction of the line from 
point B to A with respect to the +Y ground axis. 
Solution Using the coordinates con~puted in Ex. 5.2 
5.4 RELIEF DISPLACEMENTS OF VERTICAL FEATURES 3 
In Figure 5.4, we illustrated the effect of relief displacement on a photograph 
taken over varied terrain. In essence, an increase in the elevation of a feature 
causes its positiol~ on the photograph to be displaced radially outward from 
5 
the principal point. Hence, when a vertical feature is photographed, relief 
i displacement causes the top of the feature to lie farther from the photo center 
than its base. As a result, vertical features appear to lean away from the center 
of the photograph. 
The pictorial effect of relief displacement is illustrated by the aerial p h e  
i 
tographs shown in Figure 5.7. These photographs depict the construction site 
i of the Watts Bar Nuclear Plmt adjacent to the Tennessee River. An operating i coal-fired steam plant with its fan-shaped coal stockyard is shown in the upper 
right of a. The nuclear plant is shown in the center of a. Note particularly the 
two large cooling towers adjacent to the plant. In a these towers appear nearly 
in top view because they are located very close to the principal point of this 
photograph. However, the towers rnanifest some relief displacement as the 
top tower appears to lean somewhat toward the upper right and the bottom 
tower toward the lower right. In b the towers are shown at a greater distance 
from the principal point. Note the increased relief displacement of the towers. 
We now see more of a "side view" of the objects since the images of their 
tops are displaced farther than the images of their bases. These photographs 
illustrate the radial nature of relief displacement and the increase in relief 
displacement with an increase in the radial distance from the principal point 
of a photograph. 
The geometric components of relief displacement an. illustrated in Figure 
5.8, which shows a vertical photograph imaging a tower. The photoqraph is 
taken from flying height H above datum. When considering the relief dis- 
placement of a vertical feature, it is convenient to arbitrarily assume a datum 
plane placed at the base of the feature. If &is is done, the flying height, H, 
must be c-rrectly referenced to this same datum, not mean sea level. Thus, 
in Figure 5.8 the height of the tower (whose base is at datum) is h. Note that 
the top of the tower, A, is imaged at u in the photograph whereas the base of 
the tower, A', is imaged at a'. That is, the image of the top of the tower is 
radially displaced the distance d from that of the bottom. The distance d is 
the relief displacement of the tower. The equivalent distance projected to 
datum is D. The distance from the photo principal point to the top of the 
tower is r. The equivalent distance projected to datum is R. 
We can express d as a function of the dimensions shown in Figure 5.8. 
From similar triangles AA'A" and LOA" 
Expressing distances D and R at the scale of thc photograph we obtain 
k d r t --- 
f h - H  
I 
Rearranging the above equation 
11 = ht-iplit itl)ovc tl;itl~ni of the- ol>jcc.t point 
If = f l>*ir i~  height al~ovi* tht- .;i~mi* dnttln~ cho\c.n tc~ rt . f i~re~lcc .  1 1 .  
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t FiQun 6.8 Geometric components of relief displacvment. 
i 
! heights of objects appearing on aerial photographs. By rearranging Eq. 5.7, 
we obtain 
L To use Eq. 5.8, both the top and base of the object to be measured must I be clearly identifiable on the photograph and the flying height H must be known. If this is the case, d and r can be measured on the photograph and used to calculate the object height, h. (When usir!~ @q. 5.8, it is important to 
5 remember that H must be referenced to the elevation of the base of the 
j feature, not to mean sea level.) 
% 
i Eumpk 6.4 For the photo shown in Figure 5.8, assume that tb.: :r.'icf displac.c:nent for the tower at A is 2.01 mm, and the radial distance from the center of the photo to 
P 
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h 
the top of the tower is 56.43 mm, If the flying height is 12U) m above the base of the 
tower, find the height of the tower. 
Solutha By Eq. 5.8 
While measuring relief displacement is a very convenient means of cal- 3 1 
culating heights of objects from aerial photographs, the reader is reminded s 
of the assumptions implicit in the use of the method. We have assumed: use 1 
of truly vertical photography, accurate knowledge of the flying height, clearly 1 
visible objects, precise location of the principal point, and a measurement I 
technique whose accuracy is consistent with the degree of relief displacement 
involved. If these assumptions are reasonably met, quite reliable height de- $ 
terminations may be made using single prints and relatively unsophisticated 
measuring equipment. 
Z 3 
2 In addition to calculating object heights, quantification of relief displace- 
ment can be used to eorrect the image positions of terrain points appearing 
in a photograph. Keep in mind that terrain points in areas of varied relief 
f 
exhibit relief displacements as do vertical objects. This was illustrated in 
3 
Figure 5.4. The image positions of terrain points A and B were radially dis- 4 
placed from the position they would have occupied had they been at datum fl 
elevation. Using Equation 5.7, we can compute the magnitude of these dis- 3 a 
placements (with h and H expressed relative to an arbitrary datum elevation). s f
By laying off the computed displacement distances radially on the photo- : 
graph, the datum-level image positions of the points will be located. This 
adjustment removes the relief distortions at these points, resulting in plani- 
metrically correct image positions at datum scale. The scale can be deter- 
mined from the flying height above datum (S = jlH). Ground lengths, direc- 
tions, angles, and areas may then be directly determined from these corrected 
image positions. This procedure represents an alternative approach to the 3 
measurement fr -hniques presented in Section 5.3. a 3 
E u r n p k  5.5 Referring to the vertical photograph depicted in Figure 5.4, assume 1 - 
F that the radial distance r, to point A is 63.84 mm and the radial dist;mc~ rb to point 4 B is 62.65 mm. Flying height H is 1220 m above datum, pintA is 152 m above datum, 
and point B is 168 m below datum. Find the radial distanw and direction one must P 2 2 lay off from points a and b to plot a' and b'. B 4 s 
5 Solution By Eq. 5.7 
z 
B 4 = I!& . = 7.95 mm (plot inward) H 12U) m 
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6.6 lMAQE PARALLAX 
In previous sections, we have seen that an object a n  be  located in a ground 
coordinate system from measurements on a single photograph only if the 
object's elevation is known. This restriction can be overcome by making 
measurements on stereopairs and using the principle of parallax. The term 
parallax refers to the apparent change in relative positions of stationary ob- 
jects caused by a change in viewing position. This phenomenon is observable 
when one looks at objects through a side window of a moving vehicle. With 
the moving window as a frame of reference, objects such as mountains at a 
relatively great distance from the window appear to move very little within 
the frame of reference. In contrast, objects close to the window, such as 
roadside trees, appear to move through a much greater distance. 
In the same way that the close trees move relative to the distant mountains, 
terrain features close to an aircraft (that is, at higher elevation) will appear to 
move relative to the lower elevation features when the point of view changes 
between successive exposures. These relative displacements form the basis 
for three-dimensional viewing of overlapping photography. In addition, they 
can be measured and used to compute the elevations of terrain points. 
Figure 5.9 illustrates the nature of parallax on overlapping vertical photo- 
graphs taken over varied terrain. Note that the relative positions of points A 
and B change with the change in viewing position iin this case, the exposure 
station). Note also that the parallax displacements occur only parallel to the 
line offlight. In theory, the direction of flight should correspond precisely to 
the fiducial x axis. In reality, however, unavoidable changes in the aircraft 
orientation will usually slightly offset the fiducial axis from the flight axis. 
The true flight line axis may be found by first locating on a photograph the 
points that correspond to the image centers of the preceding and succeeding 
photographs. These points are called the conjugate prfncipal points. A line 
drawn through the principal p i n t s  and the canjugate principle points defines 
the flight axis. As shown in Figure 5.10, all photographs except those ojr the 
ends of a flight strip normally have two sets of flight axes. This happens 
because the aircraft's path between exposures is normally curved. In Figure 
5.10, the flight axis for the stereopair formed by photo # 1 and #i! is flight axis 
12. The flight axis for the stereopair form~bd by photo #2 and #3 is flight axis 
23. 
The line of flight for any given stereopair defines a photcw(wrdinat r axis 
for use in parallax measurement. Lines drawn perpendicular to the flight line 
and passing through the principal point of each photo form the photographic 
y axes for parallax measuretnent. The parallax of any point, such as A, in 
Figure 5.9, is expressed in terms of the flight line coordinate system as 
4 
ftgun 6.8 P d l a x  dtsplecernents on overlapping vertical photographs. 
u 
Fbun 6.10 Flight line axes for su~tvssive stenwpairs along a flight strip. 
where, p, is the parallax of point A, x, is the measured r cwrdinate of irnage 
a on the left photograph of the stereopair, and x i  is the x cuwrdinate of irnilge 
a'  on the right photograph. The x axis for each photo is considered positive 
to the right of each photo principal point. This makes x',, a negative quantity 
in Figure 5.9. 
Figure 5.11 shows overlapping vertical photographs of R ternin point, A. 
Using parallu measunments, we may determine the elevation at A and its 
ground coordinate location. Referring to Figure 5.1 la, the horimntal distance 
between exposure stations L and L' 1s B, the air bun. The triangle in 
Figure S.llb rest~lts bom superimposition of the triangles at L and L' in order 
to graphically depict the nature of parallax p. as computed horn Eq. 5.9 d- 
gebdcally. From similar triangles Lm'p, (Figure 5.11b) and U,.L1 (Figure 
5.1 la) 
from which 
tearranging 
5.5 IMAGE P A R A M  
Aim, from sirnilor trlondes WA, Pnd 
arid substituting Eq. 5.10 into the above equation yields 
A similar derivation using y coordinates yields 
Equations 5.11 to 5.13 are commonly known as the purallax equatbtu. In 
these equations, X and Y ground mordinates of a point with respect to an 
arbitmy cootdjnPte system whose origin i s  vertically below the lef? exposure 
station and with positive X in the d i d o n  of fiight; p is the pwra)bx of the 
point In question; and r and y are the photo coordinates of the point on the 
left-hand photo. The m@or assumptions trade in the derivation of these equa- 
tions are that the photos are truly vertical and that they on: taken h dre 
m e  Bying height. If these orsumptions are sufficiently met, s complete sur- 
vey of the ground region contained in the photo overlap area of a stemopdr 
can be made. 
1 &I The length of line AB and the elevation of its md points. A end 8, we to he determined h a rtemopdr cwtaining imagw o md b. The crmen u d  to fake thc phetognphy hu a 152.4 mm Ims.  Tha flying height wm 1200 m (average for 
the twa p)rotor) and thc air base wor 800 m&m. 'lhe measured coer- i dinafes of p i n b  A and 8 in dre "flight line" rowdirute ryitem are r, = M.61 mm, 
k X, - 88.61 mm, y. - SO.80 mm, y, - -S.@ mm, r'. - -3B.45 mm. urd x; - -27.39 
i mm. Find the lens& of line AB d the ekvaths &A ond 8. 
t Wutba From Eq, 5.9, 
p. - 4 - r: = 54.81 - (-58.45) - 114.06 nbm 
R - 5 - r; - 88.117 - (-27.W) - 126.06 mm 
Fnm Eq. 5.12 and &l. 5.13 
Applying the Pythagorean Thmn *a8 
From Eq. 5.11, the elevatiorrs &A d B are 
In many tirrurnstrmc,~, an image interpreter is interested only in ctslcu- 
lating apptoxinrate elevations, tree heights, builditrg heights, slogtia;, und so 
an. If bath ground principal points of a stertzupair are at nearly the wmae 
elevation, and the bases 9C the objects to be anal y d  are at errentially the 
same elwatiott, sn approximate relationship far cmnptiting e b g e s  in ele- 
vation ofken be applied. This equation is 
whew Ah is dte difference in elevation between two points whose parvllor 
dijjcrence i s  Ap, H' is the flying height ohm ground. and k is the avemge 
photo air bore. The average air base is found by measuring the dirtonce 
between the principal p i n t  mnd c*n]uptc? principal point on both the left 
and right photos and averaging tire measurements. 
trrmpk 8.7 A towm manihts a lruoflorr di&m.c. of 1.a mm h e m  its top and 
i ts  tmse on photuqrrphc tnken fnnn on dtltude h e  ground of 1200 m. If the average 
phota hue i s  76.14 mm, how tall ir tht. tower? 
Sduth From Eq. 5.14, 
8.8 PARALLAX MEASUCIEMENI 
To this point in our discussiun. we have a i d  little atnut h ~ w  p~mllsx ntrus- 
uremcntr are m d e .  In Example 5.6 we urumcd that x and x' f ~ r  points of 
interest were measured directly on the lcfi and right photos nryuctivcly. 
Pmdlerrer were then c&cuIated fmm the algebraic differtmtrs of x and r', in 
r x ~ h c v  with Eq. 3.9. This pnxdurp imr)nws cumbersome when many 
points sn analyzed, since two mcssurementr are required far ruch point. 
Figure 5.12 illustnter the principle Iwhincl tnt*th(rls of pumllax meuslare- 
mmt that only require u single meussrement Bjr ecrh p~i r l t  of interest. If the 
two photographs comprising s strrn~pair  are fastened to v l)urr with their 
flight lines aligned, the distance D remains constant for the rrtttp utal t l a  
psdlu of s point can b derived fmm mcusunment of the* singit- distanccb 
d. That is. p - L) - d.  Distance d ran be mrrxured with r simple scale, 
ussuming a and a' are identifiable. In areas of uniform photo tone, individual 
leatures may aot be identifiable, making the measurement of d very difficult 
Employing the principle illustrated in Figure 5.12, a number of devices 
have been developed to increase the speed and accuracy of parallax meas- 
urement. These devices also permit parailax to be easily measured in areas 
of ,,;forrri photo tone. All employ stereosmpic viewing and the principle of 
th: :' d i n g  murk. This principle is illustrated in Figure 5.13. While viewing 
thn~ugh a . 'ereoscope, the image analyst uses a device that places small iden- 
tical marks over each photograph. These marks are normally dots or crosses 
etched on transparent material. The marks-called half marks--are posi- 
tioned over similar areas on the left-hand photo and the right-hand photo. 
The left mark is seen only by the left eye of the analyst and the right mark 
is seen on!y by the right eye. The relative positions of the half marks can be 
shifted along the direction of flight until they visually fuse together, forming 
a single mark that appears to "float" at a specific level in the stereomodel. 
The apparent elevation of the floating mark varies with the spacing between 
the half marks. Figure 5.13 illustrates how the fused marks can be made to 
float and can actually be set on the terrain at particular points in the stereo- 
model. Half mark positions (a,b), (a,c), and (a,d) result in floating mark po- 
sitions in the model at B, C, and D. 
One of the most common devices employing the floating mark principle 
for parallax measurement is the parallax bar. Figure 5.14 shows a parallax 
bar oriented under a mirror stereoscwpe. The parallax bar consists of two half 
marks positioned on a bar. The distance between the marks can be varied 
and is precisely measured with the micromefer screw shown at the right end 
of the bar. Here the left half mark is fixed in position while the right half 
mark is moved by turning the micrometer. The ml~~omete r  is turned in order 
to set the floating mark at various apparent elevati~rts within the stereomodel. 
Measurements read from the micrometer of a parallax bar are converted to 
parallax values using the following equation 
* where 
r is the parallax bar reading 
C C is a constant that relates r and p 
t 
i The constant C is called the parallax bar constitnt. Its value depends on the distance between the stereophotos (D in Figure 5.12) and therefore will be 
different for each stereophoto setup. The algebraic sign of C can be plus or 
L .x 
minus, depending on the design of the parallax bar. The numerical value of 
the constant is determined by directly measuring the parallax at a given point 
k 
5.6 PAR41,LAX MEASCTRESIENT 
Lef: eye Right eve 
r Photos v~ewerf 7 
Movable mark 
Stereommlel nf terrain 
fiqure 5.13 Flot~tin~ mark principle. (Note that only tht. riqht half rnark i s  mr>vc.d to 
c.l~;c~lpc. the. i~ppar:.r~t htairht of thr Hoatir~g rrlark i r l  tilt. ~tt-r~.:~i .r~*tlt~l .~ 
- ,  . r -  
. - 
, . .  - 
r - .  1 -.' 
Figure 5.14 iJ;tr;cll;~x bar r*ric-r~tr.cf 1111dt.r ;L mirror utc*rt.o.;c.i~pc.. ( C : o l ~ r t t - \ ? .  \Vile! lfcv-r- 
I ) ~ I I ? : ~ .  Inc*. )
r~siny! a scale ;tnd comparing the rne;tlir~red piirallitx, 11, to the hnr readine, r. 
at tile ~)oirlt. Tllcrl C is ~.orl~~irrt:-d frorr, 
C = ~ I  - r  (,?. 16) 
Onct. (: is tlf.tc.rn~incbd, it c.iirl i j c .  tjst.c! i r ~  Eel. 5 i.5 to c.orl\.c.rt l>itr rcb;~dincs at 
. 
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any points in the stereomodel to parallax values. These may then be used in 
the parallax equations. 
To minimize measurement errors and the effects of tilt, unequal flying 
heights, and print shrinkage, two values of C are normally determined and 
their mean is used. This involves measuring the parallax and taking parallax 
bar readings at two referencu: points. The two principal points are often used 
for this pulpose. As can be seen in Figure 5.15, the parallax of the left photo 
ground principal point 0, is po, = x,, - ( - x 6 , )  = 0 - (-b') = b'. The parallax 
of 4 is pot = xo2 - xOtz = b - 0 = b. In short, the parallax of the left ground 
principal point is photo base b' measured on the right photo, and the parallax 
of the right ground principal point is photo base b measured on the left photo. 
Parallax bar readings for these two points are used to find an average setup 
constant. 
Example 5.8 A 5tereopair was taken with a 152 mm camera from a fiying height of 
1200 nl above mean sea level. The air base at the time of exposure was 400 m. Photo 
base b on the left photo was measured as 94.38 mm and b' on the right photo was 
measured as 94.02 mm. With the photos properly oriented, parallax bar readings were 
taken on the left and right photo principal points o,  and o, and the results were 10.27 
mm and 10.75 mm. Parallax bar readings of 9.86 mm and 14.16 mm were also taken 
on two unknown points A and B. The photocoordinates ofA and B were measured in 
the flight axis system of the left photo as x, = 49.38 mm, v, = 46.65 mm, = 82.29 
mm, and yb = -42.63 mm. Determine the elevations of points A and B and the hor- 
i z o n d  length of line AB. 
Figurn 5.15 Parallax of the principal points. 
5.6 PARALLAX MEASUREMENT 
Solution From Eq. 5.16 
By Eq. 5.l5 
p. = r. + C = 9.86 i 83.69 = 93.55 ntm 
By Equtions 5.12 and 5.13 
The horizontal length of line AB is 
A very simpie device for mcasuriag parallax is the parallax wedge. It can- 
sists of a transparent sheet of pla\tic on which are printed two converging 
lines Qr rows of dots (or graduated lines). Next to one of the converging lines 
is a scale that shows the horizontal distance between the two lilies at each 
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point. Consequently, these graduations can be thought of as a series of par- 
allax bar readings. 
Figure 5.16 shows a parallax wedge set up for use. The wedge is positioned 
so that one of the converging lines lies over the left photo in a stereopair and 
one over the right photo. When viewed in stereo, the two lines fuse together 
over a portion of their length, forming a single line that appears to float in 
the stereomodel. Because the lines on the wedge converge, the floating line 
appears to slope through the stereoscopic image. 
Figure 5.17 illustrates how a parallax wedge might be used to determine 
the height of a tree. In Figure 5.170, the position of the wedge has been 
adjusted until the sloping line appears to intersect the top of the tree. A 
reading is then taken from the scale at this point (55.55 mm). The wedge is 
then positioned such that the line intersects the base of the tree, and a reading 
is taken (59.75 mm). The difference between the readings (1.20 mm) is then 
used to determine the tree height. 
Eumple 5.9 The flying height for an overlapping pair of photos is 1600 m above the 
g m u ~ ~ d  and the photo air base is 75.60 mm. Find be height of the tree illustrated in 
Figure 5.17. 
6 
1 Mution From Eq. 5.14 
Parallax wedges can also be used to measure absolute parallax. As with the 
parallax bar, a constant for each measurement setup is obtained by shifting 
the wedge under the stereoscope until the fused line intersects at the image 
of a point whose parallax was measured with a scale. A parallax wedge con- 
stant is then determined as before (Eq. 5.16) and the parallax at any point is 
obtained by piercing the image with the floating line, reading the wedge, and 
applying the wedge constant. 
The parallax wedge is a very simple, inexpensive, and rapid (with practice) 
device for parallax measurement. Alt'hough we later discuss much more com- 
plex, expensive, and accurate means of measuring stereoscopic pardlax, the 
student should not lose sight of the principle and utility of less sophisticated 
equipment. Only then can tradeoffs between measurement cost and accuracy 
be evaluated. 
Figure 5.16 P . ~ r . t l l . t \  \ \ r t l ~ . t .  ~ I , I ~ . I I ~ ( . I I  1111(1t~r  11.11, \ t t > r ~ + o v  l l p t . .  
5.7 GROUND CONTROL FOR AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
As we have indicated throughout, most remote sensing analyses involve some 
form of ground reference data. Photogrammetric operations are no exception. 
In fact, for most photogrammetric activities one form of ground reference data 
is essential--ground control. Ground control refers to physical p i n t s  on the 
ground whose ground position. are known with respect to some horizontal 
coordinate system and/or vertical datum. When mutually identifiable on the 
ground and on a photograph, ground control points can be used to establish 
the exact spatial position and orientation of a photograph relative to the 
ground at the instant of exposure. 
Ground control points may be either horizontal control points, uertfcal 
control points, or bath. Horizontal control point positions are known p!ani- 
metrically in some XY coordinate system (for example, a State Plane Coor- 
dinate System). Vertical control points have known elevations with respect 
to a level datum (for example, mean sea level). A single point with known 
planimetric position and known elevation can serve as both a horizonhi1 and 
vertical control point. 
Horizontal ground control is generally established through ground survey- 
ing techniques in the form of triangulation, trilateration or traversing. Vertical 
control is generally established through varioits surveying techniques of lev- 
eling. The details of these and other more sophisticated surveying techniques 
used for establishing ground control are not important for the student to un- 
derstand. It does warrant rciteration, however, that accurate ground control 
is essential to uirtually all photogrammetric operations because photogram- 
metric measurements can only be as reliable as the ground control on which 
they are based. Measurements on the photo can he accurately extrapolated 
to the ground only when we know the location and orientation of the pho- 
tograph relative to the ground at the instant of exposure. Ground control is 
required to deterrriir~e these factors. 
As we mentioned, ground control points must be clearly identifiable both 
on the ground and on the photography being used. Often, contrt,; points arc 
selected and surveyed after photography has heen taken, thereby insuring 
that the points are identifiable on the image. Cultural features, such as road 
intersections, are often used as control points it1 such cases. Ifa grotrnd srlrvey 
is made prior to a photo mission, control points may be premarked with 
artificial targets to aid in their identification on the photography. Crosses that 
contrast with the background land mver make ideal control point markers. 
Their size is selected in ilccordance with the scale of the photography to he 
flown and their vnaterial fomr can Iw quite varial~le. In  many cases, rtlarkt*r* 
are lnade by simply painting white crosw4 o t ~  rood\va> 4. Altcvni~ti\ci!, I ~ H I  k-
crs can Iw painted on contct*ting \hr*t~ts of n~itwlliti., plywc,td, o r  hi-avy cloth. 
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5.8 USE OF GROUND CONTROL IN DETERMINING THE FLYING 
HEIGHT AND AIR BASE OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS 
flylng Hdght Deterrnlnrtlon 
As indicated throughout this chapter, knowledge of the flying height from 
which a photograph was taken, H, is essential in numerous photogrammetric 
computations. Depending on the information available and the accuracy re- 
quirements of the task at hand, H can be found in many ways. As mentioned 
earlier, some mapping cameras record an altimeter reading on each photo- 
graph, from which an approximate H can be determined. Alternatively, if a 
level ground line of known length and elevation appears on a photograph, 
the length of the line as imaged on the photograph and the carnera focal 
length can be used to find H. 
htampb 5.10 A level fenceline 200 m long i s  recorded on a vertical photograph 
taken with a camera having a 152 mm letls. A topograpl~ic map indicates that the 
fenceline is at an elevation of 1120 m above sea level. If the fenceline is m.00 mm 
long on the photograph, determine the flying height above sea level. 
Solution The basic equation for photo scale S is 
Solving for H, 
If ground control is available on an image, it can be used to obtain a more 
accurate measurement of H. For example, if the images of two horizontall 
vertical ground control points. A and B, are contained on a vertical photo- 
graph, H can be determined by measuring the photocoordinates of the control 
points and determining the horizontal ground length of the line between A 
and B. This length is expressed through the Pythagorean theorem as 
Substitution of Equations 5.1 to 5.4 into the above results in 
i 
where ground length AB, elevations hA and hB, and focal length f are known, 
1 and where photocoordinates (x,,y,) and (s,yb) have been measured. This 
f 
r 
i 
expression takes on the form of a quadratic equation aH2 + bH + c = 0, where 
i a,  b ,  and c represent numbers obtained by substituting the known values in 
i the expression for (ABY. The solution for the quadratic form of the equation 
t is 
While the above expression provides a direct solution for fi, formation and 
solution of the quadsjtic are rather tedious and a trial-andsrror approach to 
finding H is often quicker and easier to employ. In this approach, an initial 
approximation of H, called HI, is made from the altimeter reading, or from a 
computation similar to that in Example 5.11. Next, Eq. 5.17 is solved for an 
approximate AB, called AB,, based on HI. Then AB, is compared to the true 
length AB, and if they do not agree, a refined estimate of H (called Hz) is 
f 
J 
3 
made from f 
where hA. is the average elevation of the two end points of lint? AB. The new, 
Ht, value for H found in Eq. 5.18 is then used to solve for mother value of 
AB, ABt. The computed ABz value is then compared to the true AB value and 
the process is repeated until the computed and true values agree. Normally, 
I 
agreement is reached after two iterations. 
E u m p k  S.11 Control points A and B appear on a verLic.1 photograph taken with a 
camera having a 192.4 mm lens. The horizontal ground distance between A and B is 
650 m and the elevations of A and B are 213 m and 152 m above sea level. The 
a 
photocoordinates of the points are ra = t46.82 mm, ya = +53.64 mm, xb = -35.51 I 1 
mm, and yb = -43.17 mm. Calculate the flying height of the photograph using the f 
I 
trial and error approach. i 
(a) Find the photo distance of line ab I 
s (b) Find k t  approximation 11, from basic scale equation 
e i 
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= 
% 
$ (e) Find AB, from Eq. 5.17 
t 
(A B,)' = (230.11 + 188.73)' + (263.62 + 229.45)' 
ABI = 646.9 m (compared to the true length AB of 690 m) 
(d) Find second approximation Ha from Eq. 5.18 
f 
H: -- 650 (Q62 - 182.5) + 182.5 = 965.7 m 
- 
P 646.9 
(e) Find ABI from Eq. 5.17 
: &Bay - (231.24 + 189.60P + (W.93 + 230.49)p 
AB: = 650.04 (compared to the true length AB of 650 m) 
Illerefore, H = W.7 m above sea level. 
Alr Baa0 Dotermination 
As with determining the flying height of a photograph, the air base bet ween 
successive photographs can be found from ground cantrol by various meth- 
ods. If flying height H is known and one vertical cvntrol point is available in 
f the overlap area of successive photos, the airbase may be calculated frorn Eq. 
5.10. 
% -
E l E-mph S.l2 A stereopair was exposed from a flying height of 1620 m above sea 
& level using a camera with a 152.4 mm lens. Vertical control point A has an elevatior~ 
of 252 m above sea level and a parallax of B5.48 mm. Find the air base of the stereopair. 1 
% Solution By rearranging Eq. 5.10 
e 
If two t n h l  points appear in the overlapping area of a stereopair, the air 
base can be calculated by expressing the horizontal dishince between the 
points in terms of rectangular cmrdinates. Again, the Pytllagorean theorem 
is used, and the rwrdinates of the control points are found from the parallax 
equations. The line length between two points A and B is thereby expressed 
as 
Substitution of Equations 5.12 and 5.13 into the above for the cwrdinates of 
A and B gibes 
Finally, solving for B, 
Eunrpk 5.13 Control points A and R appear in the overlap area of a stereupniw. The 
horizontal ground length of the line between the p i n t s  i s  known to be 2617 m. 7% 
measured parallux of point a is 85.14 mm, and thnt of point b i s  89.27 rnrn. The "flight 
line" coordinates of the points on the left-hand photo arc x, = 27.14 mm, y. = 62.39 
mm, 5 = 17.42 mm, and y, = -70.10 mrn. Find the air bare of the stereopair. 
Solution 
6.O STEREOSCOPIC PLOTTINO INSTRUMENTS 
As we mentioned in the introductory section of this chapter, the most wide- 
spread use of photogrammetr/ is in the preparation of topographic maps. 
Stereoplotter8 are precision instruments designed for this purpase. Two pro- 
jectors are used that can be adjusted irr their position and angular oritbntation 
to duplicate the exact relative position and orientation of the aetiiil camem 
at the instants the two photos of a stereopair were exposed. That is, if the 
photographs were taken when the camera was tilted, these tilts are precisely 
B 
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recreated in the projection process. Likewise, the bare distance between 
exposures and ditl'erencgs in flying heights are simulated by rrdjustitr~ the 
relative positions of the pmjectots. 
Conceptually, the operating principle of ;J s te~ap lo t t e r  is quite simple. 
Each photograph in a stereopair is the result of rays projected from the terrain, 
through a lerrs, onto an image plane that has cr particulnr position and attitude. 
In a stereoplotter, the direc-tion of projection is simply reversed. We project 
rays From the photographs (in the same relative orientation in which they 
were taken) to form a greatly reduced scale model of the terrain in the overlap 
area. The model can be viewed and measured in t h e  dimensions and can 
be projected orthographically to a map sheet. This process eliminates the 
perspective view distortions present wherr we attempt to map direrdy fram 
a single photo. It also eliminates errors i n d u c e d  by tilts and unequal flying 
heights when m~amring parallax on etermpairs. 
There are many different types of stereoplotters but all of them are made 
up sf three hasic components: 
1. A projedian system (to create the terrain model) 
2. A viewing cyrtem (to enable the inrtntment opcrstor to see the model 
stereoscopically) 
3. A rneolsuring and tracing system (for measuring elevations in the model 
and tracing features onto a map sheet) 
Figure 5.18 illustrates a direct optical projection plotter. Such systems 
directly project overlapping images onto a truclng tabla where the terrain 
model is viewed in stereo. The projec+ors can be both translated along and 
rotated about their x, y, and z mes. This pennits the instrument operator to 
perform (t relatloe odentation to recreate the position and angular orientation 
of the two photographs at the time of exposure. This is done by adjusting the 
pajec-tors until all cxmjugate image points cvincide in the y direction (at this 
point, only the e leva t ion~~used  x parallnx remains). The two projec.tors are 
then udjusted in ktndetn to arrive at an absolute orkntotion of the projected 
model. This is accwmplished by scaling and leveling the pair of prajec$ors 
until the images of ground cu)ntrol points t x ~ u p y  their appropriate pre-plotted 
positions on the map manuscript (Figure 5.18). Following these two arien- 
tation procedtlrzs, a geometric'iilly cu)rrtrc-t model will be projected and a ram- 
plete topographic map may be drawn. 
The instrument shown in Figure 5.18 uses reduced size diapositiver 
printed on glass plnks. Figure 5.10 illustrates n stereoplotter that uses full 
sized images and emtploys thae pmjtaorr. The three projectors enable two 
ndjacvnt stereopairti to be oriented at o n e .  
In a direc* projcdion plutter, both images in a stempair  are projected onto 

the m e  surfwrc?. In d e r  to see stereo, the operator's eyes must view each 
image sepurately. This c ~ r t  be accmnplirhed by using on anctfflyphis vicwina 
ryrttnr, in which one photo is projected through a cyan ftSfer and the other 
through a red filter. By viewing the modcl through eycglan~ies having can- 
spoding color Rltem. the spewtor's lefi eye will see only the lefi photo and 
his ot her right eye will see only the right photo. 
Anytlyphi~ viewing systems cannot be used with color photogreph:.. Even 
in the case of viewing black and white images, there systems redurv the 
brigh ,less on$ ressfution of the projec+ed images. An alternative projection 
method employs a poladzed platen oku;er (PW) system, which uses polar- 
izing $Item and eyeglass lenses instead of c ~ l s d  filttrs. Stereo huge altrr- 
turtor (SfA) systems ure shutters in the pmjecton to rapidly alternate the 
grofccHon of the two photos. The operator views the model through a syn- 
chronized shutter system, causing the left eye and righ! eye to s w  the images 
f m  the corresponding projector only. 
Portions of the wtcmmodel are onto a tmcing table pkrten, which 
has a small paint of light at its rent,.,. This point forms a floating mark whose 
elevation con be adjusted by rmising o i  lowering the platen. Because the 
stereomodel has k n  ebc,lutely orieated to grwund contn~l, the platen table 
height can be equated to tetnain elcvutionq. These elevations nlay be dinczly 
red from R height meter on thc tracing platen. 
Features arc mapped planimektc~lly in the m d e l  by tracing them with 
the floating mark, while cvntinuously raising und lowering the mark to main- 
tain rantact with the terrmin. Relief displncwment of the plotted positions is 
eliminated by this process. A pendl attmched to the platen plots the feafure 
being traced onto the map manuscript, which is located on the plotter table. 
Contoun uc compiled by setting the platen height meter at a desired 
contour elevation and moving the floating mark along the terrain so that it 
just maintains contact witk the r u d e  of the model. For the novice, these 
plotting operations seem impossible to perform. It tmker cons-derable training 
and experience to b m c  proficient at the art s f  &'curate topographic map 
pqmnt ion  using a rteaoplotler. 
To this point, we have discussed direct optical projection plotters only. 
Figure 5%) illustrates a plotter in which the utereophstor are not projected 
to form the stereomodel. Instead, the operator directly views the photographs 
in stereo through u bineeulmr system. The viewine optics are connected to 
the matur ing wnd tracing system by a precise mechanical Iinlt.~~e. At m y  
planimeftic position und b i g h t  in the d l ,  the linkage focuses the viewing 
optics on the portions of the photsgrsphs that would have heen projected 
onto the ploten in a ditect prejedisn pldter. In this why, the plotter simuliates 
the d i r d  projection of the rays. These mchanical or optical-meehenical 
projcctian plotters provide increased ~ c u . u w  in map produ, tion. 
\i'liile vic.\vitlg thc. stcrc.o~nc)dtbl in ir r~rc~chialic~;iI I,lotter. tllc. opt.r:itor t, p- 
iciilly triinsliitc~s thc. floiiting nliirk it; x ; L . I ~  I , \  adlusting t\vo It;~nti\vl~rr.!c 
(the. \vllitc. disks iri Figrrrc- 5.20). At tltth sitr~ic. tirlrc., tile flouting t11:~rk is rttisetl 
ittlcl lo\ve.retl r~sirlg :I fi)ot disc (thr.. Iiliick tlisc 011 tlrt. floor it1 Ficrrrt. Fi.20). AF 
thc f l o i ~ t i n ~  miirk is nlovr.tl. its pclsition is tr:~n\lilrrc-d to i t  ~ > l < i l t i ~ ~ g  tal)lc. \vhc*rc. 
tht. map r i ~ i ~ ~ ~ r ~ s r . r i l > t  is .ornpiltarl. This  III;I\ 1)r. ~,c.rSorn~c.tl nic~c.Iii~rlic~;lll>~, ~tr;illz 
;I ct~orr/it~ntogm;?/t, or  clt-ctrotlicall!., ~ ~ . ; i n g  i\ tiigitizc.r itr lr l  c.lc.ctronic p1ottc.r 
Figure 5.20 !\ 1 \ 1 1  1- ! I )  ~ \ I I I ~ ~ P . I ~ ~ I I  ~ f ( ~ t t ~ ~ ~ l : I ~ ~ t t ~  r (!l.tt . I I I I I  , b t ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ l ~ ~ t , ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ t ~  I p ~ i  I. 
: ( . I I I I I -~~ . \ \  \! ' i l l!  I l t . c ~ r l t n ~ ~ ~ .  I I I C . :  
Figure 5.21 I I I , I I I .  I i f I ( 1 1 1 1 1 1  \.. 1h ! , : ! I ,  I., ., ,I, I, l , , ' ,  
~ 1 1 . 4 1 ~  P I  1 1 , .  
. 
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(the coordinatograph is illustrated in Figure 5.20). In either case, scale 
changes may be introduced in the transfer process to achieve various map to 
terrain model scales. 
All of the plotters described in this section rely on an operator to position 
the floating mark on the surface of the stereomodel. This process involves 
continuously correlating conjugate images, an activity the human mind effi- 
ciently performs when viewing in stereo. However, the process can also be 
performed by an electrottic imugc correlator, enabling the plotting process 
to be highly automated. This increases the speed and ease of map production. 
In complex terrain, however, the system may be unable to correlate the con- 
jugate images, requiring human intervention. 
Figure 5.21 illustrates an analytical plotter. This system cansists of a corn- 
parator on which photocoordinates are precisely measured (rear center in 
Figure 5.21). These coordinate measurements are directly input to a digital 
computer (left side in Figure 5.21) in which a mathematical mo&l of the 
terrain is developed. Analytical plotters are extremely versatile and accurate 
in that they have virtually no optical or mechanical limitations. The computer 
can be programmed to handle any type of photography (for example, oblique 
or panoramic photos) and to correct for complex combinations of systematic 
distortions. The operator simply feeds the camera focal length and other cal- 
ibration data to the computer. Then the photocoordinates of the fiducial tnarks 
and several ground control points are measured and the computer can math- 
ematically determine all the model orientation parameters. Positions in the 
stereomodel can then be mathematically transformed into ground coordinates 
and elevations. By using electronic image correlators, the system can operate 
automatically. The map is output on a computer drivcri plotter (shown in the 
right front of Figure 5.21). Digital data files may also be generated 
A detailed discussion of stereoplotter systems is clearly beyond the scope 
of this book. Our intent has been to present the basic concepts and general 
distinctions. Additional technica! details can be found in the literature listed 
in the Bibliography at the end of this chapter. 
5.10 ORTHOPHOTOS 
As implied by their name, orthoyhotos are orthographic photographs; in es- 
sence, they are "photo-maps." Like maps, they have one scale (even in vary- 
ing terrain), and like photographs, they show the terrain in actual detail (not 
by lines and symbols). Hence, orthophotos give the resource analyst the "best 
of both worldsw--a product that can be easily interpreted like a photograph, 
but one on which true distances, angles, and areas may be measured directly. 
Because features ran be photointerpreted in their true, planimetric positions, 
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Figure 5.24 Opt rating principle of direct optical projecticn crthophotoscope. 
ess called differential rectification. The result of this process is eliminatjon 
of photo scale variation and image displacement resulting from relief and tilt. 
Figure 5.22 illustrates the effect of this process. Figure 5.220 is a conventional 
(perspective) photograph of a powtSr line clearing traversing a hilly forested 
area. The excessively crooked appearance sf  the clearing is due to relief 
displacement. Figure 5.2% is a portion of an orthophoto covering the same 
area. In this image, relief displacement has been removed and the true path 
of the power line is shown. 
Orthophotos are prepared in insimments called orthophotoscopes in much 
the same mafiner as maps are prepared in stereoplotters. However, instead 
of plotting selected features in the stereomodel onto a base map, all points 
of the stereomodel are photographed onto an orthophoto negatice, which is 
then used to print the orthophotograph. 
A direct optical projection orthophotoscope is shown in Figure 5.23. In 
operation, diapositives for a stereopair are relatively and absolutely oriented 
in t he  i n s t r t ~ m m t  as if 111)nniiI illill) corl~pilat ior~ svCrts to  c,otlln!(.n(:(.. I 'nlikf. 
tl~iit of ii t~~)nn: l l  s t ~ r c * ~ ~ p l o t t t ~ r .  !~o\\ (.vtbr. tllc. floilting nlark fi)r i111 o1?1101,111)!0- 
scope. is  n \ .cnry st11:iII siit in film ho1:ler (Figrlrc. 5.24) r.ont:~irlitlg the. ortlto- 
p l l ~ ) t ~ )  n(.~:itivt.. A mldl iIrChi! of' t he  t>~gi l t i \ ' (~  i s  i-xpos(*(: to Iigllt t l l ro~ ig l~  111~. 
slit tI1i1t is ro l~t in l lo l~s ly  sc;~nn(,d ;lm.sv t h e  l i l n~ .  At thtb r-ll(i 0 1  (.ilrll srillr, tht. 
slit i* mo\,ibd over iind scans in rr\,rhrsr to r r p o s r  it. ii(lj;~(.t.ilt s tr ip of Fim. Ill 
this wit!.. t he  film ir r\tcv-tt~~:.~lly ~ r ~ ) o s t . d  to t l ~ ~  (ill1 s t e r ( ~ o ~ ~ ~ o d ~ I  tl1ro11~11 t 1c. 
s ~ I ~ I I I  slit. A!ong tht* wry. t he  i n s t n ~ n l m t  opcsr:?tor co~l t ro ls  t l ~ r  brigllt 111. t l~ ( .  
film l~c~lc l t~r ,  kctaping the  slit jtrst in cont :~r t  \vith tli* t r r ~ i i s .  H c ~ n e r ,  poirlt I,,, 
m i n t .  t h ~  scalt* rriiiii~tion iind r r l i c ~ l ~ l i r n l a c t ~ n ~ r ~ ~ t  prrst.nt in t h .  origil!;lI pllo- 
tognlph\  is x*~ln)v(-c! I1y \ , ; ~ . i n g  the  prrl.irction clirti~ncch. (All tilt clistortionv 
;trts prr\.in~l:;ly c ~ I i n : i ~ ~ i ~ t c t i  i ~ i  tl c 1rroc.c.s:. of or ie~r t ing  tllc. stcrt~onlotlcl.) 
Orthophoto.; i ~ l ~ n t .  d o not n ) n v ( y  t r ~ l ~ o ~ r i l p h i ~  irili~rnlati~ltl.  Ifo\v(*\~c~r. t / ~ p ? .  
(*:ill : i ~  IISCY] i lS IXISC. iiiaps for er)rlto~ir Ii11t> ~ \ ~ ( , r l i i y s  pr(,piirf1c1 iri i~ $t>])iir:~tc- 
sten..~pl.)ttina opvn:ion. T h e  rt.slllt of ~ \~rr l , r i r~ t i r i ) :  r o n t o t ~ r  infonn;ltil)n 01, 
i111 o r t l~opbo to  is it t o ) ~ o g r ( ~ p h i r  o ~ ; r o ~ ~ h o t o m ~ ~ p .  \ I I V ~ I  lirn,, is s i i ~ ~ c ~ c l  i n  iht. 
~'r(~lxIriltioll c ~ f ' r ~ l r l l  n1ilp.C l )c .c i i~~rr  tllc. instnl~nc*nt opthridor npcd not niilp the. 
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k! planimetric data in the map compilation process. Figure 5.25 illustrates a 6. ~ r t i o n  of a topographic orthophotomap. 
k The method of orthophoto preparation illustrated in Figure 5.24 is termed 
k "on line" in that the terrain scanning and film exposure occur simultaneously. 
$ In "off line" systems, the stereomodel is first scanned using a standard float- 
[ ing mark, instead of the film holder slit. During this process, the scan line 
f 
% 
i3 vation District. Riverside, Calif.) 
- 
elevation profiles are stored in digital form. At a later time, rhe digital profiles 
F 
are read by instruments that automatically raise and lower the film holder 
: while exposing a negative. An off line system offers the advantage that the 
operator can vary the terrain scanning rate, devoting more time to complex 
topography. Also, the profiles can be rechecked, and mistakes can be cor- 
rected. 
The digital temin profiles generated in the off line process represent a 
data base that can be used for a variety of purposes. For example, a contour 
line overlay for the orthophoto can be automatically drawn. Figure 5.28. 
shows a contour map generated in this manner. In Figure 5.26b, the digital 
data have been computer processed to derive a 3-D perspective view of the 
F terrain. L Orthophotographs may be viewed stereoscopically when they are paired !i 
with stereomutes. These products are photographs made in an orthophoto 
instrument by introducing image parallax as a function of known terrain el- 
: evations obtained during the production of their corresponding orthophoto. 
: Figure 5.27 illustrates an orthuphoto and a corresponding stereomate that 
i 
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may be viewed stereoscopically. These products were generated as a part of 
an experimental stereoscopic ortiiophotomapping program undertaken by the 
Canadian Forest Management Institute. The advantage of such products is 
that they ronbine the attributes of an orthophoto with the benefits of stereo 
obsewatior.. 
Frequently, the objectives of a photographic remote sensing project can only 
be inet through procurement of new photography of a study area. These oc 
casions can arise for many reasons. For example, photography available for 
a particular area cquld be outdated for applications such as land use mapping. 
In addition, available photography may have been taken in the wrong season. 
For example, photography acquired for topographic mapping is usually flown 
in the fall or spring to minimize vegetative cover. This photography will 
likely be inappropriate for applications involving vegetation axtalysis. Fur- 
thermore, existing photos could be at an inappropriate scale for the applica- 
tion at hand or they could have been taken with an unsuitable film type. 
Frequently, analysts who require color infrared coverage of an area will find 
that only black and white panchromatic photography is available. Highly 
specialized applications may require unusual filrn/filter cambinations or ex- 
posure settings, making it highly unlikely that existing photography will be 
suihhle. 
When new photography is required, the interpreter is frequently involved 
in planning the flight. He or she soon learns first hand that one of the most 
important parameters in an aerial mission is beyond the control of even the 
best planner-the weather. In most areas, only a few days of the year are 
ideal for aerial photography. In order to take advantage of clear weather, 
comniercial aerial photography firms will fly many jobs in a single day, often 
at widely separated locations. Flights are usually scheduled between 10 A.M. 
and 2 P.M. for maximum illumination and minimum shadow. Overall, e great 
deal of time, effort, and expense go into the planning and execution of a 
photographic mission. In many respects, it is an art as well as a scienc~. 
Below, we discuss the geometric aspects of the task of flight planning. The 
parameters needed for this task are: (1) the focal length of the camera to be 
used; (2) the camera format size; (9) the photo scale desired; (4) the size of 
the area to be photographed; (5) the average elevation of the area to be pho- 
tographed; (6) the overlap desired; (7) the sidelap desired; and (8) the m u n d  
speed of the aircratr to he used. 
Based on the abcve parameters, the mission planner prepares camputations 
and a flight map that indicate to the flight crew: (1) the flying height ahwe 
datum from which the photos are to be taken; (2) the location. direction, and 
PHOTOCRAMMETRY 
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B number of flight lines to be made over the area to be photographed; (3) the % i time interval between exposures; (4) the number of exposures on each flight 1 line; and, (5) the total number of exposures necessary for the mission. 
Flight plans are normally portrayed on a map for the flight crew. However, 
I f 
old photography, an index mosaic, or even a satellite image may be used for 
this purpose. The computations prerequisite to preparing n flight plan a r c  
given in the following example. 
E-rnpk 6.f4 A study area is 10 km wide in tile east-west direc4ion and 16 km long 
L in the north-south direction (see Figure 5.28). A camera having a 152.4 mrn focal 
length lens and a 230 mm format is to be used. The desired photo scale is 1:25,000 
and the nornind endlap and si&lap are to be 60 percent and 30 percent. Beginning 
and ending flight lines ere to be positioned along the boundaries s f  the study area. 
The only map available for the area is at a scale of 1:62,500. This map indicates that 
the average terrain elevation is 3fW) m a b v e  datum. Perform the cwmputations nec- 
essary to develop a flight plan and draw a flight map. 
Solution 
(a) Use north/south flight lines to minimize number of lines. 
(b) Find the flying height a b v e  terrain (H' = flS) aud add the mean site elevation 
to find flying height above mean sea level 
(c) Determine ground cvverage per image from film hnnat  size a ~d photo scale 
0'23 
= 5750 m on a side Coverage per photo = -1t25.000 
- (d) Determine ground separation between photos on a line for 4% advance p e r  
photo (i.e., 60% endlop) 
0.40 x 5750 m = 2300 m between photo centers 
(el Assuming an aircraft speed of 160 krnlhr, the time Iwtwecn exposures ia 
* (0 &cause the intervulometer can only be set in even sccnnds (this barks between 
mudels), the number is rounded off. By rounding down, at least 60% rwveragc? ir 
ensured. Recalculate the d is tanc~ between photo cvntrsrs, using the rt.vrrsta of Q 
- 
% the above equation 

(g) Compute the number of ghotes per 16 km line by dividing this length by the 
photo advance. Add one photo to each end and round the nr rmkr  up to ensure 
merage 
(h) If the flight linen are t i  have a ridelag of 30% of the coverage, they must In* 
scp~reted by 70% uC the coverage 
0.70 x 5730 m m v e r g e  = 1 5  m Iwtween flight Iinc-r 
(1) Find the number of flight lincs required to cover tire 10 km study nrrn width by 
dividing this width by d i r t ~ n r v  between fliyht lines. (Note: This division gives 
number of spvces between flight lines. Add 1 to iurivr at number of lincs) 
width + 1 = 3.48 (use 4) 4025 mlfl. l int  
The adjusted s w i n g  hetween lincs for using 4 lines is 
(j) Find the spacing of flight lines on map (1:62,.SfM wale) 
(k) Find total number of photos needed 
10 photodine x 4 liner = 40 phcdos 
(Niat thut the Hrvt and lust flight lincs in this cxun~ple were positioned c-oincidmt 
with the IxwndiuJerr c t l  the study urt~a. Thin provision cr~rnplrtv c.overicyc. 
ctf the area. under the "better sal i  than rorry" philonuphy. OAen, a snvingb in 
film, flight time. and money is reul6ztd by e x p r i c n r d  flight crews by n~trviny 
the fimt and last lines in t o w a l  the rniidlc of the study urea). 
The a h v c  computations wotlld tw s u m d z e d  on a flight mnp as bhown 
in Figure 5.29. In addition, il set of detailed specifications outlining the ma- 
terials, equipment, and procedures to btt used for the mirrion would lw 
agreed tkpon prior to the mission. There specifications typically spell out the 
requiwrncnts and tolcranc~s for flying the mission, the form and quality of 
the products to be delivered and the ownership rights to the original inurgca. 
Among other thing*, milrrion specifki)tiottrr normally include such dctvilr as: 


RADIOMETRIC 
CHARACTERISTICS 
OF AERIAL 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Thus far in our discussion of photo- 
graphic remote sensing, we have de- 
scribed the basic interpretive and geo- 
metric characteristics of airphotos. This 
chapter deals with the radiometric char- 
acteristics of aerial photography. These 
characteristics determine how a specific 
film-exposed and processed under spe- 
cific conditions-responds to scene en- 
ergy of varying intensity. Knowledge of 
these characteristics is often usefi~l, and 
sometimes essential, to the process of 
photographic image analysis. This is par- 
ticularly true when one attempts to estab- 
lish a quantitative relationship between 
the tonal values on an image and some 
ground phenoment.8.. For example, one 
might wish to measure the darkness, or 
optical density, of a transparency at var- 
ious image points in a corn field and cor- 
relate these measurements with a 
yround-observed parameter such as crop 
yield. If a correlation exists, the relation- 
ship could be used to predict crop yield 
based on photographic density rneasure- 
ments at other points in the scene. Such 
an effort can be successful only if the ra- 
diometric properties of the particular film 
under analysis are known. Even then, the 
analysis must be undertaken with due re- 
gard for srrch extraneous sensing eEects 
as differing levels of illumination across 
a scene, atmospheric haze, and so on. If 
these factors can be sufficiently ac- 
counted for, considerable information 
can be extracted from the tonal levels ex- 
pressed on a photograph. In short, image 
density measurements may sometimes 
be used in the process of deternitling the 
type. extent, and condition of ground ob- 
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jects. In this chapter, we discuss how density measurements are tiiken, and 
how the ;a~alyst can attempt to account for the factors that influence them. 
Depending on the context and schedu!e for the course in w!lich the student 
is using this book, the level of detail presented in this chiiptei may not be 
necessary. Chapters 7 to 10 have been written in anticipation of some btndrnts 
"skipping over" this chapter. However, command of the nlaterial in this chay- 
ter will facilitate the student's understmding of the cwmparative advantages 
and disadvantages of quantitative photographic versus nonphotographic re- 
mote sensing. 
6.2 FILM EXPOSURE AND DENSITY 
A photograph can be thought of as a visual record of the response of many 
small detectors to energy incident upon them. The energy detectors in a 
photographic record are the silver halide grains in the film etnulsion and the 
energy causing the responqe of these detectors is referred to as a film's ex- 
posure. (See Section 2.3.j During the instant that one "takes" a photograph, 
the different reflected energy levels in the scene irradiate the film for the 
same length of time. A scene is visible on a processed film only because of 
the irradiance differences between scene elements. These in turn are ca,.ised 
by the reflectance differences among scene elements. Thus,filni cxposurt at 
u point i n  u photograph in  d i r ~ r t l y  r ~ l n t ~ d  to the rej?ec!ancc of the objcct 
imaged at that point. Theoreticully,film exposure uaries linearly with o1)ject 
reflectance, with both being function of wavelength. 
There are many ways of quantifying and expressing film exposure. Most 
photographic literature uses units of the form meter-cundle-scconds ( M C S )  or 
ergs/cmg. The student first "exposed" to this subject might feel hopelessly 
lost in understanding unit equivalents in photographic radiometry. This 
comes about since many exposure calibratio~is are referenced to the sensitiv- 
ity response of the human eye, through definition of'a "standard observer." 
Such observations are termed photometric and result in photometric, rather 
than radiometric, units. To avoid unnecessary confusion over how exposlire 
is measured and expressed in absolute terms, we will deal with refatice ex- 
posurcs and not be directly concerned about specifying any absolute units. 
(Details about exposure measurement and units of expression are included 
in the various references cited at the end of the chapter.) 
The result of exposure at a point an a film, after dcvclopment, is a silver 
deposit whose darkening, or light-stopping, qualities are systematically re- 
lated to the anrount of exposure at that point. One measure of the "darkness" 
or "lightness" at a given point on a film is Opacity. 0. Since most quantitative 
remote sensing image analyses involve the use of negatives or diapositives, 
opacity is determined through measurement of film transmittance, T. As 
6.2 FILM EXPOSURE AND DENSITY 
shown in Figure 6.1, transmittance T is the ability of a film to pass light. At 
any given point p, the transmittance is 
Light passing through the film at point p 
Tp = iota1 light incident upon the film at point (fi. 1) 
! 
Opacity 0 at point p is 
I 
Although transmittance and opacity adequately describe the "darkness" of 
a film emulsion, it is often convenient to work with a logarithmic expression, 
density. This is an appropriate expression, since the human eye responds to 
light levels nearly logarithmically. Hence, there is a nearly linear relationship 
between image density and its visual tone. Density D at a point p is defined 
as the common logarithm of film opacity at that point 
!N 1 10 units transmitted 
- (T = 10/100 - 0.10 = 10%) 
100 wits 
tnctdent energy , -' 
A 
. 
1 untt transmitted 
(T  - 11100 = 0.01 - 1%) 
. 
Film transparency ' 
Fbun 6.1 Film transnlittance. To measure transmittance. a negative or prsitive 
transpiirtsncy is illrlminiltrd fro111 one hitic. and the liglit transn~ittetl thru)ngh tfrc. iliiagc- 
is meitsurrd on the other. Shown is a stlction of an image having a transmittar~ce of 
0.10 (or I(%) at one ini;~gc- point ant1 0.01 ior 1%) at i1notht.r. 
1; 
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t 
F instn~ments designed to measure density by shining light through film I transparencies are called transmission detzsitometers. Density measurements 
may also be made from paper prints with a rejlectance &nsitotneter. hut more 
L 
preci.. measurements can be made on the original film material. When ana- 
lyzing density on a transparency, the process normally involves placing the 
film in a beam of light that passes through it. The darker an image is, the 
smaller the amount of light that is allowed to pass, the lower the transmit- 
tance, the higher the opacity, and the higher the density. Some sample values 
of transmittance, opacity, and density are indicated in Table 6.1. 
There are some basic differences between the nature of light absorptance 
it] black and white versus color films. Densities measured on black and white 
film are controlled by the amount of developed silver in the image areas of 
measurement. In color photography, the processed image contains no silver 
and densities are caused by the absorption characteristics of the film's three 
dye layers: yellow, magenta, and cyan. The image analyst is normally inter- 
ested in investigating the image density of each of these dye layers separately. 
Hence, color film densities are normally measured through each of three 
filters chosen to isolate the spectral regions of maximum absorption of the 
three film dyes. 
6.3 FILM CHARACT ERlSTlC CURVES 
An essential task in quantitative film analysis is to relate image density values 
measured on a photograph to the exposure levels that produced them. This 
is done to establish the cause (exposure) and effect (density) relationship that 
characterizes a given photograph. 
Since density is a logarithmic parameter, it is convenient to also deal with 
exposure E in logarithmic form (log,, E). If one plots density values as a 
function of the log E values that produced them, curves sin~slar to those shown 
ir, Figure 6.2 will be obtained. 
Table 6.1 Sample Transmittance, Opacity, 
and Density Values 
- i % Transmittance T 0 D 
i 
I im 1.0 1 0.00 
i 50 0.50 2 0.30 
f 2!5 0.25 4 0.60 
10 0.10 10 1.00 
1 1 0.01 100 2.00 
0.1 0.001 loo0 3.00 
6.3 FILM CHARkV,CIERISTIC CURVES 
Relat in log exporun 
(a) Black and white n q r i v e  film 
Relative log expolure 
Ib)  Cola nvwnl  film 
Figun 6.2 Film density versus log exposure curves. (a) Black and white negative 
film. (h) Color reversal film. (These cl ines are referred to as filln characteristic rtlrves. 
V-log E curves, or H and D curves.) 
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The curves shown in Figure 6.2 are for a typical black and white negative 
film (a) and .a color reversal film (h).  Each and every film bas a unique D-log 
E cutwe, from which many of the characteristics of the film may be deter- 
mined. Because of'this, these curves are known as characteristic curves. 
(Plotting D versus log E to express the nature of the photographic response 
was first suggested in the 1890s by Hurter and Driffield. Consequently, char- 
acteristic curves are often referred to as r i  and D curues as well as D-log E 
curves.) 
Characteristic curves are different for different film types, for different 
manufacturing hatches within a film type, and even for films of the same 
batch. Manufacturing, hand!ing, storage, and processing conditions all affect 
the response of a film (indicated by its D-log E curve). In the case of color 
film, characteristic c.ir;f s also differ between one emulsion layer and another. 
Figure 6.3 illust~ates tht- various film response characteristics extractable 
from a D-logE curve. The cuwe shown is typical of'a black and white negative 
film (similar characteristics are found for each layer of a color film). There are 
three general divisions to the curve. First, as the exposure increases from that 
of point A to that of point B, the density increases from a minin-rum, D,,,,, at
an increasing rate. ?his portion of the curve is called the toe. As expost1;e 
increases from point B to point C, changes in density are nearly linearly 
propnrtioaal to chauyes in log exposure. This region is called the straight 
0 1 2 3 
Relattve log exposure 
Flgun 6.3 Coa~p)tirntr of (I c-haritcteristic c.tin.t.. 
f 6.3 FILM CHARACTE~RISTIC CURVES 
I line portion of the curve. Finally, as log exposure increases from point C to 
point D, the density increases at a decreasing rate. This portion is known as 
the shoulder of the curve. The shoulder terminates at a maximum density, 
D,. Remember that this curve applies to a negative film. For a positive film 
i (Figure 6.2b), the relationship is reversed. That is, density decreases with 
increasing exposure. 
It should he noted that even in areas of a film where there is no exposure, 
a minimum density D* results from two causes: (1) The plastic base of the 
film has some density Dbm, and (2) some density develops even when an 
unexposed emulsion is processed. This second type of density is called fog, 
or net jog, DM. Dmln is sometimes called gross fog and is expressed as 
The range of densities a film provides is simply the difference between D, 
and Dm1,. 
Another inlportant characteristic of the D-log E curve is the slope of the 
linear portion of the curve. This slope is called gamma (y) and is expressed 
as 
Gamma is an important determinant of the contrast of a film. While the term 
conhst has no rigid definition, in general the higher the gamma, the higher 
the contrast of a film. With high contrast film, a given scene exposure range 
is distributed over a large density range; the reverse is true of low cantrast 
film. For example, consider a photograph taken of a light gray and a dark gray 
object. On high contrast film, the two gray levels may lie at the extremes of 
the density scale, resulting in nearly white and nearly black images on the 
processed photograph. On low contrast film, bod1 gay  values would lie at 
nearly the same point on the density scale, showing the two objects in about 
the same shade of gray. 
Gamma is a function not only of emulsion type but also the film develop 
nlent conditions. For example, gamma can be varied by changing developer, 
development time, andlor temperature. For any given developer, gamma is 
tlsually increased with longer development time or higher development tem- 
perature. 
An important basic characteristic of a film is its speed, which expresses the 
level of exposure to which the film will respond. This parameter is graphically 
represented by the horizontal position of the characteristic curve along the 
log E axis. A "fast" film is one that will accommodate low exposure levels 
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(that is, it lies farther to the left on the log E axis). For a given level of scene 
energy, a fast film will require a shorter exposure time than will a zlow film. 
This is advantageous in aerial photography, since it reduces image blur due 
to the flight motion. However, high speed films are generally characterized 
by larger film grains, limiting the spatial resolution of images. Thus, no single 
film speed will be optimum in all cases. 
The speed of nonaerial films is measured in the United States using the 
American Standard Association (ASA) system. In Europe, a speed standard 
called DIN is prevalent for such films. In general, neftkr of these systems 
is used to specifjr the speed of aerial photographic films. Rather, for panchre 
matic aerial films, the American National Standard for film responsivity is the 
aerial film speed (AFS). By definition 
3 AFS - - E, 
- 2 (6.6) 
where E, is the exposure (in meter-candle-seconds) at the point on the char- 
acteristlc curve where the density is 0.3 above Dm,, under strictly specified 
processing conditions. For other processing conditions and for color and in- 
frared-sensitive fiims, ejjectiue aeriulfifm speeds are used to indicate sensi- 
tivity. These va lu~s  are determined empirically, often by comparison with 
black and white films in actual flight tests. 
Knowledge of film speed is essential for proper exposure of aerial film in 
flight. A Kodak Aerial Exposure Computer, based on effective aerial film 
speeds, is available to assist aerial photographers in obtaining properly ex- 
posed photography. With the computer, a lens opening and shutter speed 
combination is suggested for a given film based on the film speed, the date 
of photography, the latitude of the flight area, the time of day, the flight 
altitude, and the haze condition. 
Two other useful film characteristics can be determined from thc D-log E 
curve. These are a film's exposure latitude and its radiometric resolution. 
These characteristics are l ~ s t  described with reference to Figure 6.4, where 
the D-log E curves for two different negative films are shown. 
The term exposure latitude expresses the range of log E values that will 
yield an ac~eptable image on a given film. For most films, good results are 
obtained when scenes are recorded over the linear portion of the D-log E 
curves and a fraction of the toe of the curve (Figure 6.4). Features rec'orded 
on the extremes of the toe ~r shoulder of the curve will be underexposed or 
overexposed. In these areas, diffe~ent exposure levels will he recorded at 
essentially the same densiw, m J i n g  discrimination difficult. Note in Figure 
6.4 that Film 2 has a nluch larger exposure latitude than Film 1. (Also note 
that Film 2 is a "slower" film than Film 1.) 
6.3 FILM CHARACTERISTIC CURVES 
Expcnum latitude 
3.0 
2.0 
O m k y  rwution 
1 .o 
R d i o m r i c  resolution 
fwll8st dauthk 
expauro ctu041 
Rebtive lop exporum 
FfOun 6.4 Exposure lltttitrrde and radiometric resolittion of two filtns. (Film 2 has 
larger exposure latitude but poorer radiometric resolution than Film 1). 
The term "exposure latitude" is also used to indicate the range of vakation 
from the optimum camera cxposuw setting tlut can be tolerated without ex- 
cessively degrading the image quality. For example, an exwsure latitude of 
2 H stop is generally specified for rwlor infrared film. This mearis that the 
FISTOP setting carr be H stop above or below the optimum setting and still 
produce an acceptable photograph. 
Radiometrfc resolution is the smallest difference in exposure that can be 
detected in a given film analysis. It is not a characteristic of a film per se hut 
is set by the ability of a given densitometer to discriminate between density 
levels. In turn, this density resolvability is used to detennine the radiometric 
resolution using the characteristic curve, as shown in Figure 6.4. Radiometric. 
resolution is inversely proportional to contrast, so for a given density resdv- 
ability, a higher contrast film (that is, Film 1 in Figure 6.4) is able to resolve 
smallcr differences in exposure. 
The trade-offs between contrast, exposure latitude, and radiometric reso- 
lution can now he seen. Although exceptions to the rule exist, low contrast 
films otrer greater radiometric rilnge (exposure latitude) at the expense of 
radiometric resolution. High cantrast films offer a smaller exposure range hut 
improved radiometric resolution. 
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r 8.4 PREPARING CHARACtlERIBtlC CURVES 
To this point, we have not dealt with the manner in which characteristic 
curves are actually prepared. This is a three-step p r m s s .  First, a series of 
known, controlled exposures is impressed on the unexposed film in the lab- 
oratory. After processing, the film densities are measured with a densitometer 
at each of the known exposure levels. The density measurements are then 
! plotted against the log of the known exposure values. [ One method of placing known exposures onto a film would be to take a 
F series of photolf~phs of a constant light source using varying camera shutter 
E speeds. In this wdy, the film would be exposed ta a series of different, known 
b exposures. In practice, film exposure is normally controlled by exposing the 
6 film by a light source through a series of filters of varying, known transmit- 
tances. These filters modulate the intensity of the source light, resulting again 
in a series of known exposures. 
Controlled film exposures are made in a device called a rensitonw:er, the 
basic components of which are illustrated in Figure 6.5. This device mnaists 
of a light source, a shutter mechanism, and a system for mcdulating the in- 
tensity of the light reaching the film. The function of each of these c a m p  
nents is outlined below. 
C,.S DENSITOMETERS a46 
Sensitometer light sources are selected to be spectrally equivalent to the 
illumination used to expose the film under field conditions. Fur aerial films, 
the light source is generally chosen to approximate daylight spectral quality. 
This is normally accomplished through use of a tungsten lamp and appropri- 
ate spectral correctlor, filters. 
Sensitometer shutters ate designed to provide a range of possible shutter 
times for proper exposure of various film types. In lieu of an adjustable shut- 
ter, neutral density filters may be used to control exposure. 
Film exposure is modulated by introducing either a continuous or stepped 
density wedge between the color corrected source light and the film. The 
step wedge (Figure 6.6~)  is the more common means of exposure ~.ontroi. It 
usually consists of 21 "steps" of known density that attenuate the s o u m  light 
into nominal steps of 0.15 log E. This provides for a unibnnly stepped lag 
E range of 0 to 3 (that is, a relative E range of 1 to 1000). The sensiton~eter 
exposes a "picture" of this wedge (Figure 6 .6~)  onto the film. After processing, 
the image density of each of the steps in the picture is measured with a 
densitometer (Figure 6.7). The measured step densities are then plotted 
against the step number or the scale of relative log exposure (Figure 6.8). (If 
the sensitometer illumination intensity is known absolutely, a plot of D versus 
log absolute exposure would result. As long as each roll of film is calibrated 
with the same sensitometer, the relative exposure reference system is ade- 
qtmnte.) 
Normally, the step wedge image used to prepa:c= a charncteristie cunpe fs 
physically exposed on the beginning andlor end of the roll of film exposed 
in Bight. This h e l p  ensure identical handling and processing twnditionr for 
the calibration wedge and the mission imagery to which it applies. 
D-log E curves are the primary mechanism for monitoring the quality and 
repeatability of photographic prcmssitrg. Even more important to us, these 
curves are the only frame of reference by which density measurenrents from 
mission imagery a n  be associated with scene exposures. Consrquentlu, r o -  
sftumettfc control is  o necessity for virtually all quantitatiue radiometric 
film anulysea. 
As previously stated, density is measured with an instrument wlled a den- 
sitometrr (or mlcrcldenrltumeter whet) small film areas are measured). While 
many varieties of densitometer~ exist, most have the same six basic cwrrpo- 
nents, shown in Figure 6.9: 
1. Light sourc-supplies energy to illuminatt* the image with a beam of 
incident tadiatiotj. 
0 nfl ' l L .  

Step number 1 7 14 21 
i'tebt~ve I I 1 1 
141 exposure 0 1 2 3 
6.8 Plot of a characteristic curve from density measurements crbb~ned from 
pictnrt* of step wedge. 
and rotating drum systems. Figure 6.10 iliustrates the cotnparative nature of 
scanning in eaf-h of thcse system types. In a flatbed system (Figure 6.lria). 
the image under study is translated with respect to the source/receiver optics 
in a flat plaile. Readings are taken at discrete intervals alcing scan lines in the 
x direction. At the end of each scan Line, the instrument "steps" in the y 
direction to scan along a line c-ontiguous to the previous one. The process is 
repeated rrntil a complete set of data is coliected over the image area of 
interest. 
Rotating drum scsnners (Figure 6.10b) ac.omplish the seaming task in a 
ditrercnt fashion. With these systems, the iilm is morln!ed over a square open- 
ing in a rotating drum such that ii fonns a portion of the dnlm'c circtlmferencv. 
The x ctnwdinate scanning motion i? provided by t'le rotation of the drum. 
Tire y coordinate rnoiion comes from increrntbntz.1 tranqlation of the source/ 
rewivcr optics after each drum rotation. A fatbed and a rotatjng dram den- 
-itometer are shown in Figures 6.1 1 and 6.12. Note that the dnrm scanner 
shown in Figure 6.12 has the cal>ability to both "read" and "write" film 
images. Hencw it can be w e d  to messtire film densities from a given image 
or generate an Image from given drns~t?. vaiiie\. 
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0- w a y  m w r m m n  
1 (at each of 21 
6.5 DENSITOMETERS 
(1 I L'qht source 
Figurn 6.9 Schematic of one configuration of a densito~neter. 
The output from a scanning densitometer is essentially a fine matrix of 
measuremei~ts covc,ring an image. This matrix is composed of spatially or- 
dered picture eleinents (pixels) whose size is determined by the aperture of 
the sourceIreceiving optics used during the scanning process. As the aper- 
tured measuring spot is scanned across the image, the continuous output from 
the photomultiplier tube is ccnverted to a series of discrete numerical values 
on a pixel by pixel basis. This analog-to-digital ( A  to D) conversion process 
normally results in recording the density data on magnetic tape in binary 
form as integer values. For example, the density measurement range of 0 to 
3 might be expressed in 256 integer gray levels. 
The  result of the scanning densitometric measuring process is illustratt~d 
in Figure 6.13. Shown in a is a portion of a positive transparency villose 
nurrlerical representation stemming from the scanning p r o c ~ s s  i s  shqwn in h. 
Such xy matrices of contiguous pixei values are termed rastew. The  raster 
shown in b is for representation purposes only, in that a very large measure- 
ment aperture is shown. In  actuality, pixels as  small as FjO to 100 p m  are 
common. Xote that the data volumes in such rasters can "overr~helm" the 
image analyst. For example, assuming a scanning aperture and scan line spac- 
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(a) Flrrtued mion (6) Drum version 
mure 6.10 Flatlwd ( 0 )  and rotating d n ~ m  ( b )  scanning ciensitometer operation. 
ing of 100 pm were wed ,  10 density observations per lineal mm in both x 
and y would result, yielding 100 o b s e ~ a t i o n s  for a 1 mm squiire film area! 
Triple this data quantity is involved when color photography is scanned se- 
quentially through blue, green, and red filters, to analyze the response of 
each film dye layer. Obviousiy, such data loads can be  handled only by cqm- 
puter. However, the inherent advantage of scanning s! stems is the fact that 
their data can be recorded directly in a computer-compatible fornl. This char- 
acteristic also typifies certain vi&o digitizers. These devices are essentially 
Ilr cameras of the variety used in electronic: image a,lalyzer equipment (Fig- 
ure 3.13). They are designed to very rapidly encode images numcrically for 
subsequent computer analysis. Altllough such systems generally iack the spa- 
tial and radiometric resolution of densitometcrs, their data outputs have es- 
sentially the same form-spatially ordered, digitai image representations. 
6.6 SELECTED EXAMPLES OF DENSITOMETRIC ANALYSIS 
-4s rnentioned previously, a primary advantage of measuring i ~ l a ~ e  densities 
is the ability to quantify the radiometric dimenbion of photography a$ an aid 
in the interpretation process. This process normally takes on the following 
form. First, we collect groul;d reference data at points of known ground con- 
dition and measure the density- on the image at these points. Next. we  estab- 
iish a relationship between the ground condition and image density. Tc re- 
liably do  this, we convert the density D values to exposure E values via fie 
D-log E cnrvi*, and compare the expusore values to our ground refere11c.e data. 
After deterntinir,q the rrla m h i p  between exposure and ground conditions 
at the ground reierence points, we may apply it to other poirrts on the image 
Figure 6.11 I , ,  1 1 . 1 1 1  I i l l ~ t  I i ' l ) \  \ I  , . ! -  ' ! 1 1 1 ( 1 \  11 1 t l 1 ~ . 1 1  ,I . I I I I I I I I ~  r l * - t ~ \ ~ t * t t ~ ~ , . t t . ~  ( OIII.  
11  \ \  I ' l . l l r l l l  1 . 1 1 1 1 t ~ l  ( 111.11..  

Br~qhr 
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Low , 
dpnslflc5 
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1 2 
Relative log E 
Flgun 6.15 D-log E curve for the film imaging the defoliation site. 
15.85 and 131.82. This value is 73.84. Note again that this rationale assumes 
that the extent of defoliation varies linearly with reflectance and, therefore, 
exposure. In this manner. the class boundaries are established midway be- 
tween E values not log E values. (A more statistical approach to establishing 
these boundaries woirid be to gather several sample values for each class, to 
calculate means and standard deviations, and to derive class boundaries on 
this basis. These techniques are described in Chapter 8.) 
Again using the I)-lng E curve for the film, the boundaries between defol- 
iation classes can be expressed in terms of density. This amounts to finding 
the relative log E values for the class boundaries and determining the asso- 
ciated density D values. The results of this effort are summarized below. 
-- 
Defoliation Class 
High Mediurn Low 
- 
Rel.  E < 10.01 10.01-73.84 14 73.84 
Rel. log E < 1.00 1.W1.87 =- 1.87 
Density < 0.90 0.90-1.90 > 1.90 
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Now that our exposure boundaries have been converted to density values, 
we could analyze the extent of defoliation at any arbitrary point in the scene 
simply by measuring the image density at the point. We could also density 
slice (see Plate VIh) the original image into defoliatiort classes by setting the 
limits of each slice at the computed density boundary between classes. Figure 
6.16 illustrates the results of such an approach. Figure 6 16a shows the den- 
sity sliced image as displayed on a CRT screen. This display quantitatively 
expresses the three brightness regimes in the original scene. Note that some 
subjective judgments must be made to discount extraneous features such as 
roadways and powerlines in order to amve at a finished defoliation map, as 
shown in Figure 6.16b. 
Our second example of densitometric analysis illu5trates the basic form 
and utility of scanning microdensitometer data obtained from color infrared 
imagery. Figure 6 . 1 7 ~  is a black-and-white copy (to show the details) of a 
small portion of a color infrared aerial photograph taken by NASA on July 31, 
1974, over Madison, Wisconsin. The flying height was 18,300 m and the lens 
focal length was 152.5 mm, yielding a photo scale of 1:120,000. Figure 6 . 1 7 ~  
has been enlarged 11.5 times from the original, giving a scale here of about 
1:10,5QO. This photograph shows a portion of an urban area containing streets, 
buildings, grass, and trees, as well as part of a lake crossed by railroad tracks 
and a causeway. 
The original positive transparency was scanned in a drum-scanning micro- 
detlsitometer sequentially through blue, green, and red filters. Since the orig- 
inal film was color infrared, scanning through a blue filter primarily yields 
information on green reficctrrn~~ from the scene. scanning through a green 
filter primarily yields information otr red reflectance, and scanni~lg through 
a red filter primarily yields infoimation ort infrared reflectance. (We say "pri- 
marily" because of the slight overlaps in film layer se~bsitivities and color dye 
densities.) 
The spot size used for scanning was 100 Fm. The original film scale was 
1: 120,000. Since photo scale ecjiials distance on the film divided by distant-e 
on the ground, the spot size on the ground can be calculated as follows: 
Distance on film (spot size) Gnwnd spot ~ i z e  =
Photo scale 
100 pm Spot size = -= 1 100 pm x 120,000 = 12 x 1v gm = 12 m 
. . I . . '  \ -  
1 , . I : ,  I S  ., ..l 
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The scene shown here cwntains 5106 pixels, each 12 x 12 m in size. 
The scanning microdensitometer records film density as one of 256 levels 
for each pixel, Ignoring Figures 6.17b and c for the morncnt, note that d to 
fare "level slices" of the original film in1.ige as scanned through each of the 
blue, green, and red filters. These computer printouts show "scene brightness 
values" (the inverse of film density levels) in a range from 0 to 255. High 
scene brightness values mean high reflectance from the ground, low values 
mean low reflectance. In these figures, the original film density information 
stored in the computer has been "sliced," or divided, into nine levels for 
display purposes and printed out in symbols of \.drying darkness. The least 
dark symbol ( a )  represents the lowest scene brigt,. ..es- ;highest film density). 
The darkest symbol (r) represents the highest scene brightness (lowest film 
density). In effect, the computer printouts are "negative" images. The level 
slices are accomplished by taking equal increments d scene brightness val- 
ues. In Figure 6.17d, each :,ymbol represents nine levels of scene brightness 
information stored in the computer (70-78, 79-87, 88-96, etc.); in Figure 
6.17c, each symbol represents 14 levels; in Figure 6.17f, each symbol r e p  
resents 18 levels. 
Returning to Figure 6,17b, the distribution of scene brightness values in 
the infrared-sensitive layer of the film is shown by a histogram of the bright- 
ness values obtained through the red filter. A great many values lie in the 
low data range of 0 to 6 becar~se there is very little reflection fiom the lake 
water in the infrared portion of the spectrum. The remainder of the scene 
brightness values (6 to 161) represent various amounts of reflectance from die 
land portion of the scene. By comparing the patterns of Figures 6.17~ with 
6.17f. we can see that the highest infrared reflectance c-omes from the: various 
areas of grass and trees (note the dark tones in 6.175 along the lake-front park) 
and the lowest !znd infrared reflectance comes from two rmftop~ near row 
107, column 277. 
Recause there is a distinct difference between the infrared reflectance of 
land and water, a "classifica:ion" of this scwttrre into the categories "land" and 
"water" cdn be made by means of a level slice. Figure 6.17~ illustrates such 
a classification, where the !and areas are shown by the symbol @ (sixme bright- 
ness values 6 to 161) and the water arcas remain blank (scene 1)rightness 
values 0 to 5). This is a very accurate olasification with virtually tna ntisclas- 
sified pixels. The single apparent exception is the pixel at rcrw 205, cdumn 
212. a land area that has k e n  classified as water. This 12 x 12 m area has a 
very low s e n e  reflectance in all three bands and appears to bc a very dark 
!milding shadow. 
A comparison of Figures 6.17d. o, and f shows variations in scene bright- 
ness VPIUCS of various objects in the green, red, and infrared bands. Water in 
the lake (which contains a great deal of algae at the time of this late July 
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image) has the highest reflectance in green and the lowest in the infrared. 
The greatest distinction between concrete streets and the sr~rrounding grass 
and trees is in the green band, the least in the infrared hand (note the street 
running vertically along columns 215 to 217 and the street nlnning d;agorrally 
from row 220, column 218 to row 190, column 250). 
Note that the example classification we have presented here is an extremely 
simple one. Further clasrificrrtion of the urban area into different land cover 
types (roofs, pavement, grass, trees, etc.) cannot be accurately acwmplished 
using a density slice of a single band, but would require looking simultane- 
ously at reflectance in two, three, or more hands. Furthennore, some of these 
bands might have to be located outside the spectral limits of photography. As 
we see in Chapter 8, multispectral scanners provide just such data. Although 
these systems lack the spatial resolution of photographic systems, their data 
are inherently amenable to cornputer processing in that they may IN provided 
in digital form directly. Solid state cameras currently under development will 
likely provide the same advantage in the near frrtgre. That is, direct gathering 
of digital remote sensor data witholit intervening densitometric analysis of 
photographs. 
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U p  to this point in our discussion, we have assumed that Hltn exposure (and 
hence density) variations are related solely to variations in grolind objec-t type 
ancilor condition. This assumption is a great oversimplification since many 
factors that have nothing to do with the type or condition of a ground feature 
can and do influence film exposure nreasurements. Becaus: these fwtors in- 
fluence exposure measurements but have nothing to do with true changes ii~ 
ground caver type or condition, we term them extraneout effects. Extraneous 
effects are of two general types: geometric and atmospheric. We treat tlre 
atnlospheric effects in the next section; here we discuss the m Jor geometric 
effects that influerrcv film exposure 
Probably the most important geotneMc effect influencing filnr exposure is 
exposure fall-off. This extraneous effect is a variation in ftxai plane exposure 
purely associated with the distance an image point is fmm the image center. 
Because of fall-off, u ground scene of spatiullv uniform refictance does not 
produce spatially uniform exposure In thzfocal plane. Instead, for a unifonn 
ground scene, exposure in the focal plane is at a maximum at the center of 
the film format and decreases with radial distanw from the center. 
The factors causing fa!!-off are depicted in Figure 6.18, which shows p. film 
being exposed to a ground area assumed to be of uniform brightness. For a 
beam of light corning from a point directly on the optical axis, exposure E. is 
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directly proportional to the area, A, of the lens aperture and inversely pro- 
portional to the square of the focal length of the lens (fP). However, for a 
beam exposing a point at an angle H off the optical axis, exposure Eo  is reduced 
from E ,  for three reasons: 
1. The effective light collecting area of the lens aperture, A, decreases in 
proportion to cos H when imaging off-axis areas (A,, = A cos 6)) .  
2. The distance from the camera lens to the focal plane, fe, increases as 11 
cos 0 for off-axis points (fe = flcos 8). Since exposure varies inversely as 
the square of this distance, there is an exposure red~ction of cos08. 
3. The effective size of a film area element, dA, projected perpendicular to 
the beam decreases in proportion to cos 8 when the element is located 
off-axis (dAB = dA cos 0). 
Combining the above efrects, the overall theoretical reduction in film expo- 
sure for an off-axis point is 
where 
8 is the angle between the optical axis and the ray to the off-axis point 
E8 is the film exposure at the off-axis point 
E,  is the exposure that would have resulted if the point had been located 
at the optical axis. 
The systematic effect expressed by the above equation is compounded by 
differential transmittance of the lens and by vignetting effects in the camera 
optics. Vignetting refers to internal shadowing resulting from the lens mounts 
and other aperture surfaces within the camera. The effect of vignetting varies 
from camera to camera and varies with aperture setting for any given camera. 
Fall-off and vignetting are normally mitigated at the time of exposure by 
using anti-vignetting filters (see Section 2.10). When such filters are not used, 
or when they fail tc; negate the exposure variations completely, it is appro- 
priate to correct off-axis exposure values by normalizing them to the value 
they would possess had they been at the center of the photograph. This is 
done through the application of a correction model that is determined (for a 
given FISTOP) by  a radiometric calibration of the camcra. This calibration 
essentially involves photographing a scene of unifornl brightness, measuring 
exposure at various 8 locations, and identifying the relationship that best 
describes the fall-off. For most cameras this relationship takes on the form 
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Flgum 6.18 Factors causing exposure fall-off. 
Because modem cameras are normally constructed in such a way that their 
actual fall-off characteristics are much less severe than the theoretical COS' 
fall-oE, n in the above equation is normally in the range of 1.5 to 4. All 
exposure values measured off-axis are then corrected in accordance with the 
fall-off characteristics of the particular camera in use. 
To illustrate the application of the fall-off correction, assume that a relative 
exposure value of 100 units is measured at a point located 80 mm from the 
principal point of a given film positive. Let's also assume that the photograph 
was made with a camera having a 152.4 mm focal length lens (Figure 6.19) 
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and the radiometdc calibration of the camera indicates a fall-off relationship 
of E ,  = E. cosae. To normalize the off-axis exposure measurement to its equiv- 
alent value at the principal point,' 
From Eq. 6.8 
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It shor~ld he noted that exposure fall-off is a systematic camera system 
effect that must always he dealt with in exposure measurements. If one does 
not correct for fall-off by using the above procednre, the effect should at least 
IF minimized 1,v confining density measurements to the war-center portions 
of images. 
Another geometric factor inflr~erlcing film exposure is illustrated in Figure 
6.20, which shows a pair of o1)lique photogrr~phs of the same area taken horn 
dif'f'erent vantage points. The photographs were obtained \\pithin a fivr-minute 
time span by flying a circle around the buildi~tg complex in the scene. The  
ciimere settings were identical fhr the photographs and the photographs were 
processed and printed under identical conditions. The  variations in cxposvrc 
in the scene are carised solely 1)y variations in object reflectancr with viewirrg 
ang!e. Note, for example. the change in appearance of the fields (A, R ,  ant1 
C) fiom image to image. Tllehe changes illustrate the point that natural ma- 
terials are not truly diffi~se reffectc~rs. That is, their rt*tiectancc depends on 
the angle from which they arc iliuminatrd and viewed. The  magnitude of 
this reflectance variation is a function of the material involved and the rmge 
of variation of tlic angular sun-object-ima~r- relationshil~ in a scene. This 
relationship is shown in F i ~ u r e  6.21. It is defined in terms of three angles: 
the solar elecation, the azimuth angkp, and the cirwing ungle. A change in 
any of these angles mav change the apparent reflectance* of objects. 
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Figun 6.21 Sun-object-image angular relationship. 
Figure 6.22 illustrates other geometric effects that might influence the ap- 
parent reflectance and exposure produced by various terrain features. In a 
the effect of differential shading is illustrated in profile view. Recall that the 
relief displacenlent of an aerial photograph causes vertical features to be 
imaged slightly in side view as well as in top view. Since the sides of the 
features may be either sunlit or shaded, varied exposures can result from 
identical ground objects. In part a,  the photograph receives more energy from 
the sunlit side of the tree at B than from the shaded side of the tree at A. 
Differential shading is clearly a function of solar elevation and object height, 
with a stronger effect at low solar angles. The effect is also compounded by 
differences in slope and aspect (slope orientation) over terrain of varied relief. 
Photographs may also show the effects of differential atmospheric scatter- 
ing. As shown in Figure 6.23, scatter is a directional phenomenon. That is, 
the quantity of light scattered from a molecule in the atmosphere will vary 
from a minimum at 90" from the direction of solar rays to maximum values at 
angles of 0" and 180". What we are concerned with here is the component of 
scattered light that enters the camera lens directly, adding to the light re- 
flected from ground features. In some analyses, the variation in this "airlight" 
component i s  small and can be ignored. However, under hazy conditions, 
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(a) Differential shading ( b )  Differential vatta~ng ( i l  Speculsr reflection 
clifferential quantities of airlight often result in varied total exposure across 
a photograph. 
Figure 6.22h ill~istrates the problem of differential scattering. The film 
receives little backscatter in the ray from point C, which is viewed at an angle 
near 90" from the sunlight ray. More backscatter is found in the ray from D, 
which is viewed nearly at 180' from its original direction. 
Yet another problenl in many analyses is the presence of sprculor reflec- 
tions in a scene. Photographs taken over water bodies often show areas of 
specular reflections. They represent the extreme in directional reflectance. 
Figure 6 .22~  illustrates the geometric nature of this problem. Immediately 
surrounding point E on the image, a considerable increase in exposure would 
result from specular reflection. This is illustrated in Figure 6.24, which shows 
areas of specular reflection from the right half of the lake shown in the image. 
These mirror-like reflections normally contribute little information about the 
true character of the objects involved. For example, the small water bodies 
just below the larger lake take on a tone sirnilar to that of some of the fields 
in the area. Because of the low information content of specular reflections, 
they are avoided in most radiometric analyses. 
Before closing our discussion of geometric factors influencing exposure 
determinations, we must point out the impact that image scale and densitom- 
eter measurement spot size have on density readings. To illustrate the im- 
portance of these factors, consider the problem of obtaining interpretable 
densitometric measurements in an agricultllral inventory (as illustrated in 
Figure 6.25). Depending on the problem at hand, an image scale and spot 
size combination may be chosen such that each pixel covers a single plant, 
an entire field, or a group of fields. Note that the density reading at each 
measurement spot is an aggregate of all density values contained within the 
spot. Hence, an inappropriate reading may result if the featlire of interest 
does not completely fill the viewing spot of the densitometer. For example. 
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0" Flgun 6.23 Dirc~ctionsl nature of atrnospherir. scatter. 
bare soil niight affect the readings taken over an individual plant. To  negate 
this, a small spot size may be  employed. While spot sizes as small as .5 pm 
and below are available, at these measurement sizes the grains of the film 
may tend to dominate the density measurement rather than the exposure 
character of the image itself. Such measuren~ents would tell the image analyst 
nothing about ground conditions. 
6.8 ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS 
The atmosphere is an ever-present extraneous influence on exposure. The  
form and magnitude of atmospheric effects can vary somewhat during the 
course of a given flight mission and will usually vary radically between mis- 
sions. Atmospheric effects must be  accounted for if object r e f l echnc~  com- 
parisons between missions are to be made on the basis of exposure measure- 
ments. 
T h e  ;ttmosplicrc. ;~ffcbr.ts photogrilyhic cgxpnsrlri. mc*ns~~rc~mc.rltsicrts n  riiilny 
\cays. As n o t t ~ d  in C:h;rptc.r 1. t l ~ c .  irtrrlo\phc.r(- 11iodific.s tl~c* it~tc-rl\ity irntl s1)t.c.- 
trnl composition of'thc. illttniin;~ting cSri(.rgy ~~schd irr pliotogr;~pIi\. This  cbrii.rg\. 
is composc.tl o f ' s ro~ l ig i~ t  ;1ric1 sktlligltt. I{c*rc. t t \ c S  tliv t iwn "rit~riliglrt" to 
rtbfi-r to thc. dircb~t sol;tr c.ornpc~t~c.rrt of o1)jc.c.t irr;rdiirtiorr. ;~nr l  "\k\.liul~t" 
rrf;.r to tlrt* indirty-t r.oriiporrc*nt crfoli~c1ct irri~cl~i~tiori, ~ S k ~ l i ~ l l i t  is clilTrmc.rlts\c. l id i t  
tiii~t hiis ))c.c.)l >c;lttc~rc.(l ; ~ t  Ic.;~st o r i ~ . ~ .  \vitliiri t l t c s  t,;trtlr'\ ;~trrio\~!tt-rc~). S~~r l l iu l i t  
itritl skyligl~t  liorlrcces i~fc~tic~rg!. clift;.r in tlrisir rc.lnti\*ca iritc-ri~.it\., sln.r.tr;il c.cbrll- 
pc~rition. ;rntl gt.orni*tric. distril)rrtit~ti. Thi. rr.l;ctivc. c\omirrirtlr~c- o f  \ ~ ~ n l i g l i t  vt-r- 
KI IF  s k ~ ~ l i ~ l r t  irr any givr.n cc.cmnc* is strongly clc.pc-ndc.nt o r 1  \\*c.;rt\ic.r c.r~~r(litic~trs. 
A rorrglt r~ornl>;tri\orl of thc. rc.l;iti\.cl irrit~liirricc~ i l r r c .  to s ~ ~ r ~ l i r r h t  vc8rsu\ \k!-lidit 
tir~(It-r v i i n , i ~ r ~  \v(~i~tl~tsr  cot~clitioth\ i \  givt.11 in Ti~l~lt* 6.2. \ o ~ t ~ ~ r : ~ l l ! ~ ,  twu 111t(*rt- 
.;it!. of srrrilicht ;tncl sk \ . l ig l~t  i\ rrot o t ~ l \  :I f1tnt.tic111 of \r.c.ir!llc*r h r ~ t  ;rlsil of 
Iirtitrlclc-, ccB;~son i~fycbirr, tinit. of(1;1\, i t r ~ t l  Iiu.irl ~ I I ~ ) I ) L ' ~ ~ I ~ I ~ I ! .  
Thc* rc.li~tivca s~>c*c.tr;rl .c,rlstitrrc.r~c.y o S \ c ~ r i l i ~ l l ~  vc.rrlr\ 4 k y l i ~ h t  or1 ;I c.lc.irr ilia\, 
is chclwrr in Figllrcb 6.2(i. l'r~cli*r c.lc.;lr c.ot~tlitron\ skyligltt i 4  p t ~ t r t ~ r ; r l l ~ ~  cllirr-
;1ctc-ri7c.t! I ) ,  ;I high proportion of. "l,lrrt-" csnc.rr\. c l ~ t i .  t c )  t l i r x  clc)niir~;i~~c.i. of' 
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6.8 ATMOSPflLRIC EFFECTS 
Table 6.2 Relative Irradiatrcx- Rutior of Sunlight to 
Skylight for Different Wcuther Conditions 
Weather Condition SoladSky lrradiante 
- 
Sunny, elthilr sky 7: 1 
Suirny, h a y  sky 3: 1 
Sun through thii~ clouds 1: 1 
Adapted from (61. 
Rayleigh scattering s f  short wavelength energy by the gas molecules in the 
atmosphere. In  contrast, the sunlight energy curve peaks toward the longer 
visihlc wavelength$. 
Rayleigh scatter is always accompanied by some degree of Mie scatter 
owing to the presence of such atmospheric constituents as smoke, dust, or 
water droplets. As indicated in Section 1.3, Mie scattering generally influ- 
entBes ener r !  of longer wavelengths than does Rayleigh sciitter. Hence, de- 
pending on the particular conditions at hand, the atniosphere can range fronl 
being very "blue" to nearly "white." In short, the intt*nsity and spectral 
composition of photographic sourcu? energy vary with atmospheric w~ndition, 
time, and location. Since many densitometric image analysis prrxedures at- 
tempt to tneasure the relative return of energy at various wavelengths (spec- 
tral reflectance). it is necessary to acvount hr the variations in source intensity 
at these wavelengths. Put more simply, spectral reflectance is a measure of 
the proportion of the incident energy at various wavelengths that is reflected 
from a scene. Hence, to determine thi\ proportion we must have knowiedge 
of the magnitude of the incident energy on a scene at the time of measure- 
ment. on a wavelrnflh-band-by-wavelength-band Ijasts. 
The  atmosphere affects exposure in two almost corltradictory ways. First, 
it attenuates (reduces) the cnergy illominating a ground object (or being re- 
flected from a ground object). Second. it acts as a reflector itself. adding scat- 
tered "hazelight" or "airlight" to the exposure. These two effects are illus- 
trated in Figure 6.27. By expressing thi* atmospheric. fnctors mathematically, 
exposure may be related to ground reflectirnru. using the fidlowing equation: 
where 
E =total energy (exposure) incident on the film at a giveti point 
a =factor proportional to the sunlight and skylight on the ground feahrre, 
reduced to include the effect of atmospheric attenuaticrn 
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Wmwlmth ( r m )  
N u n  6.28 Hrlrtivr rlwrtral distril~ution of st~~iliyht and skylight on a clear day. 
(Adapted from (61.) 
R = reflec+nncv of a given ground feature 
cd =energy received by camera from the feature 
JJ = "airlight," additional energy received 1)). camera. from the atmosphere 
and not from the object. 
Equation 6.1) is of particular imporbnie Iwcaltse it ~wnn i t s  c/eantification. 
in terms of t r  and f l ,  of all sourcu.lntmuspherr parameters cc)ntributing to film 
exposure Tht*se factors always change on a missiot~-by-missiort basis and can 
change e t e n  within Y sirrgle mission ( d e ~ n d i ~ t g  o n  the r*xtctat and Icwation 
of the coverage). It is ivorthy to note that the airlight (8) cotnpunrnt of ex- 
p'sure is esst*t~t i~l ly "noise" i t ~  that it cwntai~~s tlo ground rc~fiactanr~ infor- 
mation. 
The  visual manifestatit~a of airliyht in photography is at1 c)vt*r;tll itlcreare 
in scclie brightness and u decrt!ase in image co~ltrast. This cwtnrs atx~ut  since 
8 adds a cv)nstnnt amottnt of ex~ntsurt. to both imugc highlights and shatfows. 
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(3) Reflutad u w g y  PU (1) Imidmt rdhtion 0 
(with rctmwtion tmor) /' 
g u n  6.27 Factors rc+latr~rg filttr exposure to  round rc*ftrc(aric.c. Atrt.t~uutt-tf sttttlight 
and skylight (at), i* n-flc*ctc*cl Protit cr terrcln t-lrmc-~rt hdvirbg n.flrctatsce ( R )  1 ha. ctlrrg) 
reflec+ted iron) thr tcsrrart~ c.lc*nlt.nt (qt R )  c.onll)irlc.* w~ttr airtight (13) to cause rbpo+ltrr. 
( E )  at the corrrspondir~y p i n t  or1 the film. Exp>sure t: ctR + 0. (Adnlat+d frtltn 161.) 
but the effec* on tiic logarithmic density values is proportionately grtaater at 
lower exposurt* levels than at highiv ont2s. Consccluently. the total rirrge of 
log rxpclsure values (and, uc.r~>rdingly, density valut-s) recorded for o given 
sc.ene is reducvd. If, for example, tht* higheast tAxp,stlrt* in a hut*-free sct.ne 
is W1 expasure units and the lowest exposure levrl IS 1 unit. log E varius 
from 0 to 2.m. Now consider the addition of 9 urrits of expclsurt* f i  to  all 
scvne elements. The s w n e  exposure would vary from 10 to 1000, and the log 
E rilrtge would vary front 1 to L a  loss of 33 perrent of tire log exposure 
range. Thus, the range of rxposurta it~riderrt 011 the film would tw 111uc.h 
sri~aller, und thert*fi)rr the mnge d densities recorded orr the film would Iw 
much smaller. 
Airlight nrilaifests itself particularly ia  high altitude photo~raphs. Becirusr 
of high haze rtrflec~niw levels, s t~ch  inla$ i % '  genrrally has less corttrast than 
conrparable low altitude photographs. Also. :wcausc ofprt*feretrtial scattering 
of blue energy, high altitude c d o r  inrages generally hiivr a b l t t ~ r  overall totre 
~ I I  do their low altitude cr~uattrpartz. 
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6.8 DETERMININQ COMPARATIVE REfUCTANCI8 
Of ODJECtl) FROM E%POIURE MUUUIIEMCNTS 
Whenever comparisons are to be mode betwcen images taken under different 
illuminatian or atmospheric conditions, cr and f l  must Iw accounted b r  in 
o&r to relate exposure to ground m&ctanc~. lf tr and f i  can 1w determined 
for any given image, density measurements made on the image can tw uuscd 
to ~wmpute the obrolute reflt.c+tancwi of ground objects. This involves refor- 
mulating Eq. 6.9 as 
To apply Eq. 6.10 in the determination of the rt*flectance of a given ol~jcct, 
we firsit measure the dcnsity of the object's image. Mrorking through the D- 
log E curve for the film, we determine the exposure, I.:, assc~iatcd with the 
density value. If a, Y, and E were known we cx~uld solve Ecl. 6.10 for R .  The 
problem is, how can we determine cr and 81 
One means of determining u and fl  is by placing objects of known mflec- 
tan* in a scene prior to a photographic mission. Calibrated r&-ctunca 
puncfs can be used f ~ r  this purpose. Such panels are gent4rallp fal)ricatcd as 
large sheets of material finished in varying shades of ncs~tniiil gray. The sur- 
f a c e  of these panels are textured so that they reflect as diffusely as possible. 
The reflectance of cwh panel i s  measured via a rptrstrornetcr at the time of 
manuf~c.hrre~ Periodic checks on the wfler-tnnw of ti punel are tilade to detect 
any cbnges  due to handling, weathering, und so an. 
Theoretically, by placing just two reflectance pnnnrls in a scene, we can 
determine u nnd 8. Consider two panels of knuwn rcflcctnncer RA and RB.  
From Eq. 6.9. we cun express the exposures resulting at the film plane from 
each of these objects us 
and 
By measuring thr density of the image at ractt of the panel points (and 
working thrwgh the B-log E curve) we crwl deternine E, and E,. So the only 
1 
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i unknowns remaining in Equations 6.11 and 6.12 are a and P. They are de- 
termined by solving the equations simultaneously. (If more than two panels 
are used tor a calibration a least squares solution for a and can be obtained.) 
Other approaches to determining a and P are employed when calibration 
reflectance panels cannot be placed in a scene. For example, when high 
altitude imagery is acquired it is impractical in terms of field logistics to use 
panels that are large enough to be resolved on the image. A solution to this 
problem is to simply identify various objects in the scene whose reflectance 
has tisen either measured or estimated. Large continuous surfaces, such as 
a 
pavements or flat roofs, are used for this purpose. They are used as "reflectance 
panels" in an analysis identical to that just described. 
There are two other basic approaches to est~mating a and @. In the first 
approach, p is approximated by the minimum exposure measurement value 
found in a scene. The rationale for this approach is that the minimum expo- 
sure will occur at an image point with little to no reflectance andlor direct 
solar illumination and, therefore, exposure at that point will be due solely to 
p. In the second approach, exposure measurements are made just inside and 
outside of shadows covering areas of uniform reflectance. For example, meas- 
urements might be made inside and outside of a building shadow cast onto 
a parking lot. A different exposure would result from the measurement po- 
sition just in sunlight than from that just in shadow, where the only illumi- 
nation is Cue to skylight. A minimum of two such sunlightlskylight observa- 
tions can be used to find P. In practice, more than two observations are made 
and a least square solution for fl  is attained. Once /3 is computed, an object 
of known (or estimated) reflectance R is located in the scene, its exposure E 
is measured, and a is determined from solution of Eq. 6.9 163. 
No matter how a and pare determined in any analysis, they must be found 
5 r  each wavelength band of image density measurement. Accordingly, in 
calibrating color imagery, one determines three a's and p's for the blue, green, 
and red-sensitive film layers respectively. These parameters can then be used 
to estimate object reflectances in each of the film response bands. Thus we 
can obtain spectral reflectance estimates for objects appearing in the photog- 
raphy. Naturally these reflectance determinations will be limited in their 
spectral range and specificity to the limits set by the particular film used. For 
example, color film could be used to estimate spectral reflectance in the three 
broad spectral ranges defined by the blue, green, and red response ranges of 
the film's three sensitivity layers. Color infrared film could be used in the 
same manner to obtain reflectance data over the broad spectral ranges of 
green, red, and reflected infrared energy. Multiband photography could also 
be used in order to overcome the fixed spectral range and bandwidths of color 
and color infrared film. 
I 
i 
i 
i 
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6.10 SPECTRAL RATlOlNa 
Spectra) reflectance data generated from color or multiband photography can 
be analyzed independently on a band-by-band basis or in combinations of 
two or more bands. One means of conveniently analyzing two or more bands 
is by taking between band ratios of reflectance. Normally, the ratios of re- 
flectance~ in a scene tell the image analyst more about the objects photo- 
graphed than do the reflectances measured in any single band. 
Spectral ratioing of reflectance data a n  be performed in many different 
ways. Photographically, we can ratio the film response in two separate film 
layers by making duplicate transparencies of an original image on a band-by- 
band basis. For example, an original color image could be re-photographed 
on black and white film through blue, green, and red color separation filters. 
The result would be three separation images, each representing essentially 
the response of an individual color layer of the original image. When a pos- 
itive separation image of one color band is placed (in registration) over a 
negative separation image of another, the composite ratio mask displays 
densities proportional (logarithmically) to the ratio of the reflectances in the 
two spectral bands. 
Figure 6.28 illustrates the results of density slicing a ratio mask (b) pre- 
pared from the original color photograph shown in a. While reproduced in 
black and white here, the original photograph used in this example was a 
normal color photograph. It was made on September 9,1973, over the western 
end of Lake Ontario from the Skylab space station, orbiting at 435 km. The 
large urban complex on the north shore of the lake is Toronto. The light- 
toned discharge along the south shore is the Welland Canal. Sllown in b is 
r density sliced image of the blue to green reflectance ratio recorded in the 
original photograph (a). The ratio mask prepared for this purpose was com- 
posed of separation images processed to compensate for the contrastdimin- 
ishing effects of /3 in each analysis band. The resulting ratios were compared 
to reference data and were found to correlate with the chlorophyll concen- 
tration in the lake and various optical water quality parameters. Such infor- 
mation is proving to be valuable in such applications as statewide monitoring 
of the status of eutrophication of inland waters. 
Although h e  spectral ratioing process illustrated in Figure 6.28 was per- 
formed photographically, it could also have been done numerically. Numer- 
ical spectral ratioing involves the use of scanning microdensitometer data. 
These data are in a form that makes them inherently amenable to matlremat- 
ical comparison. Reflectance ratios between bands can be easily obtained 
through software that transforms "raw" density readings in separate bands 
into reflectance values that can be manipulated in any mathematical form. 
The computer deals with a numerical approximatim of the D-log E curve for 
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each film layer to transform raw density readings into exposure values. The 
a and /3 calibration parameters are applied to these values to yield object 
reflectances. Then spectral ratios (or other mathematical comparisons) are 
computed and output in any one of many formats. As we see in the following 
chapters, computer output products can range from line printer listings to 
mlor-coded film products. 
Digital spectral ratios are often a convenient means of "classifying" land 
cover in a scene. These and other classification procedures are discussed in 
Chapter 10 when we discuss digital processing of Landsat data. A point we 
wish to indicate here is the value of ratio techniques in helping to negate the 
vario~ls extraneous factors that influence not only photographic radiometry 
data, but sensor data in general. Spectral ratios negate the effect of any ex- 
traneous factors in sensor data that act equally in all wavelengths of analysis. 
This concept is best illustrated by a simplified example. 
Consider two objects (1 and 2) located at different positions within a scene 
sensed in three bands (blue, green, red). Let R, ,  represent the reflectance of 
object 1 in the blue band, and so on. Using this notation, the reflectances for 
the objects in each band are: 
Let us assume that there exists a set of image-position-related extraneous 
factors (such as viewing geometry effects) that act to reduce the apparent 
reflectance in all bands at point 1 by a factor of 0.6 and increase the apparent 
reflectance at point 2 by 1.3. The resulting apparent reflechnce values w o ~ ~ l d  
be 
With the extraneous factors acting equallj~ in all bands, the reflectance in 
axly two hands can be ratioed and the effect of the extranecus factors is self- 
cornpensatled. For example, ratioing the apparent values in the blue and green 
band for points I and 2, we obtain 
6.11 CONCLUSION 
and 
Altl~ough the single-band reflectance values are influenced by the extraneous 
factors, the ratios of the apparent reflectances are not, 
Note that simple between-band ratios only negate multiplicative extra- 
neous effects. When additive effects are present, we must ratio between-band 
differences. For example, consider point 1 in our example. Let us assume 
that, in addition to the 0.6 multiplicative factor, we have a 10 unit additive 
factor operative on the reflectance at this paint. The consequent apparent 
reflectances would be 
By ratioing two between-band differences, such as ( B  - C)I(R - G),  we obtain 
It can be seen that our ratio of between-band differences has eliminated tho 
influence of extraneous effects. These ratios would be cornpared with ~efer- 
ence data to determine if meaningful correlations exist between the ratio 
values and the information sought in the analysis. 
A point to be emphasized is that the ratio techniques described here com- 
pensate only for those factors that act equally on the uarfous bands under 
analysis. As such, they are only an approximation of a full correction-al- 
though generally a very useful approximation. 
6.1 1 CONCLUSION 
Jn this chapter we have discussed the basic radiometric characteristics of 
aerial photographs. From this discussion it should be remembered that in 
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order to obtain quantitative spectral response data about ground objects fmm 
aerial photographs the following prerequisites must be met: 
1. The photography must be sensitometrically calibrated to obtain its den- 
sityflog exposure characteristics. 
2. Numerical representations of the photography must be obtained through 
the process of spot or scanning densitometry. 
3. Extraneous geometric effects, such as exposure fall-off, must be elimi- 
nated in the data analysis. 
4. Illumination and atmospheric effects must be accounted for to compare 
data acquired at two different locations or times. 
When properly acquired, calibrated, and analyzed, aerial photographs can 
be used to measure the spectral reflectance characteristics of ground features. 
These data may assist in the process ef identifyink and judging the condition 
of objects "automatically." In subsequeut chapters, we see how multispectral 
scanner data may also be used in these procedures. The primary advantages 
of using the multispectral scanner data for "automated" interpretation are: 
(1) they are originally collected in digital form, (2) they can be obtained over 
a larger range of intensities and wavelengths, yet in more discrete wavelength 
bands, and (3) they are more readily calibrated than photographic data. In 
contrast, photographic data offer advantages of increased spatial detail and 
greater availability. Hence, the choice of using photographic versus multi- 
spectral scanner d a a  varies with application. For small area analysis, where 
spatially detailed information is required and broad band reflectances suffice, 
photographs may he the only cost-effective source of radiometric data. For 
most large area analyses, digital tnultispectral scanner data are generally pre- 
ferred, 
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AERIAL 
THERMOGRAPHY 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
Thermography is that branch of remote 
sensing concerned with measuring the 
radiant temperature of earth surface fea- 
tures from a distance. The area of interest 
in a thermographic survey might be as 
small as a single wall in a building or as 
broad-scale as the ocean currents cover- 
ing the globe. Terrestrial thermography 
involves earth-based sensors operated at 
close range. These systems have been 
successfully employed in applications 
ranging from building heat loss studies to 
cancer detection. Spaceborne thermal 
sensors are operated at orbital altitudes. 
Specific treatment of these systems is re- 
served for Chapter 10. In this chapter, we 
discuss aerfal thermography, involving 
sensors operated from aircraft. In addi- 
tion, the general principles of thermog- 
raphy are covered. 
Considerable interest in temperature 
measurement has been generated from 
its application in energy conservation 
studies. By now the student is probably 
familiar with "heat pictures" taken to de- 
tect building heat loss. However, the pri- 
mary utility of aerial thermography to 
date has been in a host of other applica- 
tions. This is because temperature is one 
of the principal controls on virtually all 
physical, chemical, and biological proc- 
esses in the environment. Consequently, 
temperature data take on importance in 
a wide range of earth resource manage- 
ment activities. 
One normally thinks of temperature 
measurement as involving some meas- 
uring instrument being placed in contact 
with, or being immersed in, the body 
whose temperature is to be measured. 
I 
I 7.2 BLACKBODY RADlATION a# 
i I 
When this is done, kinetic temperature (also called true temperature) is meas- 
ured. Kinetic temperature is an "internal" manifestation of the average trans- 
lational energy of the molecules comprising a body. In addition to this inter- 
nal manifestation, objects radiate energy as a function of their temperature. 
This emitted energy is an "external" manifestation of an object's energy state 
that may be remotely sensed and used to determine the radhnt temperature 
(also called apparent temperature) of the object. 
Earth surface features emit radiation primarily in the thermal infrared 
wavelengths. As we have seen previously, photographic film cannot be made 
sensitive to this long-wavelength portion of the specmrn. RegrettaSly, much 
confusion exists between the terms the:mal imagery and infrared photogra- 
phy. As shown in Figure 7.1, the two processes involve completely different 
detection mechanisms. Infrared photography results from the photochemical 
detection of reflected infrared energy, This reflected infrared energy is not 
directly related to tempetature. 
In order to sense the longer wavelength thermal infrared energy, electronic 
detzctors must be used. The output from an electronic detector may be re- 
corded in a number df ways, such as on magnetic tape. For visual analysis, 
the output may be displayed as an image on film. The resulting product is a 
thermal image, or thermogram. In this case, the film is used merely as a 
recording medium, not as the original detection device. As such, the product 
is not referred to as a photograph. 
Implicit in the understanding of thermal sensing techniques is an under- 
standing of the physics of thermal radiation. This includes consideration of 
the basic nature of thermal radiation, how such radiation interacts with the 
atmosphere, and how it interacts with ground targets. These topics are dis- 
cussed in the first portion of this chapter. This discussion is followed by 
treatment of the processes of collecting, processing, and interpreting thermal 
sensor data. Much of the material in this chapter not only relates to the ther- 
mal scanning techniques emphasized here, but also to the multispectral scan- 
ning techniques described in Chapter 8. 
7.2 BLACKBODY RADIATION 
We have previously described the physics of electromagnetic radiation in 
accordance with the concepts of blackbody radiation (see Section 1.2). Recall 
that any object having a temperature greater than absolute zero (O°K, or 
-273°C) emits radiation whose intensity and spectral composition are a func- 
tion of the material type involved and the temperature of the object under 
consideration. Figure 7.2 shows the spectral distribution of the energy ra- 
diated from the surface of a blackbody at various temperatures. All such black- 
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Wavelength (rml 
Rgun 7.2 Spectral distribution of energy redimtcd from blwkhcdiah of various te:n- 
pemtuws, 
body curves have similar form and, in accordance with Wien's Dfspfacement 
Law (Section 1.2), their energy peaks shift toward shorter wavelengths with 
increases in temperature. 
The total radiant emittance coming from the surfice of a blackbody at any 
given temperature i s  given by the area under its spectral radiant emittance 
curve. That is, if a sensor were able to measure the mdiant emittance from 
a blackbody at all wavelengths, the signal recorded would be proportional to 
the area under the blackbody radiation curve for the given temperature. This 
area is described mathematically by the Stefan-Boltzmann ZAW 
s 
w -1 W ( A ) ~ A  -or4 (7.1) 
0 
W = total radiant emiltance, W m-' 
n = S k h - b l t z m a n n  constant, 5.W7 x lo-# W m-* "K-' 
T = the temperature of the blockbudy (OK) 
4 
- - 
Equation 7.1 indicates that the total radiant emittan- from the surface of 
a blackbody varier as the fourth power of absolute temperature. The remote 
measurement of radiant emittanc~ W from a surface can therefore be used to 
infer the temperature T of the surfke. In essence, it is this indirect a p g r m h  
to temperature measurement that is used in thermal sensing. Radiant emit- 
tanw W is measured over a discrete wavelength range and used to find the 
radiant temperature of the radiating surfw'~?, 
7.3 RADIATION FROM R U L  MATERIALS 
While the mncu?pt of a : iackbody is o r~nvenient heoretical vehicle to de- 
scribe radiation principles, real materials do not behave as blacktwwfies. 1n- 
stead, all real materials emit only a fraction of the energy emitted from a 
blackbody at the equivalent temperature. The "emitting ability" of a real 
material, compared to that of a blackbody, is referred to as a material's 
emissiolty, r. 
Emisaivity c is a factor that describes how efficiently an oijject radiates 
energy cvmpared to a blackbody. By de8nition, 
Rudiant e m i t b c ~  from an ok~jec* at e given temperature 
€(A) - (7.2) Radiant emittance from P blackbody at the same temperature 
Note that c have values between O and 1. Like reflec.tPnc~, emissivity can 
vary with wavelerlgth arid viewing angle. Depending on the material, emis- 
sivity can also vary somewha? with temperature. 
A graybody has on emissivity lers than 1 but rwtrshnt at all wilvelengths. 
At any given wavelength tho radiant emittmce from a graybody is a cwnstant 
fraction of that of a bliwkbody. If the emissivity of an object varies with 
wavelength, the objet* is said to bt a rekctiw radiator. Figure 7.3 illustrates 
tht! cmmpurative emirsivities and spectral radiant emittcmi~s for a blackbody, 
a graybody (having an ernissivity of 0.5). and n selective radiator. 
Many materids radiate like blackbodies over cvrtain wavclength intervals. 
Figure 7.Q illustrates the spectrill radiant emittancv associated with a bluck- 
M y  and quartz. Note that quwtz radiates like a blackbody at wavelengths 
less than 6 pm but us a selective radiator beyond this wavelength. As shown 
in Figure 7 . a .  water is very close ((r = 0.96 ta 1.00) to behaving as a blackbody 
radiator. 
The 8 to I4 pm region of spec.tra1 radiant etnit tani~ curves is of particular 
interest since it not only includes an atmospheric window, but also contains 
the peak energy emissions for most surface features. That is, the ambient 
temperature of earth surface features is normally in the neighborhood of 
7.3 RADI4TION PROM REAL MATERIAU 
C 
G r a w  (with t = 0.6) 
Selutiw rd#a 
wlulalqttl- 
7.3 Sprc=trul cmiorivitier and d inn t  ernittmivs for u blwklxdy, a gruylwdy, 
nnd u selec-tiv~ rdiator .  (Adupfed from (61.) 
380.#, at which temperature the peak emissions will mcur at npproximately 
8.7 pm. Far thew repsonu, most thermal sensing I S  performed In the 8 to 14 
pm region of the spectrum. The emisrivities of different objects vary greatly 
with materid type in this nurge, However, for any given material type, the 
emissivity con often be considered constant in the 8 to 14 pm rnngc. In shmt. 
within this spectral region most materials can Bt, treated as graybodics. Table 
7.1 indicates wme typical value.% :Cemissivity for various c-mmsn materials. 
(Additional discussion of' emis i l  i v is given in [61.) 
It should be noted that, as obwc.ts ore heated nbwe nmbient temperature. 
their emissive d i a t i o n  peaks shift to shorter wavelengthr. In special purpose 
nppfiations, such as forest ftre mapping. syekmr operating in the 3 to S pm 
atn~orpheric window may be uaed. These systems offer improved definition 
of hot objects at the expense of the surrounding tenain at nmbient tempera- 
ture 141. 
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As i s  the case with =rial photography. the mtmusphote has r significant eRect 
on the intensity md sprrtml lompnition of the energy re~wrded by a thcrnmf 
system. As mentioned. atmosphrrir windows (Figure 7.5) influt*ncw the be 
l d o n  of the optimum spc*l bands within which to measure t h e m  an- 
rrgy s i g m l s .  Within a @ v m  window. the atmosphere int~ivming btwretl  
7.4 ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS 
Table 7.1 Typical Emissivity Values of Various Common Materials 
Temperature ("C) 
of 
Material Sample Analyzed Emissivity (c). 
Human skin 32 0.98 
Distilled water 20 0.96 
Ice - 10 0.96 
Carbon (candle soot) 20 0.95 
Wet Soil 20 0.95 
Glass 20 0.94 
Paint (average of 16 colors) 100 0.94 
Brick 20 0.93 
Dry soil 20 0.92 
Concrete U1 0.92 
Plaster 20 0.91 
Sand U) 0.90 
wood U) 0.90 
Snow - 10 0.85 
Anodized aluminum 100 0.55 
Buffed stainless steel U] 0.16 
Highly polished gold 100 0.02 
Values measured nonnal to surface of object over all wavelengths. Emissivities 
measured at other angles and over discrete wavelength regions may vary somewhat. 
(Adapted from (61.) 
a thennal sensor and the ground can increase or decrease the apparent level 
of radiation coming from the ground. The etrect that the atmosphere has on 
a ground signal will depend on the degree of atmospheric absorption, scatter, 
and emission at the time and place of sensing. 
Gases and suspended particles in the atmosphere may absorb radiation 
emitted from ground objects, resulting in a decrease in the energy reaching 
a therm.il sensor. Ground signals can also be attenuated by scattering in the 
presence of suspended particles. On the other hand, gases and suspended 
particles in the atmosphere may emit radiation of their own, adding to the 
radiation sensed. Hcnce, atmospheric absorption and scattering tend to make 
the signals from ground objects appear colder than they are, and atmospheric 
f emission tends to make ground objects appear wanner than they are. De- 
f pending on atmospheric conditions during imaging, one of these effects will 1 outweigh the other. This will result in a biased sensor output. Both effects are directly related to thr atmospheric path length, or distance, through which i the radiation is ~ensed. 
Z 
F 
- 
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WavaIeqth ( ~ m )  
mum 7.5 Atmospheric absorption of the 0 to 15 pm wavelength range. Note the 
presence of atnlospheric windows in the 3 to 5 prn and 8 to 14 ern thermal wavelength 
regions. (Adapted from [6] .) 
Thermal sensor measurements of temperature can be biased by as much 
as 2OC or more when acquired at altitudes as low as 300 rn. Of murse, me- 
teorological conditions have a strong influence on the form and mag3itude of 
the thermal atmospheric effects. Fog and clouds are essentially opaque to 
thermal radiation. Even on a clear day, aerosolr can cause major modifications 
of signals sensed, Dust. carbon particles, smoke, and water droplets can all 
modify thermal measurements. These atmospheric constituents vary with 
site, altitude, time, and local weather conditions. 
Atmospheric effects on radiant temperature measurements usually may not 
be ignored. The various strategies comnlonly employed to compensate for 
atmospheric effects are described later in this chapter. We now consider how 
thermal radiation interacts with ground objects. 
7.5 INTERACTION OF THERMAL RADIATION 
WITH TERRAIN ELEMENTS 
In thermography we are interested in the radiation emitted from terrain fea- 
tures. However, the euergy radiated from an object usually is the result of 
energy incident on the feature. In Section 1.4 we introduced the basic notion 
that energy incident on the surface of a terrain element can be absorbed, 
reflected, or transmitted. In accordance with the principle of conservation of 
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energy, we can state the relationship between incident energy and its dis- 
position upon interacting with a terrain element as 
where 
El =energy incident on the surfac.e of the terrain element 
EA =component of the incident energy absorbed by the terrain element 
ER =component of the incident energy reflected by the terrain element 
ET =component of the incident energy transmitted by the ierrain element. 
If Eq. 7.3 is divided by the quantity El,  ws obtain the relationship 
The terms on the right side of Eq. 7.4 comprise ratios that are convenient in 
further describing the nature of thermal energy interactions. We define 
E A 
a (A) = - 
El 
ET 
r (A) = - 
El 
where 
a (A) = absorptance of the terrain element 
p (A) = reflectance of the terrain element 
r (A) = transmittance of the terrain element 
We can now restate Eq. 7.3 in the form 
which defines the interrelationship between a terrain element's absorbing, 
reflecting, and transmitting properties. 
Another ingredient necessary is the Kirchhoff Radiation Lato. It states that 
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the spectral emissivity of an object equals its spectral ebsorptance (€(A) = 1 
a(A)). Paraphrased, "god absorbers are good emitters." While Kirchboffs 
Lew is based on conditions of thermnl equilibrium, the relationship holds 
1 
8 
true for most sensing conditions. Hence, if we apply it in Eq. 7.6 we may 1 
replace a(A)  with €(A), resulting in : 
(7.7) f €(A) + P ( A )  + dA) = 1 f 
i Final!y, in most remote sensing applications the objects we deal with are i 
i assumed to be opaque to thermal adiation. That is, T(A) = 0 and it is therefore i 
dropped from Eq. 7.7 such that i ! 
€(A) f p(A) = 1 (7.8) 
Equation 7.8 demonstrates the direct relationship between an object's 
cmissivity and its reflectance in the thermal region of the spectrum. The 
lower an object's reflectance, the higher its emissivity. The higher an object's 
reflectance, the lower its emissivity. For example, water has nearly negligible 
reflectance in the thermal spectrum. Therefore its emissivity is essentially 1. 
In contrast, a material such as sheet metal is highly reflective of thermal 
energy, so it has an emissivity much less than 1. 
The emissivity of an object has an important implication when measuring 
radiant temperatures, Recall that the Stephan-Boltzmann Law, as stated in 
Eq. 7.1 (W = crT4) applied to blackbody radiators. We can extend the black- 
body rddiation principles to real materials by reducing the radiant emittance, 
W, by the ernisslvity factor, r, such that 
Eqvration 7.9 descnhes the interrelationship between the nieasured signal 
a thennal sensor "sees" 0 and the parameters of temperature and emissiv- 
ity. Note that because of ernissivity differences, earth surface features can 
have the same temperature and yet have completely different radiant emit- 
tances. 
The output from a thermal sensor is a measurement of the radiant temper- 
ature of an object, Tnd. Often, the user is interested in relating the radiant 
temperature of an object to its kinetic temperature, Tb. If a sensor were to 
view a blackbody, Tmd would equal Tki,. For all real objects, however, we 
must account for the emissivity factor. Hence, the kinetic temperature of an 
object is related to its radiant temperature by 
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Equation 7.10 expresses the fad that for any given object the radiant tem- 
perature recorded by a remote sensor will also be less than the kinetic tem- 
perature of the object. This effect is illustrated in Table 7.2, which shows the 
kinetic (true) versus the radiant (apparent) temperatures for four objects hav- 
ing the same kinetic temperature, but different emissivities. Note how kinetic 
temperatures are always underestimated if emissivity effects are not ac- 
counted for in analyzing thermal sensing data. 
A final point to be made here is that thermal sensors detect radtotbn from 
the sutface (approximately thefirst 50 pm) ojground objects. This radiation 
may or may not be indicative of the internal bulk temperature of an object. 
For axantple, on a day of low humidity, a water body having a high temper- 
ature will manifest evaporative cooling effects at its surface. Although the 
bulk temperature of the water body could be substantially wanner than that 
of its surface temperature, a thennal sensor would record only the surface 
temperature. 
7.6 THERMAL ENERGY DETECTORS 
At the heart of both imag.ng and nonirnaging thermal sensing systems is some 
form of radiation detector. Detectors serve to transform incident radiation 
levels into electrical signals that can be recorded in various fashions. Two 
broad categories of detectors are commonly in use: th tmal  detectors (bolom- 
eters) and quantum or photon detectors. Each of thew types of detectors is 
described below. 
Thermal detectors are devices that change their temperature in response 
to absorption of incident radiation. This change in temperature is then mon- 
itored electrically. Typically, thermal detectors contain materials whose elec- 
trical resistance depends on temperature. Thus, as the levels of incident ra- 
diation change, the temperature of the detector material changes, the 
resistance of the material changes, and the change in resistance is monitored 
TrM, 7.2 Kinetic versus Radiant Temperature for Four Typical 
Material Types 
Emissivity Kinetic Temperature Radiant Temperature 
Objec! z Tria T d  I * ~ r r t t  
Blackbody 1.00 300%(27OC) W.O"K(27.O"C) 
Vegetation 0.98 300'K(27"C) 2M.S0K(25.5'C) 
Wet soil 0.96 300'K(27"Ci 287.0°K(24.0"C) 
Dry soil 0.g2 WK(27"C) 293.8°Kt2Q.80C) 
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through appropriate electrical circuitry. Such detector systems have the ad- 
vantage of being extremely accurate and their response is not a function of 
the wavelength of the impinging radiation. A major disadvantage of thermal 
detectors is their comparatively long response time (the elapsed time be- 
tween a change in incoming energy level and a resulting change in the mon- 
itored electrical signal). 
In comparison to thermal detectors, quantum detectors sue capable of very 
rapid (less than 1 microsecond) response. Basically, quantum detectors o p  
erate on the principle of direct interaction between photons of radiation in- 
cident on them and the energy levels of electrical charge carriers within the 
detector material. With their rapid response characteristics, photon detectors 
are in widespread use in remote sensing systems. Major drawbacks of photon 
detectors are their narrow-band spectral response characteristics and the ne- 
cessity to cool them to temperatures approaching absolute zero for optimum 
performance. Normally the detector is surrounded by a &war containing 
liquid helium or nitrogen. A dewar is a double-walled insulated vessel that 
acts like a thermos bottle to prevent the liquid coolant from boiling away at 
a rapid rate. 
The spectral sensitivity range and the operating temperatures of three pho- 
ton detectors in common use today are included in Table 7.3. 
7.7 THERMAL RADIOMETERS 
The most basic form of radiant temperature sensor is the thermal radiometer. 
This nonimaging device quantitatively measures and records the radiant tem- 
perahires of objects within its field of view. A radiorneter contains the follow- 
ing components: 
1. Collecting optics-to concentrate radiated energy from the area over 
which a measurement is taken. 
Table 7.3 Characteristics of Photon Dete~qors in Common Use 
- 
Useful 
spectral Operating 
TW Abbreviation Range Temperature 
Mercury-doped germanium C;e: Hg %14 r m  30°K ( -243°C) 
Indium antimonide InSb 3-5 r m  77°K ( - 19E"C) 
Mercury cadmium telluride Hg Cd Te or 8-14 pm 77°K ( - 196°C) 
MCT or 'Tri- 
metal" 
Adapted from [el. 
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2. Filter-+ limit the spectral operating range of the instrument. 
3. Detector-to convert the radiation passing through the optical and filter 
systems into an electrical signal. 
4. Electmnice-to amplifL the signal from the detector. 
5. Readout--to record and display the detector signals. The detector output 
is normally recorded on magnetic tape, or in the form of a "strip chart." 
Figure 7.6 is a schematic of a radiometer. In operation, the instrument's 
collecting optics focus energy radiated from a ground element onto the de- 
tector. Reflecting optics (mirrors) are nonnally used since glass lenses absorb 
- 7.6 Thermal radiometer schematic. 
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thermal infrared radiation. A rotating "chopper" mirror is introduced in the 
optical path to permit the detector to alternately view the ground and a cal- 
ibrated internal temperature reference. The energy seen--both from the 
ground and the electrically heated internal reference source-is filtered in 
the desired spectral measurement band (normally 8 to 14 pm). The signal 
from the detector is processed electronically so that its amplitude is related 
to the response difference between the ground element and the reference. 
Finally, the signal is displayed andtor recorded on some device. 
The basic operating configuration of an airborne radiometer is shown in 
Figure 7.7. In Figure 7.70, the radiometer is positioned vertically to view 
ground elements directly belaw the aircraft (that is, at the nzdir) along the 
direction of flight. Note that the radiometer records the radiant temperahire 
measured along a narrow-width path on the ground. Figure 7.7b illustrates 
the "thermal profile" format of the output recorded on a strip chart over the 
sensing p ~ t h .  
At any instant in time, a radiometer senses the thennal radiation within its 
instantaneous field of uiew (IFOV). The IFOV, /3, of a radiometer is deter- 
mined by the instrument's optical system and the size of its detector element. 
The IFOV is normally expressed as the cone angle within which incident 
energy is focused on the detector. (See /3 in Figure 7.7a). All radiation prop- 
agating toward the instrument within the IFOV contributes to the detector 
response at any instant. As shown in Figure 7.8, the segment of the ground 
surface measured within the IFOV of a radiometer is normally a circle of 
diameter D given by 
where 
D =diameter of the circular ground area viewed 
H = flying height above the terrain 
p = IFOV of tf.6 yitem (expressed in radians) 
The diameter D of the ground area sensed by a radiometer at any ins-t 
in time is loosely referred to as the system's spatial resolution. The ground 
segment sensed at any instant is called the ground resolution element or 
resolution cell. For example, the spatial resol!ition of a radiometer having a 
2.5 milliradian IFOV and being operated from 1000 m above terrain can be 
found from Eq. 7.11 as D = 1000 m x (2.5 x lo-' rad) = 2.5 m. That is, the 
ground resolution element, or cell, would be 2.5 m in diameter under the 
indicated operating conditions. Because the sensor integrates its measure- 
ment over the full IFOV, objects having different temperatures will not be 
differentiated when they occur within a single resolution cell. Acw>rdir.gly, 
a small IFOV is desirable for high spatial detail. 
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z On the other hand, a large IFOV means a greater quantity of total energy i / is focused onto the radiometer detector. This permits more sensitive tem- I I 
perature measurements to be made. The  result is an improvement in the B 
. rdbmetr(c resolutbn, or the ability to discriminate very slight energy dif- 
ferenees. Thus, the selection of the radiometer resolution involves two com- 
plementary concerns, spatial Venus thermal detail. 
i 
f 
Figure 7.9 shows a typical thermal radiometer, Barnes Model PRT-5, which 
operates in the 8 to 14 pm wavelength band. At right is the 1.6 kg optical 
head that can be hand-held for field work or rigidly mounted over n "belly 
hole" in an aircraft. At left is the electronic control unit, which also cvntains 
the battery power supply. The unit is normally supplied with a 35 mr (2") 
IFOV for terrestrial field work, but can also be supplied with a 2.5 mr IFOV 
for aircraA use. It has a temperature range d -50°C to + 150C and responds 
to temperature changes as small as 0.1%. Its readings can be calibrated ab- 
solutely to about 0.5%. 
7.8 THERMAL SCANNERS 
Whereas thermal radiometers are nonimaging sensors, thermal scanners pro- 
duce images. Instead of generating a onedimensional profile of radiant tenl- 
4 
5 
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exposure). Additionally. tape data are in a form tlut may bc computer prrr- 
essed. As we describe later in this chapter, the ability to computer pmuss  
thermal scanner data makes the data amenablr to a host of analysis apabil- 
ities that are eumbenome when dealing with film-recotded data. In addtion 
to being recorded on tape or film, scan line output signals are generally mon- 
itored in flight on an owillosmp, or some other real-time monitor. This 
assures the m n e r  operator that the system i s  operating pmperly and that 
the vwlous wanner mntmls are set properly. 
Figure 7.11 illustrates schematiully the b u i c  ojwration of a thermal urn- 
ner system inmrporating in-flight ascillolcupic signal munituring, and both 
tape and film recording. A pbw tube type film recorder is depicted in this 
case (as opposed to the CRT remrder shown in Figure 7.10). The entire 
system works as follows. Radiation from the ground (1) is received at the 
rotuting scanner mimr  (2). Additional optics (3) f a u s  the incoming energy 
on the dcteetor (4) which is encased by a drwar filled with a liquid helium 
or nitrogen malmt. The dck4or  converts the incoming radiation level into 
an electrical (video) signal (5) which is amplified by the system rlt.c.b~nio 
(6). The signal is displayed on the o s ~ i l l u r m p  and recorded on tap on a 
line-by-line basis. The magnetic tap recorder works much the same u a 
home mund recorder, except that it is a p b l e  d m n d i n g  signals of much 
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higher and lower frequencies. In glow t u b  film recurdinr. the amplified i d e t n b r  signal i s  u ~ c d  tomodulte the vnriable intensity of the t u b  (7). The z 
light from the tub is scsnned wruss the recurding film (0) via a rotating 
mirror synchronized with the scanning minor. In such systems the film is 
pressed agninst u crtcular f w d  plane rdled u platen. Again, the film is ud- 
v m c d  in pnjportion to the flight VIH ratio, 
When pnrrswd.  a %emu1 scanner film record is a gmphir.ul rrprebmtatiss 
of the dete~tur  esponse on a usan-line-by-scan-line Lsis .  On the original 
negative. ground surfaevs having high rmdiant temperatt.rvs result in image 
areas having high film densities. Accordingly, prints made from negatives 
rhow high rdimnt temperature arcas as lighter-toned itnage nrcu. 
Figure 7.12 shows the cumjwnents of r typical rwntber syskm employing 
magnetic tmpe recording. The rcanning mirror, detector. mnd two intern1 I 
temperature referenceti (T, and Tt) are Iwated in the scan head. which iti 
gymscopiwlly stabilized in flight. The uutner  mirmr views one tcmpmturr 3 
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ning as art enforcement tool by a state department of natural resources to 
monitor surfme water temperatures of the efRuent from a nuclear power plant. 
Various times of dav can be utilized in thermal scanning studies. Many 
factors influence the selection of an optimum t i z e  cr  times for acquiring 
thermal data. hiissiold plann~ng and irnage interpretation must take into con- 
sideration the t ;( .-ts of diurnal temperature variation. The importance of 
diurnal effects i ,  town in Figure 7.13, which illustrates the relative radiant 
temperatures of soil dnd rocks versus water during a typical 24 hour period. 
Note that just befiere dawn, a quasi-equilibrium condition is reached where 
the slopes of the temperature curves for these materials are very small. After 
dawn, this equilibrium is upset and the materials wann up to a peak that is 
reached sometime after noon. Maximum scene contrast normally occurs at 
about this time and cool~ng takes place thereafter. 
Temperature extremes and heating and cooling rates can often furnish sig- 
nificant information about the type and condition of an object. Note, for ex- 
ataple, the temperature curve for water. It is distinctive for two reasons. First, 
its range of temperature is quite small compared to that of soil and rocks. 
Second, it reaches its maximum temperature an hour or two after the other 
materials. As a resvlt, temaiit temperatures are normally higher than those of 
MJ 4 8 12 16 20 0 
Mdnigtn N m  Midnight 
mure 7.13 Gneralized diurnal radiant temperature variations for soils itnd mcks 
versus water. 
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water during the day and lower than water temperatures during the night. 
Shortly after dawn and near sunset, the curves for water arid the other features 
intersect. These points are called thermal cross-ouers and indicate times at 
which no radiant temperature differenc~ exists 'between two materials. 
The extremes and rates of temperature variation of any earth surface ma- 
terial are determined, among other things, by the material's thermal condr 3- 
tivity, capacity, and inertia. Thermal conductioity is a measure of the rat' at 
which heat passes through a material. For example, heat passes through met- 
als much faster than through rocks. Thermal capacity determines how well 
a material stores heat. Water has a very high thennal capacity compared to 
other material types. T h e m 1  inertia is a measure of the response of a ma- 
terial to temperature chmges. It increases with an increase in material con- 
ductivity, capacity, and density. In general, materials with high thermal in- 
ertia have more uniform surface tempratures throughout the day and night 
than materials of low thermal inertia. 
During the daytime, direct sunlight differenbaiiy heats objects according 
to their thermal characteristics and their sunlight absorption, principally in 
the visible and near infrared portion of the spectrum. Reflected sunlight can 
be significant in imagery utilizing the 3 to 5 pm band. Although reflected 
sunlight has virtually no direct effect on imagery utilizing the 8 to 14 pm 
band, daytime imagery contains thermal "shadows" in cool areas shaded from 
direct sunlight bv objects such as trees, buildings, and some topographic 
features. Also, s1o.x~ receive differential heating accwrcling to their orienta- 
tion. In the Northern Hemisphere, south-facing s!opes receive more solar 
heating than north-facing slopes. Many geologists prefer "predawn" imagery 
for their work as this time of day provides the longest period of reasonably 
stable temperatures and "shadow" effects and slope orientation effects are 
minimized. However, aircraft navigation over areas selected for thermal im- 
age acquisition is more difficult during periods of darkness, when ground 
features cannot be readily seen by the pilot. Other logistics also enter into 
the timing of thennal scanning missions. For example, scauning of efNuents 
from power plant operations normally must. be conducted during periods of 
peak power generation. 
A number of thermal images are illustrated in the remainder of this chapter. 
In a11 cases, darker image tones represent cooler apparent temperatures and 
lighter image tones represeet wanner apparent temperatures. Thi5 i a  the !ep- 
4 resentation most commonly used in thermograms, although exceptions do 
exist. 
% Figure 7.14 illustrates the contrast between daytime (a)  and nighttime (b) f f 
the-ma1 images. The water in this scene (note the large lake at right and the 
I 
+ small, lobed pond in lower center) appears c*ooler (darker) than its surround- $ 
ings during the daytime and warmer (lighter) at night. The true (kinetic) water * i 
t 
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temperature has changed little during the few hours elapsed time between 
these images. However, the surrounding land areas have cmled considerably 
during the evening hours. Again, water normally appears cooler than its sur- 
roundings on daytime ttlennal images and warmer on nighttime therrnd im- 
ages, exwpt for the mse of open water surrounded by frozen or snow-covered 
ground where the water would appear warmer day and night. Trees can be 
seen many places in these images (note the area above and to the right of the 
small pond). Trees generally appear cooler than their surrourldings during 
the daytime and warmer at night. Tree shadows appear in many places in the 
daytime image (note the residential area at I.,;per left) but are not noticeable 
in the nighttime image. Paved areas (stre.-+ ~ l r ' ,  parking lots) rrppear rela- 
tively warm bott~ day and night. The pavement surfaces heat up to temper- 
atures higher than their surroundings during the daytime and lose heat rel- 
atively slowly at night, thus retaining a temperature higher than their 
surroundings. 
Figure 7.15 is a daytime thermal image showing the former shtseline of 
glacial Lake Middleton, an ephemeral glacial lake that is now primarily ag- 
ricultural fields. This was a small lake, about 809 ha in extent at its maximum. 
At its lowest level, the lake was only about 80 ha in size. The beach ridge 
associated with this lowest lake level is shown at B. The ridge is m o ~ t  evident 
at the lower right because the prevailing winds at the time of its fornration 
were from the upper left. The ridge is a small feature, only 60 m wide and 
4tr to 1 m higher than the surrounding lakebed material. The beach ridge has 
a fine sandy loam surface soiI 0.3 to 0.45 m thick underlain by deep sandy 
materials. The lakebed soils (A) are silt 1:mm to a depth of at least 1.5 m and 
are seasonally wet with a groundwater table within 0.6 m of the ground sur- 
face in the early spring. At the time of this thermal image, most of the area 
shown here was covered with agricultural crops. The scanner sensed thc 
apparent (radiant) temperature of the vegetation over the soils rather than the 
bare soils themselves. Based on field radiometric measurements, the apDarer~t 
temperature of the vegetation on the dry, sandy beach ridge soil is lWC, 
whereas that over the wetter, siltier lakebed soil is 13°C. Although prominent 
on this thermal image, the Leach ridge is ofterr overlooked o i l  panchromatic 
aerial photographs and is only partially mapped on a recent USDA-SCS soil 
map of the area. Also seen on this thermal image are trees at C, bare soil at 
D, and closely mowed grass (a sod farm) at E. 
Figure 7.16 contains two nighttime thermal images illustrating the detect- 
ability of relatively small features on large-scale imagery. In Figure 7.160 
(9:50 P.M.), a group of 28 cows can be seen as white spots near the upper left. 
In Figure 7.16b (1:45 A.M.), they have moved to near the bottom of the image. 
(Deer located in flat areas relatively free of obstructing vegetation have alw 
been detected, with mixed success, an thermal imagery [3]). The large, rec- 
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Because of the side-looking characteristics of scanner images, the scanner 
vertically views the roof tops of buildings only directly beneath the plane. At 
the edge of the scan, it views the rooftops plus a portion of building sides. 
Hoof pitch affects the temperature of roofs, A Hat roof directly faces a night 
sky that is 20 to cooler than ambient air temperahtre and will therefore 
lose heat by radiation. Sloping roofs often receive radiation from surrounding 
buildings and trees, keeping their surfaces warmer than flat roofs. Attic ven- 
tilation characteristics must also be taken into account when analyzing roof 
heat loss. 
When mapping heat loss by aertal thermography, it must also be realized 
that heat loss from roofs constitutes only a portion of the heat lost from build- 
ings, as heat is also lost through walls, doors, windows, and foundations. It 
is estimated that a house with comparable insulation levels in all areas loses 
about 10 to 15 percent of its heat through the roof. Homes with well-insulated 
walls and poorly insulated ceilings may lose more heat through the roof. 
An alternative and supplement to aerial thermography is the use of ground- 
based systems such as the equipment shown in Figure 7.20. Thc* television- 
type camera and display unit weigh 6 kg and can be used to monitor the 
outside or inside of buildings. This equipment has an operating range of 
-20°C: to +900"C and can resolve temperature differences of O.Z°C on surfaces 
whose temperatures average W C .  A variety of ground-based scanning equ ip  
ment is available from several manufacturers. The therniogram is generally 
displayed on a black and white CRT screen that can be photographed for a 
permanent image. In addition, color displays, profile traces, and isonictric 
displdys artD available as options on some systems. Depending on the detector 
used, the Gystems operate in the 2 to 5 pm or 8 to 14 pm wavelength hands. 
When operating in the 2 to 5 pm range, care must be taken rtot to include 
reflected sunlight in the scene. 
Plate IX illustrates the use of ground-based thermography to aid in de- 
tecting heat losses from buildirlgs by identifying radiant temperature differ- 
ences in hltilding surfaces, both exterior and interior. Dltring the heating 
season, heat loss areas show up as warm on the exterior of buildings and cool 
on the interior of buildings. Plate IX(a) is a normal color photograph of a 
portion of the exterior ot a three-bedroom townhonse. Plate IX(b) is a c-olor 
thern~ograrrr of the same area, on which radiant ten~jwratures are indicated 
by the colors shown in the bar along the bottom of the image (blue = cold; 
white = hot). The images show heat loss from the overhanging closet flmr, 
as well :as windolv areas. Plate IXlc) is a color therrnogram of the exterisr of 
a two-story house showing heat leakage along the seam in the siding between 
the first and second floors. Plate IX(d) is a color thennogmm of the interior 
of a similar house and illustrates cold air leaking into the house along a siding 
seam similar to the one shown in Plate IX(c). Plate IX(e) is an interior color 
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are somewhat more iu.omple:z than those cham.terizing phcttcogmphy and it 
impnerriblc to negate their et&d iu~~npletely. As a r~)nst.c/tte~rsv, tht*rnlal !m- a 
agcry is m l y  used as a tool far preciriotl mapping. Instead, data extmctrd 
from thermal imagery are normally regi*tert*d to stome hasr map when poqi- 
tional acctrracy is rr*cltiired in the interpretation prcu~*zr. Thia registration $ 
pnKwsr must be dotrc with due rrgurd for diatctrticms ritusrd hy: 
1. Systemutjc variations in scale and relief displ;iru?ment intrcdt~ivd hy tht. 
geometry of scanning 
2. brrdom variations in airctafi flight ~>tlrumt.ters dttrirrg image acrp~isitian 
We tiiscuss these sources of distortion tinder fimr scpatate headings, though 
they cKu.ur rimttltanr.ousIy, 
Tangential &rk Diatortlon 
Unless it i s  geotarctrioally rectified. thermal imagery muniSaasts srvt*rcS scale 
distortistls in the direction peqwnciic\~Inr the flight dirt-dion. Tht* proltletn 
arises ~wcause rr scanner mirror rotating at cutnstant angular vt*iocity does not 
result in 9 constant spved of the scilnnt*r's IPOV over tht* terrain, As shown 
in Figart* 7.22, for any incrc.nlent of titne, the mirror swcArps dtrough a con- 
stant incremental as;. AO.  Ber~anse the mirror rotatrs at a rwrrstirnt u t ~ g ~ ~ l a r  
velwity, A 0  is the samca at any scan angle 0. Iiuwevi.r, as the d i s h n w  hts- 
tween thc* nadir and the  round resolution cell increases, the linear ground 
velocity of the resolution crll increases. Hence, the nrotand thlemetrt, S, 
covered per unit time incrc*ases with ir~creasir~g d i ~ t i m ~ ' ~ '  from the tleciir. To 
record the resltlting signal orr filrn properly, the spot of' ligttt it, tlrc. film 
recorder taust I,r swept at a corres1,ondirrKly varied spcsed across the filni. 
tCliile this is tlone in sitnlc* OR+-ltascd rt4cordc*rs, nrost systrn~s rt-ctrrd at a 
co11stit13t sweep, rate (as fi)r t -xa t~rpl~ ,  the filtn recorder dt*pictt*d in Figure 
7.1 1). This results in image scale mrnprension at points away frotn the nadir, 
as the gmttnd spot rvvers a greater diatanrv st its ii~creaqing ground s ~ e c l .  
The resulting distortion is known as tangential scnle distortion. Note that it 
rxeurs only in the alonprcan ctirr*ction, twrpcndicular to the direction of 
flight. Image s a l e  in the direction of flight is essentially constant. 
Figt~re 7.23 schematiciilly illtc.* .ates the cflect of tangential distortion. 
Shown in Figure 7.230 is a hyp~thetical vertical aerial photograph taken ovtar 
flat *--miin containing patterns of varinris forms. An nnret.tifird lint* srvanncr 
image of the same area is shown in Figs,.e 7.23). Note that i ~ c a ~ i s e  of the 
constant longitudinal scale and varying lateral sa l t*  of the therntal imcrgey, 
ohjwrs do nut maintain their proper shap .~ .  Linear feattrrcs--other than those 
parallel or normal tra the scan linca--take on an S-shaped slgtnnid curcature. 
Extreme compression of ground fr.attrrcs cl~nratterizes the image near its 
edges. These effects are illustrirtcd in Figure 7.24, which shows an aerial 
photograph and thermogram of the san>t9 area. This flight line for ttw thcr- 
mograrn is vertical on the page. Note that thc phott~graph at\<! thcrmogrvn~ 
are reprcdurtd with the same scale dong the flight line, btrt that the scale of 
the thennogran~ is su)mgressed in a direi+io~~ wrpendictitar to the flight line. 
Two diagional roads that are ~traight on the aerial phcfifograph hke  on a s i p  
moid curvature on the thermogram. Note i l l ~ t i  the light-toned water and trei's 
on this nighttime thcrmoarim (cr*mgared with Figure 7.14). 
Figure 7.25 further illustrates tangential scalc* tiistortion. This scanner itn- 
age shows a group of cylindrical oil rrtorLge tirnks. The flight line was frors 
left to right. Ncde how the rwlc lwcornes ~wmprcssecl at thc top and lx~ttom 
of the image, distorting the circular shape t)f  the tnttk tops. Note ~1st )  that thr. 
scanner views the rides as well us the tops of ft*aturt.s Itwiled itwa) from the 
flight line. 
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rearranging 
where 
y,, =the distance, nleasured on the image from the nadir line to point p 
ymaX =the distance from the nadir line to the edge of the image 
@ m a  = ?4 the total field of view of the scanner. 
Once 6, has heen computed, it may b trigonometrically related to pound 
distance Yp by 
2 
(7.13) Y, = H tan Op 
. 
Vhm dete~mining ground positions on unrectified inayery, the above rw.- a 
rss must be applied to each y coordinate mrasarentrnt. Alternatively 
- 
" ~ n  can be in~plercented electronically in the film recording pm 
I 
y..n- 
, the 
cess, 
resulting in rectilinearirod images. In addition to permitting direct measure- 
ment of positions, rectilincarized imagery improves the abilie to obtain use- 
ful interpretations in areas near the edge of images. 
Resolution Cell Size Variations 
Unlike radiometers, thermal scanners sense radiated merg). over gmand res- 
olution cells of continuously varying size. An increased cell size is obtained 
as the lFOV of n scanner moves outward from the Aight nadir. 
The geometric elmn~ents defining the size of the ground resolution cell are 
shown in Figure 7.27. At the nadidine, the ground resolution cell iras a di- 
mension up. ~t a s a w  angle of 8, the distance from the ain:raft to the cell 
becomes HI = H sec 8. Hence the size of the resolution cell increases. The 
all has dimensions of (H see 8)P in the direction of flight and (H sect 4) l j  in 
the direction of scanning. These are actually the nominal dimensions of the 
measllremrnt cell. The true size and shape of a gmund resolution cell arc it 
function not only of p, H, and B, but also of the response time of a particular 
scanner's electronics. The response time is a mr s u r e  of the time that a scan- 
ner takes to respond electronically to r change in ground emitted energy. 
With this added restriction, we sec that optics control the resolution cell size 
;n the direction of flight, whi!e both optirs and elecetronics will influence the 
cell size in the direction 0: scan. Because of system respoose time limitations. 
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the resolution cell size dong a scan line is as much as three to four times that 
in the direction of flight. 
Although it is rarely critical to know the precise degree of resolution cell 
size variation, it is important to realize the effect this variation has on the 
interpretability of the imagery at various scan angles. The scanner output at 
any point represents the integrated temperature of all features within :he 
ground resolution cell. Because the cell increases in size near the edge of the 
image, only larger terrain features will completely fill the IFOV and be in- 
dependently resolved on the image. When objects smaller than the area 
viewed by the IFOV are imaged, background features also contribute to the 
recorded signal. Thus, for un object to be registered with the proper radiant 
temperature, its size must be larger than the ground resolution cull. This 
effect may again limit the image analysis to the central portion of the ther- 
mogram, even after rectilinearization is performed. However, an advantage 
of the changing size of the ground resolution cell is that it compensates for 
off-nadir radiometric falloff. If the ground resolution cell area were constant, 
the irradiance received by the scanner would decrease as 1/H2. But, since the 
ground resolution cell area increases as Ht, the irradiance falloff is precisely 
compensated and a consistent temperature signal is recorded over uniform 
surfaces. 
OnbDlmen8i0nal Relief Displacement 
Figure 7.28 illustrates the nature of relief displacement characterizing ther- 
lnograms. Since all objects are viewed by the scanner only along "side look- 
ing" scan lines, relief displacement occurs only in this single direction (See 
elso Figure 7.25.) An advantage to relief displacement is that it affords an 
- L A  
(a) (b) 
Figum 7.26 Relief disl>lacen~t.t~t on a photogr~ph vtSrsus a sc;inntSr imagt*. In a vcbr- 
tical aerial photograph (a) vertical features are displactd radially fron~ tht= principal 
point. it) a line scanner i~nagt. ( b )  vertical features art- disp!act.ti at right anylc.s fro111 
the nadir. 
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Roll d~noftiw, 
FiQun 7.32 Scanner imagcsry distartio~~s induced by aircraft attitude deviations. 
Finally, as illustrated in Figure 7.32e, variations in aircrafi pitch might 
distort scanner imagery. The resulting local scale changes in the flight direc- 
tion due to pitch are generally slight enough that they may be ignored in 
most analyses. 
7.11 RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION OF THERMAL SCANNERS 
As mentioned previously. the general lack of geometric integrity of thermal 
scanner imagery precludes its use as a precision mapping tool. Because of 
this, photographic imagery is normally acquired sirnultimeo~tsly with thermal 
imagery. Naturally, when nighttime thermal missions are flown, simultaneous 
photography is usually not feasible. In such rases, photography can I,r taken 
on the day before or after a mission. Sometimes, new photography is not 
needed and existing photography is used. In any case, the photography ex- 
pedites object identification and sh~cly of spatial detail, and affords positional 
accuracy. The thermal imagery is then used solely for its radiometric infor- 
mation content. In order to obtain accurate rildiometric information from the 
scanner data, the scanner must be radion~etrically calibrated. 
There are numerous approaches to scanner calibration, each with its own 
degree of accuracy and efficiency. What form of calibration is used in any 
given circumstance is not only a function of the ecluipment availahlc for data 
accluisition and processing, but also the rec1uirements of the application at 
hand. We limit our discussion here to a general description of the following 
calibration nlethwds: 
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1. Airborne radiometer referencing 
2. Internal blackbody source tefirencing 
3. Air to ground correlation 
4. Repetitive site coverage 
As will hecome apparent in the following discussion, a major distinctioti be- 
tween the first two methcds and the last two methcds is that the former d o  
not account for atmospheric effects hut the latter cfo. 
Alrbome Radiometer Referencing 
The radiometer reference approach is hasect on the premise that an airborne 
radiometer can l)e more precisely calibrated than a scanner system. By si- 
multaneously operating Loth systems, the radiometer output can be used t o  
calibrate the scanner imagery. The  radiometer is normally mounted vertically 
in the aircraf? to yield a continuous )nofile of apparent radiation temperatures 
along the flight path nadirline (as in Figure 7.7). Tempraturt* values derived 
from the radiometer data are treated as an aI)sol~~tt.  frame of refercnc.e t ; ~  
calibrating the scanner output. To determine the calibration relationship, thc* 
image analyht correlates ntlmerous scanner output valrres along the nadirli~re 
to their radionleter counterparts (Figure 7.34). Once the calibratiotr relation- 
ship is defined, rt is ~rsed to relate output values at other points in the scanner 
image to their temperature (as riteasured by the radiometer). The  scanner 
output values may be obtained by densitometric analysis of a film record or  
tape recorded values may be used if available. 
An important part of the radiometer referencing prcmdure is the ahility to  
geometrically relate the radiometer orrtput trace to the scanner data. This is 
normally accomplished thmugh some forn~ of electronic synchronizatiori. Fig- 
ure 7.35 illustrates the output from a system wherein the searrner irt~age itself 
contair~s a trace of the flight nadirlint* (the wavy line in Figure 7.35~)  and the 
radiometer o l ~ t p r ~ t  trace (Figure 7.35h). The arrows relate tht* trace to the 
irnage at two po~ttts where niajor temperature changes cwctrr. Such inlager). 
provides a single record from which the analyst can determine where the 
radiometer was sensing at any given point in tirnc and what its output was 
for that point. By measuring the image density adjatvnt to the nadirline trace. 
the calibration relationship can tw foutid. 
It should be noted that the scanner calibration accuracy in the radiometer 
refer~ncing approach is conttngent on wcurattA ca1il)r;rtion of the ruciiometer. 
<:onsecluently, the mdic~rneter is normally calibrated under lah)ratc)ry con- 
ditions prior to each flight. Furthermore, emissivity rfftwts must lw awounted 
for in the data analysis and mcosurealt*nts must tw made over areas of uniform 
temprahlre throughout the IFOV of each sensor. Most importantly, the nc- 
curacy of the entire process is limited because it does not acco11r.t for the 
thermal effects of the atmosphere intervening txtween the aircraft and the 
ground. 
Intemrl Blackbody Source Referencing 
Current generations of thermal scanners nomlally inrwrpctrdte internal tern- 
perahre references (Figure 7.12). These takt* the k ~ n n  of two " b l u k t d y "  
radiation roilrcws positioned so that they are viewed b y  the scanner mirror 
during ench scan. Tht* tempritures of these sourcw can 1x4 yrecisc*ly cu~a- 
trolled and are generally set at the "cold" and "hcd" el+-enies of the ground 
scene to be nlonitored, Along each scan line, the scantlc.. rptics seclttcr~tinllg 
view one of the radiation stilndilrds, then scrr~l m o s s  the ground scene twlow 
the aircIPR, and then view the other radiation sbndnrd. This cycle is w;wt.atc.d 
for each scan line, 
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mission r-nditions the atmosphere can Itius swsner tetl~peraturt~ nlc;lsllrca- 
mcntr by ;us much as 2°C. 
Alr to O w n d  Cornlatlm 
Atmospheric effer.ta can be atr.outlted fot in therntal scbanner ca1il)ration Ijy 
using empirical or theoretical uhnosphertc n~cdeln. Theort*tical atrttosphcric 
nwdels Itre 01--en.ations of various envirotlrnt*ntal pitratttetrrs (s*ich us tPlti- 
perature, pressure, and CO, cu)nrvntmtion) in t~rathernntir.;rl relaticmships that 
predict the effect the atmosphere will h v t *  on the signal sct1st.d. Bwuttsc. of 
the ramplexity of rneasurirlg vrrd ntcxieling the fietors that itlfiut*ncc. attl~os- 
pheric effei-ta. these effects; are nonnnlly eiinlinated by rwrrelatinn sutlner 
data with actual suufiw rnt*arttrements otl an t~myiric.aI l~iisis. 
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7.11 RADlOhfETHlC CAL.IBRATION OF THERMAL SCANNERS 
ir to ground correlation i s  frequently employed in calihral'ion of thermal 
water quality data, such as &at acquired over I~eated v.atrr di\churp;es. Sur- 
face temper,~tore measurements are taken st;  the ground \imultaneously with 
the passage of the aircraft. Thermometers, thernlistors, or radiometers opcr- 
ated iwrn bodis are commonly tlsed for this truqjosc.. 3lrlltiple ~ t f a c ~  turn- 
perature nleasrlrenlents are aade and, in J manner \imilar to the "radrometer 
reference" method, scanaer output values are eorrelattxtl with the grourid- 
hased sutiace temperatures. Once a caliI3rrition relationship is defined, it is 
used to predict temperatures at points on the. scarlner imager?. whc-c no 
ground data exist. 
The reader can no doubt appreciate the expense and logistical problerns 
invoI~e~1 in trying to collect surface tcmperahlre nmeasnrements throughor~t 
a study area precisely coincident with the pusage of an aircrafi. Also, there 
are ofterr problen~s in geometrically relating the positions where ground 
measurements are takcrr with their counterparts on the imagery. Furthennore, 
in areas of rapidly charigiilg tclnperaturc, thc point value n~easlrr~d on the 
ground may not be representative of the area integrated within the scanrrer 
IFOV. Finally, in such applications as heated water discharge nlapping it is 
difficult to measure detailed surface temperature patterns on the ground with- 
out disturbing the phenan~enon one is trying to observe! 
Repotitive Site Coverage 
Some calibration sthen~es make use of repetitive data acquisitior~ o\er a site 
to empirically dcterrnine the e1t.c.i the atmosphere has on the scanner signal. 
The objective here is to eliminate the need for curface data collection and 
still account for atmospheric effects. 
hlar~y variations of the repetitive coverage approach exist. Atmospheric 
profiling is one representatrve approach. It has been used in such applications 
as monitoring power plant heated water discharges in S e w  York State [tl]. 
Tlu: technique involves collecting radiometer data and thermal imagery on 
at least four repetitive pasyes over a given target area. Each pass is taken at 
a lfifferent altitude, ranging from cbe aftitudz at which irnagew is to be in- 
terpreted to the lowest altitude permitted by terrain and aircraft operatir~g 
rt strictions. 
The plofiling technique entails analyzrng the change in radiometer output 
as a f~~nction faltitude. An area on thc ground whose temperdturc is assun~ed 
lo be constant during the course of the overflights is used as a temperature 
reference. The temperature recorded by the radiometer is plotted at each 
altitude over the referent* area against altitude H, as shown in Figure 7.33. 1 
'I'his figure illustrates the altitude/temperature curves mpresrntative of t h r t ~  I 
ditTere~t site condit~c,ns The different shape of'thesc* cunres indicates the 
vaiiabi;ity of atmospheric effects. 
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Figure 7.37 Repetitive site ccrvectge calibrdtiot~. (Adapted from 191.) 
Once deternlined, the altitude/ten~peraturc urve is extrapolated to altihtde 
zero, the ground. In this manner the atmospheric attenuation factor AT at the 
altitude of imaging can be found. An assnmption is made that this factor is 
constant throughout the image, making it wssible to determine any ruriwc 
temperature value from 
where 
To = ohserved temperah~re at the data r.nller.tion altitude 
AT =apparent temperature change caused by atmospheric effects 
T, = actt~al surface temperature. 
Other repetitive coverage schemes exist where cmmmon points are viewed 
horn different angles rather than ultihtder. In all such approaches the intent 
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is to be able to account for atmospheric effects without requiring the acqui- 
sition of surface temperature measurements. 
7.12 TEMPERATURE MAPPING WITH THERMAL SCANNER D A M  
In many applications of thermal scanning techniques, it is of interest to pre- 
pare "maps" of surface temperature distributions. Techniques for generating 
thermal maps from scanner data can take on a host of forms, covering a wide 
range of complexity, cost, and accuracy. Thermal maps can range from tfre 
originai distorted film record of relative radiometric tenlperature to a com- 
puter generated color-coded map of absolute temperatures. 
In the remainder of this chapter, we describe the various approaches to 
temperature mapping with thermal scanner data in a very generdl manner. 
We first consider irnage-based procedures where the film record is the pri- 
mary subject of the analysis, and then nuqierically based procedures where 
analog data are converted to a digital record that is subjected to computer 
analysis. We assume in each case that we are dealing with temperature map- 
ping of water bodies. We da so to eliminate the problenl of considerir~g var- 
ious object emissivities, which is required In mapping of terrestrial temper- 
atunts. 
lmagsbased Procedures 
A thermal scanner image recorded in flight is perhaps the crtidrst form of 
thermal map. S ~ c h  an image is a qualitative depiction of emitted thenrtal 
radiation and the image has low geometric and rddiometric integrity. Yet, for 
many applications flight-recorded images suffice as final products. Often the 
ability to see and i~lterpret relative temperature differences in relative posi- 
tions i s  all that is required. For example. numerous general inventories of 
point sources of thermal pollution have been made through direct visual 
interpretation of "raw" thermal imagery. However. Lvhen quantitatice teni- 
perature and position information are to be c*utractcd from flight-recorded 
i m a g e ~ ,  the image analyst must process the thermal data with doe regard for 
the geometric disto~tions and radiometric efrects involved. The most impor- 
tant geometric eflect to account for in analyzing scanner data is tangential 
distortion (Section 7.10). This is done nlost often by using rectilincarited 
imagery. However. point-hy-point computation of ground position may be 
performed with nonrectilinearized data (Figure 7.26). Radiometric inforrna- 
tion may he quantitatively interpreted from the tonal levels on th t  filrn by 
densitonietric analysis or by using an electronic. image analyzer. 
Figure 7.38 illustrates conirnon cnhancenlenth of thermal imagery gener- 
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ated with an electrottic image aniilyzer. Figure 7.3& shows a black and white 
monitor display of a thermal scsnl>er ilrlagc of heated water being discharged 
into a lake. In Figurv 7.3% the original display has been "density sliced." 
Using calibration relationships, discrete temperature ranges can be isolated 
in terms of image density and color coded electronicalIy (shown here in black 
and white). In this manner, the distribution of temperatures can be readily 
delineated in detail. Surface isothenns can be mapped in this manner. 
In Figure 7.3&, a pseudo three-dimensional display illustrates the original 
image in a horizontal plane in an i~ometric projection, with image density 
(manifesting temperah~res) shown in vertical relief above the plane. Single 
profile lines making up the isometric display may also be viewed individ- 
ually. In addition, numerical measurements of temperature can be made 
along any profile line as desired. 
In summary, quantitative analysis of film recorded thermal scanner data 
entails measurement of' image densities-either with a densitometer or an 
elcctrcnic image analyzer. Using densityltemperature calibration relation- 
ships, surface temperat~tres can be determined and thermal maps can be 
generated, with point-by-point correction for tangential distortion or through 
tfie use of rectilinearized imagew. 
Numerkally Based Procedures 
Because the photographic ii?age is not the most accurate medium on which 
to record the scanner signals, quantitative analysis of thennal scanner data is 
generally performed using the tbpe recorded version of the data. The analog 
tape records detect.)r responses over a gra ter  range, with greater radiometric 
detail, and in a mole linear fashion than in-flight film recording systems. For 
most quantitstive anaiyses, the analog tape recwrd is converted to digital data 
and processed by corriputer The anolq-to-digital (A to D) conversion in- 
vo!ves transforming the continuous format of the analog signal to a series of 
discrete numerical rspresentations. T h ~ s  entails sampling the continuoits an- 
alog signal at a set time interval and nun~erically recording the signal level 
at each sample point. A fatxiliar example of an A to D processor is a scanrting 
microdensitomcter (Secti:,n 6.5), which converts the continuous analog record 
of density on a film into a stries of integer numbrs.  Irr the case c~f thermal 
scanner dab,  the conversion is done by playing the analog tape signal into 
an electronic A to D curlversion system. These systems consist of an analog 
tape recorder, a mini-computer, artd a digital tape drive. The output of the A 
to D process is a computer compatible tape. 
Figure 7.39 is a graphical representation of tlie A to D conversion prwess. 
The analog signal recorded in flight is a contin~~ous record of the voltage 
output of the thermal scanner detector. shown by the continuous line plotted 
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in the figure. The  signal level is nttn~crically measured at a set interval of 
time AT indicated by  the dashed lines. The  sampling rate for a particular 
signal is detertnined by the highest fmquency of' change in the signal. The 
sampling rate rwst  be  at least twice as high as the highest frecjuenc) prcbsent 
in the original signal in order to a d e ~ t ~ a t a l y  rcpreiet~t the qignal. Sanlplirig 
rates of 500 to 1 0  points per scan line are not uncommon. This rate again 
depends on the svsten~ available and thc. appl~cation at hrr,d. 
Signal voltages are normally converted to integer value9 in the A to D 
sampling process. For example, a scanner sig11al voltagr* range of 0 to 2 volts 
rnight correspond to an integer range o f 0  to 255. Accx)ruing1y, a voltage of 
(2.46 recorded on the 2:ralog tape (at a in Figure 7.30) wou!d he recorded as 
an integer value of 59 on the digital tape. Assignment of whole integers, 
rather than decimal numbers, inrproves the efficiency with which the data 
can be stored and manipu!ated in sul~secluent compittrr prc~essing. 
Because computers operate on numbers expressed in binary notatic?n (base 
2) ,  signal voltage is normally converted to I)inary nirn~bers. Ylost 0fte11, at: 
eight-digit binary numl>er is used. In h u e  10, cia eight-digit nun~ljer allows 
a range of O-W,W, '9% (1W values). Similarly, in hase 2 ar, eight-dipit nnnt- 
her woitld permit a range of' 2' (2.W) valut~s, or 0-255. In c o m p t ~ t ~ r  sciencc, 
a binary digit is called a bit. 
The product of the h to D conversion i~ thus ;i t \ ~  dirrit*nsional rnatrix that 
numerically represents thc scanner signal recorded over a scent.. The niatrix 
is spatially referenced in terms of scan line in th.. tfirc~ction ot flight i t t ~ d  
c-olumn nllmbcr in the secjuencc of sarl~plt*d poittts along a wan line. This 
effectively establishes an xy reference grid for Itwnting and addrt~ssinp, fca- 
tures on the imagery. 
AEHIAI.  T t i E H ~ i O < ~ H A I ' I i Y  
In  co~~l l )u t t> r  comltiitiltlc. form, \c.<inneBr data mdy l)c. proccs\c*d, 'r~l.~l!/c*tl, 
;tntl (:i\p1;t\ rtl ill u vitriiaty of niannclr\. For t-\ample*, c*o114i(lcv ~caIlIiCr datd 
for which a corrc , l ;~ t io~~ has l)c*en tlc.vc.lopc~tl to rc.li~tc, \c,it~ricar o r ~ t p r ~ t  \ .1111e\ 
to iil)\olr~tt. groitod t t ~ l ~ ~ ~ e ~ r i i t t l r t ' h .  T h e  co~i~l , t~ tc*r  ,tn ,tpply th i \  c.ilil,rittion 
relutiot~rl i ip t o  ciich po111t in the. digitill t1.it.i rct ,  ~,roclr~cing .I 11latrik of ah-  
,olutc. te*~~ipt-i.tturt. va1ttt.s. 
The. prcciw fort11 of a c a l i l ) r i i t ~ o ~ ~  rclutionrhip will \ ,ir! wit11 tllc. tt.rllpc.r,i- 
t~trr .  rarlkcB in clrre\tior!, I~ i l t  lor  thr. \.tkt* of' tIir c.\nlnplc*, \vc3 ; I \ \ I I I I ~ ~ .  th,tt ,I 
hT = A  + BcT4 (7.1.5) 
A cu:d R = \! \tchln rv\1)o1i\t3 11.1riinlc~tt>r\ dctc.r~ni~tc.(l fro111 oltch of the. \(-114or 
ca11l)ratioe procedt~rc.\ dc.\cril)cd r.ar1ic.r 
c = C > I I I ~ ~ ~ \  it! itt the* poi11t o i  I I ~ C & ; ~ S I I ~ ~ ~ I I C ~ I I ~  
7' - kil~cstic tc.nlpc.r,itr~rc ,tt the point of' mc.arrlrc.llic.nt 
Once A i t ~ ~ d  H .trcL clc.tc.rrnit~c.d, kinetic. tcml>c.ratrtrcb ?' for any ol)\c.r\ c ~ l  t~trml,c.r 
3' i4 gi\.t*n i,y 
The. p,ir,imeAtc.r\ A and  R ran  I)c. ol)t,tintd fro111 intc.rn;il I)l.tckl)od! ccil~l)rit- 
tion, .iir to grorind r o r r c ~ l a t i o ~ ~ ,  or  An!  of thc. ttt11c.r c,tlil~r,ttioi~ )rocc.dr~rc.s. 
A \ \ t~ming  tht* intc~rli,tl c,~lil)rittion al)~)rt~,tc.Ii, if T ,  ;Inti li-z .Ire t!it~ know11 teln- 
~)e*r.ttiirt.\ of t\vo iiltc.rr~al rc*tt.rc*tlcc ~)liitc*\ slid N1 ittic1 arc> tllc co r rc~ \ l~c ) l td~~ ig  
d ig~ ta l  numl)c~rc ol)t,t~nc*d ~ v l ~ c w  the. sc.;illrlcr \lev. 4 t l l r * ~  plate., 
.Vl = A + BcT14 
,trtd 
hi2 = A t RcTt4 
Solving the  al)ove etjllation4 simultaneor~sly,  assulnlng c = 1 for the c.alil,ra- 
(Nt -- h'z) A = N  T 4  
I (T14 - TZ4) 

AERIAL TWERMOGRAPHY 
and 
With parameters A and B known, Equation 7.16 can be used to determine the 
kinetic temperature for any ground point for which N is observed and the 
emiscivity is known. 
Calibrated thermal data may be further pnwi.ssed and displayed in a num- 
ber of different forms. Figure 7.40 illustrates two common forms of data dis- 
play. An original scanner image is shown in Figure 7.4Ua. An annotated, gray 
shaded nlap, generated by a computer driven cathode ray tube (CWT), is 
shown in Figure 7.406. An isothermal "contour map" is shown in 7.40~. These 
maps can be displayed on CRTs, film recorders, or produced on coniputer- 
driven line plotters. I n  the process of preparing such maps. point-by-point 
tangent cwrections can be applied to redilinearize the data. 
Plate X shows a them~al image mosaic generated from digital data that have 
been calibrated, rectilinearized, and color coded into discrete temperature 
regions. This color-coded thermal image and acconlpanying surface isotherm 
map are a camrnercial product prepared for a client who desired the infor- 
mation in OF. The color-coded image shows the circulation pattern in a power 
plant cooling pond. At the time of this image, heated water enters the pond 
at 102°F (39°C) and is recirculated to the power plant at a temperature of 84°F 
(29°C). The surface isotherm map was prepitred from subsets of the color- 
coded thermal image thmugh the use of a Zoom Transfer Scope (Figure 3.12) 
to match the image scale with the base map scale. 
7.13 CONCLUSION 
In this chapter we have treated only the basic. theory and operation of thermal 
senJing systems. We have illustrated selected examples of thermal data in- 
terpretation, processing, and display. The number of possible forms of ther- 
mal data analysis and display is virtually limitless and more and more prarc 
tic-a1 applications of thermal data art. Ixing made daily. 
We have emphasized airborne systems in this discussion. Ground-based 
systems are also being used productively in applications ranging from heat 
loss studies to cancer detection. As illustrated in Chapter 10, much is also 
being learned about the earth's thermal environment with scanners operated 
front satellite platforms. 
\C9it'ther they be ground-based, aerial, or orbital, all thermal scanners func- 
tion o n  the basic principles considered in this chapter. In fact, the general 
principles of line scantling are germane to the subject of the next chal~ter. 
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MULT~SPECTRAL photogral~ltic vc+rstfi the thermal portions I of the s~>ectrtrm. Photographic sensors af- SCANNING AND ford trs a vicw of the rcaectunce :,roMSt- 
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. - SPECTRAL I ties of timuin nrrfaces bst  yield little in- 
8.1 lNTilOOUCtlON 
So far in our disc*rrssion we have seen thc 
corn1,ar;ltive advantages of sensirlg itr the 
PATTERN I sight illto their emittance properticas. Thermal sersors have just the opposite RECOGNITIO characteristics. Mronldn't it he desirable 
to be aide to sense 110th reflected and 
emittc~d cgnergy from ground ohjt-cts si- 
tntrltant~ously? The  multispuctral stsun- 
ner ( M S S )  enahlcs 11s to do just that. Likra 
ther~nal scitlltlttru, thc*sr \ystrm\ ~rtilizc* 
eli*ctrotiic energy dr.tr.ctors. Howcvrr, 
rather that1 ci)llecting orlly thc.rn~al IH 
data, they arc. designed to setlac* r*;tcsrgy 
in a ntlrn1)t.r of narrow spc t ra l  I~ands si- 
rntrltattc~o~rsly. Tlleuc hands niay range 
from ultraviolet wavelengths through the 
visible. reflected IR,  end tht-rmal pcrr- 
tir~ns of the spwtnrm. 
in Section 2.1 1 we t1escribc.d the Ijasic 
principles and advantages of using mul- 
tiljand camera systems. We saw that t)y 
analyzirtg a bcet~e in several syrctral 
hands, we can greatly improve our ability 
to distittg~rish the idrbntity arrd cor.tlitio~~ 
of terrain features. Multispectral scan- 
ners operate on the same principle of sr-  
lective sensing in rtiultil~fr. spt.ctriaI 
I~ands, Inrt these irratr~tmc.r~t\ ha\*e somi* 
inhercot ad\fantayes ovr+r their pltoto- 
graphic cc~unterparts: 
1. Photographic systems are limitc-d to 
the 0.3 pm to 0.9 pnl \ jw~- t r ;~I  range. 
Utilizing clt.ctror~ic dt.trctors, rnulti- 
spectral scanners clan taxtend the rangr 
of setlsing from 0.3 pnl to approxi- 
mately 14 prn. 
2. Mttlti1)attci photographic. systems use scaparate optical systvms to collc~ct 
each of thc spcctral images indt-pendently. Tliir It*ads to prol)lem\ in 
ensuring that data in separate hattds are comparul,lc to one anothrr spa- 
tially and radiotnetrically. As shown in the tiext sc*ctiort, multispcctral 
scanntSrs use the same optical system to r~)llcct club in all aper+ral hands 
sim~tltaneously. 
3. Melti1)and photographic data are somcwhat diffic~tlt t o  calibrate* radi- 
ometrically lwcaust* they stem from th19 photctch~.miritl prcxvsses of phtv 
tography. IClultisprctral scanner rlata are gc-neratcd +:lc*r:trottically and art. 
therefore more ameltahle to cali1)ration. The  efrctronic format of the scun- 
ner ontput also permits recording ovcr a grc8;ltc.r range of values. 
4 Photographic systents rrclttire an onhoard srlpply of film that mttst In. 
physically transportt*d to the grortnti for pror.c.ssitiy. btSS data tnsy 13th 
electronically transmitted to grortnd rc*c.t*iving stations. This charactc=ristic 
is partic~llarly itnportilnt when sctising from s1>iictB platforms. 
5. h4ultil)and photographic systems yield pictorial images that arc* getterally 
intc.rpretr.d t:isucrlly using u color itdditive. vitawer. Whilc this is an cffi- 
cient analysis approitch for 1;iany ;lgglications, it has limitations, When 
many fv~turt* typcgs arts to 1~ intcrl)retrd, more thart three hancis may nccd 
to I)c analyzed simaltant~ortsly. 0vt.r lurge* study arcaas. visual intc*rpret- 
ation of more than three 1)ands I~ecornes qllitt* cttm/wrsome. Multispcctral 
scanner data, 1)eing in s t t  electronic brttiitt, cart 1)r tlt*iilt with it1 a rtu- 
merieul fom~.  Hence, the data are iirnctial)lt* to coittputer-assisttd analysis 
technicpes, which tend to IK. ntore cj~riintitative and autontatr*d than visrlal 
interpretation. The  cu)mputer hbs little trottl)le "1cx)king at" and "compar- 
ing" multiplt* image d a b  sets simultaneously. 
The majority of this chapter is devoted to explaining the fundnmentiils 
of' rptwctrul p u t t ~ r n  r~cognition, s c.omplttt4r-daaibtvd analysis tecliniclue 
I)y which numerical MSS imagc data rnay In* analyred cluat~titativcly and 
"autonratic.ally." Prior to this topic.. the I~a\ic. fomt anti o~~*rdt io t t  f MSS 
systents are d i s c~ t s s~d .  As in previous chaptc*rr. our covcriigt. her<* is in 
the context of airl)orne systems. Treatnit.nt of thc dctiiils of q)ucc4 'iyste~ltts, 
such ua the Landsat MSS. is rcstwt*d f;)r Chaptcar 10. 
8.2 MULTISPECTRAL SCANNERS 
The operation of an airt~orne XISS system is illustrated in Figure 8.1. 111 
t4ssenw, tht* ntultispec+ral scanner is sinlply a multiple-dettactor c*xtensioa trf 
the thermal scattner. In f i t ,  many organi7~ti:)nu that acqairv thennal image:ry 
d o  so with one or more therrtlal chanrtelr of an MSS. in lieu of uring a single- 

channel thermal scanner. As shown in Figure 8.1~.  the line-sca~rning collec- 
tion geometry of the 31SS is identical to that of a thermal scanner. A rotating 
rnirrcx moves the field of view of the scanner along a scan line perpendicular 
to the direction of flight. The  fonvard motion of the! aircraft advarrccs the 
viewed strip between scans, causing a twcrdi~ncnsional image data stst to he 
recorded. 
Figure S.lb illustrates the colnpr~nents of ii typical scanner. Ncre agirin, 
the seant~ing mirn)r and optics are sirnilar tcr those uscd in a therrr~ll scanner. 
The difference is that the tht*r111d scar1nt.r filtcbrs the incomi~ (C radiation to 
~ C K L I S  just the thenial  wavelengths on a single deter~tor. 111 the MSS, the 
incoming energy is separated into several spectral components that are 
sensed independently. A dii:h, nic grating is used to separate the reflected 
wavelengths from thc twitted w a v e l e n ~ h s  in the inc~~rning  radiation. The 
reflected wa\felc-ngth cornponect is directed fronr the grating through a pris~n 
ic?r diitraction gratlngl that splits the energy into a continuum of UV. visil)te, 
and reflected IH uavr.lrnb*hs. .4t the same time, t l ~ c  dichroic grating disp:rses 
the emitted conipolrent of the incoming signal into its constituent wave- 
lenj,$hs. By placing an iirray of detectors at thy propcar gc~orrretric positions 
1:ehir.d the grating and the prism, the irrcclming hearn is essentially "prrllrd 
apart" irtto rnultiple narrow hands, or cha~~ne l s ,  ttach of whic!~ is measured 
independently. Figure 8.1 i1lustr;ites a 5 channel scanner. Scanners with as 
many as 24 channels have been used for rese.1rc.h purposes. 
..\s shown in Figure 8.1, the signals generiit~d by each of the dtati-ctors of' 
an MSS are amplified by the systeni electronics and recorded by a multi- 
channel niagnt.tiv tape recorder. If the 51SS data analysis prtnrcdtrrc is to he 
pictorially oricrrtect, the scanner output is i~orn~al ly  recorded on an analog 
rec:order and con\.ertt>d to irnagcs after the flight using a ground-haserf film 
recorder. If the analysis procedure is to he s,umerically oriented (as discussed 
later in this chapter), it i s  pr .~ . fc . ra l~ l~  to electronicially itanvert thc analog 
scanner i~utput  signal to :I niinierical (cligital! f;)miat prior to recording in 
flight. This oprmtion I:, p r f o r n ~ e d  using ali a~ialoy-ttdigital (A to I)! pi.crct.5~. 
iis ill~~str:it<*~! prt*vio11\1>. in Figi~rt- 7.:39. TIIc*  iIigiti~.;ttion pr(ii.tsss vrlstlrcs\ t11iit 
diata colltbctc,d in seberal spectrril bartds arc prcciscly sYnchri)niz4. These 
data arc1 initi;tllp recorded on high c!crrsity digit;d tape on tn)arif the aircrilft. 
On the ground, the tape is converted to compntc,r c~~mpa t ih l t~  tap: {<:<,TI fur 
sn!)secluvnt processing. 
Figure 8.2 show:; iniages acquiwri wi~;i  a*! 1 1  c-hilnr~c.! 51SS i n  thr. \.icinity 
of thr. t7t:ivt*rsih of lliclli~itn-Ann Arljor <:arrtptrs. The. systt.!~~ i ~ s t d  to ac- 
c i ~ ~ i r t ~  tlic>st* I,lli*gcbs is slionn in Figure 3.3. Each of the i:~~;igt>\ s!)o\t-r; in 
Figllrt: 8.2 rt.prtasc>ats R iltljilt~t, S I ) C > C ' ~ T ~ ~ ~  \.icb\v of ~ I I c *  s.ilntS \c.c-II~*. Tinth f i r  kt  I 0  
ci,;tnr~t~ls of"l;it;t v:crc. irc.ci~lirt.d in  \.c.r! rlarro\s- t).irtds r;angrrtq fro111 I).:UH) pnl 
t f ~  1.060 ptn. B,rr-id 11  I. '1 t l ~ f - r ~ ~ i . ~ l  c!>ii~t~~t.l (9 75 to 12.25 ~ L I I I ~ .  Xotc* the rc.jii?itc. 
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8.3 MSS OPERATION AND DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
Airl,onie 3ISS systchnls arca generally opc.ratc*d ;it i r l t i t r~dr.~ in tile. rilrlge. ol.300 
to I0,OW m. T;tl)lr- 8.1 s~~rnni; tr izc~s t h c b  sp;tti;tl rc*uol~~tion ;i d cl;rt;t 1)ro(ltlction 
rittcn t1i;rt t v o ~ ~ l t l  rc.slllt ;it \.uriorrs opc*rciting altitrr<lt..; \vhchn r ~ u i ~ i g  ;I systcani 
h;t\.il~x 11 ::MI" tot;tl fic.ltl 01' vie\v kind .I 2 .5  nlr IF( I\'. S o t e  that tltc* co\x-r;tgfb 
rittts ilnd grollnci rc-;olr~tion cc*ll sixth \.;try c~onritlc~cil)ly. Ht~c.;t~~uc. i~n;~gc.  itc- 
cluisition costs itrc. son~r.\vh;tt proportional to  tilth cot.cAr;rcc r;ttrb. the. anitlykt 
nit~st  c;trc-fill!!. conhiclt.r tllc. rc~soll~tiori r.cl;rirt.r~ir*~it:. of ;I r l i \ c b r r  ;il)!)lic CI t '  l o t i .  
Table 8.1 X O I I I ~ I I ~ I ~  (;ro1111r1 ~ \ ~ - ~ I P ~ I I I ~ ~ I I I .  Swi1t11 1\'11lt!1. i111il 
C:~~\c.ri~gc. Ij;itc.\ fiIr \ ilric111~ Ol~c.ri~tit~r! .4ltitllclc.* 41f ;I Sc.;~r~~ic.r 
~ I : I \ ~ I I I K  ;I l(Mr Totit1 Fii-lcl cd'\'itw it1111 AI 2.5 rnr IF()\' 
- -- - 
t i t  (;roc~l~d S\ViltIl .4rc,;tl ( : I ) \  c'ri~gt. 
(;ro1111d I ~ I - \ ~ I ~ ~ I I ~ I I I I  \ \ ' i i l t ~  ILitr. 
Cc~ntlitio~~ ( n ~ )  ( I I I ~  ( k r t l r  I k111; I1r1 
S i n e  MSS systems are designrd to sense energy over a vrry small IFOV 
(to optimize spatial resolutionl and in narrow wavelength bands (to optitnize 
spectral resol~~tion), it very limited amount of en(-lgy is i n c i h n t  en  each of 
a system's detectors. Hmcc,  the detecturs niust I>e very sensitive to output 
n signal significantly stronger than the level of system nrrirr ( e r t r aneo~~s ,  
clnwanted rt-sl>onses). 
Figore 8.5 illustrates the effect of. noise on m MSS signal. Figure 8 .b  
shows the signal from one detector as it utol~ld appchar in tlir absmce  of 
systen~ noise. T h r  variations i s  the MSS \ignal strenml %hewn in a relate 
directly to the churacteristics of the terrain c~overrd b y  ...e r i  i s  line. The 
largr changvs in rig~lal ~nor t  likely correspond tc) cllmges in cover typr, while 
the more sllbtlr fluctuations would prohal)ly indicate a n t r r  h p c  ~ ~ t ~ c l i i s s ~ \  
iitld diffc>rr.nt conditions withi~l rach n)ver hpr. 
In Figure 8.511, random noista has 1)eol added to the signal. T h r  cffc*ct of 
the so is r  is to mask the *iynal flllctastionr that weak il l  compar i so~~  to 
the noisfa Ipvrl !!I thir e~an;p!c, xi. rtra:d i re  unabie to r v i i l ~ ~ a t ~  the subtle 
within-rover-type variations bt~causr of the Irvrl of noisr. The domi~la t~ t  var- 
iatiot~s within the cover types \voald still I>e interprrtal)le, but with redaced 
accuracy. At a higher level of noise. t4ven stronger signal fludustion\ will 1)r 
masked. In Figure 8 . 5 ,  increased noise masks all l ~ ~ t  th r  stn)ngcast variations 
in the signal. 
It can be seen that the critical fat-tor is the noise Ir, r! ,rluti~.r to the ~ ig~ l i i l  
strength. Thus. the quality of the output can be specified by a signal-to-noise 
( S N )  ratio. As shown in Figtrre 8.5, the S f i  ratio directly affects the radiu 
metric resolution of the data (that is, the ability to detect slight radiance 
differences). In addition to radiometric wsolution, SIN is related to the spatial 
and spectral resolution, as well as many other factors. Several bcuic factors 
relating to the ratio can be expressed as 
where 
D A  = detectivity (measure of drtxtclr 
performance quality) 
P2 = (instantaneous field of v i t * ~ ) ~  1 (these determine (HN)A =(flying height/airc.raft vclcwity)c .vpatial rt~soltttionj 
Jh =spectral handwidth of the channel 
(spectral resolrrtion) 
LA = spectral radiance of ground ft.i;tt~re 
( N d e  that the SN value is partially bascad on wavelength-dependent pararn- 
eters. Accordingly, different SIN values are ;~pplicd)le to eac.l~ channel of an 
MSS). 
Equation 8.1 expresses sonle of the tratfe-offk implicit in the design dnd 
c)peration of an MSS. For exatttplc, we can note the trade-offlwtween spl.c.tral 
and spatial resolution. To mai~~tain the sanie SIN while* improving spatial 
resolution a fiic'tor o f 4  (decreasing 13 I,y a fitetor of 2). we must degrade 
the spectral resolution I)y a factor of 4 (increase Ah 1)y a factor 01.4). 
In  addition to the 1,rsic factors listed in Etl. 8.1, numrrou\ other factors 
will a&ct the signal-tcrnoise performance ot tiny giwn scanner system. Some 
of these factors are atnlo\ptrc.ric ;ittt*t~\littic)tl, the design c b f  the sy\tc*nlls optical 
components, and tht* noise characteristics of the S ~ N ~ ~ I I I  "1c~ctroriic~. This 1)c)ok 
does not detail the design and operi~tion of 5fSS sy\tr*ms, ye: the image an- 
alyst should haw some feeling for the ltratly factors that influellee the cluality 
of the 8ata generated by these systenls, 
We have already mentioned that 51% d a b  may IK* orrtput c*ithr+r as hard 
copy images or in numerical form. One advantage tjf the numerical fonnat is 
the ability to apply quuntitative pr~proc.essing operutiortb prior to analyzing 
the data. These operatic~ns irnprove the cluality of the itnage data. They are 
discussed at length in Chapter 10 in the context of Iatidsat imagery, I I I I ~  it is 
appropriate to mention some of the Ilcisic points here. 
One task frequently performed during preprc~usssing is gcwmc~tric correc- 
tion of the MSS data. Becaltsc the scitnnlng ~ ~ c t n ~ r t r y  is idtantical to that of 
thermal scanners, airlmme MSS data manifest the same geon~catric distortions 
that characterize thermal images. Thus, a common ptepwessing fundion is 
the removal of tangential distortion from thc imkge data. Other geometric 
preprtwessing functions arta commonly applied to MSS data t o  rescale and 
rotate the image dab matrix so that it will correspond to u specific map or to 
existing geographic d a b  files. 
Frequently, preprcnvssiny of MSS data involves making radfomctrfc. cor- 
rection~. Most MSS systems use m internal ref'eren~u. soctrce to radionrctri- 
call y cali brate the data collected in each channel. Internal 11lackbi)dy sources 
are used to calibrate the thennel channels. Either tlmhicnt skylight etlr 'r g, v or 
at1 itlternul calit>ration lamp is used to calil~rate the reflec..tc*d energy riiannels. 
Numerous extraneous radiometric factors that influrnrx- the MSS siyt~al can 
also bts treated l ~ y  preprcxt~ssing. 'fl~ese extratu*otis efr~cts incl~tde variationu 
in solar illumination, atinospheric transmittance, and viewing geomcstry, as 
descri tw~ in Section 6.7. Technicl\res such as lwtween-hand ratios (Ser-tion 
6.10) can I)e used to reduce these effects. Once again, illustra+ic)n of these 
operations is left to Chapter 10. In this chapter, we concentrute on the pr~wthss 
of spectral pattern rerq)gnition, by which we may interpret mr~ltispectral im- 
age data quantitatively. 
8.4 SPECTRAL PATTERN RECOaNlTlON 
As with multiband photography, MSS inlngcs n~uy I,c color c:odcd and su- 
perimposed to f'orn~ color cotnp)site ittrages. For example, by corni3ining d a b  
collected in u l)lr~e, green, and red band we cc~ttld generate an itnugr with a 
color rendering: similar to titat of color film. Similarly. we could simulatr* a 
color infrilred image I)y contl,initlg data from hf SS chantrels ctantered in grem, 
red, and reflected Infrared regiotls of tht* sl>c~ctrtrrn. SIIC}~ co!or cottr~>ositrs 
are prcduced eidlrr Ily cotnhininy mul t i s~~*~t ra l  images in  it color additive 
.- it~wer (Figure 2.26) 01 I)y rrsitrg the nlagirrtic tirpt* dikh rt*cotrlc.~(l in Higlrt t;, 
control a grot~tld-l~us~d 61113rrtr)rding device. 
Uaf'ortitnutely, no !nore thitn three sln*ctral itnilges t l ~ y  I,r. conil)ir~ed i t )  a 
color composite ittlirge. If'hen dt*aling with ntore thau three I)itt~cls, us in Fig- 
ures 8.2 and 8.4. i t  is very dificult to fully evaluate the spcctral it~Ss)rlrlatiotr 
presroted by the imagt* data. Thew lisritatiorts art* overcotnt* uhc.t~ tligita! 
hlSS data are used in the conrp~rter-assist4 itnage analysis prcwc*dure ofzpr~c- 
trul ;luttcrn rcnc-ogattbn. 111 this prcKwss, we use the cotnp~rter t o  Irnbk at !lie. 
nlultiplr d;annels of hlSS data r~irt~leric;tlly. By dc*aling with tt~r irltiigc* cliitil 
cluantitiltiveiy, the spectral infi)rt~tution in virtirally aay r r t r t ~ r I , e v  of ~)~;trr t~c~ls 
can Iw fi~lly evaluated. 
The wncept of' r( presenting hfSS data in a ntrtnc*rical fi)rraat is illt~stratt.tl 
in Figure 8.6. This figure shows u single* linc* of b4SS c1;ita r.ollt.c+te.cl ovtsr a 
Itrndscapc cllmposed of several cover types. For each of thc sclairres shown 
along this littc*, the MSS has nieasurc.tl sctntlc. rcfiectancc. or c~mittancc* in tc*rt,rs 
of tligital nr~rnlwrs recorclrtl in each of the* fivt* ~1:cetritl 1)irttds: l~ltte, gnBc*n, 
red, reflected IR,  and thermal IH. Relow the scan li~rt*, typical cligitirl ntitnl~c-rs 
mt.rrs~tr~d ovcr six different la~rtl covt-r typt*s :irea shown. The. vertieal 1):rrs 
indicate thr relative nttmbers mc*:isured in each spc*ctral 1)atld. Thcsc* five* 
orttp~its rcbpresent a coarse dcscripticttr of thc spt.ctrirl rcSspottst. 1,attc~rtls ofthc. 
various terridn features along the scan line. If thesc spr*ctritl pattc*rns arc1 
srtffir*iently ttnic/oc. for rnch fc*atttrr type. thvy ~ n ; ~ y  R)rrn tht* I);~sis Sol a11 
"arttottlatrd" intc*rl~retatioti o f thc  ir~tagc data ttsitrg it spc*ctral p;lttcarlr rcScog- 
nitir~rr prtwedurt.. 
Pigc~rt; 8.7 illrrstratrs the* three* hasic stc.1)~ involvc.cf in ;t tr~picwl sl~c*ctritl 
patttam rc4tr1gnition prcwedttrc*. We I)c*gin with ii dinitill irnit~cb datir 5t.t ec~~r-  
s i s t i n ~  (if tttr digit;rl nrtmI)c*rs rt~cctr(lc*d ovcar eavlr point in the* scc.nt. to I)v 
urlalyztd. This matrix of sl~atially ordc*rcbd n~tn~l)r*rs is tcbrnird 3 rcfstcnr, and 
(*ar.h rrll within it is calle-d a p f x ~ l ,  or picture. ttlcrnrtit. Eiu4i 1)ixc.l cot~t;trtts 
a sct of five digital niirnhr~rs, one fbr vach spr.ctritl l~itnd. As shown it1 I;ig~~rc. 
8.7, thc diyitul i m i ~ :  dittil set 111it~ IM* cor~sidc-re*ct as irtl tr-c.ii~tre.r~sioll;II iilatrix, 
Iraving t)ac* layer of dinitill tlttriil)c~rs rn~~ i t~ t t r c~c~  c)vtar caclr pixc.1 itr c.;u.h q)t.c.triiI 
l);rllcl. 
111 thr. ecitrtc.xt of this disc~lssion, wr3 ~ I S S I I I I I ~ ~  tt itt ht* (Iigital irrtirgt- (Iatir stst 
hits I)c*c*tt dc.rivc~d frorrr the t-lt*ctro:ric or~tprtt of' tl\t* 3lSS rlc.tc.ctorh. Iiowcbvc.r, 
cligitizc*d ptlotogriiphy (eithcv convc+r~tiorr;il or rnultil)irnd) rt1;ly itlso ht. ~tlic.d 
in ;I s l ~ * ~ t r i i I  p;tttrrti recogt~itiorr itnillysis. 111 thc.sc* ciisc*s, tl~c- photogr;tplrs itrca 
c.otivebrttacl 10 a cligitirl forit~i~t ltsittf tfc*vict.s srrch ;IS it vicic*ct c1i~itizc.r or S(.;LII- 
tring r~~icrodcttsitc~r~~c~tt~r (d bsvril~rd ill Stbctiotr 6.5). 
Tltt* s ~ ~ * ~ t r i ~ l  pattt ni rc.c:ogttition prtn5ess illt~strittr*d irl Fig~trcb 8.7 is tc.rt11c.d 
ir  srrpr*rri.sc.d prcwc*ss ;crld corrsists of thrc*c. d i s t i~~c t  ~ i ig t '~ .  111 ttrc* truiiti~ig stirgt* 
( I ) ,  thc* irrr;~lyst contpiles art "irrtc.q)rt~tittio~t kc*?.," cievc~lol)irtg ~rt t~t~c~ric;~Il \  t t l ~  
si~'ctritl iittril,tttes f'or c s i r c d  Scatart. type. of' irrtc.rc*st. This i 3  gc.r~c.r;rll!- 1,t.r- 
ti)rrnc.tl 1)y c~s;r~rrirting rcl)rc*sc~~tntivt. s;,rtq)le sitt's of know11 c o v c ~  t y w ,  cirllt~tl 
truitritrg urt~crs. Ncaxt, in dic. c'lussifjc.c~tion sti~gt. (2 ) .  ci~r.Jl 1)i~t.l itt t11t' irtt;tgc. 
d i ~ t i ~  scat is cotrrl);rrc.d to t * i ~ ~ l l  cirtegory i l l  tlrt. ~~ltrtnc~ric;rl ir tc.rprc.ti~tiorr kc.!.. 
This ci)rt~pitrist~ti is te;rcit* tirtt~~rrically. using an!. one. of'ir ntr~tr!)c~r of'diii;.rc.irt 
strntt.~ic*s to elc.c.iilc. wlrich ciitt*gon ail 1111kiiow1~ pixc4 ~ i ~ l t l t '  "ltndis rtrost l i k t h . "  
I.;;tch pixt4 is t l i t * ~ ~  litl)t*lc*tl with the. t r i ~ r r t c v ~ f  the catt4yory it rt~st.tlrl)lt*h. or 
lalw~lt~el " I I I I ~ I I ~ ~ W I I "  if' ins~tf'fic.it.rrtIy si~~lili tr  to ;rn!. c9;rtthz(rcrry. Tltc. c.ittc.gory 
l : r l ~ ' I  ils~igitt*(l to t ' i t ~ l ~  ))ixe*! in this process is ttic.11 rtacordc+(l i t r  tilt* corrca- 
sporrdirig t-*:II in i r r '  irrtt*~l:r:.tt*eI dlitic stat. Th~ts ,  thc- ~ t ~ t t l t i d i r t ~ c ~ t r s i o t ~ i ~ l  ir~ritgc. 
t~rirtrix is ~rac.d t.r dc*vc*lol> ;I corrc*spot:cli;rg ttratrix of' ititc*rprett~d c-i, cAgory 
tytws. Alitar the* c-ntirt* ciuti~ stat has I ~ c - t * ~ i  cittc*gorizc+d. the re.sttlts irrc. ~>rc+\c.rrtc.cI 
--. 
Channel: 1  2  3  4  5  1 2 3  ~5 1 2 ? 4 5  1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5  Hay 
d 
1 2 3 4 5  
Cover claw: Water Sand Forest Urban Corn 
Figure 8.6 Selected MSS measurements made along one scan line. Channels ~ o \ ~ e r  
the following spectral hands: 1-Blue; &Green; %Red; 4--Reflec,tcd IR; and. 5- 
Thermal IR. 

in the otttput stage (3). c.ommonly in the for111 of a map. The categorized data 
may also be  used to generate tables of the areas of various cover types in the 
scene, or may be recorded as computer compatible inputs to a grid-based 
land information system. 
Because it is nr~~llerically based, spectral pattern recognition is largely an 
aritoinated process. In this respect, visual image interpretation and spectral 
pattern recognition are compleml.ntary procedures. Although sp~ t i a l  patterns 
are readily detected 1)y the human niind, their interpretation is a colnplex 
task for a computcr. Conversely, the computer can readily an. a I-. ,ze any num- 
ber of spectral I>ands, while the human interpreter can only handle as many 
as three bands convenielitly. Spatial patterns contain a wealth of information. 
b3t the visual interpretation process is labor intensive and therefore espen- 
sive for large area inventories. For applications involving interpretation of 
spectrally disr:riniinable features over large areas, spectral pattern recognition 
can provide a cast-effective nreans of data analysis. 
Each of'the three steps of supervised classification shown in Figure 8.7 
(training, classification, and output) is covered separately in this chapter. In 
addition, an alternative approach called ut~srrpercised classijicution is dis- 
cussed. 
Our discussion of the spectritl pattern recognition process begins with the 
second step: the classification stage. \I'e do  this 1,ecause this operation is the 
heart ofthe supervised classification process-during this stage the computer 
ebalrlates the spectral patterns in the image data set in order to determine the 
identity of the pixels in the scene. 
8.5 THE CLASSIFICATION STAGE 
Sprctral patter11 recognition is one of many fornls of automated pattern rec- 
ognition. Automated pattern recognition has been applied to a vxriety of ap- 
plications in such diverse fields as product quality control, diagnostic medi- 
cine, printed character recognition, and voice identification. Nurnero~is 
mathe~natic~tl approaches to pattern recognition have been developed and 
entire tcxtbooks have been written o n  this subject [3], [ I l l .  Our discussion 
only "scratrhcs thc surface" of how spectral patterns may I)e classified into 
categories. Several basic approaches are available, varyins in complexity and 
ofTering trade-offs in speed (cost) versus iicc1lrac.y. 
Our presentation of the various classification approaches is illustri~ted with 
a two-channel (band 3 and band 4) subset of our hypothetical five-channel 
11SS data set. Rarely are just two channels employed irr an analysis, yet this 
limitation simplifies the graphic portrayal of the vario~ts techniclucs. l'hc tcch- 
nicl~tes are presented il l  graphic form. but remember that they are actually 
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1 implemented mathematically. Once expressed in mathematical form, the$- ! apply to any number of channels of data. Let's assume that we take a sample of pixel ohservatio~ts from our two- 
i channel digital image data set. The two-dimensional digital values, or uectors, 
I 
attributed to each pixel may be expressed graphic all^ by plotting them on a 
t 
scatter diagram, as shown in Figure 8.8. In this diagram, thc band 3 digital 
a numbers have been plotted on the y axis and the band 4 digital numbers on 
the x axis. These two digital numbers locate each pixel value in the two- 
dimensional "measurement space" of the graph. 
Let us also assume that the pixel observations shown in Figure 8.8 are from 
areas of known cover type (that is, from selected training sites). Each pixel 
value has been plotted on the scatter diagram with a letter indicating the 
category to which it is known to belong. Note that the pixels within each 
dass do not have a single, repeated spectral value. Rather, they iliustrate the 
natural centralizing tendency-yet variability-of the spectral properties 
found within each cover class. These "clouds of points" represent multidi- 
mensional descriptions of the spectral response patterns of each category of 
Urban 
I I 
t ) m d  4 digital nu- -4 
Figun 8.8 Pixel oi,servations plotted on scatter diagmm. 
8.5 THE CWSSJFlCATION STAGE 
cover type to be interpreted, The followirtg classification stratecries use these 
"training set" descriptions of the category spectral response patterns as in- 
terpretation keys by which pixels of unidentified cover type are classified 
into their appropriate classes. 
Minimum Distance to Morns ClrrsHter 
Figure 8.9 illustrates one of the simpler classification strategies that may be 
used. First, the mean, or avemge, spectral value for each category is deter- 
mined. This value is called the mean uector. The category means are indi- 
cated by +'s in Figure 8.9. By considering the two-channel pixel values as 
positional coordinates (as they are portrayed in the xatter dl-), a pixel 
of unknown identity may be classified by computing the &dance &tween 
the value of the unknown pixel and each of the mean spectral values for the 
categories. In Figure 8.9, an unknown pixel value has been plotted at point 
I, The distance between this pixel value and each category mean value is 
illustrated by the dotted lines. AAer computing the distances, the unknown 
bnd 4 dig1t.l nu& - 
mure 4@ Minimum dietarice to means rlassikation stratem. 
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pixel is assigned to the "closest" class, in this case "corn." If the pixel is 
farther than an analyst-defined distance from any category mean, it would t~ 
classified as "unknown." 
The minimum distance to means strategy is mathematically simple and 
computationally efficient but it has several limitations. For example, it is 
insensitive to different degrees of variance in the spectral response data. In 
Figure 8.9, the pixel value plotted at point 2 would be assigned by the dis- 
tance-to-means classifier to the "sand" category, in spite of the fact that the 
greater variability in the "urban" category suggests that "urban" would be a 
more appropriate class assignment. Because of such problems, this classifier 
is not widely used in remote sensing applications. 
Parallelepiped Clarslfer 
We can introduce a sensitivity to category variance by considering the range 
of values in each category training set. This range may be defined tty the 
highest and lowest digital number values in each band, and appears as a 
redangular area in our two-channel scatter diagram, as shown in Figure 8.10. 
An unknown pixel is classified according to the category range, or decision 
region, in which it lies, or as "unknown" if it lies outside all ranges. The 
multidimensional analogs of these rectangular areas are called "parallel- 
epipeds," and this classification strategy is referred to by that tongue-twisting 
name. The parallelepiped classifier is also very fast and efficient, and is em- 
ployed in several image analysis systems. 
The sensitivity of the parallelepiped classifier to category variance is ex- 
emplified by the smaller decision region defined for the highly repeatable 
"sand" category than for the more variable "urban" class. Because of this, 
pixel 2 would be appropriately classified as "urban." However, difficulties 
t are encountered when category ranges overlap. Unknown pixel observations 
that occur in the overlap areas will be classified as "not sure" or he arbitrarily 
placed in one of the two overlapping classes. Overlap is caused largely be- 
cause category distributions exhibiting correlution are poorly described by 
the rectangular decision regions. Correlation is the tendency of spectral val- 
ucs to vary sirnilarly in two bands, resulting in elongated, slanted clouds of 
observations on the scatter diagram. In our example, the "corn" and "hay" 
categories are positiuely correlated (slanted upward to the right), meaning 
that high values in band 3 are generally associated with high values in band 
4, and low values in band 3 are associated with low values in band 4. The 
water category in our example exhibits negatiue correlation (slanted down to 
the right), meaning that high values in band 3 are associated with low values 
in hand 4. The "urban" class shows a lack of interband correlation, resulting 
in a nearly circular distribution on the scatter diagram, 
8.5 THE CLASSIFI<:ATION STACE 
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Figun 8.10 Pardllelcpiped clitssifir.ation strategy. 
In the presence of correlation, the rectangular decision regions poorly fit 
the category training data, resulting in confusion for a parallelepiped classi- 
fier. For example, the insensitivity to correlation would cause pixel 1 to be 
inappropriately classified as "hay" instead of "corn." 
In remote sensing, spectral signahwe distributions are frequently highly 
correlated. The result in^ problems can l>e somewhat alleviated within the 
parallelepiped classifer by breaking the sirlgle rectangle for each decision 
region into a series of rectangles whose stepped borders more closcly de- 
scribe the elongated distributions. This is illustrated in Figure 8.1l-this 
approach maintains much of the c.omputati:)nal efficiency of the paralle- 
lepiped classifier while improving its classification arrrrracy. 
The maximum likelihood classifier quantitatively evaluates both the v iu ianc~  
and correlation of the category spectral response patterns when classifying arr 
unknown pixel. In order to do this, an assumptiorr is made that the distri- 
bution of the cloud of points forming the category training data is Gaussian 
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Band 4 digital nunber -- 
Figure 8.11 Pantllrlepiped classification strategy employing stepped dtwision region 
boundiuies. 
(normally distri!~uted). This assumption of normality is generally reasonable 
for common spectral response distributions. Under this assumptit,-, the dis- 
tribution of a category response pattern can be cwmpletely desciitwd by the 
meun cector end the couoriance matrix (which describes the variance and 
the correlation). Given these paramcters, we may compute the statistical 
probability of a given pixel value being a member of a particular land cnver 
category class. Figure 8.12 shows the probability values plotted in a three- 
dimensional graph on the scatter diagram. The vertical axis is associated with 
the probability of a pixel value being a member of one of the classes. The 
resulting hell-shiqed surfaces are called probability density functions. 
The probability density functions are used to classify an unidentified pixel 
by computing the probability s f  the pixel value belonging to each category. 
That is, the computer would compute the pro1)ability of the pixel value w- 
curring in the disbibution sf  class "corn," then the likelihood of its acvwtring 
in class "sand," and so on. After e\raluating the probability in each category, 
the pixel would be assigned to the most likely class, or labeled "unknown" 
if the probability values are all below a threshold set by the analyst. 
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t Flpun a12 Probbility denbity fuartianh defined by a maximum likrlihocd rliusi- 
Bcr. I 
In essence, the maximum likelihood classifier delineates ellipsoidal "equi- 
probability contours" in the scatter diagram. These decision regions arc 
shown in Figure 8.13. The shape of the equiprubability cwntours expresses 
the sensitivity of the likelihood classifier to correlation. For example, because 
of this sensitivity, it can be seen that pixel 1 would be appropriately assigned 
to the "cwrn" category. 
An extension of the maximum likelihsctd approa~h is the Bayesian cludsi- 
fie?. This technique applies two weighting firctors ' 3  the probability estimate. 
First. the analyst determines the "a priori probability," or the anticipated 
likelihood of occurrence for edc*h class in the given scene. For example, when 
classifying a pixel, the probability of the m l y  occurring "sand*' category 
might be weighted lightly, and the more likely "urban" class weighted heav- 
ily, Second, a weight associated with the "cost" of miwlassi6c~tion is applied 
to each class. Together, these factors act to minimize the "cost" of misclns- 
sifidons, tesulting in . theoretically optimum classification. 
The princfpl drawback of the likelihood classifier is the large number s f  
computations required to classify each pixel. This complexity makes the cias- 
sffiation pmxss slower nnd more expensive than brt? simpler techniques. 
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Band 4 drgiul numba - 
mum 8.13 Ecluiprolxd)ility ~3oritottrs drfined I)y a n~iuittrt~nl likrlih~nd clitaaifirr, 
While more costly, the maximum likelihoud technique generally provides 
more classification ac~untcy. 
Ir'uitivefy, it would seem that the more bands we rwuld use in a maximum 
likelihmd classifier, the better our classification results would be. Although 
the use [if marly bands oRm increases classification wvurecy, such improve- 
ment is not always commensurate with the increase in conlputer time re- 
quired by the more involved calculations [4 ]. Furthennore, in spectral pat- 
tern recognition, "more" is not ntwssarily "lwtter" sincu. spectral hatrdp have 
varied levels of importance. The information iwntent of an important band 
can be "watered down" by the insignificil1,t cbta in other bands. This prtd>lem 
ia particularly acute when large numbers of correlated spectral bands are 
used. In fad, it had been found in sonle cases that the acvum)  of a ntaximum 
likelihood classifier begins to fall off when more than b u r  or five spl.c.tral 
hands are used, despite the incrt~ased iaformation that should be provided 
fly the additionid bands. When analyzing inwgery c-onsisting ofnlany spt'c9ral 
bands, it i s  therefirre beneficid to consider a subset of the moat meaningful 
bands. The decision airnut which bands to use is based on a pzrxvss called 
feature selection. In this pnwess many aub,cts of bands are evaliratcd to 
determine which subset is most useful for discriminating the categories d 
interest, rmd the classification analysis is limited to that set of bands [lo]. 
One approach for reducing the nrrmkr of spectral dimensions used in a 
classifier is to statistically :ransform the original data. This type of omration 
is graphically portrayed irr Figure 8.14. EssenHally, the original twedimttn- 
sional pixel values are converted to values as nrr~sured on an alternative set 
of coordinate axes. That is, the (knd 3, band 4) values for each pixel are 
canverted into rotresponding (axis I, uxfd I t )  values. Note that the relative 
orientation of the observations is maintained; just the coordinate sy!,tem is 
changed. 
By properly ps3itioning the rotated ax-, we can derive transfonned values 
that more emciently describe our data. For example, in Figure 8.14 Axis 1 is 
positioned so that as many as possible of the feature types will be differen- 
tiable using only the Axis 1 values. Axis 11 is a less important u i s  that pmvides 
the remaining discrimination between classes which overlap an Axis I.  
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Several statfstlcal analyses may be used to determine the appropriate go- 
vition of the transformation axes. Each rbtisticaaf technique is designed to 
provide certain attributes in the tnmsfonned values. Two qualitirrr, however, 
are common to mwt of the techniques. First, the axes are set so as to minimize 
the level of rsrtelaHon of axis values (note in Figure 8.14 that the cloclds are 
lest slanted with respec2 to the rotated axes). Second, the techniques yield 
wer of declining importance. In Figure 8.14, Axis 1 2mvideu more d i d m -  
ination thorn A ~ i s  11, This chtrrac~erintic is garticu~arly useful when many 
bands of data am involved, resulting in many transformution axes, In such 
cases, we frequently find that the least imprtcnt  rues are inrignificant and 
may tn! dropped altogether. This germits us to ontit the insignificant portion 
of our dritrr set and thus avoid the additional computer time and possible 
classifiati~n acxmnuy fall-off problems described earlier. 
The precise form of the statistical techniques used to determine the trans- 
formation axes i s  beyond the sbwpe of this discassion. Some of the techniclues 
that cxsn be employed nre principal cwmpsnent andynis, f&or analyaio. and 
canonical analysis. Unfortunately, there f e  a lack of standardization in the 
terminology for there techniques. A given technique may be referred to by 
several names, while u partirwliu rtame m y  be used for several techniclut?a. 
It is therefore import;r~lt o "dig into" PI description of the transfc)nnation 
analysfs one might use. 
As irnplementrd ramputatiottally, the tranrformation funi+tions are deter- 
mined during the training prmn*oa. The rxategory !:p~tc.h.al response &ab are 
then cvnverted into trit~rforn~ed cmrdinate values. Sume classifiers use sep 
arate transformatiibns for each category type to be interpreted. During the 
chssifieation stage. unknown pixel values are trartsforrntd and then c~trnpitrwf 
to the transfurnwd trainfng data. Any of the prrvic*usly descritwd r.lassifii.iltion 
strategies can then lx* employed to determine the appropriate class for the 
unknctwn pixel. 
l a  addition to lwing applied in the spec-trol patte~rr recognition prcrtwss, 
pwprorvrsing tntnsft)rmations we useful in image enhruriwrnmt. In  this we, 
a M rwpy image is getrerated using the tmrformed pixel valuer. The trims- 
P o d  imuge i s  then inhrprettd visually. In this way, we iwmbine the ability 
of the human inttbrpn*ter to evaluate spatial pattc*rns with dte ability of the 
cwnputer to cjuilrltitrtivcly deal with the h;wtral patterns, This nppli~~tiort  
is f~trther d isr -uad in C h p t e r  18 in the ~vlntrxt of digital rt~hancvrnent of 
h d m t  Imagery. 
Bdur to cfarsificmtion. the rpe&rd response fwttt.m fer cwk land cover &st- 
qpry of interest ir &*rtnined in &c trnining rtage. This step in the " ~ u b  
mated interpretation" p m s s  is anything but automatic. and it is a iriticrf 
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task. The success of the claerificatinn stagccend themfore the value of the 
infomation generated from the claaafflcation-tailea,is d i r ~ t l y  09 the t1t1~1it)' 
of the training procedure. In many ways, the training r!ffort is mom an art 
than a science. It requires cl~sr? interaction between the i w g c  unalyqt and 
the image data. I t also necessitates a thornttgh knowledge of the geographjcal 
area to which the data apply. Mast importantly, it mcjuires a knowledge s f  
the spectn~l characteristies of the features being analyzed. 
The spectnf response patterns of trdning areas may hc established in sev- 
eral ways. The simplest would seem to be dired field or lah~ratory measurr.- 
ment, but thc*rre mewurementrr may not cvmapond to those reswtded by the 
MSS at any point because of illumination, seasonal, atmospheric, and renacrr 
system eflec*r. b u r e  it is nearly imjmarible to adecluately cu)mpcnratt. for 
all afthear! variables, it f a  gt*nerally prcfsrat~le to rstublish the cattngory rc- 
rponsc patterns tlritig the image data themrclvrs. By so doing, however, thc 
training puttems will precisely carrespond only to the one image data set. 
and must normdly h wcontpiled firr atralysir o f  other imager. 
The training ptgceris begins with the sel~x3ian of training areae that an. 
representative, homagenoue exemplea of each information eatrgt~r). to lw 
used itr the classification stage. These areas are normally selected by cvn- 
sulting refereni* data sources such as topc~graphic maps and aerial photcr 
graphs andlor by ground observation. OIILY identified, the training areas arc 
l eca t~d  in the image data set stored in the computer The delint4iition of 
training amas is o&n perfomled on rn  internc-tivc graphics terminal mlnaiat- 
ing of cr culor CRT dirplay cmd interd~4ive controls. A ~ ~ ' t n d o w ,  or portir~n of 
the full scutne, is displayed in an enlarged form on the CRT ccsrc*cn. The inwgv 
analyst then lucateu the training urea on the tltspby and outliner thrair tub 
sition uslngu light pen, a "joy stick," or somt* other c.omputtar graphics device. 
Figure 8.13 shows the tx~un&rir.a of nine training sites that have iwen de- 
Iknceted on a CRT irr this manner. AAer training areas haw* Iwr*n dtelitrcated, 
the cu)mpuhr itc'c~lisei3 the image data file and reads the digital 11utn1w.n for 
the pixels Itmated within each ttrit~ing area Iwurrdury. Thc*sc training rct 
pixt.1 valuer um uwd to define t)~c spectral response 1)attenls of the various 
Iwnd c~ ver crtegorirs. 
%%en usrina a statistically i ~ r e r l  classifier wrh as the nlaxitaurn likrlihtunl 
rt~ethod, at least n + 1 pixel obrewations muat tw t.cr)llectccl fijr tbirch training 
pattern, where n is the number of sprcrnl tmnda. In our twc, hand exiitnplt*. 
t h ~ w  obwnations would tw r r q u i d .  Obviously. the Uae of fewer than thrpe 
dsenutionu would make i t  impossible to appropriately evaluatr the variattcr. 
and ~'1)11~latiot1 ~f the spPc*raI ri-spl)t~se vaJueu. In  pra~.ticw. a ft~inin~um of 
from I(k, to 101)n pixels is used. I n  rceneral, the estimutea of tht* nwrri vetor* 
anti ovrriancu. matriim cmp1uyt.d in stati~tj~'a1 c a~sifitfrs improve ar the 
nurnbr  of pixels in the training ~ . t s  i~cwaueo. Witkin rwson. the more pisell: 
that can hc u d  irr training, the more i ~ r u r a t c  the rt~r~tlts. 
Figure 8.15 ' I . I , , III~IIC ..r1-.1\ (IC.I~IIC.,II~IIII 1111 .I (.111111)111a I ~ ' l . , ~ l > l ~ i ( . \  I I I \ ~ > I ~ I ! .  1<:1111rtt-\ 
I . . r l ~ ~ r . ; t t ~ , r !  101. .\l)l)li(.;~ticil~\ (11 I { c * r t t c ~ t ! -  St-l~\ittg. I ' I I I I I I I I '  I '~~t\~ar\it!.I 
\!hi.ri tli~lillri1tillg the. tr;~irring sc.1 i)is\-ls. it is il!rl>ort;urt to ;rr~;~l!.zt. sc.\.c.ri~I 
training sitvs tlrro~tg,rlrorrt l l c .  sc.cr~r.. For i.r;~ri~l)lc.. it \vottl(l I IV  1)c.ttc.r to el,-fitre* 
the, t r i ~ i ~ i i ~ l g  p;~ttc*rll ! i~ r  ;I gi\*(*rr id:kss ;~rii~I\zirrg 20 ~oc;~t io t rs  i~oi~t;r ir i ir~g 40 
lii,sc.ls of'ir gi\.chn ty11c. t h i u ~  1 Iociltio~r orrtititririg 800 l)i\i.ls. Ili\1)c~rsi1111 of tl lc.  
sitcss throrrgholrt tlli. scc.r~c. irirrr.i~sc.s tllc* c.1ii111i-r. t l ~ t  tile. trairiirlg t l i ~ t ; ~  \\ . i l l  I I ~ .  
rr*l)ri.sc.nt,ltivc. of' ;ill the* v;irii~tio:ru in thc. r.o\.csr tyl~c. tl~roirgIlc)r~t t l r c .  si.c.rrc-. 
.ifit.r tllc, traillitll: ;trc.i1 1,isc.l \'i~lrrc.s 11;ivc' I)e.t .ri  c.str;~ctc.(l f r o r ~ ~  t l t c .  irn;~gca 
cl;ttil file*, t h r  c;ltcbgory sl)cac.tr;~l rcns1)ortst. ~ ) ; l t t c ~ r ~ \  1111t\t 1)c' i~\.:1111,1tt~1 !i)r t l l ~ ~ i r  
sj)i\ctr;~l sc.~)i~r;~l)ilit\.  Tlrc. ;~nalyst  1111ist ;11\o chc-rk t o  stst* \vl~e-tl~c-r t11e t r ; ~ i ~ i i r ~ g  
t l i ~ t ; ~  Ires ~ to r r~ r i~ l lv  tlisiril)r~tc*tl it' then cl;~~.sific-r I)c.irig 11\(*e1 c l c * l ) c - r ~ t l \  011 t11i' 
;;ssrr~r~l~tiorr 111' r r ~ ; r : ~ r i ~ l i t ~ ~ .  0 1 1 c '  o r  trlorcB oftlre* f;~llo\\.irtg t\.l)t*\ c~I ' .~r~irl \ . \ i \  I I I ~ I !  
1 ) ~  iri\.olvc.d in tht. c.v:~lrlatiolr of :;c.l~;~r;~\)ilit\ ,111cl i~c~rll l ;~li t> . 
1. Graphical Representation of the Spectral Response Patterns. T11c. c I i \ -  
t r i I) t~tior~\ 111 tritirlirlg ;lrisiI rcsq)ort\c- pi~tt t . rr~\  i*i111 l ) c *  gr;i!)l~i~~,tIl! ~ l i \ p l , i > ~  (1  irt 
ri1;111\ f i ~ r ~ i l i ~ t s .  F i ~ ~ r r c .  8.16 \ho\vs ;I i ~ \ ~ ~ ) ~ ) t l i c ~ t i c ~ ; ~ l  I ~ i ~ t t ~ g r i ~ r ~ ~  ~ ) r i ! ~ t o ~ t t  l i ~ r  1 1 1 ( 8  
"II;I\" c;itc%l:c~n i r r  orlr .5 ~ I I ~ I I I I I I ~ ~  >IS!<(1.11i1 \('I. 1li\togr;1111 oltti)~rt i \  1);1rti~.11- 
I 
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larly important wken a maximum likelihood classifier is used, since it pro- 
vides a visual check on the normaiity of'the spectral response distributions. 
Note in the case of the hay category that the data appear to be nomially 
distributed in all bands except band 2, where the distribution is shown to be 
bitnodal. This indicates that the training site data set chosen by t l ~ e  analyst 
to represent "hay" is in fad composed of two subclasses with slightly differ- 
ent spectral characteristics. These subclasses may represent two different 
species types or different illumination conditions, and so on. In any case, the 
classification accuracy will generally be improved if each of the subclasses 
is treated as a separate category. 
Histogram printouts illustrate the distribution of individual categories very 
well, yet they do not facilitate comparisons between different category types. 
p-- - 
5 0  7 
. A  - 
- 
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In order to evaluate the spectral separation between categories, it is conve- 
nient to use a coincident spectral plot, as shown in Figure 8.17. This plot 
illustrates, in each spectral band, the mean spectral response of each category 
(with a letter) and the variance of the distribution (22 standard deviations 
shown in asterisks). Such plots indicate the overlap between category re- 
sponse patterns. For example, Figure 8.17 indicates that the hay and corn 
response patterns overlap in all spectral bands. The plot also shows which 
combination of bands might be best for discrimination because of relative 
reversals of spectral response (such as bands 3 and 5 for hayfcorn separation). 
The fact that the spectral plots for hay and corn overlap in all spectral 
bands indicates that the categories could not be accurately classified on any 
single MSS band. However, this does not preclude successful classification 
when two or more bands are analyzed {duch as bands 3 and 4 illustrated in 
the last section). Because of this, two-dimensional scatter diagrams (as shown 
in Figures 8.8 to 8.11) provide better representations of the spectral response 
pattern distribi~tions. By illustrating the multivariate distribution of the data, 
the scatter diagram depicts between-category overlap more accurately. Un- 
fortunately, only two bands can be illustrated on a single scatter diagram. 
2. Quantitative Expressions of Category Separation. A measure of statis- 
tical separation between category response patterns can be computed for all 
pairs of classes, and presented in the form of a matrix. An expression com- 
monly used is dtuergence, a covariance-weighted distance between category 
means. Many mathematical expressions of divergence exist. In general, the 
larger the divergence, the greater the "statistical distance" between training 
signatures and the higher the probability of correct classification of classes. 
A sample matrix of divergence values is shown in Table 8.2. In this example, 
divergence values less than 1500 indicate spectrally similar classes. 
TWe 8.2 Divergence Matrix Used to 
Evaluate Training Class Spectral 
Separability 
Class" 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1-Water, &Sand, 3-Forest, &Urban, 5- 
Corn, &-Hay. 
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m m  8.17 Coincident ~ p e ~ t d  plots for training &b &bined in five bads for 
cover types. 
3. SoCCIaamifkaUon of Tralnlng Set Data. Another evaluation of sw-1 
separability is provided by a confusion mutdx, as shown in Table 8.3. This 
table is prepared by classifying the training set pixels. The knom category 
types of the pixels are listed versus the categories chosen by the cbsifier. 
From this information, classification ermn of omission and commission can 
be studied. In an ideal case, all nondiagonal elements of the confbsion maMx 
would be zero, indicating no misclassification. If more than an accepbble 
percentage of the pixels in a class is misclassified, that category may wnnant 
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TIM. 6.3 Confusion Matrix Resulting h m  Classifying Training Set 
Pixels 
- --- 
Number of Pixels Classified into 
Known 
GWwry 
Type" 
1  
2  
3 
4 
5 
6 
Number Category 
of Percent 
Pixels Correct 1 2 3 4 5 6 
480 1 0 0 4 8 0 0 0 0 0 0  
68 76 0 5 2  0 1 6  0  0  
356 88 5 0  313 0  0 38 
248 51 0 20 40 126 38 24 
402 85 0  0  0  0 3 4 2  60 
438 82 0  0 0  0  79 359 
further inspection and retraining. For example, both the divergence and con- 
fusion matrices in Table 8.2 and 8.3 suggest that the ''corn" and "hay" cat- 
egories are not spectrally separable and may have to be combined into one 
class (maybe "agriculh~re"). 
It is important to avoid considering a confusion matrix based on training 
set values as a measure of overall classification accuracy. The confusion ma- 
trix simply tells us how well the classifier can classify the training areas and 
nothing more. Because the training areas are usually good, homogenous ex- 
amples of each cover type, they can be expected to be classified more accu- 
rately than less pure examples found elsewhere in the scene, 
4. Largo Area Accuracy Analysis. Overall accuracy can be evaluated only 
by considering areas that are different from, and considerably more extensive 
than, the training areas. This evaluation is generally performed afier the clas- 
sification and output stages, but ideally it should be a part of the training 
evaluation. In such an analysis, categorized pixels in test field areas (outside 
of the training areas) are compared to a map or other source of known land 
cover, using some statistical sampling strategy. The results are again pre- 
sented in the form of a confusion matrix, and evaluated by the image analyst. 
Table 8.4 is a confusion matrix illush-ating test field accuracy for the classes 
shown in Table 8.3. Note the general decrease in classification acruracy a3 
pixels outside of the training areas are classified. 
In general, the training effort cannot l>e rushed with the "maximum effi- 
ciency" attitude appropriate in the classification stage. It is normally an it- 
erative procedure in which the analyst revises the category types until they 
are sufficiently spectrally separable. This effort requires close involvement 
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T a b  8-4 C~~uiflation Performance &@rmind kn, ~ l ~ ~ ( f y i ~ ~  
Teat Areas 
Number of Pixels ~ I a a s i ~ e d  into 
Known Number Categoy 
Categoly of Percent 
TYW Pixels 
1 5325 
t h m P c t I  2 3 4 5 8  
-
2 328 
3 
66 51cu O 42 53 21 0216 O 1 M  4 0 
4 
42134 84 
as 
0 0 3588 16 482 I87 
5 
1 228 397 132 BI 
6 
2380 
3048 
28 78 1904 361 
72 8 0 48 18 779 21B 
I-Water, LStmd. LForest, t u b b u l .  Gm, g_~.,. 
Overall e l ~ ~ ~ ~ f l o n  ~ITmnulrr. 82.6% (lad ro- pimlu(o~ pixels). 
* v e ~ e  wrformanc- by eh: S: 73.5% (average of e u m i e s ) .  
h h m n  111. anabsl the image data, and the prospective users .fae ournut 
Sumssful msults genenlly require mnsi&rabje time and mnsidem- 
flon *gain, the quality of the image clmsifimtjon will be as g d  as he 
quality of the training data used to perform the classificatjon. 
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The s ~ c t r a l  ~ a e e m  nmgni tion procedures we have considered to this mint 
involve S~~P~WS" dassfication. That is, the image analyst g6supwisesgn he 
PrX'ey by ~hws ing  the inforlnatio. categories or &qses  he or she desires 
a.nd then selectinl hxining areas that represent each category !jutistin de. 
rjved fmm the traininn daa  for each category are h e n  used a basis for 
cfassificah0n . c I ~ ~ s ~ s  the ana1y.t selects me swrml$ sepmbJe, and 
i f& h i n i n ~  meas chosen indeed rcresenwve ofthe entire data set, the 
classil~ation Process will usually be s u ~ ~ s s f ~ j .  The key to this success is 
s ~ e c i f y i n ~  land cover categories that are specbdly sepsrable. 
altemdve to the supervised approach is un.unnsed rlassCotbn, 
which dws not utilize analyst-specified trnining dab. &her, unsugnised 
~Iassifications invdve algorithms that emmine a 1, numbr of unknl-n 
pixels divide into a number of classes based on nahlnJ groupjnm 
Presmt in the image values. The basic premise is that a avpn Cover should close together in the measurement s p ~ ,  whereas 
in different cIasses should be comparatively well srlprsted, 
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The classes that result from unsupervised classification are apectml classes. 
Because they are based on natural groupings in the image values, the identity 
of the spectral classes will not be initially known. The analyst must compare 
classified data to some form of reference data (such as larger scale imagery) 
to determine the identity and informational value of the spectral classes. 
Thus, in the supervised approach we define useful information categories and 
then examine their spectral separability; in the unsupemised approach we 
determine spectrally separable classes and then define their informational 
utility. 
We illustrate the unsupervised approach by again considering a two chan- 
nel data set. Natural groupings in the data can be visually identified by plot- 
ting a scatter diagram. For example, in Figure 8.18 wc have plotted pixel 
values acquired over a forested area. Three groupings are apparent in the 
scatter diagram. AAer comparing the classified image data to ground reference 
data, we might find that one cluster corresponds to deciduous trees, one to 
conifers, and one to stressed trees of both types (indicated by D, C, and S in 
Fiprire 8.18). In a supervised approach, we may not have considered training 
for tlre "stressed" class. 
Band 2 (reflectad I R )  digital wmbm - 
Flgun 0.18 Spectral classes in twochannel image data. 
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For image data of more than two channels, it is ditRcult to plot image values 
to visually identify natural spectral groupings. Fortunately, statistical tech- 
niques are available that can be used to automatically group an n-dimensional 
set of observatioqs into their natural spectral classes. Such a procedure is 
termed cluster anulysis, A common form of cluster analysis, called the "K- 
mearis" approach, accepts from the analyst the number of clusters to t& lo- 
cated in the data. The computer then arbitrarily locates that number of cluster 
centers in the measurement space, and iteratively repositions them until t4ey 
are optimally located. The optimum locations are those in which the clusters 
have maximum spectral separability. 
hfany of the clustering programs require considerable computational time 
and expense. Because the time is a function of the number of pixels analyzed, 
it is often preferable to process subsets of the full image data set. These 
subsets are referred to as unsupervfsed training areas and should not be 
confused with the training areas used in supervised classification efforts. 
Whereas supervised training areas are located ir, regions of homogenous 
cover type, the unsupervised areas are chosen because they contain numerous 
cover types at various locations throughout the scene. This ensures that all 
spectral classes in the scene are included in the subsets analyzed by the 
cluster program. 
Again, the result of applying a cluster analysis is simply the identification 
of spectrally distinct classes in the image data. After the data are clustered, 
the analyst must use reference data, such as maps and images, to associate 
the spectral classes with the cover types of interest. 
Table 8.5 illustrates several possible outcomes of associating spectral 
classes with information classes for data from a scene covering a forested area. 
The ideal result would be Outcome #1, in which each spectral class is found 
to be associated uniquely with a feature type of interest to the user. This 
outcome will occur only when the features in the scene have highly distine 
tive spectral characteristics. 
A more likely result is presented in Outcome #2. Here, several spectral 
classes are attributable to each information category desired by the user. 
These "sub-classes" may be of little infornational utility (sunlit versus 
shaded conifers) or they may provide useful distinctions (turbid versus clear 
water and upland versus lowland deciduous). In  either case, the spectral 
classes may be aggregated after classification into the smaller set of categories 
desired by the user. 
Outcome #3 represents a more troublesome result in which the analyst 
finds that several spectral classes relate to more than one informntian cate- 
gory. For example, sjwctral class #4 was found to correspond to coniferous 
trees in some locations and deciduous trees in others. Likewise, class #6 
included both deciduous trees and brushland vegetation. This means that 
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- * 
Possible Outcome #l 
Identity of Corresponding Desired 
Spectral Class Spectral Class Information Categories 
1 Water +Water 
2 Coniferous trees-Conifemus trws 
3 D@ciduous Trees- -- +Deciduous trees 
4 Brushkand +Brushland 
Possible Outcome #? 
Identity of Corresponding D r s i d  
Specbal Class Sp . c-l Class information Categories - 
1 Turbid water $Water 
2 Clear water - 
3 Sunlit conifers 
4 =4Conif~ r ~ u s  trees Shaded hillside 
5 Upland deciduous $Deciduous trees 
6 Lowland deciduous 
7 Brushland ~Rmshland 
- 
Possible Outcome #3 
Identity of Corresponding Dedred 
Spectral C h s  Spednil  Class information Categories 
1 Turbid water BfVater 
2 Clear water 
3 Coniferous trees Coniferous trees 
4 Mixed conifJdecid. 
5 Deciduous tree$ Deciduous trees 
6 DecidJbruahland Brushland 
these information categories are spectrally similar and cannot be differen- 
tiated in the given data set. 
When the analyst cwmbines spectral classes so that they will correspond to 
desired information categories (as in #2 above), the "unsupervised" analysis 
is, in effect, being supervised. Such approaches are termed hybrid classifi- 
cation techniques in that they involve elements af both supervised and un- 
supervised dab analysis, On.. such technique i s  controlled clustering. In this 
procedure, the analyst first selec.ts a series of training areas containing mul- 
tiple cover types and clusters them independently. The specbzll classes from 
the various m a s  are then analyzed to determine their identity, and subjected 
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to a pooled statistical analysis to determine their spectral separability and 
normality. As appropriate, similar cluster classes representing similar cover 
types are combined. Training statistics are developed from the combined 
classes, and applied to classify the entire project area (61. 
Hybrid ciassifiers are particwlarly valuable in analyses where there is com- 
plex variability in the spectral response patterns for individual cwver types 
present. These conditions are quite mmmon in such applications as vegeta- 
tion mapping in mountainous areas. In these applications, spectral variability 
within cover types normally comes about both from variation within cover 
types per se (species), and from different site conditions (soils, slope, aspect). 
The hybrid classification approach helps the analyst deal with such variabil- 
ity. 
i 8.8 THE OUTPUT STAOE 
i The utility of any spectral pattern recognition endeavor is ultimately de- 
Z pendent on the production of output products that effectively convey the 
i 
k 
interpreted information to its end user. Three general forms of output prod- 
5 ucts are commonly used: graphic "map" products, tables of area statistics. 
t and digital data files. 
Since the interpreted data are in the form of a matrix, graphic output can be 
easily computer-generated by displaying different colors, tones, or charac-ters 
for each cell in the interpreted matrix according to its assigned category. 
Outputs are normally produced on either a line printer or a cwmputer driven 
film recorder. 
Plate XI illustrates classification results output via a color film recorder. 
Shown in (a) is a color aerial photograph of an area containing various crop 
types. Shown in (b) is a color coded image of the interpreted data file that 
resulted from an analysis of MSS data collected over the area. Such outputs 
portray classification results in a rnaplike fashion very effec.Lively. However, 
these film products are coniporatively expensive, both to produce initially 
(because of the cost of the specialized equipment involved), and to reproduce 
photographically. 
High-speed computer line printers offer a low cost alternative for graphic 
output. Line printer equipment is widely available, and the output is cwm- 
paratively inexpensive. Specific characters can be chosen to represent each 
category type. The characters must be chcasen very arefully to ensure legi- 
bility. Most printers allow overprinbng, with characters superimposed to pro- 
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d u e  darker tones in the output. An e u m p k  of line printer graphic output 
is s h m  in Figure &.I&, T!tis output resulted from clarsitying MSS data to 
map forest cwer types in the area shown in Figure 8.1tlb. 
Colored printer ribbons can be employed to produce color line printer 
output. Newer types of printers, such as electrostatic and ink jet devices, 
generate charaden as patterns sf spots in a matrix. These systems can allow 
much greater freedom in the generation oftones. 
Another common form of output is a table that lists statistics on the areal 
extent of the cover types present in a scene or sub-scene area. It is a simple 
tssk for the computer to derive area statistics fium the grid-based interpreted 
data file. First, the boundary of a region of interest, such as a watershed or 
a cottnty, is inrut to the computer in termr of image rrtatrix coordinates. 
Within the boutah ,  the number of cells in each category is tabulated and 
multiplied by the gn,;ind area sf the cell to determine ground areas. This 
process is c-onsiderably simpler than the task required to measure areas on 
mand ly  ititerpreted maps, which involves measurement of the area enclosed 
within each of the irregularly shaped regions delineated on the map. This 
simplicity in cwer type area determination is an additional cwt advantage af 
the spectral pattern recognitton process. 
The final gened  clms of output is computer-compatible bpes of iqterpreted 
dab. In this fonn, the interpreted &ta map be conveniently input to a geo- 
based land information system. (See Sec*on 3.14.) To correspond to other 
grid-based geographic files, the e l l  site of the interpreted data nurMx may 
be dteted by a process called reaampling. For example, the output shown in 
Figure 8.1b represents doto that were reuunpled into a cell size &usen so 
that the printer output would be compatible with 7.5 minute quadrangle 
maps. (The output is reduced to a smaller s a l e  in this illustration.) Here 
a@n, the task of getrerating digital data files from manually interpreted maps 
is a considembly more cumbersome and expensive bask. 
The automated interpretation techniques diocursed in this chapter evaluate 
only the spectral patterns in image data sets. However, numerical techniques 
that consider temporal andor spatial attributes of the image data ore also 
being applied in several applicatiarr areas. 
' .'. . 
Temporal Pawern Recognitlon 
f rlc uMerHon d the imqgery. Although the pmem of relief displacement i 
5 rometfmcr d e s  this r difBcclt task for large-de aerial MSS imagery, it 
can be p e r f d  comparatively easily on satcflite data. (The bade c b  
terfstfrrr of geometric correction techniques ore presented in Chapter 10). 
Because the multitempod approach increases the number s f  bands to bs 
r andyzed, the use of feature selection or a greprrmsdng transformation is 
u e d l y  appmphtc, 
In addition to increasing the sepptobility of category types, chutqe detec- 
tkm CM km p c & d  with mulfftcmpral dats This is useful in such appli- 
d o n s  as u h  land use studies, snowmelt mcrrsurcments, ond daylnight 
i d y d s  of them1 ~ r i r d c r .  
f 
Although applicationr are d l !  romewhut infrequent, spatid patterns can alro 
i be evaluated in automated interpretation schemes, The rpntial attribute of 
L 
i 
context can rather easily be intsgmted into the apech1 pattern recognition 
: p m r a .  To do this, an nrrsumNsn is madt! thpt &went  pixels will belong 
to the same c w c r  elms. During the s p t t c d  pattern cla~si8errtion, pixels in 
the iirmge &ha wt ore sequentially c k o i G d .  Thus, as we classify each pixel, 
we tnay slightly upweight the probability d the &gory chosen fm the pre 
i viatrrly efossifled pixel (which is an djw'~1:tt pixel) in order to introducw a 
i sensitivity to centext. By using a slight weighting fnctm, the dctc*tsion wilt be 
i atf-ted cmly in "&batable" cases. This approach is u d u l  in reducing e k e  
i effect pd lems .  Thew are atused when a pixel cwvem two different ewer 
i types, resulting in r cxmywite mtponue unlike either mtegwy mpanse pat- 
tern. This -uses numerous m i s c l ~ r i f i ~ ~ a n s  along abruptly changing land 
covet i n k r h e a  rurh cvr s k l i m r ,  field a h ,  a d  so on. A context-weighted 
classifier can help eliminate these rni~fPrrsified pixels. 
A similnr fsrm d emtext analysis can be applied after a scene har been t i 
i ctaaoified. In this case, a pixel that is  rwmplrtely rttrrounded by pixels of 
i mather at- would be t e a s r i d  to the s u m d i n g  cotegwy type. Once 
f again. the rviult is a "cleanttE alp" data net. Auttlmrted inkrprrhtlo! r t textural attributes is more ditii#.alt Tam1 
roughness (called rpatirrl Irey-) may Be quantified By evaluating the 
variability in values surrounding each pixel. A *'rough*' (high spatial fie- f 
1 qucncy) area would exhibit a huge dr gme o f t 4  variance, while r "snwdh" 
f (low spatial frequency) ntea would exhibit tmv turur: variance. This masure- z 1 
C i 
merit could drm be added as an & i t i d  hyer in dre image dotn set and 
5 processed in the standard spec td  pattern recognition prmdum.  This sap 
p d  integrates bath spatial and s p d  attributes in the tlasaifiation pro- ! eecfum. 
One me&cwl im automatidly analyzing rgatid gatterns makes use of hwd 
copy imagery instead of digits1 dab. A laser &=am is diffrodd as it is p e e d  
through a small area m a bonrgorenw (Figure 8 20). The msultlng diffrar.tion 
pattern, called on Ogtlcol Fourier Transfclnn, expresses the !r?xhtral attributes 
within the analysis spot on the image. Representative diffrnetion patterns 
fmm aerial photographs are shown in Figure 8.21. The radial spikes in these 
patterns i::dicate the presence sf linear features within the analysis spot, 
while the 5reedth sf  the patterns indicates tone1 rt~ughncss. Vuuntitativt 
mcasumments can be taken autsmotically an thew diffraction patterns with 
an array of electmnie &pc.tats. The output from these detcr-tofs may tx* input 
to P computer and used to automatically classify the image \?used on thc 
spottal patterns, DfdtPi cslrnterparto to &is opHd technique are also avail- 
able. 
In tbir ehspter we have intdlaecd the h i c  principles and f m s  d numer- 
ical MSS data ardysis, It r h l d  be clear im our discussion that there is no 
single analysis a p p d  appropate for aJ1 agplicatfona. Whether bored on 
spetml, tmpota1, nndlor spatial attributes, the reme basic procedure is in- 
volved: (1) identifiable, wnriaknt patterns are found in the data set, (2) these 
-nu are u d  to clrusify the dntn from a set af numri-1 observations into 
a set of category types, and (3) the reaulta ore output in w fonn that most 
dorely mtisBes the i n f e o n  n d  of the user. By using these "nutamutd* 
analysis tcxhrriqucs we ecu, often obtain cwrt-effkc-tive, timely, quantitative 
information frat,r enormous volumes of &\a. Again, these numerical tech- 
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MICROWAVE 
SENSING 
An increasing amount of valuable envi- 
ronmental and resource information is 
being acquired by sensors that operate in 
the mkrowaoe portion of the electromag- 
netic spectrum. In the context of the sen- 
sors we have discl~ssed thus fiu, micro- 
waves are not "micro" at all. That is, the 
microwave portion of the spectrum in- 
cludes wavelengths within the approxi- 
mate range of 1 mm to 1 m. Thus, the 
longest microwaves are about 2,500,000 
times longer than the  shortest light 
waves! 
There are two distinctive features that 
characterize microwave energy from a re- 
mote sensing standpoint. 
1. Microwaves are capable of penetrat- 
ing the atmosphere under virtually 
all conditions. Depending on the 
wavelengths involved, microwave 
energy can "see through" haze, light 
rain and snow, clouds, smoke, and 
SO on, 
2. Microwave reflections or emissions 
from earth materials bear no direct 
relationship to their counterparts in 
the visible or thermal portions of the 
spectrum. For example, surfaces that 
appear "rough" in the visible portion 
of the spectrum may be "smooth" as 
seen by microwaves. In general, tni- 
crowave responses afford us a mark- 
edly different "view" of the environ- 
ment-one far removed from the 
views experienced by sensing light 
or heat. 
In this chapter we discuss both active 
and passive microwave sensing systems. 
Recall that the term "active" refers to a 
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sensor that supplies its own source of energy or illumination. Rudur is an 
active microwave sewor and it is the major focus of attention in this chapter. 
To a lesser extent, wc also treat the passive counterpart to radar, the micro- 
wave radiometer. This device responds to the extremely low levels of micro- 
wave energy that are naturally emitted and/or reflected from terrain features. 
I t  should be recognized that practical resource management experience 
with radar and passive microwave systems is quite limited compared to pho- 
tographic or scanning systems. We hope to illustrate here that, limited as this 
experience might be,, the outlook for extensive application of micmwave sen- 
sing is an extremely promising one. 
9.2 RADAR DEVELOPMENT 
a 
d 
f= E The word radar is an acronym for RAdio Detection And Ranging. As its name 
i 
i implies, radar was developed as a means of using radio waves to cletect the 
E 
s= presence of objects and determine their range (position). The process entails : i 
transmitting short bursts, or pulses, of microwave energy in the direction of 5 f 
iE i 
C interest and recording the strength and origin of "echoes" or "reflections" 2 
s received from objects within the system's field of view. I 
I Radar systems may or may not produce images and they may be ground- 
% based or mounted in aircraft or spacecraft. A common form of nonimaging 
f radar is the type used to measure vehicle speeds. These systems are termed 
ir 
* 
3 Doppler radar systems because they utilize Doppler Effect frequency shifts 
- 
- in the transmitted and returned signals to determine an object's velocity. 
f Doppler frequency shifts are a function of the relative velocities of a wave i transmitter and a reflector. For example, we perceive Doppler shifts in sound 
f waves as a change in pitch, as in the case of a passing car horn or a train E 
2 $ 
whistle. As we see later, Doppler radar systems are not used in remote sen- p * 
- sing per se, but the Doppler shift principle is often used in analyzing the 
h data generated from other forms of radar. 
- 5 Another common form of radar is the plan position indicutor {PPI)  radar. 
1 PPI systems have a circular display screen on which a radial sweep indicates i 
the position of radar "echoes." PPI radar essentially images a continuously a 
updated plan-view map of objects surrounding its rotating antenna. PPI sys- C 
B tems are common in weather forecasting, air traffic control, and navigational a i: - 
f? applications. However, these systems are not apprqxiate to most remote sen- ! siqg applications because they have rather poor spatial resolution. E 1 
e The spatiat resolvtion of a radar system is determined, among other things, 
by the size of its antenna. For any given wavelength, the larger the antenna, 
the better the spatial resolution. On an aircraft it is very difficult to mount a 
rotating antenna that is very large. To circumvent this problem, most airborne 
radar remote sensing is dor~e with systems that use an antenna fixed below 
- *-- - 
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MICROWAVE SENSIRG 
azon Basin were among the first areas tc be mapped by radar. By the end of 
1976, all of Brazil had been mapped by radar, an area in excess of 8,500,GOO 
km'. Beginning with Project Radam (for Radar of the Amazon), scientists used 
radar rnosaics as base maps in a host of studies. Geologic analysis, timber 
inventory, transportation route location, and mineral exploration were among 
the most productive areas of application of the imagery. Large deposits of 
important minerals were discovered after intensive analysis was made of 
newly discovered features shown by radar. Mapping of previously uncharted 
volcanic cones, and even large rivers, resulted from the radar surveys in 
Brazil. In such remote arens of the world as these, radar images form the 
primary source of inventory information about potential mineral resources, 
forestry and range resources, water supplies, transportation routes, and sites 
for agriculture. Radar has also been used to monitor the surface of the cot-ans 
to determine wind, wave, and ice conditions. Numerous other applications 
of radar have been demonstrated in the areas of geologic mapping, mineral 
exploration, flood inundation mapping, small scale thematic mapping and 
nuclear power plant siting [I], [2], [43, 151, [81. 
Radar imagery is currently neither as available, nor as well understood, as 
other image products. It is certain, however, that radar imagery-particularly 
that acquired from satellite platforms-will play an increasingly important 
role 'n geoscience applications. It is also certain that these applications will 
have major economic and social implications. 
9.3 SUR SYSTEM OPERATION 
The basic operating principle of a SLAR system is shown in Figure 9.3. 
Microwave energy is transmitted from tm antenna in very short bursts or 
pulses. These high energy pulses are emitted over a time period on the order 
of microsec-onds (10-a sec). In Figure 9 .h ,  the propagation of one pulse is 
shown by indicating the wavefront locdtions at successive increments of time. 
Beginning with the solid lines (labeled 1 through LO), the transmitted pulse 
nloves radially outward from the aircraft in a focused beam. Shortly after time 
6, the pulse reaches the house, and a reflected wave (dashed line) is shnwn 
beginning at time 7. At time 12, this return signal reaches the antenna, and 
is registered at that time on the antenna response grap!: (Figure 9.3b). At time 
9, the transmitted wavefront is reflected off the tree  rid this "echo" reaches 
the antenna at time 17. Because the tree is less reflective of radio waves than 
the h a ~ ~ s e ,  a weaker response is recorded in Figure Fi.3b. 
* 
By electronically measr~ring the return time of signal echoes. the range, or 
r distance, between the transmitter and reflecting objects, mil! I>:- determired. 5 
z 
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Figurn 9.3 Operating principle of side looking airborne radur (SWR), 
Sinm the energy propagates in air at approximately the velocity of light c,  
the slant range, SR, to any given object is given by 
where 
SR = Slant range (direct distance between transmitter and object) 
c = Speed of light (3 x 108 rnisec) 
t =Time between pulse transmission and echo reception. 
(NOL that the factor of 2 enters into the equation &ause the time is meas- 
ured for the pulse to travel both the distancu! to and from the target, or twice 
the range.) 
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This principle of determining distance by electwnically measuring the trans- 
mission-echo time is central to all imaging radar systems. 
The manner in which SLAR images are created is illustrated in Figure 9.4. 
As the aircraft advances, the antenna (1) is conti,~uously repositioned in the 
I 
flight direction at the aircraft velocity V,. The antenna is switched from a 
I .  
transmitter to a receiver mode by a synchronizer switch (2). Each transmitted 1 1 
pulse (3) returns echoes from terrain features occurring along a single antenna : 
beamwidth. These echoes are received by the airborne antenna and proc- f 
essed to produce an amplitudeltime video signal (4). This signal is used to 
generate an image product in a film recorder (5). The signal modulates the I 
intensity of a single-line cathode ray tube, exposing an image line on the 
film. Thus, each line in the image pr:doct is a tonal representation of the 
strength of signals rehtrned from a singie radar pulse. Between lines, the film 
is advanced at a velocity V, which is proportional to the aircraft velocity V,. 
In this way, the combined response of many pulses will yield a two-dimen- 
sional image product. Strips may be imaged on both sides of the aim& or 
only on one side. Each strip may extend to the side from a distance of ap- 
proximately half the aircraft flying height out to 100 km or more. As previously 
mentioned, the platform carrying a SLAR system may be either an aircraft or 
an orbiting spacecraft, 
0.4 SPATIAL RESOLUTION OF S U R  SYSTEMS 
The ground resolution cell size of a SLAR system is controlled by two in- 
dependent sensing system pameters: puke length and antenna bamwidth. 
The pulse length of the radar signal is determined hy the length of time that 
the antenna emits its burst of energy. As can be seen in Figure 9.4, the signal 
pulse length dictates the spatial resolution in the direction of energy prop  
gation. This direction is referred to as the range direction. The width of the 
antenna beam determines the resolution cell size in the flight, or azimuth, 
direction. We consider each of these elements controlling radar spatial res- 
olution separately. 
Rang. Resolution 
For a SLAR system to image separately two ground features that are close to 
each other in the range direction, it is necessary for all parts of the two objects' 
reflected signals to be received separately by the antenna. Any time overlap 
between the signals from two objects will cause their images to be blurred 
together. This concept is illustrated in Figure 9.5. Here a pulse of Iength L 
(detennined by the duration of the pulse transmission) has heen transmitted 
R.m 1a*kingaibme (SWAI system opmtim. ( ~ d q t ~ d  181.) - 
~ront of rnun wow from I _I < / 
(ovum return front A )  <p 
F l g ~  9.5 Dcprndcnrr of range resnlution on ptdw length. 
toward buildings A and B. Note that the slant-range distance (the direct sen- 
sor-to-target distance) betweell the buildings is less than U2. Because of this, 
the pulse has had time to travel to B and have its echo return to A while the 
end of the pulse at A cor~tinues to he re f le~tn l  Consequently, the two signals 
are overlapped and will be imaged as one large o b w  extending f m  build- 
ing A to building B. If the slant-range distance between A and B were any- 
thing greater than U2, the two signals would be received separately, resulting 
in two separate image responses. Thus, the slant-range resolution of a SLAR 
system is independent of the diskice from the aim& and i s  equal to M f  
the transmitted pulse length. 
Ahhough the rbnt-range resolation of a SLAR system does not change 
with distance horn the nimraA, the cwrrrpa~tding mud distnnce das. As 
shown in Figure 9.6, the ground resolution in the range direction varies in- 
versely with the m i n e  of the mglc between the horizontal ground plane and 
the line connecting the radar antenna and the object being sensed. This angle 
is a!1d the depreasbn an&, a. 
Accounting for the depression mule effect. the ground resolution in the 
range direction. R,?is found ftom 
1 w k r e  r.is the pulse duration. 
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9.6 Relationship hetween slmt-mnur rrsrllt~ticln and urntlnd range n*sctliltion. 
Purnpk 8.t A given SLAH system tntnsn~its pulses over a dumtioo of 8.1 nlit.rose- 
ivnd. Find the nmge tesolutictn of the system at u depression angle d 45". 
Solution From Eq. 9.2 
As shown in Figure 8.7, the resolution of a StAR system in the azimuth 
direction, &, is detemined by the angular hamwidth, @, of the antenna and 
the ground range, CR. As the antennil hem "fans out" with increasing dir- 
tancu, from the a i n d ,  the azimuth resolution deteriatetes. Oljjectr at p in t s  
A and B in Figure 9.7 would be resolved (imaged separately) at ground range 
GRl but not at ground range CR*. Thvt IS, at distani~ CR,, A and B result in 
seprrate return signals. At dirhnrv CR,, A and 0 would be in the lwwm 
simultaneausly and would not be rewjved. 
Azimuth resolution %, i s  given by 
.- 
Eumpk 5 2  A nivcn SWR system hno  a 1.8 milllradliln mtcnnv !warnwidth. tk- 
6 
w krminr the azimuth rrrolut~cm id dre *yrtt.m at riryes uP 6 k m  u ~ d  12 km. 
E Sdutkra From Eq. Q.3 
E 
& &, =(6 . lO'm)(1.8. 10-3 = 10.8m 
f 
R,,, = (12. 10itn)(l.8. 10 3 = 01.6m 
The b m w i d t h  sf the antenno of a SWR system is direcdy pmpitionnl 
to the wavelength of the trmnsrnittd pulses. A. and inversely ptvportional to 
the length of the antenna, L. Thrrt i s  
For my given wovelc ngth, antenna beamwidth con be cwntrolld by one of 
two different mwnr: (1) by cwnttolIing the phyrkaf length of the antenna; 
and (2) by rynthcoizing an ejfectfoc length of the antenna. Thore systems 
wherein barnwidth i s  cwntalled by the physical antenna length are d l e d  
brute jorce. real aperture, or mncohercnt rodarrr. As expressed by Eq. g.4, 
tbe mntenm in a brute time s y s ~   st be m y  wavelengths long for the 
antenno beomwidth to be narrow. example. to achieve even a 18 milli- 
d l a n  Beamwidth with a 50 mm wavelent& ndar, a 5 m sr4tentur is requid 
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[(%I. lO-'tn)/(lQ* io-') = 5 ml. To obtain a resolution of 2 milliradicrnr, we 
would need an antenna !25 m long1 Obviously, antenna length rerltrirementa 
of brute fon* systems present c~nstderahlr logistical prttblems when dibta~ 1e.d 
resslutfons are sought. 
Bmte bmse systems enjoy relative simplicdty of design and data prcwssing. 
h a u s e  of resolution pmblems, however, their operation i s  often wstri~*t.d 
to relatively ~hort-range, low altitudta operation and the use of relntively short 
wa~tiler~gths. These rerhjr-tions are unfortunate t x a u c c  short-range, low at. 
tihldr? operation limits the area nf coverage obtained by the system and short 
wavelengths experience more a'mospheric attenuation and dispcrrsion. 
The deficiencies of hntte f o m ~  apetation are overcome in ryntlwtic uwr- 
ture (or coherent) radar systems. These systems employ a short physical on- 
tennu, hut through mdified data re~wtiiing (md pmvnsing twhniclues they 
synthesize the affcct of a very long antenna, The result of this mode of op- 
eration in a very narrow effcr*lve antenna twamwidth, even at far ranges, 
without mtpiring a physically long untrtnna or n short npgrating wavelength. 
&'or example, in a synthetic aperture system, a 2 meter antenna can IK' made 
cffe~3ivrly 60Q m long. 
The basic principle of synthetic aperture S U R  operation ir illustrated in 
Figure 9.8. In essenr., return signals f n ~ m  the center portion of the In*nm- 
width are discdminetd by detecting b ~ p p l e r  frec/uency shifts. Recall that 
a Doppler shift is .r change in wave frt?rluenc.y us m funCticn of the relative 
velwftiels of a transmitter and il reflector. Within the wide untrrtna twnm, 
returns from features in the area ahed of the oirerufl (Figure 0.8) will have 
upshifted (higher) frtrclucncies resulting from the Doppler Effect. Con' dtacly, 
returns f m  the area behind the aircraft will have downshifted (lower) fir- 
clucnu.ieg, Returns from features near the cr.nterline of the lwnmwidth will 
experience little or na freclucncy shlA. By pnx'ttsving the return signals  it^- 
cwrdina tu their Doppler shifts. a very rmmll eRec3ive knmwidth can I= 
generated. 
The details of synthetic aperture signal miwrding and prcwe. 'ng are very. 
cumplcx and thert?fm beyond the wope of this diac~trsiotl. The ,-sic ru)nrx-pt 
is to recwrd mth  the amplitude and the freytrency of signals rtaturned frcwn 
ut,jec.:ts tkn~ughcut he time perid in which they are within the hiun of the 
mwing antcnnm. The frccluerrry infomailtion i s  ol~tuincd b y  comparing the 
rrfleett?d return signals with u ~ontrollrtd frmjuency "refereniw riptrd" gen- 
erated internally by the wystetn. The omparison i s  r~tvde by having the 
ground-reflec~tcd signal interfere with the refertiltcr. signul. These big~rlrls in- 
terfere in variww patterns, drpettuing en their curnpuiltivc frequcrieics. The 
patterns are ge~cnrlly rr i . rded phottmphical,lty, restilting in a "signal film" 
(magnetic tape marding nloy also be used). Figure I).@ shows such Y fitrt1. 
which in eSect i s  the & q u i v d e n t  to an optical h o l m m ~ .  Lik:~  dtpticnl 
i \\ Regiorr ahead of aircraft 
i \\ / I S ~ ~ W I S  UP-shift& in hnuncll 
1 
Region behind aircraft 
(signals down-rhifted in f requm) 
/ \/\ , Ruaion of taro Domler phift 
Azimuth resolution 
f -. \ Raulting dfsctivc rnolut~on clement \ 
Fbun 9.8 Deternlinontn of rcsolutior~ in synthetic aperture SIAR. 
holograms, signal films cannot be interpreted dinwtly but may be converted 
to an image form by passing laser light through them r5]. The complex ap- 
paratus used to produce radar images in this manner i s  shown in Figure 9.10. 
Because the signals received by a synthetic aperture system are recorded 
over a long time period, the aircraft transliites the real antenna over a corre- 
spondingly long distance. This distance becomes the length of the "synthetic" 
antenna. The azimuth resolution with this effective antenna length is greatly 
improved. Of interest is that this resolution is essentially independent of 
range because at long range an object is in the beam longer; helace returns 
from it are recorded over a longer distance. 
A final poirt about synth~t ic  aperture radar systems is that both unfocused 
andfocused system: exist. Again the details cf these systems are beyond our 
immediate concern. The  interesting point about these systems is that the 
theoretical resolution of unfi)crrsed systems is a function of wavelength and 
range, not antenna length. The  theoretical resolution of a focused system is 
i a function of antenna length, regarrlless of range or wavelengtf!. More partic- 
f ularly, the resoli~tion of a focused synthetic aperture system is onehalf  the 
actual antenna length. In theory, the resolution for a 1 m antenna \vould Be 
f 0.5 m, whether the system were operated from an aircraft o r  a spacecraft! 
$ 
F However, sincv short antennae have stability problems, r a b  system design 
is replete with tradeoffs between operating range, resoiution, wavelength, 
5 
antenna size, and overall syqtem complexit,.. The  complexity of operating a 
3 
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synthetic aperture system is generally warranted when broad coverage at fine 
resolution is required. When moderate resolution is acceptable, brute force 
systems may be used to generate SLAR imagery. 
Whether radar images are collected with brute force or synthetic aperture 
systems, the appearance of terrain elements on these images is determined 
by the characteristics of both the transmitted signal and the properties of the 
reflecting surfaces in the terrain. We discuss each factor separately in the 
following sections. 
9.5 TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF RADAR SIGNALS 
The two primary factors influencing the transmission characteristics of the 
signals from any given radar system are the wavelength and the polarization 
of the energy pulse used. Table 9.1 lists the common wavelength bands used 
in pulse transmission. The letter codes for the various bands (K, X, L, etc.) 
were originally selected arbitrarily to ensure military security during the early 
stages of development of radar. They have continued in use as a matter of 
convenience and various authorities designate the various bands in slightly 
different wavelength ranges. Of interest to us is the fact that the K and X 
bands are the ones used most commonly in earth resource applications. 
Naturally, the wavelength of a radar signal determines the extent to which 
it is attenuated andlor dispersed by the atmosphere. Serious atmospheric 
effects on radar signals are confined to the shorter operating wavelengths 
(less than 3 cm). Even at these wavelengths, under most operating conditions 
the atmosphere only slightly attenuates the signal. As one would anticipate, 
attenuation generally increases as operating wavelength decreases, and the 
influence of clouds and rain is variable. Whereas radar signals are relatively 
Tabk 9.1 Radar Band Designations 
Rand Wavelength (A) Frequency (n = cA-' 
Designation mm Megahem ( 1Vcycles. see-') 
Adapted from {91. 
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unaffected by clouds, echoes from heavy precipitation can be considerable. 
Precipitation echoes are proportional, for a single drop, to the quantity De/A4, 
where D is the drop diameter. With dle use of short wavelengths, radar re- 
flection from water droplets is substantial enough to be used in PPI systems 
to distinguish regions of precipitation. For example, areas of heavy rain pro- 
vide strong echoes on radars operating at 1 cm or less. At the same time, the 
effect of rain is negligible with wavelengths of operation greater than 3 cm. 
So-short of the condition of a very heavy rain storm-radar can be used 
through clouds, smoke, or fog. This feature, combined with daylnight oper- 
ation, makes radar a particularly valuable tool when time-dependent opera- 
tions are undertaken. 
Irrespective of wavelength, radar s l ~ ~ ' i l -  ;an be transmitted andlor re- 
ceived in different modes of polarization. That is, the signal can be filtered 
in such a way that its electrical wave vibrations are restricted to a single plane 
perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation. (Unpolarized energy vi- 
brates in all directions perpendicular to that of propagation.) A SLAR signal 
can be transmitted in either a horizontal (H) or a vertical (V) plane. Likewise, 
it can be received in either a horizontal or vertiml plane. Thus, we have the 
possibility of dealing with four diqerent combinations of signal transmission 
and reception: H send, H receive; H send, V receive; V send, H receive; and 
V send, V receive. Like-polarized imagery results from the l i H  or W com- 
binations. Cross-polarized imagery is obtained from HV or tTH combinati-ns. 
Since various objects modify the polarization of the energy they reflect to 
varying degrees, the mode of signal polarization influences how the objects 
look on the resulting imagery. We illustrate this in Section 9.7. 
9.6 TERRAIN CHARACTERISTICS iNFLUENCING RADAR RETURNS 
C 
There is a host of terrain characteristics that work hand-in-hand with the 
wavelength and polarization of radar signals to determine the intensity of 
radar returns from various objects. These factors are many, varied, and Lnm- 
plex. Althougli many theoretical models have been developed to describe 
how various objects reflect radar energy, most of our practical knowledge on 
the subject has been derived from empirical observation. i t  has been found 
that the primary factors influencing objects' return signal intensity are their 
geometrical and electrical characteristics; these are described below. 
i 
Qeometrkal CharacterirHcr 
Qne of the most readily apparent features of radar imagery is its "side- 
L 
2 lighted" character when temin of varying relief is imaged. This arises 
T through variation in the relative sensorltedn geametry for various terrain 
orientations, as illustrated in Figure 9.11. Local variations in terrain slope 
result in varying angles of signal incidence. This in turn results in relatively 
high returns from slopes facing the sensor, and relatively low returns or no 
returns from slopes facing away from the sensor. In Figure 9.11, the return 
strength versus time graph has been positioned over the terrain such that the 
signals can be correlated with the feature that produced them. Above the 
graph is the corresponding image line, in which the signal strength has been 
converted schematically to brightness values. The response from this radar 
pulse initially shows a high return from the slope facing the sensor. This is 
followed by a duration of no retum signal from areas blocked from illumi- 
nation by the radar wave. This radizr shadow is completely black and sharply 
defined, unlike shadows in photography that are weakly illuminated by m- 
ergy scattered by the atmosphere. Following the shadow, a relatively weak 
respoi~se is recorded from the terrain that is not oriented toward the sensor. 
The effect of the relative sensorlobjed geometry on the intensity of radar 
return signals is compounded by the efiect of surfuce roughness. The rough- 
ness of an object's surface is a function of it$ relief variations in relation to 
the wavelength of the reflected energy. Surfaces with roughness essentially 
equal to or greater than the transmitted wavelength appear "rough." As shown 
in Figure 9.12u, rough surfaces tend to act as dcfluse repedors and scatter 
the incident energy in all directions, returning only a small portion of it to 
the antenna. 
Targets with surface roughness much less than the wavelength of the mdar 
energy (for example, M10) are "smooth" specular refictors of the energy. As 
shown in Figure 9.1%. a smooth surface generally reflects most of the energy 
J 
Figurn 8.11 Eflwt of sensorltmrjn geometry on SLAR imgely. (Arlrpted tiwn 181.1 
g (a) D~ffuse reflector (b) Spaulr reflector ( r )  C&w reflector 
9 
I Figurn 9.12 Radar reflectinn from variouh sutiacr.~. 
away from the sensor, resulting in a low return signal. However, the sensor- 
object orientation must be considered as well, since a smooth surface oriented 
toward the sensor would result in a very intense return signal. A particularly 
bright response results from a corner reflector, as illustrated in Figure 9.1%. 
In this cast, adjacent smooth sufiaces cause a double reflection that yields a 
very high return. Because the corner reflectors generally cover only small 
areas of the scene, they often appear as bright "sparkles" on the image. This 
effect is illustrated in Section 9.7, 
It is worthy to note that some features, such as corn fields, might appear 
rough when seen both in the visible and the microwave portion of the spec- 
trum. Other surfaces, such as roadways, may be diflbse reflectors in the visible 
region bnt specular reflectors of microwave energy. In general, SLAR images 
manifest many more specular surfaces than photographs do. 
g 
- g 
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A Electrical Charrrcteristics 
5i 6 The electrical characteristics of terrain features work closely with their geo- 
metrical c1;aracteristics to determine the intensity of radar returns. One mcas- 
ure of an object's electrical character i s  the complex dfelectrlc constant. This 
parameter is an indication of the reflectivity and conductivity of various ma- 
terials. 
In the microwave region of the spectrum, most natural materials have a 
dielectric constant in the range af 3 to 8 when dry. On the other hand, water 
has a dielectric constant of approximntely 80. Thus, the presence of moisture 
in either soil or vegetation can significantly increase radar reflectivity. In fact, 
changes in radar signal strenj$h from one material to another are often linked 
to changes in moisture content much more closely than they are to changes 
in the materials themselves, Because plants have large surface areas and often 
have a high moisture content, they are particularly good reflectors of radar 
energy. Plant canopies with their varying complex dielectric constants and 
their microrelief often dominate the texture of SLAR image tones. 
Metal objtscts also give high returns, and metal bridges, silos, railroad 
tracks, and poles appear as bright spots on SLAR images. 
9.7 INTERPRETATION OF SLAR IMAGERY 
SLAR image interpretation has been successful in many fields of application. 
These include, for example, [napping major rock units and surficial materials, 
mapping geologic structure (folds, faults, and joints), mapping vegetation 
types (natural vegetation and crops), determining sea ice types, and mapping 
surface drainage patterns (streams and lakes). 
Since the spatial resolution of SWR images is coarser than that of low and 
medium altitude aerial photographs, SLAR image interpretations arc seldom 
made at scales much larger than 1:125,000. Thus, SLAR should be considered 
more a tool for recwnnaissance mapping than for extremely detailed mapping. 
Because of its side-lighted character, SLAR imagery superficially resem- 
bles aerial photography taken under low sun angle conditions. However, in 
interpreting SLAR imagery, we must keep in mind the previous discussion 
(Section 9.6) pointing out the effects of wavelength versus object "roughness," 
the effects of water and metallic content, and the effect of "comer reflectors." 
As a generalization, high SLAR return signals are received from slopes 
facing the aircraft, rough objects, objects with a high moisture content, metal 
objects, and urban and other built-up areas (resulting from comer reflectors). 
Surfaces acting as diffuse reflectors return a weak to moderate signal and may 
often have considerable image texture. Low returns are received frurl sur- 
faces acting as specular reflectors, such as smooth water, pavements, and 
playas (dry lakebeds). No return is received from radar "shadow" areas (Fig- 
ure 9.11). 
Figure 9.13 is a SLAR image of an area of folded sedimentary rocks ob- 
tained using both HH and HV polarizations. +4 large synclinal mountain is 
seen in the upper left and center portions of the scene. Note that the slopes 
facing the top of the page have a lighter tonc than those facing the bottom. 
This is because the flight line was to the top of this image and slopes facing 
that direction produce a greater return signal. Despite the fact that the to- 
pography of this bedrock hill is so strikingly exhibited on this radar image, 
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the radar signal is principally returned from vegetation surfarus. The banding 
that can be seen around the synclinal mountain is due to an alternation of 
bedrock types, principally sandstone and shale. Some of the banding results 
from differences in shading because of topography and some results from 
differesces in vegetation type and vigor over the different rock formations. 
Note also the dark tone of the lake at right center and the various rivers in 
this scene caused by specular reflec.tion of the radar signal. The cross-polar- 
ized signal (HV), in this case, results in an image with less image contrast, 
showing fewer distinctions among vegetation types, than the like-polarized 
(HH) image. Because the twn~plex manner ie which radar signals interact 
with and return from features is dependent on slope orientation, surface 
roughness, vegetation cover, and soil and vegetation water cvntent, it is not 
always possible to yredict whether HH or HV images will have a higher 
information mntertt for a particular application. As shown in the next illus- 
tration, there can be cvnditions where the cross-polarized image has a greater 
information content than the like-polarized image. 
Figure 9.14 is a SLAR image showing an area with a variety of soil and 
rock conditions obtained using both HH and HV polarizations. At the top of 
the image are dissected bedrock hills with sufficient relief to exhibit consid- 
erable shadowing. Below the bedrock hills is a light-toned area of alluvial 
materials washed down from the bedrock hills. Some braiding of the distrib- 
utary stream channels can be seen, especially on the HV image. Basaltic lava 
flows can be seen at C and D. The "Sunshine Basalt" fiow (C) issued from 
Sunshine Crater (18 mm above and to the right of the letter C on this image). 
The younger "Pisgah Basalt" flow (D) issued from Pisgah Crater, located just 
outside the lower right-hand comer of this image. The Sunshine Basalt flow 
has a much darker tone on the HV image than the Pisgab Basalt flow, whereas 
both have nearly the same tone on the HH image. The small alluvial fan at 
A hwi a much lighter tone than the adjacent Sunshine Basalt flow on the HV 
image but nearly the same tone on the HH image. This lighter tone is prin- 
cipally due to the greater density of vegetation on the alluvial fan than on 
the adjacent Sunshine Basalt flow. The contrast in tones at U on the HV image 
represents the boundary between the lighter-toned alluvial materials and 
darker-toned Sunshine Basalt ilow~. Note that this boundary is not visible on 
the HE image. The large dark-toned area at lower left is a playa (dry lakebed) 
with a mudcracked clay surface that aczs as a specular reflector. The light- 
toned line running across the playa is a gravel road. Note that the playa is 
dark-toned on both images and the gravel road is light-toned. 
Figure 9.150 is a S W R  image showing a small urban area (population 6000) 
adjacent to the Mississippi River. In the urban area, note the high return from 
the larger buildings of the central business district, which ~ c t  as cvmer re- 
flectors, as well as from the metallic bridges crossing the river. The river 

water acts as o +p~~cular  refledor and has a very dark image tone. The urban 
area is located on a river terrace with flat topography. Note the rectangular 
field patterns resulting from image tone differences caused by differing 
amounts of diffuse reflection from different crops on this terrace. The lower 
lett pottion of the image is a dissected surface of horizontally bedded s d i -  
mentary rocks that rises 14(hn above the river terrace. Note the extensive 
radar shadowing and irregular field patterns resulting from the relief in this 
part of the scene. 
Figure 9.1541 is a SLAR image showing agricultural land in an area of 
horizontally bedded sedimentary m k s  with a loess cover having modenate 
relief. Because of potential soil erosion, many of the fonners in this area 
employ strip h i n g  praetiws, which can )w? seen on this image as altema- 
tions of light-toned and dark-toned crops resembling contour liner. These 
variations in image tone result from varying amounts of diffuse reflection from 
the different crups. Tree lines and individual trees can be wen on this "six 
meter resolution" SLAR image. 
The interpretability of synthetic aperture radar imagery is oiten enhanced 
by using color film in the signal film-to-image recording process. This is 
illustrated by comparing Plate XII(a), which is a rz~nventional X-band syn- 
thetic aperture radar image, with Plate XII(b), which 1s an image generated 
from the same signal film a9 that used in (a) but recorded onto color film. 
Note the increased detail recarded ott the cwlor image. For example, more 
topographic details can be seen on the brightly lit side of the mountains on 
the color image than on the black and white image. Also, an the color image, 
a series of transmission towers con be seen ucross the upper left of the itllage 
that m n o t  be seen on the black and white image. 
Color radar images are producwd from signal films in the optical prolwssor 
shown previously in Figure 9.10. Recall that recording an image film from 
the signat film entails using a laser ham. Beoeuse lasers are essentially single 
wavelength light sources, it could be assumed that they would activate just 
one layer of a color film. But--since the sensitivities of the film layers overlap 
slightly (Figure 9.16)--a wavelength crur be chosen so that two color layers 
will be activated. The laser wavelength shown in Figure 9.16 will resr~lt 
primarily in red tones. At very bright points on the image, howc*~ cbr, the green 
sensitive layer will also respond, resulting in yellow highlights on the image. 
Thus, the final image is actually a two-color image wherein the dynamic 
recording range has been extended and the tonal range has been enhanced 
through the use of calor. Naturally, color renderings different from t h t  shown 
in Plate XII(b) can be produced by using rr receding Imer operating at an- 
other wavelength. This choice of wavelength happens to pruducu? a red- 
yellow image cwlor, which most interpreters prefer. 
Plates XII(c) and (d) illustrate how radar data can be combined with the 
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M@w# 8.W Wuvcl~gth of Lwr light und rpwtru! isenritivity ttf film u d  h, mwtd 
~7tlor nt$pr iwery. 
ih fmm other sensors to produce a '"merged" image. Plate XII(c) is s color 
composite MSS image ~ q u i n d  by the h d s a t  satellite. (We dercrib Lad -  
sat fn Chapter 10.) Gu&r isnagery provides spectral data not available in & 
imager).. but it lac&s the detail and nl ief  data available on ndv imagery. 
Plate XIIU) shows the nnults of combining bte Lsndsot MSS &ta and the 
tadPr data, In this composite p d u c t ,  the information available from Both 
sensors iu retained. Such m m b d  sensor displays on undergoing cxnrtinu- 
ing development. 
- 
AB wiL image tone, the geometry of S W R  imagery i s  fundunentally different 
from dut d bolb photography and wanner imagery. This d i f i e ~ n r r  busiolly 
results b u n e  SWR is P dlrtunce rather than an on& mrsruring system. 
The influences thin hu on i m ~ g c  geometry ur? many and varied. Hem we 
f limit sur  discussion to trewknent of the following geometric elements of SWR 
I image acquisition and interpretation: rcrrk d k t ~ k t n ,  relief diqduccment. Pad pad&%. 
SLAR systems use one of hw t y p s  of image re~onling systems. A h n t  range 
image meording system involves a onatant CRT sweep rote acrws each line. 
Canqucndy. thr spacing between return r i d s  on slant range imagery is 
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directly proportional to the time .'nterval between echoes from adjac~nt !er- 
rain features. This Interval ia directly proportional to the rlaot, rather than 
horizontal, distant* between the wnsar and any given object. In a ground 
range image recording system, th,- CRT sweep incorporaten a hyperbolic 
timing correction in which the spacing between image points i b  p:>pn)xi- 
mately proportional to the hr~ritantal ground dis tanc~ between terrain Tea- 
rums 
Fiptm 8.17 illustrntes the characteristics of slant range and ground range 
image m r d f n g ,  A, B. and C represent objects s f  equal star? that are equally 
separ,ded in the near, middle, and far mt~ge. The respective ground ranges 
to the paints are CRA, CRB, and 6&. Baeed directly on the signal return time, 
the rlant mnRe image shows unequal dirtrmeer k tween  the features as well 
as unequal widths for the feahlwr. The wstrlt i s  a varying image scale that 
is at a minimum in the near range and which pngterscai hyperbolically to a 
maximum at the far range. Therefore, on a dant range preserctatior,, object 
width A,  < 8,  < C ,  and distrmtv AB < BC. Applying a hyperbolic cmrm*on, 
a ground range image of essentially cwnstant scale can be formed with width 
A - B = C and distnnce AB = BC. 
Obviously, the scale distortions inherrnt In slant range itnagery preclude 
its direc* use for acwurate planimetric mapping. However, approximate 
ground range CR can hc? derived from slant range SR and flying height PI 
under the assumption of flat terrain. From Figure 9.17 it csrn be seen that 
Therefore, a ground m y c  distance can Iw c.alculirted fiom an image slant 
range dirtnnce if the flying height is known. The assumption of Bat terrain 
should be nattd, however, and it should be pointed out that fligttt parameters 
also affect both range and azimuth waIes. The range scale w II vary with 
changer in airrroft altitude, and the nzimuth scale will be dependent on pre- 
c4se ~ynchmnizption hetween the oirmft ground s p e d  and the pn~portionnl 
film transport speed pmst the CRT. 
Moinbining consistent scale in the i~llec~tion a d rmwrding of S W R  data 
is IS campier task. Whereas scale in the range (or across track) direction is 
determined by the speed of light. s a l e  in the azirnuth (or along track) direc- 
tion i s  determined by the speed of the aircraft, To recwncilr and eqtmlize 
these independent we'!r, strict control of flight pmrnetcrs is needed. In 
most systems, this is provided by an inettful nucfgutatcw and control r y t t e ~ .  
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This device guides the aircraft at the appropriate flying height, along the 
pmper caurse. Angular sensors measure aircraft roll, crab, and pitch and miiin- 
tain a constant angle of the antenna beam with respect to the line of flight. 
Inertial systems also provide the output necessary to synchro~ize the film 
recording velocity proportionally with the aircraft ground speed. 
As in line scanner imagery, relief displacement in S U R  images is one- 
dimensional and perpendicular to the flight line. However, unlike scanner 
imagery and photography, the direction of relief displacement is reversed. 
This is because r~da r  images display ranges, or distances, from terrain fea- 
tures to the antenna. When a vertical feature is enmu~tered by a radar pulse, 
the top of the feature is reached before the base. Accordingly, return signals 
from the top of '4 vertical feature will reach the antenna before returns from 
the base of the feature. This will cause a vertical feature to "lay over" the 
closer features, making it appear to lean toward the nadir. This radar layotier 
effect, most severe at near range, is cwmpared to phr~tographic relief displace- 
ment in Figure 9.11). 
Terrain slopes facing the antenna at near range are often disdayed with a 
dramatic layover effect. This occurs whenever the terrain slope is steeper 
than a line perpendicular to the direction of the radar pulse, expressed by its 
depression angle. This condition is met by the left sides of features A and B 
in Figure 9.19. As such, the tops of these slopes will be imaged before their 
bases, causing layover. It a n  be seen in the image representations that the 
amount of layover displacement is greatest at short range, where the depres- 
sion angle is greater. 
mure 9.18 Relief displacement fin S W R  images ~vrsus photograplts. 
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When the slope facing the antenna is iess steep than the line perpendicular 
to the depression direction, as in feature D in Figure 9.19, no layover occurs. 
That is, the radar pulse teaches the base of the feature before the top. The 
slopes of the surfaces will not be presented in h e  size, however. As shown 
in feature D, the size of the sloped surface is compressed on the image. This 
foreshortening effect gets more severe as the slope's steepness approaches 
perpendicularity to the depression direction. In feature C, the front slope is 
= 
5 precisely perpendicular to the depression direction, and it can be seer, that 
i thc image of the front slope has been foreshortened to zero length. 
Foreshortening and layover are obviously interrelated to the previously 
described phenomenon of r idu shadow. Slopes facing away from the rid= i 
E antenna will receive weak signals or no signal at all. In Figure 9.19, the right 
t side of feature A faces away from the aircraft, but it is less steep than the 
f depression angle and will therefore be illuminated by ihe radar pulse. This i illumination, however, will be very slight and the resultirtg return signals will be weak, causing a fairly dark image area. In feature B, its right side is i parallel to the depression angle and will therefcre not be illuminated. As a 
5 
t result, the antenna will rcceive no return signal. for a period of time and the 
f image area will be black. When a slope faces away from the aircraft and is 
i steeper than the depression angle, as in features C and D, the area of nonil- 
i lumination will extend beyond the sloped area, masking down-range features in a radar ~hadow. As shown in Figure 9.19, the shadow length increases with 
range because of the decrease in depression angle. Thus, a feature that casts 
t an extensive shadow at far range (D) can be completely illuminated at close 
range (A). 
I 
i 
i Parallax 
C 
i When an object is imaged twice from two different flight lines, differential 
relief displacements cause image parallax on S U R  imagery. This allows im- 
ages to be viewed stereoscopically. Stcreo SLAR imagery can be obtained hy 
.P flying on parallel flight lines over the same area and viewing terrain features 
from opposite sides (Figure 9.20~2). However, because the radar sidelighting 
effect will be reversed on the two images in the steftbopair, stereoscopic 
i 
k" viewing is somewhat difficult using this tcchnique. Ac~wrdingly, stereo radar 
L. imagery is ofien flown using the same flight line but different altitudes. The 
i resulting effect is called altitude parallax. In this case, the direction of illu- 
k I mination and the sidelighting effects will be similar on both images (Figure f 
F I 9.20b). b 1 Figure 9.21 shows a stereo radar image produced by seasing frorn two different altitudes with a look direction to the left. Note that there are larger 
i 

shadow arras  in thfi: right imagr.. Th i s  nlcBans tllai tllc~ f i l ing  he.i~lit was 11nvc.r 
for the right irnitgc* thi111 i;)r the. Iefi imagr.. 
I n  i~ddi t ion  to  provicling it stclrtfioscopic view. image. parltll;tn n),.y 1,~. ntrlils- 
u r t d  a n d  itsed to  conlpntc approxinlatch fc*attrre lleigilts. A,, with iterial pho- 
tograpby, piirallax; is (1-tcrrninccl 11y mc-as~rring 111utrtaI image tlisl)!;icc~nlc~nts 
on  the  two irr~agc~s forlnlng a stt~reornoclc~l. Such n r r - a s ~ l r ~ r ~ ~ c ~ r ~ t s  art- pirr  of'thc. 
w i t - w e  of' rudorcrr(knr metry 161, [ 71, it fic lci  I)r.yond tht* scol>r* of' virr iritc.rc.st 
in this text. 
Accl~riring raditr dittil for ~ l l i i p ]> i l l~  rathcsr than f i ~ r  utric.t1!. rrsc.otltl;rt.i\;il,cts 
I)rlq)osrss ri-cluirtbs ;i r;~thr.r cotr~plc-x irr tr.grittc.ri ;may of' oal>o;~rcl ~li~\.ir;:t i r  , ~ l a l  
i111tl co~itrol  spstems. E'ig~rrca 9.22 il111str;ttc.s it11 iiircri~fi c ~ ( l ~ ~ i p l ) t ~ d  o itr-rl~rirc. 
radar n ~ a p p i n x  tlictil. \Vith thi! ystc-r~~. !(wi~tir)ti iccSitracy IS p r e ~ ~ ~ i ( l ~ ~ ( 1  I)! 11 t t t t 1  
J)op~)lc*r arlil iilr.rtii11 nilvigatio~, t.cl~riprnc*r~t. 111 acltlitio~;, ir n ~ q ~ : , l r r g  c.;trrlcar;i 
~ I I I ~  it ~ ~ ~ ~ t I t i ~ l l ~ c * t r i r l  ciittl(*rii I);*ttk providr. ~)hotogritl,llic c.ov:-r;tgcs t o  (.ot111>11~- 
nuwt  thc  rirdiir cl;~t;t. 
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9.9 FUTURE PROSPECTS OF RADAR REMOTE SENSING 
9.10 ELEMEKTS OF PASSIVE MICROWAVE SENSING 
The potential for operating at longer wavelengths is afforded by the tech- 
nology of synthetic aperture radar. This offers enomlous advantages in some 
resource applications. At very long wavelengths, earth surface features be- 
come translucent to the radar signals, resulting in returns being received from 
subterranean features. The technology for acquiring this Qpe of data is in 
relative infancy. Clearly, developments in the field will open up entirely new 
application areas in remote sensing. 
Perhaps the largest single boost to the development of applications of r ~ d a r  i 
imaging will be the increased availability of image data with the implemen- 
tation of spaceborne systems. In the case of multispectral scanning, for ex- 
i 
ample, the launch of Landsat precipitated a boom in the application of MSS i 
technology. The prospect of repetitive coverage from orbital radar systems 
holds cot~siderable potential for similar advances in the application of radar 
image :J. S 3 
9.10 ELEMENTS OF PASSIVE MICROWAVE SENSlNd 1 i 
Operating in the same spectral domain as radar, passive microwave systems 
yield yet another "look" at the environment--one quite different from that 
z 
of radar. Being passive, these systems do not supply their own illumination 3 
but rather sense the naturally available microwave energy within their field 
of view. They operate in much the same manner as thermal radiometers and I f 
scanners. In fact, passive microwave sensing principles and sensing instru- i 
mentation parallel those of thermal sensing in many respects. As with thermal I 
sensing, blackbody cidiation theory is central to the coriceptuill understand- 
ing of passitre mirbrowave sensing. Again as in thermal sensing, passive mi- 
crowave sensors exist both in the form of radiometers and scanners. However, 
passive microwave sensors incorporate antennas rather than photon detection 
elements. 
Most passive microwave systems operate in the same spectral region as the 
shorter wavelength radar (out to 300 mmj. Recalling the configuration of the 
300°K blackbody radiation curve that approximates the radiant emittance from 
terrestrial features, passive microwave sensors operate in the low-energy tail 
of this curve (Figure Q.23). In this spectral region, all objects in the natural 
environmertt emit microwave radiation, albeit faintly. This includes terrain 
elements and the atmosphere. In fact, passive microwave signals are gener- 
ally composed crf a number of source compcments-some emitted, some re- 
flected, and some transmitted. This is illustrated in Figure 9.24. Over any 
given object, a passive microwave signal might include: (1) an emitted com- 
ponent related to the sur ike  temperature and material attributes of the object, 
(2) an emitted mmponent coming from the atnlosphere. (3) a surface reflected 
r Blackbody radiation curw for 300°K 
Wavelength ( A )  --------r 
Figun 9.23 Comparison of spectrill rrgiol~s used for thertnal ovrstrs passive micro- 
wave stsr~sing. 
component from sunlight and skylight, and (4) a transmitted component hav- 
ing a subsurface origin. In short, the intensity of remotely sensed passive 
microwave radiation over any given object is dependent not only on the 
object's temperature and the incident radiation but also on the emittance, 
reflectance, and transmittance properties of the object. These properties in 
turn are influenced by the object's surface electrical, chemical, and texttiral 
characteristics, its bulk r-nfiguration and shape, and the angle from which it 
is viewed. 
G ~ ~ , t p o r m t s  of signal: 
1 -omitted from otyacl 
2 - a i t t d  bv stmorphcre 
3-ccflected fron surface 
4-.tra!wn1tted from wbwrfrc 
I 
Figun 9.24 Comp~nents of a passive tnlcrowave signal. 
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Because of the variety of its possible sources and its extremely weak mag- 
nitude, passive microwave energy yields a "noisy" signal compared to that 
which cameras, scanners, or radars provide. The interpretation of this signal 
is thus much more complex than that of the other sensors discussc-.d. Because 
of these complexities users are just beginning to learn about the potential of 
passive mierawave sensing in many application areas. In spite of the dim- 
culties, the utility of passive microwave systems ranges from measuring at- 
mospheric temperature profiles on the one hand, to analyzing subsurface 
variations in soil, water, and mineral cvntent on the other. These applications 
are briefly discussed in Section 0.12. 
9.1 1 PASSIVE MICROWAVE SENSORS 
The technology of passive inicrowave sensors has largely been adapted from 
coilcepts used in the field of radio astronomy. Major problem areas in the 
design of such systems include system sensitivity, absoltrte acwuracy, spectral 
selectivity, and response directionality. Each application involves a particular 
set of constraints of system cast, size, weight, power, reliability, operatior.al 
simplicity, and signal interpretability. Both airborne and satellite systems 
exist. Here, we consider the basic configuration of airl>orne radiometers and 
scanners. 
The basic configuration of a typical micmwave radiometer system is shown 
in Figure 9.25. S e n e  energy is mllecte.! at the antenna. A microwave switch 
permits rapid, alternate sampling betw een the antenna signal and a calibra- 
tion temperature reference signal. Th; low strength antenna signal is ampli- 
fied and campared with that of the internal referencv signal. The difference 
between the antenna signal and the refercncv signal is electmnically detected 
and input to some mode of readout errd recording. (It should be nded that 
we have greatly simplified the operation of a microwave mdiometcr and that 
many variations of the design illustrated here exist.) 
Common to all radiometer designs i s  the tradeoff between antenna beam- 
width and system sensitivity. Because uf the very low levels of radiation 
available to he passivel. sensed in the microwave region, a comparatively 
large antenna beamwidth is required to collect enough energy to yield a 
detectable signal. Consequently, passive microwave radiometers are chw- 
acteriwd by low spatial resolution. 
Micnbwave radiometers, like thermal radiometers, are nonimaging, profil- 
ing devices. Their output is normally recwrded on magnetic tape in either an 
analog or digital format. During daylight opratron, photography can be con- 
currently acquired to provide a visual frame of rtrierence for the prr~file data. 
Nonnally, the radiometer output is expressed in terms of apparent antenna 
temperature. That is, the rysten~ is calibrated in terms of the temperature 
i 
that a blackbody located at the antenna must reach to radiate the same energy 
as was actually collected from the ground scwne. 
I 
To afford the advantages of image output. a number of scanning nlicrowave 
radiometer systems have h e n  developed. Cctnceptually, a scanning radi- 
ometer operates on the same principle as a profiling systeai except that i t s  
antenna Belt1 of view is scanned transverse to the direction of flight. This 
may be perfomled mechanirally, eledronically, or by using n niultiple an- 
tenna array. Thus, with the use of il synchronized film recorder. a passive 
microwave image can be obtained. 
Figure 9.26 shows three segments of a strip of imagery accluired with a 
scanning passive microwave radrometer. or marrncr. The image cx~vers a ban- 
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sect nrnning Fnm Coalinga, Ceilifmia, visible at the western (I&) end, to 
Tldrre Lake (dry, new in ag~culbtre) at the eastern (right) end in Cafifurnir's 
San Jsequin Valley. (Note that the image has the tonal and geomeMe a p  
pearanee sf thermal scanner imagery, However, in this image bright ateas 
are radiometrkrrlly "mid and dark was are "warm".) Agricultud fields arc 
visible along the fen& of the trawct. The striping in mevend of the fields 
is due to irrigation, The darker Belds are natural vegetation or dry hue soil. 
Density measurements made fmm this type of imagery have been found to 
relate quite systempticPlly to the moisture content of the top 50 mm sf the 
sail [31. 
While additional verification of the nved l  utility of using such images to 
estimate neat s u k  roil moisture i s  continuing, it appears that passive mi- 
crowave data have a strong potential for providing roil moisture data over 
large inacres 'c areas. Such data would @'c?atly aid agricu~turalists, mete 
orologists, hydrdogists and other environmental scientists in &at-yhort of 
exhaustive field sampling-na dependable m&od for gathering regisna; soil 
moisture data presently exists. 
9.12 APPLCCATIOWS OF PASSIVE MICROWAVE lKNMNa 
Like radar imaging, the field of passive mimwave sensing has heen devel- 
oped only recently and the interpretation of passive micrewave data is stilt 
nat fully understood. However, there are certain very positive charac.teristics 
inherent in this fonn of remote sensing As with radar, passive mierawave 
systems can be operated day or night, ulrder v b t d l y  all weather conditions. 
By the appropriate selection of operating :vavelen&, systems can either Icwk 
through or look at the atmosphere. That io, a number of atmaspheric "win- 
dows" and "walls" exist in microwave adons ,  principally due to selective 
absorption by water v a p  ond oxygen. M e ~ l s g i s t r :  are now using wl&d 
wavelm& miemwave sensing to measure mtnreupherie tenrptotuw pf i l en  
and to determine the atmospheric distribution of water and cjmne. 
Passive microwave sensing has sbOng utility in thc! field ofmeansgr~phy. 
There applications range from monitoring sea ice, cwrrenb, and winds, to the 
&.tion of oil pollution in e m  kace mounts. 'Ilrwgb cwrentfy sparse in 
number, investigations alate8 to the utility of passive microwave sensing in 
hydrology have shown potential Eer ptwiding infonnrtim ecr snow melt cvn- 
ditfana, mil temperature, and soil tnoisturc wer  large areas [ I ] .  
The mame msolutian of passive microwave systems does not preclud- 
their value for synoptic surveillance of m y  earth resource fenturen that 
occur over Inrge areas. In h, from satellite altitudes, the c~ncvpt of gross 
d e  worldwide resource monitoring with such syskms is a present d i t y .  
Other useful applications involve the study of features that lie lwncath a soil 
overburden. Hultlrpectml micmwave radiometry agpl~ors to be a means by 
which we can peer through this overburden. This has obvious potential im- 
plications in the field of geology in tennn of delitlehting geolrtgir structure, 
material changes, subsurface voids, and so on. 
With time, passive microwave sensing, like radar sensing, will hecome 
more mmmonplace hecause of its existing and potential utility in a host of 
disciplinary rareas. 
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REMOTE SENSING 
FROM SPACE 
10.1 INTRODUCTION 
Probabl} no cornbirration of two teclrnol- 
oRics has generated more interest and a p  
plication over a wider range of disci- 
plines than the merger of remote sensing 
and space exploration. Although many 
aspects of the p w e s s  are still in the de- 
velopmental stage, studying the earth 
from space has evolved from the realm of 
pure research to that of worldwide, day- 
to-day application. Currently we depend 
on spaceborne sensors to assist in tasks 
ranging from weather prediction, crop 
forecasting, and mineral exploration, to 
applications as diverse as pollution de- 
t~ction, rangeland monitoring, and cmm- 
mercial fishing. All this 'has happened in 
a very short period of tinre and h e  status 
of remote sensing from space cwntinues 
to change as new and/or improved space 
craft are placed into earth orbit. 
In this c h a ~ t e r  we describe the past. 
present, and prospective spaceborne re- 
mote sensing systems that have earth re- 
source observation as their primivy op- 
erating objective. The Landsat series of 
satellites receives the bulk of our atten- 
tion, although we describe other systerrrs 
that will likely expand our space remote 
sensing harizons in die flture. 
10.2 EARLY HISTORY OF SPACE 
IMAGING 
Remote sensing from space received its 
first impetus through remote sensing 
from rockcts, As ear!y as 1891, a pa!ent 
was granted to Ludwig M r m a n n  of Cer- 
many for a "New or Improved Apparatus 
for Obtaitling B i d ' s  Eye Photographic 
- - . -  . --t--- 
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Views." The apparatus was a rocket-plopelled camera syptem that was re- 
covered by pardchute. By 1907, another Gennan, Alfred Maul, had added the 
concept of gyrostabilization to rocket-camera systems. In 1912, he s u m s s -  
fully boosted ir 41 kg payload containing a 200 x 250 mm format camera to 
a height of 790 m 121. 
Space remote sensing began in earnest during the 1946 to 1950 time period 
when small cameras were carried aboard captured \'-1 rockets that were fired 
fmnl the White Sands Proving Ground in New Mexit.0. Over the succeeding 
years, numerous flights involving photography were made by rockets, bdlistic 
missiles, satellites, and manned spacecraft. However, the photographs pro- 
duced during early space flights were generally of inferi~t  quality because 
early missiolrs were made yrimarily for purposes other than photograph) 
[lo]. But crude as they were by today's standards, the early photographs 
demonstrated the potential value of remote sensing from spice. 
In  many respects, thc initial efforts aimed at imaging the earth's surface 
from space were rather incidental outgrowths of the developnrent of mete- 
orological snte!lites. Beginning with TIROS-1 in I W ,  early \ ~ t h e r  satellites 
returned rather txarse views of cloud patterns and virtually indistinct rmages 
of the earth's surface. With refinements in tile intaging serrsors aboard the 
meteorological satellites, images of b ~ t h  atmospheric and terrestrial features 
became more distinct. Eventually, meteorologists began intensite study of 
surface areas to collect chta on water, snow, and ice features. The prospect 
of looking through, not just at, the earth's atmosphere had begun. 
The exciting future for remote sensing from space became more apparent 
during the manned space programs of the 1960s: Mercury, Gemirri, and 
Apollo. On May 5, 1961, Alan B. Shepard, Jr., made 3 IS minute suborbital 
Mercury flight on which 150 excelleilt photographs were taken. These pic- 
tures wen. shot with an automatic Mauer 70 rnln camera. Because of the 
trajectory of Shepard's flight, the photographs showed only sky clouds, atid 
ocean, but the images did indeed substantiate Shepard's statement, "w%ut a 
beautiful view." On February 20, 1962, John Glenn, Jr., made three historic 
orbits around the earth and took 48 colur photographs during Mercury mission 
MAS. The photographs were taken on color negative film with a 35 mm 
camera and showed mostly clouds and water, although several pictured the 
deserts of northwest Africa [I] .  On later Mercury missions, color reversal 
photogrdphs were taken with 70 mm Hasselblad cameras. A specially modi- 
fied I-iasselblad camera, with all 80 mm lens, soon txcame the workhorse for 
the photographic experiments conducted in the Gemini program. Mission 
GT-4 of t h ~ s  program included the first formal photographic experiment frrtrn 
space specifically directed at geology. Coverage included nearly vertical 
overlapping photographs of' the suuthwestern U.S., northern Mexico, and 
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other areas of North America, Africa, and Asia. These images soon ied to new 
and exciting discoveries in tectotlics, volcanology, and geomorphology 121. 
With the success of the Gemini GT-4 photographic experiments li! geology, 
subsequent nrissions included a host of similar experiments aimed at inves- 
tigating various geographic and oceanographic phenomena. Photography 
comparable to that of the GT-4 experiments was acquired over areas extend- 
ing between approximately 32' north and south latitudes. Each Image had a 
nominal scale of about 1:2,400,000 and included about 140 km on a side. By 
the end of the Gemini program, some 1100 high quality color photographs 
had been taken for earth resource applications and the \ d u e  of remote sen- 
sing from space had become well recognized. Serious thinking began about 
systematic, repetitwe image coverage of the globe. 
TLIe scielrtific contmunity's knowledge and experience with space photog- 
raphy was further extended with the Apollo program. One of the Apollo earth 
orbit flights (Apollo 9) made prior to the lunar landings included the first 
c-ontrolled experiment involving the acquisition of mtrltispectral orbital p h e  
tography for eat* resources studies. A four-camera array of electrically driven 
and triggered 70 mrn Hasselblad cameras was used in the experiment. Pho- 
tographs were produced using panchromatic film with green and red filters, 
black and white IR film, and color IR film. Some 140 sets of imagery were 
thus obtained over the course of four days. The imagery covered parts of the 
southwestern, south central and southeastern United States, as well as parts 
of Mexico and the Caribbean-Atlantic area. 
In 1973, Skylab, the first American space workshop, was launched and its 
astronauts took over 35,000 images of the eartlr with the Earth Resources 
Experiment Package (EREP) on board. The EREP included a six-camera 
multispectrial array, a long fwal length "earth terrain" camerid, a 13 channel 
multispectral scanner and two microwave systems. The EREP experiments 
were the first to demonstrate the complement;lry nature of photography and 
electronic imaging from space [ 121, 1 131. 
Another early (1975) space station expentltent having a remote sensing 
component was the joint US.-U.S.S.R. Apollo-Soyuz Test Project (ASTI'). 
Regrettably--because earth resource iniaging was not a primary goal of this 
venture-hand-held 35n1m and 70mm cameras were again used. For various 
reasons, the overdl quality of most of the images from the ASTP was disap- 
pointing. However, like Skylab, thc ASTP mission demonstrated that trained 
crcwmembers cocld obtain useful, and sometimes unique, earth resource 
data from visual observation and discretionary imaging. The results of training 
crewmembers to look for specific earth resource phenomena and selec!vely 
remrd itnportant events crystalized :he cornpIementary nature af manned and 
unmanned observation systems. 
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With the exciting glimpses of earth resources being provided by the earl) 
meteorological satellites and the manned spacecraft missions, NASA, with 
the instigation and cooperation of the U.S. Department oi Tnterior, began a 
conceptual shidy of the feasibility of a series of Earth Resources Technology 
Satellites (ERTS). Initiated in 1967, the program resulted in a planned se- 
quence of six satellites that were given before-launch designations of ERTS- 
A, B, C, D, E, and F. (After a successful launch into prescribed orbits, they 
were to become ERTS-1,2,3,4,5, and 6.) 
ERTS-1 was launched by a Thor-Delta rocket on July 23, 1972, and it 
operated until January 6, 1378. The platform used for the ERTS-1 sensors 
was a Ninrbus weather satellite, modified for the ERTS mission objectives. 
It represented the first unnianned satellite specificrtl!~ designed to acquire 
data about earth resources on a s~~stematic, repetitive, medium reso!ution, 
multispectral basis. It was primarily designed as an experimental system to 
test the feasibility of c~llecting earth resource data from uomarined satellites. 
The naEons of the world were invited to take part in evaluating this feasibility 
and the results of worldwide experimentation with the system were over- 
whelmingly favorable. In fact, these results probably exceeded most of the 
expedations of the scientific community. About 300 individual ERTS-I. ex- 
p* ..erts were conducted in 43 U.S. states and 36 nations. 
Just prior to the launch of ERTS-B on January 22, 1975, NASA officially 
renamed the ERTS program the '"Landsat" program (to distiriguish i t  from 
the planned Seasat oceanographic satellite program). Hence, ERTS-1 was 
retroactively named Landsat-1 and ERTS-B became Landsat-2 at launch. 
Landsat-3 was launched on March 5. 1978. 
Figure 10.1 illustrate the basic configuration of a Landsat szbllite. These 
butterfly-shaped systems are about 3 m tall and 1.5 m in diar'reter, with solar 
panels extending to sborit 4 m. The satellites weigh about S15 kg and are 
launched into circular orbits at a nominal altitude of 900 km. (The altitude 
varies between 880 km and 940 km.) Landsat orbits pass within 9" of the 
Korth and South Poles. They circle tho earth once r ich  103 mirlutes resulting 
in 14 orbits per day. The ground track s p e d  of the satellite is about 6.46 km/ 
s. Figure 10.2 shows the north-tasouth ground traces of the satellite orbits 
for a single day. Note that they cross the equator at an angle of about 9" from 
normal, and successive orbits are about 2760 km apart at the equator. Because 
the sensors aboard the satellite image only a 185 km swath, there are large 
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10.1 I~ndsat  observatory co~figuration. (Adapted from [ I  I].) 
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gaps in image coverage between successive orbit. on a given day, However, 
with each new day the satellite orbit progresses slightly westward, just over- 
shooting the orbit pattern of the previous day. (See orbit # 15 in Figure 10.2.) 
This satellite-orbitlearth-rotation relationship thus yields images that overlap 
thosc of the previous day. The overlap is a maximum at 81' north and south 
latitude: (about 85 percent) and a minimum (about 14 percent) at the equator. 
Figures 10.3 shows the set of orbital paths covenng the conterminous United 
States. It takes 18 days for the Landsat orbit pattern to progress westward to 
the point of coverage repetitinn. Thus, the satellite has the capability of cov- 
ering the globe (except the 82' to 900 polar latitudes) once every 18 days, or 
about 20 times per year. The satellite orbits are corrected occasionally to 
compensate for orbital precession caused by atmospheric drag. This ensures 
that repetitive image centers are maintained to within about 37 km. 
At the 103 minute orbital period, the 2760 km equatorid spacing between 
successive orbits causes the satellite to keep precise pace with the sun's 
westward progress as the earth rotates. As a result, the satellite always crosses 
the equator at precisely the same local sun time (the local clock time will 
vary wit11 location within a time zone). This is known as a sun-synchronous 
orbit. 
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Landsat-1.2 and 3 were launched into orbits that cross the equato at 9:42 
A.M. local sun time on each pass; however, orbital perturbations have caused 
the crossing times to vary somewhat. This time was selected to take advantage 
of early morning skies that are generally clearer than later in the day. Because 
the system's orbital velocity is constant, all other points in its orbit will also 
be passed at a relatively constpnt local sun time, either slightly after 9:42 A.M. 
in the northern hemisphere, or slightly before in the southern. The important 
implication of the sun-synchronous orbit is that it ensures repeatable sun 
illumination conditions during specific seasons. Repeatable illumination con- 
ditions are desirable when tnosaicing adjacent tracks of imagery and com- 
paring annual changes in land cover. 
Although the sun-synchronous orbits of Landsat ensure repeatable illu- 
mination conditions, these conditions vary with location and season. That is, 
the sun's rays strike the earth at varying solar elevation angles as a function 
of both latitude and time. For example, the sun's rays strike Sioux Falls, South 
Dakota, at approximately 20" in 1)ecember and at 60' in July. Along a single 
January orbit, the solar elevation changes from 4" in Alaska to 45" near the 
equator. Likewise, the azimuth direction of solar illumination changes wid1 
season and latitude. In short, the Landsat orbit does not compensate for 
changes in solar altitude, azimuth, or intensity. These factors are always 
changing and are compounded by variations in atmospheric conditions be- 
tweerr scenes 1191, 
Landsat 1 and 2 were each launched with two remote sensing systems on- 
board; ( I )  a three-channel return beam vidicon (HBV) system, and (2) a four- 
channel multisyectral scanner (MSS) system. The R61' system consists of 
three television-like cameras aimed to view the same lb5 km by 185 km 
ground area simultaneously. The nominal ground resolutio.~ of the cameras 
is about 80 m and the spectral sensitivity of each camera is essentially akin 
to that of a single layer of color infrared film: 0.475 to 0.575 pm (green); 0.580 
to 0.680 (red); and 0.690 to 0.830 pm (reflected infrared). These bands are 
designated as channels 1,2, and 3. RBVs do not contain film, but instead their 
images are exposed by a shutter device and stored on a photosensitive surface 
within each camera. This surface is then scanned in raster form by an internal 
electron beam to produce a video signal just as in a terrestrial television 
camera. 
Because RBVs image an entire scene instantaneously, in camera fishion, 
their images have greater inherent cartographic fidelity than those acquired 
by the Landsat MSS. Also, the RBVs contain a reseau grid in their image 
plane to facilitate geometric correction of the imagery. This results in an array 
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of tick marks being precisely placed in each image. By knowing the observed 
image position versus the theoretical calibration position of these miuks, al- 
most all image distortion can be compensated for in the image recording 
process. 
TI,(> RBV on Landsat-1 produced only 1690 scenes between July 23 and 
August 5, 1972, when a tape recorder switching problem (malfunctioning 
relay switch) forced a system shutdown. The RBV on Landsat-2 was operated 
primarily for engineering evaluation purposes and only occasional RBV im- 
agery was ob!r.ined, primarily for cartographic uses in remote areas. Conse- 
quently, the MSS became the primiuy data source onboard Landsat-1 and 2, 
The MSS mvers a 185 km swath width in four wavelength bands: two in 
the visible spec.bum at 0.5 to 0.6 pnl (green) and 0.6 to 0.7 pm (red), and two 
in the rtbflected infrared at 0.7 to 0.8 pm and 0.8 to 1.1 Icm. These bands are 
desiguated as channel numbers 4 ,5 ,6 ,  and 7. In Figure 10.4, the MSS chan- 
nels of operation are compared to the spectral bar: i s  associated with color 
and cdor  infrared film. 
The MSS operating corlfiguration is shown in Figure 10.5.. The instanta- 
neous field of view (IFOV) of the scanner is square and results in a ground 
resolution cell of approxiinately 79 m on a side. The total field of view 
scanned is approximately 11.56'. Because this angle is so small (compared to 
90" to 120' in airborne scanners), an ~sciilating, iestead of spinning, scan 
mirror is employed. The mirror osciliates once every 33 rnilliseconds. Six 
contiguous lines &re scanned simultar~eously with each mirror oscillation. 
This permits the ground coverage rate to be achieved at 1/6 the single-line 
scan rate, resulting in improved systern response characteristics. This ar- 
Color f ~ l m :  
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F#gun 10.4 Sprctral sensitivity of the four Landsat bands rnmpare,d with the spec.tnl 
sensitivity of the three emulsion layers used in cvlur and color inliared film. 
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rangernent requires four arrays (one for each band) of six detectors each (one 
for each line). When not viewing the earth, the detectors are exposed to 
internal light and sun calibration sourcvs. 
The analog signal from each detector is converted to digital form by an 
onboard A to D converter. A digital number range of 0 to 63 (6 binary digits) 
is used for this purpose. These data are then scaled to other ranges during 
subsequent ground-based processing. (Normally, bands 4.5, and 6 are scaled 
to a range of 0 to 127 and band 7 is scaled to 0 to 63.) 
The A to D converter samples the output of the detectors about 100,000 
times a second, resulting in a nominal ground spacing of .56 m between read- 
ings. Because of this spacing, the image values fonn a matrix of 56 x 79 nl 
cells (as shown in Fiptre 10.6). Note, however, that the brightness value for 
each pixel is actually derived from the full 79 x 79 m ground resolution c ~ l l  
(shaded area in Figure 10.6). Because of the cell spacing we often speak of 
a 56 m by 70 m "nominal" pixel dimension instead of the actual 79 m by 70 
RCMOTE: SENS1NC FROM SPACE 
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FIgun 10.6 Actltal versus t~orttinill MSS pixel sixt*s. (Adapted frotn [19].) 
rn ground area over which each hlSS measurement is made. In other words, 
the measurement data are acquired from an area of 0.62 ha but arc formatted 
as if they were nrade front an area of 0.44 ha. Note that this results in overlap 
of the areas from which nleasrrrenlents are made for adjacent pixels. 
The MSS scans each line fruln west to east with the southward motion of 
the spacecraft providing the along-track progression of the scan lines. Each 
Landsat MSS scene is "framed" from the ~wntinuous MSS data swath so that 
it covers approximately a 185 km by 185 km area with 10 percent endlap 
1~:tween sur-cessive scenes. A nominal scene c-onsists of some 2340 scan iines. 
with about 3240 pixels per line or about 7,581,600 pixels per channel. With 
four spectral observations per pixel, each image data set contains over 30 
million observations. Considering that an image is collected in about 25 sec- 
oncls, the rate of data generation is enormous. 
Figure 10.7 is a full-frame, Band 5 Landsat MSS s c ~ n e  cwvering a portion 
of rvntral New York. Note that the image area is a parallelogram, not a syuare, 
because of the earth's rotatic~n during the 25 serwnds it takes the satellite to 
travel from the top of the scene to the bottom. The tick marks and numbers 
around the margins of this image refer to an approximate latitude and lon- 
gitude (degrees and minutes) grid for the image. At the bottom of the irnage 
is a step wedge containing 15 steps corresponding to the full potential range 
of brightness values detected by the MSS. Not all steps are visible on this 
image because only a limited portion of die full scale was used in printing 
this scene. 
Above the step wedge is an annotation block giving specific information 
a b o ~ ~ t  the acquisition of this image. For Figure 10.7, the block shows, from 
left to right: the date (lOJUN75); the latitude and longitude of the center of 
the irnage in degrees and minutes (N43-11/W07536); the latitude and Ion- 
gitude of the ground point directly beneath the satellite (the nadir) (N43-W 
4 7 
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tn addition to black and white images of single bands. color cemporitec 
are avaihble for a number of LPndrPt sceser. Color composites are 8enented 
by printing three MSS h d r  in ngistmtinn onto color film. Generally. band 
4 is printed in blue, band 5 is printed in green, and hand 7 is printed in red. 
This combination simulates the rolr r rendition of color i n f d  film (Figure 
10.4). 
Two major changer were introduced in the design of Landsat-3: a thennal 
(10.4 to 12.6 pm) channel was added to the MSS, and &a spatial resolution 
of the RBV system was improved through the iniplementetion ofa twocamera 
f i d - b a n d ,  rather thPn multispectral, system. 
Unfortunately, the thermal channel of the Londmt-3 MSS developed op 
erntfng problems that caused the channel the foil s h d y  &LIT launch. The 
other four channels (identical to bonds 4 to 7 of the previous Lndsats) con- 
tinue to provide data at a 79 m nomlrd resolution. 
The RBV system onboard Landsat-3 provides b d - b a n d  imagery with a 
factor of about 2.6 improvement in ground resolution compared to the pre- 
vious, multispectral RflVs. The change to a 30 m nominal ground resolution 
was achieved by doubling the foa l  length of the camera lens system, de- 
creasing the exposure time to reduc~ image motion during exposure, and 
removing the spectral filters of the previous RBVs. The spec.kp1 sensitivity 
range of the sys!em is from 0.509 pm to 0,750 f i t  ( p e n  to near IR). The two 
cameras am aligned to view +ent 98 km square ground sc-nes with a 13 
km sidelap, yielding a 183 x 98 km scene M r .  (See Figure 10.8.) Two suck 
cesaive seerre pairs roirwide nominJlly with one MSS scene. The four RBV 
scenes that fill each MSS scene ate designated A. B. C, and D. Figure 10.9 
shwu one RBV frame from Londsat-3. 
10.4 LANOSAT DATA RECEPTION, PROCESSING#, AND DISTRlbUTION 
When a Landlwt satellite is within linesf-sight of: receiving station, RBV 
and MSS data are directly transmitted in real-time and are remded on mag- 
netic tape at the ground station. When the satellite is operated over locations 
remote from e receiving station, two enboard tape ~pc'ot$en are ured to store 
up ta 30 minutes of &ta each. The reeotded data are transmitted to lpwnd 
when the satellite again passes over a receiving station. The RBV data ate 
transmitted to earth in d o g  fonn. The MSS &te am didtized by un e n M  
A to D converter and transmitted in P digital format. 
In addition to its image acquisition role, Landsat functions as a mmmu- 
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10.8 Landsat-3 HBV sys te t t~  cumfluurution. (ACiirptc~1 from [ 111.) 
nications rehy sateflite th r~ugh  its Data Collection System (DCS). This sys- 
tem involvts ground based autometic data collection platforms (DCPs) 10- 
cated throughout the world. These platforms relay reference measurenlents 
from cantact sensors at remote ~ o a t i o n r  to the satellite, which in turn trnnr- 
mita the data to a primary grouud recriving statian. Each DCP con collcrq 
information every 12 hours on as; m y  as eight variables (such as temprd- 
turn, stream Ifow, snow depth, soil moisture, ek.). This prevides a wevlt)~ of 
periodic field observations from remute, relatively inyc '~~ss~ble  locations as 
the satellite passer overhead. hiany investigators have found the f)CS func 
Hatr of h n d r a t  to be not only valwl)le but essential to interpreting Landsat 
imagery and the oarociated ground phcnomenn. 
The operation of lmndsnt sntellites i s  cantrolled fmm on Operrtic,ns Control 
Center, lou1ted at the NASA-Coddard SWP Flight Center (CSFC), Green- 
belt, Morylnnd. At this c~n te r ,  the spncu?cnrft und sensor systems we moni- 
t a d ,  satellite tracking is acrutmplinhed, and system cmmmand and aantrol 
decdsionr are mn&. In addition to the Cddard ksility, U.S. data receiving 
stations are Imnted in Fairbanks, Alarku, atid Chldstona. California. Several 
other countries rcc~ ivc  tandsot dmtu direr4y. Canada has had o receiving 
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station in Prince Albert, Saskatchewan, since the launch af Landsat-1. A sec- 
ond Canadian rrceivinc station-located at Shire Cove, Newfoundland-be- 
gan operations in mid-1977. Other Landsat receiving statrons currently (1979) 
are operated in Brazil. Italy, Sueden, and Iran. These and others in the plan- 
ning stage (in Argentina, Australia, India, and Japan) have come about 
through cooperative agreements with NASA aimed at ensuring open, peace- 
ful, worldwide use of I-andsat data. 
In the United States. Landsat data are disseminated by the Earth Resources 
Observatiort System (EROS) Data Center at Sioux Falls, South Dakota. The 
EROS Data Centcr (EDC) is operated hy the U.S. Department of Interior 
and is the primary distribution cvnter for a ninltitude of forms of'bndsat (and 
other) data products. "Browse files'' for viewing Landsat data prior to ordering 
products from the EDC are Irwated throtlghout the United Stntes 191. 
Prior to 1979, 70 mm film irnages were the primary archival media tor 
Landsat data. NASA-Goddard performed the transfom~ation from the rc-cciv- 
ing station tape folnlat to the image forn~at. The images were then trai-tsyorted 
to the EROS Data Center where user requests fbr image reproductions were 
filled. Requests for data in CCT fomtat were also handled 1)) the EDC, hut 
the tapes were actually produced at NASA-Goddard, shipped to the EDC. 
and then to the user. Since 1979. a new system for handling and processing 
the data has been implemented. This system incorporttes an all-digital ciatt 
supply from NASA-Goddarc! to the EDC. The Goddard Image Processing 
Facility (IPF) provides thc EDC with kindsat d a t ~  on high densib digital 
tapes (HDDTs!, instead of in a film format. Geometric and radiontetric wr- 
rections can bt. applied to the data prior to recc~rding the If IlDTs. 
Within the EROS Digital Inlage Processing System (EDIPS), first gener- 
ation film products are produced on 240 mrn tilrr~ using a lase1 beam image 
recorder. This recorder and the larger film format stze (210 mm versus 70 
mm) result in the production of images of higher quality than thnsc. previor~sly 
prodr~ced. In addition, CCTs and digitally enhanctsd images art. produced 
directly at the Data Ccbnter. (Digital enhaia-ement technicjues are disctlssed 
in Section 10.8.) 
Incjuiries and orders for Landsat tapes and images can be addressed to: 
EHOS Data Center, SIOUX Falls, South Dakota, 57198. 
10.5 UNDSAT IMAGE INTERPRETATION 
The application of Landsat image interpretation has alrendr. been demon- 
,.rated ia many firids, such as agriculture, b~tany,  cartography, civil engi- 
neering, environmtsntal moaitoring, forestr)., gr.-rgraphy, gt'ologL~, geoyhysic\. 
!and rtesonrce analysis, land r~st* planning, tmnography, anJ watc-r rcasotlrces 
analysis. 
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As shown in Table 10.1, the image scale and area covered per frame are 
very different for Landsat images than for conventional aerial photographs. 
For example, more than 1600 aerial photographs at a scale of 1:20,000 with 
no overlap, are required to cover the area of a single Landsat image! Because 
of scale and resolution differences, Landsat images should be r-nsidered as 
a complementary interpretive tool instead of a replacement for low altitude, 
large-scale aerial photographs. For example, the existence and/or significance 
of certain geologic features trending for tens or hundreds of kilometers, and 
clearly evident on a Landsat image, might escape notice on large-sale aerial 
photograpi~s. On the other hand, housing quality studies from aerial imagery 
would certainly be more effective using low-altitude aerial photographs 
rather than Landsat images, since individual houses ~ n n o t  be resolved on 
hndsat  images. In addition, most iandsot images can only be studied in 
two-dimnensions; whereas most aerial photographs are acquired in stereo. 
The effective resolution (in terms of the snlallest adjacent ground features 
that can be distinguislred from each other) of Landsat images is about 79 m 
on the MSS images and about 30 m on Landsat-3 RBV images. However, 
linear features as narrow as a few meters, having a reflectance that contrasts 
sharply with that of their surroundings, can often be seen on Landsat images 
(for example, two-lane roads, colrcrete bridges crossing water bodies, ete.). 
011 the other hand, objects much larger than 79 m across may not be apparent 
if they have a verv low reflectance contrast with their surroundings, and 
features detected in one band may not be detected in another. 
As a line scanning system, the hndsat MSS produces images having one- 
dimensional relief displacement. Because there is displacement only in the 
scan direction and not in the flight track direction, Laridsat images can be 
viewed in stereo only in areas of sidelap on adjacent orbit passes. This sidelap 
varies from about 85 percent near the poles to about 14 percent at the equator 
Consequently, only a limited area of the globe may be viewed in stereo. Also, 
the vertical exaggeration when viewing Landsat in stereo is quite small com- 
pared to conventional airphotos. This stems from the extreme platform alti- 
Tabk 10.1 Comparisoll of Image Characteristics 
- -- - -- - - -p 
Area Covered 
image Format Image Scale per Frame 
- - 
L.QW altitude USDA-ASCS aerial 
photograptls (230 x 230 mm) ::20,000 21 km' 
High altitude KASA aerial photographs 
[RE57 or U-21 (230 x 230rnrnj 1: IU),Oo 
Landsat scenr (185 x !R5 mm) 1 : 1 ,OOO,000 34.000 km' 
-- 
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tude (900 km) of the satellite compared to the base distance between images. 
Whereas, stereo airphotos may have a 4X vertical exaggeration, stereo Landsat 
vertical exaggeration ranges from about 1.3X at the equator to less than 0.4X 
at latitudes above about 70". Subtle as this stereo efiect is, geologists in par- 
ticular have found stereo viewing in Landsat overlap areas quite valuable in 
studying topographic expressiorr. However, most interpretations of Landsat 
imagery are made monos~wpically, either because sidelapping imagery does 
not exist, or because the relief displacement needed for stereo viewing is so 
small. In fact, because of th, Lgh altitude and narrow field of view (11.56") 
of the MSS, images from the scanner contain little to no relief displacement 
in areas of moderate relief. When such images are properly processed, they 
can be used as planimetric maps at scales as large as 1:250,000. 
Landsat is used a great deal as a planimetric mapping tool in certain areas 
of the world. For example, the World Bank uses Landsat images for economic 
geography studies and site surveys in parts of the world where adequate maps 
do not exist. The U.S. Geological Survey has published image maps and 
mosaics of selected areas at scales ranging from 1: 1,000,000 to 1:251),000. The 
Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) has employed Landsat data to revise global 
aeronautical charts and to update hydrographic charts of shallow sea areas. 
The multinational petroleum companies also use Landsat images and digi- 
tally processed Landsat data as an integral part of their exploration strategy 
in many areas. 
The most appropriate band or combirlation of hands of Landsat imagery 
should be selected for each interpretive use. Bands 4 (green) and 5 (red) are 
usually best for detecting cultural features such as urban areas, roads, new 
subdivisions, gravel pits, and quarries. In such areas. Band 5 is generally 
preferable because the better atmospheric penetration of red wavelengths 
provides a higher contrast inrage. In areas of deep, clear water, greater water 
pec ctration is achieved with Band 4. Band 5 is excellent for showing silt). 
water flowing into clear water (Figure 4.60~). Bands 6 and 7 (reflected in- 
frared) are best for delineating water bodies. Since energy of near-infrared 
wavele~~gths penetrates only a short distance into water, where it is absorbed 
with very little reflection, surface water features have a very dark tone in 
Bands 6 and 7. Wetlands with standing water or wet organic soil where little 
vegetation has yet emerged also have a dark tone in Bands 6 and 7, as do 
asphalt-surfaced pavements and wet bare soil areas. Both Bands 5 and 7 are 
valuable in geologic studies, the largest single use of Landsot data. 
Figure 10.15, an enlargement of a small portion of a Landsat scene, illus- 
trates the comparative appearance of the four Landsat hiSS Bands. The extent 
of the urban areas shown is best seen in Bands 4 and 5 (light-toned). The 
major roads nre best seen in Band 5 (light-toned), clearly v~sible in Band 4, 
undetectable in Band 6, and slightiy visible in Band 7 (dark-toned). An airport 
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is located 9 mm (on this image) above and to the right of the largest lake. It 
has a newly surfaced concrete runway and taxiway running vertically on the 
figure. To the right of this rur~way is a group of intersecting asphalt-surfaced 
runways. The concrete pavement is clearly visible in Bands 4 and 5 (light- 
toned), very faint in Band 6 (light-toned), and undetectable in Band 7. The 
asphalt pavement is very faint in Bands 4 and 5 (light-toned), reasonably clear 
in Band 6 (dark-toned), and best seen in Band 7 (dark-toned). The four major 
lakes and connecting river are best seen in Bands 6 and 7 (dark-toned). These 
lakes have a natural green color in mid-July resulting from the presence of 
algae in the water. In the Band 4 image, all four lakes have a tone similar to 
the surrounding agricultural land, which consists principally of green-leafed 
crops such as corn. The two lakes at upper left are mostly strrrourrded by 
urban development, and, therefore, their shorelines can be reasonably well 
detected. The two lakes at lower right are principally surrounded by agri- 
cultural land and their shorelines are often indistinct. The shorelines are 
more distinct in Band 5, but still somewhat difficult to delineate. The surface 
water of' all four major lakes and the connecting river is clearly seen in both 
bands 6 and 7 (dark-toned). The portions of this scene in agricultural use 
have a rectangular field pattern with d i t h e n t  tones representing different 
crops. This is best seen in Bands 5, 6, and 7. For purposes of crop identifi- 
cation and mapping from Landsat images, the most effective procedure is to 
view two or more bands simultaneously in an additive color viewer or to 
interpret color composite images. Small forested areas in this scene appear 
dark-toned in Bands 4 and 5. In regions receiving a winter snowfall, forested 
m a s  Tan best be mapped using wintertime irnagtas where the ground is snow- 
covered. On such images, the forested and shrubland areas will appear dark- 
toned against a background of light-toned snow. 
As mentioned in Section 10.3, each Landsat satellite passes over the same 
area on the earth's surface during daylight hours once every 18 days. or about 
20 times per year. The actual number of times per year a given ground area 
is imaged depends on amount of cloud cover, sun angle, and wllcther or not 
the satellite is in operation on any specific pass. This provides the opportunity 
for many areas to have Landsat images available for several dates per year. 
Because the a;.,xarancv of the ground in many areas with climatic change is 
dramatically different in different seasons, the image interpretation pnwess 
is often improved by rrtilizing images from two or more dates. 
Figure 10.11 sttows Band 5 images o fa  portion of Wisconsin as imaged in 
September and December. The ground is snow-covered (about 200 mm deep) 
in the December image and all water bodies are frozen, except for a snlall 
stretch of the Wiscansin River. The physiography of the area call be better 
appreciated by viewing the December image, due in part to the low solar 
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elevation angle in winter that accentuates subtle relief. A series of stream 
valleys cuts into the horizontally bedded sedimentary rock in the upper-left 
portion of this some. The snow-covered upland areas and I alley floors have 
a very light tone, whereas the steep, tree-covered, valley sides have a darker 
tone. The identification of urban, agricultural, and water areas can better be 
accomplished using the September image. The identification of forested areas 
can be more positively done using the December image. 
The synoptic view afforded by space platforms can be particularly useful 
for observing short-lived phenomena. However, the use of Larrdsat images 
to capture such ephemeral events as floods, forest fires, and volcanic activity 
is, to some degree, a hit-or-miss proposition. If a satellite passes over such an 
event on a clear day when the imaging system is in operation, excellent 
images of such events can br obtained. On the other hand, such events can 
easily be missed if there are no images obtained within the duration of the 
event or, as is often true during floods, extensive cloud cover obscures the 
earth's surface. However, some of these events do leave lingering traces. For 
example, soil is typically wet in n flooded area for at least several days after 
the flood waters have receded and this condition may be imaged even if the 
Bood waters are not. Also, the area burned by a forest fire will have n dark 
image tone for a considerable period of time after the actual fire has ceased. 
Figure 10.12 shows Band 7 images of a portion of the Wisconsin River in 
July 1!374 and March 1973. In the July image, the principal channels of this 
braided river can be seen as a very dark tone winding across the scctle from 
right to left. The river flow on the date of this image was 200 rns/sec. The 
March image shuws spring flood waters overtopping the stream channel banks 
and flowing onto the flood plain. The river flow on this date was 1300 ma/sec, 
a flord rate that can be expected once every four years on this river. 
Figure 10.13~ is a Landsat scene showirrg an area about 390 km northwest 
of Fairbanks. Alaska [171, [221. A f ~ r e s t  fire was burning at the time (note 
smoke in several locations) and had burned approximately 330 kmz when this 
image was acquired. The black tone of the burned area contrasts sharply wit!. 
the lighter tones of the surror~ntiing unburned forest area. 
Figure 10.13b is a Landsat scene showing an active volcano on the north- 
eastern tip of Kunashir Island, Japan [171. Two days before this Landsat 
image was acquired, the 1800 m tall strato volcano Tiatio, which had been 
dormant for 161 years, began to erupt in a series of violent explosions. A great 
plume of' ash-laden gases. such as seen here, rose to heights of 4600 m or 
more. Thi. eruption cloud is issuing from a new vent h a t e d  on the south 
dank of the volcano (north is cssentially to the top of this image). Much of 
the surfme of the volcano on the north, east, and south h c ~ s  has been covered 
by volcanic ash to depths exceeding 600 mm (note the dark-toned areas). 
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Figure 10.14 illustrates extensive geologic features that are clearly visible 
on Landsat images. Figure 10,140 is a Band 5 Landsat image showing an area 
north and east of h s  Angeles, California [22]. Figure 10.14b is a map of 
major geologic faults visible on this Landsat image along which movement 
is known to have occurred. The well-known San Andreas favlt that bisects 
this imnge is nearly 1 0  km long. The San Frunciscw earthquake of 1906 
occurred because of movement along this fault. The six solid dots shown on 
this map are the centers of earthquakes of magnitude 6.0 or greater on the 
Richter Scale which occurred on the dates ~hown. The movement along the 
San Andreas fault in 1857 is estimated to have been as great as 10 m (lancl on 
the Pacific Ocean side of the fault is moving to the north relative to the 
continental side), A large area of the eerth's surface centered around Palnldale 
in the western Mojave Desert has beer. rising in recent years resulting in the 
"Palmdale bulge," an 84,000 kma area with uplifts as great as 45 cm. Similar 
uplifts have occurred prior to some earthquakes in California and elsewhere. 
Such uplifts have also occurred without subsequent earthquakes, so the im- 
plications of the "bulge" in tenns of crustal stability in southern California 
remain uncertain. 
A variety of large circular features has been observed on Landsat images. 
Most of these are either volcanic calderas or meteorite impact crater sears. 
Figure 10.15 illustrates the 66 km wide Manicouagan ring in east-central 
Quebec. This circular depression serves as a water storage reservoir (fmzen 
and snow-covered on this image) for hydroelectric power generation. Such 
broad scale features can only be observed in their entirety from orbital alti- 
tudes. This feature had been considered a volcano-tectonic structure. How- 
ever, the probability that it is a meteorite crater scar has recently gained wide 
acceptance. The concept that the Manicouagan structure is the result of a 
great meteorite Impact would have m Jor implications if verified, because it 
is as large as many of the large lunar craters. 
10.6 ANALYSIS OF OlalTAL UNDSAT MSS DATA 
While a wealth cf information can be extracted from L~ndsat data in the h d  
cmpy (photographic) format, the overwhelming volume of Landsat data and 
their inherent digital form make them muck more amenable to computer 
assisted analysis. Hence, a n~ultitude of prWedures has evolved to deal with 
MSS data in their computer-compatible tape (CCT) format. It i s  this fonnat 
that provides the most faithful rendering of each scene as sensed electroni- 
cally and recorded digitally. ?Ire CCTs contain the image data in digital fnnn, 
without the sijpificant loss of radiometric detiiil ~sswiatecl with the photo- 
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graphic processing of these data. In many applications, computer processing 
of digital Landsat data pennits the fullest use of the image data. 
Computer based procedures for analyzing Landsat data can be categorized 
under the following headings. 
1. Image Restoration. These operations act to "restore" distorted image data 
to a more f~ thfu l  representation of the original scene. This involves cor- 
recting for a variety of radiometric and geometric distortions that may be 
present in the original image data. 
2. Image Enhancement. Prior to displaying image data for visual analysis, 
enhancement techniques can be applied to accentuate the apparent con- 
trast between features in the scene. In many applications, this greatly 
increases the amount of information that can be visually interpreted from 
the image data. Both restoration and enhancement are preprocessing op- 
erations. That is, they are performed prior to the actual interpretation of 
the data. These operations transform the image values into a form more 
appropriate for interpretation, but do not directly involve interpretation 
of the data. 
3. Image Classification. Quantitative techniques can be applied to auto- 
matically interpret digital image data. In this process, each pixel obser- 
vation is evaluated and assigned to an information category, thus replac- 
ing the image data file with a matrix of category types. This procedure 
was described in Chapter 8 in the context of airborne MSS data. The 
same techniques have been extensively applied to digital Landsat data. 
Each of these procedures is discussed separately in the following three 
sections. Our orientation in these discussions is toward the analysis of Land- 
sat data, yet the same general principles apply to most kinds of digital image 
data. 
10.7 CORRECTIONS APPLIED TO UNDSAT DATA 
As transrritted to earth, Landsat MSS data are distorted in many ways. Ra- 
diametrically, the digital numbers do not always accurately relate to scene 
energy levels; geometrically, image positions of features do not accurately 
relate to map positions. Correction techniques act to minimize these prob- 
lems, generating image data that are more useful to the analyst. Because thr:y 
are numerically expressed, Landsat data are amenable to highly accurate, 
computer-bascd correction techniques. Although once left fsr the user to per- 
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form, an increasing number of these corrections are being included in the 
standard Landsat processing operation prior to data dissemination. 
Radiometrk Corrections 
As mentioned in Section 10.3, the Landsat MSS uses a multiple detector aray 
to simultaneously sense several image lines during each suzep of the mirror. 
Bands 4 to 7 on Landsat use six detectors per band, yielding six image lines 
per mirror sweep. This canfiguration requires an array of 24 detectors (6 lines 
x 4 bands). Because the detectors are not precisely equivalent in their output 
characteristics, and their output changes gradually over time, it is necessary 
to calibrate the data they produce. To accomplish this, the scanner views an 
elecbically illcminated step wedge filter during each mirror sweep. Once per 
orbit, the scanner views the sun to provide a more absolute calibration. These 
calibration values are used to develop radiometric correction functions for 
each detector. The correction functions yield digital numbers that correspond 
linearly with radiance, and are applied to all data prior to dissemination [ l l  I. 
The radiance values derived from bands 4 to 7 of Landsat will not directly 
relate to ground reflectance levels because of the added component of "air- 
light" reflected from the atmosphere. This causes a decrease in image con- 
trast. Obviously, the use of reflectance panels to calibrate the image data (as 
described in Section 6.9) is unreasonable at the scale of Landsat data. As an 
alternative. a rough estimate of airlight can be dztermined by finding the 
lowest digital numbers in the image data set. Assuming that these pixels 
correspond to features having nearly zero reflectance, the digital number at 
these points is the result of airlight alone. By subtracting this value from all 
of the digital numbers in the data set, the airlight component is eliminated. 
This process is called haze removal. Other, more precise methods of esti- 
mating the magnitude of airlight have a130 been used. The effect of haze is 
also decreased when a contrast stretch is performed on the data. This tech- 
nique is a form of enhancement, and is discussed in the next section. 
Occasionally, the nominal radiometric corrections will not fully compcn- 
sate for an improperly functioning detector. In this case, a noticeable banding 
of image data appears in the image at a six-line interval. The enlarged imagery 
shown in Figure 10.10 shows this sixth-line striping effect. Several tech- 
niques may be employed to reduce the visual distraction of this problem. The 
simplest approach is to multiply the pixel values in the bad lines by normal- 
izing factors that yield altered values having a mean and standard deviatioll 
equal to those: of the good lines in the scene. This type of operatim does not 
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t truly correct the values, but provides a "cosmetic" improvement in the ap- 
pearance of the image products. 
- 
. Single image lines are occasionally defective due to sensor or transmission 
L 
5 problems. The horizontal black line in Figure 10.30 is at1 example of this 
t problem. Techniques are available to locate these bad lines by detecting 
unusually large discrepancies in image values for sequential lines. Once de- 
tected, they may be cosmetically corrected by simply repeating the previous 
line or by averaging the corresponding values in the preceding and succeed- 
ing lines. 
* 
Geometric Corrections $ 
P z 
Because of Landsat's high altitude and small field of view, the MSS data are 
relatively free of the panoramic distortions and relief displacements present 
in airborne MSS data. However, Landsat data do have numerous other geo- 
metric distortions that must be corrected [ 5 ] .  These stem from such factors 
as variations in spacecraft altitude, attitude, and velocity. The procedures 
emp!oyed in the geometric correction generally treat the distortior~s in two 
groups: those distortions considered systematic, or predictable, versus those 
considered essentially random, or unpredictable. 
Systematic distortions are corrected by applying formulas derived by math- 
ematically modeling the sources of the distortions. For example, a highly 
systematic source of distortion is the eastward rotation of the earth beneath 
the satellite during imaging. This causes each rrtirror sweep to view an area 
slightly to the west of the previous sweep. By offsetting each scan line during 
film recording, this effect may be corrected. The skewed-parallelogram a p  
pearance of standard MSS images is a result of this correction for earth ro- 
ta t i0~.  
Random distortions and complex systematic distortions are corrected by 
analyzing ground control points (GCPs). However, this requires the availa- 
bility of accurate maps of the image ares and image-identifiable ground con- 
trol points. As with counterparts on aerial photographs, GCPs are features of 
known ground location that can be accurately located on the satellite i nagery. 
Features that make good control points include highway intersections, small 
water bodies, and so on. In the correctio~i process numerous GCPs are located 
in terms of both their image coordinates (column, row) and s o u n d  cwrdi- 
nates (UTM coordinates or latitude and longitude, as measured on a map). 
These values are then submitted to a least squares regression analysis to 
determine coefficients for two transformation equations that interrelate the 
geographic and image cwrdinrtes: 
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where 
(x,y) = Image coordinates (column, row) 
(X,Y) = Map coordinates 
f,, f, = Transforniation relationships 
The process by which tile geometric transformations are applied to the 
original data is called resamplirrg. It entails the followit~g opemtions. 
1. A geometrically uniform "output" matrix is defined in terms of grotlnd 
coordinates. 
2. The computer proceeds through each cell in the output matrix. The co- 
ordinates of each output cell are transformed to determine the corre- 
sponding coordinates in the image data set. 
3. The appropriate pixel vallle is transferred from the image data set to the 
output matrix. 
After each cell in the output matrix has bet.1~ processed in this manner, the 
result is a geometrically correct, ground coordinate-based matrix contai,ling 
digital image data. In other words, we have geometrically corrected the image 
data set. 
Figure 10.16 illustrates the resampling procedure. This diagram shows a 
geometrically correct oui.put matrix (solid lines) superimposed over a dis- 
torted image matrix (dashed lines). Note that cells in the output matrix do not 
~recisely match the image cells. For example, the shaded output cell in Fig- 
ure 10.16 covers four ctblls in the image matrix. This circumstance nlakes it 
difficult to determine the appropriate image value to transfer into the output 
matrix cell. 
The simplest solution to the transfer problem is to use thtb value of the 
closest pixel, disregarding the slight offset. In our example, the values of the 
pixel labeled a would be transferred. This approach is called nearest neighbor 
resampling. It offers the advantage of computational simplicity and a ~ o i d s  
altering the pixel values. Features in the output matrix may be spatially offset 
by up to Y2 pixel, however, and this can cduse a disjointed appearance in the 
output image product. Figure 10.17b is an example of a nearest neighbor 
resampled image. Figure 10.17~ shows the original, distorted image. 
More sophisticated methods of res:tmplinp: evaluate several surrounding 
pixels in order to estimate the image value to be transferred. The bilinear 
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(distort&) 
Rgurm 10.18 Resampling process used to geonietrically correct image data. (Adapted 
frc,m [ 5 ] . )  
interpolation technique takes a proximity-weighted average of the four near- 
est pixels (labeled a and b in Figure 10.16). As shown in Figure 10.17c, this 
technique generates a smoother appearing resamplr*d image. However, be- 
cause this alters the imagc values, problems may be encountered in subse- 
quent spectral pattern recognition analyses of the data. 
An improved reconstruction of the image is provided by thz cubic conuo- 
lution method. In this approach, the transferred pixel values are determined 
by evaluating a 16 pixel neighborhood around each output cell (labeled a ,  b, 
and c in Figure 10.16). As shown in Figure 10.17d, cubic con,olution iesam- 
pling avoids the disjointed appearance of the nearest neighbur method and 
provides a slightly sharper image than the bilinear interpolation method. 
Prior to hndsat-3, geometrically corrected digital data werv not available 
from the EROS Data Center. The tasks of determining the transformation 
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which image data are converted into a set of specific, discrete classes that 
convey inforniation. This effort is one of interpreting the data. Enhancement f procedures, on the other hand, simply transform the data into a monk expres- 
sive, interpretable form. The activity of grouping the data into information 
classes-the interpretation process-is not performed at this stage. After 
being transformed, the enhanced data are displayed for the interpreter to 
analyze. It is only at this point that information is extracted from the imagery. 
One additional element should be stressed concerning visual interpretation ii r 
of digitally enhanced images. This activity utilizes the complementary abil- 
ities of the human mind and the computer. The mind is excellent at inter- 3 preting spatial attributes on an image and is capable of selectively considering 
obscure or subtle features. However, the eye is poor at discriminating the 
slight radiometric or spectral differences that may characterize such features. 
Computer techniques are therefore useful for accentuating the subtle radio- 
metric or spectral details prior to the visual interpretation task. 
Most enhancement techniques may be characterized as either point or local 
operations. Point operations modify the brightness values of each pixel in an 
image data set independently. Local operations modify the value of each 
pixel in the context of the brightness values surrounding it. 1( 
Point Operation8 : i 
A point operation enhancement commonly applied to Landsat data is tile 
contrast stretch. The Landsat MSS was designed to accommodate a wide : 9 
range of scene illumination conditions, from poorly lit arctic regions to high 1 
reflectance desert regions. Because of this, the pixel values in the majority of i 
Landsat scenes occupy a relatively small portion of the possible range of P 
image values. If the pixel values are displayed in their original form, only a 
small range of gray values will be used, resulting in a low contrast display on 
which similar features might be indistinguishable. A contrast stretch en- 
hancement expands the range of pixel values so that they are displayed over 
a fuller range of gray values. -3 
To illustrate the contrast stretch process, consider a hypothetical sensing 5 f 
system whose image output levels can vary from 0 to 255. Figure 10.1& 
illustrates a histogram of brightness levels recorded in one spectral band over % 
a scene. Assume that our hypothetical output device (CRT, line printer, or $ 
film recorder) is capable of displaying 256 gray levels (0 to W5). Note that 3 
the histogram shows scene values occuring only in the limited range of 60 to * 
158. If we were to use these image values directly in our display device d 
(Figure 10.18b), we would be using only a small portion of the full range of s z 
display levels. Display tones 0 to 59 and 159 to 255 would not be utilized. II 
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(d)  Hinopram s m t c h  
ngun 10.10 Prir~riplr of contrit\t strc'tch t * n h a ~ ~ c e n ~ t * ~ ~ t .  
Consequently, the tonal infonnation in the s c ~ n e  would be comprtassed into 
a small range of display values, reducing the interpreter's ability to discrim- 
inate radiometric detail. 
A more expressive display would result if we were to expand tlir range of 
image levels present in the scene (60 to 158) to fill the range of display values 
(0 to 255). in Figure 10.1&, the range of image values has been unifornlly 
expanded to fill the total range of the output devicv. This unifonn expansion 
is referred to as a linear stretch. Similar image data values worrld now be 
displayed in tones sufficiently different to be distinguished by the interpreter. 
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Light tonal areas would appear lighter and dark areas would appear darker. 
One drawback of the linear stretch is that it assigns as many display levels 
to the rarely image values as to the frequently occurring values. 
For exatnple, in Figure 10.1&, half of the dynamic range of the output device 
(0 to 127) would be reserved for the small number of pixels having image 
values in the 60 to 108 range. The bulk of the image dab (values 108 to 1%) 
are confined to half the output display levels (128 to 255). Although better 
than the direct display in (b), the linear stretch would still not provide the 
most expressive display of the data< 
To improve on the above situation, a histogram-equalfwd stretch can be 
applied. In this approach, image values are assigned to the display levels on 
the basis of their frequency of occurrence. As shown in Figure 10.18d. more 
display values (and hence more radiometric detail) are assigned to the fre- 
quently occurring portion of the histogram. The image value range of 109 to 
158 is now stretched over a larger portion of the display levels (39 to 255). A 
smaller portion (0 to 38) is reserved for the infrequently occurring image 
values of 60 to 10S 
For special analyses, spcbcific fea!ures may be aratyzed in greater radio- 
metric detail by assigning the display range exclusively to a particular m.nge 
of image values. For example, if water features were represented by a narrow 
range of values of a scene, characteristics in the water features could be 
enhanced by stretching this small range to the full display range. As shown 
in Figure 10.18e. the output range is devoted entirely to the small range of 
image values between 60 and 92. On the stretched display, minute tonal 
variations in the water range would be greatly exaggerated. The brighter land 
features, on the other hand, would he "washed out" by being displayed at a 
single, bright white level. 
The graphic effect of a contrast stretch is illustrated in Figure 10.19. An 
original Landsat image covering the Nile Delta in Egypt is shown in (a). A 
small portion of the Mediterranean Sea appears irr the upper left portion of 
the scene, and the city of Cairo lies near the apex of the delta near the center- 
right edge of the scene. Because of the wide ranKe of image values present 
in this svene, the standard display shows little radiometric detail. That is, 
features of similar brightness are indistinguishable. 
In Figure 10.1%. the brightness range of the desert area has been linearly 
stretched to fill the dynamic range of the output display. Patterns that were 
indistingr~ishabfc in the low cwntrast original are readily apparent in this 
product. An interpreter wishing to analyze features in the desert region would 
be able to extract far more infonnation from this display. 
Because it reserves all display levels for the bright areas, the desert en- 
hancement shows no radiometric detail in the darker irrigated delta region, 
---- 
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traneous effects as differential illumination across a scene. That is, extraneous 
factors influencing single bands analyzed independently are often self-corn- 
pensated by analyzing between-band ratios, In addition, contrast stretched 
ratio images will accentuete spectral differences in a scene. In many appli- 
cations, t'lis in~proves the ability of an interpreter to extract information from 
the imagery [14]. 
Plate XI11 illustrates the type of output product that can be produced 
through a combination of cont~ast stretch and band ratio techniques. Plate 
XIII(u) shows a conventional Landsat color composite image of an area in 
Saudi Arabia. Plate XIII(b) was produced by combining stretched MSS 415, 
516, and 6/7 ratio data into a color composite image using blue, green, and 
red filters respectively. The specific contrast, band ratio, and color combi- 
nations were selected for optimum discrimination of rock classes in the scene. 
The resulting enhanced image shows individual rock types better than the 
conventional color image. For example, the egg-shaped dark blue features in 
Plate XIII(b) are granitic intrusions into surrounding older metamorphic and 
igr.eous rocks that can be identified more positively on the enhanced image. 
One difficulty inherent in the use of two-band ratios for image enhance- 
ment is the large number of possible combinations of bands from which the 
analyst must choose, part;cularly when gener'lting a color composite. It can 
be a difficult task to detern~ine which combinations of bands will produce the 
best enhancement. An alternative approach involves statistical techniques 
that operate on all spectral bands together [ 141. The general form of such 
techniques was presented in Section 8.5 under the heading preprocessing 
transformations. In that discussion, the transformations were used prior to 
a spectral pattern recognition process. The same operations are useful for 
enhancing image data prior to a visual interpretation effort. 
Essentially, these operations transform the pixel values onto an alternative 
set of measarement axes. This concept may be graphically expressed by con- 
sidering a two channel image data set. In Figure 10.W, a random sample of 
pixels have been plotted on a scatter diagram according to their (Band A, 
Band B) values. By expressing the pixel values as measured on a rotated set 
of coordinate axes (Axis I, Axis XI), we can provide a more efficient description 
of the data. 
In Figure 10.200, the rotated axes have been positioned so that the Axis I 
values will account for most of the variation in the data set. Axis I1 expresses 
the remaining variation in the data. These axes are characteristic of a principal 
component analysis. When applied to four channel Landsat MSS data, four 
axes (or "componenrs") would be used. As in the two band exal~ple, the first 
component would express a maximum portion of the variance in the data set. 
Subsequent axes would amount for successively smaller poltions of the rT- 
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maining variance. Principal component enhancements are generated by dis- 
playing contrast stretched images of the transformed pixel values. 
We illustrate the nature of principal component displays by considering 
the Landsat images shown in Figure 10.21. This figure depicts the four MSS 
bands of a scene covering the Sahl a1 Matran area, Saudi Arabia. Figure 10.22 
shows displays of the principal component values for this scene. Some areas 
of geological interest. labeled on Figure 10.21 are: A alluvial material in a dry 
stream valley; B flat-lying quarternary and tertiary basalts; and C granite and 
granodiorite intrusion. 
Note that in Figure 10.22, the first axis expresses almost all (98%) of the 
variance in the original data set. Thris, this image represents an effective 
single-band composite of the multispectral data. Subsequent axes represent 
increasingly smaller portions of the variance. Although the fourth axis pro- 
vides virtually no information, Axes 2 and 3 do illustrate certain features in 
the scene. At times, these axes will enhance subtle fcatures that were ob- 
scured by the more donlinant patterns shown in the first axis. For example, 
a semicircular feature (labeled C in Figure 10.21), is clearly defined in the 
upper right portion of the Avis 2 and Axis 3 images (appearing bright and 
dark, respectively). This feature was mal'<ed by more dominant patterns in 
the Avis 1 image and in all bands of the original data. As in the case of band 
Bmd A d ~ m l  numba 
(0) Principle e~npanrntr 8nrlyrir 
a 
r.iss 4 MSS 5 
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ratios, the principal component output may be analyzed as separate black and 
white images (as shown here). or any three component images may be color 
coded and superimposed to form a color composite, 
Principal component enhancement techniques are particularly appropriate 
in areas where little prior information concerning the region is available. 
However, when the locations of particular features of interest are known, 
other transformation techniques may be more useful. For example, the prin- 
cipal component axes shown in Figure 10.3& were based on a random, un- 
differentiated sample of pixel values. In Figure 10.20b, pixel values from 
three training sites of known feature type are plotted (the feature types are 
represented by the symbols A, a, and +). If these three feature types are to 
be interpreted, an improved enhancement would be provided by the ca- 
nonical analysis axes shown here. These axes are placed to maximize the 
ability to discriminate the given feature types. For example, the axes shown 
in Figure 10.2% would permit the three feature types to be discriminated on 
the basis of Axis I values alone. 
In Figure 10.23, canonical transformations are displayed for the Landsat 
scene shown in Figure 10.21. Once again, the first axis acts as a composite 
display, expressing 78 percent of the variance in the original data set. Sub- 
sequent axes again represent additional information unrelated to the other 
axes and, in cases such a5 feature C, may enhance subtle features not evident 
in the original imagery. 
Local Operations 
h a 1  aperations modify the values for each pixel by considering the pixel 
values that surround it. They are generally employed either to emphasize or 
de-emphasize abrupt changes in pixel brightness vdues. In this way, local 
operations dter the textural appearance of the image. 
Operations that de-emphasize abrupt changes are useful when random, 
spike-like noise is present in the image data. Figure 10.24a illustrates a line 
printer gray s d e  output of a portiitn ofa N O M  satellite image (this satellite 
is described in Section 10.12). Note that this rendering of the raw data shows 
the "pepper and salt" or "snowy" appearance caused by significant noise in 
the data. Because the noise values change much more abruptly than the image 
values, they are said to have high "spatial frequency." Operations that de- 
emphasize, or "block," the high spatial hpquency values are called low pass 
flters. The simplest form of low pass filter replaces each pixel value with the 
average value computed within its 3 x 3 pixel neighborhood. Figure l O U b  
illustrates the effect of this operation. The processed scene has slightly re- 
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duced spatial resolution, but is far more usefu: for interpretation, Because 
the spiky noise values are "smoothed out," low pass filtering is also referred 
to as a smoothing operation. 
Since smoothing operations are generally used to reduce radiometric anom- 
alies in image data, they are in effect image restoration techniques rather 
than enhancement techniques. As such, they are applied to noisy image data 
prior to numerical as well as visual analyses. 
When interpreting Landsat data, random noise is not normally a problem. 
Often, it is useful to exaggerate, rather than de-emphasize, abruptly occurring 
image values. In noise-free data, these high spatial frequency valves usually 
indicate small, sub-resolution-sized features. By emphasizing such features, 
an increase in apparent spatial resolution is provided. This operation is re- 
ferred to as high pass filtering or edge enhancement. It is frequently applied 
by: (1) computing the local average surrounding each pixel; (2) noting the 
deviation of the pixel from its surrounding average; and (3) doubling that 
deviation. Thus, a pixel that is brighter than its surroundings will be made i 
brighter yet, a ~ d  a relatively dark pixel made darker. This operation is math- 
er;latically implemented by dolibling the value of a given pixel and subtract- 
ing its local average value. The edge enhancemen: operation is performed 
independently in each band. - 3 
ii 
9 
EDIPS Enhanced Image Product8 3 
Several of the correction and enhancement procedures described are applied 
to Landsat MSS data, on request. in the EROS Digital Image Processing 
System (EDIPS) at the EROS Data Center. This set of operations generates 
an enhanced product that has been found useful to a wide variety of users. 
In addition to geometric corrections, contrast enhancement, edge enhance- 
ment, and reduction of banding are performed on the original data. Each 
pixel is edge enhanced by doubling i t s  deviation from the local average. The 
average is computed within a pixel neighborhood whose size and shape can 
be varied. The contrast enhancement is a linear stretch that uniformly ex- 
pands the range of brightness values in the image data to fill the tonal range 
of the output display. 
Plate XIV illt~strates the effect of the EDIPS enhancement. A color com- 
posite of standard Landsat images is s1:own in (a). This s c ~ n e  covers the cmast 
of Massachusetts, showing Cape Cod and the metropolitan areas of Bo~tan 
(upper left) and Providence, Rhode Island (lower left). As a result of the 
cwntrast stretch, the enhanced image (b)  manifests deeper reds over vegetated 
areas, llghter tones in urbanized regions, and brighter whites in the coastal 
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f l ~ u n  10.24 Noise reduction through low pass Hltratio~l. (a )  b w  illllge dat. with 
noise induc~11 "pepper itnd salt" iappnritncr.. (& Data r~na,thecl I* uvcragi,~g srlurr 
in each pixel s 3 x 3 pixel neighin~rhood. 
dune formations. The edge enhancemmt accentuat~s the detailed cultural 
features prevalent in this highly urbanized regios. Narrow sand beaches are 
also enhanced. 
In addition to point and local operations, image data may be enhanced Ijg 
applying auxiliary data to them. This can be as simple as merging referellee 
map data with Landsat imagery, or merging Landsat data with other srnscrr 
products. In Plate XII. radar imagery provides spatial detail that complements 
the spectral information provided by Landsat data. The combined pnduct 
expresses more infonnation than either image alone. 
Auxiliary infonnation is also useful in computer-based analyses. When gecr 
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graphic data are digitally merged with Landsat data, the combined data set 
will often provide increased amracy in a classification effort. For example, 
In mountainous areas such features as vegetation and snowcover are heavily 
influenced by elevation, slope, and asjxct. By integrating digital terrain data 
with the Landsat pixel values. the computer can evaluate the geographic 
conditions in addition to the spectral data. Geographic data on soil type, 
geology, and microclimate are also useful in many applieatlonr. 
A particularly useful application of auxiliary information is the production 
of stereoscopic Lsndsat scenes. As previously mentioned, standard Landsat 
images exhibit a weak stereoscopic effect that is limited to fairly small areas 
of overlap between passes. Often, images from considerably different dates 
must be used, causing noticeable changes in the appearance of the scene. 
These probletns limit the potential for stereoscopic analysis, a tool many 
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interpreters find to be invaluable, particularly when landforms are important 
elements in the analysis of the image, 
By processing Landsat imagery with digital elevation data, a cwmputer can 
introduce simulated parallax into the scwne. That is, if the elevation at each 
pixel position is known, the pixel positions may be offset in acwrdancv with 
their relative elevations, When this distorted image is viewed stereoscopi- 
cally with the original scene, a three dimensional effect is percwived. This 
process is similar to the production of stereomates for orthophotographs (Sec- 
tion 5.ld). Because the stereo effect is artificially created, the degree of ver- 
tical exaggeration can be selected by the atlalyst. Plate XV illrlstrates a color 
composite Landsat swne and correspmding computer-derived stereomate. 
Stereo viewing is particularly useful when interpreting ratio images in re- 
gions of varied terrain. Because ratioing eliminates relief shading, the ster- 
eoscopic effect is needed to provide the three dimensional context of the 
spectral patterns [4]. 
Summary 
We have illustrated some of the basic preprocessing and enhancement tech- 
niques in this chapter without delving into the details of these operations. 
The student should simply understand that all these procedures attempt to 
use the power of the computer to make image data more interpretable. It ran 
be seen that the value of such techniques is extensive. 
10.9 COMPUTER CLASSIFICATION OF UNDSAT DATA 
Digital classification techniques were discussed in the general context of 
tnultispectral scanner imagery in Chapter 8. These same techniclues have 
k e n  extensively applied to Landsat MSS data. In far*. Landsat imagery has 
acted as a catalyst to hcmst tile devclopnlent and impletnentation of digital 
classification techniques. Prior to Landsat, MSS data were available only from 
airborne systems operated by a few advanced research gmups. Sine* the 
launch of Landsat, MSS data have not .,nly become readily obtainable, they 
have Iwcwnle so voluminous that r.omputc*r-assisted anuly\is is oftrrr A ntacvs- 
sit);. 
Numerous processing systems have been developed for thr analysis of 
digital Landsat data. Some of these are "software packages" or sets of cam- 
puter programs that can be used on standard general-purpose c-omputer sys- 
tems. Many specialized image analysis systems are also available. These sys- 
tems incorporate custom designed cwntrol ~wnsoler and cwlor display screens 
to maximize interaction htwwrr the image analyst :md the image data. They 
tend to provide increased flexibility and speed relative to general purpose 
computer systems. At the detailed level, the hardware and software for the 
image a~talyeis systems vary considerably in their basic design, operation, 
and analysis capability. 
In addition to digital hndsat data, most of the systems have provisions for 
analyzing airborne MSS data and aerial photographs. The photographic data 
are input to the computer via a mirrodensitorneter or video encunler. Many 
systems also incorporate electronic digitizing tables for entering map data. 
These data can be "merged" =.;ith the Landsat data to form a multiple-source 
data set. 
One principal difference between employing spectral pattern recognition 
pmcedures with Landsat versus airborne MSS data is the comparatively 
coarse resolution of the Landsat data. Within the larger area covered by a 
hndsat pixel, energy from a variety of surf- characteristics may be inte- 
grated to produce a pixel value unlike any of the constituent features. 
Another major distinction between airborne and Landsat data is the in- 
creased geographic coverage of the satellite image. Aawrdingly, the s p e d  
response yuttems may vary considerably across the scene because of regional 
variations in fartors such as soil type or bedrock geology. Atmospheric effects 
are also more likely to vary across the scone. The presence of buch vnriations 
must be checked by analyzing several training sites for each category of in- 
terest. Certainly, the sampling task required to train for a statewide, regional, 
or global Landsat analysis la enonnous compared to an analysis of Iodized 
airborne data. But horn the standpoint of the clarsifioation strategies, those 
employed to analyze Landsat data are iCentical to the ones used with airtmme 
data. 
Plate XVI shows a conrputer-classified land cover map of a 50 x 60 kar a m  
derived from Landsat digital data (the original IPabot  scene is shown as 
Figure 10.25). The classification was Lared on an analysis of four bands of 
data for each of two dates (October 11, 1972, and April 9, 1973). Using a r c ~ t  
of eight lrpectral values per pixel, each pixel was classified into one of 15 I.ad 
cover classes. The area shown in P h e  XVI contains .baut 700,000 pixels. 
Witb the i~wmasing ability to generate, process, and apply sprce remote e n -  
sing dntp, there is a tendency to assume that space remote sensing of d 
resources is already an "opentiorrP1" process. Although the economic and 
rocid value of both manned and unnmned rprce  expeditions fw earth re- 
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rtnrcture that an operational earth resource space program could and shwld 
- 
B bkc. fn great put, this comes about because NASA in chartered to perform 
only "resvarch and develognrent" and therefore cannot admlniskr an oper- 
E 
ational earth resource monitoring program. Unfortunately, while an opra-  
tional program would be of value to n host of agencies, no single agency - 
L 
seems uniquely appropriate to administer such a program. In essence, we 
have the ironic pmhtem of technology having proven utility for many dinci- I 
t - piines, yet having no Lnrtitutisml horns. The domestic political problem of 
f administering an operational earth resource system i s  made even mom wm-  
plex by the international rucioplitial implications of remote sensing from 
space. Bbviousiy, high resolution space &ta tranncend international bound- 
aties and can be potentially exploit~d for other thur pc8ccful purposes. On 
the other hand, systems such as h d u a t  &ord thc cpp.brility to probide 
- timely infomwiHon on the globnl extent and cxmdition of various crop, needed 
i 
- for food throughout the world. This potcntlol wru demonstrated in the Large 
h a  Cmp Inventory Experiment (LACIE) ~ n i u c t e d  by NASA, the National 
6- f 
E Onamgraphic and Atmospheric Administmtion (NOM), and the U.S. De- 5 
is 
c partment of Agriculture. Prefect LACIE involved, among other things, the $ 
merging of Landsat &ta with climatic data to predict the ykld of the wodd's 
i W r  wheat crops. The expdence gained in WCIE and the entin m y  of F previous productive applications of Landsat data stimulated the design of 
i kndut.D. f 
I 
r Scheduled fbr hunch in 1981, Landat-D will be the first of a new gencr- 3 
- ation of ear& resmms satellites. Thew mtellites will stem &om the Earth $ 
= 
e O b u r w t h  Satellite (EOS), or the Lon&at E'ollow-Un Program. In oddition 
E 
t;, the current Landat capabilitits, the tuKirot FollowQn Program will be 
t h m d m h d  tv sensors bving impmvd spatial resolution and radiometric z 
f 
-- rensitidty. b t e r  doto supply rates, and a special focus on sensinp vegetation. 
rcW infarnutien, t 
- 
s In addition to a fourchannel MSS similar to those on Landsat-1, -2, and . ii 
- 3 (minus the them& band). Landsat-D will eony an advanced rnultispxtd 
- f 
- 1 wanner c d k d  the thrmtk mapper (TM). l'hir nome relater to the intended i 
- application of the system's data to spcc td  pattern ntmgnitien technicrn 1 
s% Lhot will produce classified imager (thematic maps). Thc thematic mapper is 3 
rcheduled to tn! r sevr 1 t . 1  bnnel  scanner designed to maximize vegetative - *
analysis capabilities fo ,rr icultud applications. The following ore the pro- 4 
- 
s 5 pcned bands of operation of the thematic mapper. s 
Band OM (0.45 to 0.52 rm)--derignd tn provide iw7ease8 yenetrotiort into 
w,ati?r baiks as well as supporting analyses of lnnd use, mil, and vegetation 
t durrtedsticr. g e G 
P 
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Band two (0.52 to 0.60 pm)-primarily designed to Look at the visible green 
r e f t ec~nce  peak o f  vegetation lying iwtween th*. two chlorophyll ai)sr~rp- 
tion bands (!kt? Figure 1.10). Responses in this band are intended to em- 
pha5ize vegetation discrimination and vigor assessment. 
Band thwe (0.63 to 0.69 pm)-thc- most itnportant h:rt~cl for vr.gc*tutiot~ di \-  
crirnination. It rtssides in one of the* ch:orophyll ni~sorption rr*giotl\ atid 
ctilphasises contrast I)c*twcen vc*ge*tatiot~ unci notb~c*at.tirtictt~ fc.nttrrc.s ;I\ 
well as ~ ~ ~ n t r a s t s  withit* vegt-tiltion classas. 
Band fotrr (0.76 to (1.90 pm)--c.hosrtl to be rr*sporcsi\e to atnoitnth ttf vc+gts- 
btian hiomso present it1 a s e n e .  This will aid itt crop idc*ntificittioti, asd  
will emphasize soil-crop and land-water cwntrasts. 
Band &e (1.55 to f .75 -+a band known to be important to the determi- 
natian of crop type, crop water cmnt~nt, and roil moisture ~wnditions. 
Band mix (2.08 to 2-35 wn)--a hand impttrtant in thr* discriminatiot~ of rcwk 
formations. 
Battd scuett (10.40 to 12.50 pm)-a thcrtnd infrared chitt~t~t.l kclc-wrr to Iw 
rwntributory to vegetation ~'ln\stfi~ntioti, vegt*tatiott strt*\\ u.1 ti> \oil 
rnointtrre discnminntion. and a host of other ttrc.rmal1) rc.l;ttt*ci ~)lic.t~onlc~ri,t. 
Bands one thmugh six of the tltemutic mapper are prcrpoaed to have a 
spatial resolution of apprnximntely 30 rn. Band seven is to iravc. m 1W m 
resolution. This represents a substantial improvement in ap t ia l  resaltj;ion 
over the previous Landurt MSS systems (79 m and 240 m, rraprctivcly). Wke- 
wise, the gray level digitvl outputs for all channels will be increased from f54 
to 256 levels. These cuhtantial inmaws in spectral, sputiwl, and radiometric 
rem1uNon require a data transfer rate of 110 megabits per oecwnd, cwmparcd 
to pmviorrs data rater on the order of 15 megabits per second. The result will 
be requisite n-r tndificotions of ground recviving stations to handle the 
increased &ta flaw. 
Other potential changes to Iw made in the fi,llow-on series irlcludc a 
change to an etlwtorir) si .hsing titnc of 1 l:W A.M.. t;mJt*nt opratio:, of two 
hatelliter to provide nittc.-cby repetitive ccwtarayt*. ir Iowt*r 705 knr nltittrdr to 
imprcnw sputirri rrr.)lution osd to provide f i~ r  1n11nc.h nnd tnaintt+nantr frotn 
thc S p w  Shuttle*, and tire uw of a sophrsticated Global Yositioairry Sy*tcttr 
(CZPS) to furnish an acvurate rt.c.ord of sgacvcraft p)ritiori atid altitude*. A 
Traekisy Data &*lay Satellite System (TURSS) will also iw tt+c*d. whiclr will 
cttrploy two ix.ctrt~rnunic.atii~i~s satellitcr to rcalny data frottt ht tdrvt  (as u.r*ll rs 
many cdhcr rntellitex) nearlb anywhere in the world. to a single groutld strtit~tr 
at \%ite Sands. New Mcx~ru). This will elin~inatt* the ttred f ; ~ r  ctn.l~wci tape. 
rtuutrdiay and dt*crcv .e the nunlln+r of rrcluirc.d ground *bticttts. To incrt*asr 
the spec4 of data tnrnrrnission to data users. ;l donwstic cr~n~ntunisrtton \at- 
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ellite system (RCA's Domsat) will bcs used to relay the data to the EROS Data 
Center. This setup should permit v: ry short data transmission time from the 
satellite, through processing, to the end user. This has been deemed essential 
in applications such as crop damage assessment and catastrophic event mon- 
itoring. In fact, a Domsat link between the NASA-GSFC and the EROS Data 
Center is scheduled for implementation by mid-1979 (for transmission of both 
Landsat-3 and Landsat-D data). 
Remember that many of the anticipated changes in the Follow-On series 
represent compromises far from permanently agreed on. Many users are cur- 
rently ill-prepared to handle the data rates anticipated from the thematic 
mapper and will consequently use only the MSS data. Likewise, many users 
argue that transition to a 705 km altitude would disrupt the continuity of data 
f r ~ m  previous Landsats and measurably increase relief displacement and 
shadow effects. An 11:OO A.M. crossing time would improve the illumination 
characteristics of agricultural scenes, but would also increase atmospheric 
scatter, specular reflections, and cloud cover problems. 
Many questions remain to be answered concerning the Follow-On Pro- 
gram, but, in essence, ~t will provide for continuity of near global Landsat 
coverage, the opYon of improved spatial resolution and radiometric sensitiv- 
ity, an emphasis on vegetation mapping needs, nine-day repetitive coverage, 
and faster data transfer to the data user. Overall, the Landsat-D Program will 
help define the need for and character;stics of an operational earth resources 
data system. 
10.11 OTHER EARTH RESOURCES PLATFORMS AND SYSTEMS 
In addition to Iandsat, a number of other space systtins have been operated- 
or art. proposed-to acquire earth resource dab.  The general form of the 
platforins attd sensors that have stemmed from these operati:)ns and proposa1.i 
is described below. 
lieat Capacity Mapping Mission 
The Heat Capacity Mapping Mission (EICMM) was the first of a series o f  
snrail, relatively inexpensive Ay~plication Explorer Missiot ls  ( A E M )  con- 
ducted by N.4SA. These "budget satellites" have considerably less precise 
orbit accuracy urrd attitr. :e stahiliz,ttion than the larger Larldsats and, acvord- 
ingiy, arc oriented to feasli,~lity experiments. 
The HCMM (officially titled AEM-1) was launched on April 26, 1978. The 
radiometer onboard acquired data in two spectral channels: (1) vi%il,le J I I ~  
reflected IR  (0.5 to 1.1 pm), and (2) thermal IR (10.5 to 12.5 pm). The system 
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ground resolution was 1 '3 n at nadir, which expresses the broad-scale ori- 
entation of the HCMM experiment. The sensor imaged a swath width of 
about 700 km. The 620 km near-polar orbit of the satellite was sun synchro- 
nous with passes over the United States at approximately 1:30 P.M. and 2:30 
A.M.. These times of passage were chosen to match, as closely as possible, 
those of the average maximum and minimum daily temperature of soil sur- 
faces (about 130 P.M. and 4:30 A.M.). Having no tape recorder, the HCMM 
covered only those areas of the earth within the range of five receiving sta- 
tions, limiting coverage to parts of the United States, Europe, and Australia. 
The HCMM was the first spacecraft built to test the feasibility of measuring 
thermal variations of earth surface features to infer their identity and condi- 
tion. The day and night thermal data were geometrically corrected in order 
to overlay the two data sets digitally. Temperature difference data and ther- 
mal inertia data were then produced. The thermal inertia data were derived 
by applying a mathematical thermal model to the daylnight overlay and the 
visible data of the same scene. 
Figure 10.26 illustrates the comparative nature of the visiblelreflected IR 
band imagery (a) and the thennal band imagery (b) acquired by the HCMM 
satellite. Shown is an area about 200 km square along the U.S. Atlantic coast 
near Norfolk, Virginia. The city of Norfmk is located in the upper ce.>ter of 
the scene. Note in the thermal image (b)  that the city contrasts sharply with 
the surrounding surface features because of its relatively high radiant tem- 
perature. Such images are aiding investigators studying the development of 
urban heat islands. Note also the generally cool appearance of the water 
surfaces in the image and the small clouds at the bottom of the sceae. An 
eddy breaking away from the Gulf Stream is apparent in the lower right 
comer of the image. More subtle temperature gradients are visible in the 
near coastal waters and tidal estuaries Thermal variations associated with 
near-surface moisture are evident in drainage basins and wetland areas south 
of Norfolk. A number of sinall cities also stand out in the thermal image as 
light-toned areas. The black patches on the westem side of the thermal image 
are thin cirrus clouds that are not evident on die visiblelreflected IH image. 
HCMM data are being applied in such ay,plications as: using thermal in- 
ertia measurements to discriminate rock types and mine:al resource lwatinns; 
measuring plant canopy temperatures at fre p e n t  intervals to determine plant 
h-anspiration rates and stress levels; measuring soil moisture parameters by 
observing the temperature cycle of soils; mapping both natural and cultural 
thermal efftuents; and improving snowmelt runoff prediction. 
Seasat-1 was the first of a proposed series of satellites oriented toward oceano- 
graphic research. The Seasat-1 satellite was launched on June 26, 1978, into 
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all 800 km nrar-polar orhit. The satei l~~t .  \ vifi clesigrir.d to provide altc.r~~ating 
day anti night covcrirge c!acli 36 hoilrs. .4pl:rouimatc.l?, 95 pc*rr.c.nt oi'thc. c?trth's 
oceans wcrc to be c-ovcn~d 1,; ttw systc-m. L ' n f o r t ~ ~ n a t c ~ l ~  systt*iil fiii111rc. 
99 days after launch severely lirr.,'~ d the image data prodrlced 1)y ti)(* si~t~.llitr. 
The sensors onl)oilrcl Sciisat-1 \vcar, nlilny itnd varicld. A11 important "first" 
rei~lizcbd with St*i~,;at-l was us: I,-l)and (25 cln!, synthvtic ;\pctrturc. i111;igirig 
rildilr systen~. It \vils d e s i g n ~ d  to  generate imi~grry across a IOU k n ~  swat11 
(from 230 kni t ! ~  330 knl to one sidc. of t h t ~  ~111)~ittc~llitt. track) with ;I 25 nl 
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resolution. Although the operating life of the radar system was a very brief 
me,  the l i ~ i i i t ~ d  coveriige it provided t~u ly  gave the scielltific community a 
brand ne;v look at the earth. 
Figure 1U.27 shows u synthetic aj>erture radar (SAR) irnage from Seasat-1. 
It d-picts a Canildiurr region northeast c,f Alaska that is ;ibout 600 km north 
of tht Arctic Circle. The image contains numerous ice, water, and land fea- 
ture~.  0;lnks Island. Carlacla (rightj, shows stream channels, a!luvial fans, and 
beaches. The adjzacent dark zone is shore-fast, first-year sea ice. 1 to 2 m tliick, 
showing Ixight, linear p:c.ssure ridges. Westward is an area of open water 
(light gray), cdled a shore lead, followed by a marginal ice zone composed 
of a mixture of open water and large and small multiyear floes, typically 3 to 
5 ~n thick. and some first-ycar ice. Farther west is the main polar pack, made 
up of large floes up to 19 km in diameter, surrounded by new leads. A random 
pattern of pressure ridges is evident within the floes. The very bright areas 
within the fioes are "rubbie fields" that have intensive surface roughness. 
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Space shuttle 
One of the most substantial evolutions of space technology is NASA's ongoing 
S p a c ~  Shuttle Program. Its impact on remote sensing from space will come 
both from its use as a launch and maintenance vehicle for future satellites 
and its role as a primary sensor platfomt itself. With its first orbital fiights 
scheduled tbr 1979-40, the Shuttle will possess the capacity for repeated 
round-Wp flights into space. it is a three-stage vehicle consisting of: (1) a pair 
of solic! propellant rockets, (2) a large liquid propellant tank, and (3) the 
orbiter vehicle. (Flgure 10.280.) .At launch, the solid propellant rockets and 
tke liquid fueled orbiter engines lift the assembly to some 40 km. The solid 
propellant rockets are then ejected and returned to the sea via parachute 
where they are recovered for reuse. The Shuttle then attains orbit by burning 
fuel from the large l i ~ u i d  prope!lant tank, which is then jettisoned and not 
recovered. The orbiter itself carries enough fuel to accomplish its 1.1ission 
purpose and return for an airplane-like landing on earth. 
The design of the Shuttle yields great economy because of the recovery of 
the expensive first stage rocket engines and the re-use capability of the or- 
biter, which can make as many as 100 missions between overhauls (with a 
500 mission design life). Only the relatively inexpensive he1 tank is lost in 
any given mission. A typical mission will stay in orbit a week or two, but 
missions as long as 30 days are possible. The orbiter is approximately the 
size of a DC-9 aircrafi and has a payload bay 4.6m in diameter by 18.3m long. 
It can hold a payload of up to 29,500 kg. 
Orbiter 
vehicle 
(8) fb) 
F i ~ u n  10.28 Spacv Shuttle at liftoff fa) and in orbit with Spacelab (b). 
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f The Shuttle approach to micsi~n performance has profound potential a p  f plications to remote sensing from space, though earth observation is only one 
B 
o aspect of the total Shuttle Program. Again, the orbiter can carry various pay- 
F loads into space and be able to reach them for service, repair, or return to 
I 
earth. It will probably become the launch vehicle for many unmanned earth 
resource, meteorological, and communications satellites. 
ic A primary payload element to be carried onboard the Shuttle orbiter is a 
i large space laboratory, called Spacelab (Figure 10.28b). Spacelab is being 
built by the European Space Agency (ESA) and will provide a "shirtsleeve" 
environment for scientists to operate their own equipment in space. Tlr l  
advantages of manned systems for some types of space remote sensing were 
c demonstrated in Skylab and the Apollo-Soyuz mission: the scientist can make 
i 
visual observations, note worthwhile features, and concentrate on specific 
areas for a limited time. Another Spacelab feature is an exterior pallet area 
that will be available for mounting equipment to be remotely controlled by 
observers. Equipment of large size and weight and high energy requirements 
can be accommodated in Spacelab. Upon return to earth, the laboratory can 
be prepared for its next mission in a two week turnaround time. 
The anticipated role of Spacelab has been the subject of many studies 
conducted by ESA and NASA. In short, the Shuttle Program in general and 
the Spacelab program element in particular will offer many advantages in 
space sensing of earth resources. For example, the Shuttle will permit op- 
eration of nonspace-hardened equipment for data acquisition. It will naturally 
senre as a platform for testing components proposed for use in unmanned 
automatic systems. An onboard computer processing capability will assist in 
the handling and compression of data. Combinations of large, heavy hardware 
items can be operated. The capabilities of direct human performance of ex- 
periments will be explrited to the fullest extent. 
The prospect for inexpensive launching of satellites from the Space Shuttle 
has led to the proposal of a concept intended to reduce the cost of the sat- 
ellites. Called the Mult~mission Modular Spacecraft (MMS) concept, it con- 
sists of a standardized central structure to which modules would he attached 
for power supply, data handling, and attitude and altitude control. To this 
standardized MMS platform would be added the specialized payload and any 
extra components for power or comm~inications that may be necessary. The 
MMS will be launchable either by traditional boosters or from the Space 
Shuttle. 
Several proposed earth resources satellite systems would be applicable to 
the MMS [71. Stereosut has been proposed by geologists, who would like 
stereoscopic coverage for small-scale interpretation of terrain relief, slope, 
and strike and dip features. Instead of mounting one sensor vertically, two 
% sensors would he mounted at an angle of 45" to 60' with respect tr, one 
E 
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f another, looking fore and aft to provide stereoscopic coverage. Stereosat is 
i not, at the time of this writing, approved. It, or similar systems, could be 
launched as an AEM satellite (like the HCMM) instead of an MMS. 
I NASA is also funding the development of the Iarge Format Camera (LFC) 
for testing on Shuttle missions. The camera will have a 300 mm focal length 
lens, a 230 x 460 mm film format, and a magazine capacity of at least 1200 
frames. From an orbital altitude of 300 km, each frame will cover 225 x 450 
km with an image scale of 1:1,000,000 and a resolution of 15 m [7]. The 
detailed resolution of the LFC data should make them very useful in those 
applications where repetitive, global coverage is not essential. 
SPOT 5 
- Tentatively scheduled for launch in 1983 is the first French Satellite Proba- E 4 
toir- pour I'Observation de la Terre (SPOT-1). SPOT-1 consists of a multi- I 2 
mission platform that carries various sensor payloads (visible, IR, or micro- - 
wave) adapted to particular.missions. SPOT can be placed into sun-synchro- - w 
ncus orbit over a 600 to 1200 km range, with local crossing times in the range 3 
of 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. - 4 
The first mission of SPOT-1 is dedicated to an array of applications similar i 
to those of Landsat-D. The imaging system proposed for the mission consists 2 
of two identical high resolution visible (HRV) scanners. Each HRV unit has 31 I 
two modes of operation: Sband multispectral, or panchromatic. In the multi- 1 J
- 
spectral mode, the proposed spectral range of each band is: 0.49 to 0.59 gm 
(green), 0.61 to 0.71 pm (red), and 0.80 to 0.91 gm (reflected IR). The scanners 
cover a swath 60 km wide and have no moving parts. Instead of having a 
0 3 
single detector, the sensors contain numerous small (I3 pm) detectors-called 
charge coupled &vices--arranged in a one-dimensional linear array. This 
array is located in the focal plane of the sensors' optical system. A line of data a 
is obtained by sampling the respolise of the detector elements along the array. 
Successive lines of ground coverage are thereby obtained as the satellite 
moves over the earth. This process is called push-broom scanning and has 
certain advantages over optical mechanical line scanning. Besides having no 
moving parts, push-brorrm scanners are lighter in weight, use less power, 
have higher geometric fidelity, possess a longer life expectancy, and present 
a simpler data handling problem. The current disadvantage of linear array 
technology is that available detectors are not suitable for vre with wave- 
lengths longer than about 1.05 pm. Also, each detector in s liclear array must 
be individually calibrated to product? a uniform response over a scene. How- 
ever, detectors under development tend to be quite stable so that calibration 
will, it is hoped, become a one-time effort. 
The design of SPOT-1 specifies that 300@ detector e1emer.t~ arc 111 be sam- 
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pled in the panchromatic mode and 6000 are to be sampled in the multi- 
spectral mode. This results in respective ground resolution sizes of U) and 
10 m. Furthermore, the systenl's field of view can be "'pointed" within an 800 
km range through the use of a mirror system in thc optical path. This capa- 
bility can be used to produce orbit-to-orbit stereoscopic coverage. 
10.12 METEOROLOalCAL SATELLITES 
Since the launch of TIROS-1 in 1960, over 30 weather satellites have been 
placed in orbit. Although outside the primary scope of our interest in this 
book, nretecrological eatellites (Met-Sats) have been, are, and will continue 
to be valuablc sources of earth resources data. We shall briefly mention the 
salient fonn of current and prospective meteorological satellite systems. 
Four Met-Sat systems are described. The first two are fully operational 
systems. They are managed by the National Oceanfc and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA), the parent agency of the U.S. Weather Service. The 
TlROS series, of which the current satellites are named "NOAA" after the 
agency, are in near-polar, sun synchronous orbits similar to that of Landsat. 
By contrast, the GOES series are geostationary, remaining in a constant po- 
sition over the equator. The Nimbus series is operated by NASA to test new 
sensing systems. These satellites Ire also polar-orbitirrg and sun-synchronous. 
Finally, the U.S. Air Force Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) 
incorporates a system similar to the N O M  series. Details of these various 
systems are presented below. 
The near-polar, sun-synchronous orbit of the NOAA satellites is similar to 
that of Landsat except that they operate at a much higher altitude (1450 km 
versus 900 km). 1 his results in a broader area of coverage within each scene, 
a more frequent repeat rate (twice daily versus every 18 days), and cwnsid- 
erably poorer resolution (1 km versus 79 m or 30 m with Landsat-3 RBV). 
The NOAA satellites currently carry a dual channel very high resolution 
radiometer (VHRR). The VHRR is a scanning instrument recording in the 0.6 
to 0.7 pm (visible-red) and 10.5 to 12.5 pm (thermal infrared) portions of the 
spectrum. Figure 10.29 shows a typical thermal IR image from the VHRR. 
The reverse of most thennograms, NOAA IR images display cold features as 
white and warm features as black. Because clouds are colder than terrain 
features, this results in white cloud patterns (seen to the right and lower left 
in Figure 10.29). Obviously, dris depiction is preferrable far metcorologizal 
interpretations. 
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The scene iilustrated in Figure 10.29 is centered on the North Atlantic 
coast shown from Chesapeake Ray to the Gaspe Peninsula. Note the greatly 
increased coverage and coarser resolution relative to the comparable Landsat 
scene shown in Plate XIV. Note also the lateral scale compression near the 
edges of the imagery. These distortions are particularly noticeable in the 
contracted shape of the state of Michigan (between the Great Lakes of Huron 
and Michigan) at the center of the left edge of the image. These distortions 
result from the wide angle of view of the scanner, as well as earth curvature 
effects resulting from the high altitude of the satellite. 
This IR image vividly portrays thermal patterns associated with the Gulf 
Stream (the dark band running diagonally across the lower right portion of 
the sc~nej.  Information on the positicin of eddies such as those shown here 
are made available to ship captains, who can alter their courses to take ad- 
vantage  for to avoid the currents. 
NOM satellites provide daily (visible) and twice-daily (thermal IR) cov- 
erage. Images and digital tapes are used operationally in a host of applications 
requiring timely data. For example, Figure 10.30 is an enlarged portion of a 
visible channel NOAA image showing the snow covered Sierra Nevada 
Mountains on the California-Nevada border. Lake Tahm lies just above and 
to the left of the center of the figure. This region receives up to 18 m of snow 
per year, and this resource is closely monitored by hydrologists. The frequent 
coverage rate and large area coverage of NOM imagery makes it particularly 
well suited to this type of application. Analysis of satellite imagery is increas- 
ingly becoming an integral component of operational snow monitoring op- 
erations. The different gray tones discvmible in the snow fields relate either 
to the depth or melting conditions of the snowpack. Also shown in this image 
is the distinct tonal difference between the chapparal-coniferous forest land 
cover southwest of the mountain range and the sagebrush cover in the arid 
region to the northeast. 
A vertical temperature profiling radiometer (VTPR), a nanimaging system, 
is also onboard the current NOAA satellites. The VTPR measures atmospheric 
temperature profiles. In addition, they carry a scanning radiometer that o p  
erates in two bands (0.40 to 1.1 pm and 10.5 to 12.5 pm) and produces images 
with nominal resolution of 4.2 and 8 km, respectively. 
The SMSICOES program, like the other civilian meteorologi~l satellite pro- 
grams, is a cooperative venture between NOM and NASA. The Synchronous 
MeteorologicaI Satellites (SMS), or Geostationary Operational Errvironmental 
Satellites (GOES), are part of a global network of meteorological satellites 
spaced about 70' longitude apart &round the world. The domestic SMS/GOES 
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to focal Weather Setvice Funcast OfBces. The most familicrr form of image 
format is an image subsection mverirrg a regional area of the United States 
used in loco1 weather forecasting. 
The bright future of geosynchronous satellite sensing includer a proposed 
(late 1 W s )  Synchronous Esrth-Observing Satellite (SEOS). With orbit char- 
acteristics &kin to SMS/C;OES, this system would sense the entire hemisphere 
hut improved serlsors wor~ld provide a "zoom" capal,ilitv for hndsat-or- 
better rr3olutian of lwal areas for continuous viewing. This feature is in- 
tended to assist in monitoring short-lived events such as violent storms, 
floods, and mdor fires. 
Much of the testing and development of civilian meteorological satellite rub- 
systems has been mnduc9cd in NASA's Nimbus Program. Many design ele- 
ments of current operational metwtologicd sakfliter stem from early testing 
in the Nimbus series. Of primary interest to thir discussion is the latest in 
the series, Nimbus-7, launched October 24. 1978. 
The sensors onbeard Nirnbus-7 include numerous multichannel thermal 
rudiometers and microwave radiometers. A Coastal Zone Color Scanner 
(CZCS) is included in the sensor payload to specifically measure the colar 
and temperature of the coastal zones c.f the oceans. This six-ehannef MSS 
operates in the visible, reflected infnued, and t h e d  regions of the sp- 
trum. Most channels are af very narrow bandwidth to cnharrce detection of 
very subtle water wflecancu? differences that may indicate variation in %.. lter 
quality. The CZCS hi.s an 808 m spntid resolution. The system is used to 
invcstigute temperature, chlorophyll, sediment, and gellostaffe !yellow sub- 
stance) distributions throughout the coastal zone. 
The sensors of Nimbur-7 are of d v n n c ~ d  esign and considerable com- 
plexity. In addition to the Ca,CS objec4ives. the Nimbus-7 program includes 
the investigr;tion of mapping of: sea ice; the rpec.trol characteristics of con- 
tinental ic* sheets; the distribution of Oa; the earth radiation budget; vertical 
profiles of temperature, Oa. HtO, N4, and HNQj; the eonce;~trations f  arm- 
sois; and the globnl distributions of CO, CHI, and NHs. 
Monm Y.1.orokglcrl ktdM0 Program 
The U.S. Air Forcr- administers its own meteurologir.al vutcllitc prc-gram 
called the Defense Metc.omlogiurl Satellite Program (DMSP). Some of the 
data p r U d u ~ ~ d  from the two operational F - Iliteu in this pmgmn have 1-n 
available to civilian uscrm on cut unslrursifiru msis uincw April 1973 161. The 
DMSP rotcllites e*ny a range of mrteoaloj& QI sensors. ScPnnen untoanl 
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system tc: ,,btain images under low illumination conditions. The system pro- 
cluces vi  id images of pher~omena such as the urban light petterns shown in 
Figure 10.32. Auroral displays, volcanoes, oil and gas fields, and forest fires 
have also hcen rle:ected with the low light sensor 161. Both the thermal and 
daytime visible image.; qf the DhISP have been used for such civilian appli- 
cations as I. .-w eitent mapping. Future DMSP satellites will feature im- 
proved res i. Ion bnd the number of civilian applications of DhSP data is 
like1 y to in' I ,:asn. 
10.13 CONCLUSION 
We have outlined the technical form of past, present, and prospective s p a !  
remote sensing systems and digital ,~rocessing techniques with applicability 
in earth resources observation. The student should recognize that we have 
been far from technically detailed in our treatment of this complex subject. 
Furthermore, we have treated axial  and space systems separately for con- 
venience reasons alone. Most earth resource problems entail the need for 
combinations of terrestrial, aerial, and space data accluired by various sensus 
in various formats and by other methods of observ ation. Successful resource 
managernerd and c:nvironmental monitoring require* a "systems approach" 
tct integration of remotely sensed observations with geot lased observations. 
Resource inventory ai~d analysis activities that have been and will be en- 
hanced by remote sensing from space are t w  numerous and diverse to detail 
here. Entire books have been written on this subject alone 1171, 2221. Suffice 
it to say that remote sensing front space has already revolutionized our un- 
derstanding and activities in cartography, geology, geophysics, water re- 
sources, land use analysis, agriculture, forestry, rangeland management, en- 
vironmental monitoring, evaluation of natural hazards, conservation, and 
oceanography. It has had an impact on our educational system, our methods 
of scientific inv,?stigation, our international communication, and o w  inter- 
national cooperation. 
Remote ,ensing from space is here to stay. It is changing daily and it is 
repiete with economic and sociopolitical implications. Yet, it is a major key 
to understanding the earth, its resources, and their environment. 
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APPENDIX This appendix lists the image sources 
and image identification numbers fbr 
most of the vertical aerial photogrkphs 
and Landsat images in this book. Our em- 
phasis is on listing images that are readily 
available through pub!ic distribution fa- 
cilities. The following tabular informa- 
tion specifies the agency that originally 
obtained thf* image and also the irnage 
iden.:fi! ,ati;jn numbers.  not^ that the fig- 
urc! anci slate captions contain additional 
information on location and date of image 
acc~uisition, which rn:iy I)t> helpftrl tvhe~r 
placing an order. 
Order information and c~lrrt~nt pri~*es 
for the images may be obtaitrcd from the 
following agencies: 
NASA images and USGS photographs 
EROS Data Center 
Sioux Falls 
S.D. 571% 
ASCS photographs 
Aerial Photography Field Office 
ASCS-IJSDA 
P. 0. Box 30010 
Salt h k e  C i h  
Utah 84125 
Ilrform;itio~~ or) cartographir data 
tllrougl~out the U.S..  including maps, 
charts, airphotos. space imagcs. geodetic 
cont.ol. digital data, and related infor- 
mation from Fedcral. State. ant1 some pri- 
vate soitrces, may be ol~tairred from: 
National Gtrtographic Infimnation 
Center 
U.S. Geologic Stiwey 
507 Sational Center 
Reston, VA 22002 
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Figure No. 
- 
Agency 
- 
NASA 
NASA 
ASCS 
ASCS 
ASCS 
ASCS 
ASCS 
ASCS 
USCS 
ASCS 
ASCS 
USCS 
ASCS 
ASCS 
USCS 
USCS 
ASCS 
USCS 
ASCS 
USCS 
ASCS 
ASCS 
ASCS 
ASCS 
ASCS 
ASCS 
ASCS 
USCS 
USCS 
ASCS 
ASCS 
ASCS 
NASA 
ASCS 
ASCS 
ASCS 
ASCS 
ASCS 
ASCS 
ASCS 
ASCS 
ASCS 
ASCS 
Image ID Number 
- 
SL4- 138-3846 
NASAlhISC 205 22-0169 
BWI-1 BB-27-28 
BMO-IT-125-126 
BRT-IFF-155-156 
BWI-1BB-29 
\I%+'- IR-49 
BWI-IBB-29 
CS-WI-12-146-147 
Dl(:-8.U-14-15 
APLAV-WW 
CS-WI-36a-69 
C hlY- I Dl>-33-34 
RF-2AA-97-98 
GS-VBCD-1-10-11 
GS-VBG D- 1-89-90 
APU-1V-1.56-157 
CS-IE-5-107-1W 
11-6BB-W-91-92 
GS-CiM A-32-WF 1 
BOI-5CC-2 10-21 1 
DDC- 10P-W91 
EKL- 14CC-6-7 
EKN-1CC-197-1% 
CVP-5W-Iy3-lM 
EKhl-3CC-5556 
YR-ST-178- 179 
GS-VID-1-9Fi-97 
CS-RR-5118- 1 19 
ABN-I4W-21-.Q 
CXN-3AA-I 17- 118 
cwy- 1 P-08-09 
1296-17023 
CBC-7N-37-s% 
BKP- ICG-34-35 
BXR-4\'-63-64 
RMI-3BB-95-96 
AX-SR-85-86 
BIC-1V-37-3 
XB-3R-$8-YJ 
.U-2R-65-66 
HRT-3V-38-09 
ZY- 1 CC-53-54 
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SI UNITS FREQUENTLY USED IN REMOTE SENSING 
Trbk 1 Fundamental Units 
Centimeter (em' Foot (ft) 
Kilogram (kg) Gram (g) 
Second (scc) Second 
Power ( M L T 3 )  Watt f W) Erg \ec-l Horsepower (hp) 
Tabk 2 Unit Prefix Notation Table 3 Common Units of 
IVavelength (A )  
Centimeter (cm) h M~llimeter  (mni) 10-%I 
F 
i 
t 
I 
E- 
l Tabh 4 Helpful Conversion Factors 
1 
F To Convert From hlultlply By 
4.046873 x 10 ' 
square meter (nlz) 4.046873 x l(r 
1.745329 x lo-' 
' C  = 519 x (OF-32) 
"K = "C + 273 15 
3.M8006 x 10 ' 
q u a r e  meter (nil) 1 x lo' 
meter (m) 2.54 x lo-2 
kilometer per hour rlletrr per sec (m/\ec) 2.774778 x 10 ' 
mile (U.S. survey) kilometer (km) 1 .@H347 
kilogram (kg) 4.535924 x 10-I 
s;ltnare meter (mz) 9.290331 * lo-' 
square meter (mz) 6.4516 x 10.' 
.sq- are meter (tnz) 2..%9998 x l(r 
I navelcttpth (in pni! frecluenc) (Hz) f = ( 2 . ~ 7 9  x 10") A 
I 
